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- "'Course Descripticin

This course was designed th upgrade an Apprentice (semi-skilled) Graphics person to a Specialist (skilled) GI aphics person. The course covet s basic
draftinglechniqdes; drawing and production. The duties of a Graphics Specialist are as follows.

Plans and prepares graphics and drawings
Operates special graphic equipment
Prepares medical illustrations
Supervises graphics personnel

This course is divided into five vuiumes each containing several chapters. Each chapter is organized ar.ound i.i itel ion iear ning objectives accuinpanied by
readings, criterion test items, and answers to the items. A volume review exercise with questions keyed to the objectives is also aiiabie, but the answeis

'are not included. Some of the chapters were deleted because they referred to specific military procedures or organizations.

Volume 1 Fundampntals of Graphics provides an overview of graphic equipment and material, the f undamentals of lettering, and the
tethmques of line and ione media: Three chapters dekling with career ladder progression, security, and supervision and
training were deleted.

VOlume 2 Applied Basic Drafting Techniques (Part 1) discusses geometric and graphic constiuction, section views, dimensioning, and
projections.

Volume 3 Applied Basic Drafting Techniques (Part 11) covert machine drawingsointersections and developments, and structui al
drafting.

Volume 4 Basic Drawing explains ba ic form, layout and compositton, human form, cartoons and caricatures, and landscapes. A
supplement containing foldouti for study accompaniei this volume.

Volume 5 Drawing and Production discusses perspective, visual communication, and reproduction meth9ds and processes.

The) course isdesigned to go beyond the basic drafting techniques and provide the student with experience ts drawing, composition, aiid ieproduction
technicNts. It is designed for student self-study and evaluation, but would be best used in conjunction with a studio or on the job leaming situation

9
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YOUR TRAINING consists of obtaining information and developing the

skills to become a graphics specialist. This information can be obtained by

studying this Career Development Course (CDC), which covers
, fundamentals, principles,/theory, and concepts associated with 'the graphics

specialty. This pc is composed of five volumes and a supplement designed

to bring you to the 5 skill level. Intensive study of these volumes provide, the

necessary information to reach the 5 skill level. A CDC canna provide the

necessary drawing practice that is required to reach any skill level, so time

must be prpvided by your trainer.
The balavioral objectives contained herein are designed to help you

understand what the subjects are all about. Studying the text and achieving

the objectives will give you the fundamental knowledge heeded to perform

ea a graphics specialiA Guided by the behavioral objectives, answer all of the

exercises for each chapter. Then, refer to the answer section in the back of

the volume and check your answers.
If you have questions on the accuracy or currency O'f the subject matter of

this text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng

Cen/TTOC, Lowry AFB CO 80230. , .

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any
of ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Behavioral

Objective Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination),
consult your education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate: If he

can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118,
preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance:

This volume is valued at 21 hours (7 points).
Material in this st1ume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of

November 1974°.
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MODIFICATIONS

of this pulhication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Currictilum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and tchnical education.

1'



CHAPTER 4 ,

. .Equipment and Material (Basic). -

MANY OF THE problems of today arb cattsed'
by a "Lack of Communication."'. Word
languages are high47 sophieticated systems Of
communication, but they are still inadequate
in many instances,' especially when describing
physical things. Drawing is a graphic language
that communicates in the uniVersal tongue of
art. It is a language that expresses ana cohveys
ideas of shape, size, and construction. As with
any form of cOmmunication, the tools of the
trade are your mpst important asset. Inielise
and care of this eqiupment is vital to the
graphics specialist, for it is his voice in the
universal language of art.

:

44. Care of Equipment
Equipment care, is the first. order of

business with any graphids specialist.
Eq&ipment Well cared for denotes a person
who does or 'has the potential 'cif doing
ex:ceptidnal work. Few workers Can do'a good
job with poor or badly misused eiuipment,
and the graphiês specialist is no exception.
Giving a ,poor craftsman, the best equipment
in the world will not appreciably'im'proye his
work. A good craftsman, .howevér,
usually produce better.:*ork if his emipment
is *ell cared.for.

036. State the rules for proper equipment
care. 4,, 5

Rules to Observe. These rides are;
(1) Have a place for bach piece , of

,equibniient and keep it there when not in use.
(2) Keep all instruments used to dispense

ink or other liquid m CLEAN.
(3) Never expose y pointed equipment

to the possibility of point damage.
(4) Never use "anir instrurnent ;for any

purpose except that for which it was
designed.'

44

4 .4

4

*

Each instrunient and piece of equipment
was designed to do a phrticular job. Leain
what that job is, 'and iuse your tools
accordingly. Most good equipment can be
kept clean . with mere soap and -water,
although some suipment may require special
solvents for cleaning.

- , , 4.

Exercise(035):
. . i.
. .

1. List two of the four rules for equipment
care.

4-2. Use of Equipment
As was statetf ore, most iristrunients ang.,

pieces of equi ent are desioed for `a,
specific purpose in a particular phce. So let's
begin this- diacussion with the Place,where the
equipment is to be used.

'936. Identify the element* to
for a well organized work area.

be considered

4

. -
Your Work Area..Your work area is usually

very simple: All that is needed is a drawing
table, a drawing `chair or stool, and a tabouret
for storing materials and drawings. For ,the
best results you should arrange your
equipment ftor maximum comfort. Some of
the things 5 that will contribute to that are
ventilation 'and lighting.

Ventilation. ,Y our, area shokild be well
ventilated. If the ioom is., stuffy you may
become drowsy, ',hot and tired; and irnNible.
Thege feelings invariably show up 5 in your
work, so. keep ttie tepperature slightly cool,
and the feeling will be- COOL.

-Lighting. Since you use your eyes almost

16
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Figure 4-1. Drawing table.

-

constantly on work which Must be accurately
and carefully exectited, you want your
working area to be well' lighted. Natural light
is best but" thiS situation is rare. For beat
results the light source should come over your

, left shoulder and -from the.left-front, if you
are right-handed; .or over the right shoulder,
right-front, if you are left-handed. This
eliminates shadows cast by drawing
instrumenth and your gond. Avoid glaring
lights and reflections, as they contribute to
eyestrain.

Drawing table and chair or stool. Your
i drawing table, similar to the one shOwn in

figure 4-1, should be adjustable in both height
and tilt of the top. Adjust the height of the
table so that if you desire to work in a
standing position, you can do so without

. stooping or holding your arms in a slightly
raised position. The table top may be left flat
or inclined according to your preference.

, . Your chair or stool should be high enough so
you can see the whole drawing board, but not
so high that you have to lean over
uncomfortably to draw. By shifting your
body or head slightly you should be' able to
look directly at any point on a drawing sheet

L of average size. That is, your line of sight
should be approximately pemendicular to the
drawing surface.

Placement of equipment. Before you begin
to draw, arrange your equipment in an
orderly manner. Place each article so that you
can reach it easily, but will not hit it when
you use the T-square or drafting machine and
triangle. Keep your tools in their proper
places when you are not using them; good
tools are expensive and easily damaged. A
systematic arrangement is timesaving and
efficientl and decreaseePthe likelihood of

,

. .

accidentally dropping or pushing something
off the table.

Exercises (036):
1. What elements make up a work area?

2. If you are right-handed, you should arrange
your work area so that t,he light comes
from what direction?

3. Why is it usually more convenient to use a
high stool and a drawing table adjusted to a

, high level, ratheK than a conventional chair
and a drawing table adjusted at a low level?

4. Why should you arrange your drawing
.equipment in-an, orderly manner and keep
everything within easy reach of your
WoOcing position?

T
"

h4--8 1/2 .+4-8 lie w 17---11.1

SIZE A
8 1/2 X 11

SIZE A
8 1/2 X 11

11
SIZE B

!IX!?

SIZE C
IT X 22

22
SIZE D
22 X 34

45

1 7

34

FigUre 4-2. Standard sizes for drawings.
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iigure 4-3. G;ades of drawing pencils.

4-3. Basic Materials

The basic 'materials us-ed by the graphics'specialist
in the preparation of art work

contain such items as paper, pencils, ersers,
pen and ink, brushes, and other such de ces.

037. Explain the features of drawing paper,
drawing board, and paper sizes.

Drawing Paper. Drawing paper is one of the
key ingredients for most illustrations. It is the
surface upon which most drawings are made
mitally:-Thawing paper is made in a variety of'
qualities for various purposes. It may be hot
or cold pressed which determines the surtace
finish, and can be purchased in both rollsTand
sheets. Most drawing paper is chemically
ireated so that the colors will remain true
even if constantly exposed to harsh light:

In general, paper should have sufficient
grain to take pencil or ink, and a hard surface
so that the pencil will not groove it or that
ink will not bleed. Drawing paper must also
have good erasing qualities so that when an
erasure does occur; the surface of the paper is
still smooth and hard enough to be redrawn
upon.

The Air Force Maintains drawing paper
standards. These sizes are based on the
ordinary -commercial letter page dimensions
-cf- x 11 inches as shown in figure 4-2. This

x 11 inch size can be filed in a standard
letter, size filing cabinet. As you can see in

(A) oij (B) (C)

figure 4.2, a 44- x 34-inch drawing can be
folded into the 81/2- x 11-inch size by slways
folding the long side in the nirdate.

Other drawing papers and drawing boards
can be identified by their trade names, but
they allserve thd same purpose. The ultimate
purpote of any drawing surface is to supply

othe .artist with a vehicle whietth he or she can
express ideas in any media of technique that
' available. In many cases, drawing paper and

awing boards are manufactured for specific
edia or technique.

.

Tracing Paper. Tracing paper is just what
the name impliesit is a natural (translucent)
or transparenj paper used to trace all or parts
of drawings arid blueprints when reproduction
is not possible from the original. Tracing

(

paper varies widely in cOlor, thickness, and
:stirface qualities. Therefore, the grade of

pencil or ink techniques must be adjusted to
suit the paper. All paper has a front and a
back. Most of the time the twd sides are the

Naarne, but With drawing paper you have to be
careful. Drawing paper may have a smooth
and a textured side, or a white and an

, off-white side; the front side is usually white
or smooth.

IT

Exercises (037):

1. Why must a drawing paper have good
erasing qualities?

Figure 4-4. Various pencil point shapes.

46 -18
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r Lgure,4-5. Sanding pad.

?. Why does the Air Force, have size standards
t for drawing paper?

3. What is tracing paper?

038. List characteristics of drawing pencils.

Drawing Pencils. The selection of a grade of
pencil lead is to some extent a matter of
personal preference. Special pencils.we used
for drawing, as illustrated in figure 4-3. Therok
are 18 grades of pencil leads, 17 of which are
shown in Egure 4-3. Leads are divided into
thOe general categories: hard, medium, and
soft The breakdown is as follows:

9H to 4H
3H, 2H, F, and HB
B to 7B

hard
medium
soft

In general, the soft leads are used more for
illustrative-type drawings, shading, and
making tonal drawings in shades of gray.
Medium leads are used primarily for
general-purpose technical drafting, tracing,
and lettering. Hard leads are for graphs,
charts, or diagrams requiring a high degree of
accuracy.

More important than the quality of the
pencil is the condition of the point. The
proper shape for a pencil point is shown in
figure 4-4. The tapered wood portion should
be from 7/8 inch to 11/2 inches long, and 3/8
inch of lead should be exposed, as'E shown in
part A. This can be done with a sharp knife or
razor blade, or by a special pencil sharpener
which cuts away only the wood leaving the
point, as shown in part B. After using either
of these methods, the lead should be brought
to a point by means of a file or sandpaper.
Three different points are commonly used.
For a conical point, as shown in part C, the
pencil should be rotated slowly while you rub
it back and forth on the file or sandpaper (see"'
fig. 4-5). The pencil should be inclined to the
direction of motion. To produce the wedge
point, shown at E in figure 4-4, th4 opposite
sides are rubbed down. Some artists Ptrefer the
screwdriver point shown at D. This point
requires additional sanding at the -corners of
the wedge. The elliptical or bevel point, item
F, is made by sandihg the lead entirely on one
side. ,

Eieh type of point is useful and has certain
advantages. The wedge point is used for
drawing straight lines, since it does not wear
down so rapidly.Its use, however, is limited
to drawing straight lines. The conical point is
used for general-purpose work and for
lettering whenit4thin uniform line is required.
The bevel or elliptical point is recommended
for use in the compass, as it his the same
advantages there- as the wedge point has for
drawing straight lines. The soft lead pencils
with beveled points are often used for
shading. .Since drawing' pencils wear away
rapidly, you should always keep a sandpaper
pad handy to resharpen the lead.

The disadvantage of uMng an ordinary
drawing ,pencil is that zou must take time to
sharpen it, and as it becomes shorter, it Li
more difficult to handle. Semiautomatic or
mechanical pencils, shown in figure 4-6, do
not have these disadvantages. Equipped with a
chuck to clamp and hold the lead, they can be

----4114114111111=11111111111111111111111111111Q-
CASTELL REFILL PENCIL .

ALTENEDER SINGLE-POINTED DRAFTSMAN'S PENCIL

ALTEN DER DOUBLE-POINTED ORAFTSMANS PENCIL

Figure 4-6. Mechanical pencils.
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y adjusted, the point sanded as the lead
of". wooden pencil, and they maintain their
lenoh. In addition, the entire lead can be
useei,

Exetiises (038):
I. What arc the three general categories of

lead for a drawing pencil?

2. What are the three different pencil point
types?

3. What . is one of the outstanding
disadvantages that a wooden dfawing pencil
possesses?

039. State the primary featives of ruby
erasers and kneaded erasers.

Erasing Equiwnent. Erasers and other
erasing equipment are important tools of the
graphics specialist. Many drawings can be
saved by a good job of erasing. Figure 4-7
show% some of the erasing tools a specialist

uses. Probably the most important of these is
the red ruby eraser. It is designed primarily
for pencil corrections, but can also be used to
remove ink. It will not destroy the surface of
the paper if used properly, and this is
especially important when you need to re-ink
lines in the erased area. If the surface of the
paper is damaged, the ink, when it is
reapplied, will bleed or spread and ruin the
drawing. Sometimes you can repair a damaged
area by burnishing the area with a metal
?nstruient or your fingernail.

fi ,

Pencil/ erasers have an over those
you hold in your nger since there is less
chance of getting oil from your hand on the
erasing \surface. This is also true of the electric
eraser which has-an additional advantage of C
saving time, especially when considerable

-erasing is required. op on the erasing surface,
as you probably alteady know, will cause
smutiging.

When erasing in an area ontaining many
lines that are close together, you will find an
erasing shield very useful. By placing the
shield over the area so that the line which you
want to erase shows through the appropriate
opening in the shield, you can erase the line
without fear of damaging nearby lines.

An art gum eraser is generally used to clean
up large areas. This cleanup job should be.
Icione before inking, because erasing over
inked lines. will destroy the luster of the ink.
Deep black lines 'made with a soft pencil
cannot be erased successfully with art gum,
since soft pencil lines smudge very. easily. It is

ART GUM of,

RUBY ERAstR
_

.fro"
400,A.,m74,.""C

4,07

PENCiL ERASER

ERASING SHIELD

/ ELECTRIC (

ERASER

DUSTING BRUSH

Figure 4-7, Erasing equipment.
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far better to keep the drawing clean than to
try to clean it with art gum after it has been
soiled. The following suggestions, if observed,
will help to keep the drawing clean:

When moving the Tsquare, bear down
on the head so that the blade is raised slightly
from th6paper.

Your hands are always somewhat
oilykeep them off the paper.

" Use a hard pencil for layout work.
Pick up the triangles rather than slide

them.
When

pencil, co
which yo

- paper.

fillishing a drawing with a soft
r all areas, except the one on
e working, with-a clean ifeet of

" Blow graphite Raqicles, which flake off
the soft pencil, frothrthe sheet.

Use a brush or soft cloth to brush erasing
crumbs ofclIthe shet rather than using the flat
of,y our hand.

Use a.hard, smooth-surfaced paper if*this
is suitable for thd type of drawing being
Made.

Man specialists also use kneaded erasers.
These erasers are made from.synthetic rubber
or plastic and may be kneaded into a fine
point, or any shape that is advantageous to
th specialist. They have the ,advantage of
leaipg few, if any, crumbs on the drawing,
an can be used to pick L graphite dust
rather than ,to rub it off. The kneading tends
to incorporate the dust particles and cleans
the eraser,at the same time.

An electric erasing machine is a timesaver
when tere is much erasing to be done. The
erasing (machine is very difficult to use on
paper without darriaging the surface. Its 'hard
eraser tip, which rotates very rapidly, will bite
.into most surfaces with any undue pressure.

An eraser shield is a small plate of thin
spring steel with holes of various shapes. The
holes in the shield make it possible to remove
unwanted lines while leaving other work

untouched. Also, the sharp edge of the metal
cuts away the smudged exterior of the eraser,
permitting a clean eraser tip to always be on
the d raw i ng surface.

In "additibn to art gum erasers, cleaning
compounds include pulverized gum eraser
particles., which may be squeezed from . a
plastic bottle or from a cloth bag. The
granults sift through the bag as it is rubbed
over the drawing. The eraser pad is also
excellent for precleanmg, to prevent later soil
build up.

txercises (039):
1. What fea e of the ruby eraser makes it an

iMportant iece of erasing equipment?

2. What features does the kneaded eraser
possess that inakes it unique?

040. Tell what drawing ink is, arid tell which'
kinde will not reproduce photographically.

Ink. Drawing ink is finely ground cirbon in
suspension, with gum arabic added to make
the mitture cohesive and waterproof.
Npnwaterproof ink flows Tore freely but
smudges easier than waterproof ink. Ink can
be procured in almost any color, but most are
not adequate for reproduction. Light blue and
white will no t reproduce on _photo,
photolithographic diazo equipment. Since ink
dries quickly, ysu should keep the stopper in
the bottle except when filling the Oen or
drawing instrument. This cuts down on

Figure 4-8. Dniwing board and T-square.
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EDGE OF DRAWING
BOARD

PENCIL MOVES
LEFT TO RIGHT

Figure 4-9. Checking,working edge of drawing board.

evaporation. Thickened ink is extremely hard'
to work with; if this does happen, thin it with
a few drops of water.

Exercises (040):
1. Drawing ink is made fr o m what?

2. Which two drawilvinks will not reproduce
photographically?

041. List the graphic materials and tools that
are absolutely essential to general illustrating.

( Tools. The basic tools used by a graphic
specialist consist of a drawing board,
T-square, friangles, protractor, scales, irregular
curves, and instrument set. The basic
materials used are pencils, paper or board,
erasers, and inks. There are other tools and
equipment that have special uses. We will
discuss these pieces of equipment when we
discusS the particular technique.

Drawing board. The surface on which a
graphics specialist places his drawing paper
may be a table top or a separate board. In
either case, the working surface must be at
It should .be made of well seasoned, clear
white pine or basswood cleated together to
prevent warping. The working edge, which is
the edge contacted by the head of a T-square
(see fig. 4-8), must be straight

You can check the straightness of the
working edge by placing a straightedge against
it and observing whether ,or not the
straightedge touches the working edge at all
points. Figure 4-0 shows how this is done,

50

Figure 4-10. Vrawing a horizontal line.

using the tested 00 of a T-square which has
been found true. *

T-square. This tool gets its name from its
shape, which you 'probably observed when
looking at figares 4-8 and 4-9. It consists of a
bled attabhed at one 'end to a shorterIgcrosspi ed the head. As you can see,, the
head is ted under the blade so that it
will fit against the edge of the drawing board
while the blade resti on the surface of the
board.

The T-square is used for drawing horizontal
lines, as shown in figure 4-10. To use the
T-square for this purpose, first apply pressure
to the head to hold it in contact with' the
working edge of the board. This keeps the
working edge of the blade perpendicular to
the working edge of the board. Next, slide the
T-square up or down to position its working
edge slightly below the point through which
you want to draw the line. Then hold the
head of the .T-square against the edge of the
board as you move the pencil along the

r- MKS OI IIKACK

11 "OW* 1
?WIC C THE CAROM

Figure 411. Testing a T-square.
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30-10 TRIANGLE

ure 4-12. Standard triangles.

working edge of the T-square. Draw the line
with the pencil tilted in the direc on of
movement, at an angle of approxiniate 600
from the sUrface of the paper. Rotate he
pencil between your fingers as you draw
line so that the lead wears evenly and
produces a lint having the same thiCkness
throughout its length. Of course, to draw a
straight line, the working edges of the
T-square must be straight and perpendicular
to each other. Let, us see how these conditions
are checked. '

To test the working edge of the head, see if
the T-square "rocics" when the head is placed
against an edge of sorything you know is
straight, such as the working edge of a
drawing board .which has been checked and
found true. If the Norking edge of the
T-square is not straight, remove the head and
sand the edge until it tests straight. When you
replace the blade on the head, you should use
furniture glue in addition to the screws.

To test the working edge of the blade, draw
a sharp line very carefullY with a hard pencil,
using the entire length of the working edge;

//
/

../
/1

/ /1
/ I

90

A

fDOLIBLE THE
4 ERROR

then turn the T-square over, as shown An
figure 4-11, and draw 'the line again along the
same edge. If the edge is straight, the two
lines will coincide (appear as one); otherwise,
the space between the lines will be twice the
error of the blade.

It is difficult to correct a crooked T-square
blade. If the error is considerable, it may be
necessary to discard the T-square and obtain
another. However, if the error is slight, you
may be able to straightenJji edge by sanding
it with fine sandpape pped around a
block of wood.

You can check to see if the head and blade
of a T-square are perpendicular to each other
by using the 900 angle of a triangle, which
you know is true. If they are not
perpendicular, you will probably be better off
if you discard the T-square and obtain a new
one.

Here are some of the rules about the care
ofta T-square:

11, Never use the blade as a guide for a knife
when cutting paper.

To keep the T-square true, always hang
it up by the hole located in the end of the
blade or ray it on a flat surface.

Be careful not to drop a T-square, as you
might knock it out of alignment.

Never use the lower edge of the blade.

Exercises (041):
1. List two of the basic materials and four of

the basic tools essential to general
illustrating.

1/ I///
/ 60°

I

Figure 4-13. Testing triangles.
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PENCIL MOVES
FROM BELOW

UPWARD

TRIANGLE
MOVES
JaLERT T9

RIGHT

a

4
T-SQUARE

Figure 414. Drawing a vertical line.

HORIZONTAL

45°

- T-SQUARE

A

2. Of what material should a well-constructed
drawing board be made? Why?

3. How can the working edge of the T-square
be checked?

4

042'. State the functions of the triangle and
protractor.

Triangles. Right-angle triangles are used in
conjunction with the T-square or straight6clge
to draw vertical or inclined lines. The tivo
standard types, as shown in figure 4-12, have
acute angles Of 45°- 45° and 300- 60°.
Triangles are made of transparent plastic so
that lines of the drawing may be seen through
them. Like a T-square, to be functional,
triangles must be accurate. The edges of
triangles can be tested for straightness by the
same two-point method used to test the

HORIZONTAL

Figure 4-15. Using the triangle.
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A

B

Figure 416. Drawing parallel and perpendicular lines.
,

working edge of the T-square. Figure 4-13
shows how to check the angles of the
triangles.

To check the 900 angle op either triangle,
set the triangle against the working edge of a
T-square and draw a vertical line through i
given point. Then without moving the
T-square, turn the triangle over to position it
(see dotted Outline in fig. 4-13,A) and draw a
second line through the same point using the
same edge. If the two lines coincide or are
very close together, the triangle is usable.

The 450 angles may be tested by drawing a'
line at a 450 angle to the horizontal and then
checking the opposite angle to see if the edge
coincides with the pencil, line. This process is
shown\in figure 4-13,B.

You can test the 60° angle by drawing an
equilateral talangle as shown in figure 4-13,C.
If the triangle has equal sides, the 60° angle is
correct. Of course if both 90° and 60° angles
are correct, the ao° angle will be correct also
since the suin of the angles of a triangle is
180°.

The method used to draw vertical lines is
shown in figure 4-14. Notice that the left
hand not only applies pressure to hold the
T-square in position so that the head is against
the working edge of the drawing board, but is
also used to hold the triangle against the
working edge of the T-square: The right hand
moves the pencil along the triangle with an
upWard motion.

7.---
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You can use triangles singly, as shown in
Varts A and B of figure 4-15, to draw lines at
angles of 30°, 45°, 60°, and 90° with the
horizontal. You can use them in combination,
as shown in part c, to draw lines at angles of
15° and 75° with the horizonta,l. Part D
shows the lines that can be drawn with
30°- 60° and 45° triangles. Since all lines
should be drawn from left to right (if you are
right-handed), lines sloping downward from
left to right will be-drawn with a downward
motion; those sloping upward from left to
right will be drawn with an upward motion.
This procedure allows you to see your work
better.

When a line must be drawn between two .

points, a triangle may be used for a
straightedge in place of a T-squgre. As with a
T-square, you should be careful not to let the
triangle slip when using it as a straightedge.
The alignment of the edge of the triangle with
the two points may be simplified by using the,
following procedure:

Place the tip of your pencil on the point
which is higher for drawing vertical lines, or
on the point which is farther to the right for
drawing horizontal and inclined lines.

Move the triangle up, against the pencil.
Using the pencil as a fulcrum, pivot the

triangle to align its edge with the second
point.

Perhaps the most important use of the,
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Figure 4-17. Using a protractor.

trut 1, --1

Exercises (042):
1. What are the tIVo types of triangles?

2. What is the primary function of the
triangle?

3. What is the function of the p tractor?

ttiangle, T-square combination, is to draw
lines parallel or perpendicular to 4 given line.
Figure 4-16 shows the- two stpps of these
procedures. The procedure of drairving parallel
lines is shown in part A, and the prOvIdure of
drawing perpendicular lines is shown in part
B. In each of these procedures, the first step
consists of placing the triangle against the
T-square and moving them\as one until the
edge of the triangle is aligned with the given
line. Then in the next step, while holding the
T-square stationary, you slide the triangle
along the working edge of the T-square until
the edge of the triangle is aligned with the
point through which you wish to draw the
parallel or perpendicular line. Naturally, you
use the same edge of the triangle to 'draw
parallel lines as you used to align the two
instruments in the first step, and you use the
edge of the triangle that is perpendicular.to
that edge when you draw perpendicular lines.

Protractor. A. protractor is used for setting
off and measuring anglies, including those
obtained by using the T-tquare and triangles.
Ofinarily, a transparent plastic protractor 6
inches wide is. sufficient. Suck a protractor is
shown in fiture 4-17. Notice that the
circumference 5 marked twice with a scale
running from 00 through 180° in each
direction. Having 00 starting points at
opposite ends of the diameter makes the
protractor easier to use and read in any
position on the drawing board.

To make accurate measurements with a
protractor, draw the baseline of the angle so
that it extAtuds beyond both zero points of
the protractor. The center point of the'
protractor must be aligned diactly over the
apex of the angle to be measured or drawn. In
laying out an angle, make a light pencil mark
on the drawing opposite the appropriate
degree mark. Then draw a line from the apex
through the pencil "tick" mark to complete
the angle.

043. Tell how each type of scale is used.

Scales. Although you are probably more
familiar with the term "ruler," "scale" is the
correct term' to use for a straightedge that is

7

graduated for measuring purposes. Scales are
made with a variety of graduations to meet
the requirements of many different kinds of
work. 'For convenience, scales are classified
according to their most common uses. Thus
we have scales for mechanical engineers, civil
engineers, and architects. A paphics specialist
will find each of these types ofscale convient
for certain types of work.

64

Mechanical engineer's scales are divided and
numbered so that fractions of inches
represent inches. The most common ranrp
are /11, 1/2, and 1 inch to the inch. The4
scales are known as the size scales because the
designated reduction also represents the ratio
of size. For example, on the IA scale, 1 inch

I r

171711 210 I II

r

25 26
2

Figure 4.18. Sample sections of architect's stale.
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represented by each 1/8 of an inch of the.
scale. These sdales are almost always "full
divided"; that is, the smallest divisions run
throughout the entire length. They are often
graduated with the marked divisions
numbered from right to left, as well as from
left to right. Mechanical engineer's scales are
used chiefly for drawing machine parts and
small structures where the drawing size is
never less than one-eighth*the size of Ale
actual object.

Civil engineer's Scales are divided into
decimals with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 'and' 80
divisions to the inch. Such scales are usually
fill dillided and sometimes numbered both
from left to right and right to left. They are
used chiefly for plotting and drawing -maps,
although they are convenient for any work
where divisions of the inch in tenths is

required.
Architect's /- scales are divided into

proportional divisions representing feet ana
inches, and are used to make scaled-down
drawings. These scalps have unit divisions of

2 IA 3/i 6 9 I/4 9 % 9 1/2 9 3/4 , 1, 11/2 , and 3
inches. Each unit represents 1 foot. They are
usually "open divided," that is, the units
representing feet are shown along the entire
length, but only the end units are subdivided
into fractions representing inches. Three
samples are shown in figure 4-18.

'We are all tamiliar with the top scoale
(12-inch ruler). We were intsoduced to it
during our early school days. It is divided into
12 inches, and these units are further divided
into 16 equal parts. If you use this scale to
make a scaled-down drawing of an object, you
must calculate the lengths that you require. In
some cas0s this may be difficult. If you were
usivg the scale, 1 inch equals 1 foot, you
would have little or no trouble finding the
measurement representing 5 feet 3 inches,
because 3 inches equals I/4 foot and is
represented by V4 of an inch on the scale. You

...merely mark off 514 inches 'i,for your
measurement. However, suppose that you
wanted to find the scale measurement of 5
feet 4 inches. This is not so easy. When you
convert 4 inches into feet, you get I/3 foot.
Since 1/3 foot is represented by 'A inch on the
scale and since there is no division at this
point, you must estimate or mechanically
divide the distance to obtain the
measurement. Let us see how much easier it is
to use the scale shown in the center of figure
4-18.

The numeral 1 located at the end of the
scale identifies this scale as the 1 inch equals 1
foot scale. Notice that the zero index is
located 1 inch jn from the end of the scale.
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Figure 4-19. Irregular curves.

The major divisions are numbered 1 through
10. (Only the numeral 1 appears on the
section of the scale shown. The numerals 20
and 18 are part of the 1/2 scale, which is read
from the other end 9f the scale.) The section
of' the scale to the left of the zero index is
divided into 12 major divisions which
represent inches. This is the section of the
scale that makes measuring in inches easy.

To obtain the scaled Measurement
representing 5 feet 4 inches, all you have to
do is place the unit division 5 at the right end
of your measurement and mark the left end at
a point opposite the fourth major division to
the left of the zero .index. This is more
accurate than estimating and much easier than
dividing the distance, isn't it? In fact, with
this scale you dan make measureinents down
to 1/4 inch directly on the scale.

The bottom .scale shown in figure 4-18 is
used in the same Way. On this scale 3/4 inch
represents 1 foot. Let us see if you can
determine where yo$ would mark the two
ends of a measurement representing 2 feet 9
inches. If you selected the unit 2 division for
the right end Of your measurement and the
third major division to the left of the zero
index for the left end of your measurement,
you are correct. If you did not get the
measurement right, you s uld study the
scale again.
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FREEHAND SKETCH LINE
FIRST THROUGH POINTS
POSITION .

CURVE FITS 'SKETCH LINE
DRAW THIS PART

INK OR
PENCIL LINE

SECOND
POSITION

Figure 4-20. Using an irregular curve.

Exercises (043):
1. What are the different types of scales?

2. How is each scale used?

*

,

circles. They are made of metal or of.

transparent plastic and come 'in Various
shapes, some of which are shown in figure
4-19. The patterns for these curves are laid
out in ellipses and- spirals or other
mathematical curves in various combinations.

Figure 4-20 shows how an irregular curve is
used to draw a smooth line through
predetermined points. After the points are
plotted, a light pencil line should be sketched
to connect the points with a smooth flowing
line. Then apply the curve to it, selecting the
part of the curve which most nearly matches a
portion of the line. The curve should match
the line at a mini/MUM of three consecutive
points. When selecting the part of the line to
be used, be sure to place the short radius
portion of the line .to be drawn. In drawing
the part of the line' matched by the curve,
always stop a little short of the distance in
which the guide and line seem to coincide.
After drawing this portion, shift the curve to
find another place that will coincide with the
continuation of the line. Avoid abrupt
changes in curvature by arranging the curve to
coincide for a short distance with the part of
the line already drawn. Thus, the lines drawn
coincide at each junction and create a smooth

. curve: ,
When using the irregular curve as a guide

for inking a curved line, hold the ruling pen so
that it is tilted slightly in the direction of
movement 'and is in a plane perpendicular to
the paper. In this position, both blades of the
pen will touch the paper at points just off the
'center of their curved tips. As you move the
pen along the' edge of the curve, rotate it
slowly between your fingers or turn your
hand to keep the blades parallel to the edge of
the curve.

Exercise (044):
1. What is the purpose of an irregular curve?

4-4. Mechanical Drawing Instruments
Drawing instruments may be purchased

singly, or,as .a set. The advantage of buying
your instruments ,in the set is that the case is
designed as a single, safe storage place. An

044. State the purpose of an irregular curve, average set of instruments usually consists of
a ruling pen, compass, divider, and bow
instruments. In addition, there are

Irregular curves. These curves are used to attachments for the compass, an extension
draw curved lines which are not segments of bar, and extra needles in case of breakage.
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A.
PLAIN SPRING BLADE TYPE

- B.
SPRING HINGE TYPE

C.
CLICK TYPE

Figure 421. Ruling pens.

The purpose of the following paragraphs is
to make clear the proper methods 'for
handling the various pieces of a drawing set,
what to look for in selecting them, how to
care for them, and how to keep them in
proper working order.

045. Describe the use and care of the ruling
pens.

Ruling Pens. A ruling pen consists of two
steel Wades attached to a handle. It is used to
make straight ink lines of uniform thickness.

(1e standard ruling pen, shown in figure
,A, has an adjustable spring blade. A

screw running through a hole in the adjustable
blade screws into the stationary blade and is
used to adjust the gap between the ends of
the blades, which are called nibs. The width
of the gap determines the thickness of the line
that the pen will produce. Never tighten the
screw far enough to bring the blades tightly
together, as you might bend the nibs and ruin
the pen. The adjusting device also allows you
to open the blade so that you can clean inside
the nibs. Before you put the pen 'away, you
should loosen the screw to relieve the spring
tension.

The two other types of ruling pens, shown
in figure 4-21,B and '4-21,C, have hinged
blades which allow the pens to be opened,
cleaned, and snapped back in place without
changing the width of the setting. These types

57

of blades are very handy when yolitve a
great deal of inking to do.

The spring pressure of the blades should be
positive but not too strong, or it will cause
the threads on the adjusting screw to wear out
rapidly. Don't buy a pen with undue friction
on this screw.

Ruling pens are supplied with two general
types of points. The wide-pointed pens are
called detail pens, but they are no more useful
for this purpose than any other. They serve
best for drawing long, heavy lines since they,
hold more ink. Pens of any one type are

1

2.)

Figure 4122. Filling a ruling pen.
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specified by overall length..When buying!a
single pen, you should purchase orie that suits
your hahd. .

A ruling pen should be filled by placing the
quill, which is in the stopper of the ink bottle,
between the nibs of the pen, and letting the
ink run into the pen, dashown in figure 4-22.
The ink should not stand more than 1/4 inch
high 'in the pen, as the weight df a higher

40-
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column will frequently cause the ink to run
out,and make a blot. After fAling a pen, you
should, always make a test line on a piece of
scratai piper).'Be sure the ink flows properly

1 and the width of the line is correct before you
ink a line on a drawing.

The ruling pen should be held in the same
manner as the drawing penbil. M shown in
parts (a) and (b) of figure 4-23, the pen

(a) FRONT VIEW

1)

(11) SIDE VIEW

9

CORRECT t_INE

EXCESSIVE PRESSuRE UeON RULING
PEN AGAINST T-SQUARePRESSES
NIBS TOGETHER

lc) ADJUSTING THOME) SCREw
,

,

c
,11111/11111111/911111111ip.4../.

INK ALLOWED TO RUN UNDER T-SDUARE

OUTSIDE NIB DOES NOT TOUCH PAPER

Figure 4-23. Using a ruling pen.
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perpendicular to the paper, and when the
coMpass is held in a vertical position, the pen
just touches the paper. Once you have
adjusted the needle point, leave it in that
position. When you, change the pen
attachment for a pencil attachment, adjust
only the lead point. You use the same
relationship as for the pen attachment.

The lead for the compass should b'e of the
same grade as that used in pencil work. This
means that you should keep several lead
points on hand to suit the varieties of pencil
used. You can sharpen the lead to a bevel
point by sanding the outside edge (see fig.
4-27). Sanding the outside edge of the lead
permits you to sharpen the point without
disturbing the compass setting even when the
compass is set for drawing very small circles.
With the bevel on the outside, the point of
lead is nearer the needlepoint, thus perrnitting
you to draw smaller circles.

When drawing small circles, you may leave
the legs of the compass straight; but for large
circles, bend the legs, as shown in part A of

figure 4-28. The amount of bend depends on
the size of the circle. Adjust the legs so that
both nibs of the inking pen.touch the pa'Per
when you hold the compass perpendicular to
the paper. Notice that the leg containing the
needle point is also perpendicular to the
paper. In this position the needle point will
not wear an unsightly hole when you draw
seyeral concentric circles. It is best to draw a
circle with a clockwise movement and to go
around thee circle only once when inking.
However, to secure a good. black pencil line,
you may find it necessary to go over the circle
several times.

For drawing circles larger than the compass
will accommodate, you may. add the
extension bar attachment, as shown in part B
of figure 4-28 or you use a beam compass, as
shown in part C. A beam compass consists of
a bar, or beam, of metal 18 to 70 inches long,
a steel needle point, and a pen or pencil point.
You can slidp the needle point and pen or
pencil point 'along the bar to any desired
pogition and then tighten them against the bar

Figure 428. Extension bar compass and beanicompaes.
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Figure 429. Adjusting and using the divider.

with thumbscrews. Using the extended
compast and beam compass requires more
skill than handling la regular compass since
both hands must be employed, one to hold
the needle at the center and the other to
move the pencil or pen point.

Dividers. Dividers are used chiefly for
transferring distances and occasionally for
divicling spaces into equal parts. They are
similar to compasses except that both, legs
have needle points (see fig. 4-29).
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To set the divider, hold it in one hand.
Then, if the distance to be set permits, hold it
as shown in tlie top illustration. This permits
you to Increase the span by applying the
pressure with your middle and ring fingers
and to decrease the-span by applying pressure
with your thumb and index fmger. If the
distance is small, remove your fingers from
inside the divider and close down the legs to
the proper measureinent by applying pressure
with your thumb and fingers. A screw on one
of the leg pro ides for a fine adjustnitnt. To
test divide , close the legs and check to see if
the two points come together in line with the
legs.

To transfer a measurement from one
drawing to another/or from an object to. a
drawing, set the divider to the correct
measurement and transfer the measurement
to the drawing by pricking the drawing
surface very slightly with the points of the
divider. To step off a series of equal
measurements, set the divider to the desired
measurement and step off this measurement
as many times as desired by swinging the
divider first clockwise and then
counterclockwise, as shown in the lower
illustration of figure 4-29. Alternately
reversing the swing permits you to maintain
your grip on the divider.

You can use dividers to divide a
measurement into a numbef of equal parts by
the trial and error method. The principle of
this method is shown in the bottom portion
of figure 4-29. If you want to divide the
distance between points A and B into three
equal parts, start by estimating one-third of
the distance. Then set the divider for this
distance; place one point of the divider on

, point A, and step off three ipaces along the
line 6etween points A and B. Be careful to
prick the paper as lightly as possible. If the
point of the divider coincides with point B,
you have accomplished your objective. The
two prick holes mark the division points of
the line A-B. You may want to back and
make these holes slightly larger or mark them
with a pencil to complete the operation.

If the point of the divider falls short of
point B, as shown in figure 4-29, or
overshoots it, you can use the distance of the
undershoot or overshoot to determine
approximately how much to change the
setting of the divider for the next trial
operation. ,In the above example, since you
are dividing 'the distance between points A
and B into three equal spaces, and the first
trial setting was too small, increase the span
of the divider by one-third the distance
between the final position of the divider and

32
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Figure 424. Correct and faulty ruling pen nibs.

should be slightly inclined in the direction of\
motion and in a plane perpendicular to the
paper through the line being drawn. You
should take great care to get and to keep the
pen in the correct position, since only a slight
deviation is necessary to bring disastrous
results.

The four illustrations in the lower portion
of figure 4-23 show the results of correct and
incorrect manipulation of the ruling pen. The
correct position of the pen and the resulting
correct line are shown in the top illustration.
Shown next is the result to applying too
much pressure against the straightedge. As
you-can see, this forces the nibs together and
thus reduces the thickness of the line. When
the ink comes in contact with the straightedge
and paper at the same time, it runs under tne
straightedge and blots the drawing, as shown
in the third illustration. The same thing will
occur if you leave irik on the outside of the
nib and it touches the straightedge. When the
pen is held, as shown in the bottom
illustration, the outside nib of the ruling pen
does not touch the paper and a ragged line is
produced.

9
X

A

To draw a long line, you should use a
steady, even arm movement. Your little finger
and ring finger should rest on and slide along
the straightedge to help keep the angle of
inclination constant. Just before you reach
the end of the line, stop your arm and two
guiding fingers and, without stopping the
motion of the pen, finish the line with a
finger movement. Draw short lines with this
finger movement alone. When you reach the
end of the line, quickly lift the pen from, the
paper and move the straightedge away from
the line.

The quality of a line produced by a ruling
pen depends not only on the ma3iipu1ation of
the pen but also on the condition of the
point. Even the best pens seldom come from
th e manufacturer properly pointed.
Therefore, you should learn to sharpen and
shape the nibs. The correct shape is shown in
part A of figure 4-24. Notice that it is not
very pp' ted. A pointed tip produces a very
high, ca4i4iary action. This is the action by
which t e surface of a liquid is depressed or
elevated as it comes into contact with a solid.
This action holds the inkwell away from the

Figure 4-25. Equalizing the nibs and sharpening the ruling pen.
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EEOLE INGE POINTS

PENCIL; ATTACHMENT

PEN ATTACHMENT

COMPASS

EXTENSION BAR ATTACHMENT

Figure 4-26. Standard compass with attachments.

point of the pen. A point of this type will not
permit the ink to start, even on a broad line.

The equ'ality in the length of the nibs is
another cpndition that will affect the flow of
ink. Before the ink will flow properly, both
nibs must be equal in length, as shown in part
C of figure 4-24. Part D of figure 4-24 shows
what happens if one nib is longer than the
other. Notice that the ink does not touch the
paper and therefore doesn't flow.

After a few months of steady service, a
good point will wear, producing a flat spot on
the side that contacts the paper, as shown in
figure 4-24,B. All three defectssharp points,
unequal length of nibs, and flattened
pointscan be corrected by proper honing on
a fmegratned oilstone.

The process of shaping the nibs of a ruling
pen consists of two operations. The first
operation consists of honing them to an even
length and then rounding them off so that 'the
end has a parabolic shape. This can be done
by carefully closing the nibs of the pen and
then rubbing the nibs over an oilstone, as
shown in part A of figure 4-25. While rubbing
the nibs over the stone, keep the pen in a
plane perpendicular to the surface of the
stone and rock it back and forth* in the
direction of motion. The second operation is
that of sharpening the nibs. This, must be
done by grinding entirely from the outside, as
shown in part B, until the edges of the nibs do
not show any shiny flat spots when viewed
edgewise. A magnifying glass is useful in
making this examination. Exercise care in this
operation to make the nibs equal in .length
and not so sharp that they cut the drawing
paper. Under no dircumstances should you
attempt to sharpen the ,pt.n by honing the
inside of the nibs. S,harpening it this way ruins
the pen.
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Exercises (045):

1. Why shouldn't the blades on a ruling pen
ever be brought tightly together?

2. The wide-pointed ruling pen is called a
pen.

3. Whatare the three common defects of used
ruling pens?

046. List the measuring instruments of a
mechanical drawing set.

Compass. The large compass (see fig. 4-26)
is one of the most important instruments in a
drawing kit. It should be, adjusted before it is
used for the first time and then maintained in
that condition. As you cAn see, one leg is
arranged to hold either a AMU attachment or
a pen attachment. You should insert the pen
attachment first and then adjust the needle
point so that it is about 1/32 of an inch
longer than the pen. Thus, when the needle
point sinks into the paper, the pen is

;Figure 4-27. Sharpening and adjusting the compus lead.
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Figure 4-30. Proportional divider.

point B. By repeating this trial operation, you
will find the right setting.

Proportional divider. An easier nsethod of
dividing the line shown in figure 4-29 includes
the use of a proportional divider (see fig.
4-30). This type of divider consists of two legs
which are held together by a movable pivot
section and which have a needle point-on each
end. The movable pivot section' allows you to
adjust the divider so that the span of the short
needle points -has a desired ratio to the span
of the long needle points. The enlaxged detail
of this section shows how this is done. Notice
that the knob on the underside of the bottom
leg is geared to a rack on the inside of this leg.
As you turn the knob, the pivot section slides
along the inside of both legs. You can set the
divider for a desired ratio by aligning the
index mark on the movable slide with the
graduation marks on the top leg. The divider
illustrated in the enlarged detail of figure 4-30
is set with the index mark aligned with the
2/5 graduation mark. Therefore, the span of
short needles will be two units when the span
of the long needles is five units. After setting
the divider for a certain ratio, lock the pivot
point by tightening the locking nut on the
face of the upper leg. This setting and locking
operation is done with the legs of the.divider
closed. After locking the pivot point, you are
ready to use the divider.

Now let us see how you would use the .

proportional divider to divide the distance
between points A and B of figure 4-29. Since
you want to divide the distance into three
equal parts, you must first set the divider for

_ a ratio of 3 to 1. You do this by setting the
index mark opposite the indicating mark 3
and tightening the locking nut. Next, you

>4'
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spread the legs of the divider until the long
needle points will touch points. A and B.
Finally, you reverse the ends of the divider
and step off the distances which divide line
A-B, using the short needle points.

Notice that the proportional dividers
shown in figure 4-30 are graduated for
dividing circles as well as lines. To use them
for this purpose, you set the right end of the
index mark to the graduation line
corresponding to the number of divisions'
desired. Then set the span of the long needles
equal to- the radius of the circle to be divided.
Now you can use the short needle end of the
divider to step off the divisions along the
circumference of the circle.

Bow instruments. A mechanical drawing set
usually contains three bow instrumentsa
bow pen, bow pencil, and bow divider. Bow
pens and pencils are used for drawing circles
and circular arcs with smaller than 1 inch
radii. Bow dividers, like regular dividers, are

SOW OIVICIEWS
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SOW PEN

Figure 4-31. BOw instrumenti.
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Figure 4-32. Drafting machine.

used for transferring measurements and Exercises (046):
dividing lines into equal parts but on a much 1. List the two types of measuringsmaller scale: instruments of the drawing set.

There are two types of bow instruments in
.general use. If the adjusting screw is on the
side obi* instrument, as shown in part A of
figure 4-8L, the instrument is called a side
bow. If the adjusting screw is in the center, as
shown in part B, the instrument is called a
center bow. Both, of these instruments are
used in the same manner as the compasses and
dividers previously described.

As you can see in figure 4-31, side bow
instruments are qberely small instruments
which have a thumbscrew acting against the
spring tension of the legs. The screw threads
on these instruments are delicate; therefore,
do not force them. You can decrease the wear 047. State the advantage of a drafting
on the threads by holding the legs together machine.
lightly as you turn the adjusting screw. This
applies only to the side bow instruments. You
should, keep the threads of both trpes of Drafting Machine. The drafting machine, or
instruments free from rust and dirt. parallel motion protractor as it is sometimes

2. What are proportional dividers?

3. How many bow instruments doei a
mechanical drawing set contain?
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'called, is one of the most useful and
timesaving devices that.you will use. You can
use it in place of a T-square, triangle, scale,
and protractor. As you can see in figure 4-32,
the drafting machine is attached to the top
edge of the drawing table with the
straightedges resting on the surface of the
drawing table or paper. The controlling head
of the machine provides a means of adjusting
and locking the straightedges at any desired
angle. The supporting links are arranged so
that the straightedges always remain at the
desired angle-no matter where they are moved
on the board. Thus, when the long blade is set
to a horizontal position, it' will remain
horizontal regardless of the position of the
control head on the drawing table.
Interchangeable straightedges marked with
standard scale divisions permit you to use the
drawing machine for many -types of drawing.

Since the various parts of the drafting

0
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machine are metal, the accurate relationship
of one part to another is not subject to
cl4nge. However, they do have certain
inherent faults. Unless the metal straightedges
are pressed firmly against the drawing by
placing one hand at the center of straightedge,
the blade will flex or "swing" slightly when
moderate pressure is applied to the free end.
The.links or bands which control the position
of the straightedges must be adjusted properly
to eliminate the possibility of introducing
error,from this source. When using the
drafting machine to attain speed, you must
take great care not to gain speed at the cost of
accuracy.

Exercise (047):

1. What is the advantage of a drafting
machine?

3 7



CHAPTER 5

Mr

..

Fundamentals of Lettering

Tt& THOUGHTS or ideas the graphics
specialist wishes to pass on to someone else
are seldom conveyed by illustrations alone.
'Most illustrations are accompanied by some
form of written word. The words may take
the form of a title, which usually tells
something about the illustRation, or,they may
be included as n integral part of the
illustration. You can see this by looking at the
advertisements in any magazine or newspaper.
Illustrations used by the Air Face- are not
exceptions. This means that you as a graphics
specialist must be able to letter as well as
illustrate. In fact, you will find, that a fair
illustration with good lettering is more
effective than a good illustrationwith poor
lettering: In other- words, the lettering can
make or break an illustration. We might say
also that being able to letter well can be the
difference between a good graphics specialist
and a poor one. One thing for sure, if you
learn to letter well, you will be of great value
to any graphics organization regardless of
your other qualifications.

Lettering, like drawing, is ail art. As in
other arts, you must spend many hours
studying and practicing to acquire the
necessary knowledges and skills. This course
cannot help you develop your skill. You must
gain that by continuous practice. It can,
however, present helpful information on the
fundamentals of lettering. From this chapter,
ydu should learn the basic principles of
lettering, how each letter is forms4, what
constitutes good spacing, how to obtain good
spacing, how to letter by hand and by using
mechanical lettering equipment, and how to
use prepared lettering. ,iet us start with
lettering fundamentals.

5-1. Fundamentals of Lettering
Lettering produced by hand without

mechanical lettering aids of any kind has a
quality that cannot be obtained by any other

(means. It' takes on the pers nality of the
t-
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individual letterer as well as the character of
the instrument used to produce it.

The ability to letter well can be acquired
only by continued and careful practice.
Anyone with muscular control of his fingers
can acquire this ability if he will practice
faithfully and intelligently and take the
trouble to observe carefully the shapes of the
letters, the sequence of strokes used to Make
the letters, and the rules for letter
composition.

048. Name the styles most used in modern
lettering, and tell how printing affects
lettering.

Origin of the Alphabet. The alphabet we
use today had its origin in ancient
hieroglyphid. After being developed by the
Egyptians into a cursive form, it was adopted
by the Phoenicians, who produced an
alphabet of 22 letters. This alphabet was
transmitted in the course of time to the
Greeks and by them.to the Romans. Each of
these civilizations made changes in the
alphabet due in part to the kinds of tools and
materials they Used in recording their
writings. The Roman capital alphabet finally
evolved and has come down to us practically
unchanged. Except for small letters, which
were added to the Roman alphabet by the
master printers of Venice after printing had
been invented in Germany in the 15th
century, most newspapers, magazines, and
books of today use letters which differ very

Jittle from , those carved an Roman
architecture over 2000 years ago. The success
and durability of the Roman alphabet can be
attributed to the fact that the letters are
based on well-defined principles and
geometric truthsthe circle, .ellipse, vertical
lines, horizontal lines, and diagonal lines being
the elements.
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Styles of Lettering. Through the centuries,
writing styles and even the basic letter forms

......were changed and modified due .to the
materials used and the tendency of men to try
to find easier ways of doing something.
Printing imposed certain changes toward a
more mechanically perfected letter form. This
began a trend toward simplicity and ease of
construction.

Text. The first type faces were simply
copies of the manuscript lettering of the
period. The Gutenberg Bible, the first printed
book, was printed in" an angular, northern
block letter. A number of type faces based op
the old block-letter or text alphabets, such as
the German Text and Old English Text, are
still used. For those of us who are accustomed
to simpler styles, the text style of lettering is
quite difficult to read. ITherefore, we seldom
use this style for bloCks of copy. Text
lettering is used often for formal and
decorative purposes on certificates, formal
announcements, diplomas, etc.

Gothic. In this style all parts of the letters
are of equal width. When the width of the
strokes can be made with a single stroke of a
lettering pen, pencil, or brush, the style of
letter is called single-stroke Gothic. When the
outline of a letter is drawn and the area
between is filled in, the style is caPed filled-in
or built-up Gothic.

Roman. The style of alphabets in which the
letters are produced by thick and thin strokes
is classified as Roman:. The thick and thin
strokes of this style give variety and letter
characteristics which are easy to read;
therefore, Roman style lettering is widely
used. In fact, most books, magazines,
newspapers, and other written means of
communication use this style of print..

Each of the three styles of lettering may be
further subdivided into capital letters, or
uppercase, and small letters, or lowercase. The
terms "lowercase"- and "uppercase" evolved
from the printing trade. Before the advent of
modern printing, printers had to hand set
their type. They used a letter case with
compartments to keep the different letters of
a font (complete set of type) separated from
each other. The small letters of a font were
kept in the lower part of the letter case and
the capital letters were kept in the upper part
of the case. Thus, lowercase and uppercase
became common usage for small and capital
letters.

The printers and manuscript writers of
Italy added another characteristic to the style
of lettering. They used a slanting strctke
instead of a vertical stroke in their letter
design. This distinguishing characteristic
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resulted in the adoption of the term "italic"
for all letters having this characteristic slant.

Styles of letters can also be distinguished
by their general proportions. Although there
is no standard for the proportions of letters,
there are certain fundamental points in design
and certain characteristics of individual letters
that you must learn before you attempt to
compose letters into words and sentences.
Not only do the widths of letters in any
alphabet vary, from I, the narrowest, to W,
the widest, but different alphabets vary as a
whole. Styles narrow in their proportion of
width to height are called compressed or
condensed and are used when space is limited.
Styles wider than normal are called extended
lettering.

The proportion of the thickness of stem to
the height varies widely, ranging from 1/3 to
1/20. Letters with heavy stems are called
boldface, and those with thin stems are called
lightface. Thus, besides the three main items
used to designate any style of letter (basic
form, uppercase or lowercase, and vertical or
slant), terms such as single-stroke or filled-in,
condensed or extended, and boldface or
lightface are also used.

Exercises (048):
1. What are the styles of lettering most used

today?

2. What changes did printing have on lettering
styles?

,

3.,Letter styles narrow in their proportions of
width to. height are called or

letters.

4. Styles wider than normal are called
lettering.

39
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049. Define letter nomenclature.

Letter Nomenclature. Before we go further
into lettering, fundamentals, we should go
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SERIFS

STEM

THIN STROKE
(HAIRLINE)

ASCENDER

THICK STROKE

TOP LOOP

JOINING ELEMENT

BOWL

HOOK

BOTTOM LOOP

f---- CROSS. STROKE

,
Figure 5-1. Letter nomenclature.

letters. When a broad nibbed pen is used to
construct letters, it is usually -held so that the
nib is parallel with the line of lettering.
Therefore, when a downward strdke is made,
the part of the letter produced is a thick
stroke. Naturally, a thin stroke is produced
when the pen is moved horizontally or is,
turned so that the nib is moved edgewise
down the paper as in the construction of the
letter N. Sometimes we refer to the thin
stroke as a hairline.

The next two letters in figure 5-1 are quite
similar, so we can discuss their nomenclature
together. The stem of a lowercase letter that
extends above the body of the letter is called

,the ascender, and the- portiOn of a lowercase
letter that extends below the body is called
the descender. The combination of the
ascendeQr descender and the body of a letter

eitheight as a capital letter. The
white side of a letter made with a
curved strJJ s called...111k_ bowl or the
counter of the litterTfie curv portion of
such letters is called the swell. "T well is
often made slightly wider. . than the em
because it is thick only at one point, and
appears thinner than the stem when made the
same thickness. This is apparent in figure , 5-1
where the swell is the same thickness as the
stem.

Now let us look at the last two letters in
figure 5-1. As you can see, the letter "g" has
many additional parts with different names.
However, the names are self-explanatory and
need no further explanation. The fmal part of
letters shown in the figure is the cross-stroke.
This .is the thin horizontal stroke of the
lowercase letters f and t and capital letters A
and T. Sometimes it is used to refer to the
horizontal strokes of the capital letters E and
F.

over the names of the various parts of letters.
This will give us a common language to use in Exercises (049):
discussing lettering principles. The different 1. What is letter nomenclature?
parts of letters ake designated in figure 5-1.
You are probably familiar with some of these
names, but let us go over them to make sure
that you know all of them. 2. Serifs are characteristic of what type letter?

The two parts, serif and stem, shown on
the top letter, should be familiar names. The
serif is a thin, short finishing stroke at the top
and bottom of letters made with straight 3. What is the curved outer portion of a
vertical or horizontal strokes. Serifs are a lowercase letter called?
characteristic of Roman letters. The stem of
a letter is the name for the straight vertical
line that is used as a basis for most letters of
the alphabet.

The next letter of figure 5-1 shows two
names that are often used to describe parts of
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Figure 5-2. Basic lettering strokes.

5-2. Letter Formation
There are three necessary steps in learning

,to letter. You must know th proportions and
forms of the letters, the o er of the strokes
used to produce ea h letter, and
compositionthe spacing -of letters and
words. ,

050. List the two elements and the six basic
strokes of lettering.

tilk;112

2

I/I. I I I

2

A 13

IV2

Elements of Letters. The ,letters of the
alphabet are composed of two simple
elements, with a few variations due to the
shape of certain letters. The first of these
elements is called the stem of the letter and is
made with a single downward stroke. The
second element is called the round or oval and
is made with one or two strokes, depending
upon the size of the letter being made. The
basic strokes used to produce these elements
are shown in figure 5-2.

11-7:1i2

, 2

Figure 5-3. Vertical straight line capitals.
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Figure 5-4. Curved, and curved/straight line cornbinatiohs capitals.
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Stems. The straight lines, vertical or slant,
which form a part of more than four-fifths of
all the letters of the alphabet, are called the
stems. This term does not apply to those
horizontal straight lines which form a part of
such letters as A, E, F, and H. The following
rules are applicable in forming all stems:

The stems are uniform in weight or
thickness and have uniform height. When
using a pen to produce letters, the width of
the stroke is determined by the kind and size
of the pen-being used rather than the amount
of pressure applied to the pen.

The stems are perfectly straight without
hooks or curls at either end.

The slopes of the steins are uniform and
parallel to each other throughout any piece of
lettering.

Rounds or ovals. The second element in
lettering is a perfect circle or a perfect ellipse
with a well-determined ratio between its
major and minor axes. A good proportion for
width to height is 5 to 6. That is, the width of
a parallelogram inclosing the ellipse should be
five-sixths the height. The ellipse should
touch the four sides of the parallelogram Eat
their midpoints. These proportions give what
is termed a standard vertical or slant oval
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which, when properly combined with the
stem, produces the normal or standard letter.

Combination of stem and oval. When you
have mastered the technique of the individual
elements, it becomes a simple task to combine
The elements to form such letters as a, b, d, n,
r, and u. The secret of success lies chiefly in
remembering that the stem becomes one side
of the parallelogram. In making the stern
tangent to the ellipse remember that they
must coincide with each other, but in no case
should the thickness of the letter at the point
of tangency be permitted to become greater
than the thickness of the stem.

Capital Letters. In learning the form of
each letter and the sequence of stroke used to
make each letter, let us begin with the capital
letters that are made entirely of straight lines.
These letters are shown in figure 5-3. Notice
that, except for the W and the I, the letters
have been placed within a parallelogram
which is divided into six equal spaces botti
horizontally and vertically. The letter I being
the basic vertical stroke makes it possible for
you to determine the width of each letter at a
glance. The strokes with arrows beneath each
letter pow the direction and order of strokes
-used to make each letter. As you can see, the
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Figure 5-5. Vertical lowercase letters.

strokes are usually made froth top to bottom
and from left to right.

The position of the crossbar on the A, H,
E, and F is an important consideration.
Notice that the crossbar of the A is placed
below the vertical center and that the crossbar
of the H is slightly above the center. This is

done to avoid a top-heavy appearance.

Although it is not shown in this figure,

usually the crossbar of the E and the crossbar
of the F are raised slightly to improve the
appearance of these letters.

Next, let us look at the wide letters M and
W. The first and last strokes of the letter M

i

I. A

are vertical, and the center section of the
letter is the same as the letter V. The alternate
strokes of the letter W are parallel. Notice

that the two V-shapes used in its construction
are narrower than a normal V.

We should also discuss the characteristics of
the letters X, Z, K, and Y. The strokes of the

X cross slightly above the center. This
produces a slightly narrower width at the top
of the letter than at the bottom and adds
stability. The letter Z is stabilized by making
the top stroke shorter than the bottom.
Notice that the third stroke of the letter K, if

extended, would pass through the top of the

, Figure 5-6. N4merais.
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Figure 5-7. Inclined letter formation.

first stroke. The appearance of the letter Y is
improved by making the branch of the letter
below the vertical center.

Now, let us look at the letters formed by
curved lines and combination of curved and
straight lines. These are shown in figure 5-4.
The only letters of this group that need
special mention are the letters P, R, and B.
The center horizontal line of these letters is
usually drawn slightly above the vertical
center, and the top of the R and B is smaller
than the lower part to give the letter stability.
(This is also true of the top and bottom
curves of the letter S:) Notice that the letters
P, R, and B appear somewhat squatty. Their
appearance can be improved by making them
one square narrower.

Small Letters. Seven of the small, or
lowercase, letters are made with streght lines.
Two are made with curved lines, and the
remaining letters are constructed with a
combination of curved and straight lines. The
lowercase letters of a Gothic style alphabet
are shown in figure 5-5. As you can see, the
bodies of these letters are two-thirds the
height of the capitals and the long stems or
ascenders, with the exception of the letter t,
which is generally shorter, are the same height
as the capitals. The descenders of the letters g,
j, p, q, and y extend as fariklow the lower
guideline as the ascenders eitend above the
body of the letters.

Numerals. Figure 5-6 shows the numerals
used with a Gothic style alphabet. Notice the
similarity between the bottoms of the 3, 5,
and 8 and between the top of the 2 and 3.
The top of most numerals is smaller than the
bottom. The height of numerals is always
equal to the height of the capital letters.

Inclined Letters. Inclined or italic letters
are made with the same number of strokes
and in the same .sequence as vertical letters.
Figure 5-7 shows some of the things you
should know about inclined lettering. The
stems of ,slanted lettering are sloped so that
they make an angle of 67'6° with the
horizontal guideline. This makes the major
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axis of curved letters slope at a 45° angle.
Figure 5-8 shows the form of the" capitals,
lowercase, and numerals of an inclined Gothic
alphabet. Compare these with the vertical
alphabet which you have .just completed
studying.

Roman Style Letters. Since Roman
style lettering is made with thin and
in constructing this style of letter is the
placement of the heavy and light strokes. For
example, a very common error for beginners
is placing the thick portion of an A on the
wrong side. They darken the left slope rather
than the right slope. Let us see if we can find
a rule to determine which strokes should be
light and which strokes should be heavy.

The design of the Roman alphabet (see fig.
5-9) is based on the reed pen used during its
development. Since the nib of this type of
pen is wide and is held parallel with the
horizontal lines of the paper, a downward
stroke produces a broad line and a horizontal

A B CDEFG
HIJKLMNO
PORSTUV
WXYZ
abcdefghiffilm
nopqrstuvwxyz
0/23456789

-Figure 5.8. Inclined letters and numerals.
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Figure 5-9. Roman capital letters.

stroke produces a thin line. A rule stating that
downward strokes should be thick and
horizontal strokes should be thin works fine
for the letters B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, L, 0,
P, Q, R., and T, but does not work for the
letter U or with letters containing diagonal
lines.

Let us see why this rule does not work with
letters containing diagonal lines, starting with
the letter N, shown in the upper left corner of
figure 5-9. used this rule there, both
vertical lines the diagonal line would be
thick. This would produce a letter ,out of
character with the other letters. If we made

the/ two vertical lines thick and turned the pen
and made the diagonal line thin, we would
have a letter with much the same character as
the letter H," but one which would be very
weak in design. The thick vertical strokes
would have a tendency to divide the letter
and would appear as part of the preceding and
succeeding letters. Therefore, the diagonal of
the N is made thick and the pen turned
sideways to make the vertical strokes thin.
This gives the N the right characteristics and
produces a strong, well-designed letter. The
last vertical stroke of the U is made thin for
the same reason.

3'4-0

Figure 510. Roman lowercase letters.
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As you can see in figure 5-9, the letters A,
V, Z, X, Y, M, W, and X also contain diagonal
lines and deserve special consideration. With
the exception of the letter Z, all diagonal lines
which are made downward from left to right
are thick and those made downward from
right to left are thin. You do not even have to
remember which is thick and which is thin.
Just try drawing them. Notice how much
easier it is to turn the pen to make the
right-to-left diagonals thin than it is to make
the left-to-right diagonals thin. However, you
will have to twist your wrist considerably to
make the thick stroke of the letter Z.

We have several other suggestions to offer
you in regard to his Roman style of letter.
The beauty depends to a great extent upon
uniform,. clear-cut spurs or serifs, and a
uniform stroke of all the characters. Notice
that the serif is made with a thin horizontal
line across the end of each thick and thin
stroke a.ld with circular arcs rounding off the
area between the flat edge of the'serif and the
stem of the letter. Notice that the flat portion
of the serif extends beyond the stems and the
arcs do not extend to the end of the serif.
They become tangent midway between the
edge of the stem and the end of the serif.

The width of the round or oval stems of
such letters as 0, C, G, and D is slightly
greater 4ian the straight stems. Since the
round or oval stem is full width at one point
only, it will appear narrower than the straight
stem if it is not made slightly wider at this
point. Round letters, such as the 0, C, and G,
and pointed letters, such as the A and V, are
affected by the same optical illusion. The
round parts of letters and the pointed parts of
letters should extend slightly beyond 'the
guidelines to overcome this illusion;
otherwise, these letters will appear smaller
than the other letters.

The dimensions of the letters shown in
figure 5-9 are based on the width of the stem.
As you can see, these capital letters are seven
units high and vary in width. Study them
until you are familiar with each letter and its
dimensions; then use figure 540 to become
familiar with the lowercase letters. Notice
that the long stems of the small letters are
equal in height to the capitals but are slightly
narrower in width. Using a narrower width for
small letters gives them the same general
appearance as the capitals.

Exercises (050):
1. What are the two elements of lettering?
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2. What is a stem?

3. What are the six basic strokes that are used
in lettering?

4. What is the standard slope of inclined
letters?

5. Why should the point of the letter A
extend slightly beyond the guidelines?

'5-3. Principles of Lettering
To be effective, lettering must be legible.

This means that the letters must be
well-proportioned, stable, uniform, and
properly spaced. We have already discussed
proportions of letters during our discussion
on forming letters. Let us review and add to
this information.

Q51. List the three principles of good
lettering.

Proportion. As we said before, there is no
standard for the proportions of letters. Some
are tall and thin, some are squat and thick,
others are light, and still others are heavy.
Each style has its own proportion of Width to
height and its own proportion of thin lines to
thick lines. Each type of letter may be used
effectively under certain conditions.

Lettering classified as Old Roman is usually
10 times as high as the width of the stems.
The thin strokes of these letters are usually
half as wide as the thick strokes. The height
of the lowercase letters are six-tenths the
height of the capitals. These proportions give
this lettering a slightly heavy appearance, but
one which is quite legible.

In Modern Roman lettering, the width of
the stem is wider than the Old Roman style.
The capital letters are made 7 units high and

ithe lowercase letters 4. At the same time, the
width of the thin strokes of the letters is
reduced to a thin line. The contrast between
the very thin and the very thick lines of these

16
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Figure 541. Uniformity.

letters produces lettering that is pleasing in
appearance and very legible

:Stability. During our discussion of letter
formation, we also discussed stabilizing some
letters by constructing their centers slightly
off center. The crossbar of the A. is placed
below center, and the upper parts of the 'V
connect to the lower stem below center to
stabilize these letters. The crossbars of the H,
E, and F are placed slightly above center, and
the top portions of the P, R, B, X, 'and S are
made smaller than half the letter to give these
letters a more stable appearance. The tops of
the letters K, X, and Z are made narrower
di= the bottoms for the same reason.

Uniformity. Perhaps the most important
principle of good lettering is the principle of
uniformity. As stated in -figure 5-11,
uniformity in the height, inclination, and
spacing is essential for good lettering. We can
add to this by including uniform weight of
lines as a requirement for good lettering.
Now, let us see how these principles are
applied.

Height and inclination. The easiest way to
insure that the height and inclination of
lettering are uniform is to use guidelines. To
keep the height of the letters uniform, you
should draw light horizontal lines indicating
the top and bottom of capital letters. If your
lettering includes both capital and lowercase
letters, you add another horizontal line

Figure 5-12. Using dividers to space guidelines.

indicating the height of the lowercase letters.
Figure 5-12 shows you how to use dividers to
obtain uniform spacing of these guidelines.
After you have determined the height of the
lettering and the space between lines of
lettering, you set the divider for a span equal
to this height and space. Then, starting at the
bottom of the first line of lettering, you step
off the number of lines desired, as shown on
the left side of the vertical line in the figure.
Then, using the same setting, you start at the
top of the first line of lettering and step off
the same number of times as shown on the
right side of the vertical line. By drawing
horizontal lines through the points
established, you obtain the top and bottom
guidelines for the height capital letters. If
you want a guideline for lowercase letters,
you measure the desired height for these
letters on the first line of lettering, and then
use the divider as you did before.

If you have many lines of lettering to do,
you will find that a lettering instrument, such
as the Ames 'lettering instrument, shown in
figure 5-13, is quite useful and timesaving.
The top-left section of the figure shows how
to Aise this instrument in conjunction with a
T-square to draw properly spaced horizontal
guidelines. You insert the point of your pencil
through one of the holes and the instrument
slides along the T-square as you move the
pencil across the page. The enlarged drawing
of the instrument in the lower part of the
figure shows the details of how the
instrument is used. Notice the three rows of
holes in the circular disc of the instrument.
The holes in the center row are equally spaced
and are used to draw equally spaced
guidelines. The two outside rows are used for
drawing both capital and lowercase guidelines.
The left row gives a proportion of 3 to 5 for
lowercase and capital letters, and the right
row gives a proportion of 2 to 3.

The design of this particular lettering
instrument permits you to use it for lettering
ranging in height from 2/32 to 10/32 inch.
These various heights are attainable by
rotating the circular disc within the outer
section of the instrument. The numbers along
the bottom edge of the disc are used to set

4 7
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Fibre 5-13. Using a lettering instrument.

the instrument for a particular letter height.
The number aligned with the index on the
outer section of the instrument indicates the
height:of the lettering in thirty-seconds of an
inch. In figure 5-13, the number 8 is aligned
with the index; therefore, the distance
between the capital letter guides produced by
this setting is 8/32 inch or1/4 inch.

By Standing 'the instillment on its greater
sloping side, you can use it for drawing
guidelines which slope, at an angle of 67%
with the horizontal (see the upper-right
portion of figure 5-13). Of course, you can
always use a triangle and T-square to draw
these lines if a lettering instrumenty is not
available. The setup of the triangle -and
T-square is shown in figure 5-14.

SPacing. It is so important to obtain uru-
form spacing in lettering that we will discuss
the principles of spacing as a separate topic.

Exercises (051): .

1. What are the three principles that must be
considered an the design of good lettering?

,
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2. Which of the three principles is considered
the most important?

5-4. Principles of Spacing
Since we see things that are close together

as a unit rather than single items, the letters
making up the text of a page of lettering
appear to us as words rather than individual
letters. If it were not for the spaces between
words, this would not be so. Without these
spaces, we would see only lines of lettering
which would be .almost impossible to read.
Improper spacing between letters of words
produces a like effect by breaking up words
into groups of letters without meaning.
Therefore, we can conclude that proper
spacing of letters and words does more for the
appearance and legibility of a block of
lettering than the forms of the letters
thernselVes.

Since the letters of the alphabet vary in
shape, the letters in words cannot be spaced
at a uniform dilance from each other. They

8
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Figure 5-14. Drawing diredtional guidelines for inclined letters.

ere arranged so that the areas of white space
(the irregular backgrounds b#tween the
letters) are approximately equal. Each letter is

spaced with reference to its shape and tlie
shape of the letter preceding it. Adjacent
letters with straight sides ire spaced farther
apart than those with curved sides. Sometimes
combinations such as LT or AV may even
overlap. Definite rules for spacing are not
successful; it is more a matter of judgment
and Sense of design.

052. Answer three questions about, good
spacing.

Spacing Between Letters. Let us use the
lettering in figure 5-15 to go overlome of the
importtint details of spacing. Lettering will
form words more successfully if the area of
spaces between the letters is equal to the area
inside the letters. For example, look at the
first two lines of figure 5-15. In the top line,
after eliminating the area occupied by the
diagonal line of the N, we divided the area
between any two parallel sides into three
equal parts. We used these divisions to arrive
at the desired spacing between the N and the
I, between the I and the N, etc. Since the
spaces between the letters and within the
letter appear to be equal to each other, the
letters are seen together as one word.

irNirNrri

nrrilnTENONi
WOVE

rriOndriN

LTAVJ
LAJYT

Figure 6-16. Spacing between capital letter*.
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SPACES BETWEEN WORDS
SHOULD BE EQUAL TO THE
WIDTH OF THE L_ETTER 0.

Figure 5;16. Spacing between words.

Look what happens in the second line.
Notice that the letters are still the same three
measured units apart, but because the round
lettel 0 does not occupy the full area of a
straight-sided letter, the area between the Nand 0 appears much larger than the area
between the N and E. When we reduce the
distance between ,the N and 0 to two units, as
shown in the third line, the spaces appear
equal. Notice how much better the letters
form the word NONE in the third line than
they do in the second line. Reducing the
distance between two round letters to one

asured unit, as. shown in the fourth line,
produces the same effect.

The spacing of letters that have odd
outlines deserves special consideration. When
certain of these letters follow one another in a
word, obtaining good spacing between. them is
no problem. The easily spaced combinations
are shown in the fifth line of figiire 5-15. The
design of these letters "even permits
overlapping to obtain the desired spacing. The
combinations shown in the last line of figure
5-15 present . a more difficult problem of
spacing. In fact, you may have to shorten the
horizontal stroke of some letters to obtain
good spacing. For instance, the cross stroke of
the L and T can be shortened to obtain better
spacing between an LA or a YT combinations.
As we said before, it is a matter of using good
judgment rather than a set rule.

Spacing Between Words. The spacing
between words is as important as the spacing
between letters of words. There must be
enough space to separate letters into words,
but the space cannot be so large that it tends
to force us to read one word at a time. A
good general principle to follow is stated in
figure 5-16. Some letterers like to use the
letter N for this purpose, and others obtain
correct spacing by sketching in a correctly
spaced letter I. Using the 0 is much easier and

Figuri 6-17. Spacing between lines.

quicker, since you need to make only a
circular movement above the paper next to
the last letter of the word.

Naturally, the design of the last letter of aword and of the first letter of the following
word must be considered in determining theamount of space you leave between words.
You should leave a space equal to a capital 0
between two full-height, straight-stemmedletters, such as H and E, or d and b. Of
course, if one or both of the letters arecurved, the space should be appropriately
reduced. If the two letters involved are
lowercase letters, use the lowercase letter o to
determine the width of the space. If one letteris full height and the other in lowercase lettersare waist high, such as Li the words "bid
now" or "on him," the space would be equal
to half a capital 0 and half a lowercase o.

Spacing Between Lines. The clear distance
between lines may vary from 1/2 to 11/2 times
the height of -the letter, but for sake of
appearance it should not be exactly the same
as the letter _height. The lettering instrument
provides spacing that is two-thirds of the
letter height. As you can see in figure 5-17,
this spacing allows room for descenders of
lowercase letters and still maintains a clear
space of 1/3 letter height between the
descenders and capital letters, or ascenders of
lowercase letters of the following line..

Centering. Since the letters of an alphabet
vary in width, it is rather difficult to center a
line of lettering in a given area. Ending a line
of lettering at a particular point is equally

\ difficult. Figure 5-18 shows one way of
solving this problem. First, take a piece of
scratch paper and letter the required line.
Then, place this line of lettering above the
area in which your lettering is to go and
center it. Finally, use the sample as a guide to
lettering the desired line.
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CENTERING LINES

Figure 5-18. Centering a line of lettering.



Exercises (062):
1. When lettering, why must you vary the

width orthe spaces-between letters?

2. What, if any, is the difference in the width
of the space between the words "send by"
end the words "go by"?

3. How many guidelines should you use for
each line of lowercase lettering?

5-5. Lettering Tools and .

Their Use
As mentioned before, the trend in lettering

is toward simplification and- speed of
productiim, and the style of lettering is

influenced by the tools used to produce it.
Therefore, let us discuss some .of the tools of
lettering and their uses.

053. List characteristics of good penciling,
and of good pencil-holding technique.

Pencils. Good pencil technique is as

essential in lettenng as in drawing. The
quality of lettenng is portant, whether it
appears on finished wo k to be reproduced by
one of the printing processes or as part of a
pencil drawing to be inked. Penciling must be
clean, firm, and opaque: The lettering pencil
should be selected carefully by trying it out
on the paper. In one instance, the same grade
of pencil may be chosen as that used for the
drawing; in another, a grade or two softer
may be preferred. You should sharpen the
pencil to a long, conical point and then round
the lead slightly on the end so that it is not as
sharp.as a point used for drawing.

The first requirement in lettering is holding
the pencil or pen correctly and comfortably.
Place the thumb, forefinger, and second finger
on alteniate flat sid and rest the third and
fourth fingers on he paper. DrEtw vertical,
slanting, and curv1 strokes with a steady,
even finger mov ment. Draw horizontal
strokes with similar movements, but with
some pivoting of the hand at the wrist. Exert,
pressure that is firm and uniform but not so
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Figure 5-19. Use of double pencils.

heavy as to cut grooves in the paper. To keep
the point symmetrical, form the habit of
rotating the pencil after every few strokes.

Pencils may be used in pairs when you need
large, thick letter4 such as those used on
posters. By taping the pencils together as
shown in figure 5-19, you can draw both
edges of the letter at the same time. You can
maintain the same thickness throughout the
stroke by keeping the two points
perpendicular to the stroke. By keeping the
points parallel to the line of lettering, you can
use the double pencils to form thin and thick
strokes. The same technique can be used with
a penal which ha.,/a broad, flat lead. These
broad lead pencils are very useful in layout
work where you need to see the effect
produced by certain types of lettering.

Exercises (053):
1.-Penci1ing must be and

2. What is the first requirement in lettering?

054. List some of the types of lettering pens.

Lettering Pens. There are many steel
writing pens that are adaptable to or made

fA
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HEAVY HAND
PRESSURE ON PEN SPREADS
THE POINTS AND ALLOWS INK
TO FLOW TOO RAPIDLY, \
RESULTING LINES ARE WIDE AND UNEVEN

WHEN ONLY SLIGHT PRESSURE
IS USED THE LINES ARE THIN AND EVEN

Figure 5-20. Usmg a lettenng pen.

especially for lettering. The size of the strokes
made by these pens varies with the make and
number of the pen. They are used principally
for average-size lettering on working drawings.
Several special pens made in sets of graded'
sizes have been designed for single-stroke
letrering and are particUlarly useful for largework. Among these are Barch-Payzant pens,speedball pens, technical fountain pens, andLeroy pens.

Common Lettering Pens. Some pens areequipped with an ink-holding reservoir which
eliminates the problem of frequent refilling. Asimilar device can be made by bendingAlarass
strip from a paper fastener, a strip cut from a
piece of 'shim brace, or a strip cut from a thin

aluminum pie plate. This strip is inserted in
the penholder so' that the curved end touches
the pen nib at a ppint just below the eye.

There are several things to remember about
the care and use of lettering pens:

A new pen should be wet and wiped
thoroughly to remove the oil film.

A lettering pen well broken in by use is
worth more than a new one. It should be kept
with care and never lent.

A pen that has been dipped into writingink should never be put into drawing ink.
When in use, a pen should be wiped

clean frequently with a cloth penwiper.
A pen should be cleaned thoroughly

before it is put away.
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Figure 5-21. Built,up letter.

To use a pen, set it firmly into a penholder.
Many prefer to apply, ink to the pen with the
quill filler, toughing the quill to the underside
of the penpoint rather than dipping the pen
into the ink bottle. If you dip the pen, you
should shake the surplus ink back into the
bottle or touch the pen against the neck of
the bottle as you withdraw it. Lettering with
too much ink on the pen will likely result in
blotting or bleeding, especially where two
lines meet.

When lettering with a pen, hold the
penholder firmly but without pinching (see.
the bottom illustration of fig. 5-20). Make the
strokes of the letters with a steady, even
motion and with a slight, uniform pressure on
the paper that will not spread the nibs of the
pen. Figure 5-20 shows the results of the right
and wrong way of using the pen.

A 4ight touch is extremely important when
using a common lettering pen to make,
filled-in or built-up letters. As shown in the
right illustration of figure 5-21, the tip of the
pen should just barely touch the paper.
Actually, it is better if the point is held so

PEN POINT

CLEANING
PIN

INK RESERVOIR

that it touches only the ink, because then it
cannot pick up fiber from the paper. Hereir
how you should use the pen for this type of
operation. First;- apply agood supply-of-ink
to the center of the stem. Then, use the point
of the pen to push the ink out to the pencil
outline of the letter as you move the.pen back
and forth through the supply of ink. Work the
ink gradually along the entire side of the
stem. Then turn the paper around and work
the ink to-the other edge. Never.try to work
the ink toward your hand; always work it
away from your hand.

Technical Fountain Pens. Several
manufacturers make technical fountain pens,
which are very convenient for ink lettering
and inking drawings. The advantage of these
pens over ordinary pens is their great
ink-holding capacity. A cutaway view of a'
typical 0.chnical fountain pen is shown in
figure 5!22. Let us use this figure to learn a
little about how this pen works. As you can
see, the end cap can be unscrewed from the
barrel of the pen to expose the plunger
control knob. This knob is used to fill the
pen. When you turn the knob, threads force
the plunger down the cylinder of the barrel
and force out any ink left in the reservoir. To
fill the reservoir, place the point end of the
pen into the ink and turn the control knob
clockwise As the plunger is pulled up through
the cylin r, the suction pulls ink through the
point to e reservoir. After you wipe the
point clean and replace the end cap, the pen is
ready for use.

Now let us look at the business end of the
pen. The drawing does not show_ the details
too clearly, so follOw our explanation closely.
The 'cleaning pin (you can see only the
portion protruding from the cylindrical

PLUNGER CONTRO- KNOB
""

PLUNGER

Figure 5-22. Tecnnicai tutintain pen.
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Figure 5-23. Speedball pens.

portion of the pen point) is free-floating. The
thin, needlelike portion of the cleaning pin
runs through the pen point and the hollow
tip. As you shake the pen, the cleaning pin
moves back and forth to clear the ink
passageway. Notice the inclined grooves and
hole in the outside surface of the cylindrical
portion of the pen point. These allow the ink
in the reservoir to enter the hollow
passageway through the center of the point.
The drawing at the bottom of the figure
shows the pen fully assembled with its
protective cap in place.

Some technical writing pens have a plastic
cylindrical cup for an ink reservoir instead of
the type we have just discussed. This cup fits
over the end of the head of the pen. To fill
the reservoir, you merely remove the cup, fill
it with an eye dropper, and replace it.

When using the technical writing pen, you

Figure 5-24. Using a speedball pen.
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Figure 5-25. Texf writer pen.

must hold it so that it is perpendicular to the
paper at all times. If you don't, the point will
wear on the edge, forming an elliptical writing
surface. With the writing surface in this
condition, the pen will not produce lines of a
constant width.

Speedball Pens. These pens come in a
variety of sizes and shapes identified by a
letter and number. Figure 5-23 shows the A
and B types of speedball pens. It also shows
the width and shape of the strokes made by
pens of different sizes. Notice that the nibs of
the type A speedball pen form a flat, square
writing surface, and that the 'strokes made by
this type of pen have uniform width and
square ends. The nibs of the type B perMorm
a round writirig surface, and the strpkes have
uniform width and round ends. The nibs of
the type C pen, shown in figure 5-24, form a
chisel-shaped point which produces thin and
thick strokes. Therefore, this type point can
be used to make Roman style letters. The
D-type speedball pen is similar to the B-type,
except that the nibs are ov@ in shape. The
letters produced by D-type pens have thin
strokes which are only slightly thinner than
the thick strokes.

Figure 5-26. Angle of lettering surface and position of
..iiittering pen.



Figure 5-27. Brushes.

You probably noticed that speedball pens
are equipped with a brass clip that serves as aA

well for the ink. Use the quill attached to the
stopper of the ink bottle to fill the well and
keep the outside 4, the nibs clean. Wipe the
pen often with a piece of lintless cloth while
you are working, and clean it carefully before
you put it away.

Text writing pens. As you can see in figure
5-25, text writing pens are similar to type-C
speedball pens. However, they are made of
much thinner steel and therefore produce a
much sharper stroke. They do not come
equipped with an inkwell, but you can easily
build one, as we described earlier in this
chapter. Notice That the nibs of these pens are
slanted so that they touch the paper when the
pen is held in a natural writing position

You will find that both the position of the
pen and the working. surface are important
when using either the text pen or speedball
pen. The calligraphers of fe Middle Ages

tithworked an angle of a out 600. At this
ingle, you se4 the letters in true size and
shape; that is, you do not see them
foreshortened. As you can see in figure 5-26,

the position of the pen is almost horizontal
when the writing surface is slanted 60°. This
is important to the proper flow of ikk. At this
slight, angle, the ink flows smoothly and is not
as apt to flow excessively as it would at a
steeper angle.

Exercises Z054):

1. List four special pens used for single-stroke
lettering.

2. Which is better, a pen well broken in &Om
use or a new one?

3. Very briefly describe a speedball pen.

055. Describe lettering brushes and how they
differ from other brushes.

Lettering Brushes. The hair and bristles
used in the manufacture of brushes vary
greatly in quality. Since the greatest element
in brushmaking is skilled, expert
workmanship, the best brushes are
uncommon and expensive. The tips or points
of brushes are the natural ends of the hair or

Figure D28. Bpsh lettering.
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bristle. They are never cut or trimmed. All
shaping and trimming is done at-the root end
by skillful operations.

The best brushes are called red sable. The
one source of hair for these brushes is the tail
of the Kolinsky (known also as Siberian mink
or red Tartar marten). No other hair has the
same springiness, durability, and combination
of desirable properties. This hair is delicately
tapered; the tip is slender and comes to a fine
point. Beyond its widest point, or "belly,"
the hair again tapers somewhat toward the
boot. Some brushes are set so that the
opening of the ferrule grips the belly; others
are gripped above or below this point. The
character of the brush varies according to the
point'at which the hairs are gripptd.

The best brushes are shaped like brush B in
figure 5-27. There must be no concavity
between the tip and the belly. An exaggerated
form of the concave tip is shown in brush A.
Inferior brushes assume this "lemon-seed"
shape when wet. Watercolor brushes may be
examined by wetting them, shaking out the
water, and shaping them -gently with the
fingers. Resiliency of hair and sharpness of
point are apparent to the experienced user.

There are several other kinds of hairs used
in brushes. Camel-hair brushes (actually made
from nearly every kind of animal except
camels; the best grades are made from squirrel
tails) are too soft and do not have sufficient
elasticity or "life' for average professional
purposes. Howevek, their floppy or moplike
character makes them desirable for some
manipulations. An inferior grade of sable is
generally preferable to camel hair.

Brushes come in three major
shapesrounds, brights, and flats (see brushes
B, C, and D in fig. 5-27). The rounds come to
points which vary from fairly sharp to quite
blunt. The brights are flat, have rather sharp
corners, 'have less thickness of bristle, and
their length is about 1% times their width.
The flats are broad with flattened ferrules and
straight edges. The length is about 21/2 times
their width.

Showcard or tempera watercolor is usually
used for bnish lettering. You may use either a
flat or round tipped brush. These come in
different sizes for making different sizes of
lettering. If you are fortunate enough to have
red sable brushes, you should handle them
carefully. Store them in a glass or jar, placing
the handle down iand the bristles up. In this
position, the brugh end does not rest against
any surface, and there Is less chance of the
bnstles becoming distorted. Always wash
your brushes carefully and shape them before
putting them iway.
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Lettering with a brush may be a little more
difficult than with a pen. Before starting to
letter, draw guidelines to define the top and
bottom limits of the letters. Like single-stroke
Gothic, the lettering will look More
professional if each line of a letter is drawn
with a single stroke. Mastering this will take
considerable practice. Once you have learned
the knack of handling the brush, you will find
brush lettering satisfying and interesting. An
alphabet of brushdrawn letters is shown in
figure 5-28. Notice that to draw the letters as
shown, you mut,turn the brush a:s you form
the letters.

Exercises (055):
1. How does a lettering brush differ from

other brushes?

2. Whet are the best brushes for lettering?

3. How often should a lettering brush be
trimmed?

4. What are the three major brush shapes?

5. How do the three shapes of brushes differ?

5-6. Mechanical Lettering Sets
Because guidelines are not required,

uniform and legible characters can be
produced more rapidly by mechanical
lettering sets than by freehand methods.
Mechanical lettering is used principally for
title blocks and marginal data for special
maps, charts, graphs, and photographs for
reproduction.

057. List the components of a mecnamcal
lettering set.

Lettering Set. A standard lettering set
consists of a set of templates, a scriber, and a
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Figure 5-29. Mechanical lettering instrument.

set of pens. A typical setup is shown in figure
5-29. The templates are made of laminated
plastic with characters engraved in the face so
that their component lines are guide grooves
for the scriber. The height of the characters,
in thousandths of an inch, is given by a
number on the upper righthand side of the
template. The range of character heights
offered by a standard set of templates is from
80 (0.08 inch, or 5/64 inch) to 500 (0.5 inch,
or 1/2 inch). The scale at the bottom of each
template has the zero in the center and is
arranged for proper spacing in relation to
character heights. The distance between
consecutive scale divisions represents the area
required by a normal letter.

A standard set of pens for producing
various line weights consists of 11 sizes,
ranging froni 000, the finest, to 8N. Each pen
is composed of two partsthe ink reservoir,
or pen well, and the cleaning pin (see G and
H, fig. 5-20). The reservoir is a series of
connected tubes of decreasing diameters, the
lowest establishing line thickness. The
cleaning pin acts as a valve and protrudes
beyond the edge of the bottotn tube when the
pen is not touching the drawing surface. In
this position, the ink does not flow. When the
pen is rested on a drawing surface, the
cleaning pin is pushed up, allowing a flow of
ink Action of the pin in the tube minimizes

inl*ogging.

'e scriber (sue fig. 5-29) holds the pen in
alignment and controls its motion as the
tracing pin (A) is guided through the
character grooves of the template, and the
tailpin (F) riding in the straight groove of the
template. Two types of scribers are available;

..
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E - LOCK NUT
F- TAIL PIN
G- PEN WELL
H- CLEANING PIN

one is adjustable arid the other is fixed. An
adjustable scriber produces vertical and
inclined letters from a single template; a fixed
scriber produces only vertical letters. Except
for the locknut, the fixed scriber consists of
the same components as the adjustable
scriber. These are a tracing pin (A), pen
socket (B), socket screw (C), adjusting screw
(D), locknut (E), and tailpin (F).

The following table gives the recommended
combinations of pens and templates. If a
heavier line weight is required, do not use a
pen more than two grades above the
recommended size:

Template Number Pen Number
80 00

100 00
120 0
140 1
175
200
240
290
350
425 5
500 6

'2
3
3
4
4

The rules for freehand letter -sizing and
spacing apply to mechanical lettering. For
blocks having more than one line of lettering,
horizontal baselines may be drawn at intervals
for the proper spacing between lines.

To center a line of lettering, the letters are
arranged symmetrically about a vertical
centerline. Here is how you do this. First,
count the number of letterkin the line, add
one-half for spaces between words, and

LI t
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Figure 5-30. Curving a line of letteruig.

subtract one-half for each letter I. Select the
t emplate with letters of the desired size and
place the zero of its scale on the vertical
centerline. Mark the number of divisions
equal to half the number of letters in the line,
first to the left and then to the right of the
zero. This indicates .the stardng and finishing'
points.

The procedure for using the mechanical
lettering set follows:

Loosen the socket screw.
Select the appropriate template and the

pen recommended for it.
Insert the pen in the pen socket so that

its shoulder seats up .against the scriber arm,
and tighten the socket screw.

Loosen the adjusting screw locknut and
fill the pen reservoir with drawing ink.

With the template edge against a
T-square, set the scriber tailpin. in the straight
groove of the template and the scriber tracing
pin in the groove of the appropriate character.

Using a piece of scrap paper for trial
lines, regulate the adjusting screw until the
cleaning pin is pushed far enough back to
allow the ink to flow freely. If the pin is
pushed back level with the end of the tube
(that is, if no clearance is provided and the
tube is allowed to rest against the drawing
surface), ink will not flow smoothly. The
amount of clearance varies with the
consistency of the ink and the nature of the
drawing surface. When trial lines are
produced, tighten the adjusting screw
locknut.

Proceed with the lettering by moving_the
tracer pin in the desired character groove, but
at the same time keep the tailpin in the
straight groove. Spacing between letters and
words is done by eye and involves the same
considerations of equal letter areas as in
freehand lettering.

Now let us go over the techniques that you
should develop to use the lettering set
properly. Hold the T-square in position with
the ball of your left hand against the blade.
Use the fingets of your left hand to hold the
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template against the working edge and to
change the position of the template when
necessary. Hold the scribe between the
thumb and first three fingers of your right
hand. You can rest your little finger either
against the scriber or against the edge of the
template.

The following are some important facts to
remember when using a lettering pen:

Keep the reservoir between 1/1 and 'A full;
too low an ink level results in irregular lines.

When the pen is filled 'and not in use,
place it so that the tip is not in contact with
any surface.

Before you reuse the pen, twirl the
cleaning pin in the tube to loosen any clotted
ink.

Never use pressure on the scriber if the
ink does not flow.

Check the adjusting screw setting and
the reservoir level.

To make fractions, use a template one
size smaller than that used for whole
numbers.

Maintenance of lettering pens is simple.
You should clean the pens with running water
and store them in their containers. If water

*Igor' 5-31. Using lettering aheet.
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does not clean the_ pen satisfactorily, use a
diluted solution of ammonia. Handle cleaning
pins with care because they are fragile and
bend easily.

Exercises (056):
1. What are the standard components 'of a

mechanical lettering set?

2. How many pens are there in a set?

3. What is a tailpen?

5-7. Prepared Lettering
For our final discussion on lettering, let us

take up the use of type or other prepared
pnnt as a means of obtaining lettering for
illustrative purposes. The disadvantage of
using pnnted lettering is that the type used to
print the lettering must be handset:This is
necessary to obtain good spacing, since
machine type setting spaces all letters equally.
You can observe this poor spacing technique
in newspaper headlines, especially, , when
words containing irregular-shaped letters are
used. Another limiting factor in using type for
lettering purposes is its inaccessibility. Not
many organizations are fortunate enough to
have ready access to a printing press.
However, most organizations do have
photocomposing machines which produce
type-like lettering.

057. List two advantages of using prepared
lettering.

Lettering Procedure. Prepared lettering can
be used as it comes from the press or printing
machine byl merely cutting it out of the
printed page and pasting it in place on your
drawing or layout. It can be changed from a
straight line of lettering by the method shown
in figure 5-30.
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The following procedure is used to change
a straight line of prepared lettering into a-curved line:

Draw a curved line where you want the
lettering to go.

Clit the line of lettering from the page of
print, making sure that the cut edges are
parallel to the top ana bottom edges of the
line of lettering.

Draw another line parallel to the first
line at a distance equal to the distance
between the bottOm edge of the lettering and
the cut edge of the strip. (If the line of
lettering is to be curved opposite from that
shown in fig. 5-30, this line should be above
the first line.)

Using a sharp knife or razor blade, make
cuts in the strip of lettering between letters.
Be careful to leave a small portion of the strip
uncut.

Apply rubber cement to the back of the
strip and to the surface of the paper to which
the strip is to be attached.

Center the strip on the midpoint of the
curve and align the edge of the strip with the
curved parallel line.

Being careful not to let the strip touch
the paper except at the point Of alignment
(you may have to insert two pieces of tracing
paper edge-to-edge between the strip and
pa er, and peel or slide them back as you go),
use the point of an Exacto knife to bend the
strip until the bottom edge is aligned along
the parallel line. You should start at the
center and gradually work toward the ends.
,As You get each portion of the strip aligned,
apply pressure to that portion so that it will
adhere to the paper.

When you get the strip completelK,y
aligned, white around the edges of the strip to
eliminate shadows.

Lettering Sheets. When only a few letters
or words are needed on a drawing or layout,
lettering sheets can be used to great
advantage. A large collection of alphabets.
numbers, symbols, etc., in various sizes and
styles is available under different trade names.
These can be appli,ed directly to the finished
artwork. The characterS" are printed on
cellophane- or acetate sheets with a waxed
back and are easily transferred to any smooth
surface. You merely position the sheetliover
the drawing so that the letter to be
transferred is correttly positioned, rub thea
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area over the letter, using a glass or plastic
burnishing rod. and lift the sheet from the
drawing. The letter remains adhered to the
paper. This process is shown in figure 5-31.

You must be careful when burnishing a
letter that you do not rub over a letter
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previously transferred. If you do, the letter
or part of it will be transferred back to
the lettering sheet.

Exercise (057):
1. List two advantages of prepared lettering.



Techniques of Line and Tone Media

ONE OF THE PROBLEMS confronting you is
that of deciding wtitch medium and technique
to use when 40Producing a particular
illnstration. The term "media" refers to the
material .with which you work, such asiDencil,
pen and ink, tempera, etc. The term
"technique" refers to the method of handling
the materials to achieve the desired effect.
Most of the time the ultimate use of a piece
of art work determines how you will proceed.
One would not spend a great deal of time and
effort on an illustration that will only be used
once. The technique on such an illustration
must be adequate to get the job done. As you
develop the skill of handling basic techniques,
you will develop a style of expression unique
to you alone.

The discussion will be on the techniques
used in line and tone media. Line and tone are
the two main classifications of such media.

6-1. Line Media
Line media include illustrations that are

composed entirely of black and white areas.
This means that there are no intermediate
values of gray. For example, this page may be
considered as being created in the line
mediasince only values of black and white
are used to produce it. It is composed entirely
of black letter shapes against the white
background of the page. ,Notice that even
though only black and white are used, a gray
tone is produced if you consider the entire
column of type as a whole. This effect can be
used in line media illustrations.

Illustrations which contain varying values
of gray in addition to black and white fall
into the group identified as tone media. The
grays in this media may vary continuously
from black to white.

058. Answer four questions about the
common media and techniques associated
with line drawing.
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CHAPTER 6

Line Drawing. Many media can be used to
render illustrations. Any substance which
achieves the desired effect can be used.
However, for illustrations which must be
reproduced, preserved, and executed quickly
and economically, the number of media is
sharply limited. Since illustrations in line
media generally fit into this category, there
are only a few types of line media. Among
these media are ink, pencil, crayon, shading
sheets, and special surfaced paper.

Pen and Ink. All of the techniques that use
ink as a medium depend on the opacity of the
mk and its capacity to rontrast sharply with
the illustration surface. India ink is most
commonly used because it is permanent,
waterproof, opaque, and nonreflective. The
ink is applied with open or closed
reservoir-type pens and dip pens which come
in a variety of points. A few of the most
common types of pens are shown in figure
6-1. Descriptions of these pens and their uses
are given below:

A croquill is a small cylindrically shaped
pen and is very flexible. This type of pen is
used to produce very fine or very thick lines.
The weight of the line is determined by the
amount of pressure applied to the drawing
surface.

Quills arelarge feathers from a goose or
turkey, 'Which are shaped and used as pens.
They produce a very flexible line that may
vary from thin to very thick.

Artist pens are available in a variety of
sizes in degrees of flexibility. Some are very
flexible and are used to draw very thin or very
thick lines. Others are stiff and are used where
a variety in line width is not desired.

Lettering pens are available in many
different sizes and four different shapes. The
four shapes are round, oval, square, and
chiseledge.

Ruling pens are used to produce straight
lines of uniform width when used with a
straightedge and curved lines when used with
an irregular curve.



Figure 6-1. Typical drawing pens.

Outline rendering. The technique of outline
rendering is relatively simple, yet it is not
mastered without considerable practice.
Outline drawings in ink should be clear, sharp,
and of consistent density and width. The
quality of a pen line is affected by many
conditions and practices. The pressure on the

J

pen, the smoothness with which the stroke is
Begun and ended, the evenness of ink flow,
and the condition of the illustration surface
affect the line. The angle at which the pen is
held, the retracing of lines, and the amber of
times the pen is removed from and replaced
on the illustration surface affect the quality
of the inked line. The degree of pen pressure
determine§ to some extent the width of the

Figure 6-2. Pen and ink illustration by outline Figure 6-3. Pen and ink illustration by accentuated
technique.
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Figure 6-4. Examples of tone and shading by line
technique.

at which the pen is held also affects the width
and consistency of the line and the evenness
of the ink flow. The number of times that the
pen is lifted and replaced and the amount of
retracing that is done affects the consistency
and sharpness of the line.. Pen strokes which
are not smooth or which stop and start with
uneven pressure will give uneven, rough lines.

Requisites of good pen and ink technique
are that the lines be solid ,black,:.free of
feathered or,bleeding edges, and consistent in
width and that adjacent lines join without
irregularities, breaks, or overruns. An &ample
of outline drawing is shown in figure 6-2. This
figure shows the characteristics of oqtline
drawing.

One of the important characteristics of
outline drawing is the ability to remain two
dimensional. Notice in figure 62 that the
illustration remains flat even though it shows
an airman in amplified perspective which
would normally give the impression of three
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dimensions. This is an important feature to
remember, especially when you include a
human figure in an illustration and wish to
have it remain subordinate tp other parts of
the illustration.

When you wish to give more three
dimensional qualities to an outline drawing,
you can use an accentuated line technique.
This technique is shown in figure 6-3. Notice
how varying the width of the line gives this
illustration a feeling of three dimensions. That
is, the figure of the airman seems to stand out
from the background of the page. This feature
is quite apparent when you compare the
illustrations of figures 6-2 and 6-3.

Line rendering of tone. Drawing tone or
shade by means of line is an extension of
outline drawing. The effect of tone or shade
can be produced by drawing a series of
parallel lines. Some of the tonal effects that
can be achieved by line are shown in figure
6-4. To give the effect of flat tone, the lines
must be parallel, equally spaced, and uniform
in width. Darker tones may be produced by
either placing the lines closer together or by
using thicker lines. Of course, each technique
produces an effect that is quite different from
the other. Combining the two techniques
(that is, using a greater number of thick lines)
produces still darker tones.

An entirely different tonal effect is
produced when two series of parallel lines are
crossed. This technique is called
crosshatching. The lines may cross
perpendicular to each other or at any angle.
However, each technique produces a different
effect. The direction in which the lines are
drawn also affects the appearance of the
crosshatching. Notice the difference in the
effect of the examples shown in figure 6-4
when perpendicular crosshatching is drawn in
horizontal and vertical directions rather than
when drawn in diagonal directions. Also
notice in figure-eti that darker tones are
obtained by drawing additional lines in a
different direction.

The use ot graded lines is another
technique of pen and ink medium. This
technique uses lines of varying width to
produce the effect of tone or shade. Three
different methods of 'obtaining tone are
showitin figure 6-4. One method uses lines of
various thickness to show gradation from light
to dark. Another method uses lines whic
vary from thin to thick. The final exampl
shows the effect obtained by varying the
pressure on a very flexible pen.

The bottom three examples of pen and ink
technique shown in figure 6-4 present an
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Figure 65. Pen and ink illustrations showing tone and shading by line technique.

entirely different quality of tone. Here the
lines are so short that they appear as dots.
The dots are distributed at random until the
desired tone is obtained. As you can see, the
stipple technique not only gives a tonal effect
but also suggests texture.

Now let's see how these line-tone
techniques can be used in illustrations. Figure
6-5 shows the use of line as shade to give the
face ,and hands of the figure portrayed a
feeling of form. It also shows how
crosshatching can be used to represent the
value of a material that has a definite color.

Figure 6-6 illustrates the use of graded
line . Here graded lines are not only used to
giv the subject of the illustration form but

also used to add character to the subiect.
e same techniqUe couldnot be used for the
bject portrayed in figure 6-7. The subject in

figure 6-7 calls for a soft, mare delicate touch.
Notice, however, that the lines in both
illustrations are applied to the form of the
subjects. They follow the contour of the
form. ,

Notice how effectively the stipple
technique is used in figure 6-8. Not only is the
form of the molded parts portrayed, but
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shadow and texture are also represented.
Where the parts are m ined, a line
technique gives a smooth, flat epresentation.

Brush and ink. Some i ust ators prefer to
apply ink to an illustration th brush rather
than a pen. This method is very adaptable to
accentuated line techniques and to large solid
areas of black. India ink is very hard on sable
brushes; therefore, you should not use your
best brushes for this type of work. Be sure to
clean your brush thoroughly after using it
with ink.

A brush can be used for other purposes
than drawing lines. Ink, lampblack, and black
tempera paint can be applied with a dry brush
technique. This technique consists of applying
the media in a rather thick state. That is, the
media is almost dry. The application of this
technique is illustrated in figure 6-9.

To apply ink or another medium by the
dry brush method, you dip your brush into
the medium, spread the hairs apart by
pressing the brush down on a palette or piece
of scratch paper and then rotating the brush
slightly, lightly wipe off the excess medium
on a blotter or piece of paper, and then drag
the tips of the hairs across the drawing paper.
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Figure 6-6. Pen and ink illustration by graded line technique

You should use an upward motion at the end
of the strojce. Figure 6-10 shows a typical
example of an illustration drawn with the dry
brush technique.

Exercises (058):
1. On what two qualities do all techniques

using ink depend?
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2. What type pen has the ability to produce a
very fine or very bold line?

4

3. Outline drawmgs, in ink should be
and of

density and width.

4. What is the technique called when two
series of parallel lines are crossed?

5 7
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Figure 6-7. Pen and ink illustration by crosshatch
technique.

059. In one word, describe the best surface
for producing a line drawing.

Pencil and Crayon. Lithographic, carbon,
or other types of black pencil and crayon can
be used with the same line techniques as those
used with pei; and ink. However, since the
lines produced by these media are, not as
sharp and do not have the contrast.that ink
lines have, a different technique is usually
used in a line media illustration produced
with pencil or crayon. The drawing is applied
to a textured surface. Figure 6-11 shows the
principle of application.

The paper on which the sample techniques
of figure 6-11 were originally drawn has a
special surface. The paper is not only textured
with a chalky surface but the texttire has a
definite pattern. In the top example, pencil
was applied to a solid area and a knife was
used to scrape away part of the top surface.
This technique gives a pattern of white on
black. A black on white pattern, as shown in
the middle example, is produced by moving a
pencil or crayon lightly over the surface. The
side of the pencil or crayon is used, and the
action is continued until the desired value is
obtained. As you can see, in the bottom(
example, a graduation of-value from light to
dark can be obtained by continuing - the

*
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process and by gradually increasing the
pressure applied to the medium until the
surface of the darkest area is entirely covered.

The black on white technique can be used
on any rough or grained surface. The
illustration shown in ligure 6-12 is an
example. The results are satisfactory as long
as only the high parts of the surface are
covered..

_

Exercise (059):
1. To be classified as a line media illustration,

a pencil or crayon drawing is usually
produced on what type of surface?

060. List the types and some special features
of prepared shading media.

Prepared Shading Media. Although
prepared shading sheets are not used to render
a complete illustration, they are often used as
a timesaving device and for special effects.
Two different types of shading sheets are
availablethe transparent film patterns and
tones and the Chemical developinent patterns
and screens.

Chemical developed shading media. The
chemical development shading medium
consists of papers and boards that contain
invisible patterns and screens which are made
visible by the application of chemicals. The
process is simple. The invisible patterns or
screens are brought out by applying a special
colorless liquid by means of brush or pen.
Both single-tone and double-tone patterns are

Figure 6-8. Pen and ink illustration by tipple
technique.
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Figure 6-9. Dry brush applicatton.

available. A sample of each type is shown in
figure 6-13. The double-tone surface contains
both light and dark tones which are developed
with two different solutions.

The chemically developed method of
. obtaining tone is fairly fast and economical

'when compared with the same effect obtained
with pen and ink. This technique is relatively
simple and easy to master. An example of the
effects achieved by this technique is shown in
figure 6-14.

Transparent film patterns and tones.
Transparent film patterns and tones are
usually printed on clear cellulose acetate and
may have an adhesive back. The film comes in
a variety of line patterns for use in line
rendermg and for shading. Screens and tones
are used to give a halftone rendering effect.
Examples of both line and tone patterns are
shown in figure 6-15.
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Figure 6-15 shows how the transparent film
is apphed. First, cut off a piece of film large
enough to cover the area where the line
pattern is to be applied. Then, apply the film
over the entire area, even including the
intermediate areas where a line pattern is not
desired. Now with a sharp knife, cut around
the area where a pattern is not wanted and
peel off the unwanted portion of the film.
When cutting, be careful to cut only through
the film and not to cut the surface of the
illustration board. The film may not come off
in one piece, because it tears easily. In our
example, It has not been entirely removed
from the subject.

Figure 6-15 shows the use of transparent
film as a background. However, the media can
be used as line rendering, as shown in figure
6-16. In this illustration, a film of one pattern
is used to produce different tonal effects% To
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Figure 6-10. Illustration by dry brusn technique.

produce these effects, the entire area was
covered with the original pattern. The
additional pieces were applied to various
smaller areas.. These smaller pieces were
applied over the original pattern but slightly
offset from it. When the desired tone was
obtained, the pieces were pressed into their
permanent position.

Various patterns can be 'created by
overlapping the same pattern or different
patterns of transparent film. A few of the
countless numbers of patterns that can be
created in this manner are shown in figure
6-17.

Exercises (060):
1. What are the different types of prepared

shading sheets?

2. What special feature does prepared ft ading
media have that other shading techniques
do not have?
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3. How are unique patterns created with
shading sheets?

061. List the advantages and disadvantages of
using scratchboard.

Scratchboard. Another very versatile
teclInique that uses ink as a medium is
scratchboard. This technique uses a type of
drawing .board which has a chalky surface
over which the ink is applied and then
scratched off as necessary to show detail and
highlights. This medium can p"resent
attractive., meticulously detailed and well-
shaded line illustrations.

The scratchboard itself is basically a heavy
illustration board covered with a deep
chalklike coating. It is relatively non-
absorbent, smooth, hard, and somewhat
bnttle. The scratchboarcl is not so brittle,
however, that the surface chips or flakes
uncontrollably when it is- worked. The care
required in preparing an illustration is one of
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Figure 6-11. Drawing on,texture board.

the major drawbacks of this technique.
D uring and after kreparation, the
scratchboard illustration must not be allowed
to become moist or oily." It is extremely
susceptible to damage under these conditions.
The ink is rite likely to chip if any attempt

,
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Figure 6-12. Illustration on texture board. .

is made to bend or roll the scratchboard. A
sharp blow upon the back of the scratchboard
or a_ dent made with a sharp object can ruin
thd illustration. preat care should be
xercised in handling these illustrations

throlughout their life. Storage precautions..
must also be taken since scratchboard
i1lu4trations are adversely affected by changes \
in temperature and humidity.

The >methods used in illustrating on
soratchboard are shown in figure 6-18.
1iUithth oan he drawn with pen or brush,
using -supple or line techniques similar to
those describechn the pen and ink section of
this chapter. in addition, a thin layer of ink
-may he applied with a brush over a large area
and then -allowed to dry; a sharp instrument is
used to scratch away the ink where a white
linedot. or area is desired.

Fikre 6 19 shows some of the tools used
LU scratchboard illustrating. An Exacto knife
with t anoiis shaped blades is a convenient and
vezsatile tool. Sharp-pointed blades make
excellent tools for scratching fine lines while
those with flat kyr rounded edges are good for

e--

Figure 6-13 Applica;1.,11 ot eheinical do eloped shading sheets.
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Figure 6-1 4. Chemical developed shading sheet
illustration.

scraping off large areas. Multiple-line gravers
are handy tools for making a series of
narrowly spaced ,parallel lines. The effects of
crosshatch4 with this tool are shown in
figure 6-20. df course, the same effect can be
produced with a sharp-pointed tool by us'ing a
metal rule or T-square as a guide.

The methods of obtaining graded tones in
line techniques are illustrated in figure 6-21.
In the method shown on the left, a brush is
used to apply a black area that comes to the
midpoint of the area to be graded. Then the
black 'tapered lines are added by using &-ruling
pen. Next, a sharp instrument in used to
scratch out v-shaped lines. Finally, the centers
of these wedges formed by the lines are
removed with a curved-edge instrument.

The example on the right in figure 6-21
shows the scratch-out method of producing
the same effect as shown on the left. In -this
method, equally spaced lines are first
scratched in the area to be graded and the
midpoints of the spaces are marked with -a
small dot at the edge of the black area. Then a
sharp instrument is used to scratch out ruled
lines between the ends of the lines and the
dots. Finally, the wedgeshaped areas between
the' ruled lines are scraped away.

Figure 6.22 shows an example of an,
illustration pruduced in the scratchboard
technique. 1.tiok fur ii Uiffrnt methods
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used to produce this illustration. As you can
see, scratchboard is an excellent medium for
rendering a predominantly dark object that
Ms much detail and has sharp, white
h igh 1 igh ts.

Exercises (061):
1. In illustrating an object, in what way is

scratchboard superior tb.other techniques?

2. What are the disadvantages of
scratchboard?

6-2. Tone Media
Media used 4-o produce illustrations that

depict the characteristics of a subject in
varying tones from white highlights to deep
shadovis are classified 'as tone media. These
include pencil, crayon, charcoal, transparent
-wash, opaque paint, and airbrUsh.

062. State the properties of pencils in
relation to tone.

Pencil, Crayon, and Charcoal. Pencil,
crayon, charcoal, and other similar media are
not ordinarily thought of as media for
finished artwork. However, they are very
useful both for the roughing in of ideas 'and
for comprehensive layouts. Since the
techniques of using these media are the same,
we will discuss only the pencil medium.

In addition to lead or graphite pencils,
others such as carbon and lithographic pencils
are useful in illustrating. The lead pencil
leaves a shiny surface, whereas a carbon pencil
gives a mat finish, which has a much richer
black.

As you learned in Chapter 4, lead is graded
from the extremely hard to the very soft. The
hardest lead produces a very light gray tone,
while the tone vanes progressively darker with
each softer grade. This tonal effect is shown
in figure 6-23, using three different grades of
pencils.

Dark, mat-finished pencils come in vanous
degrees of softness. All gwe an appearance of
blackness when used on a paper with a slight
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Figure 6-15. Application of transparent shading Ahets

tooth, or texture, as compared with the gray

effect of lead pencils.
Pencil can be u`sed on any kind of paper

stock, though a shiny paper does not talc
hard lead very well. A rough paper will

naturally take the pencil on the higher ridges,
resulting in a granular effect. This effect is
shown in part A of figure 6-24. Where

necessary, this effect can be altered by

rubbing down the area with a paper stump or
with the tip of a finger, as shown in part B.

Darker tones can be added to a light area by

going over the area with a softg
Iiighlight can be brought out with a kneade,d

eraser, as shown in part C.

99

Figure 6-16 Trenspottent shading sheet illustration.
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Figure 6-17. Overlapping transparent shading sheets to create different patterns.
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Figure 619. Scratchboard tools.
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Figure 6-26. Scratchboard crosshatch effects.
460'

When pencil is used on rough paper to
cover only the high ridges, as in the
illustration shown in figure 6-25, the
illustration can be reproduced as a line cut.
This is the printer's term for an illustration
produced by a line technique. However, if the
illustration is produced by rubbing or
covering parts of the entire surface of the
paper, as in figure 6-26, a halftone process of
reproduction must be used to reproduce it.
This is a process which reproduces thern

illustration by breaking the tones into tiny
dots. Illustrations printed in newspapers are
reproduced by this process.

Exercises (662):
1. What effect is produced by rubbing a pencil

area with a paper stump or the tip of your
finger?

2. How do lead or graphite pencils differ from
carbon or lithographic pencils as they relate
to the tonal media?

063. List the procedures for laying a wash.

.Transparent Wash. Wash is a transparent,
watercolor made by diluting either lampblack,
India ink, or Chinese stick ink. Lampblack is
easiest to use, but India ink has the advantage

101

Figure 6-21. Scratch board graded tone technique.
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Figure 6-22. Scratchboard illustration.

of being waterproof, making it possible to lay
one wash over another without picking up the
one underneath. Chinese stick ink is prepared
by rubbing the stick around in the porcelain
dish with water kin-til the desired amount is
dissolved. This is strained through a wet cloth
to get rid of anY solid particles that may be
left.

Wash is applied with round or flat red sable
brushes. Thin wash (or ink) lines are drawn
with a croquill pen or very small brush. After
use, brushes should alwaya be rinsed out in
clean water, pointed up carefully, and laid flat

-where the hairs will not be disturbed. Brushes
should be washed occasionally in warm water
and a mild soap, rubbing the brush gen ly in
the palm of the hand then rinsin it
thoroughly in lukewarm water.

Flat 'wash. To lay a flat wash, the paper
should be taped down .o a drawing board,
and the board should be tilted to about a 30°
angle. The first step in laying a flat wash is to
mix enough watercolor diluted to the desired
value to cover the entire area over which the
Wash is to be laid. For best results, wet the
area with clear water and allow it to dry until
no moitture can ,be seen on the surface. Then
load' the brush with the watercolor. Starting
at the top 1 of the area, take an even,
Moderately fast stroke across" the paper,
holding the brush quite flat so that most of
the hair touches the paper. The color is

102

carried along at the heel of the brush, and a
pool along the ottom edge of the stroke is
formed. Remember that wash is floated on,
not rubbed in. Upon reaching the end of the
stroke, as shown in figure 6-27, bring the
wash down without lifting the brush; then
start back, across the paper in the opposite
direction, "allowing a slight overlap with the
previous stroke. This is continued over the ,

area to be covered. Before the brush loses its
pool of color, quickly dip it into the

4 H H B
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i
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Figure 6-23. Effects of different grades-of pencils.'
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Figure 6-24. Application of pencil technique.

watercolor previously mixed and continue the
next stroke. When the wash is fmished, the
pool of color at the bottom is picked up by
squeezing the brush dry and running the
brush lightly over the pool of color. If this
pool of color is not picked up, the color will
settle and will form a dark line along the
bottom of the washed area.

Graded wash. Laying a wash' graded from
dark to light value, like the one shown as part
B of figure 6-27, is accomplished by starting
out with the brush loaded with the dark tone
and dipping it into clean water after every
stroke or two, diluting the wash as you
proceed.

A wash from light to dark can be
accomplished in a similar manner. Starting
out with clear water, you add a little color
after each stroke.

Special techniques. Figure 6-28 shows some
of the special effects of different wash
techniques. The top example shows the
technique of softening the edges of a wash.
This can be done either on a wash applied on
the surface of the paper, as shown, or on a
wash _applied over a previous wash. After
laying the wash you rinse the brush out
quickly in clean water and then drag the tip
of the wet brbsh slowly across the edge of the
still wet wash. The brush should be held flat
so that the water wets the paper a. short
distance below the wash, allowing the color to
run down into the wet area.

Very soft, fluid effects (characteristic of
watercolor) can be obtained by working into
a wbt area. To produce example B, the paper
was first moistened with clear water; then a
light wash was applied while the area was still
wet. When the wash was nearly dry, the spots
were dapped in with a loaded brush. Working

'over wet paper increases the softness of the
edges but also decreases the contrOl of the

wash. When the wash is dry, sharp, crisp
accents can be added, as shown in example C.

When the wash must terminate in a very
sharp, straightedge, masking tape is laid along
the edge and the wash is brushed right up to

*it., Be sure that the wash does not collect
along the tape; do not remove the tape until
both 'the wash and tape -are dry. A liquid
masking medium or rubber cement can also
be used as a mask over the area where you do
not want wash. The results shown in example
D of figure 6-28 were achieved in this manner.
The advantage of .using a mask is that the
wash can be laid evenly over the entire area.
After the wash is dry the masking medium is
picked up, leaving the protected area without
wash.

An example of a transparent wash
illustration is shown in figure 6-29. Here the
likt washes were first laid down, then the
darker aim were added, and finally the
details were added along with the accents:

Exercises (063):
1. What is a wash illustration?

2.,Why must a wash be started at the top of
the Illustration? '

3. How are soft, fluid effects obtained in a
transparent wash?

103
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Figure 6-26. Pencil illustration for halftone.

4. What is the easiest method of terminating
wash with a sharp, straightedge?

064. Name the two best techniques for sing

tempera watercolors.

Opaque Wa lor em era Tempera is

often used fo illu ra ing in at tones, being
partic applicable to design and
rendering. Although tempera much harder
to blend than transparent wash, it is much
easier to apply in a flat tone.

Tempera is an opaque color which is a
heavy, stiffer medium than transparent
watercolor. An opaque color laid over any
other color, either lighter or darker, covers
and replaces the undercolor. Therefore, an
illustration can be started with any value and
worked up to lighter values or down to darker
values. Example ,A in figure 6-30 shows this

105

characteristic of opaque color. First, the
larger area was covered with a medium gray
tone; then the smaller area was painted on
top. As you can see, the underpainted areals
completely obliterated where the overpainting
was done.

Opaque watercolor comes in all colors, plus
black, white, and various premixed shades of
gray. Although you can mix black and white
paint to make any value of gray, it is not only

more convenient to use the premixed grays,
but it, is' more practical; thus, aiy g;ray can be
matched by merely using the ray from the
corresponding tube. These premixed grays are
usually called retouch grays.

Painting techniques. Obtaining a flat area
of uniform value with opaques presents no
problem, because the color can be taken
directly from the tube or mixed to the proper
shade. The pigment is slightly diluted with
water to the consistency of heavy cream and
is applied smoothly to the paper with a brush.
The brush should not be loaded too heavily
with color. Proceed uniformly over the area in
one direction, slightly overlapping each stroke
without leaving a ridge of paint. Work back

6 yao
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Figure 627. Application of transparent svaah.

into the painted area to smooth it out while
the color is still wet. If necessary, the whole
area can be recovered with the same or
another value after the previous one has dried.

Blending techniques. The transition from
one value to another can be achieved in
several different ways. The poster technique is
shown in example B of figure 6-30. Actually,
in this technique there is no blending of
values. Light and dark colors are placed side
by side, and the transition is made with a
narrowband of color halfway in value
between the two colors to be joined. By
carrying this procedure further, as illustrated
on the right, several values are used to make
the transition. When mixing colors for such an
effect, start with the two extremes, L and 15
(light and dark); mix these together to make
the middle value, M; mix M and L to get the
middle light value,_ML; mix M and D to get
the middle dark value, MD; and so on in both
directions.

It is also possible to make a transition of
two values by a wet blend tedhnique, as
shown in example C of figure 6-30. One color
is, brushed on, and the next color is
immediitely applied with a slight overlap.
This allows the colors to blend along the edge
of overlap. It is also possible to soften the

A

4
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Figure 6-28. Special effects of transparent wash.
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Figure 629. Transparent wash illustration.

sharp edge after the colors have dried by
wetting the edge slightly with a damp brush.

A' dry-brush method can also be used to
blend colors. This blertding technique is
shown in example D of figure 6-30. After
preparing the color on the brush as discussed
under the section on pen and ink application,
the tip of the brush is drawn lightly over the

107

edge to be blended. Either color may be used
in the blending process, but the brushing must
be done in one direction only. When three
colors are used, the middle value is
dry-brushed into the dark, and the light color
is dry-brushed into the middle value. Also, a
modified dry brush (or semistipple) can be
achieved by spreading the hairs apart and
gently tapping the paper with the ends of the
hairs instead of drawing the brush across the
paper. Figure 6-31 shows an example of the
effect.s that can be obtained through the use
of opaque watercolor.

Exercises (064):
1. Why is opaque watercolor hard to blend?

2. What are the best tethniques for blending
opatiue watercolors?

065. List specialftechniques Id preparations
that apply to airbiushing.

Airbrush. The airbrush technique of using
the wash medium presents the most lifelike
rendering effects of any illustrating technique.
This technique can present realistic effects in
tone because it is capable of producing even
tones, gradual variations in value, and sharp
tone contrasts. The .airbrush applies wash to
the illustrating surface in a fine spray which is
driven by compressed air. A typical airbrush,
as shown in figure 6-32, applies paint in broad
bands or sharp jets, either in a coarse or fine
spray. Some airbrushes can regulate the
density of the paint spray. Others are
self-regulating, and the density increases as
the opening to the paint reservoir is enlarged.
The width of the spray is primarily dependent
upon the proximity of the airbrush to the
illustration surfacethe closer the instrument
is' held to the surface, the narrower the spray
will be.

lieThe airbrush is an excellent medium f r
retouching photographic prints, and it is oft n
used to render illustrations. Such airbrushed
rendering is generally made on illustration
board; however, any relatively nonabsorbent
surface if mounted on a stiff board may be
used.

The method of applying wash paints by the

7/
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Figure 6-30. Opaque paint (tempera) application.

airbrush technique is relativelY standard. As a
tool, -the airbrush has limitations and
operating requirements which dictate its
method of use. The most important
requirement for rendering with the airbrush is
a controlled and éorfsistent application of
paint. It is obvious that the den'sity olthe

'Spray which reaches the illustration surface
will decrease ai the airbrush is moved away
from the' stirface. Therefore, to achieve a
consistent tone on a given area, the airbrush
must be handled in such a way that the
distance does not vary. Naturally, the size of
the spray cone will vary in the same manner.
Therefore, to obtain a band of tone of a
specified and consistent width, the distance
must not vary.

Since the very character of the spray is
aerosol, it is not easily controlled by motions
of the hand. Therefore; the presentation of
sharply defined edges and details is aided by
the use of shields or masks. A mask may be
merely a piece of paper cut to the desired
shape and held directly on the illustration
surface. Thus, a sharp outline will be
produced when paint is applied around it. The
disadvantage of using a niask is that the mask
temporarily obscures the area of the
illustration that it covers. From the
standpoint of accuracy and the fact that
nothing is obscured, a frisket or other

108

transparent or semitransparent paper is more
desirable.

Frisket paper is a special type of paper that
is semitransparent, very thin nonabsorbent,
and easily cut. This type of mask is held or
cemented directly to the illustrating surface,
thus producing a sharp outline of the mask
where airbrushed.

Another type of mask, or shield, is the
raised mask. The raised mask is used when the
density and sharpness of tone on the top and
bottom of an airbrush stroke must vary. By
varying the angle at which the spray strikes
the mask, the sharpness of the bottom edge of
the tone is made to vary. 6f course, the width
and diffusion of the top edge is controlled by
the distance of the airbrush from the paper.

The airbrush may be used with either
transparent or opaque wash. Generally, the
transparent wash is lampblack diluted to the
value used for middle gray washes. Tone
gradations are accomplished by repeated
application of paint. The tone will darken as
the density of the applied pigment is
increasedin a particular area.

With opaque washes, tonal gradations are
accomplished by the mixing of white with the
black. These opaque washes are prepared in
progressive values from slightly darker than
white to slightly lighter than black. By
diluting any one of these tones, a transparent
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COLOR CUP
ONTROL LEVER 4/5

Figure 6-32. Main components of an airbrush.

effect can also be obtained. Thc transparency
thus obtained can be graduated in tone value
from slightly darker than white to the original
opaque tone.

The methods of working in transparent or
opaque media differ considerably. When
working ,in transparent wash to render an area
with strong highlights and shadows, only the
darks are airbrushed, leaving the highlights.
This is necessary since dark transparent
pigments can only darken a white illustrating
surface.

When, using the opaque method, it is
possible to-apply a middle tone gray and then
apply darker grays or blacks for shadow and
lighter grays or white for the highlights. The
opaque method allows more control over
shapes and values. Corrections and changes
can be easily made by repainting with any
value desired whether the desired vilue, is
lighter or darker thith the underpaint,

ammail

Figure 6-33. Removing or inserting the needle of an
airbrush.

Preparations for airbrushing. It is advisable
before using the airbrush to remove the
handle and see that the needle is seated
properly and tightened securely in place. Turn
the needle locknut counterclockwise to
loosen the needle. Gently remove the needle
from the brush, as shown in figure 6-33.
Notice that the point has a very fme taper. It
is important to protect this point at all times
and to handle it carefully, as the slightest
injury to the tip of the needle will result in
improper functioning of the brush. When
replacing the needle, rest one of your finger
at the end of the needle locknut, as shown in
figure 6-33, to steady your hand while
inserting the needle.

After assembling the airbrush, attach the
olor cup to the brush by inserting it in the

hole on the right side of the brush just
forward of the control levefDo not force the
cup in too hard, or the hoie will be enlarged.
The cup is held in place by friction. The cup
should be adjusted so that it is in a vertical
position when the brush is held at an angle of
at least 45° to the illustration surface.

The pressure used to operate the airbrush is
supplied by an air coMpressor, carbon dioxide
tank, or compressed air tank. In any case, a
regulator is used to maintain the correct
pressure to the airbrush. 4 typical setup is
shown in figure 6-34. This particular regulator
has two gaugesone indicates the pressure in

Figure 6-34. Air regulator.
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Figure 8-38: Identi tying 'airbrush Raintinetroubles.

.)

regulator and to the airbrush. However,
before attaching the hose to the brush, allow
some * to pass through the hose to blow oid
any fet/eign matter , that might be in the hose.
Then screw the airbrush gently into the hose
coupling, being careful not to strip any'
threads. As a gener4 rule, hand-tightening is

sufficient, but if air should leak oui at the
hose connection, tighten the sWivel nut with

the small wrench that comes with the

airbrush. ,

Mix the 'desired pigment (lainpblack or
opaque color) to the desired consistency.
Then transfer the solution to 'the cup by
means of a bristle brush or an eye dropper.

Figure 6-35 shows,.the sequence you should
use to obtain the proper grip on the airbrush.
When you grasp the brush in this manner, the
hose will be restrained by your wrist and will
not flop annoyingly, over the paper or in front
of your work. You are now ready to airbrush.

Operating the airbrush. Air and paint that
pass through the airbreh are controlled by

manipulation of the control level. The
operation is shown in figure 6-36; When die'
control lever is in the raised position, as
shown'in the illustration to the left, neither
air nor paint passes through the brush. When
the control lever is pushed down, as shown in
the center illustration, air passes through the
brush but no paint is discharged. Pulling the

, control levor" rearward releases the paint,
which .is picked up by the airstream and,
sprayed from the nozzle. The amount of paint
issuing fzom the brdsh is governed by the
extent t 2 which the trigger is pulled back.

As shZwn in figure 6-37, for airpainting flat
tones, the airbrush should be held about 8
inches away from the paper. In applying a flat
wash, you use an arm movement, moving the
brush back. and forth across, the paper at a
slow, deliberate speed. The bruSh should be
maintained at the same height and be pointed
almost at right angles to the paper throughout
the stroke. You should move your hand and
forearm across the page without bending the
Wiist, the movement beiq from the shoulder.

On approaching. the right, edge of paper on
the first stroke, press the control lever all the
way clown. This action releases only the air.
Do this without stopping or slowing down the
movement of your hand. All actions must' be
smooth and coordinated.

NoW, while holding the control lev,er down,
pull. back' on it slowly and evenly, releasing
the point. The 'paint should dry almost as

) soon as it reaches the paper; if it pVddles or
fans out iri streamlets you are pulling back
tob far on the 'contr

Orking too close to the aper.
?"lt lever of you are

After ing the left edge of the paper,
allow f control lever to move forward.to its
startin \position so that the paint 'flow is
gradually cut off. Then stop the motion of
your arm. .

Now start the next stroke 4n, the otiposite
direation, following exactly the same

112
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Figure 6-40. Use ot mask while airbrushing.

procedure as before. Allow the spray to
overlap the previous one along its edge.
Continue these alternate strokes down the
paper until the area is covered with a flat,
even tone*of color.

In airbrush painting, using transparent
pigments, tones are built up gradually. If you
desire a darker wash, go oVer the area again,
starting at4 the top and repeating the
procedure until the desired tOne is Atained.
A graded wash is best secured by starting at
the bottom of the area with a light flat wash
and allowing it to fade out near the top on
the first passage. Then, tart at the bottoin
again but do notlake the s ray up quite as far
as on the previous passa repeating this
procedure until the required dation is built
up.

Figure 6-38 shows some of the common
effects of improper airbrushing. The causes of
the effects are listed below:

Grain. If the pattern becomes very
grainy, it is generally beeause the pigment has
not been diluted sufficiently with owater.
Grain may also be caused by an accumulation
of paint on the airbrush tip, too low air
pressure, or a bent needle.

Paper buckling. If the paper blisters or
buckles, the paint is too thin, or too much
paint is being applied to the paper during eac
stroke.

Blobs. If large spots of paint occur at the
beginnmg of each stroke, you are releasing the
paint before the hand is in motion. If the blob
is at the end of the stroke, you are not
allowing_ the control lever to mqve forward at
the end of the stroke, shutting Vf the paint
supply.

Flared strokes. This is caused by not
moving the whole forearm across the paper

when making strokes. You are merely turning
the wrist in order to reach the edges of the
paper. orP

Centipede effect. This is caused by
airbrush painting too close to the paper and
by pulling back too far on the control lever.

Splatter. Fairly large specks of color at
the beginning of a stroke are gervrally caused
by having allowed the control laver to "click"
forward too abruptly at the end of the
previous stroke. These specks may also be
caused by clogging.

Curved strokes. Curved strokes are
c used by dipping the hand down towardthe
pa er. The hand should be kep
distance from the paper dun
except Where a line of vary
desired:

at a uniform
g a stroke,-
g width is

Ustng a frisket. When an area. of an
illustration is not to be painted; it is usually
protected' by means of fnsket or magk. The

;procedure for using a frisket is given and
illustrated in figure -39, pages 1 and '2. The
use of a mask is shoivn in figure 6-40. Masks
may be cut out of paper or may be
constructed oUt of masking tape, as the one
shown_in figure 6-40.

Basic rendering techniqt,te To show the
basic steps used in rendering an illustration by
airbrush, using transparent wash, let's go over
the steps used in rendering the sphere, shown
in figure 6-41, as if you were airbrushing it:

First, draw a circle with a compass and
place a frisket over it.

"7.

7

Figure 6-41. Rendering a sphere.
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Cut out the circle. This can be done
either freehand with a frisket knife, following
the circle very carefully, or by using a blade in

a compass.
Remove the frisket from the sphere and

clean off the excess rubber cement. ,

Airbrush paint a I very , faint tone all
around the edge of the sphere, allowing some
of the tone to fall on the frisket. This should
be done in shai-Itzokes, working in both
directions. Long strokes would be more
difficult to control. Keep the tone as even as
possible, fading out gradually on the inside
edge.

Carry this tone up further from the
bottom, leaving the highlighta small circular
area at the upper left of the sphereas white
as possible.

Starting in the lower right area of the
sphere a short distance in from the edge of
the frisket, airbrush paint a shadow along the
right side, across tile bottom: and up the left
side.

YELLOW
RED'

SPECTRUM

`l

Leaving a reflected light, begin the heavy
shading. This shading should also be done
with short strokes in all directions. When
fading out at the upper right and upper left,
however, work only in one direction.

Airbrush paint a slightly darker tone off
the edge of the frisket at the top of the
sphere. Then, return again to the lower right
shadow, area and continue to darken it,
working in solid black tone.
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Using opaque color to paint the same
sphere is a much easier method since you do
not have to' build up the tones gradually as
you do with transparent wash. You merely
lay down the middle, tone and then add the
highlights, shadows, and reflected light.

Exercises (065):
1. WhY is the airbrush an excellent tool for

illustrating?
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2. To produce a sharp, straight edge of tone
with an airbrush, you should cover part o
the paper with a or a

3. To vary the sharpness and density of an
airbrush stroke, you should use a

4. What is the principal difference between
the techniques of airbrushir.-, with
transparent pigment and opaque pigment?

5. What preparations must be made before
using an airbrush?

6. At what pressure should the airbrush be
operated?

7. How is the airbrush controlled?

8. What factors of operator control determine
the quality of an airbrush stroke?

9..What are the common effects that indicate
an improper airbrushing technique?

6-3. Techniques of Color
Illustration

-Color is so constantly in evidence all
around us that we give it very little attention.
We nierely accept it, as we do sunshine and
shadow. Although we appreciate its beauty,
we do not consciously realize what an
important part it plays in our lives. But
whether we realize it or not, color influences
us during practically every waking moment.

The important part that color plays in our
lives is shown in many ways. We are more
inclined to be cheerful on bright, colorful

. days than when the sky is gray. We are more
ontented in hantioniously colored rooms of

reasonably distinct hue than in those which
are drab. Yet, we are disturbed by interiors
that are gaudy and crude. We like, the out of
doors for its green trees, blue skies, and
purple hills. Even our food is more attractive
and more appetizing than a would be if it
were a neutral tone.

Id addition to its artistic and psycholoi:ical
values, color serves us in many practical, ways.
Color aids us, for instince, in identifyinkone
object from 'another at a glance. It helps us` to
know whether fruit or vegetables are unripe,
ripe, or spoiled; whether food is raw,
sufficiently cooked, or overdone; and whether
ohjicts are extremely hot or cold. In fact,
there is hardly a phase in our existence that is
not affected in some way by color.

Is there any wonder, then why color is so
important to you as an illustrator? You, who
must portray people.and things in a world of
color, must learn to appreciate and
understand color far more than those who
merely enjoy it. You must learn to use it in
many ways: fo attract and to hold attention,
to lead the eye, an' d to please, as well as to
give many other desired effects.

To use color effectively, you must possess a
basic lmowledge of color theory. You must
know the, qualities of color, how ,different
colors are rela.ted to each other, how to mix
color, and how to select colors that go well in
combination. Yc5ti can learn these
fundamentals by studying this chapter. In
a'ddition, this chapter includes techniques of
using color in the following media:
watercolor, tempera, casein, and oil.
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066. Name the discoverer of light rays, and
defme dispersion and spectrum.

Relationship of Light and Color. From the
beginning of time, man has been interested in
color and has continuously sought to wrestle
its secrets from nature. However, it was not
until the advent of science that intelligent

YELLOW

VIOLET

Figure 6-43. Subtractive proceu of color.
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Figure 644. Color wheel.

research and experimentation was cdhducted.
Especially in the last two centuries, physicists,
phwiologists, and psychologists have studied
the problems of light and color and the
processes of vision. Chemists, too, have made
progress in the overy and perfection of
pigments.

..

\

We are indebted to Sir Isiac Newton who,
in the 17th century, discovered that light
consisted Of many rays (each of which, when
allowed to reach the retina of the eye,
produces the sensation of a distinct color),
and that the fusion of 'all the sensations
generated by the mixture of rays gives 'the
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sensation of white. We also learned that light
comes from its source (the sun) as a wave
motion travelingsat a speed Of approximately
186,000 miles per second. The sensation
known as color is produced by the action of
these rays of light upon the optic nerve. The
waves vary in length, and this variation causes
the different colors.

NeWton made his discovery by performing
an experiment which is shown in figure 6-42.
In a darkened room, he admitted a beam of
sunlight through a slit in a window shade and
allowed it to pass through a prism. This
separated the lieit into a long line of colors
such as., those we see in a rainbow. This
separation of light into its element is called
dispersion, and the resulting band of color is
known as the spectrum. The colors of the
spectrum arrange themselves in order of their
wavelengths, the long waves being less
refracted than the short waves. Starting with
red, which has the longest and slowest
vibrating wave of any ray visible to the human
eye, the colors follow in this order: ted,
orange, yellow., green, blue, and finally violet.

Newton also demonstrated that the
separated colors can be recombined into
white light. He proved this by using another
prism and also by receiving them onto mirrors
or lenses' so curved that they convey the'
colors,to a single spot.

Thus, long ago man learned that light is the
source of 'color and that- White light is made
up of varying rays, each ,capable of producing
the sensation of a distinct color. It is obvious,
then, that when light is present, color is
present and that when light is absent, color is

absent. It follows that the nature of light
influences the nature of color; objects look
differept under daylight, electric light, gas
light, colored light, etc. -

With this as a background, let us consider
why one object looks red and another green.
If we glance at an object (excepting
self-luminous, fluorescent, or transparent
ones) we see the object because some of the
light cast upon it is reflected into our eyes. It
is easy to understand whys the object appears
inight when it is in strong light and appears
indistinct when it is in dim light. It is not so
easy to understand why one object appears
red anti anbther green until we learn that
surfaces exercise a selective power on the
light. Every surface decomposes the particular
light by which it is illuminated. Each surface
absorbs some of the light rays.while it reflects
or scatters other raSrs in all directions.

A red object, as it decompoges- the light
that falls upon it, absorbs or annihilates all

the .,rays except the red. These red rays are
reflected. Thus, we see the object as red. A
green object has the power to absorb all of
the rays except the green. A white object is
merely one' which reflects a large percentage
of all rays so balanced as to give the effect of
an absence of colorwhite. A black object is
one that absorbs nearly all of the light rays.

Other investigators of light made additional
contributions to our knowledge- of light and
color. Sir David Brewster concluded after long
experimentation with pigments and color
glasses that light was made up of three
primary colorsred, yellow, and blue waves.
Dr. Thomas Young, and later Professor
Helmholtz, working with spectral cblors,
conceived the theory that instead of red,
yellow, and blue, the true primaries were red,
green, and blue (blue-violet).

The important factor that we learned from
these theories is that the laws that apply to
light do not apply to pigment. Obtaining
different colors by means of, light is an
additive process, while obtaining colors from
pigment is a subtractive process. For
example, in color television all colors are
produced from the primary colors red, green,
and blue. When the red dots of a color TV
screen are illuminated, we see the area as red.
If the green dots in this area are also
illuminated, the combination of red and green
appears yellow. If the blue dots ar
illuminated, the area appears white. By adding
the colors red, green, and blue in the correct
proportions, all colors can be produad.

The subtractive process of pigments works
entirely different. As shown in figure 6-43,
the three primary colorsred, yellow, and
blue when mixed in the proper proportions,
produce the remaining colors of the
spectrumorange, green, and violet. Notice
that when all three colors are mixed together,
the result is black gather than white as in
mixing light.

The important fact to remember about this
discussion of light and color is that aldiough
light and color are inseparable, we must treat
color by pigmentation as a separate and
distinct process. Since it is color by
pigmentation in which we are most interested,
when we refer to color from now on, we will
mean pigmentation color unless we specify
otherwise.
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Exercises (066):
1. Who discovered light rays?
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2. What is dispersion?

3. What is a spectrUm?

6-4. Color Theory
It is difficult, if, not impossible, to study

any subject without first learning some of the
terms that are used in discussing its various
elements. The study of color is no exception.

'Therefore, let's begin by learning the three
qualities of color.

067. Explain the ' qualities and the
relationships of colors.

9

Color Qualities. kf we look at any given
color analyticallythe red of an apple for
instancewe discover that it possesses three
outstahding characteristics of qualitieshue,
value, and intliasity.

Hue. The quality by which we recognize
one color from another and which we suggest
by its name is called hue. The apple is red; red,
is the hue (or name) of the color.

We can alter the hue of a color by mixing
another color with it. If we mix red pigment
and yellow pigment, we produce orange
pigment. This is a change in hue.
, Value. Next comes the.quality by which we

discern lightness or darkness in a color. This
*e call value. It is by value that we are able to
discriminate between light red and dark red.

We change the value of a color by mixing
something lighter or darker with it. If we mix
black or white with a color, we change its
value but not its hue. This change can
probably be best. shown by means of
watercolor. If we adwater to red pigment,

'we make the value lighter, but we do not
change its color or hue. It appears as pink,
which is still a red hue. It is not orange or
green or blue.

We call li,.color in its full, natural strength
normal color or a color of normal value. It the
dolor is lighter than normal, we, call it a tint.
If it is darker than normal, we call it a shade.
These latter terms ar so often abused that it
is better 'to use the word value; such as "a
light value ofled" rather than "a tint of red"
or "a dark value of blue" rather than "a shade

of blue." Tone is a word of such ambiimous
meaning that it is best to employ it only in a
general way to include all normal colors, tints,
and shades.

Intensity. The third quality of color relates
to strength. Some colors are strong and some
are weak. The quality by which we distinguish
between them is called intensity, or chroma.
If we remark that an object is saturated, is
colorful, or is strong in color, we refer to ,its
intensity.

We can change the intensity of a normal
color by mixing with it a pigment that tends
to dull or fray it. We can change intensity
without thangi g value or hue by adding
neutral ;gay of e4ØJue.

Color Relations Ps. The solar spectrum (as
projected onto a screen by means of a prism)
is extremely brilliantIt is light itself. If we
try to represent this spectnim with even the
purest , pigments obtainable, we cannot
approach its intensity. Each pigment absorbs
many of the light rays that come in contact
with it and tends to reflect portions of hues
other than the dominant one. White paper
reflects only a little more than half of the

light that falls upon it.
As you know from our pievious study of

light and color, the spectral hues red, green,
and blue-violet are classifie4 as primary; and
by mixing these three hues in proper
combination, all other spectral hues can be
produced. These primaries, in properly
balanced mixture, also produce white. But in
dealing with pigments, approximations of
these spectral primaries do not prove primary.
If we mix red and green for instance, we get
gray instead of the yellow as is the case in
spectral mixture. You cannot produce normal
yellow by mixing any other doldred pigments.
You cannot produce white by mixing any
combination of .colOrs.

Priinary colors. Various authorities select
different pigment colors as primary. Perhaps
the most widely used primary concept ana-by
far the easiest to understand is the red,
yellow, and blue concept of Brewster. From
these three primary colors, almost any desired
hue can,be mixed.

Secondary. coldrs. By mixing any two
primary colbrs, we can produce a full range of
intermediate hues. Thp hue that is midway
between the two primaries is called a
seconday . color. For example, if we mix
varying proportions of red and yellow, we
obtain a full range of oranges. The orange that
stands midway between red and yellow is a
secondary color. In the same way we can
produce green by mixing yellow and blue in
the appropriate proportions arid can produce

12b
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violet by mixing red and blue. ,These three
secondary colorsorange, a -n, and
violettogether with the three p ariesgive
us six lealing colors. Mast coloring sets will
include at least these six colors.

Some books say that mixing equal parts of
primary yellow and primary blue will produce
secondary green. This is not always true.
Yellow, though extremely intense, is light in
value. Blue is dark, but less intense. In equal.
mixture, therefore, one may outweigh., the
other, and a normal green may not result.

Tertiary colors. By continuing the mixing
process further, you can obtain six tertiary
colorsred-orange, yellow-green, blue-violet,
yellow-orange, blue-green, and red-violet. In
compounding these names, ..as "red" with
"orange" to make "red-orange," the primary
name is usually _placed first, indicating an
excess of r4d over the other
c om pon en tprimary yellow.

Experimenters in the field of color have
invented an extremely valuable device
commonly known as the -color wheel. An
example of one type of color wheel is shown
in figure 6-44. A color wheel_is really a simple
scale Tor measuring hues. Although there is no
arbitrary rule as to the number of colors in a
wheel, a 12-hue wheel is convenient 'since it
exactly accommodates the 3 primaries, 3
secondaries, and 6 tertiaries.

By saying that such a wheel is a scale for
measuring hues, we by no means classify it as
a scientific apparatus. The approximate
measurement of any hue can, however, be
quickly judged by the eye if the hue is
referred to the hues of the wheel for,
coniparis-on.

Complementary colors. The color wheel
>can alsd be used to show another color
relationshipcomplementary colors. Before
we use the wheel to determine or to show the
relationship of complementary colors, let's go
back to the study of light to get a clear
definition of the term complementary.
. Recall that we see an object because that
object has the ability to absorb some of the
light that falls on it and to reflect the rest of
the light. The rays absorbed by the object are
said to be complementary to those reflectel
because if the absorbed light could b
combined with the reflected light, white light
would be produced. Or if we take the spectral
colors, we find that' blue-green is the
complement ,of primary red because when
these colors combine they produce white.
light. Likewise, when blue-violet and yellow
or green and purple are combined, they
produce white light Therefore, red and
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blue-green, green and purple, and yellow and
blue-violet are complementary spectral colors.

The importance of these facts about
complementary spectral colors is that we can
draw valuable parallels in terms of
pigmentation. For example, if we mix
together our pigment primaries, we get gray
instead of the white produced by spectral
maturethis difference being mainly due to
the dullness or impurity of pigments when
compared to light.

Pigment complements can be identified in
much the same manner as the complentents of
spectral colors. By mixing- primary red 'th
primary blue, we obtain a secondaryvio et.
This is the complement of the third
primaryyellow, and vice versa. In other
words, the secondary obtained by mixing any
two Rtimaries is the complement of the third
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Figure 6-46. Influence of surrounding colors.

primary. It follows that if a Prin7érY is mixed
with the secondary that is its,complement,

'the result will approximate neutral graysince
the secondadt is made up .of the other two
primaries, the, three "primaries are acttially
being mixed. Further (and this is the wonder
of the color wheel to which We have been
leading), any hues exactly opposite on a
well-prepared color wheel are complementary,
as you can see in figure 6-44.,

We cannot olkeremphasize .the promineht
positron these complementary hues have in
work with _pigments. You shoUld use figure
6-44 to memorize the principal pairs. This will

& be very useful in mixing colors. When a color
.and its complement are mixed together, each
tends to dull or neutialize -the other; but
when placed side by side, each emphasizes or
accentuates, the other. Thus, complements
have the power to destroy and to reinforce,
according to how they are used.

Let' us examine the destructive
characteristic of complements and see how we
can use it. Suppose you have mixed a *ash of
orange and it is too bright for your purpose.
'Mixing it with water will make it lighter, but
not duller. 'How can you modify its intensity?
By adding gray? Yes, but the use of gray
often -has a deadening effect. Instead, add
complementary blue. This will dull the orange
but will not destroy its richness. In the same
way, if you have painted a green hillside and
it' seems too vivid, lay a pale wash of red or
red-violet bver%t.

As an example of the reinforcing
characteristics of complements, suppose that
yoti are painting a building that is in bright
stuilight. You can enhance the brilliancy of
the yellows and oranges by opposing them
with blue or violet shadows.

Value. The easiest,approach to the study of
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color value relationships is through'
comparison 'with black and white. In black,
we have the lowest of all valuesblack
standing for the absence of light. In white, we
.have the highest value that our paper and
pietnents permitwhite representing the
maximum presence of light. This gives us two
predetermined extremes. By mixing black
with white in varying proportions, we can
obtain innumerable ,intermediate values of
gray. It is Customary to establish a limited
number of progressive steps or intervals. If we
use seven steps of gay plus black and white,
we form a value scale like the one shown in
the center column of figure 6-45. This scale
can be used very successfully in comparing
the value relationship of the 12 colors of the
color wheel.
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If we divide the 12 colors of the wheel into
2 equal groups and arrange them oppdsite to
the gray values, as shown in figure 6-45,"we
can quickly compare the values of the colors
with the values of the grays. Notice that these
values have been given names on the scale.
Also notice that yellow has the same value as
the gray identified as hign light; yellow-orange
and yellow-green have the same value as light;
orange and green match with low light;
red-orange and blue-green with middle gray;
red 'and blue compare With high dark; and
violet has the value of low dark. Remember'
that the colors shuwn are at full intensity. Of .

course, if we use tints and shades, of the
various colors, we. can create separate scales .
for each color. It is obvious that we could not
get many tints of yellow or many shades of
violet because of -their nearness to the value
limits of white and black.

Contrast. If we arrange colors (this includes
black, gray, and white) side by side so that
one is seen against a larger area of another,
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they tend to modify one another. In other
words, colors are modified in appearance Ey
their . proximity to 'other colors. This
modification can be seen in figure 6-46. Let
us first consider Modification in terms of
gr2y. Notice that the two discs, which have
the same value, appear to be of different
values because their immediate surroundings
have a different effect upon them. The
apparent change in value is not the only way
in which the discs are affected. There is also
an apparent change in size. The disc
surrounded by the darker value appears
slightly larger than the one surrounded by the
light value of gray. This is known as the
radiation effect.

'Value is not the only factor which is
affected by environment. If you place a small
square of neutral gray on a blue background,
the pay seems to take on an orange cast. The
same gray against orange shows a hint of blue.
This is quite evident when you use large
squares of blue and orange placed side by side
and lay a piece of tracing paper over
whole area.

As a striking test, lay small green dis
the centers of two adjacent large squares,
light yellow and the other dark blue
represented in figure 6-46. The green ag
the yellow seems darker in value than ag
the ,blue and :appears slightly blue-green in
hue. The green against the.blue seenis sligh
lighter and appears slightly yellowish. Not

_only db 'the two small green areas apparently
change, but the yellow in. contrast with the
-green and blue seems slightly, orange, and die

...blue -in contrast, with tile yellow and green
Appears "a bit purple. This test'aemonstrates
that colors are influenced in'hue'by adjacent
colors, each tinling 'its neighbor with its. owh
'complement. Intensities, as well as values, are
affected by eniiroardent. If two
complementary colors lie side by side, each
seems more intense than by itself.
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Exercises (067):
1. Match the terms in the left column with

the quality of color they most nearly
describe or with which they are most
nearly associate:Id.

_1. Turt. a. Hue.
_2. Lightness or dark- b. Value.

ness. C. Intensity.
_3. Name.
_4. Chromo.
_5. Shade.
_6. Stxength.
_7. Color. -
_8. Normal color.

2. Why don't we use the same primasy colors
in pigments that we use in spectral colors?

3. Designate the two primary colors which are
mixed together to produce each secondary
colorThsted in the left column.

Green a. Red
_2. Orange b. Yellow
_3. Violet , c. Blue
4. Why is it convenient to use a 12-hue wheel

as a measuring scale rather than a wheel of
more or less colors?

5. Wbere on the color wheel are the
complementary colors located?

6. In what way does the environment in
which a color is placed affect the color?

6-5. Color Harmony
Certain combinations of colors, whether in

nature or art, are agreeable .to the eye and
mind, whereas others give offense. We call the
former harmonies and the latter discords.

Just as numerous attempts have been made
to discover the' laws of light and color, greaf
a/fort has been expended in trying to find the
`reasons why some color. combinations are
pleasing- and others ,are not, and to devise laws
to fnsure harmonious;use of color. Howevert,
in view of our previous discussion On the
effects 'of environmeht on coldr;.. we know
thai color harmony is not -merely a matter of
'selection but also a matter of arrangement.
Area, oscillation, radiation, texture, and color
htness are all factors that influence color
harmony. Therefore, these factors must all be
considered when we select color schemes.

068. Relate the ternis monochromatic,
analogous, complementary, and triad to color
harmony.

One Color with White, Gray, and/or Black.
The simplest scheme is that of an individual -
hue used in one value and intensity in
conjunction with white, gray, and/or black,
and sometimes with silver or gold. A common
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illustration of this scheme is the booklet
printed with black ink on white paper (the
type masses giving the impression of gray) and
a cover of colored stock.

Schemes of this type seldom give offense.
As a rule, if a single color is used with large
areas of black, a warm onered, orange, or
rich yellowis most effective. These color
have a brilliancy and vigor which appear to
relate them to black. If such cool colors as
blue, blue-green, or blue-violet are used with
black, they are at their best when quite
intense.

7-11.4.1 White often impresses us as somewhat
warm. If a single color is used against it, a
rather dark, cool one gives the happiest
contrast. Blue and white have always been a
popular combination. For softer effects, the
light, warm colors are suitable, though many
colors, especially if used as tints, are usually
pleasing against white.

Monochromatic. This scheme is merely an
extensionoof the previous one to inclute all
values and intensities of a hue, and is _used
with or without white, gray, or black. The
most frequent illustration, perhaps, is the
drawing on white paper with a single color
such sepia, the values ordinarily varyingarom
light tints to dark shades. We might say that
the use of one color does not Constitute color
harmony, since there is nothing with which,
the color can postibly agree or disagree.
Strictly speaking, this is true, and. :such
schemes run the danger of becoming
monotonous. Howeyer, it is' surprising how
colorful some such arrangementS are. If you
wish to get slightly more Variety than the
strictly monochrOmatic schenie affords; you
can simply 'add inconspicuous suggestions of
other colors. '

Analogout An' analogous or, as it is
sometimes called, related color scheme is

, made up of colors which nearby in the
spectrum. For example, e, yellow, and
green form an analogous sc eme, since they
all contain the common factor yellow.

A glance at the color wheel will show you
which groups of colors are analogous. If we
start with yellow, we note that yellow-orange
and yellow-green (which are made up largely

,of yellow) are particularly close in
relationship. These three forth a close
analogy. If to these we add orange and green,
each of which contains some yelloW, this
entire 5-hue group is analogous. We can even
include red-orange and blue-green because
both of these contain a slight amount of
yellow. Out of the 12 hues of our scale, this
gives us 7 hues that are somewhat related due
to their ycllow content. In arranging

analogous schemes, the more of the circle that
we include, the, greater our difficulties
become. Therefore, typical analogous schemes
usually do not take in more than one-third or
a quarter of the color wheel.

Although analogous schemes are often
among the most pleasing and are as easy as
any to handle, the 'very unification which
makes them harmonious may at the same
time make them monotonous. As an

.illustrator, you must seek to develop in them
sufficient hue interest (as well as. variety of
value, intensity, and arrangement) to prevent
monotony.

One of the easiest mea ns of obtaining
interest in an analogous scheme is by placing
emphasis on a dominarit hue. There ar
various ways of making a particular hue
dominant. You can give it a large area, a dark
value (against a lighter background), a light
value (against a darker background), or make
it intense.

You can also prevent an analogous scheme
from becoming monotonous by introducing
complementary accents. \ Such accents,
particularly if brilliant, generally have a power
out of all proportion to their size. A single
touch of color Colklemeritary to one
hueusually the dominantcan give
surprising life to an otheiwise dull analogous
scheme.

Complementary. Under this heading,,
sortietimes -known as harmonies of contrast,
we can include any pleasing- schemes which
conspicuously introduce opposite colors. In
fact, the majOrity of all color schemes are to
an- extent contrasting, _the contrast usually
being developed by means 'of complements.
However, you should not base a color scheme
on complementary colon in equal areas arid
full strength. A large red area and a small
green area, for instance, often seem
harmonious because the dominant red gives
unity to the combination, Likewise, a brilliant
red can- be employAi successfully with' a
neutralized green, even though the areas are
equal, for the red will dominatebecause of its
superior inteniity.

Near and split cOmplements. Complements
which are only approximate, commonly
called near complements, seem more pleasing
than those that are true complements. The
term "near complements" is self-explanatory.
Violet is the true complement of yellow,
while blue-violet and red-violet are near
complements. If we speak of these near
complements in their relation one , to the
other, we call them split complements, as
they are split or separated by the trill
complement.

. 124
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Triad, If we base a olor scheme ori a color Exercises(068):
and its split compleme ts, or on hues mixed 1. What colors are considered warm, and what
from them, we can obtain a fairly wide range colors are considered cool?
of hues; but none of them will be brighter
than the color itself and the two split
complements in their full intensity.
Sometimes, such a range proves too limited;
so in place of these split complements, which ' 2. Which pe of color harmony is most likely
are closely related to the complement itself, to becoi monotonous?
we use other split complements, each a step
further removed. In the 12-color wheel, for
example, if we take yellow as a hue to
dominate a color scheme and the split
complements red-violet and blue-violet prove 3. You can prevent an analogous color scheme
too dull to hold their owns we can substitute from becoming monotonous by adding
red and blue. In this case, we are uaing three accents to your illustration.
colors equally spaced on the wheel. We call
this a triad,

Though mixtures obtained from triads can
be very rich and beautiful, triads by no means
guarantee color harmony. The red, yellow, 4. A complementary color scheme is based on

and blue triad is made up of our three
primaries from which we know practically (all
colors can be mixeddiscords as well as
harmonies. To get1/4effective results, therefore,
you must use one of the three hues as the
dominant one and mix a little of it with the 5. A color scheme which is based on three
other two. equally separated colors is'called a

If

** NOtE: Pages 90 and, 91 are missing due to deleted material. No pertinent
information was omitted.
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CHAPTER 4

035:1. Chooser any two:
a. Have a place for each piece of equipment

and keep it there when not in use.
b. Keep all instruments used to dispense ink

or other liquid media CLEAN. ,

c. Never expose any pointed equipment to
the possibility of point damage.

d. Never use any instrument for any pur-
pose except that for which it was
designed.

036 - 1. A drawing table, chair or stool, and a
tabouret or storage area.

036 - 2. Over the left shoulder and frbm the left-
front.

036 - 3. So that if you desire to work in a standing
position, you can do so without stooping or
raising your arms.

036 - 4. Because it is timesaving and deereases the
likelihood of damage."

037 1. So that if an eralure does occur the surface
can be reckrawn upon.

037 - 2. So the drawing will fit a standard letter size
filing cabinet.

037 - 3. Tracing paper is a' translucent or transparent
paper used to trace drawings or blueprints
when reproduction of the original is not
possible.

038 - 1. Hard, medium, and soh.
038 - 2. conical, wedge, and elliptical.
038 - 3. The disadvantage of using an ordinary draw-

ing pencil is that as you sharpen it, It
becomes shorter and, more difficult to han-
dle.

039 - 1. It will not destroy the surface of the paper if
used properly.

039 - 2. 1t can holds any, shape, has few erasure

040 - 1.

040 - 2.

041 - 1.

crumbs, picks up graphite dust and tends ab
clean itself when kneaded.

Drawing ink is finely ground carbon suspen-
ded in liquid with gum Arabic added.
Light blue and white.

Matertals Tools
a. Pencils. a. Drawing board.
b. Paper or illus. b. T-square.

tration board. c. Triangles.
c. Erasers. d. Protractor.
d. Ink. e. Scaled:

f. Irregular curves.
g. Instrument set.,

041444.2. A drawing board should be well seasoned
clear white pine or basswood. It should be
cleated together to prevent warping.

041 - 3. By drawing a line the complete length of the
working edge, turn the T-square over, and
draw the line again along the same edge.

042 - 1. 30° to 60° and a 45.
042 - 2. To draw lines vertically for Hoping at a

prescribed angle lin cohjiinction with the
T-square.

042 - 3. A protractor is used for setting off and
measuring angles frcim 0°, to 3'60°.

043- - 1. Mechanical engineer's, civil engineer's and
architect's scales.

043 - 2. a. A meifianical engineer's scale is used to
draw machine parts and small structures
where the size is never -less than 1/8 the
original.

b. A civil engineer's scale is used mainly for
plotting and drawinkmape and any work
where the divisions 'ere in tenths of
inches.

c. An architect's scale is used on any dimen-
sion, where feet and inches are required.

044 - 1. An irregular curve is used to draw a smooth
line through a dumber of predetermined
points.

045 - 1. Because you rAight bend the nibs find ruin
the pen. I A/

045 - 2. Detail.
045 - 3. Sharp points, unequal length of nit, and.

. flattened points.

128

046 -1. 'Compass and dividers.
046 - 2. A proportional divider is a type of divider

that has a movable pivot point with', needle
'points on each end. The movable pivot
allows the sllort end to be adjusted to a ratio
of the long end.

046 - 3. Three instruments-bow pen, pencil, and
divider.

047 - 1. A drafting machine is a timesaving device
that replaces the T-square, triangle, scale,
and protractor.

CHAP'rER 5

048 - 1. Text, Gothic, and Roman.
048 2. Printing., imposed changes in the mechani-

cally Oefected letter-it began a trend
toward simplicity and ease of construction.

048 - 3. Compressed; condensed.
048 - 4. Extended.



I.

049 1. Letter nomenclature is the naming of the
various parts of the letter.

049 2. Roman letters.
049 3. A swell.

050 1 The stem and oval.
050 2. The stem is that straight vertical or vertical

slant lines that forms more than four-fifths
of all letters.

060 3. The six basic strokes of lettering are horizon-
tal, vertical, diagonal left, diagonal right,
counterclockwise curve, and clockwise
curve.

050 4. 67W.
050 - 5. If the letter A does not extend slightly above

the cap line, it will appear snuller than the
rest of the letters.

061 1. Proportion, stability, and uniformity.
051 - 2. .Uniformity.

052 1. Because all letters are not regular in shape,
,052 - 2. There should be a full space between d and b

because the sterns of these letters are full
height. The space between the o and b
should be slightly narrower to compensate
for the space above the o.

052 - 3. Four.

053 - 1. Clean; firm; opaque.
053 2. The first requirement in lettering is holding

the pencil or pen correctly and comfortably.

054 1, Bisch-Payzant pens, speedball pens, techni-
cal fountain pens, and Leroy pens.

054 2. One that is well broken in.
064 - 3. A speedball pen is a pen that comes in

various ,sizes, and no less than four types.

055 1. The tips or points of the lettering brush is
always the natural end of the hair or bristle.
Other brushes may have trimmed ends, or
even artifiCal hair or bristles.

055 - 2. Red liskble.
055: 3. Never.
055 - 4. Rounds, brights, and flats.
055 5. a. Rounds are brushes that come to a

point-which varies from fairly sharp to
quite blunt.

b. Bright/ are flat brushes with sharp cor-
ners-have little thickness of bristle and

their length is about one' and
one-half times their width.

c. Flats are broad *with flattened ferrules
and straight edges.

056 - 1. A standard lettering set consists of a set of
templates, a scriber, and a set of pens.

066 - 2. Eleven.
056 - 3. The tailpen is the back part of the scriber

that rides in the straight groove of the
template.

057 - 1. a. Letters can be applied directly to finished
artwork._

b. Cin be applied to any smooth surface.

CHAPTER 6

058 - 1. Opacity Of the ink and its capacity to
contrast sharply with the illustration surface

058 -*2. A croquill.

058 3. Clear ;sharp; consistent.
058 - 4. Crosshatching.

059 - 1. Textured or rough.

060 1. Chemical developed shading medium, trans-
parent film patterns, and tones.

060 - 2. Timesaving and special effects.
060 - 3. By overlapping the same patterns or differ-

ent patterns of transparent film.

061 - 1. Scratchboard is an excellent medium for
illustrating dark objects with many details
and highlights. . .

061 - 2. Scratchboard is greatly affected by moisture,
oil, changes in temperature, and humidity.
Sharp blows or dents will cause the chalk
like coating to chip or flake.

062 - 1. The rubbing with either a stump or the
finger will ,cause a blending into a smooth
grayed tone.

062 - 2. Carbon or lithographic pencils have a dark,
mat-finish. Lead or graphic pencils leave a
shiny grayed surface.

063 - 1. A wash illustration is an illustration painted
with a diluted pigment in water to produce a
transparent effect.

063 2. Since a wash is laid on an inclined surface, it
must be started at the top so that the diluted
pigment will settle toward the bottom,
producing an even tone. ,1

063 3. Soft, fluid effects_in wash are obtained by
working in the area while the wash is still
wet.

663 - 4. By laying masking tape along the edge and
applying the wash right up to the tape.

064 - 1. Because opaque watercolor laid over any
color, either lighter or darker, covers and
replaces the undercolor.

064 - 2. Semistipple and dry brush.

065 - 1 An airbrush is an excellent tool for illustrat-
ing because it is capable of producing even
tones, gradual variations in value, and sharp
tonal contrast.

065 - 2. Mask; frisket.
065 - 3. Raised mask.
065 - 4. With transparent pigments, the amount of

paint applied determines ,the value. With
opaque pigment, the addition of- white for
lighter values, and black for darker values.

066 - 5. Before airbrushing, you should check the
needle for proper seating and security,
attach the color cup,'attach the hose, check
the air pressure, mix paint, and ful the cup.

065 - 6. 25 pounds.
065 - 7. The airbrush has a control level, push down

releases the air and pull back releases the
paint.

065 - 8. (a) The distance between brush and paper.
(b) The position of brush in relation to

paper.
(c) The movement of truth across paper.
(d) The amount of paint relemed by the

control level,
066 -.9. Improper airbrushing techniques are indica-

ted by grain, paper buckling, blobs, flared
strokes, centipede effect, spatter, and curved
strokes.

93

066 - 1.
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066 - 2. Dispersion it the separation f light rays into

banda of color.
066 - 3. Spectrum is the resulting bands of color

caused by dispersion.

067 1. 1 b; 2 - b;,3 a; i - c; 5 - b; 6 - c; 7 - a; 8 - b.
067 - 2. The same pigment colors when mixed will

not produce all colors. It -ia impossible, for
instanee, to produce yellow by mixing col-
ored pigments.

067 - 3. 1 - b and c. .
2 a and b.
3 - a and c.

067 - 4. A 12-hue wheel is convenient because it
exactly accomodates the 3 primary, 3 secon-
dary, and 6 tertiary colors.

/
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067 5. Complementary colors are located directly
opposite each other on the color wheel.

067 - 6. The environment affects the hue, value, and
intensity of the color. It can even cause an
apparent change in the size of the area
occupied by thes color.

068 - 1. Red, yellow, and orange are considered
warm . colors, while blue-green, blue, and
blueviolet are considered cool colors.

068 - 2. Monochromatic schemes are most likely to
be monotonous.

068 - 3. Complementary.
068 - 4. Contrasts.
068 - 6. Triad.
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62. (035) Which of the following choices,states an incorrect'rule for proper
equipment care?

a. Use special'solveAts.for all equipment cleaning.
b. Never use any instrument Lor any purpose other than that for which it was

designed.

c. Keep all instruments used to dispense ink clean%
d. Never expose any pointed equipment to the possibility of point damage.

63. (036) Which of the following are'needed in the work area of a graphic
specialist?

a. Table, low stool, and tabouret.
b. Filing cabinet, easel, and table.
c. Table, Chair, and tabouret.
d. Table, lavatorY, and tabouret.

64. ((036) If you are right-handed, your light :.ource should come

a. from the right side--directly above.
b. over your left shoulder and from the left-front.
c. over your right shoulder and from the right-front.
d. from the left sidedirectly above.

65. (037) Drawing papereshould have all of.the qualities except

a. a smooth surface after erasures.
b. a slick surface. '

c. a hard sqrface.
d. grain.

8
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66.

57.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

(038)'Which,of the following is most important in a drawing pencil?

a. Size df the pencil. c. Conditiori of the point.

b. Quality of the pencil. d. Quality of the lead.

(038) Which of the following grades of pencil is most suitable for tonal

sketches?

a. H. c. HB.

b. 7B. F.

(039) Which of the following articles is especially useful for removing

graphite dust from a drawing?

a. Dusting brush. c. Electric eraser.

b. Art gum eraser. d. Kneaded eraser.

(040) What ingredient makes drawing ink cohesive and waterproof?

a. Gilm amebic. c. Fish glue mixture.

b. Finely ground carbon. d. Mucilage.

(040) Which drawing ink will nof reproduce photographically?

a. Dark blue and white. c. Light blue and white.

b. Red and light blue. d. Dark blue and light blue.

(042) Which of the follawing basic tools can be used to draw vertfcal.,

parallel lines?

a. T-square and scales. c. Irregular curves and triangles.

b. T-square and triangles. d: Irregular curves and scales.

(642) Using two 300-600 triangles, you can draw all of the following angles

except one of

a. 15°. c. 90°.

b. 40°. d. 120°.

(043) What is the smallest division on a mechanical engineer's scale?

1 1
a. inch. c. - inch.

2

1
b. - inch. d. 1 inch.

4

(043) Which of the followIng scales is diVided into decimals?

a. Architect's scale. C. Ruler.

b. Mechanical engineer's sCale. d. Civil engineer's scale.

t,043) Which of the following scales is divided into proportional divisions

representing feet and inciles?

a. Mechanical engineer's scale. c. Architect's scale.

b. Civil engineer's scale. d. Ruler.

#

(044) When you use an irregtlar curve to draw a smooth line through

predeternined points, the curve should match the line at a minimum of haw

many consecutive points?

a. 3. .

b: 5.

c.- 7.

d. 9.

9
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77. '(044) Which of-the following can be used to drar curved lines which are not
segments of circles?

a. String. c. 4viders.
b. Compass. d. Irregular curves.

78. (045) The primary purpose of a ruling pen is to make

a. straight lines of uniform thickness.
b. s aight lines of varying thickness.
c.' cu±wed line0of varying thickness.
4. curved lings of uniform thickness.

79. (045) For proper ink flow, the nibs of a ruling pen'should be

a. equal in length and pointed. c. equal in length androunded.
b. unequal in length and flat. d. .uneqat in length.

80. (047) Which of the following illustrating tools can be replaced by the
drafting machine?

-

a. T-square, compass, triangle, and scale.
b. T-square, triangle, scale, and protractor.
c. Compass, triangle, scale, and protractor.
d. Triangle, scale, protractor, and compass.

81. (048) The alphabgt we use today was developed from hieroglyphics into a
cursive form by the

a. Egyptians..
b. Phoenicians.

c. Greeks.
d. Romans.

82. (C10) Whic4 of the f011owing lettering styles is used for most books,
m#gazines, and newspapers?

a. Italic. c. Text.
b. Gothic. d. Roman.

83. (048) How many styles of lettering are in use today? ,

a. 3. c. 8.

b. 5. d. 9.

84. (049) The stem of'a lowercase letter that extends above the body of the letter
is called the

a. serif.
b. ascender.

c.' swell.
d. descender.

85. (049) The vertical straight line that is used as the basis for most letters
is called the

a. stroke.

ascender.
c. descender.
d. stem.

86. (049) Serifs are characteristic of what type letter?

a. 'Gothic.

b: Italic.
c: Roman.

d. Text.

10 1 05
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87. (050) What are the six basic strokes used in lettering?

a.

b.

c.

d.

Verti cal, horizontal, slanted,
Vertical, horizontal, diagonal
Vertical, horizontal, diagonal
Vertical, horizontal, diagonal
and counterclockwise curve.

oval, cuc71u:V reverse curve.
, slanted, , and oval..

, oval, round, and straight.
right, diagonal left, clockwise curve,

r

88. (050) 4What I'S the standard slope of inclined letters?

89. (050) A rule stating that downward strokes should be thick and that hori-

zontal strokes should be thin does not work for which of the fo4owing letters?

a. P.

b. Q.

57 1/2°.
300.

c. R.

d. U.

90. (051) What is the distinguishing characteristic of Old Roman lettering as

compared to Modern Roman?4

a. Greater contrast between thick and thin lines.

b. Lighter appearance.

c. Heavier appearance.
d. ..Absence of serifs.

91. (051) Which principle of good lettering

a. Stability.
b. UniforTity.

92. (052) To obtain good spacing, you might

o -combinations of letters?

c.

d.

a. UM. c.

b. AY. d.

93. (052) The lettering instrument provides

letter height?

a. 1/3.

b. 2/3.

94 (Q53) When you are lettering, it

a. shaded.

b. 'clean.

is considered the most

Proportion.
Height and inclination.

A

have to alter which of

LA.

AU.

important?

the following

spacing that is what fraction of the

c. 1/2.

d. 3/4.

is not

95. (054) When you are lettering with a
bleeding could be caused by

a. an oil film on the pen.

b. applying too much pressure.

c.

d.

necessary that the penciling be

firm.
opaque.

common lettering pen, blotting or

c. using a quill to apply the ink.-

d. too much ink on or in the pen.

96. (054) Which type or speedball pen can be used to make Roman style letters?

a. A.

b. B.

c. C.

d. D.

11 23151-21
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97. (055) The tips or points of good lettering brushes are-

a. never cut ar trimmed. c. always shaped by.hand.
b. always cut and-trimmed. d. sometimes shaped by hand.

98. (055) What are te major shapes of lettering brushes?

a. Rounds, squares, and flats. c. Rounds, brights, and flats."
b. Rounds, squares, and ovals. d. Rounds, flats, and ovals.

, 99. (.054) Text writing pens are similar to type-C speedball pens in that both

4

a. have slanted nibs. c. 'have cleaning pins.
b. art made of plastic. d. art equipped with inkwells.

100. (055) The best lettering brushes are made of hair from what animal?

a. Pig.

b. Camel.

c. Squirrel.

d. Kolinsky.

101. (056) A standard mechanical lettering set consists of

a. a body, an adjusting screw, and a tail pen.
b. templates, a scriber, and pens.
m. a lockout, a s'ocket screW, and a scriber.
d. a body, pens? and templates.

102. (057) If a strip of prepared lettering is placed on a curved line, yo,Ahould
cut

a. each letter and place it individually along the curve.
b. between the letters excepi\in the center of the strip.
c. notches along the top and bottom of the strip.
a. between the letters leaving the bottom of the strip uncut.

103. (057) An advantage of,using printed prepared lettering is that it can be

a. machine set.
b. applied directly to the finished artwork.
c. obtained easily.
d. easily transferred to any.rough surface.

104. (058) In the pen-and-ink technique of line drawing, India ink is most commonly
used because it

a. is permanent. c. is waterproof.

b. is opaque. d. has all of the above characteristics.

105. (059) In a line media illustration produced with pencil or crayon; the drawing
is usually applied to what type of surface?

a. Smooth.

b. Lined.
c. Textured.
d. Colored.

106. (060) What are the two types of prepared shading media?

a. Transparent film and chemical. c. Chemical and paper.

b. Transparent film and paper. d. Chemical and opaque.

12
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107. (061) One of the disadvantages of using acratchboard is that

.1.1e board is extremely absorbent.

b. illustrations cannot be drawn with'a pen.

c. illustrations are adversely affected by changes in temperature and humidity.

Aft

4. cost is prohibitive.

108, (061) 'Which technique is best suited for rendering a predominantly dark Object

that has much detail and sharp, white highlights?
,\

a. Crayon. c. Pencil.

b. Pen and ink. d. Scratchboard.

109. (Op) Which of the following gives a mat finish and a rich dark black?

a. Crayon. c. Lead pencil.

b. Carbon pencil. I. Graphite pencil.

110. (063) When you apply a-wash, it should be

a. painted on. c. floated on..

b. rubbed on. d. rubbed in.
4

111. (063) What advantage does indiaj.nlc have over lampblack,or Chinese stick ink

when you are preparing and laying a wash?

a. It is easier to use.

b. Lampblack and ;tick ink must be strained.

c. Chinese.stick ink and lampblack are messy.

d. One wash can be laid over another without picking up the one underneath.

112. (064) The most difficult medium to blend is

a. opaque watercolor. c. transparent watercolor.

b. acrylics: d. oil paint.

113. (065) When working in transparent wash -to render an area with strong

highlights and shadows, you should

a. cover the highlights with white paint after paintidg all the dark tones.

b._ cover the area with a frisket so that the area will not be painted.

c. airbrush the dark tones only, leaving the highlights.

d. cover the'highlights with white paint before painting the dark tones.

114. (065) On 4 double-action airbrush, the largest amount of paint will be

sprayed when the lever is

a. all the way down and all the way to the rear.

bc all the way down and slightly to the rear.

c. all the way up and all the way to the rear.

d. slightly down and slightly to the rear.

115. (065) Fairly large specks of color at the beginning of an airbrush stroke
are generally caused by your

a. pulling back too slowly on the control lever.

b. releasing the control lever too quickly on the previous stroke.

c. pulling back too quickly on the control lever.

d. releasing the cor4rol lever too slowly on the previous strOks.

13 ,
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116. (066) The separation of light into colors is called

a. values
b. density.

117. (066) A black object is one that .

c. dispersion.
d. light separation.

a. absorbs nearly all light rays. c. reflects'all colors except black.
b. reflects,nearly,all light rays. d. absorbs all colors except black.

118:, (066) vThe colors of the.spectrum arrange themselves in order of

a. tgeir density. c. the color wheel.
b. disperston. d. their wavelengths.

1

119. (067) The quality by whiCh we recognize one-color from another is called

a. intensity. c. hue.
b. value. d. density.

/rt

120. (068) Which of the following colors is considered cool?

a. Red.

b. Blue.
c. Yellow.
d. Ordnge.

121. (067) When a small-amount of red is added to green, what quality of color is
changed the most?

a. Intensity.
b. Value.

c. Hue.

d. Tone.

122. (068) When a single color value varies from a light tint to a dark shade,
the color is said to be

-a. analogous. , c. complementary.
b. monochromatic. d. triad.

123. 068) An analctus color scheme is sometimes called a

a. triad color,scheme. c. related color scheme.
b. complementary color scheme. d. monochromatic color scheme.

124. (068) You can prevent an analogous scheme from becoming monotonous by

a. taking in more of the color wheel.
b. introducing white as an accent.
c. placing emphasis on a hue that is not dominant.
d. introducing complementary accents.

14
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Preface

VOIXMI.. I, you studied the fundamentals of illustrating. Now with this

background you are ready to learn about specific areas. Softie of these areas

are projections. dimensioning, graphic construction, and sectional views. It is

important that these areas be thoroughly covered, because they are basic to

all dravings.
Chapter 1 of4 this volume explains the basic elements of graphic

conitruction. It prepares you for further study into forms of geometric

Chapter 2, on projections\ prepares you for drawings as they relate to
multiview, isometric, oblique, and auxiliary views. Perspective is also a
projection, but will be dealt with as a separate chapter.

Chapters 3 and 4 on sectional views and dimensioning are in the same
category as Chapters 1 and 1 If you are training toward your 5-level AFSC,
this will prepare you for the end-of-voluime review exercises. Skisfactorily4
completing these exercises and those of the rest of the volume will prepare
you for the end-otcourse examination and your SKT.

Foldouts 1 and 2 are printed and bound in the back of the volume.
Code numbers, such as 231-1, appearing on figures are for preparing

agency identification only.
If you have questions on the accura6r or currency of the subject matter of

this text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng
C.en/TTOC, Lowry AFB CO 80230.

If you have questions on enrqllment or adininistraiion or orany of ECI's
instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Behavioral Objective
,Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your
education officer, training officer, or NCO, as appropriate. If he cannot
answeriyour questions, send them to ECI, Outlier AFS AL 36118, preferably
on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 18 hours (6 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of

May 1974.
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CHAPTER 1 /e)

NOTE: In this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives.
,Each of these carries a 3-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for"
you. The text that follows the objectives gives you the information you need to reach that
goal. q3he exercises following the information give you a check on your achievement. When
you complete them, see if your answers match those in the back of this volume. If your
response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and its text.

Geometric and Graphic Construction

DRAWING PROBLEMS encountered by the
graphics specialist can usually be solved in
several different ways. For instance,
ordinary drawing practice the graphics
specialist would use a T-square and a triangle
to draw a line perpendicular to a given line,0
arc, or what have you, or he may locate a
point of tangency on a circle by estimating its
position. When extreme accutacy is of ficst
importance, the task should be accomplished
by geometric construction. Also, when
making a drawing of an unusually large
sizesuch as full-size sheet-metal
patternsthe geometric principles should be
used.

Actually, you apply the principles of
4geometry whenever you use your drawing
tools. Therefore, increased knowledge of
these principles, coupled with skills acquired
in using your drawing instruments, prepares
you to do more difficult jobs in the future.
For now, let's concern ourselves with
procedures, and not with mathematical proof
of geometric construction.

1-1. Terms and Principles
Perhaps the material in this section may be

a review for you, perhaps not. In any case, the
more eommon definitions of terms and
principles must be known by you as they are
important in technical drawing. Let's begin
with lists of definitions of terms and basic
principles, and" then follow with a discussion
of important facts which, in many cases, is a
combination of the two. The lists which
follow will serve as a quick reference during
your studies.

1

200. Define the terms and basic principles of
geometric construction.

Definitions of Terms". As you study these
definitions, refer to figure 1-1.

AngleThe figure fOrmed by the coming
. together of two lines at a point.

ArcA curve which is not closed.
AsymptoteA line that is the limiting

position which the tangent to a curve
approaches, as the point of contact
recedes indefitely along an infinite
branch of a curve.

ChordA straight line intersecting a curve
CircleA closed curve all points of which

are equidistant from a point_called the
center.

Concentric circlesCircles having the same
center. 1

CycloidA curve traced by a point on a
circle rolling in a plane along a line in the,
plane.

Diameter=The length of a straight line
through the center of an objeCe.

Eccentric circlesCircles not having the
same center point.

EllipseA plane curve, the path of a point
the sum of whose distances from the foci
(two fixed points) is constant; a conic
section, the closed intersection of a
plane with a right circular cone.

HelixThe curve formed on any cylinder
by a straight line in a plane that is
wrapped around the cylinder, such as an
ordinary screw thread.

HeptagonA polygon of seven angles and .
seven sides.

HexagonA polygon of six angles and six
sides.

11 3
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CIRCLE

-CIRCUMFERENCE: 3.1416 X DIA.

CIRCLES AND ARCS

ARC
CIRCLE

TRIANGLES

CONCENTRIC
CIRCLES

BASE

EQUILATERAL
ALL SIDES EQUAL

BASE

ISOSCELES
TWO SIDES EQUAL

TWO ANGL ES
EQUAL

ACUTE SCALENE
NO SIDES EQUAL

EACH ANGLE LESS
THAN 900

QUADR ILATERALS

(A8/1 (AC)2. (C13,2
A

Op.

LONG SIDE

RIGHT

ECCENTRIC
CIRCLES

OBTUSE
SCALENE

SQUARE RECTANGLE RHOMBUS RHOMBOID TRAPEZOID TRAPEZIUM
ALL SFOES

EQUAL

. RNEGULAR POLYGONS

PENTAGON HEXAGON HEPTAGON OCTAGON NONAGON

IRREGULAR POLYGONS

Figure 1-1. Geometric figures.
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HyperbolaA curve formed by p section of
a right circular cone when the cutting
plane makes a greater angle with the base
than the aide of the cone makes. Also, a
hyperbola may be produced by a point
moving so that the difference of its
distances from the foci (two fixed
points) is constant and equal to the
transverse axis of the hyperbola,.

inuoluteA curve traced by any point of a
perfectly flexible, inextendible thread

y kept taut as it is wound or unwound
/ from another curve or object.

/ Nonagon-7A polygon having nine hgles
and nine sides.

OctagonA polygon having eigh angles
and eight, sides.

ParabolaA conic section formed by the
intersection of a cone with a plane
parallel to its side.

ParallelogramA qUadrilateral whose
opposite sides are parallel.

PentagonA polygon having five angles and
five sides. -

PlaneA two-diznensional Slat surface,
Plane figureA surface or space completely

inclosed by lines.
Polygon-:-Any plane figure completely

inclosed by straight' lines. When a
polygon has equal sides and equal angles,
it can be inscribed within or
circumscribed around a circle. In this
case, it is known as a regular polygon.
(In common practice, the term
"polygon" usuaW implies that a figure
has five or more sides.)'

QuadrilateralA plane figure bounded by
x four straight sides.-
RadiusA straight line-extending from the

center of a circle or Sphere to the curve
or surface.

Sector of a circleThe figure bounded by
two radii (an angle) and the included arc

, of a circle, ellipse, or other central curve.
Segment of a circular areaThat part which

is bounded by a chord and an arc.
TrapezoidA quadrilateral with two sides

parallel.
TrapeziumA quadrilateral with no aides

MangleA plane 6gure bounded by three
straight sides, and the sum of the interior
angles is always 1800 .

Some Principles of Plane Geometry. Any
one of"all of these principles may apply to a
particular drawing.

A straight line is the shortest distance
between two points.

A point represents a specific location; it
has no dimensions.

Two lines are perpendicular when the
angle formed at their intersection is 90° .

When measuring the distance between a
point and a line, measure along a
perpendicular from the point to the line.

Parallel lines are equidistant from each
other at all points.

Curves are tangent to straight lines or to
other curves at only one point.

Regular polygons have all sides and
angles equal.

A line intersected by equally spaced
parallel lines is cut into equal segments.

Any figure may be moved from one
place to another without altering its size or
shape.

From a given point on a given line, only
one perpendicular can be drawn.

The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect
each other.

Through three points "not in a straight
line, only one circle can be drawn.

When two, circles are tangent to eaCE--
other, the str4ht line joining their centers
'passes through the point of tangency.

The major and minor axes of an ellipse
divide the figure into four equal parts.

Exercises (200):
1. A straight line intersecting a curve is caned

a

2. What represents a specific location, but has
.

no dimensions?

3. Is question 2 a definition of a term or a
principle of plane geometry?

201. Identify the geometric figure or figures
on a flat surface that are generated by
movement.

Points, Lines, and Planes. The branch of
geometry that we are concerned with is called

3
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Figure 1-2. Points.
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STRAIGHT LINE STRAIGHT LINE
INDEFINITE LENGTH

HORIZON'TAL
LINE

90°

ARC

DEFINITE LENGTHZ-

PARALLEL
LINES

VERTICAL
LINE

PERPENDICULAR
LINES

FREE CURVE

231-3

Figure-1-3. Line!.

plane geometry. It derives its name from the
fact that it deals with the position of points
and lines on flat surfaces, which are called
planes.

A ,point. A point is a position.representing
a location In space or a flat surface; it has no
height, width, or depth. Figure 1-2 shows
three ways to represent a point. Notice, *as
illustrated, that a point may be represented
by the intersection of two lines, by a small
crowbar on the line, or by a small cross. A
point is never represented by a simple dot on
the paper.

Line. A line is an imaginery geometric
figure. A line does not exist in nature; it is
generated by a point in motion. It has length
but not thickness. (Dots, lines, and points in
drawings have thickness merely as a
convenient way to represent small areas or Apo
planes.) (See fig. 1-3.1

A line that has the same direction for its
entire length is a straight line.

A line that changes in direction along its
length is a curved line.

Plane. A plane or flat surface is generated
by a straight line moving in a direction other
than that of its length, creating an area or
surface with length and -breadth, but no
thickness. Figure 1-4. Angles.

Exercises (201):

1. Under the concepts of geometry, how is a
straight line produced?

2. How is a curved line produced?

a

3. What is a plane?

202. Given definitions of types of angles,
match, each with a class or group and
illustrate.

Angles. An angle is formed by two lines
meeting at a point. The lines are the sides of
the angle, and the pgffat which they meet is
the vertex. Angles fe divided into five general
classes and two g neral groups. The classes
are:

An angle formed y perpendicular lines
with one angle at 900 is a right angle.

An angle that is less than a right angle, or
900, is an acute angle.

Or

OVER 90°

UNDER 90°

RIGHT OBTUSE
ANGLE ANGLE

SUPPLEMENTARY
ANGLES

MO°

STRAIGHT
ANGLE

ACUTE
ANGLE

COMPLEMENTARY
ANGLES

6
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An angle that is greater than a right angle
but less than a straight angle is an obtuse
angle.

An angle whose sides extend in opposite
directions from the vertex, or 180 , is a
straight angle.

An angle that is greater than a straight
angle but less than 3600 is a reflex angle.

The two general groups are: (1) right and
straight .angles and (2) oblique angles. Since
t re are only two groups, you can define one
in relation to the otheroblique angles are all

gles other than sfraight or right angles.
Adjacent Angles. Angles whicki. have a

common vertex and side are adjaceitt angles.
They can be supplementary or
complementary angles, as shown in figure 1-4.

Triangles. A triangle is a plane figure bound
s by three straight sides and the snrn of the

interior angles always totals 180°.

Exercises (202):
1. Two angles with a common side and vertex

are called

2. Match the terms in
-definition in column
correct letter in the bla

column A with 'the
B by writing the

nk provided.

Column A
(1) Obtuse
(2) Right
(3) Reflex
(4) Oblique
(5) Straight
(6) Acute

Column B
Angles other than
straight and right angles
An angle that is less
than a right angle
An angle that is greater
than a right angle but
less than a straight angle
An angle formed by per-
pendicular lines
Angles with a common
vertex
An angle that is greater
than a straight angle but
less than two straight
angles
An angle whose sides
extend in the opposite
direction frorq the
vertex

3. Draw and identify each of the following
angles.
a. Acute and oblique.

b. Right.

c. Obtuse and oblique.

d. Straight.

e. Reflex and oblique.

1-2. Bisectirt F'1,10,22 and Consztructing
Perpendic ine\

Bisecting figures and constructing
perpendicular lines are just as basic to drafting
as addition is to 4rithmetic. These are simple
and may ' be drawn by several, methods.
Whatever method is used, the accuracy
depends on you. Now is the time to start
practicing accurate drawing as you study the
following procedures.

203. Given a line or an arc, bisect and
construct' lines perpendicular to each and
identify the method used.

Bisecting an Arc or a Line. An arc or a line
may be bisected by use of either a compass or
triangles. The geometsic (compass) method is
by far the more accurate. Given line or arc
AB, as shown in figure 1-5, use the following
procedures:

0

Figure 1-5. Bisecting an arc or a line.

5
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A

T-3QUARE

Figure 1-6. Bisecting a line with T-square and triangle.

.Set tile compass .for any radius greater
than one-half of AB.

Using A and B as centers, draw two arcsto intersect at points C and D, as shown in
figure 1-5.

.The point at which line CD crosies AB is
the center, and also line CD is perpendiculd
to line and arc AB.

Bisecting a line or an arc with a T-square
and 45° triangle is not the most accuratemethod, but it is the fastest. If the given line
or, arc is a long line or large arc, this method is
unusable. Here is the procedure for bisecting a
line or an arc,' ks shown in figure 1-6.

Place the 45° triangle on the T-square sothat the hypotenuse of the triangle passes
through point A; draw line AC.

Turn the triangle over and repeat the
operation, using point B. Draw line BD.

1

231-6

Place the vertical edge of ttie triangle at
the intersection of AC and BD, and draw the
vertical line which bisects line AB at point X.

Bisecting an Angle. Given anglepAC, usethe following procedures:
With A as the vertex or center, set the

compass at any radius, and draw an arc
cutting tines AB and AC at points 1 and 2.

Set the compass at a radius greater than
one-half of points 1 and 2.

With 1 and 2 as centers, draw two arcs tointersect at 0.
Draw line AO to bisect the angle. (See

fig. 1-7.)

Construction of Perpendiculars.
Constructing perpendicular lines follows the
same procedure as bisecting a line, arc, or
angle, except that a perpendicular may be
constructed to a point, or from a point. When

Figure 1-7. Bisecting an angle.

6
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Figure 1-8. Constructing perpendiculars.

8

,.,

constructing a perpendicular to a given point
. on a line, using P as the point on line AB, as
shown in figure 1-8, use any practical radius
and strike an arc that intersects line AB at
points D and E. Using points D and E as
centers, strike the arc to intersect at some
pgint F. Draw a straight line through points F
and P. This line is perpendicular to linv AB.

Exercises (203):
1. Ilisect a line 2%2" long drawn at an

angle of 33°. .

2. DraW a line perpendicular to a given arc at
241° with a radius of 2".

1-3. Constniction of Linear Figures
and Di ion of Figures into
Equal P

This segme t first presents several methods
of drawing arallel lines and then the
procedures to vide lines and spaces into any
number of equ l parts. This is one of the
procedures that ll be used throughout your
illustrating career. Of course, lines can be

drawn parallel joy using a T-square and
triangle. However, when the demand is for
accuracy or the dpwing is very large, such as
banners, large posters, etc, the T-square and
triangle should not be used for drawing
parallel lines.

204. Given a line through a point, draw
another line parallel.

(
Given a Line. Given line AB and the

required point C s shown in figure 1-9:
With C th enter and any convenient

radius, strike a c DE to intersect line AB at
point F. 4

With F as the center using the same
radius, draw an arc GH to intersect line AB at
K.

%With CK as a radius and F as the center,
strike an arc intersecting arc DE at L.

Through 'points L and , C draw ,the
required parallel line.

This problem can also be drawn by the
niangle method using the following procedure
(See fig. 1-10.)

Place the hypotenuse of a triangle on the
given linp AB with the bar on the triangle
resting against the T-square.

Hold the T-square in nation and slide the
triangle to point C and draw line CD.

To draw a line parallel to another line at a
. given-distance is like drawing perpendiculars

to a point on a line. You can do most of the
straight line by either geometirc construction
or the triangle method (see fig. 1-11), but the
curved lines can be done only by geometric
construction, as shown in figure 1-12.,

Exercises (204):
1. Given a line 21/2 inches long, draw another

line parallel 3/4 of an inch away.

Figure 1.9. Drawing lines parallel to a given point.

7
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Figure 1-10. Drawing lines parallel using TiqUare and triangle.

2. Given a curved line 21/2 inChes long, draw a
parallel line SA of an inch away.

205. Given a line or space, explain how each
' is dividel, into equal parts.

Given a Line or Space. Assume that a given
line is to be divided into equal parts.

Draw line AB which is to be divided.
From point A draw a line any length at

any convenient angle.
From point A lay off the number of

equal parts with either a scale or a pair of
dividers on line AC.

From the termination point of the last
space on line AC, draw a line connecting the
last point with point B.

With the edge 'of the triangle set parallel
with the last point on line AC and point B,
draw lines from the points on line AC to line
AB. (See fig. 1-13.)

Dividing spaces into equal parts employsthe same method as the draftsman's method
for dividing a line with a scale. The one

A

difference is as shown in figure 1-14. To divide
spaces, the scale is placed at a convenient
angle covering the number of equal spaces

. needed, whereas in the division of a line with
a scale, the scale is placed so that zern
coincides with the end of the line A and the
last point on line AC falls on the line BC, and
line BC can be any length.

Exercises (205):
1. Given a line 35/s inches long, divide it into

six equal parts, using the geometric
construction method.

2. Repeat exercise 1, using the s ale method.

1-4. Construction of Lines tangent
to Circles and Arcs, and
Rectifying Arcs

Often, as a graphics specialist, you will be
required to construct lines tangent to circular

H

Figure 1-11. Drawing lines parallel at a given distance.

8
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Figtve 1-12. Drawing curved lines parallel at a given distance. .

..

* arcs. A circular arc is a portion of the
circumference of' a circle. Accurately drawing
straightline tangents to circles or arcs is
difficult, because there are elements of optical
illusion involved. Therefore, you must know
how to construct tangents by several
methods.

.

A tangent to a circle may be drawn either
to a pointon the circleor to a point not on
the circle. You will also be required to draw a
straight line which is approximately equal in
length Io the length of an arc. This is known
as rectifying an arc. But first we shall cover
lines of tangency, then methods of rectifying
an arc.

Construction of-lines tangent to a point on
a circle, circular arc, or curves will be the
principle drawing ^Nr ere is es of this section.
Study each fig br. s.arefully.; then practice
making the construction.

206. Given a point on a circle, construct a
line tangent to that point.

Constructing a Line Tangent to a Point.
Figure 145 illustratei the procedure to
construct a line tangent to a circle at point S.

Given point S on the circle with 0 as the
center, set the. compass to a radius equal to
SO; with S as the center, strike arc OD to cut
the circle at 0 and E.

With E as a center, using the same radius,
draw an arc to cut OD at X:

With X and E as centers and any
convenient radius greater than SO, strike an
arc. From this point draw a line tangent to
the circle-at poini S.

A B

o

'

Figure 1-16 demonstrates the same
procedure for constructing a tangent to a
point on a circle by means of a perpendicular. .
Often, depending upon the type Oraling,
this method is the most practical. ifemember
that a tangent to a circle is perpendicular to a
radius at the point of tangency.

With P as the point on the circle, draw a
line through P and extend it to some
convenient point X.

Using P as the4center, construct line AB
perpendicular to line OX at, point P.

Line AlKis tangent to the circle at point
P.

Exercises (206):
1. Using the geometric construction method,

construct a line tangent to a circle.
%.

2. Using the perpendicular method, construct
a line tangent to a circle.

*

_

207. Given a point outside a circle, construct
a line tangent to the circle.

Constructing a Tangent to a Circle. The
procedure for conaructing a tangent to a
circle from an outside point is just as easy to,
do as the previous construction. (See fig.
1-17.)

Figure 1-13. Dividing a line into equal parts.

9
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Figure 1.-14. Dividing a space into equal parts.

Using P as the point, draw a line from 0,
the center of the circle, to the point P. .

Bisect the line OP; at the point of the
bisector, point A, strike an arc with AO as the
radius.

Where the arc strikes the ciicle forming
point T, draw the tangent PT.

t
Exercises (203):

1. Construct a tangknt to a 3-inch-diameter
circle from a point 2 inches from the' center
of the circle at an angle of 269°.

k

208. Given a line, a circle, or an arc, and
another radius, draw an arc tangent to the
circle or arc and the straight line. (See figure
1-18.)

Given a Line, Circle, or Arc.
,

Take the-given radii R1 and R2; strike an
arc with 0 as the center. .

Draw a line CD parallel to the given line
AB at a distance of R2.

'Where the arc Rl+R2 crosses line, CD,
strike an arc that is tangent to line AB and the
circle.

Drawing Tangent Arcs. In this type of
construction, two conditions may exist. In
one case, the centers of the given arc are

Figuri 1:15. Con.structing a line tangent to a point on a circle.

10 1:22
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Figure 1-16. Constructing a line tangent by means of
a perpendicular.

outside the required arc; in the other, the
Icenters are included inside the required arc.

Given R1, R2, and R3, with 0 as the
center, strike an arc with R1+R2.

With 0' as the center of the second arc or
circle, strike an arc R2+R3 that intersects the
first art at point P.

Using P as the center and radius R2,
strike the required arc.

The center of the circle is included inside
the required arc. Use figure 1-19 as you
practice this procedure, given the radii R1,
R2, and R3.

Using 0 and 0' as centers, take R1-R3
and strike the first arc.

Take R2-R3 and strike the second arc,
forming point P.

At point P, using R3, you can strike an
arc that,is tangent to both circles 0 and 0'.

Exercises,( 200):
1. Draw an arc tangent to a given line and

2. Draw an arc tangent to two circles.

1-5. Construction of a Plane
Geometric Figure

R e. mem b er that a plane is
two-dimensional surface. A plane figure
figure completely inclosed on all sides

a
is a
and

11

which lies on a flat surface. For example, a Iry;
square cannot exist alone in nature. When we
speak of a square, we are actually speaking of
one surface or plane of a cube. So drawing the
planes of a figure will aid you in developing
your drawing accuracy, not only in the
application of geomtric construction
principles, but also in the construction of
three-dimensional figures. The construction of
a plane geometric figure has no right or wrong
way, but some procedures are more accurate
than .others. We will begin with the triangle
and COVer as many shapes and procedures as
necessary.

209. Given the procedure for constructing
several types of triangles, list the procedure
and the type of triangle.

.Construction of a Triangle with Three
Given Sides (Fig. 1-20). As you practice,
follow this procedure:

Draw one side, such as side A, in any
position.

With ,sidtfPB aS a radius, strike an arc
from either end of the line A.

With side C as a radius, strike an arc
from the opposite end of A and intersect the
first arc.

Draw a line from the ends of side A to
the point of intersection.

Construction of a Right Triangle with
Hypotenuse and One Side Given. Figure 1-21
illustrates the following procedure for
constructing a right triangle with hypotenuse
(P) and a side (I) given.

Draw a line (any position) and mark off
BC equal to the length of line P.

Bisect the line BC (point S)..
Using point S as center and radius BS or

CS, swing the semicircle.
With point C as center and radius T,

strike an arc cutting the semicirclelat point D.
Draw lines BD and CD.

Construction of an Equilateral /Triangle
with One Side Given. Recall that all sides of
an equilateral triangle are equal and each
angle is 600. So the construction of this
triangle is extremely simple. The following
procedure isillustrated in figure 1-22.

Draw liffe AB any required length.,
Using line AB as radius and point B as

center; swing an arc.
Using the same radius and point A as

center, swing another, arc to intersect the first
arc.

Draw sides AC and BC.

123
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Figure 1-17. Constructing a line tangent to a circle from an outside point.

Constxuction of an Equilateral Triangle,
Using a T-square and Trianle. This is a
convenient method, particularly if the base of
the triangle is horizontal. Figure 1-23

, illustrates the followini procedure.
1011 Place a 30° -60 triangle against a

T-square and draw a line which makes a 60°
angle with one end of given base AB.

Draw a .line which makes a 60° angle
with the other end of base AB.

The intersection of these two lines at
point C completes the triangle.

12

Exercises (209):
1. Given three sides of a triangle, side A

equals 13A inches. What is the actual length
of the other two sides?.

2. Draw a triangle with the hypotenuse 1,1/4
inches and one side 3/4 inch. Find the length
of the other side.

12,1.
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Figure 1-18. Constructing an arc tangent to agiCarc and line.
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Figure 149. Centers of circle outside the tangent arc.
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Figure 1 20. Constructing a triangle with three given
' sides. (

.
3. Using a T-square and triangle, draw an

equilateral triangle with a height of 2
inches.

210. Given the rules for constructing a
square, demonstrate procedures that will
result in a square.

Construction of a Square with One Side
Given. As in the construction of many other
figures, there are several ways to draw a
square. The following method, illustrated in
figure 1-24, should come in handy at times
for drawing a square at any angle.

Draw a perpendicular to given side BC at
point B.

Using point B as c'enter and radius BC,
strike an arc to intersect the perpendicular
(point D)..

I

P

231-21
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23 1-22
'

Figure 1-22. Constructing an equilateral triangle with
one given side.

With points C and D as centers and
radis BC, strike 'arcs which intersect (point
E).

Draw lines DE and EC to complete the
square.

%.

Construction of a Square with Distance
Across Corners Given, Using T-square and
Triangle. The following method to make this
construction is illustrated in figure 1-25.

Through points A and B of given
distance A18, draw lines AC and BD, using a
T-square and a 450 triangle.

Turn the triangle over and draw lines AD
and BC in the other direction through the
same points.

These lines which intersect at points C
and D complete the square.

C

23 1-23

Figure 1-21. Constructing a right triangle with Figure 1-23. Constructing an equilateral triangle with
hypotenuse and one side.

,
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T-square and triangle.
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23 1-24

Figure 1-24. Constructing a square with one side
given.

Exercises (210):
1. Construct a square °with one given side.

211. Given the construction techniques of a
regular pentagon, demonstrate two methods
,used in these constnictions.

Constructing a Regular Pentagon Inscribed
within a Given Circle.

The following procedure to construct this
pentagon is illustrated in figure 1-26.

Draw...any diameter, A, of the circle.

T-30UARE

231-25

Figure 1-25. Constructing a square with the distance
.across corms given.

16

Figure 126. Constructing a regular pentagon
inscribed within a given circle.

Construct radius OC perpendicular to
diameter AB.

Bisect OB to find point D.
Using point D as center and CD as

radius, swing an arc cutting the diameter AB
to find point E.

Using C as center and CE as radius, swing
an arc cutting the circle at point F.

Draw chord CF. This chord is one side of
the pentagon.

Using the same radius CE which is .qual
in length to chord CF, step off the remaining
points around the circle and connect them
with chords.

Constructing a regular pentagon with
length of one side given. The following
procedure to construct a pentagon on given
side AB is illustrated in figure 1-27.

Using given sideAB as radius and point
A as center, draw a semicircle to cut the
construction line extended from side AA.,

Divide the semicircle into five equal

231-27

Figure 1-27. Constructing a regular pentagon with
length of one side given.

12 "8



paps by using dividers. (This may require
_,,a6eral attempts before you have the divisions

accurate.)
Through division 2, draw a radial line

A2. This line is one side of the pentagon.
Through divisions 3 and 4, draw .adial

lines, extending them beyond the semicircle.
Using side AB as radius and point B as

center, swing an arc which cuts extended line
A4 to find, point D. Using the same radius and
divislon 2 as "center, swing an arc which cuts
extended line A3 to locate point C.

Connect the---points thus found to
complete the pentagon.

Exercises (211):
1. Using a diameter of 2% inches, construct a

pentagon inscribed in the circle.

2. Given one leg of a pentagon 11/4 inches .

long, construct a regular pentagon using the
method described in figure 1-27.

212. Given the procedures for constructing a
hexagon, demonstrate three that are most
commonly used.

Construction of Regular Hexagons. There
are several methods of constructing regular
hexagons. The method you use in your
drawings, as well as the particular situation, is
largely up to you. Hexagon constructions are
common in both mechanical and architectural
drawing. An example is the hexagonal-headed"
bolt frequently represented in mechanical
drawings. Now, let's cover three of the several
ways to construct these figures.

Constructing a regular hexagon with the
width, AB, across corners given. The
procedure which follows is illustrated in

'figure 1-28.
Draw a circle with given width AB as its

diameter.
With the same radius (one-half of

diameter AB) and using points A and B as
centers, draw arcs intersecting the circle as
shown.

Draw the chords, as shown, thus
completing the hexagon.

Construction of a regular hexagon, using
T-square and triangle. This method is often
used when one side is horizontal with your

17

1

ACROSS CORNERS

Figure 128. Constructing a regular hexagon with
width across corners given.

drawing. Figure 1-29 illustrates the following
procedure.

From the ends of the given line, AB, .
draw lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 at an angle of 600
with AB.

Draw two construction lines making a
30° angle with line AB.

From points where one leg of each 300
angle intersects a leg of the 600 angle lying
opposite it on line AB, constluct parallels to
line AB. These two jparallels and the four leks
of the 600 angles intersect to form a regular
hexagon.

Construction of a regular hexagon with
width across flats given. This method of
construction is i1lustrate4 in figure 1-30.
Refer to this illustration as you follow the
procedure.

Draw a circle with line CD, the width
across the flats, as the diameter.

Draw the vertical and horizontal center
lines.

Using tbe 300-600 triangle and T-square,
draw the sides of the hexagon tangent to the
inscribed circle.



ACROSS CORNERS
A

GIVEN

Figure 1-29. Constructing a regular hexagon using T-square and triangle.

Exercises (212):
1. Construct a regular hexagon with width

across the flats as described in figure 1-30.

213. Given the procedures for constructing a
regular octagon, demonstrate the method of
construction.

Construction of a Regular Octagon. Two
methods for constructing a regular octagon
are described below. First, we'll cover the
procedure used when the width across-flats is

t-
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given, and then when the width across cornets
is known.

Constructing a regu(ar octagon with width
across flats given. Refer to figure.1-31 as you
follow this procedure.

Construct a square having sides equal to
the given width across flats (AB in the figure).

Draw the diagonals of the square to
locate point 0, their intersection.

Using OA (or OB) as radius, swing an arc
from each corner Of the square to intersect
two sides of the square.

Connect the points (intersections) thus
found to complete the octagon.

Constructing a regular octagon with the
distance across corners giuen. Figure 1-32
illustrates the following procedure.

30
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Figure 130. Constructing a regular hexagonwidth across flats given.
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231-31

Figure 1-31. Constructing a regular octagonwidth across flats given.
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re* 132. Constructing a regular octagondistance
across corners given.

Draw a circle whose diameter is equal to
the given distance across corners.

Using a T-square and triangle, draw
horizontal diameter AB and vertical diameter
CD.

Usinca T-square and a 450 triangle, draw
diameters EF and GH. .

Connect the points where the diameters
intersect the circle to complete the, octagon.

Exercises (213):
1. Draw a regular octagon using the

across-flats method.

2. Draw a regular octagon using the
across-corners method.

214. Given the procedure for constructing a
regular polygon, demonstrate the procedures
by constructing a polygon with a given
number of sides.

Construction of a Regular Polygon with
Any Number of Sides. This method is
particularly useful for constructing a ploygon
of an Odd -number of sides such as 7, 9, etc.
When the length of a side is given, this
construction is similar to that of a pentagon.
The following procedure for constructing a
regular polygon 'of 7 sides is illustrated in
figure 1-33.

Extend given side BC as shown.
),

...4--.

With point B as center and given side BC
as radius, draw the semicircle, EC.

Divide the semicircle into as many equal
parts as the required number of sidesin this
case 7. (This may be done with dividers and
the "trial and error" method.)

Draw line B2 which is a side of the
polygon.

Draw the perpendicular bisectors of lines
BC and B2 to locate point 0, their
intersection. (The perpendicular bisectors are
drawn by means of the construction arcs, as
shown.)

Using point 0 as center and distance OC
as radius, draw a circle.

From point B draw lines passing through
points 3, 4, 5, and 6, located on the semicircle
previously subdivided, and extended these
lines to intersect the circumference of the
circle.

..,

1

x
i

,

231.33

Figure 1-33. Constructing a regular polygon with any
number of sides.
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Figure 1-34. Constructing an ellipse by foci method.

Connect these intersections to complete
the polygon as shown. .,

Exercises (214):
1. Draw the following regular Polygons. .

a. With one side 11/4 inches long, draw a
sevensided polygon.

b. With one side 11/4 inches long, draw a
nine-sided polygon.

215. Given six procedures for constructing an
ellipse, demonstrate each different method.

An Ellipse Constructed by Foci
MethodTrue Ellipse. This method is
frequently used because it is very accurate
and particularly useful for constructing an
ellipse with a major axis of between 2 inches
and 6 inches in length. With major axis AB
and minor axiS CD given, the following
procedure is illustrated in figure 1-34.

Locate the foci, points E and F, by
swinging an arc of radius AO (half of major
axis) and point C (one end of minor axis) as
center.

Divide the distance between points E
and 0 on the major axis into a number of
units, such as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. (For larger

ellipses, more units are required to draw a
smooth curve.)

Using Al as radius and point E as center,
strike arcsin quadrants 2 and 3. Then, using
the same radius and point F as center, strike
arcs in quadrants 1 and 4. ,

With B1 as radius and point F as center,
strike arcs intersecting the first arcs in
quadrants 2 and 3 (marked points P) in each
quadrant. Using the same radius and point E
as center, repeat this operation. Thus, arc

21

Figure 1.35. Constructing an ellipse b), pin and string
method.
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intersections (points P) in each quadrant are
establ ished .

Using each of the remaining points on
EO, measured radii A2, B2, A3, 83, etc.
Repeat the process described above, using the
same centers.

Use the irregular curve in joining the
plotted points (arc intersections) to draw the
ellipse.

An ElliPse Drawn by Pin and String
Method. This method is not accurate enough
for drafting in general. However, it is very
handy for large constructions. For instance, it
is a common method of laying out ellipses for
flower gardens, etc.

Recall that an ellipse may be generated by
a point moving in such a way that the sum of
its distances from two points (the foci) is
constant and ,equal to the major axis. This
principle is shown by the following procedure
and illustrated in figure 1-35. The given major
and minor axes are AB and CD, respectively.

Locate the foci, points E and F,
described in the foci method.

Fasten the end of a string (of length
equal to distance ECF) at points E and F with
pins so that there will lie no slack when the
midpoint of the string is held by a pencil (or
other marking device) at point C.. .

A 4--

4.

I o

By moving the pencil around the
maximum orbit allowed by keeping the string
taut, the ellipse will be described. The met:-. -L.
of movement is shown in illustration (from
point P to P1, etc.)

An Ellipse Constructed by Trammel
MethodTrue Ellipse. This method is
preferred by many draftsmen. If you are
careful to be accurate, you will find this
method si d fast. Refer to figure 13o
as you practice th following procedure.

On the strai ht edge of a slip of paper,
cardboard, or plastic, mark half the distance
(AO) of the major axis, and then mark half
the distance (CO) of the minor axis.

Place the trammel so that point A is on
the minor axis and point C is on the major
axis. Point 0 is then marked on the curve.

Locate additional points of the curve by
moving the trammel to other positions,
always keeping point A of the trammel on the
minor axis and point C on the major axis.

After you have established a sufficient
number of points for the curve, draw the
ellipse with an irregular curve.

An Ellipse Constructed by Four-Center
Method. Although this method of
construction produces an approximate ellipse,
it is useful, since the use of an irregular curve

c
..../. .."- -". --.. ,.....

/ 0Ai---
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Figure 136. Constructing an ellipse by trammel method.

231-36
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Figure 1-37. Constructing an ellipse by four-center method.

is not required. Given the axes AB and CD,
the, following procedure is illustrated in figure
1-37.

.\ Draw line AC to connect the ends of the
major and minor axes.

Mark on line AC the distance CE, which
is equal to AO minus CO.

Draw the perpendicular bisector 'of AE,

14

135
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extending the bisector to intersect the major
axis at point F and the extended minor axis at
point G. These two intersection points are
centers for two of the required arcs.

Locate points F' and G' in a similar
manner or, more simply, by using dividers.
When using dividers, set off OG' equal to 00
and OF' equal to OF.



...

Figure 1-38. Constructing an ellipse by concentric circle method.

Using points G andG' as centers and CG
as radius, swing the two (long) arcs. Then,
using points F and F' as centers and radius
FA, swing the two (short) arcs.

Thus, these four arcs meet to complete
the ellipse.

An Ellipse Constructed by . Concentric
Circle MethodTure Ellipse. This is another

24

method which you-may prefer to use at times.
An ellipse constructed by this method is very
accurate. Refer to figure 1-38 as you Practice
the following procedure.

Using the intersection of the given major
axis BC and minor axis EF (point D) as center
for the ellipse, draw two $oncentric circles
having the major and minor axes as diameters.

Draw any iametral line GH.

136
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Figure 139. Constructing a parabola by focus method.
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Figure 1-40..Constructing a parabola by intersection method.

Through points where the diametral line
GH cuts the circumference of the outer circle,
draw vertical lines MH and GN.

At points where the same diametral line,
GH, intersects the circumference of the inner
circle, draw horizontal lines KM and NL.

The intersection points M and N of the
vertical and horizontal lines are points on the
required ellipse.

Next, locate point M' by extending line
GN, and line KM to intersect as shown on the
illustration. In a similar manner, locate point

Thus, four points are established on the
ellipse by drawing one diametral line.

Repeat the entire procedure several more
times to locate enough poirrts so that a
smooth ellipse can be drawn by use of an
irregular curve.

Exercises (215):
1. Construct an 'ellipse using the foci method.

2. Construct an ellipse using the pit and string
method.

3. Construct an ellipse using the trammel
method.

4. Construct an ellipse using the four-center
method.

5. Construct an ellipse using the concentric
circle method.

6. Which of these are true ellipses?

26
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216. Given three procedures for constructing
a parabola, demonstrate each different
method of construction.

Construction of Parabolas. There are many
uses for therparabola. It is used for reflecting
surfaces of light, sound, radar pulses, etc., as
well as for vertical curves in highways, for
forms or arches, machine design, and others.
Following are several methods of constructing
a parabola.

Parabola constructed by focus method. In
the following construction, illustrated in
figure 1-39, the focus (F) and directrix (AB)
are given. (A directrix is a fixed line or curve
used as a guide in describing a curve or
surfate.) Refer to the figure as you practice
,the following procedure.

Draw a line DE parallel to directrix AB
and at any distance CO from the directrix.
(Points C, F, and 0 lie on the axis of the
parabola.)

With focus F as center and CO as radius,
strike arcs to intersect line DE at points Q and
R, which are points on the parabola.

Determine as many additiFnal points as
are required to draw the parabola accurately
and draw the corresponding parallel lines.

Using focus F as center and radii equal
to the distance from point C to each
additional parallel line, strike the intersecting
arcs as before.

Using an irregular curve, draw a smooth
curve through the points of intersection of
the lines and arcs and vertex V to complete
the parabola. (Vertex V is the midpoint
between points C and F.)

Parabola constructed by intersection
method. In this method of construction, the
rise and span of the parabola are given. In
figure 1-40 the rise and span of the parabola
are determined by the dimensions of given
rectangle ABCD. Refer t6 this figure as you
follow the procedure.

Divide side BC into any even n'umber of

136
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Figure 1-41. Constructing a parabola by tangent method.

equal parts (eight, for instance), and divide
each side AB and CD into half as many parts.

Draw lines as shown in the figure.
The intersections of like-numbered lines

are points on the parabola.
Draw a smooth curve through the.

intersections to complete the parabola.

Construction of a parabola by the tangent
method. For this construction, two given
points of the parabola (points B and C in
figure 1-41) are required. Refer to this figure
as you follow the procedure.

Assuming any point D, draw agents to
points B and C, lines DB and DC, respectively.

Divide lines DB and DC into the same,
number of equal parts (six, for instance), and
number the division points as shown in the
illustration.

Connect the corresponding points 1-1,
2-2, etc.

These lines which connect the
corresponding points are tangents of the
required parabola.

Sketch a light, smooth curve; then finish
the curve by using an irregular curve.

Figure 1-42. Constructing a hyperbola by foci method.
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Figure 143. Constructing a hyperbola by intersection
method.

Exercises (216):
1. Draw parabolas using each of the following

methods:
a. Focus.

b. Iniersection or parallelogram method.

c. Tangent.

217. Given the procedures to construct a
hyperbola, demonstrate the two most
common methods by constructing a
hyperbola by each method.

ConstructioAtof a Hyperbola by Foci
Method. A hyperbola is a curve generated by
a point moving so that the difference of the
distances from any point of the curve to two
fuced points, called the foci, is a constant
equal to the transverse axis of the hyperbola.
In the foci method, the foci and vertices of
the hyperbola are given. These given points
are indicated by F and F', and a and b,
respectively, in figure 1-42. Refer to this
figure as you practice the following
-procedure.

Select any point X on the extended
transverse axis. ,(The transvetse axis is ab; that
is, the axis between the vertices, a and b.)

With bX as radius and F' as center, swing
arc DE; with F as center and the same radius,
swing another arc GH.

28

With aX as radius and F as center, strike
arcs to intersect arc DE at points Q and R;
-with the same radius and F' as center, strike
arcs to ihtersect arc GH at points S and T.
These intersections are points on the
hyperbola.

Mark off additional points similar to
point X on the extended transverse axis, such
as points 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.; as.illustrated. Repeat
the preceding procedure by progressively
substituting each additional point for original
point X.

Draw the curve through the intersections
of the arcs.

Construction of a Hyperbola by
Intersection Method. This construction is
derived from the perspective construction of a
circle where the points have been formed by a
series of intersecting lines. When you study
perspective drawing later in this course, you
will better understand this type of
perspective. However, it is not necessary, at
this point, for you to have this knowledge in
order to construct a hyperbola by the
intersection method.

For this construction, it is necessary to
have the vertex and two symmetrically placed
points on the hyperbolic curve given. In figure
1-43 point A is the vertex and points B and C
are the symmetrically placed given points.
Since figure 1-43 illustrates only the
construction of the hyperbolapoint P may
be selected at any convenient distance from
point A, the vertex. Actually, the distance of
point P from the vertex controls the shape of
the hyperbola. After you practice the
construction of the hyperbola by the
following procedifie, we'll cover the locating
of point P when a specified conical dimension
is given.

231-44

Figure 1-44. Drawing an involute fif a line.
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Draw the rectangle as shown in the
illustrations. (Notice that the dimensions are
in accordance with points A, B, and C.)

Divide BC into an even number of equal/
parts (-1G,-for-example).

Divide the sides into half tWe number of
equal parts (5, for example).

Connect point P with the divisions on
BC.

Connect point A with the divisions on
the sides.

The intersection of the corresponding
numbered lines, together with points A, B,
and C, are the points of the parabola. (For
example, the intersection of lines P4 and A4
is a point on the hyperbola.)

Exer s (217): .

1. Drdw a hyperbola using the foci method.

;
,

.
2. Draw a hyperbola using the intersection

method.

218. Given the procedure for drawing an
involute, construct an involute to any circle
or regular polygon.

Drawing an Involute of a Line. An involute
is a spiral curie made as if by a point on a
perfectly taut string as it unwinds from
around another object, such as a line,
polygon/ or a circle.
The f4wing procedure to draw the involute
from given line AB is illustrated in figure
1-44.

Using line AB as radius and point B as
center, draw semicircle AC.

Using distance AC as radius and point A
as center, draw semicircle CD:

Using distance BD as radiiis and point B
as center, draw semicircle DE.

Continue this procedure, akternating
.. centers between A and B, until a figure of the

required size is obtained. Forinstance, arc EF
is the next one.

Drawing an Involute of a Square. Now, let's
draw an involute from the given square
ABCD, as illustrated in figure 1-45. Notice
that the following procedure is similar to that
for a triangle.

, Using DA as radius and point D as
center, strike.the .90° arc, AE.

29
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With distance CE as radius and point C
as center, strike arc EF.

With distance BF as radius and point B
as center, strike arc FG.

Continue_with__this_ procedure _until a

/3 7

figure of the desired size is completed.

Drawing the Involute of a Circle. The
involute of a circle is often used in the
construction of gear teeth. For this drawing a
circle may be regarded as a polygon having an
infinite number of sides. The involute is
constructed by dividing the circumference
into an equal number of parts and drawing a
tangent at each division point, and then
setting off each tangent equal to the length of
the corresponding circular arc. The length of
each tangent from the circumference is a
point through which the involute Curve will
be drawn. Refer to figure 1-46; then refer
again to the method for rectifying an arc as
you practice the following procedure.

Divide the circumference into a number
of equal parts, such as 12, as shown in the
illustration.

Draw a tangent (Al) to the
circumference at division point ltmaking the
length of tangent Al equal to arc Xl.

,Draw a tangent (B2) to the
circumference at division point 2, making the
length of tangent B2 equal to arc X2.

Figure 1.45. Drawing an involute of a square.

v
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Figure 1-46..Drawing an involute of a circle.

, Draw a tangent (C3) to the
circumference at division point 3, making the
length ot tangent-C3 equartoarc XV

Continue this procedure until the desired
number of points (A, B, C, D, etc, in the
illustration) is established. ,

Draw a smooth curve through the
established points by means of an irregular
curve. .

\ Exercises (218):
1. Draw an involute to the following:

a. Line.

b. Square.

P

A A \ 4 3 2' I C 11 10' 11 IC 7 8 A V 4' s' 2 1. C 11 i0 11' e 7 8

I

P

A 5' 4' 3' 2' i C ii tO I' II 7 8

II' 10 9' 8' 7' B

231-47

Figure 1-47. Drawing a cycloid.
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c. Circle.

219. Given the procedure to construct a
cycloid and a spiral, demonstrate the
procedures and show how they are used.

Construction of a Cycloid and the Spiral of
Archimedes. A cycloid curve is often used for
the outline of gear teeth:' The spiral of
Archimedes curve is commonly used in cam
design. Now, let's see how to draw these two
Curves.

Drawing a cycloid. Recall that a cycloid is

the curve generated by a point on the
circumference of a circle which rolls along a

straight line. Refer to figure 1-47, as you
practice the following procedure, assuming
the circle to roll to the left.
-----Drawstraight_liriP AB tangent to the
circle at point C, making distanceg AC, and BC
both equal to the seinicirCuniférene of the
circle. (That is, the distance A to B is equal to
the circumference.)

Divide the circle into equal parts, such as
6 for each semicircumference.

Divide line AB into the same number of
equal parts as the circumference, and draw
perpendiculars to intersect the extended
center axis.

NOTE: As the circle rolls to the left, when
point 1 coincides with point 1' on line AC,
the center of the circle will be at point D.
Similarly, point 7 will move to the previous

A

Figure 1-48. Driwing the spiral of Archimedes.
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position of point 6, point 6 will move to
point 5, etc.

1,--?ind-pointPx13y ardwilig-a line-through
point 5 parallel to line AB and_intersecting it
with an arc drawn with point D as center and
the radius equal to that of the circle. This
intersection is a point on the curve.

Find point Py by drawing a line through
point 4 parallel to line AB and intersecting it
with an arc drawn with point E as center and
the radius equal to that of the circle. This
intersection is another point on the curve.

Continue this procedure using the same
radius and points F, G, and H as centers to
find points J, K, and L of-the curve. Draw the
curve by use of an irregular curve.

Assuming thatthe circle rolls to the right,
the method of locating the points on the
curve is the same. However, for simplicity, the
lines drawn parallel to line. AB may be
extended, and the points on the curve
established by marking off the distances
obtained-on the left by use of dividers.

Drawing the spiral of Archimedes. Recall
that-this spiral May be generated by a point
moving around a fixed point, called the pole,
and away from it in such a manner that the
distance from the pole increases uniformly
with the angle. Notice -in figure 1-48 that the
spiral of Archimedes makes one turn in a
giveh circle.
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Refer to figure 1-48 as you practice the
following procedure.

+-Divide- the-eircle into equal parts ( ch ds
12), drawing the _radii _as shown in th..
illustration. (This may be done with a 30 -60^
triangle.)

Divide the radius, AO, into the same
number of equal parts, numbering outward
from the center. Thus, one division of the
radius is the increment by which the radius of
the curvature increases in passing through an
angle of 300. (The angles are 300 because we
divided the circle into 12 equal parts.)

Using center 0 (the pole) and 01 as
radius, draw an arc to intersect radius OB.
This intersection is a point on the spiral.

Continue this procedure progressively
around the circle until all points are located.

Using the irregular curve, draw the spira'
through the intersection points of the arc an,
radii.

Exercises (219):
1. Draw the spiral of Archimedes.

2. Draw the cycloid.



CHAPTER 2
Li I

Introduction to Projections

THE FUNCTION of any drawing is to
illustrate and describe an object in sufficient
clarity and detail so that it is understood with
very little explanation. Even in ancient times,
man drew pictures to convey his ideas or as a
substitute language. In those days a large part
of drawing was confined to building
construction and the fine arts. Although few
drawings of that era were preserved, some
intetesting information can be gathered from
those which were.

The crude sketches made by the early
builders, on clay tablets, limestone slabs,
papyrus and wood, still exist for us to study.
Besides having crude and bulky drawing
material, the major prom confronting the
early draftsman was that oi representing solid
objects on flat surfaces. Dimensions of length,
width, and height could not be shown
acCurately on a two-dimensional surface.
Little progress in solving this problem was
made until the 15th century when Leonardo
da Vinci, an Italian, discovered in his studies
how to love the illusion of depth to solid
objects. He developed and taught his
technique until his death in 1519. After his
death, mathematics scholars used various
other methods to show exact measurements
in their drawings.

Progress in this area was very gradual until
the 17th century. During the Napoleonic
Gaspard Monge, a Frenchman, developed a
system of right-angle projections on planes set
up perpendicular to each other. This system
was not only, measureable but is the basis for
the three-dimensional representations that we
know today.

The ability to think in three dimensions is a
prerequisite, no matter what type of drawing
you happen to be engaged in. Every drawing
has a space relationship involving four factors:

The observer's eye, or the station point.
The object.
Projection lines.
The plane of projection.
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In technical drawing, three kinds of
projections are used: orthographic, oblique,
and perspective. All three projections describe
the shapes of objects, but only orthographic
and oblique describe the size of the object
and show dimensional markings.

2-1. Types of Projections
Projections are generally listed in two

categories: parallel projections and
perspective (or central) projections. In this
chapter we will be concerned with parallel'
projections and the major units under parallel
projections. These major units are
orthographic and oblique projections.

220. Given the principles of orthographic
projections, list the different types and
Categories of projections.

Orthographic Projections. An orthographic
projection is any projection made by lines of
sight which are perpendicular to the image
plane. Since these projection lines are
perpendicular to the same plane, they are
parallel to each other. Notice in figure 2-1
that there are two types of orthographic
projections, multiview and axonometric.

There are four different types of multiview
drawings. These drawings make up the greater
part of all engineering, industrial, and
architectural drafting. Sometimes a multiview
drawing is supplemented by a pictorial
drawing, such as an axonometric.

Multiview drawings are made to represent a
three-dimensional object _drawn on a
two-dimensional surface. T'rnethod of
orthographic projection is relatively easy to
understand. It simply consists of the obseier
viewing an object as if it were placed inside a
glass box (see fig. 2-2). The observer is always
on the outside looking in. Notice that the
object is positioned so that each face is
parallel 'with a respective surface or image
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TYPES OF PROJECTIONS

PARALLEL
PPOJECTIONS

01:11. CUE
PROJECTIONS

CAVALIER CAB NET

1

ORTHOGRAPHIC
PROJECTIONS

MULTIVIEW

FIRST
ANGLE

...ISECOND
ANGLE

'THIRD
ANGLE

FOURTH
ANGLE

1

AXONOMETRIC

HIISCHAETRIC

TRIMETRIC

Figure 2-1. Projection classifications.

plane of the glass box. The observer assumes
the position of viewing one surface at a time
so that his line of sight is perpendicular to the
surface and the image plane. Thu, each face
is projected and can be drawn on the
appropriate image plane in its true size and
shape.

Opening the glass box. To obtain all the
views of the object laid out in a single plane
and in the proper position, one must assume
that the sides of the glass box are hinged. The
partially opened box as shown in figure 2-3
has five of the six views rotating from the
front view of the object, thus putting the
right side view on the right of the front view,
and all of the other views in their proper
places as shown in figure 2-4.

Selection of views. In drawing an
orthographic projection, .it is necessary to
select only those views that will describe the
object completely. The first step is to
determine the front view. This may be done
by placing the objdct in its natural position,
so that the top is parallel to the top image
plane, etc. The front view should be that side

PERSPECTIVE OR
CENTRAL PROJECTIONS

LINEAR
PERSPECTIVE

ONE
POINT

TWO
POINT

THREE I
OINT

23/-49

that shows the greatest contour or the mos(
irregular shape. If any doubt exists concerning
which view fulfills this condition, select the
side with the greatest length. Foldout 1 shows
an object with the three multwiew projections
and a pictorial, so that its true size and shape
can be seen. Notice that the view selected for
the front shows the greatest contour of the
object. This may or may not be the actual
front of the object. In this projection only the
three views are essential to understand the
object. Generally, it is the practice to show
the side view that requires the fewest hidden
lines. If a drawing becomes cluttered and
confusing because of the hidden ling, the
practical thing to do would be to dral the
other side and eliminate the hidden lines.
When there is little difference between the
right-side view and the left-side view, the right
side is preferred.

Exercises (220):
1. Projections are classified into what two

major categories?
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2. Usually, what determines which side of the
object should be the front view?

221. Given an object to.be drawn, identify
the number of views needed to show size and
shape.

3. Using the glass box theory, when are the
top, front, and bottom views in the same
vertical line?

2-2. Number of Views
The basic Vurpose of all multiview

projections is to show the true size and shape
of the object being represented. Although an
object has six possible views, it does not
necessarily follow that all six views must be
shown to completely describe the object.

/43

w-to-Determine-the-Number_ofAiews.___
Tile guide for determining the number of
views needed to shoW size ádsëfuii
object is to include only those views, which
are auo,...ately necessary. Very thin objects
with uniform thickness such as shims, gaskets,
and plates need only a single view to be
effective, as shown in figure 2-5. Symmetrical
objects can often be limited to just one or
two views, as shown in figure 2-6. In most
cases the top view of a symmetrical object
would be a duplication of the front view.

The front, the top, and the side views are
necessary in most other multiview drawings.
It is sometimes necessary to show more than
the three views or to show the left side view
instead of the right side view. Certain typespf
objects may need only two of any olf the

Figu;-e 2-2. Glass-box method.
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Figure 2-3. Opening the glass hos.

three views if the detail is such that it would
be virtually impossible to present a true
representation any other way.

The practice in drawing is to show all
features, hidden or otherwise. Hidden features
are shown by short, evenly spaced dashes
appearing on at least two of the three views
and appearing as a solid on the surface of the
third. In layihg out a drawing there will be a
time when hidden lines, center lines, and
story lines (visible lines) will coincide. The
essential 'point of any drawing is the story it's
trying to tell, so visible lines are the most
important. Visible lines must always take

1

..

RIGHT

23/ -51

precedence over all other lines; hidden lines
are next, then center lines. If a center line
coincides with( a cutting plane or any other
lines that are A part of the story, the line that
contributes the most to the readability of the
illustration takes precedynce. Dimension lines
and extension lines should never be placed so
that they would coincide with any of the
other lines.

Exercises (221):
1. How many views

object?
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Figure 2. Layout of sides of glass box on paper.
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2. How many views are needed to illustrate

one object?

3. Which lines take precedence over all other

lines?

222. Given a situation when space is a

problem, give some IV the possible solutions.

Drawing Multiview Illustrations. When

drawing multiview illustrations and space is

limited, it is permissible to use a partial view

when symmetrical objects are being

represented. The half view of the drawing
should always be the portion nearest to the
full view of the 'drawing. For clarity, where

two views of opposite planes can he used to
best describe the object, these views need not

be cornpleteprovided that when considered
together they describe the object as one unit.

Therefore, only hidden lines immediately
behind the surface being viewed need be

shown.
Spacing also becomes a problem with

objects that are wide. Drawing wide objects in

the conventional three-view method will leave

4"

B ONE-VIEW DRAWING

Figure 2.5. One.view dra*ing of a flat object.
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® t

Figure 2-6. One-view draWing of a cylindrical object.

large open areas; as shown in figure 2-7. To
avoid this situation, it is permissible to draw
the side view to the right of the top view. This
appears to give better balance to the page and
achieves the same purpose as the conventional
three-view method. A rear view can also be
drawn as an alternate view; but, to avoid
confusion, be sure that alternate views are
labeled for identification.

Sometimes w.hen two views are needed to
represent an object, you may choose the one
:to accompany the' front view from two or
more equelly descriptive views. When any one
of several possible view combinations will
describe the object adequately, you should

Figure 2-7. Layout for a two-vie, rawing.
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choose the combination which can be spaced
best--on -the-paper-Figure 2-7 illustrates the
principle of choosing and arranging views to
give a pleasing effect.

In a two-view drawing of a symmetrical
object, only a partial view may be needed to
describ the object adequately. A break line
may used to limit a partial view. A
half-view drawing is shown in figure 2-8. This
type of drawing is covered in a later volume
of this CDC. However, by carefully analyzing
the half-view shown in figure 2-8, you should
see the principle of this method.

Exercises (222):

1. Where should a half view of a drawing be
used?

2. What two views are permissible to
construct a two-view drawing?

Figure 2.8. Partial view.
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:TRUE PROJECTION PREFERRED PROJECTION

Figure 2-9. Top and side views of curved surfaces.

223. Given the projection of oblique and
curved surfaces, fillets, and rounds, identify
each.

Oblique Surfaces. When a surface is at an
acute or obtuse angle to all parallel or

principal planes of projection, it is an oblique
surface. The true size of an oblique surface
will not appear in any of the normal or
principal views of a drawing. To show the true
shape and size of an oblique surface, a
secondary, or auxiliary, view must be drawn.
Oblique or auxiliary views are described in
more devil in Chapter 35of this volume.

Curved surfaces, curved edges, fillets; and
rounds are a vital part of the graphic
specialist's, vocabulary. He should understand
how and why,theie elements apply to his
profession. Many objects have curved surfaces
and edges tangent to a straight plane. When
objects have continuously curved surfaces, as
in point B of figure 2-9, that are
perpendicular *and tangent to each other, they
are perpendicular to the plane of projection.
When a circle or curve is parallel to the plane
of projection, it is drawn as a circle or curve
on the parallel plane and as a straight line on

.tle adjacent plane. If the plane of tangency of
two curves is at an angle, no line is shown in
the plane of projection (see points H and I of
fig. 2-10).

Fillets and rounds are always shOwn on
drawings to indicate corners of unfinished
castings. Since most castings of machine parts
and tools are made by pouring molten metal
into specially constructed molds, precautions
are taken to eliminate sharp corners wherever
possible. Besides improving the appearance,
rounded corners and edges provide greater
strength and ease of handling of the finished
product. (See fig. 2-11.)

If the finished product is to hive machined
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Figure 2-10. Intersections of rounds and fillets.
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Figure 2-11. Conventional representation of fillets and rounds.

intersecting surfaces, the corners are to be
drawn sharp and square. Fillets and rdunds
are to be designated by note as to the size of
the radius. The note should read in this
manner, "All fillets and round IA inch radius
unless otherwise specified." These notes
should be placed near a principal view or in a
general area designated for notes. Notice in
part A of figure 2-9 that a true projection of a
rounded edge has no line to define the

40
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intersection of the two different surfaces.
But, in the preferred method shown in part B,
lines on the projected (top) view represent the
rounded edges joining the surface. The added
lines show where the surface would intersect
if the fillets and round were not there.

Exercises (223):
1. What is a fillet?

1 52
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Figure 2-12. Planes and quadrants.
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A

Figure 2-13. Three essential views.
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2. What is a round?
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NOTE LOS . LINE OF SIGHT

Figure 2-14. First angle projection.

-

...

224. Given a definition of a projection plane,
explain. the planes of projection and their
function.

03. What is an oblique surface? Planes of Projection. The three planes used
in orthoKraphic projection are the vertical jor
frontal) plane, the horizontal plane, and the
profile plane. These planes revolve about

4. What do fillets and rounds indicate on a certain axes to bring the three essential viewsdrawing? of a multiview drawing into a single plane.
The horizontal plane revolves around the
X-axis and the profile revolves around the
Y-axis. The axes are formed by crossing the
hdrizontal and vertical planes, as shown in

42 ,
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figure 2-12. The intersection of the horizontal
and vertical planes generates four quadrants,
known as first, second; third, and fourth
angles. Objects may be placed in any of the
four quadrants and its surfaces projected onto
the respective planes.

First angle projection is a system used
exclusively in European countries for making
drawings. By placing the object in the first
quadrant, the vieswer looks through the object.
to the plane of projection. Upon revolving the
horizontal and profile planes into the vertical
planes, the three essential views assume 'the
position shown in figure 2-13. Notice that the
top view is below the front view, and the left
side view is'to the right of the front view.

Second and fourth angle projections are
rarely if ever used in working drawings. When
the horizontal and profile planes are revolved
into the vertical plane, both the top and front
views are superimposed. This overlapping of
views tends to restrict the clear visibility of
either view.

Third angle projection is the system used in
the United States and Canada for
orthographic projection. As shown in figure
2-14 in quadrant III the observer is always on
the outside looking in, as compared to the
first angle projection where the observer is

looking through the object to the image
plane. When the horizontal and profile planes
are revolved into the vertical plane, the views
of the object fall into a logical order. The top
is directly above the front views, and the right
side view is to the right of the front view. (See
fig. 2-15.)

Exercises (224):
1. What are the image planes or planes of

projection?

2. What. angle projection do the horizontal
and the profile planes fall into in a logical
order when revolved into the frontal plane?

2-3. Axonometric Projection
Axonornetnc projection is an orthographic

pictorial projection of an object whose three
major surfaces are angles to a single plane of
projection. As with other pictorial drawings,
this type of projection gives us only an overall

T P

FRONT
Lii

RIGHT x

WIDTH DEPTH

Figure 2-15. Third angle projection..

description of the external surfaces of an
object and a three-dimensional concept of its
shape, form, and mass. Since it is often
necessary to show the natural appearance of
the whole object, you can see the necessity
for representing it pictorially.

Objects having very complicated outlines
can be represented by means of orthographic
multiview drawings. However, to read some
multiview drawings, a person must have a high
degree of skill and a constructive imagination.
To insure that the Person gets the correct
impression from a drawing, a pictorial
(axonometric or perspective) drawing is often
used instead of, or in conjunction with, an
orthographic drawing. Many technical
illustrations, design and patent-office
drawings, etc., are made as one-plane pictorial
projections.

Since an object can be placed in an infinite
number of positions in relation to the plane
of projection, it is possible to make an infinite
number of axonometric projections of the
same object.

The inclined position of the object with
respect to the plane of projection is the
distinguishing feature of axonometric
projection as compared to multiview
projection. Since the principal edges and
surfaces of the object are inclined to the plane
of projection, the length of the lines, the size
of the angles, and the general projections of
the object vary with the infinite number of
possible positions in which the object may be
placed with respect to the plane of projection.
Projections from these infinite numbers of
possible positions may be clarified into three
general types of axonometric
projectionisometric, dimetric, and trimetric.
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Figure 247. Types of axonometric projection.

225. Answer key questions relative to
axonometric drawings.

Types of Axonometric Projections. As
shown in 'figure 2-16, ,a projection of an
object whose three visible surfaces are at
equal angles to the plane of projection is
classified as An isometric projection. A
projection of an object which has two of its
three visible surfaces at equal angles to the
planes of projection is called a dimetric
projection. When all three surfaces are at
unequal angles to the plane of projection, the
projection is called a trimetric projection.

Figure 2-17 shows the projection of a cube
in the three different types of axonometric
projection; the edges of the cube are
foreshortened, since they are inclined to the
plane of projection. The degree of
foreshortening of any line depends on its
angle with the plane of projection. The
foreshortening increpses as the angle becomes
greater.

It is customary to consider the three edges
of the cube which meet at the corner nearest
the observer as the axonometric axes. If the
degree of foreshortening of these axes is
determined, scales can be easily constructed
for measuring along these edges or along any
other edges parallel to them.

Since the principles of the three different
types of axonometric projections differ only
with respect to the angles of the axes and the
degree of foreshortening, we will limit our
discus#on _isof axonometric projection to
isometilrirojection. The same or similar
methods "of construction can be used in
dimetric and trimetric projection.

PrinciPles of iiornetric projection. To
produce an isometric projection, the object
must be placed so that its principle edges
make equal angles with the plane of
projection (frontal plane). This means that
from its normal orthographic position the
object must be rotated 45 about its vertical
axis and then tilted forward around its
horizontal axis until its principal edges make
equal angles with the plane of projection.

Figure 2-18 shows how an isometric is

projected. Reter to this figure as you read the
procedure which follows. First, draw the top
view showing the cube rotated 450 from the
normal multiview position. This places the
two lateral faces of the cube at an angle of

45

5 .7

Figure 2-18. Isometric projection.
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Figure 2-19. Isometric views compared.

45° to the plane of projection. Next, project
the front and elevation views from this top
view. Transfer the elevation view so that the
line AE representing the diagonal axis of the
cube is perpendicular to the plane of
projection. Line AE is now a horizontal line.
Locate points A, B, C, D, and F on your
drawing paper by projecting them from the
orthographic front view and the repositioned
elevation view. Complete the isometric by
drawing lines between the appropriate points.

Notice in figure 2-18.that the three edges
AB, AC, and AD of the isometric are
foreshortened equally. If you measure these
lines and compare them with the dimensions

in the original cube, you will find that they
are about 82 percent of true length. Also
notice that the isometric axes (in this case
AB, AC, and AD) make 120° angles with each
other. All lines parallel to these isometric axes
are called isometric lines. All planes parallel to
the faces of the cube are called isometric
planes. Lines and planes which do not fulfill
these conditions are called nonisometric.

Foreshortening. A correct' isometnc view
may be drawn by actual projection of by
foreshortening all isometric distances to
approximately 82 percent of true size when
the view is drawn. A three-quarter size scale
(3/4" = 1") may be used to approximate the
correct measurements for foreshortening
isometric lines. When an isometric view is
prepared by using a normal scale, the resulting
representation is called an isometric drawing.
An isometric drawing is similar to an
isometric projection, except for size; the
drawing is not foreshortened. Because
isOmetric drawings are made full size or full
scale, it is standard practice to make isometric
drawings instead of true isometric projections.
Figure 2-19 shows the comparison between an
isometric drawing and an isometric
projection. When the axes measurements are
drawn full size using a regular scalelbe
isometric drawing is about 22.5 percent larger

\

Figure 2.20. Isometnc scale,
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than the true projeption. It is much more
practical to use an isometric drawing than it is
to use an isometric projection, since
measurements can be made much more easily.
However, when a projection is required, it is
easier to construct the isometric by isometric
measurements than it is by the actual
projection method. The following is a method
you use to construct an isometric scale if the
correct scale is not available to you.

Isometrw scale. When a drawing is made
with an isometric scale, the isometric
dimensions of the object are the same as if it
were actually projected on a plane of
projection. As we stated previously, an
isometric scale is a three-quarter size scale. Its
dimensions are approximately .82 percent of
a regular scale. The following procedure for
constructing a scale is illustrated by figure
2-20.

Draw a horizontal line.
Draw the 45° line to the horizontal line.

C

L _
, 53°

A

(PE RPENOICULAR

AXIS

T-SQUAPE

Using your regular scale, mark off the
units and intermediate divisions on the 45°

line.
Draw lines perpendicular to the

horizontal line to each division mark.
Draw the 30° line.
Place a piece of paper, cardboard, or

some similar material along the 30° line as
shown and mark the isometric divisions on
the material.

During the discusiion which follows on
making an isometric drawing by the box
method, no numerical dimensions (only
literal) are used. If numerical dimensions were
give, they could be either isometric scale ot)
regular scale unitsthe method of drawing'
woulitbe the same.

Isolnetric drawing. Remember, the only
difference between an isometric drawing and
an isometric projection is the scale used.
Refer again to figure 2-19. Note that the

Figure 221. Box method for isometric drawing.
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isometric projection was "drawn" with an
isometric scale, and the drawing with a regular
scale. Isometric drawings are built on a
skeleton of three lines representing the three
principal edges or axes of a cube. All
measurements are made along these axes or
lines parallel to them (isometric lines). The
location of nonisometric lines and other
points must be found by coordinate
measurements which are made parallel to the
isometric axes. (Only isometic lines and
planes are shown in true length in isometric
drawing and projection.) An easy way tO
represent an object in an isometric drawing is
by the box construction method..First, we'll
discuss the construction of an isometric box
and follow with inserting the object in

Box construction. The procedure vrhich
follows shows the method for drawing an
isometric rectangular box whose sides
coincide with the main faces of the
objectheight, width, and depth. Refer to
figure 2-21 as you study the following
procedure.

a. From a point which represents the lower
front corner (1) of the box, draw the three
light construction lines as shown in part B of
figure 2-21. These lines, 1-2, 1-4, and 1-3, are
the thrbe major axes for constructing the
isometric box shown in part C.

b. From this lower front corner (see part
C), start building the inclosing box by
transferring the height, width, and depth
dimensions from the orthographic (multiview)
drawing of part A. After the corners (1
through 4) have been established, complete
the box by drawing the parallel edges
(isometric lines) as shown in the illustration.
These lines establish corners X, Y, and Z.

c. The box can also be completed in the
following manner. Notice that at the top
front corner (4) of the box, the axes make
1200 angles with each other. Because the
inclosing box is made up of isometric lines,
you can complete it by using your T-square
and 30° - 60 triangle and architect scale or
dividers. Now, let's draw the object by means
of the isometric box.

Drawing the object. The object drawn by
means of the box-is shown in part D of figure
2-21. Notice how measurements from part A
set off on the corresponding isometric edges.
Be sure to follow the rule of making all
measurements on only the isometric axes or
isometric lines. As you study these
illustrations, use your dividers to compare the
measurements. These measurements coincide
with those in the multiview drawing because
this is an isometric drawing, not a projection.

Now use the coordinate method to draw
nonisometric lines. This is done by making
measurements along isometric lines to locate
the end points of the nonisometric Imes. An
example of a nonisometric line located in the
way is the front edge of the oblique plane in
the isometric view. This oblique edge is
located on the isometric view by first marking
off distance A + C (see part A) on the upper
left edge of the left front face of the box.
This establishes one end point of the oblique
edge. The other end point is located by
marking distance D-E off on the lower part of
the base line of the same face. Remember that
in drawing both isometric and nonisometric
lines all lines parallel with each other in the
object are represented by parallel lines on an
isometric view. Furthermore, notice that the
only dimensions which do not coincide with
the multiview are those of the oblique portion
and the angle. The size of an angle is changed
when it is in an isometric drawing.

After the drawing is finished, erase the light
construction lines. These lines are indicated in
part D of figure 2-21.

NOTE: In isometric drawing, do not show
invisible edges unless they are necessary for a
clear description of the part. It is common
practice in all pictorial drawing to omit all
invisible lines, provided they are not needed
to explain some hidden feature. Also, you
should avoid exce ive use of center lines, td
show the axes of mmetrical parts. Use
dimension lines to indi ate dimensions.

Curves in isome The offset method of
measuring is widely used in the drawing of
curved lines. This method consists of locating
points through which the desired curve is
drawn. Figure 2-22 shows how to draw
noncircular curves from points plotted by
offset measurements. The curves in solid
figures usually appear in pairs as parallel
curved edges of the object. To simplify Your
drawing, draw one curve by plotting the

j points and then draw isometric lines from the
points. Fine the remaining parallel curve by
stepping off the distance along corresponding
isometric lines. Here's how this is done.

Figure 2-22 consists of four parts which
show the steps used to make an isometric
drawing of an object containing a curved
surface. First, draw the orthographic top and
front views of the object as shown in part A.
In the top view, select at random along the
curve any number of desired points, such as 2
through 6. (Points 1 and 7, being the ends of
the curve, are established points.) Use enough
points to fix accurately the Oath of the curve.
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Draw vertical and honzontal offset grid lines
from these points.

Draw the isometric box as shown in part B
of figure 2722. Lay off along isometric lines
the dimensional measurement A and the
offset measurements B and C from the top
view to locate points ,l. and 2 on the curve in
the isometric box. Locate the remaining
points by using the same offset method. This
step is shown in part C of the figure and
represents a continuation of step B. After
locating all points, sketch a light freehand
curve through the points as shown in the
illustration.

Notice in the front view of the multiview
projection that points 1' through 7' are
established by projection from the top view.
Locate these points in the isometric (see part
D of fig. 2-22) by drawing vertical lines
downward from points 1 through 7, making
all lines equal to the dimension D shown in
the orthographic front view. Sketch a light
freehand curve throufh the ends of these lines
(points 1' through 7 ). Complete the curved
surface by drawing the finished curve, using
an irregular curve as a guide.

Circles in isometric. When a circle lies in a
plane which is not parallel with the plane of

,
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projection as in isometric drawings, the circle
projects as a true ellipse. However, an
approximate ellipse is accurate enough for
nearly all isometric drawings. (Ellipses were
presented in Volume 1.) An approximate view
of a circle can be drawn by the four-center
method. This construction can be used only
for a circle which lies in an isometric plane.

Part A of figure 2-23 shows a circle
inscribed in a square which is parallel to the
image plane. To draw this circle in isometric
form, the first step is the construction of an
isometric square with sides equal to the
diameter of the circle, the same dimensions as
in part A. Part B of figure 2-23 shows the
construction of the isometric square. You can
see that it is drawn by means of the 300 - 600
triangle using the principle of parallel lines.
Now, let's inscribe the ellipse within this
isometric square by means of the four-center
method.

Locate the midpoints, a, b, c, and d, of
each side of the square, and then connect
points ag and bh (see part C). Next, draw the
long diagonal. This diagonal makes an angle of
60° with the horizontal. The points of
intersection, e and f, of the lines ag, bh, and
the long diagonal are centers for the two short

°°C1114141111°,SOMETRIC
BOXB

Figure 2.22. Curves in isometric projection.
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Figure 223. Circles in isometric projection.
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arcs. The centers for the two Iong arcs are
points g and h. Now draw the ellipse with a
compass (see part D).

Using point e as center and radius ae, draw
arc ac. Similarly, Laing point f as center and
radius bf (same as ae), draw arc bd. Now we
have the two short arcs. The long arcs are
drawn in the same way. Using point g as
center and radius ag, draw arc ad; and then
using point h as center and radius hb, draw
arc cb. Thus, the four-center ellipse is

.. completed. The four arcs shown in part D
were purposely not connected to show the
four separate arcs.

Part E of figure 2-23 shows the con-
struction of the four-center ellipse upon the
three visible faces of a cube. Notice that two
of the long diagonals are 60° to the

i

Figure 2-24. Isometric circle on nonisothetric plans.
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horizontal, the other is horizontal, and all
three are of equal length. Hence, the entire
con,truction cari be made with a T-square and
30' ; 60° triangle. Observe this figure closely,
and you will see that each ellipse is
constructed by the four-center method in the
v. ay we described earlier. Use your compass or
dividers and locate the centers and radii of the
arcs on the faces by the method just explained.

Isome tric circle on nonisometrtc
plane. Circles and circular arcs in nonisometric
planes are plotted by using the offset or
coordinate method. Figure 2-24 illustrates
how this construction is made. Observe this
illustration carefully as you study the fol-
lowing procedures.

a. To being, drav an isometric box around
the obrgt.,according to the orthographic
dimensions (see part A). Notice that the

(
A

Uject is drawn without the ellipse on the
inclined face.

b. Next, draw an ellipse on face BHGT
using the orthographic dimensions to
construct it and space it correctly. The
isometric circle (ellipse) may be constructed
by means of the fourcenter method.

c. Construct a series of planes parallel to
face ADCB. (Five planes are shown in the

gure.) One edge of each planejs represented
by a line parallel with face AEGH and the
other edge by a line parallel with face BHFG.
For instance, notice edges S'S and ST whi
represent one..of the planes.

d. Draw diagonal lines (parallel with )

along the sloping surface to coinpleft the
limits of the constructed planes. For in tance,
S'T is the diagonal for one particular jplane.
These diagonal lines lie on the sloping sJrface.

Figure 2-26. Construction of object.
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e. At points where the planes cut the
iSornetric circle, draw isometric, projection
lines parallel to MI to intersect corresponding
sloping lines. The point at which a projection
line intersects a sloping line is a point on the
required ellipse. For example, note that line ST
cuts slopmg hne S'T at point P. Thuspoint P
is an established point on the required ellipse.

Other points are established in exactly the
same manner. You can see the More planes
that are drawn, the greater the number of
points that can be established; hence, a
smoother ellipse can be drawn through the
points by means of irregular curve.

Angles in isometric. Recall that an angie
projects true size only when the plane of the
angle is parallel tothe plane of projection.
Since in isometric the surfaces of the object
are inclined to the plane of projection, the
angles are not projected in true size. Any
angle may project larger or smaller than true
size, depending upon its position. Hence, an
angle must be drawn by linear measurements
along isometric lines, not drawn by the actual
degrees of the angle.

Figure 2-25 shows the isometric drawing of
a triangular object from the multiview. The
inclosing isometric box is constructed by
transferring dimensions from the multiview.
The vertex of the equilateral triangular
surface i; found by locating point A by
measurement (from the multiview) along an

isometric line, as shown. Of course, point A is
midpoint because the triangle is equilateral.
Notice that none of the angles are 60° in the
isometric. To verify this fact, measure each
angle in the isometric with your protractor.

Construction of an objeet containing
curves. Figure 2-26 shows the steps in
constructing an isometric drawing of an
object which is composed of a cylinder and
curved surfaces. Study the steps shown in
the illustration. Use your dividers to com-
pare measurements, and you should see the
principles of this particular method.

First box in the object as shown in part A
of figure 2-26. Then mark off points on the
object and draw horizontal lines from these
points to the box. Using the dittensions of the
orthographic views, draw an isometric box as
shown in part B. Then draw the cylindrical
portion and the base of the object. Next, as
'shown in part C, 'lay out the isometric lines
representing the horizontal lines drawn on the
orthographic views. Use these lines to locate
the two curves and webs. Complete this step

by using your irregular curve to draw the two
curves through the points as shown. Part D
shows the finished drawing.

Exercises (225): -

1. What does the term isometric mean?

2. For isometric projections, the object must
be rotated how many degrees around its
horizontal and vertical axes?

3. In all axonometric projections, the sum of
the angles formed by the three axes is .

4. In which type of axonometric projection
are the three angles formed by the axes
unequal?

2-4. Oblique Projectio4
The cdnstruction methods for isometric

and oblique drawing are similar. To simplify
an oblique construction, choose as the front
face the one showing the most description of
the object and place it parallel to the image
plane. After this, the drawing is made by the
box construction methodsimilar to
isometric. Other keps in oblique drawing
include skeleton construction method, circle
and arcs not parallel with the image plane,
and angles. We'll cover these in. order. f3ut
first we'll discuss foreshortening 'of receding
lines and the construction of oblique drawing,
based upon cavalier and cabinet.

226. Given the two different types of oblique
projections, defme cavalier and cabinet
drawing:

Cavalier and Cabinet Types. Following are
the definitions for these two particular types
of oblique projections. (See fig. 2-27.)

An oblique drawing is called a cavalier
when the receding lines are true length.
(Projectors at an angle 'of 45° with the image
plane.)

An oblique drawing is called a cabinet
when the receding lines are drawn half of true
length.

A projection which does not fall into either
category is- usually called just an oblique
projection. Since in the oblique projections
shown thus far the projectors have been at an
angle of 450 with the image plane and the
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A 30*

E. 30'

B. 45'

F. 60'

C 30'

G. 60'

Figure 227. Variations in views by angle of xeceding axes.
,

projected lines in a cabinet drawing, the
receding lines are half of the true length..
Theoretically, thii means that the projectors
make an angle of about 63.5° with the image
plane; cotisequently, the lengths of the
receding lines are foreshortened to half of
true length. However, we'll not coier the
actual mathematics, since the desired length
of receding edges may be drawn by
measurement. -

Figure 2-28 shows the difference in the
apparent shape of a cube that results by
foreshortening the receding lines. Notice that
the receding lines iof the cabinet drawing are \
half the true lent9th of the cavalier. Often a
cabinet drawing is preferred to ,a cavalier,

CAVALIER
PROJECTION

40

0 45'

231-75

H. 60'

,-

depending upon the dimensions of the object.
As in the case of the cube, the cabinet
projection appears less out of proportion than
the cavalier.

Box construction method. The steps for
making an .oblique drawing from the
orthographic views are shown in figure 2-29.
Refer to the figure as you check the following
steps. You'll see that the principles of bo*
method in oblique and isometric drawing are
identical.

a. As shown in part A, conitruct the b()x
whose dimensions coincide with those in the
orthographic drawing. In this case, the angle
chosen between the receding lines and, the
horizontal is 30°. However, this angle may be

CABINET
PROJECTION

23/ 75

Figure 2.28. Changes in appearance by foreshortening.
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0111

'Figure 2-29: Box construction method.
a

450 600 or any number of degrees, as noted
in the figure. Note that dimensions A, B, and
C are the same as in the orthographic drawing.
Since dimension C is true length, the drawing
is a cavalier. (measure the dimensions with
your dividers.) Observe that the box is
constructed by using parallel lines, as in
isometric.

b. As shown in part B, lay out the various
shapes in detail in accordance with the
orthographic' drawing. Notice' that the 450
sloping surface may be drawn by using
dimensions D and E.

c. Make all outlines heavy as shown in part
C. Then erase all construction lines.

The box method of constructing a cabinet
drawing is the same as that cif the cavalier,
except that the receding lines are
'foreshortened by measurement to one half of
true length.

Skeleton construction method. If the
curved outlines of an object lie in planes that
are panallel to the image plane, it is not
difficult to make an oblique drawing on a
center-line skeleton.

Often objects adaptable to oblique
representation consist of cylindrical shapes
built upon axes or center lines., In such cases,
the oblique drawing is usually constructed

upon the projected center line. This method is
known as skeleton construction.

Figure 2-30 illustrates the procedure in
making an oblique drawing of an object,
which is composed of .cylindrical shapes, from
the orthographic views. Now let's discuss this
construction in a logical sequence.

a. First, construct file center-line skeleton
as shown in part A a the illustfation using
the following steps.

(1) Draw the receding axis abc of
sufficient length at the desired angle with the
horizontal. (In this case, 300 is used.)

(2) At points a, b,. and c on this receding
axis, draw the horizontal and vertical center
lines to establish centers of the corresponding
circular surfaces. Observe that distance ab ir
part A equals distance ab in the orthographic
side view and; likewise, distance bc equals the
depth bc hi the side view.

(3) Draw perpendiculars downward from
points b and c.

(4) Using the distance between the centers
of the circular surfaces -in the front
orthographic 'viewor the corresponding
distances in the side viewlocate points d and
e on the perpendiculars.

(5) Through points d and e, draw receding
axis de, which is parallel to receding axis abc.
Notice that distances bc and de on the
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receding axes are equal and are the same as
depth bc in the orthographic side view. Thus,
we've established the centers of the circular
surfaces.

b. Part B of figure 2-30 shows the method
of constructing on the circular surfaces and
the correspondkng outlines. The steps are as
follows: .

(1) Using points a and b as centers, draw
the two circles to correspond in diameter with
the one representing the shaft in the
orthographic. The distance ab between the
two centers is the length of the cylindrical
shaft of the object.

(2) Using points b and c as centers, draw
the arcs which represent the rounded top of
the object. -

(3) With point d as center, dna( the circle
with the same diameter as the one in the
orthographic. As shown by die side view, this
is a circular hole which extends through the
object.

(4) Using d and e as centers and a radius
the same as the orthographic; draw the two
arcs which represent the rounded bottom part
of the object.

(5) Draw tangent lines between both the
top and bottom arcs and the arcs with centers
a and b, thus completing the contour of the
object.

(6) Heavy-in all final lines and erase
construction lines, as shown in part C.

Circles in Oblique. It is not always possible
to place an object so that all its curved

'surfaces are parallel with the image plane. In
such cases, a four-center approximate ellipse
may be used to represent circles which are not
parallel with the image plane. However, this
method can be used only when the sides of
the inclosing parallelogram are equal. In a
cabinet. drawing or in any oblique drawing
where the receding axis is foreshortened, the
curve must be plotted by coordinate (offset)
measurements. The principles used in.drawing
an ellipse by this method are shown in figure
2-31.

Since the ellipse shown on the receding
surface in figure 2-31 represents a circle on
the surface of the object, the receding surface
is first drawn as an orthographic view. This
view is then used to establish coordinate

17a b bc

ORTHOGRAPHIC

bd
and
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A

Figure 2-30. Skeleton construction.
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Figure 2-31. Foreshortening an ellipse.

points which are used to establish similar
points on the receding surface. The ellipse is
then drawn through these established points.
The following steps are used to construct the
ellipse.

Draw an orthographic view of the
receding surface on a separate piece of paper
and position it on the front surface of the
drawing as shown in the illustration.

Divide the surface of the orthographic
view and the receding surface of the drawing
into the same number of equal vertical
segments by drawing vertical coordinate lines
as shown in the figure. As you know, the
segments of the receding surface are one half
the size of the orthographic segments.

On the orthographic, draw *horizontal
coordinate lines through 'the points at which
the vertical coordinate lines intersect the
circle. Extend these lines to the right edge of
the view.

Draw receding lines from the right ends
of the horizontal coordinate lines. The
intersections of these receding lines and the
vertical coordinate lines on the receding
surface which correspond to the intersections
of the vertical coordinate lines, horizontal
coordinate lines, and the circle in the
orthographic view establish the path of the
ellipse.

Use an irregular curve to draw the
finished ellipse.

Remove the orthographic drawing and
erase all construction lines.

Angles of Oblique. To draw an angle of a
specified number of degrees on the receding
plane of an oblique drawing, you mustfirst
convert the angle into linear measurements.
For example, if you are given the dimensions
and a sketch of the pictorial shown in figure
2-32, you must construct a tight triangle
whose dimensions are the same as the given
angle. You can then use the dimensions of
this triangle to obtain the correct dimensions
of the angle the receding surface. The
following steps are used to construct the 30°
angle of the receding surface of the object
shown in figure 2-32.

Construct the right triangle with the
dimensionk XY and the 30° angle. The
purpose of this triangle is to establish the
length YZ.

Draw a line representing the receding
axis of the oblique drawing.

Figure 2-32. Angles in oblique projection.
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Mark off the given dimension XY on this_ Exercises (226):
receding line.

1. What determines whether a drawing is a
Draw 'a vertical line from point Y on the cavalier or dabinet projection?

receding line.

From the triangle drawing, obtain the
dimension ZY and mark this distince off
along the vertical line, starting at point Y.

Draw a line between points Z on the
vertical line and point X on the receding line.
This completes the required angle.

Complete the oblique by drawing the
two horizontal lines from points X and Z by 3. To draw an angle of specific size on the
marking off the depth dimension and by ' receding plane, the angle must be converted
drawing the sloping line parallel to line XZ. into what measurement?

2. Why is an orthographic view of a circle
drawn before the ellipse in a cabinet
drawing?

,
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CHAPTER 3

a

Sectional Views

SECTIONAL VIEWS are used to clarify the
internal details of an object which can be
represented only by hidden lines in regular
orthographic (exterior) views. When the
internal details are complicated, a perplexing
mass of hidden (invisible) lines may be
required to describe the invisible features on
an exterior view. Whenever an illustration
becomes so confused by hidden lines that it is
difficult to read, it is customary to draw one
or more sectional views.

A sectional view is one obtained by irna
the object cut by a cutting plane and, a
portion moved so that the internal details can
be seen clearly. Thus, the invisible lines of a
regular view become visible lines in a sectional
view. A view may he partial sectional-or full
sectional, depending up6n the particular
requiremen t.

3-1. Principles of Construction
Since a sectional view is obtained by

imagining the object to be cut by a plane
passing through it in a selected position and
direction, this plane is called the cutting
plane. elle purpose of the cutting plane is to
cut off a portion of the object, thereby
exposing the internal features in the
remaining portion. The position and direction
of the cufling plane are determined by you,
the, draftsrnan. You must visualize the object
being cut by the plane placed in various
positions, and then select the position which
adequately exposes the desired internal
details. The pictorial drawings in figure 3-1.
show an object before and after being cut by
a plane.

The orthographic top and front (exterior)
views of the object are shown in part A of
figure 3-1. Notice the hidden lines in the front
view which are required to show the internal
details. Part'.E5 shows the left .portion of the
object imagined to be removed by the 6utting
piAne, thereby exposing the interior features
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in the right portion which lies behind the
cutting plane. Observe that the hidden lines in
the orthographic front view are shown as solid
outlines in the sectional view. Notice how
much clearer the internal features appear in
the sectional view.

The arrow in the pictorial part of figure 3-1
shows the direction in which the remaining
portion of the object is viewed. Section lines
in ,the sectional view represent the surface,
cut by the cutting plane. In this figure, the
se onal view is constructed by projecting
from e top view in the same way as the
front o hographic view.

227. Livei 3 the principles of sectioning,
identify the cutting plane and its purpose.

Cutting Plane Lines. A cutting plane line
represents where a section of the object is
imagined to be removed by the cutting plane.
The cutting plane is indicated only in the view
showing the' plane as a line; therefore, a
cutting plane line represents an edge of the
cutting plane. The top edge of the cutting
plane is shown by the cutting plane line in the
top view of part B, figure 3-1.

Figure 3-2 shows three types of cutting
piane lines whose parts are drawn to
conventional, proportiops. The dimensicns
shown online AA are approximate, and may
be increased or decreased in accordance with
the size of the drawing. All cutting plane lines
are weighted heavily. ,Arrowheads at the ends
of any type of cutting plane_lines are used to
indicate the direction in which the imaginary
cut surface is viewed. Since the cutting plane
line represents the edge of the,5cltre, it is

apparent that the cut surface viewed
through the surface of the cutting plane.

Line AA represents the edge of a cutting
plane which cuts the object into two sections,
either lengthwise or crosswise. When an object



is cut in this manner, a full sectional view is
obtained.

Line BB represents the edges of two
right-angle cutting planes which cut a section
in half. The view obtained is a half-section. In
a half-section view, one-quarter of the object
is imagined to be removed.

Line CC represents the edges of a cutting
plane which is "bent." In drawing an irregular
object, it is often desirable to show several
features which do not lie in a straight line.
This is done by "offsetting" or bending the

DIRECTION
OF

SIGHT

CUTTING
PLANE

cutting plane. The view obtained is an offset
section, and the "bends" may be at any angle.

A cutting plane line may be omitted when
the position of the cutting plane is obvious.
This practice is acceptable in the case of
symmetrical objects, where the cutting plane
is understood to pass through the axis. of
symmetry. In brief, the cutting plane line may
be omitted unless it is needed for clarity.
However, if an offset cutting plane is used, its
position must always be shown by cutting
plane lines.

A
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Figure 3-1. Principles of a sectional view
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Figure 3- utting plane lines.

Exercises (227):
1. What is -the purpose of a cutting plane?

2. What is indicated by arrows at the ends of
cutting plane lines?

228. Given the configurations for section
lining, explain the reason for general-purpose
section lining.

General-Purpose Section Lining. There are
different types of configurations for section
lining used to identify various types of
materials. In brief, a particular type of section
lining is a symbol for a specific material.
However, the symbol for cast iron (see fig.
3-3) is also the generalPurpose section lining'
representation. It is used when a symbolic
identification of the materials isnot required.
General-purpose section lining may be used to
represent a section of any material, and the
type of material can be ideqified by a note.

Drawing section lines. Section or
crosshatch lines are drawn to indicate
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4
precisely the surface of the object cut by the
cutting plane. An example of drawing
general-purpose section lining is shown in
figure 3-3. In lining the cut surface of a
sectional view, there is no set rule governing
the angle of the section lines or the spacing
between them. Generally, the angle used is
45° to the horizontal, and the spacing may
vary from one thirty-second of an inch on
small views to one-eigjith of an inch on large
views. Usually, they are drawn about
one-sixteenth of an inch apart. Although line
spacing is usually done by eye, extreme care
should be taken in spacing section lines
uniformly, since slight variations can be
readily noticed. Section lining can either
enhance or mar the appearance of an
otherwise good drawing.

Frequently the shape of the part requires
that an angle other than 45° be used for the
slope of the lines. If section lines drawn
45 to the horizontal were paralle or
perpendicular (or nearly so) to a prominent,
visible odtline, the angle must be changed to
30° - 60°, or any appropriate angle. Figure
3-4 shows a view in which a 30° angle is used
more satisfactorily than a 45° angle. You
must choose the angle which will give the best
effect for a particular view.

Section lining in assembly drawings. In
addition to showing the cut surfaces, sectional
views are used to distinguish individual parts
of an assembly. This is done by ,drawing
section lines sloping in different directions, as
shown in part A of figure 3-5. When
necessary, "odd" angles may be used. Section
lines in a small area are more closely spaced,
as shown. Notice that the section lines in
adjacent areas do not meet at the visible
outlines separating the areas. You must be

GENERAL PURPOSE
SECTION LINING

,ALSO
CAST IRON SYMBOL

Figure 33. SectiOn lines.
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INCORRECT

Figure 3-4. Angles of slope for section lines.

careful in drawing section lines in assembly
views so that the section lines do not meet. If
section lines meet, an optical illusion of
bending outward or inward may result. You
can see this by comparing the two views in
part B of figure 3-5.

Views not requiring section lining. When
the cutting plane passes through the
longitudinal (lengthwise) axis of solid parts,
such as rivets, bolts, drid screws, it is common
practice to show them uncut by the plane.
This practice is shown by the rivets in part A
of figure 3-6. Notice that the elimination of
section lines in the rivets gives better contrast
between adjOining parts. (The elimination of
section lines is a part of conventional
violations, which are covered a little later in
Section 3;Conventional Methods.)

In sectioning comparatively thin parts, such
as gaskets, sheet metal, shims, etc., the edges
are shown by black solid lines. This 1)ractice is
shown by the gasket in part A of figure 3-6.
Assemblies of structural parts, such as angles,
channels, and plates, are shown with the
adjoining pieces separated to distinguish the
individual parts. This practice is illustrated in
part B of figure 3-6. Often the drawing is
reduced to a small scale.

Combining Basic Principles. The cutting
plane line in the orthographic front view (fig.
3-7) shows_ the position of the imaginary
cutting plane, and the arrowheads indicate the
direction from which the internal features Of
the object are viewed through the plane. The
internal features exposed by the cutting plane
are shown in the sectional side view.

Notice that the brass portion, which has
cylindrical hole centered around its
longitudinal axis, is separated from the steel
plates by shims anclisecured by two screws.
Even though the shims and screws are cut
the plane,. tliey are shown as being uncut by
orniision JectiOn 1ies. .s We stated
previously, the edges of thin parts are shown
by black solid lines; and rivets, screws, bolts,
etc., are shown with more contrast when
shown uncut by the plane. (The
representation of screw threads is presented in
the next volume.) The screwhead slots in the
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sectional view are another conventional
violation. Since the sectional view is rotated
90° from the orthographic view, these slots
normally do not show. However, it is good
practice to use variations from true projection
if the drawing is made easier to read.

Exercises (228):
1. At what angle should section lines be

drawn?'

2. Why are section lines in adjacent areas
drawn at different angles?

Svz

A

231-85

Figure 3-5. Slope ot section lines in assembly
drawmg.
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Figure 3-6. Method of showing solid parts and thin
materials.

3. Why is it a common practice when a
cutting plane passes through a riyet, bolt,
or screw, to show them uncut?

3-2. Ty
of

When a
lengthwise, t
longitudinal
crosswise,
c ross-sectio
are furthe
percent

es of Sections and Methods
oning

utting plane cuts an object
e sectional view is called a

view. When an object is cut
e sectional view is called a
view. In general, sectional views
designated according to the

amount) of a section shown and by

ORTHOGRAPHIC

the position in which a view is placed. For
instance, the terms "full," "half," and
"broken sections" indicate the percent; while
"revolved," "removed," etc., indicate position
or location. You, the draftsman, must
determine which type of sectional view to
USe.

229. Identify the types and methods of
sectioning.

Full SecCion. A cutting plane that passes
entirely through an object cuts a full section,
as shown in figure 3-1. A full-sectional view,
showing the characteristic shape of an objeCt,

usually replaces an exterior front view.
However, either the top or side may be
converted into A sectional view if some
internal features can be shown to better
advantage. Generally, the cutting plane passes
along a main axis, but it may-kbe offset to
reveal important features. As you can see bir

examining figure 3-1, a full-sectional view is
actually an orthographic projection in which
the cutting plane passes along a main axis.
The imaginary cut face of the object is shown
as it would appear to an observer looking
directly at it from an infinite distance.

The full-sectional view is used for objects
which have complex interiors. It shows the
interior of the object . from one side to -the
other; it does not show exterior details. All
visible lines which lie behind the cutting plane
are shown, and the surfaces cut by the plane
are lined or crosshatched. In a full or any
sectional view, it is customary to omit all,
hidden lines unless such lines are necessary to
clarify the representation. Since this view

=LAM

:OM t

SECTION

Figure 3-7. Section view With symbolic section lining.
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doesn't show external features, an additional
view is often necessary.

Half Section. A half-sectional view Pf a
symmetrical object shows both internal and
external features. This view is obtained by
cutting the object with a right-angular cutting
plane. As shown in figure 3-8, the plane passes
halfway through the object; that is, the plane
extends to the object's axis or center line,
resulting in the removal of-one-quarter of the
object. Consequently, one-half the complete
view appears sectional and the other half
appears external.

The cutting plane lines in the top view of
figure 3-8 show that the third quadtant is
removed. Thus, the internal features of the
second quadrant are shown in the sectional
half of the complete view. Although a center
line is shown separating the internal and
external portions of the view, a solid line
(outline) may be used. Hidden lines are not
shown in the external portion, since it is'
common practice to omit them unless they
are absolutely necessary for dimensioning
purposes or for explaining the construction.

Offset Section. An offset section is a
full-sectional view in which the cutting plane
is bent or "offset" (usually at 900 intervals),
as shown in figure 3-9. This method is used in
sectioning through irregular objects. The
pictorial drawing in part A shows the offset-
cutting plane, and the orthographic top view
shows the cutting plane lines. Part B shows
the pictorial view obtained when the front
portion of the object is imagined to 'be
removed, and the full-sectional view which is
projected. Careful examination of this
illustration will show you that an offset
cutting plane is necessary to obtain the
sectional view shown.

,

Broken-Out Section. Sometimes, only a
partial section of a view is sufficient to expose
interior details. This kind of section (see fig.
340) is made as if a piece were broken from
the object, leaving an irregular line at the
junction of the sectioned and unsectioned
parts. Notice in the figure that the internal
features and types of material are shown by
breaking out the area :indicated by the
irregular lines. When it is possible to use a
partial section, external details are affected
very little.

Resolved Sections. The cross section of a
part may be sho'Wn in the longitudinal view
by means of a revolved section. Such a section
is Made by assuming a cutting plane
perpendicular to the axis or center line of the

63

cutting planes

one quarter of
object removed-

Figure 3-8. Half section.

part, and then revolving the plane 90° around
an axis which is perpendicular to the center
line (see fig. 3-11).dart A of figure 3-11
shOws ace plane, which is perpendicular to the
center line, cutting the part crosswise. Part B
shows ,the plane revolved 90° around the
vertical axis until the crass section is parallel
with the center line. Nbtice, in part C, that
the revolved section is superimposed on the
external. view and that one of the original
viAible outlines covered by the revolved
section is removed. Further, since the
revolved section is superimposed on the
original view, any line of the object
interfering with the revolved section may be
broken,-as shown in part D.

The true shape and size of a revolved
section must be maintained after revolving the
cutting plane, regardless of the direction of
the lines. Compare the two drawings in pare A
of figure 3-12; you can see the error in shape
of the revolved section in the incorrect
drawing. Also, there is another errOr shown in
the incorrect drawing. The visible outlines
covered by the revolved section should be
removed as shown in the correct drawing. In
part B, notice that the two revolved.sections
are necessary to show the construction of the
spoke and the groove when just the front view
is used.

Removed Sections. A removed or detailed
section is drawn similar to a revolved section,
with these exceptions:

Instead of being superimposed on the

175
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Figure 3-9. Offset section.

external view, the section is removed and may
be shown adjacent to the external view, as
shown in part A of figure 3-13.

ft may be entirely separated from the
external view, as shown in part B.

Regardless of the location of a removed

Figure 3.10, Broken-out or partial section.

section, it should be identified with the
respective cutting plane with letters.

A removed section may be drawn to an
enlarged scale to show internal details more
clearly, and it is easily dimensioned when
sufficient space is allowed, as shOwn in part B.

Removed sections located adjacent to
cutting planes, Note that adjacent sections
B-B and C-C (part A, fig. 3-13) are positioned
with their center lines aligned with the
respective cutting plane lines BB and CC. As

with revolved sections, the cutting plane
arrowhead indicates the direction of sight to
the imaginary exposed cross section, and the
secti ion lines dentify the material. As you can
see, a removed section is placed so that it does
not line up in projection with any view, as the
revolved section does.

64
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Removed section separated from external
view. In part B of figure 3-13, section A-A is
shown enlarged and located on a different'
sheet. When a section is placed on a different
sheet, it must be cross-referenced in a manner
like that shown in the illustration. (For
explanatory purposes, part A of figure 3-13 is
assumed to be sheet 2 and part B is sheet 4.)
Whenever possible, removed sections should
be on the same sheet with the regular view.
That is, section A-A could be placed in some
position on the sheet represented by part A.
When n section, placed in any location, is
enlarged, the scale is indicated as shown on
the illustration.

Alternate method. Sometimes removed
sections are placed on center lines extended
from the section cuts. This method is shown
in figure 3-14. ,

Phantom
made by im
plane but no
the cutting
features whic
the part in

ection. A phantom section is
ing the object to be cut by a

tJ removing the part in front of
plane. That is, the internal
would be exposed by removing

front of the cutting plane are

A

MEV MINI
AIIIIII

SUPERIMPOVITION

superimposed on the extelnal view.

Consequently, the internal construction of a
part can be shown without disturbing its
relationship with the exterior front part,
'which remains in place. In a phantom section,
broken section lines are used to show the
imaginary cut surfaces; likewise, the internal
object outlines which would show as solid
lines if the front part of the object were
removed are shown by hidden lines.

Figure 3-15 is a p-hantorn section of the
object shown in figure 3-1. Compare these
illustrations. Notice in the phantom section
that the section lines are broken to show that
the cut surface is superimposed on the
external view and that the internal object
lines are represented by hidden lines because
the front part of We object is not removed.

Outline sectioning. It is permissible to
section-line large areas, as shown in figure
3-16. Notice that the section lines are drawn
from the visible outlines of the cut portion of
the object and are extended only a short
distance over the cut surface. This practice
elimmates an overly shadc_d appearance.

/

Figure 3-11. Revolved section.
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SPORE & GROOVE

Figure 3-12. Drawing techniques and typical use of
revolved sections.

Exercises (229):
1. A full-sectional view may replace an

front view.

2. When are hidden lines omitted in a
full-sectional view?

*v.

3. How much of the object is imagined to be
removed fof a haltiectional view?

1. What is an offset section?

5. Why and when is a broken-out section
used?

66
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Figure 3-13. Removed sections.

Figure 3-14. Removed sections on center hues.
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Figure 3-15. Phantom section. ,

drawings more understandable without
sacrificing accuracy. Several conventional
violations or variations from true projection
practices are covered in this section.

.

230. Given the procedures for conventional
methods, explain conventional violations.

Alignd Section. If an unbalanced sectional
view is the result of a true projection drawing,.
a so-called aligned section is used. Symmetry
is obtained by showing unsymmetrical
featurRs as *if they, were aligned' into one
plane. This is done by passing an imaginary
offset cutting plane through the object and
then revolving an unsymmetrical pgrtion until
it is syminetrical. Figure 3-,17 AThows the
principle of revolution, although it does not
show a sectional view. Part A shows the true

6. When a reinoved section is enlarged, what front projection of the top view, and part B
information must be shown on the shows the- conventional method. Notice that
illustration? the angled portion of the object appears

foreshortened in the e projection.
However, when the sl ping portion is

imagined to be revolved urêits longitudinal
7. In which types of sectional viewtare both aXis coincides with the hon ontal axis, as.

internal and' external features of the object shown by the arrow, it projects true length as
shown? in part B.

(

3-3. Conventional Methods
Occasionally, some of the strict rules of

projection are violated in sectioned
representation. In drafting, any. approved
-variation from true projection, is /known as
conventional viblation. These variations,
sometimes called conventional methods or
practices, simplify drafting and make

'

Figure 3-16. Outline'sectiofiing.

1."
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CONVENTIONAL KTHOO

Figuie 3-17. Revolved view.'
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Figure 348. Aligned SeCtidhs.
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TRUE..) PROJECTION

The application of revolution to sectional
views is shown in figure 3-18. In part A, the
offset cutting plane line, AA, is bent in order
to pass through the angled features of the
object. The angled part of the cutting plane
and feature'are then imagined to be revolved
until the angled part of the cutting plane is'
aligned with the oth,er part of the cutting
plane as shown. Or, you may assume that the
plane is in the aligned position, and then
imagine the angled feature to be revolVed into ,

the plane. In either case, the revolution
permits the portions of the object behindthe
cutting plane to be projected symmetrically
and of true size in the sectional side viewAA.

When there are an odd number of holes in a
circular object, as in part B of figure 3-18,
they should *aligned in the sectional view in
order to show their exact location with
reference to the circumference and' center of
the object. Notice, as before, that the angled
part of the offset cutting plane line, AA, and
the cut portion of the hole are imagined to be
revolved until the two parts of the cutting
plane are aligned. Thus, the true radial
distance of the holes relative to the
cirtUmference and center are shown in lhe
sectional side view, A-A. You can see that, if
the angled part of the cutting plane were not
revolved, only the top hole would project true
radial distance from the center and
circumfe.rence in the sectional view.

Figure 34 9 Conventional presentation of spokes..
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CONVENTIONAL METHOD

NES

VO

FigUre 3-20. Conventional presentation of webs or

Spokes, webs, or ribs. Severalconventiwal
.riolations or methods are shown by the wheel
in figure 3-19. The spoke is shown revolved in
the front view so that it fprojects true length
in the conventional method. If the spoke were
not revolved, it would project foreshortened
as shown in the true projection. Now, notice
that the spokes in the conventional method
are not section-lined even though the cutting
plane-passes through'them, as is the case with
small solid parts such as rivets,- screws, and
shidts. This is done to distinguish the spoke

4 more clearly from other partskofthe wheel.
slaape and internal features of the '

spoke are shown by the revolved section in
.the front view (fig. 3:19). This section is
sectioned-lined because the cutting plane (not
shown) passes crosswise through a rib,, web, or
any thin member,the member should be
sectioned lined.

When an object has a web (or rib) cut by a
cutting plane, the web is Rot section-lined as
it would be in a true sectional view. Figure

2' 0"

SCALE: l'-0" (-I SIZE)
231-/0/

2' 0"

trftrirl rtrtrit

SCALE 6r a )

,Figure 321. Conventional breaks.
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3-20 shows this type of presentation. Note
that the webs are not section-lined in the
conventional method of representation, even
though the plane cuts the webs longitudinally.
In a true projection, the webs would be
section-lined, and the object- would appear
solid in the sectional view. Cdnsequently, by
using the conventional method (conventional
violation), the sectional view is not
misleading.

Cp nventional Breaks. When drawing a
um orm object whose length is long in
comparison with its diameter, the drawing
may be made to a larger scale by breaking out
i portion so that the ends can be placed closer
together (length 'shortened). This pnnciple is
shown in figure 3-21, which illustrates the use
of a conventional break for drawing a 2foot
rod whose diameter is 1 inch. Notice that,
when the rod is shown oneeighth size, its
length measures 3 inches in the drawipg and
its diameter one-eighth -inch. However, by
breaking out a portion and drawing the rod
one-half size, the diameter is shown one-half
inch. Accordingly, the 1-inch threads of the
rod are shown one-half inch in f he broken-out
drawing. You can see that, by use of a
conventional break, the small features of long,
uniform objects (such as bars, rods, and
tubes) can be clearly'shown.

TYPE OF
BREAK USED

18V3lav5D1R5ETV4NAFt

RECTANGULAR SHAPED METAL

RECTANGULAR SHAPED III000

ROUND SOLID

ROUND79$O4.LOW

4..

LONG BREAK LINE 23/ /02

Figure 3-22. Application of a conventkonal break.
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A conventional break indicates that. the
length of a part is not drawn to scale.
However, the actual length is 'indicated by
dimensioning, as shown in figure 3-21.

The conventional breaks shown in figure
3-22 are designed to give a fairly accuratle
representation of 'the cross-sectional features
of the part, in additiOn to the usage just
explained. Breaks may be drawn freehand or
with drawing tools, depending upon the size:
However, breaks for wood sections should
always be drawn freehand. Breaks should be
located at a point on the object where the
cross-sktional shape is constant, since it
would be confusing to break the length at a
point where a changein shape occurs.

Notice that a revolved section may be used
4 in conjunction with a break to reveal the

internal features accurately, but a revolved
section does not represent a break in the
object. It is common practice to draw a
revolved section when the scale of the
drawing is increased by use of a break.

Exercises (230):
1. Explain a conventional violation,

In figure 3-21 if the conventional- method
were not used, the true length of the
sloping portion of the object would be
shown only in the

3. What is the purpose of revolving the cutting
plane in part B of figure 3-18?

AUXILIARY

231-105

Figure 323. Auxiliary plane position.

4. What is indicated by a conventional break?

5. What determines where a drawing may be
broken?

1

3-4. Auxiliary Views
On many objects, there are surfaces an&

lines which do not show in true size and shape
because they are not parallel to any one of
the regular projection planes. To build an
object, the builder must know the true
lengths of all lines, the true sizes and shapes
of all planes, andt in some cases, the true size
of the angle between intersecting planes.
When these conditions are not shown in
regular top, front, and side views, additional
planes of projeotion must be set up to show
views giving the needed information. These
additional planes are called auxiliary planes
tand the views are called auxiliary views. IIc
MO -suction, we'll discuss the gigs-box
method for explanatory 'purpOses ana' then
cover the method more generally
usedsometimes called the customary
Method of projection.

231. Given the procedure, identify the
methods of projection and classification of
auxiliary views.

Glass-Box Method. Figure 3-23 shows an
object with an inclined face inclosed in a glass
box. Notice that the auxiliary plane.is parallel
with the inclined face. Therefore, the
projection of the inclined face on this plane is
true size and.shape. Using the same method of
opening the glass box as shown in figure 3-24,
the various planes are hinged around the front
plane and are rotated until they coincide (lie
in the same plane) with the front plane. The
result of this rotation is shown in figureA-24.

Although the glass-box method is rather
cumbersome and seldom used, it shows the
principles of auxiliary views. Now we'll
discuss the customary method of projection.

Customary Projection Method. In this
method, you asSume a plane which either
coincides with or is parallel with a selected
surface of the object. In either case, that
portion of the object projected upon this
plane is shown on the drawing. This statement
applies to all types of orthographic
projection, including auxiliary projection.

182
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Figure 324. Compiete auxiliary.
/

Figure 3-25 shows the projected top vigw
and front view of the object shown in the
piaorial drawing. It is / apparent that an

.. auxiliary view is necessary to ,show the
slanting surface in trim size and shape. This
auxiliary view is drawn as if we were viewing
the surface in a direction perpendicular to the
inclined face, as shown,by the arrow.

To obtain the true size and shape view,
imagine a plane s aced so that it is parallel to
the inclined face. otice that the reference
line represents the . :e view of the reference
(atixiliary) plane. Sinie the reference line is
parallel with the edge o e inclined surface,
the reference plane is allel with the
inclined surface. Consequently, the inclined
surface projected on this plane is true size and
shape. .

Figure 3-26 shows the reference plane
rotated to coincide with the plane of the
front elevation. .Notice that the plane is

rotated. about the reference linethe
reference line (edge of plane) xemains in the
same position as it is in figure 3-25.

On the imaginary auxiliary plane, reference
lines can be placed at any logical distance
from the inclined surface of the object. If the
object is --niinsymmetrical, such as the one
shown thus far, the reference line represents
the edge of the auxiliary plane. This line is
.called a nonsymmetrical reference line.
Hfrwever, if the face of the object is iuch that
the auxiliary view will ,be symmetrical, the
reference line is the line V symmetry. In this
case, the line is called a symmetrical reference
line, and it lies between and is parallel with ,

edges.pf the auxiliary plane.

71
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Classification of Auxiliary Views. ;cuxiliary
views fall into three. general categories: a
single or primary auxiliary view,dia' partial
auxiliary, view, and a complete auxiliary view.
Let's discuss them in this order.

Single or primary auxiliary views. Tiiese
views may be subdivided into front auxiliary
view, plan or top auxiliar5)' view, and side or
end auxiliary view. . A single or primary
auxiliary view is obtained by projecting from
a principal view of the object, in which the
inclined surface of the view appears eve line'
or edge. Figure 3-26 shows the auxiliary view
projected from the, front view. Since the
projection is from the front view, it is a front
auxiliary view. The principles of projecting
auxiliary views from the plan or top view and

#
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REFERENCE
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TOP VIEW
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Figure 3-25. Object with

4
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TO OBTAIN TRUE
SIZE OF SLOPING
SURFACE
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PLAN OR
TOP VIEW

REFERENCE LINE

.
23/ -Ws

FRONT VIEW
.

,
, REFERENCE PLANE

(COINCIDES WITH PLANE OF
FRONT VIEW)

Figure 3-2e. Open glass box showing auxiliary plane
position.

the side or tnd view are the same as from the
front view.

Partial auxiliary views. Since figure 3-26
shows only the inclined face of the object, it
represents a partial 4uxiliary view. Since
partial auxiliary views are the most commonly
used, in the next section we'll present the
principles of drawing them.

Complete auxiliary views. Occasionally; it
may be necessary to indicate how the entire
object appears when the inclined face is
shown in true size and shape. A complete
auxiliary view is shown in figure 3-27. Notice
that sloping edge ab projects true length as
shown by a b', but edge bc is foreshortened as
shown by b'c'. This is because the plane in-
which bc lies is n6t parallel with the auxiliary
plane. Compare other dimensions in the same
manner.

Now let's cover the basic methods of
drawing nonsymmetrical and symmetrical
partial views.

Partial Auxiliary View Drawing of
Nonsymmetrical Object. In maldng a partial
auxiliary view of a nonsymmetrical object,
the first step is to draw a reference line that is
parallel to the line which is the edge of the
inclined surface (see fig. 3-25). Since this
reference line is the gdge of the auxiliary
plane, this plane is imagined as being parallel
with the inclined surfaae. Hence, any line

...

Which lies on the auxiliary plane will also be
parallel with the inclined surface.

Next, draw light projection lines at right
angles from all points on the inclined surface
(see fig. 3-26) to the reference line. Then lay
'off along these projection lines the
perpendicular distances from the near edge of
the surface as shown in the plan view. In this
case, there are three lifle;, lines 1-2, 3-4, and
5-6, in the plan view, which show as
3'-4', and 5'-6' in the auxiliary view. Notice
that lines 1- , 3-4, and 5-6 are equal in length
to lines 1 , 3`-4', and 5'-6'.,, respectively. As
you can the length of th.e reference lin,sig
the same the' inclined surface of the front
view. Furthermore, notice that lines 2'-4' and
3'-6' are not the same length as the
corresponding lines in either the plan view or
the front view, because now they are shown

;in true length.
.

Remember that the auxiliary plane is
imagined to be hinged to the plane to which it
is Perpendicular and is revolved into the plane
of the paper, as shown in figure 3-24.

Drawing a Partial Symmetricaluxiliary
View.. Often it may be advantageous to
position the reference plane through .the_
center of the object. If the object is
symmetrical, the construction is wit difficult
if the reference line is used as a center-line
axis. Figure 3-28 shows .a symmetrical curve

. 72

Figure 3-27. Object requiring auxiliary view.
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Figure 328. Symmetrical auxiliary view

plotted on a reference line which is a
center-line axis. The partial auxiliary view is
constiucted by locating a series of spaced
points along the curve by projecting lines
determined by points established on the top
view. Notice that the top or plan view shows
the diameter of the circular cylinder, and the
front iiiew shows the slope and length of the
inclined portion of the cylinder.

In constructing the auxiliary view of the
inclined surface, draw reference (center) line
R'L'' parallel to the inclined surface and at
any conlienient distance from the surface; and
draw reference line RL in the top view
through the center of the dircle, as showp in
figure 3-28. Next, draw some vertical lines

- which are perpendicular to the reference or
center-line RL (top view) to intersect -the

-
Al_
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.-
inclined face, and extend ,them upward to
intersect the upper portion' of the circle
circumference. For example, line 1-2 in the
top view intersects inclined edge XY at point
B. The other points on line XY are established
in the same manner. Then from point B, draw
line BC parallel with lines XR' ,and YL'.
(Lines XR' and YV are perpendicular t3 the
inclined edge XY.) Continue this procedure
by drawing the parallel lines from the other
points located on the inclined edge, as shown
in figure 3-28.

Now, notice that points.1 and 2 in the top
view are equidistant from the center line;
consequently. the length H1 is equal to the
length H2. Since this is also true of points 3
and 4, 5 and 6, etc., we can locate points on
the curve in the auxiliary view. On line Fir,

i
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mark ,off ll'1' equal to H1 and fi.2' equal to
H2, so that points 1' and 2' are equidistant
from teferegee line R'L'. These two points l'
and 2' are points on the ellipse of the
auxiliary view. Repvat this operatioa until
sufficient points are established for drawing
the ellipse through them, using an Irregular
curve.

You can see that if mere points are located
on the inclined 'line, more points Can be
established on the ellipse and, consequently, a
smoother curve may be drawn.

r
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Exercises (231):
1. When is an auxiliary view required?

2. Is an auxiliary plane of a glass box rotated
in the same manner as the other planes?

3. If an auxiliary view is symmetrical, the
reference line is on the of

,
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Dimensianing

IN ADDITION to the complete shape
description of an object, a drawing must give
the complete size and location description;
that is, it must be dimensioned. A properlx
dimensioned drawing must show extension
lines and dimendion lines terminated by
arrowheads, easily read numerals indicating
size, finish marks, and notes with or without
leaders. From a drawing with' these dimension
standards, a machinist can make parts 'that fit
properly when assembled. Dimensions are
given as linear distances, angles, or notes.
Learning to dimension consists of three major
factors:

You Must learn the techniques- of
dimensioning:and know such things as the
clfaracter of the lines used, the spacing of
dimensions, and the making of arrowheads.

You must learn the rules of dimension
placement on a drawing to assure logiFal and
practical arrangement with maximum
legibility.

You also must learn how to choose.
These choices 'are based on the function...of
the part and the manufacturing process.

4-1. Dimension Elements '
The two basic methods used to give a

distance on a_ drawing are a dimension and a
note. A dimension is used to give a distance
between two points, lines, planes, or
combinations of points, lines, or planes.

232. Given the basic elements of
dimensioning, list and exPlain the elements
used.

Typical dimensions are shown in foldout 2.
Refer to this illustration as yOu read the
following description of the dimension
elements.

Notes. This method of distance description
(see the local note, item 1, at the top of
foldcrut 2; and the general nyte;item 2, at the
left center of .the foldout) provides a means of
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giving explanatory inforniation along with a
size dimension. The leader and` arrowhead of, a
l'ocal note refer to the word statement of the
note to the proper feature of the drawing.
Notes applying to the object as a whole
(general note) are given without leaders.
These general notes are placed in some
convenient place on the drawing.

Lines Used in Dimensioning. Extension
lines, dimension lines, and leaders are thin
solid lines placed on the drawing for
dimensioning purposes. They are made the
same thickness as center lines so that they
contrast with the heavier outlines of the
object. Refer to foldout 2 as you read the
following characteristics of each line.

Extension line. An extension line (item 3)
extends from th-e, view to the trtmension
outside the view. Extension liness1 about
one-sixteenth of an inch from the outline of

, the object and extend about one-eighth of an
inch beyond the last dimension line. As
shown in the upper-left portion of foldout 2,
outlines and extended center lines may becr.used as extension lines. '

Dimension line. A ension line (item 4)
is a thin, solid line terminatecd at each end by
arrowheads. It indicates the direction and
extent of the dimension. A numerical value
placed along the dimension line specifies the
number of units indicated. Whn the numerals
are in a single line, the dirnsion line is
usually broken near the center, and
numerals are placed in the open space. When
the numerals are in two lines, the dimension
line is not broken, and one line of numerals is
placed above the dimension line and the other

elow.
Leader.# A leader (item 5) is a thin, straight

line that' begins at a dimension, or note
and terminatei in an arrowhead at the
point on the drawing to which the dinwnsion
or note refers., The note end of a leader
usually termmates with a short horizontal bar
at the mid-height of the lettering at either the
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Figure 4-1. Arrowheads.

beginning or ending of the note. Leaders that
end at circles or arcs are drawn as radial lines;
that is, if extended, they would pass through
the center.

Arrowheads. The pointing ends of leaders
and both ends of dimension lines are
terminated with arrowheads (item 6). Draw .
these pointing symbols freehand. Use either
one' stroke or two strokes to form the point.
Then complete the shape by drawing a line

- a ross the open end. If you use the one-stroke
method to foirn the point, make the stroke
toward the point and then away from it. If
you use two strokes, make both strokes
toward the point. Afteecompleting the sh,ape

- of the arrowhead, fill in the center.
Figure 4-1 shows the two comnion sEapes

of arrowheads. One has curved sides; ther
other has straight sides. Notice the proportion

... of theAtength' to the width. The length of the
arrowhead with curved sides is three times the
width. Straight-sided arrowheads are longer
and narrower and are mde with a,broader
stroke, which produces blunter point. The
two small arrowheads the right indicate
the normal size used on sm l drawings. These
are approximately one-eighth of an inch long.
For large drawings, arrowheads may be as
long as three-sixteenths of an inch.

Dimensions. Since the numerical value or
dimension (item 7, FO 2) fs the most
important element of dimensioning, the
numerals must be carefully lettered. Either a
vertical or an inclined style can be used.
One-eighth of an inch for small drawings and,
five thirty-seconds of an inch for larger
drawings are good general sizes.

Common frafibns. As shown in figure 4-2,
a dimension may consist of whole numberi,
fractions, feet and inches, or decimals. When
common fractions are used, the-fraction bar is
plaqd parallel with the guide lines, and the
numetator and denominator Fe made'
somewhat smaller than the whole number so
that the total height of the fraction is twice
that of the whole number. The numerals do. not touch the fraction bar. Notice that when
the dimension occupies the open space of a
dimension line, the fraction bar is aligned
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with the dimension line, but the two do not
touch. The three presentations at the right of
the top row show the different ways to place
the dimension when -the space is limited. In
one method you place the dimension figure
between the extension lines and the
dimension lines on the outside pointing
toward the figure. When the space is too small
to allow enough room for a figure, the
dimension may be placed as in the two
presentations on the right.

Feet and inches. Dimensions in feet and
inches are represented with the symbols (')
and ("), as shown in the center row of figure
4-2. Wh n the dimension is in even\feet, suchas 6 fe no inches, the dimension is
written as 6' 0". When a dimension is in feet
and a fraction of an inch, a zero is used 'in'
front of the traction; for example, 6' 01/2".
When the dimension is all in inches, the inch
mark is usually omitted from all dimensions
and notes unless there is some possibility of
misunderstanding. For example, a note
consisting of 1 DRILL would be written as 1"
DRILL so that it would not be interpreted as
"drill one hole."

On Air Force machine drawings, if no foot
or inch marks appear, the dimension values
indicate inches, unless a different unit of
measurement is indiaated by a general note.
Parts of inches are given as common'fractions
Or decimal fractions. Three different systems
are used.

Systems orwnting dimension values. When
the smallest fraction of a dimension is
one-sixty-fourth or an inch or greater, the
common-fraction system is generally used.
With this system all dimension values are
written as units and'common fractions. The

16
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Figure 4-2. Dimensioning method.
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common fractions used are %, %, 'Is ,

and the appropriatte multiples of
these fractions. Values Gontaining these frac-
tions can be laid out with a steel tape or with
a scale graduated in sixty-fourths of an inch.

The common-fraction, decimal-fraction
system is used principally in machine drawing
whenever, the degree of precision required
calls for fractions of an inch which are smaller
than those on the ordinary steel scale. The
method used is as follows: (1) Give values in
units and common fractions for distances not
requiring an accuracy closex than one
sixty-fourth inch, and (2) give values in units
and decimal fracions for distances requiring
greater precision. The decimal fractions are
given to as many decimal places as needed for
the degree of precision required. In any case,
the decimal point is made somewhat larger
than is normal so tgat its position will, not
likely be misinterpreted.

The complete decimal system uses
two-place decimal fractions exclusively for all
dimension values. The digits afterthe deCimal
point are preferably written to even fiftieths,
such as .02, .04, .06, etc., 'so that when
halved, 'as for radii, etc., the resulting figures
are two-place decimals. Writing the values in
even fiftieths allows the use of scales divided
in fiftieths, which are much easier to read
than scales divided in hundredths.

Dimension values for distances requiring
greater precision than that expressed by the
two-place .decimal are written to three, four,
or more decimal places as needed for
precision.

When decimal equivalents are used for
common fractions, some of them come out to
a greater number of decimal places
(significant digits) than necess'ary or
desirable for use as a dimension value. In such
cases, the ctecimal should be adjusted or
rounded off to a smaller number of decimal
places. The following procedure is
recommended:

a. When the figure beyond the last figure
to be retained is less than 5, the last figure
retained should not be changed. For example,
3.14162 when rounded off to four places
becomes 3.1416.

b. When the figure bey'ond the last figure
to be retained is more than 5, the last figure
retained is increased by 1. For example,
1.6875 becomes 1.69 when rounded to two
places.

c. When the figure beyond the last place to
be -retained is exactly 5 with only zeros
following, the preceding number, if even, is
left unchanged; if odd, it is increased by 1.

For example, 1.8125 becomes 1.812 and
1.6875 becomes 1.688 when rounded off to
three places.

Finish rpark. A finish mark (item 8, FO 2)
indicates that a certain surface of a metal part
must be finished in some manner. That is, the
surface must be changed by some process,
such as machining, dnlling, filing, or grinding.
When the part is to be machined from rolled
stock, finish marks are not required, because
it is understood that all surfaces are finished.
Neither are finish marks necessary on drilled,
reamed, or counterbored holes, or on similar
machined features when thelkmachining
process is specified by a note.

The symbol used as a finish mark is a 60° V
whose point touches the line representing the
edge view of the finished surface. The sides of
the symbol also form 60° angles with the line

r representing the surface. Finish marks are
placed on the "air side" (no material side) of
the line. They are placed on all views in which
the surface to be machined appears as a line.
If the part is to be machined on all surfaces,

- the note "FINISH ALL OVER" is used, and
the marks are omitted from the views.
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Exercises (232):
1. ,By what two methods may a distance be

given in a drawing?

2. List and identify the lines used in
dimensioning.

3. What is the length of an arrowhead?

4. Why place a finish mark on a drawing?

"t$

4-2. Techniques of Dimensioning
Any object can be broken down into a

combination of basic geometric shapes or
forms. These. forms are usually prisms,
cylinders, pyramids, and cones. Any form
may be positive or negative, in the sense that
a steel shaft is a positive cylinder and a round
hole is a negative cylinder. This feature of
breaking down an object into simple
geometric forms is the basis of dimensioning.
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Figure Dimensioning gecimetric shapes.

The complete description of an object
consists_Df giving the shape, size, and location

object's basic forms. Thae
ust show the size of each

and the relative location of all
g how to dimension simple
s is essential to describing any

th
dimensions

, geometric fo
forms. Knowi
geometric fo
obect.

233. Given the techniques al dimensioning,
identify the size, location, and standard
dimgnsioning features.

Size Dimensioning. Since every solid has
three dimensions; each of the geometric forms

k

which make up the object must have its
height, width, and depth indicated in the
dimensioning. These distance values are called
size dimensions. Refer to figure 4-3 as you
read the following information on
dimensioning simple geometric forms.

Prism. The prism is 'the most common
shape found in objects. Square, rectangle, Dr
triangular prisms require three dimensions.
The method of dimensioning a rectangular
prism is shown in the illustration. The letter
"S" in.,the illustration indicates that this is a
size dimension. Notice that the dimensions
are placed between the views. Since two views
(the top and front views) are all 'that are
necessary to adequately describe this
particular prism, the depth dimension can
refer to the top view and be in line with the
height dimension, thus eliminating the need
fort the side view. For regular hexagonal or
octagonal types of prisms, usually only two
dimensions are Olen: the length and either
the distance across the corners or the distance
across the flats.

Pyramid. Right pyramids are dimensioned
by giving the dimensiohs of the base and the
altitude. Right pyramids are often frustums
(portion of a pyramid with the pointed
section removed) which require dimension of
both bases.

Cylinder. A cylinder is the next most
common geometric form. It obviously
requires wily two dimensions: length and
diameter. The general method of
dimensioning a aylinder is to give both its
diameter and its length in the iectangular-
view. If clearness is gained,. a, diagonal
diameter may be used in the view that shows
the cylinder as a circle. The tse- of several
diagonal diameters is usually confusing and
should seldom be used. The radius of a
cylinaer is never given, since measuring tools,
such as the micrometer caliper, are designed
to check diameters. Small cylindrical holes,
such as drilled, reamed, or bored holes, are
usually dimensioned by means of notes
specifying the diameter and the depth, along
with the requited shop operation.

The top view of the cylinder shown in
figure 4-3 would be unnecessary if the
dimension of the, hole were placed on the
rectangular view in the same position as the
corresponding dimension on the view 'of the
cone, below. However, the dimension in this
position would not indicate a diameter. In
such cases Where it is not clear from the view.
that a dimension indicates a diameter, the
abbreviation "DIA" or "D" is given after the
dimension figure.
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Figure 4-4. Dimensioning circles and arcs.

Cone. lit cones are dimensioned by
givirig the altitude and :the diameter of the
base. They usually occur as frustums which
require dimensions of height and both
diameters. Oblique cones are dimensioned in,
the same way as right cones but with an
additional dimension parallel to _the base to
give the offset of the verte:s

Sphere. A sphere is dimensioned by giVing
the diameter and adding the abbreviation
"SPHER." Figure 4-3 also shows how a flat
surface on 4 sphere is dimensioned.

Torus.. This doughnut-shaped form is
dimensioned by giving its outside diameter
mid its thickness. As you can see in the figure,
both of these dimensions are given on the
front view. .

Location Dimensioning. In' addition. to
dimensioning the basic geornetric shapes .fdr

. size, you must_ give . dimensions which will s

position each form in relation to the other.
Establish the location or position in height,

, width, and depth directions. Locate
rectangular shapes with reference to their
faces and cylindrical and conic shapes with
reference to their center iines and their bases.

Particular care must be exercised in the
selection and placing of location dimensions,
because u'pon them depend the accuracy of
the operations in making a piece and the
proper mating of a piece with other parts. To
selectflocation dimensions intelligently, you
must first determine the contact surfaces,
finished surfaces, and center lines of the basic
geometric forms and, with the accuracy
demanded and the method ot production in
.mind, decide from what other surface or
center line each should be located. Mating
location dimensions must be given from the
same center line or finished surface on both
parts. Location dimensions may be from
center to center, surface to center, or surface
to surface.

Dimensioning Standard Features. Many
basic shapes occur so often in mechanical
parts that they can be considgred as standard
features. As such, th ey dese rye special
dimensioning consideration. The standard
features include circles and arcs, curves,
angles, chamfers, tapers, holes, countersinks,
counterbores, spotfaces, and shapes with
rounded ends.

Circles and arcs.' - The methods of
dimensioning circles and arcs are shown m
figure 4-4. For a circle -thp diameter is the
essential dimension. When ser)es of
concentric circles are dimensioned on their
circular view, the dimension values should,
always read from the same direction, if
Possible.

Arcs are dimensioned by givini the radius
. on the view that shoWs the true shape of the

curve. The dirnension line for the radius is .<
) always drawn as-a radial line and at an angle

Figure 4-5.,pimensiorung compound circular curves..
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Figure 46 Dilnensioning irregular curves.
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Figure 4-7. Dimensioning angles.

with the horizontal..A radial dimension-line
should never be drawn horizontally or
vertically. A small cross is used to mark the
center. The numerical value 'is usually
followed by the letter "R," designating.
radius. If the size of the racjius" and the space,
for the value permit, both the xihnension line
and the value are placed inside the arc. lf the_
space for the value is limited, the line may be
placed ,inside and the value outside-For very
small 'arcs,. both. the line antf value inay be
'placed ou,tside the arc.

When the center of an arc lies outside' the
lirnits of the drawing, move the center closer
along the center line of the arc, and jog the,
dimension line twieet the new center. Draw
the portion of tWnension line adjacent to
the arc as a radial line of the true center.

Curvei Dimension a compound, curve
combosed of circular arcs by giving the radii
of these arcs and the location of their centers,
as shown in figure 4-5. An important
consideration of this type of curve is the
termination of each arc. For this particular
curve, the arcs adjacent to-- each other
terminate at the intersection of the curve and
a line drawn through their centers.

Dimension cui-ves are those for which great
accu cy is not retluired by offset or
coorjinate points on the curves, as shown in
fiy1e 4-6. For greater accuracy, dimension

om datum features. If the curve in figure 4-6
were dimensioned by the datum system, each
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horizontal dimension would be measured
from the right vertical edge, and the vertical
dimensions would be measured from the
bottom edge. Thus, each dimension would be
independent of the others and would be more
accurate. .

Angles. The dimension line for an angle is a
circular arc with its center at the intersection
of the sides of the angle. Four different
methods of dimensioning angles are shown at
the top of figure 4-7. The dimension value is
usually placed horizontally, as shown in the
three examples on the left. Occasionally, the
value is aligned with the dimension arc, as

(A )

312i 45°

/
( 8)

( C ) ,` f/

Figure 48. Dimedming chamfers.
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Figure 49. Dimensioning tapers.

shown on the right. As you can see, this
system requires a large angle. A typical
application of angle dimensioning is shown at
the bottom of the figure.

The space available determines the position
of the dimension value and dimension arc.
When there is enough space, both value and
arc are placed inside the two sides. When the
space is limited, the value may, be placed
inside and the arcs outside, or both may be
placed outside.

Chamfers. These are beveled external or
internal edges. The 45° chamfers are
dimensioned as shown in figure 4-8 at (A) and
(B) or by a note, such as chamfer 1/8 x 45°.(If
the chamfer angle is other tfian 450, it is
dimensioned as at (C) of figure 443.

Tapers. A taper is a conical surface of a
shaft or a hole. The method of dimensioning
tapers depends on the method of manufacture
and the accuracy required. If the specification
calls for a standard taper, the dimension
indicates one diameter and the length. The
general method shows the diameters of both
ends and the taper pr foot. An alternate
method is shown in figure 4-9. This method
gives one diameter, the length, and the taper
per foot. The taper per foot is defined as the

.375-f-.005 DIA

VOEEP

A

difference in ,diameter in inches for one foot
, of length.

Holes. Drilled, reamed, bored, punched, or
cored holes are usually dimensioned by note,
giving the diameter, operation:and depth if
required. The order of items in a note
corresponds to the order of procedure in the
shop in producing the hole. A typical note is
as follows:

I/2 DRILL 'itt DP - 2 HOLES

Two or more holes of the same didmeter aret
dimensioned .by a single note with the leader
pointing to one of the holes. The leader
generally points to the circular view of the
hole. It is placed on the rectangular view only
when it promotes clearness.

Figure 4-10 shows three methods of
dimensioning the depth of a hole. Shown at A
is the method used when the depth of the
hole is not important to the functioning of
the part. When the clearance at the bottom of
the hole is important, use the dimension
method shown at B. When the depth of the
hole is important to the functioning of the
part, dimension the hole as shown- at C.

Measure the location dimensions for holes'
from a finished surface used as a datum plane,
'or from an important center or.icenter line.
Dimension holes equally spaced about a
common center by giving the dia ter
(diagonally) of the circle of ce rs
(commonly called the bolt circle)' an by
specifying "EQUALLY SPACED" on the
note.

Locate holes which are unequally spaced
about a common center by means of the two

1.75 MIN DEEP
.3754-.005 DIA .375

.380

8

Figure 4-10. Dimensioning h?.1.T.
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Figure 4-11. Two methods of dimensioning holes.
^

methods shown in figure 4-11. Locate them
by means of the bolt circle diameter plus
angular measurements with reference to only
one of, the center lines, as shown by the
illustration on the right. Where greater
accuracy is required, give rectangular or
coordin-ate dimensions. This method is shown
on the left. When using, rectangular
dimension, mark the diameter of the bolt
circle "REF" to indicate that it is to be used
as a reference dimension. Reference
dimensions are given for information only.
They aie not intendedto be measured and do
not govern the shop operation.

-
The two small holes in foldout 2 are on a

common center line. In such cases, one
dimension locates one. hole from the center
line of the part; the other gives the distance
between the holes. Note the omission of a
dimension between the' center hne and' the
lower hole. This method ie. used when (as is
usually the case) the distance between the
holes is the impo;tant -consideration. When
the relation between the center line and each
of the small hol8 is more important, the
dimension is included between the center line
and both holes, and ..the overall dimension is
marked "REF."

Holes may be located by giiting dimensions
from a base line or daturVAen'all }toles are
located from a common um, the sequence
of measuring and machining operations is
controlled, overall 'tolerance accumulations
are avoided, and proper functioning of the
finished part is assured. The datum surfaces
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selected must be more accurate than ,that
required of any measurement made from
'them, must be accessible during manufacture,
and must be arranged so as to facilitiate tool
and fixture design. It may be necessary to
specify accuracy of the datum surfaces in
such terms as "straightness," "roundness,"
and "flatness."

s

Countersink. A countersink'.is a conical
depression at the top of a hole to
accommodate the head of a screw.
Countersinks are dimVensioned as shown ,in
figure 4-12 The linear dimension indicates
the distance across the top of the countersink.
The dimensions of the jivet, bolt, screw, or
other device to be inserted, in' the countergink
fietermine the angle of its conical sides.

Counterbore. The counterbore is ''64-1

enlargement of the en'd of a drilled hole, It is
cylindrical in shape arid deep enough to allow
a specific clearance. Each counterbore is
dimensioned by a note with the abbreviation
"C BORE," a leader; the diameter, and the
depth of the boie. The two methods of
dimensioning a counterbore are shown in
figure 4-13.

Spotface. A spotface is a machined area
around a hole to permit accurate seating of a
bolthead, washer, or nut. A spotface is
specified by a leader from a notelirrYing the
abbreviation "sr and giving therdiameter of
the 'spotface. THis leader-note combination is
usually grouped with the leader and note
giving the diameter of the hole, as shown in
figure 4-14.
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Shapes with rounded ends. Methods of

dimensioning sha*pes with rounded ends
depend upon the degree of accuracy required,
When extreme accuracy is required, the
methods shown in figure 4-15 are
recommended. The top illustration shows the
dimensioning required for a rounded-end slot,
and the bottom illustration shows the
dimensioning required for a rounded-end link.
Overall lengths of rounded-end shapes are
given in each example. The width of the sldt
and the link are given "and the rddii are
indicated, but without specific values. In
,dimensioning the link, the center-to-center
distance is required becapse it is necessary to
locate the holes accurately. '

ei.

When precision is not necessary, the two
parts may be dimensioned by giving the .
distance between the centers, the width, and

, the radius of the rounded end .of each.shape.
Of course, the diameter of the holes in the

. link must also be given. ,
Exercises (233); '.
1. What is meant by size dimensioning?

2. What is the most common shape found in
objects?

3. Identify a right cone, a frustum of cone,
and an oblique cone.

i

4. What is meant by location dimensioning?

5. List the shapei that are considered standard
feattqes.

4-3. Dimensioning Practices
cWith clarity the important consideration,

e are many dimensionl g practices or
prindples, some with the for e of a rule, that
must be wed in dimensionin drawing. Most
of these practices are concerned with the
placement of dimension eleients and the
procedure for dimensioning.
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SECTION A-A 23/-/2o
Figure 4-12. Dimensioning coontersinks.

-
234. Given the procedures for dimensioning
practices, explain placement and 4order of
dimensioning elements. ,

Placement of Dimensions. In addition to
the methods of dimensioning basic geometric
forms and shapes that we have airea4
discussed; the following principles or rules
apply to good dimensioning.

a. Place dimensions between views
whenever possible (see fig. 4-16). If this is not
possible, the next best position is on the
outside of the views. When it is impossible to
use either of these two positions, place the
dimensions on the views themselves. If you
place the dimension on the surface of a

l ? /
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Figure 413. Dimensioning counterbores.

sectional view, omit the section lining around
the numbers.

b. Dimensions must read from the bottom
and right side of the sheet of paper unless the
unidirectional system of dimensioning is used.
This means that the dimensions are placed in

231-122

Figure 4-r4. Dimensioning spotfaces.
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the position shown in figure 446. As you can
see, the horizontal dimensions run from left
to right, and the vertical dimensions run
upward. In the unidirectional system, all
dimensions are placed horizontally.

c. Without duplicating or crowding,

I. 75 ( A )

Figure 4-15. Dimensioning parts with rmAnded ends.
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Figure 416. Dimensioning placement.

indicate as many dimensions as practicable on
thg principal view; that is, the view which best
shows the characteristic contour of the
object. This rule is demonstrated in figure
4-16, where width dimension is placed on the
top view, the height dimensions of the
features are placed on the front view, and the
depth dimensions are placed on the side view.
The dimensions apply to one view only; that
is, with dimensions between views, the
extension lines should be drawn from one
view, not from both views.

d. Do not place unnecessary dimensions on

ire-

AVVROVED

4

a drawing..This rule is also applied in figure
4-16. Notice that no dimensions ire needed
for the features on the right side of both front
and side vieWs because the other dimensions
have already eslablished these dimensions.

e. Whenever possible, avoid crossing one
dimension line with another. As shown in
figure 4-17, the best method of preventing
cro6ed dimension lines is to place the

line of the shortest distarice nearest
the o tline of the object and to add parallel
'dimension lines in thee order of 'the size of .
distances dimensioned. When . crossing

Figure 4-17. Dimensioning line arrangement.

1 9 ?
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Figure 418. 1.Ise inclined extension lines.

231-126

dimension lines wits extension or leader lines
is unavoidable, make a break in the extension
line or leader line at the point of crossing.
However, when two extension lines cross,
neither line is broken, nor are extension lines
broken when they cross outlines.

,

1 Plfce dimensions by e ither the aligned
systenk_or the unidirectio al system. The
aligned system of .dimensio ing is used in
figure :446. In this system, the dimensions
parallel, the surface they dimension., The
unidiieetional system is used in figure 4-15.
Here all dimension values are horizontal.

g. Draw extension lines perpendicular to
their related dimension lines unless increased
clarity, pity be obtained otherwise. For an
example of the exception, observe figure
4-18. The top illustration shows that inclined
extension lines .permit a mudh clearer
presentation of the curved line than do the
horizontal extension lines used in the Jot&
illustration.

-1z. Keep parallel dimensions equally
spaced. An example of this practice ii shown
at the uppel right portion of foldout 2. The
space between the outline and the first
dimension line is slightly larger than the
spaces between the dimension lines. The
ratios 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 are commonly used.
For example, if the spaces between dimension
lines are,one-fourth unit or three-eighths unit,
the distance between the outline will be
three-eighths or one-half, respectively.

i, Group related dimensions on the view
showing the contour of a feature.

86

j. As shown in figure 4-19, arrange a series
of dimensions in a continuous line. When this
practice places the dimension values so close
together that they are hard to read, stagger
the values to form two columns, as shown in
figure 4-2'0: This makes the numeral much
easier to read.

h. Place dimension values midway between
arrowheads except when a center- line,
interferes or when the values are staggered.

The following dimensioning practices -have
"been so dermitely established that they maYs
'be called rules.

a. Do not use an object line, extension
line, or center line as a dimension line.

b. Always give location dimensions to the
center of circles that represent holes,
cylindrical projections, or bosses. '

p. When dimension figures appear on a
seOtional view, show them in a small,
uncrosshatched portion so that they can he

ad easilf....
n an arc is used a a dimension line

for an angular measurement, tse the vertex of
the angle as the center.

e. Show the diameter of a circle, never the
radius.

f. Make dimensioning complete so that it.is
not necessary for workmen to_add or subtract
to obtain a desired dimension or to scale the
drawing. . . 1/4

g. Place dimensions on the view that shows
the distance in its true length.

Order of Dimensioning. A systematic order
of working is a great help in placing
dimensions. Foldout 2 illustrates the
procedure. The steps are as follows:

a. Coriplete the shapoiescription.
b. Pla e the extension lines and extend the

center l e where necessark. Plan for the .
location f both size and locOion dimensions.

14

1

1;

re---11w 3
8

APPROVED 1 131-/2, NOT APPROVED

Figure 4-19. rouping dimensions.
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1.

placement of each dimension and
make alterations, if desirable or necessary.

f. Add the dimension lines. ,
d. Draw arrowheads and leaders for notes.
e. Add dimension values.
1. Letter notes.

Although the preceding procedure on the
order of dimensioning is simple, a beginning
drafthman may have trouble with the first
step, because the driwing of the shape
description must be done to scale; that is, the
diStances such as those representing the
width; height, and depth must be in correct
relationship with each other, as indicated bx
the dimensions. To show Srou how tha is
accomplished, let's go through the steps of
the process used to draw the shape
description of foldout 2.

Before starting the actual ) drawing,
mentally divide the object into its component
geometric shapes, make a multiview sketch,
and add size and location dimensions. Use this
sketch as a model for the drawing. Make all
construction lines light and use the following
steps to make the drawing.

a. Establish a reference line for each view.
,Since the bottom surface of the object is
maclUned and appears as a line in the front
view, it is .the logical choice for the reference
line of the front view. The horizontal center
line makes the best reference for the top view.

0:

/-

WAVINESS HEIGHT

ROUGHNESS HEIGHT

63
MACHINED SURFACE 32

r-WAVINESS
HEIGHT

Position these two lines on your paper so' that
the two views are properly spaeed. These two.
Jines serve as reference lines for vertical
measurements. .

b. On the top view, establish the vertfcal
center line for the large hole. Then project it
to 'the front view. These twit lines serve as
references for horizontal measurements.

c. Establish the position of the vertical
center lines for the hole on the left and the
two holes on the right by marking off from
the vertical center lines d,stances of 21/4 units,
tlit the left and 11/2 units to the right. Then
draw the two vertical center .liries in both
views.

d. On the vertical center line of the,tWo :
oles on the right, mark off the distance ',',, of

a unit to locate the center of the upper hole.
Froth this cehter, mark off thb d,istance 1.1/4
unith.,to locate the center of the rawer hole.
Then &kw the horizontal center lines through
these two.points. V

e. Draw the forms that appear aircles in
the top view, asing 14 unit for theiradius of
the small holes, ''-'47 unitifortheliads of
the large hole, 5/16 unit for.the radips of the
hole on the left, 1 unit' for the mdits of the
large cylindrical form, and 1/4 unittfor the
radius of the small cylindrical forrl Then,
project the resultant circles to the front view.

1. Using the center of the hole onAlie left
as the center and a radius of 1niC, draw\

SYM BOL -WAV/NESS WIDTH

ROUGHNESS-WIDTH CUTOFF
. 002 -

LAY
.005'

ROUGHNESS ?/IDTH

MEANING

ROUGHNESS
WIDTH

--ROUGHNEtS HEIGHT
WAVINESS

WIDTH
-

Figure Surface roughness
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. .
Figure 4-21. Surface roughness symbols.

the rounded end ef the object. Then project
the left end of the object to the front view.

, g Draw the remaining edges of the object
in the top view. The two edges that appear as
horizontal link are tangent to the semicircle.
`wiiich represents the rounded end of the,.
objed. The vertical line representing the edge\
at the other end of the object is located 47/8
units.,from the left' vertical center line. Then
project the right edge to the front view.

h. In the front view, draw hofizontal lineS
representing the heights of the d4fferent forms
'of the object, making the height of the base lh
unit, the height of the small cylindrical form
VI unit, and the height of the large cylindrical
form 13/4 units.

i. In both the top and froni views, draw the
lines representing the web between the two
cylindrical forms.

J. Draw all fillets and rounds, using a radius
of 1/8 unit. This completes the construction
part of the drawing.

k. Finish the drawing of the shape
description by erasing all unnecessary.
construction lines and tracing over all .lines,
giving them correct weight and character.

Dimensioning Surface Quality. The proper
functioning and wear life of a part frequently
depend upon the smoothness quality of its
surfaces. Simple finish marks, ao used on the
drawing of foldout 2 to show where material
is to be removed, are not sufficient to specify
surface finish on such parts. A system of
symbols defining roughness, waviness, and lay
is used. The relation of these symbols to
surface characteristics is illustrated in figure
4-21. Refer, to this figure as you read the
following definhions of surface characteristics
and explanatiOns of how these characteristics
are specified on the surface quality symbois.

Roughness. Surface roughness is the
relatively finely spaced surface irregularit4es

that are produced hy, the cuttnig action of
tool edges. Roughness is expressed as the
arithmetic-average deviation ixom the mean
line of the surface in profile. The ifilcroinch ;
(millionths of an inch) is the unit of
measurement. A higher n urn ter- of
microinches indicates a rougher surface that
does the rower number. .

When 'surface quality is specified' on a
drawing, the V finish rilark is used afs a base,
The right side of the V is egtended upward as
on a checkmark, and a horizontal crossbar is
added over the tap. When it is necessary to
specify only roughness height (the width
between ridges or the direction of tool marks
being unimportant), the simple symbol shown
in part A of figure 4-21 is used. In such cases,
the horizontal crossbar may be omitted. When
it i desired to spedify maximum and
minimum average roughness height, the upper
and lower value numbers are placed as those

Nat' B .

Additional factors , included, in the
measurement of roughness are rotahness
width and roughness-width cutoff. Roughness
width is rated in inthes and is the maximum
permissible spacing betWeen repetitive units
of the surface pattern. Roughness-width
cutoff is the maximtim width of surface
irregularities used in the measurement of
rOughness height. Both roughness Width and
roughness-width cutoff are measured in
inches. The values are placed under the
horizontal crossbar with the roughness-wiclth.

'cutoff directly over the roughness width, and
the roughness width value is placed to the
right of the lay symbol.

Tautness. Waviness is the .surface
undulations on which the roughness features
are sui3erimposed. The undulations ,are of
much greater magnitude than roUghness
irregularities. Waviness may result from
machine or work deflections, vibrations,
warping, strains, or similarsauses.-The height
of ,waviness is rated in inches as peak-to-valley
waves.

The waviness height of a surface is specified
in inches by placing the numerical value above
the horizontal crossbar of the symbol, as
shown in part C of figure 4-21. The maximum
waviness width is expressed in inches and is
given at the right of the waviness height
number. In the examples shown in figures
4-20 and 4-21, the Waviness width is 2 inches.

Lay. Lay is 'the predominant surface
pattern produced by tool marks. The
predoMinant pattern may lie parallel to the-
boundary line of the.surface, perpendicular to
the boundary line, angular in both directions

88
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1igure'4.21 La'y symbols.

to the boundary° line, multidirectional,
,akproximately circular relative to the center
of the surface, or approximately radial
relative to the- center of the surface. The
symbols uied to express these conditions are
,shown in Niue 4-22. /they are placed to the

ht of. the V..

Exercises (234):
1. What is.the most impori;Int consideration
, in dimensioning practice?

\
2. Where should dimensions .be placed on a

drawing?

3. List the order of dirrrensionig.

4. How are rough surfaces dimensioned?.

4-4. 'tolerancing
To achieve a particular function such as

free rotation, tree longitudind -movement,
clamp action, or pernianent fixed positions,
the working parts of any machine must have
some definite relationship to .theirt mating
parts. The degree of accuracy with which the

are manufactured determines their
lity to function as a unit. As an example, a

cast part usually has two types of surfaces:
mating surfaces and nonrhating surfaces. The
mating surfaces are machined to the-proper
smoothniss so that they will be at the correct
distance from each other. The ,nonmating

surfaces with no important relationship to
other parts of surfaces are left in their original
rough-cast form. Thus, mating surfaces
ordinarily, require much\ greuter
manufacturing precision than. nonmating
surfaced.' The dimensions, on a drawing must
indicate which surfaces are to be finiShed and

the degree of preCision required in finishing.
HOWever, because it is impossible to produce
all distances to absollite size, some variation
must be alloWed in manufacture. This
allowable variation is call.ea tolerance, and the
system used to provide a practical means of
achieving the precision required is called
folerancing or limit dimensioning. ""

235, Explain tolerancing or limit
dimensioning.

Basic -Terms. The terms used in limit
diMensioning are so interrelated that you
should ItSnoW their meaning before .making a
detailed study of thmensioning techniques.
The following are definitions of common
terms:

- Normal size. The ,normal size is a close
approximation of a standard size. It is useil
for general identification purposes. For
example; a bolt whose actual diameter is
0.2495 indh may be referred to as a '/8-inch
bolt.
, Basie size. This is the exact theoretical
size from which 'limits are derived by
qpplication- of alloWances and tolerance.
When there is no allowance' involved, the basic
size is referred to as the design size.

4po Limits. The dimensions prescribing the
maximum and minimum size of a part are
called size limits. Similarly, location lithits
define the alkiwable variation in location
dimensions.

Clearance. This is the space between two
mating parts, suCh.asa shaft and a hole.

Interference. This is the total amount of
deformation which results from)forcing an
internal member into' a smaller external

, member.
,. Allowance. An allowance is an
intentional difference between the, maximuins
material limits of mating parts It is a
minimum ,clearance (positive allowance) or
mhximum interference (negative allowance)
between mating paits.

Maximunt material limit. A maximuni
matera1 limit is the mayimum size limit of an
eterral diMensioii or the minimum size limit
of an internal dilnension.

Minimum material ltmit. A minimum
material limit is the minimum size limit, of an

0.
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.452

Figure 4-23, Limit dimensiiilling.

external dimension'or the maximum size limit
of an internal dimension.

Tolerance limit. A tolerance limit is the
variation, positive or negative, by which a size
is permitted to depart from the design or
preferred size.

Tolerancing -ilethods. The maximbm and

'498 DIA
.002

VA

231-132

50
00IA

+.002'

Figure 4-24, Unilate,ral tolerancing.

,

4.)

minimum values of a dimension may, be
indicated on, a drawing by one of; three
methodS: limit dimensioning, unilateral
tolerancing, or )1lateral tolerancing may be
used,

Limit
dimension'
are exten
work. In' this method, , the two limits
representing the maximum and minimu
acceptable sizes of a dimension are placed on
the drawing. The two limits may be arranged
rn two differentsimays, but both arrangements
are never Used on the same drawing. In the
first arrangement whey' dimensions are given
directly (not. by note),Ithe high limit i always
placed above the low limit. The low- limit
always precedes the high limit when
dimensions are given in note form:

dimensioning. The limit
method is preferred where gages

vely used in 'quantity-production

The second arrangement, shown in figure
4-23, cliff& slightly. For diniensions of
positipn given directly) the high limit
(maximum dimension) is placed above and
the low limit (minimum dimensioh) is placed
beloN%. For dimensions of si-ze given directly,
the value.representing the maximum material
condition is placect above, and the value
representing the minimum material condition
is placed below. ,When the limits are given in
note form, the value that otherwise is placed
above precedes the' ckther. Thus, the two
differpnces in the position9of the limits in the
two arrangements are on inside dimensions
given directly and on oytside dimensions
given as notes. The advanage of thNeco d
drangement is that in the shop,operation the

304+ 14.

VA

90 '

202

.8 4.875
4-.005

7 I+
8 64

2.250-.005

Figure 4-25. Bilateral tolerancing,
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limit which is on top or preceés the other is
reached first.

Unilateral tolerancing: Unilateral tolerances
are. expressed by giving two limits: the desired
size and the minimum allowable size. They

. may also be expressed by giving one limiting
size and the tolerance in one direction. The
tolerancing expressed in figure 4-23 would be
considered unilateral if the upper dimension
were the basic size.

Figure 4-24 shows the other method of
unilateral tblerancing. Here, the preferred
dimensions of the shaft and the hole are
placed above the dimension line, and the
tolerance values are placed below the
'dimension lina..Each tolerance may be plus or
minus but nof 'both. The tolerance is
unilateral because it applies to onfy one side
of the desired dimension.

Bilateral tolerancing.. As shown in figure
4-25, bilateral tolerances are expressed by
giving the tolerances in two directions. A plus
tolerance and a minus tolerance indicate the
limit on each side of the desired dimension.
When the plus and minus tolerance values are
eq4a1, a combined plus__ and Minus sign
followed by a single tolerance Value can be
used. The sign and value may be placed in line
with the dimension as shown at the left and
right sides of figure 4-25, or they may be
placed on a separate line as illustrated by the
upper Vnensioning values':

. "-If the plus 4nd minus tolerance values are
unequal (as in the lower dimension values, of
fikure 4-25), the plus value is placed below
the line. . ).

Cumulative and Noncumulative Tolerancg.
When the location of a surface of an overall
dimension is -controlled by more ,than one
tolerance, the tolerances are said to be
climulative. As can be shown by discussing
the top infiltration of figure 4-26, When
dimensions JEe coritinuous from surface to

" surface, an undesirable condition may result.
Notice that thefe is only 0.005 permissible
variation in the overall length of the object,
while each dimension is also allowed 0.005
deviation. If minimum tolerances are obtained
between all surfaces, the length of the object
could be. 3.980 as against a minimum
specified length of 3.995. If it is necessary to

I maintain the overall dimension within tRe
specified limits, the allowable variation of
0.005 must be distributed among the four
dimensions. Therefor% the machinist would
finthit necessary to work to limits closer than
those specified.

91

-
CUMULATIVE

4,000
-,OOS

1.000 1.000
-.005

1.000 _ 1.000
-.005 -.005

NON CUMULATIVE

4,000
-.005

3.000
.005

2.000
.005

1.000
-.005

2.31-1.54

Figure 4-26. Cumulative and noncumulative tolerancing.

To* avoid the tuidesirable situation resulting
from cumulative tolerances, the preferred
practice is to locate the surfaces from a datum
plane, as shown in the bc4tom illustration.
Each surface is then affected by only one
dimension. This type of tolerancing is
noncumulative tolerancing.

Exercises (235):
1. What is tolerancing or limit dimensioning?

2. Define unilaSeral and bilateral tolerances.

2od 3
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^ .002

A

METHOD OF SPECIFYING FLATNESS

SYMBOL TOLERANCE

MIS SORMCE
tiSHALL BE 'FLAT

4WITHIN .002 INCH

.002 TOLERANCE ZONE

231-142

f B

1 INTERPRETATION

Figure 4-27. Method of specifying flatness and its
interpretation.

45. Geometric Tolerancing
A geometric tolerance is the maxithum

permissible variation in the specified formof
an' individual feature of a part. Materials are
fabricated into shapes or forms iising
geometric teims to define them. To.maintain
a specified" quality, 'variations must be
restricted because the, perfect form or shape
cannot be produced.

The definition of geometric form being
perfection, geometric tolerances should
satisfy the necessary standards of accuracy for
proper functioning and- interchangeability.

.002

A

METHOD OF SPECIFYING STRAIGHTNESS

SYMBOL TOLERANCE

THIS AXIS OR WITHIN
AXIAL PLANE .002- INCH
SHALL BE STRAIGHT

AXLS AXIAL
PLANE

/../- .002 TOLERANCE
236. Given the methods of spe-cifying suiface ZONE

tolerances, identify these surface tolerances.

Tolerance /A Forms: Tolerances of forms
often affect one another. For example,
tolerances, of parallelism includes flatness 'or
straightness. As we have already discussed,
tolerances of fotms are also inteRelated with
tolerances that limit size or position. Let us
now discuss tolerances of form individually,
ignoring the etfects of combintipn with
other toletances of form, size, ot position.

92

1'0=

.

.002 TOLERANCE
ZONE

231-143

13

NTTERPRETATION

Figure 428. Method ot specifying straightness and ita
interpretation.
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'METHOD .OF SPECIFYING ANGULARITY

SYMBOL

TOLERANCE

REF LETTER .001 44; DDNE

//ia
TOLERANCE

WITHIN
.001

THIS SURFACE INCH
SHALL BE Af
THE SPECIFIEO
ANGLE

TO THE
SURFACE

A

/// INTERPRETATION

23/-144

Figure 4-20. Method of specifying angularlty and its
interpretation.

Specifying flatness. Part A of figure 4-27
shows the method of specifying -flatness.
Notice that the feature control symbol is
associated with the feature being toleranced
by Attaching the corner of the box to an
extension line from the feature. As shown in
part B, this presentation is interpreted to
mean that this surfece shall be flat within
0.002 inch. This means that the surface may
deviate from a plane as long as it remains
between two parallel planes that are 0.002
inch apart.

Specifying straightness. The method of
specifying straightness is shown in part A of
figure 4-28. Here, a dimension line is -used to

,sissociate the symbol with the desired surface.
The interpretation is shown at B. For the
cylinder, this means that the axis must lie
within a cylindrical zone 0.002 inch in
diameter. For the bar, this.means that its axial
plane must lie within the 0.002-inch tolerance
zone. However, since the parts are usually
measured on the surface with the gage, the
surface tolerance zone is equal to the
diameter plus 'the 0.002-inch tolerance zone.

In practice, -applidations of tolerances of
form apply to the surface, regardless of length
or area. For long parts, therefore, it may be

93

203

necessary to specify the tolerance per unit of
length or area. For example, on long tubes the
tolerance could bg expressed :as straight
within 0.002 inch per foot. This would permit
greater variation over the total length, if it is
functionally permissi6le.

Specifying angularity. Two systems for
pecifying the tolerance on angles may be
used. One system gives an angular zone of
tolerance, and the other gives a zone between
two parallel planes. The latter system is shown
in part A of figure 4-29. X leader is used to
associate the feature control symbol with its
toleranced surface, and a datum identifying
symbol is used to show the surface used as a
referenee. The two parallel planes between
which the entire toleranced surface must lie
are inclined from the datum by exactly the
specified basic angle. The two acceptable
extremes for the angles are shown within the
shaded area.

Specifying perpendicularity. As shown in
figure 4-30, the perpendicularity tolerance
applicable to a plane surface is the distance
between two parallel planes between which
the entire surface must lie. The two parallel.

A .005 1

1A
A

METHOD OF SPECIFYING PERPENDICULARITY

THIS SURFACE
SHALL BE
PERPENDICULAR

TO SURFACE A

Figure

WITHIN
.005 INCH

TOLERANCE ZONE

Ti,°

DATUM PLANE A

23/-145

INTERPRETATION

4-30. Method, of specifying perpendicularity
and its interpretation.
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A
METHOD OF SPECIFYING PARALLELISM

SURFACE A

I.

11 A .002 1 1

LTHIS SURFACE
.002 INCH

SHALL BE
PARALLEL

.002 TOLERANCE ZONE
PARALLEL TO SURFACE A

SURFACE A

8
INTERPRETATION

Figure 4-31. Methtcl'of, specifying parallelism and itz
intei-Pretation.

231-146

plane4 must be exactly 900 from the datum
planf

If the feature being toleranced is- a cylinder
(or other form of revolution) and the datum
is a plane, the perpendicularity tolerance is
the diameter of the tolerance zone within
which the axis of the cylinder must lie. The
axis of the tolerance zone must be at exactly
90° from the datum plane.

If both the feature and the datum are
cylinders, the 'perpendicularity tolerance is

' the distance between two parallel planes
between which the axis of the cylinder must
lie. Of course, Ilere too, the planes must be
exactly 900 from the datum axis.

Specifying parallelism. The method of
specifying parallelism between two planes is
sjiown in part A of .&ure 4-31. As shown;
parallelism is the condi ion of a plane which is
equidistant at all points from a datum plane.
The condition may also apply to an axis
which is equidistant at all points from a
datum axis.

As shown in part B of figure 4-31,
parallelism tolerance applicable to a plane
surface iLhe distance between two parallel

94

planes between- which the kurface must lie.
The two parallel planes must be parallel with
the datum plane.

Specifying concentricity. Concentricity is a
condition in which two or more iegular
features (such as cylinders, cones, spheres,
hexagons, etc.) in any combination have a
common axis. The method of specifying
concentricity of two cylindrical forms is
shown in part A of figure 4-32. Part B
interprets the symbols and illustrates their
meaning. As indicated by the shaded areas,
the toleranced surface can be controlled in
two ways. As long as-the axis of the cylinder
remains within the 0.001 axis tolerance zone
or the surface variation does not exceed 0.005
(one-half the acceptable total indicator
reading) the concentricity of the small
cylinder is acceptable. As shown in the

10 A .001 TIR

A
METHOD OF SPECIFYING CONCENTRICITY

TO SURFACE A

@ A .001 TI'7]

THIS SURFACE
SHALL BE
CONCENTRIC

.001 TOTAL
INDICATOR READING

.001 AXIS
TOLERANCE ZONE.

WtTH1N .001
TOTAL
INIZATOR
READING

TOLERANCE
.0005

ECCENTRICITY
.0005

23/ -147

INTERPRETATION

Figure 4-32. Method of specifying concentricity and
ita interpretation.
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BASIC BASIC

.250 DIA +.403

,RF.T.)-102DIA

A
METHOD OF SPECIFYING TRUE POSMON

.002 TOLERANCE
ZONE

SYMBOL ,TOLERANCE

WITHIN
.002 DIA

THE AXIS OF .001 TOLERANCE
THIS HOLE
SHALL BE IN
ITS TRUE POSITION

INTERPRETATION

231-148

Figure 4-33. Method of specifying true position and
its interpretation.

illustration on the 'right, the ofitaximum
allowable eccentricity is 0.0005 inch.

Specifying true positio Specifying the
location of holes or other features by means
of - rectangular coordinates or angular
dimensioning results in a square, rectangular,
or wedge-shaped tolerance zone. The
engineering intent can often be expressed
more precisely if locations are given as true
positions and with to, lerances to state how far
the actual positions can be displaced from
true positions. This method is expressed in
part A of figure 4-33. this practice results in a
circular tolerance zone.

For cylindrical features the true position
tolerance "is the diameter of the tolerance
zone within which the axis of the feature
must lie. The center of the tolerance zone is
considered to be at the true position. For
other features, such as slots and tabs, the true
position tolerance is the total width of the
tolerance zone within which the axial plane of
the feature must lie. The center of the zone is
considered es being at the true position.

96
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When true position tolerancing is u:ed on a
drawing, the untoleranced dimensions
locating the true positions are identified by
one of the following methods:

a. Add the word "BASIC" or the
abbreviation "BSC" to the right of, or
underneath, each dimension establishing the
true position..

b. Tolerance each dimension on the
drawing not involved in true position
dimensioning, or notlabeled "REF," "MAX,"
or "MIN," and add the note "DIMENSIONS
LOCATING THE TRUE POSITION ARE

In interpreting true positinn in terms 6f the
axis of a hole, the true position tolerance
means that, when RFS is the modifier or
MMC is the modifier and the hole is at its
maximum material condition, the axis of the
hole must lie within a cylindrical zone having
a diameter equal to the true position

.600

A
METHOD OF SPECIFYING ROUNDNESS

OF RIGID PARTS

.598

.600

.002

SURFACE MUST LIE BEtWEEN
TWO CONCENTRIC CIRCLES .002 APART

251-149

INTERPRETATION

Figure 434. Method of specifying roundness or rigid
parts.
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,REE? STATE

01 .004

A
METFrOd OF SPECIFYING RO6NDNESS

. IN NONRIGIp PARTS

'.002

.600
036

6e10 .5968.0-04
AVG diA/2.598

-.P.598 3.004,
AVG DIA 3, .600

23/ - /50

IN TERPFIETATIVN
.

Figure 4-35, Method of Specifying, roundness of
nonrigid parts.

tolerance and- haiing its centhr at the true
position. 1* toleInce zotae is perpendiculdr
to the surf ce which the holes originate'
and to whfch * ey are drawn perpenditular on'
the drawing. Hence, the tolerance zone -also
defines tio of' -variation in
perpendicularity of the hole with respect to
this implied datum surfade. For a pattern of
holes, the cylindrical tolerance zones' are
parallel. Hence,' the true position tolerance
controls both position and parallelism. When
n9 modifier or maximum material condition
is',,specified, true position: tolerance applies
only when the feature-is at maximum material
condition.

Spec:tying rouOness. The tolerance

0

.1

4.

2

governing the roundness of a feAure is the
difference in the diameter of two concentric
circles between which the surface" must lie.
When roundness is.measured on the surface,
the total indicator reading :corresponds
roughly with the "bUt-of-rouridness" oh the
diameter. When roundness, is checked by
rotating the part abortit its nominal center, the
indicator reading indicates the
out-of-rbundness'on the radius. Naturally, this'
tolerance measurenient corresponds with
dne-half of the'roundness tolerance. "

The' concept. of free-state variation must be
corisidered in specifying roundness tolerance.
Pree-state variation is the amount a part
distorts after removal of external forces
applied durihg manufacturing. A part.' is
considered rigid (not subject to free-state
variation) when it does not distort due to its
own weight or flexibility, or when its ,
structural forces are greater than those -that
can be exeited when the expected method of

A-1 A°
METHOD OF ;SPECIFYING SYMMETRY

, WITHIN .004
INCH

%.*
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= .004
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A,. t

.004
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ZONE
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THIS'MEDIAN PLANE OF THE 8LOT
MUST LIE BETWEEN TWO PLANES
.004, APART AND EQUIDISTANT
FROM THE MEDIAN PLANE OF THE
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SIZE

4

8
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Figure 4-36. Method of specifying symmetry.
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assembly is used. Part A of figure 4-34 shows
thee method of specifying roundness of such
parts.. Notice that the roundness symbol--is
blocked off with a vertical line to eliminate
the possibility of misreading the symtiol as
part of the tolerance.

Part B of figure 4-34 shows the meaning of
the roundness specification. As shown, the
surface meets specifications when it lies
entirely between two concentric circles which
are 0.002 inch apart and have diameters
somewhere between 0.595 and 0.600 inch.

For parts consisting essentially of shells
With a thin wall thickness in proportion to the
diameter, geometric tolerances (such as.
roundness and concentricity) cannot be
properly applied without controlling
free-state variation. The method of specifying
roundness tolerance for this type of part is
shown in part A of figure 4-35. No4ce' that
the 'note includes the abbreviation "AVG
DIA" (axerage diameter) and the phrase "IN
FREE STATE."

An average diameter is the mean of several
diameters (not less than four) across a circular
or spherical part. It is used only to determine
conformance to diameter tolerance. A
diameter is labeled "AVG DIA" only when it
is allowed a maximum roundness tolerance in
the free state.

The average diameter of the part toleranced
in part A of figure 4-35 may be anywhere

between 0.598 and 0.600 inch. The two
illustrations in part B give two interpretations
of the meaning of the roundness
specifications. The top illustration in part B
shows the maximum allowable distortion of a
suspended part in the maximum material .
condition. The bottom illustration shows the
maximum allowable distortion of the part
with minimum average diameter as if the part
were resting on a flat surface.

Specifying symmetry. Part A of figure 4-36
shows the method of specifying symmetry.
Symmetry- is a condition in which a part or
feature has the same contour on opposite
sides of a control plane, or a condition in
which a fea,ture has a common plane with a
datum feature.

Part B.) of figure 4-36 shows tffe
interpretation of the symbols used to specify'
symmetrical tolerance. The tolerance
governing the symmetry of a feature with
respect to a datum is 'the distance between
two parallel planes between Which the control
plane of the feature must lie. Of course, the
parallel planes are parallel to and equally
disposed about the control plane or the
control axis of the datum feature.

Exercise (236):
1. What does the word "BASIC" mean when

referring to a dimension?

ol
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ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

Reference:

200 1. Chord.
200 - 2. A point.
200 3. A principle of plane geometry:,

201 1. A straight line is produced by a point in
motion in orke direction for its entire , 202 - 1 Adjacent angles.

. length. 202 2. a, d, f, b, g b.
201 2. A curved line 'produced by a point in 202 - 3. Figure 1

motion changing direction along its entire
length.

201 - 3. A plane is a fiat surface generated by a
straight line moving in a direction other
than its length, creating an area with length
and breadth but no thickness.

99

iu

a.

b.

C.

0.

UNDER 90°

90°

4

Figure 1. Answer for objective 202, exercise 3.



( 2°3
- 1

ar

206 - 1.. See text figure 1-15
206 - 2 See text figure 1-16.

207 - 1.

,

Figure 2. Answer for objective 203, exercise 1. Figure 4. Answer for objective 207, exercise 1.

202 - 2.
208 - 1. See text figure 1-18.
208 - 2. See text figure 1-19,

Figure 3. Answer for objective 203, exercise

204 - 1. See text figure 1-9.
204 - 2. See text rtgure 1-12.

206 - 1. See text figure 1-13.
206 - 2. See text figure 1-14.

20 9 - 1.

0

100

i He 9 = ]]/).6 inch

ide C = 1 5/8 i noh

Figure 5. Answer for objective 209, exercise I.
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x 209. 1

w

1-

side c 1 inch

Figure 6. Answer for objective 209, exercise 2.

209 3. See text figure 1-23.

210 - 1, See text fi3ure 1-24.

211 - 1. See text figure 1-26.
- 211 - 2. See text figure 1-27.

212 - 1. See text figure 1-30.

213 - 1. See text figure 1-31.
213 - 2. See text figure 1-32.

214 - 1. a. See text figure 1-33.
b.

215 - I. See text figure 1-34.
215 - 2. See text figure 1-35.
21 5 - 3. See text figure 1-36.
215 - 4. See text figure 1-37. 218 - 1. a. See text figure 1-44.
215 - 5. See text figure'1-38. b. See text figure 1-45. ...-'i
215 - 6. 'Foci, trammel, and concentric circle c. See text figure 1-46.

, methods.

Figure 7. Answer for objective 214, exercise 2.

217 - 1. See text figure 1-42.
217 - 2. See text figure 1-43.

'S 216 1. a. See text figure 1-39.
b. See text figure 1-40.
c. See text figure 1-41.

219 - 1. See text figure 1-48.
219 - 2. See text figure 1-47.

1

220 1. Parallel projections and central projections.

101
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220 - 2. The iide which shows best the contour or
shape of the object.

220 - 3. When the glass box is open.

221 - 1. Six: front, top, right side, back, bottom.
left side.

221 - 2. Three: front, top, right side.
221 - 3. Visible (or story )tmes.

222 - 1. Half views should always be near a full view
of a drawing.

222 - 2. Any view may accompany the front view,
if eith is equally descriptive.

223 - 1. Rounded intersections of surfaces of inside
corners are known as fillets.

223 - 2. Rohnded intersections of surfaces occur at
outside edges and are called rounds.

223 - 3. An oblique surface is a nonparallel suiface
to any principal plane of projection.

223 - 4. Fillets and rounds are always shown to
indicate corners of unfinished castings.

224 - 1.

224 - 2.

Vertical (or frontal plane), horizontal
plane, and profile plane.; ...

Third angle proje tion.

225 - 1. Isometric means equ measure. ,
225 - 2. The object. is rotate_ 45° on its vertical

axes.
225 - 3. 360°.
225 - 4. Trimetric.

22111/4- 1.

226 - 2.

226 - 3.

All receding lines of the cabinet drawing
are half the true length of the cavalier. .
The \ellipse. is drawn by means of projec-
tions from the circle.
Line.

227 - 1. It is used to expose internal features of an
object.

227 - 2. The arrows show the directioh in which the
cut kurface, is viewed through the cutting
plane,

...

228 - 1. ',Any appropriate angle may be used, de-
pending upon the angu ar positions of the
visible outlines.

228 - 2. Section lines in adjac nt areas should not
slope in the same direction since they can
cause confusion.

228 - 3. The elimMation of section lines on rivets,
bolts, and screws gives better contrast and
understanding' to the illustration.

c-
229 - 4t Exterior.
229 - 2. Hidden lines are always omitted unless they

are necessary to clarify the view.
229 - 3. One-quarter of the object.
229 - 4. It is a full-sectional vievi obtained by

bending the cutting Plane to expose fea-
tures which otherwise would not show.

229 - 5. It is used when only a part of a section
view is required to show internal features,
and external details are affected very little.

229 - 6. The scale must be shown.
229 - 7. Phantom section. .

230 - 1. It is a variation from a tru projection to
make a drawing easier to read.

230 - 2. Top view.
230 - 3. The true radial distance of two holes can be

shown.

'

230 4. It indicates that the length of the object is
not drawn to scale

230 - 5, A brfak should be locatad at a point where
the cross-secape is constant

231 - 1. An auxiliary view is required when the true
size and shape of a portion of an object are
not shown in the regular top, front, or side
view.

231 - 2. Yes, the auxiliary plane is rotated until it
coincides with the front plane

231 - 3. Line; symmetry.

232 - I. A distance on a drawing may be given
either by a dimension or by a note

232 - 2. Extension lir4s, dimension lines, and leader
lines.
a. Extension lines are thin, solid lines that

start about '/,," from the object and
extend about 1,/," beyond the last di-
mension line.

Q .
b. Dimension lines are thin, solid hnes

terminated at each end by arrowheads
and indicate the direction and extent of
the dimension.

c. A leader is a thin, straight line that
begins at a dimension or note and
terminates in an arrowhead at the point
of reference.

232 - 3. An arrowhead is three times as long as it is
wide.

232 - 4. A finish mark indicates that a certain
surface must be changed by machining,
drilling, filing, or grinding.

4

233 - 1. Size dimensioning involves the dimensions
of height, width, and depth.

233 - 2. Prism.
233 - 3. A right cone is a conicalshaped object with

the apex perpendicular to the base.
A .frustum of cone ,is a conical-shaped

object with a portion of the top removed
An ' oblique cone is a conical.shaped

object with the apex angle other than 90
233 - -4. Location dimensioning involves dimensions

that will posit n each form in relation to
the other.

233 - 5. Dimensioning "s apes that are considered
standard featqfes are circles and arcs,
curves, angef chamfers, tapers, holes,
countersink , counterbores, spotfaces, and
rounded e cls.

234 - 1. Clarity. .

234 - 2. Dimensions should b' Rived between
yiews whenever possible, outside the views
if there is no room between views, on the
views if all else fails.

234.- 3. a. Complete the shape description
b Place the extension lines and extend the

center line where necessary, Plan for the
location of both size and location di-
mensions. Study the placement of each
dimension and make alterhtions if desk-
able or necessary.

c. Add the dimension lines.
d Draw arrowheads and leaders for notes.
e. Add dimension values.
I. Letter notes.

284 - 4. Roughness is eXpressed Ws the arithmetic
averag deviation from the mean line of the
surfac profile,

102 ,
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235,- I. Tolerancing or limit dimensioning is illhe
venation allowed in manufacturing an
object,

235: 2. Unilateral tolerances are expr ssed by
giving two limits; the tolerance es only 236 - 1, "BASIC" or the abbreviation "BSC" to the
to bne side and may be plus or inus but right of, or beneath, each dimension estab-
not both. Ilshes the true position,

Bilateral tolerances are expressed by
giving tolerances in two directibns; "tIe
tolerance applies to both sides and are p us
and minus on both sides.

'

-
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'S-HEE T TO T HIS
ENERCISE/N.UMT
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33151 02, 21

EXTENSION COURSE INSIITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

APPLIED BASIC DRAFTING TECHNIQUES (PART I)

Carefully read the following:

_2. U`sE NUMBER 1 OR
NUMBER 2 PENCIL.

DO'S:

fri

I. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of explanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer -sheet alternates across from column
to column.

3. Use a medium sharp #1 or #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.

4(
Circle the correct answes in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers, transfef them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. ,Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECI.

6. Keep Volume Review Exercise booklet for review and reference.

7. If mandatorily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI
Form 17.

DON'TS:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review
exercise.

2. Don't mark on the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate the answer sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a #1 or #2 black lead pena

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED
ON THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after each
item number on the VRE is the Liarning Objective Number where the
answer to that item can be located. When answering the items on the
VRE, refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Nurnberg. The
VRE ,results wj1.1 be sag' to you on a postcard which will list the actual

VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate the Learning
Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the text and carefully
review the areas covered by these references. Review the entire VRE again
before you take the closed-book Course Examination.

1
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Note to Student. This Volume Review Exercise contains 67 four-option items and
1 three-option item.

Multiple Choice

1. (200) A plane curvg, the path 0,X a point the sum of whose distances Ahe
foci (two fixed points) is constant; a conic section, the closed intersection of
a plane with a sight circular cone perpendicular to its side, describes

a. a helix.
b. an ellipse.

c. eccentric circles.
d. concentric circles.

2. (200) When two circles are iangent to each other, the straight line joining
their centers passes through

a. the major axis. c. the point of tangency.
b. the minor axis d. parallel lines.

3. (201) Which of the following statements about the relationship of line is not
correct?

a. A line is an imaginary geometric figure.
b. A line does exist in nature.
c. A line is generated by a point in motion.
d. A line that has the same direction for its entire length is a straight line.

4. (201) A line that changes in direction along its entire length is a

a, cuXved line.
b. broken line.

c. straight line.
d. helix.

5. (201) A flat surface that is generated by a straight line moving in a direction
other than its length is a

a. curved line.
b. cylinder.

c. prism.
d. plane.

6. (202) When two straight lines meet at a point, which of the following figures
is formed?

a. A rhombus. c. A prism.
b. An angle. d. A triangle.

7. (202) A plane figure bound by three straight sides is a

a. rectangle.
b. trapezoid.

c. pentagon.
d. triangle.

8. (203) Which bne of the following'statements about bisecting a stxaight line
by the T-square and triangular method is correct? .

a. Points are located on each side of the line, and then the bisector connecting
them is drawn.

b. Either a 45' triangle or a 346-60 triangle may be ujid.
c. Two Arafting triangles -are required.
d. The bisector is not perpendicula* to the bisected line.

2
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4
9. (203) Which one of the following statements about the procedure for bisecting

a line with a compass is entirely correct?

a. The compass should be set to a radius greater than the length of the line.
b. The compass should be set to.a radius less than one-half the length of the

line.

c. Two pairs of intersecting arcs are required.

d. When one set of intersecting arcs is drawn, the radius of the compass May
be changed slightly to draw the other set, if desired.

10. (204) A line can be drawn parallel to a given curved line at a given distance by

a. striking a series of arcs of the given radius with centers selected at
random on the given curve, and then drawing tangents to the arcs with an
irregular curve.

b. placing the irregular curve in a position which coincides with the given
curve at the given distance, and then drawing the parallel curve. .

c. erecting perpendiculars frOm the given curved line to establish points for
drawing the parallel curve with the irregular curve.

d. establishing given radius points with a scale, and then using the irregular
curve to comPlete the parallel curve.

11: (204) CUrved parallel lines can only be drawm by

a. trial and error. c. geometric construction.

b. the hypotenuse method. d. the pin-and-string method.

12. (205) Dividing a given straight line into a number of equal parts requires that

a. a corresponding number of equally spaced parallel lines be drawn to the
given line from an angular construction line of any appropriate length.

b. twice the number of equally spaced parallel lines be drawn to the given line
from an angular construction line of any appropriate length.

c. a corresponding number of equally spaced parallel lines be drawn to the
given line from an angular construction line which is the same length as the
given line.

d. a corresponding number of equally spaced perpendidulars be constructed from
an angular construction line to the given line.

13. (206) Which one of the following statementS, is correct when constructing a
line tangent to a circle at a point?

a. A tangent to a circle is perpend cular to a radius at the point of tangency.

b. A tangent to a circle is never p rpendicular to a radius at the point of
tangency.

c. A line tangent.to a circle is on1y perpendicular to a radius when using a 450
triangle.

d. A line tangent.to a.circle is_som times (but not always) perpendicular to a
radius at the point of tangency.

14. (206) When a tangent to a circle is rawm by means of triangles,the

a. triangles must be a 306-60° triangle.
b. tan ent is perpendicular to a radius of the circle.
c. tangènt is not perpendicular to a radius of the circle.

d. trian1Ie must be a 450 triangle.

15. (207) To raw a tangent to a circle through a point outsia the circle, the

point must be

a. measured from the circle. c. parallel to the 90° line.

b. given. d. 270° from 00 on the circle.

3
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16. (207) When drawing a tangent to a circle through a point outside the circle
using the Draftsman's method, one must

a. use the divider to stop off the point.
b. place a triangle 900 from the center of the circle and the point.
c. *ace a triangle so that one side passes through the point and is tangent

to the circle.
d. draw the tangent and then establish the point.

17. (208) When drawing an arc tangent to a straight line and an arc or a circle, the
first step is to

a. take the given radii 1 and 2 and strike an arc from the center of the circle.
or a/C.

b. draw a line parallel to the given line.
c. draw a line parallel' to the given line halfway between the circle and the

given line.
d. adjust the comfass to a distance equal to twice the distance of R

1
.

18. (209) Which type of triangle can be constructed by drawing a semicircle?

a. Isosceles. c. Equilateral.
b. Acute. d. Right.

19. (209) When all three sidesAbf a triangle are given, how many arcs are required
to constrUct a triangle?

a. 1. C. 3.
b. 2. d. 4.

20. (210) The procedure for constructing a regular polygon with two sets of
parallel lines could be the construction of

a. a pentagon.
b. an octagon.

c. a hexagon.
d.. a square.

21. (211) When a pentagon is to be inscribed within a given circle, what determines
the dimensions of the pentagon?

a. The length of the diameter of the circle.
b. The length of a tangent to the circle.
c. The sum of the degrees of the internal angles of the pentagon.
d. The intersection point of the perpendicular bisectors of the chords.

22. (211) When you are constructing a regular pentagon with length of one side
given and the semicircle drawn, what instrument is used to divide the semicircle
into five equal parts by trial and error?

-

a. Dividers. c. Protractor.
b. Scales. d. Triangles.

,23. (212) When you are constructing a hexagon that is not inscribed in or
circumscribed about a circle, you must use the across corner method

a. with a compass.
b. with a 30°-600 triangle.

c. using a T-square only.
d. using a 45° triangle.

- 22i
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24. (212) Which of the following is the first step in constructing a regular

hexagon with width4across flats,given?

a. Draw a circle with a line whose ,length is the same as ttre width across the

flats.aS the diameter.
b. toraw a aircle with any distance as a diameter.
v.,.Draw the vertical,and horizontal center lines.
d.' Draw two construction lines making a 30' angle with line B.

25 (213) Which one of the following procedures is correct for congtructing a

regular octagon with distance across *corners known?

a. A circle with its radius equal to the distance.across the corners is drawn. .

The'diametrical lines are drawn to divide the circle into eight equal parts

by means of a 45' triangle.
b. A circle with its diameter equal to the distance across the corners is

drawn. Then diametrical line are drawn to divide the circle into four

equal parts by means of'a 45' triangle.
A cirCle with ts diameter equal to the distance across the corners is

drawn. Then dihmetrica1 lines are drawn to divide the circle into eight

equal parts by using a 30*-60 triangle.

d. A squire with its sides equal to the distance across the corness is drawn.
Then diagonals are drawn to divide the square into eight,equal parts. .

26. (213) The two methods for constructing a regular octagon are described as

using the width across flats and the width across corners. What is meant by

flats?

a. The distances measUred from one flat surface to,another parallel flat

surface:
b.. Any Surface, of an octagon.

c. The distances measured from any corner.

d. The distances measured trop the center.
4

27. (214) When drawing a regular polygon, you should always divide the semicircle

into .

a. one less division than needed.,

b. one4more division than needed.

c. the same number of divisions as sides.

d. two less divisions than needed.

28. (215) When you are drawing an etlipse using the foci method, the focus poincs

are located by usin a compass radius equal to ,

a. the major axis 1nus one-half the minor axis.

b. . the major axis minus the Ainor axis. .

c. onerhalf the major axis.

d. one-half the minor axis.

lk

29. (215) Which of the following methods will Only result in an approximate

.ellipse?

0 a. Pin-and-string method.

b. Trammel method. '

c. Foci method.
d. Concentric-ciible method.

30. (216) When you are cotIstructing a parabola by the focus method, the vertex of

the parabola is establiSh by

a. bisecting the distan between' the directrix and the focus point.

b. using one-fourth the length of the parabola's major axis.

c. the length of the directrix.

d. the intersection of the parabola with its axis.

5
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31. (216) To construct a parabola by the intersection method, what c4mensions are
given?

A. The rise and two points on the parabola.
b. Two points on the parabola.
c. One point on the parabola and the span.
d. The rise and span.

32. (217) To congt a hyperbola by the foci meLod, what dimensions must be given?

a. The foci and a point on the hyperbola.
b. The length og the transverse axis and two points on the hyperbola.
c. The, vertices and the foci.

d. The length of the transverse axis and the foci.

33. (217) To constfuct a hyperbola by the intersection method, what information
must be given?

a. The vertex.and one given point on the hyperbolic curve.
b.' Four symmetrically placed points on the hyp6bo1ic curve.
c. The vertex and two symmetrically placed points on the curve.
d. The shape of the parabolic curve.

14. (218) What geometric figure is a spiral curve made as if by a point on A
perfectly taut string as it unwinds from around any object or itself?

a. An irregular polygon. c. An ellipse.
b. An involute. d. A hyperbola.

35. (218) For which one of the following drawings may a circle be regarded as a
polygon having an infinite number of sides?

a. An'irregular polygon. c. An involute of.a circle.

b.' An ellipse. d. A hyperbola.

36. (219) What is a curve generated by a point on the circumference of a circle
which rolls along a straight line?

a. Hyperbola.
b. Parabola.

C. Cycloid.
d. Ellipse.

37. (219) What is a spiral of Archimedes and how is it often used?

^

a. It is a figure generated by a point moving around a fixed point in a manner
that the distance from the pole increases uniformly with the_angle. It is

used often in cam design.
b. It is the figure generated by the end of a piece of string the string

is unwound from a circle. It is often used in oam design.

c. It is a figure generated by pOInt moving around a fixed Point in a manner

that the distance from the pole'increases mniformly with the angle. It is

often used to outline gear teeth.
d. It is the figure which results from winding a piece of string uniformly

arolind a cylinder. It is used in cam design.

38. (220) Any projection made by lines of sight which are perpendicular to the

image plane is

a. a central projectiCn. c. an oblique prdjection.

b. an orthographic projeCtion. ci. a trimetric projection.

22,-3
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39. (220) When the glass box is opened, how do the views appear on paper when they

"coincide with the front plane?

a. The front view, top view, and right-side View are in the same vertical line.

b. The front view, right-side view, and bap view are in the same horizontal
line.

c. The front view, top view, and bottom view are in the same horizontal
'd. All views lie in the same line when they coincide with the front plane. t

40. (221) The basic purpose of all multivi ew. projections is to show

a: the approximate size of the object being represented.
b. the approximate size and shape of the object being represented.
c. all six views of the object being represented.
d. .the true size and shape of the object being represented.

41. (221) Which views are necessary in most multiyiew drawings?

a. Back, front, and top vieas.
b. Front, right-side, and top views.
c. Front, left-side, and bottom views.
d. All six views.

42. (222) A half view ,of a drawing should always be the portion

a. showing the most detail of the drawing.
b. nearest to the other half of the drawing.

c. nearest to the full view of the drawing.
d. nearest to the top view of the drawing.

43. (222) Why is it permissible to draw a rightside view of the top of an object
as oPPosed to the conventional three-view method?

a. It appears to give better balance to the page and achieyes,the same purposk.
b. I.t leaves large Open areas.
c. It appears to give better balance, but leaves large open areas.

d. 'It has no particular advantage over the conventional method.

44. (223) When a surface is at an acute or obtuse angle to all parallel or principal
planes of projection, it is said to be

a. a right angle. c. an auxiliary surface.

b. an oblique surface. d. an auxiliary angle.
4

45. (224) In what type of projection is the image plane between the observer and
one face of the object?

a. First angle projection. c. Third angle projection.

b, Oblique projection. d. ,Central projection.

46. (224) When the right4side view is projected with the object between the observer
and the profile Plane, the type of projection is

a. first angle. c. third angle.

b. oblique. d. central.

47. (225) In which of the following types of projection would each angle formed by

the axonometric axes equal 120'?

a. Perspective projection.
b. Trimetric projection.

c. ,Isometric projection.
d. Dimetric projection.



48. (225) What method is used to draw nonisometric lines in an isometric drawing?

A. Coordinate. c. Nonisometric projection.

b. Orthographic projection. d. Drawing parallel projection.

49. (226) In a cabinet drawing, which dimensions are one-half those of a cavalier

drawinr

a. All dimensions. c. Only the horizontal lines.

b. Only the vertital lines. d. Only the receding lines.

50.1 (226) In what way is the oblique box construction similar to the isometric box?

a. ,In both constructions the boxes can be completed by using parallel lines.

b. The front view is parallel with the image plane in both constructions.

c. In neither construction can receding edges be shown in true length.

d. The three major axes in each construction,make similar angles with th
image plane.

51. (227) What is the effect of passing a cutting plane through an obect?

a. Solid outlines are eliminated.
b. The portion of the object behind the plane is removed.

c. Internal features can be viewed through the plane.

d. The need for an orthographic view is eliminated.

'52. (227) What are the three types of cutting planes?

a. Full section, half section, and quarter section.

b. Full section, removed section, and quarter section.

c. Full section, offset section, and half section.
d. Full section, offset section, and quarter section.

53. (229) Which of the following options is correct about hidden lines in a

half-sectional view?

a. Hidden lines should never be shown on a half section for dimensioning

purposes.
b. If hidden lines are reAuired for dimensioning, they should be shown.

c. If hidden lines are required, they should be dimensioned on a full view.

54. -(229) An offset section is a

a. section set aside from the main drawing. 1

b. partial section of the drawing.

c. full-section view, bending the outlying plane to expose features which

otherwise would not show.
d. half-sectional view, bending the cutting plane to expose features Which

otherwise would not show.

55. (230) Conventional violations are

a. drawings that are altered for more artistic presentation.

b. any approved variation from true projection, simplifying without sacrificing

accuracy.

c. drawings that are not altered in any way.

d. removed aections enlarged so that the information contained within is shown

in detail.



56. (230) Is the conveneional method o;,-showing a spoke revolved an a sectional
view misleading? Why?

a.

b.

No, because the actual position of the spoke is shown in the front view.
Yes, because the actual position of the spoke is Aoti.as it is shown in the
front view.

c. Yes, because the sectional view is misleading.
d. Yes, because the sectional vied exposés more than one spoke.

57. (231) Which statement about a primary auxiliary view is true?

a.

b.

c.

d.

It is not used as a partial view.
It is used to show how the entire object appears.
It is pro)ected from a principal view in which an inclined surface appears
as a line.

/t is projected from a principal view in which an inclined surface appears
foreshortened.

58. (231) What determines the slope and length ofthe reference line in an
auxiliary vieW of a nonsymmetrical object?

a. The slope and length are determined by measurements obtained from the plan
view.

b. The slope is obtained from the front view and the length is obtained by
measurement of the plan view.

c. The slope and length of the reference line are the same as the inclined
surface in the front view.

d. The referencerline may be drawn at any angle with the horizontal and its
length equal to the inclined surface.

59. (232) What kind of lines are the thin solid lines placed on a drawing for
dimensionyng purposes? 4

a.

b.

C.

Center lines, extension lines, and leader lines.
Dimension lines,,center lines, and extension lines.
Extension lines, dimension lines, and center lines.

d. Extension lines, dimension lines, and-Aeader lines.

60. .(232) The length of the arrowhead with cutd sides is how many times the width?

a. 1. c. 3.

b. 2. d. 4.

61. (232) A finish mark indicates that

a.

b.

C.

d.

the surface Of that metal part must be finished in some manher.
the surface of that metal part is not to be finished.
all metal surfaces are finished.
all metal surfaces are to be finished.

(
62. (233) Since every solid object has three dimensions (height, width, and depth),

dimensioning these distances is called

a. locatñ dimensions.
b. size dimensions.

c. standard dimensions,
d. regular dimensions.

63. (233) For dimensioning purposes, circles,
countersinks, counterbores, spotfaces, and

a. special features. c.

b. essential features. d.

arcs, angles, chamfers, tapers, holes,
rounded ends are considered

standard features.
regular features.

9
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64. (234) When dimensioning basic geometric forms, dimensions shcauld be

a. placed between views wherrer possible.
b. placed on the views whenever possible.
c. uplicated whenever possible.
d. laced to the right on all views.-

Ait

65. (234) When space for dimensioning is limited, what arrangements are usually used

-sffk I
for placing the dimensions?

v,

a. Leave some of the dimensions off.
b. Leave all the dimensions off.
c. A staggered arrangement is used.
d. Only dimension the front view.

66. (235) The space between two mating parts is the

a. tolerance limit. c. interference.
b. allowance. d. clearance.

67. (235) The variation, positive or negative, by which a size is permitted to
depart from the design or preferred size is called

a. tolerance limit. c. interference.
b. unilateral tolerancing. 4. clearance.

68. (235) When extreme accuracy is an important factor in tolerancing a group of
consecutive dimensions, which type of tolbrancing should you use?

a. Cumulative.
b. Noncumulative.

10

-

c. Bilateral.
d. Unilateral.

,f"
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5Prof a ce
THIS VOLUME is a continuation of the previous volume, Applied Basic Drafting
Technique (Part 1). In this volume (Part II), machine drafting involves the drafting or
drawing practices and conventions which have been developed for the field of
mechanical engineering and for those jobs which are done in the shops and factories.
These practices are presented through the study of fasteners, intersections and
developments, and structural drawings. When this information is combined with the
previous information of the other voluinfes, you should be able to make satisfactory, ,
engineering drawing of machine details and assemblies.

,

If you have questions on the accuracy or currepcy of the subject matter of the.text, or
recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng (Nen/ TTOC, Lowry
AFB CO 80230. NOTE: Do not usithe suggestion program to submit corrections for
typographical or other errors.

..

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any of ECI's
instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Behayioral Objective Exercises,
Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination), consult your education officer,
training officer, or NCO as appropriate. If he can't answer your questions, send them
to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118, preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for

Assistance.
--.,

-This volume is valued at 24 hours (8 points)., -
Material in this volunie is technically accerate, adequate, and current as of February

.0 i975.
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CHAPTER 1 ''"2.8

NOTE: In, this volume, t1e subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives.
Each of these carries a 3 igit number and is. in boldface type. Each sets a learning goal for you.
The text that follows the objective gives you ,the information you need to reach that goal. The
exercises following the information give you a check on your achievement. When you complete
themf-see if your answers match those in the back of this volume. If your response to an
exercise is incorrect, review the objective and its text.

WHEN
made, w
in quant

Machine Draitings

COMPLEX piece of machinery is to be
ether it Will be produced as a single unit or
y, the problems involved are worked out

on a drawing board. First the design dratving is
made from sketches, then detail drawings of each .
part are made from this design dra ing. Finally, an
assembly drawing is drawn to how how the
machine is assembled. Often a mis ake in a detail
drawing shows up on the askembly drawingThus
an assembly 'serves as a check on the earlier work.

The detail and assembly drawings of a piece of
machinery comprise the working drawings from
which the ma,chine is made. Design and display. .
drawings are intended for Other purposes.

A working drawing tells what manufacturing
processes and materials are used, and how the
different parts are assembled and finished, as.well as
'dimensioned.

You must, 139 thoroughly familiar 'with the
different typek4f fasteners used in the making and
assembling of different unit parts. In addition to
knowing Aheir design and use, you must know how
to draw them. The simplest type of fasteners such as
nails and wood screws are, seldom shoWn on a
working drawing. On the Other hand, bolts,
structural screws, and threaded parts are always
drawn and identified according to an approved
practice. They may be drawn as true projections or
represented as symbols. In s9me industries it is

permissible to omit the outline view of fasteners-and
just specify their location, type, and size by notes.
However, where there is a chance for
misunderstanding, a detailed dras *ng of the_ part
should be drawn. This is especial true in detail
drawings where threaded parts aro4i. d-as fasteners,
in parts designed to transmit mo4, 1, and in parts
serving as adjusting rhechanisms.

1
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1-1. Fasteners

In manufacturing or putting togethe any large
structural assembly, there are various ways to fasten
parts together. The fastener mus? be suited to the
materials being fastened together. Because of the
importance of fasteners in structural assembly, the
graphic specialist needs to have a thorough
understanding of different fastening rocesses.

400. Name four fasteners from each of the two
main types of fasteners and complete s6tencei
relating to the different types of nails.

All fasteners are classified into two main gr,oupsi
One group Includes fasteners of *a permanent
nature. Pemanent fasteners are nails, rivets, wood
screws, and welding.

The second group of fasteners are those
permitting parts to be disassembled and

_re-assembled whenever necessary. Such devices as
pins, keys, cap.uscrews, set screws, machine screws
and bolts make up this category.

Nails are classified in these categoriescommon,
box, casing, finishing and tacks. (See fig. I-I .) Nails
are sized according to weight and are designated by
the term penny or penny weight. (Symbol: d). The
term penny refers to the weight per thousand. Thus
a lOd nail means that there are ten pounds by weight

per thousand nails, a direct weight to size

relationship.

Common nails areas the . term common
impliesthe most frequently used. They are larger
in diameter with wider heads and are used mostly
for rough carpentry work. Box nails, like common
nails, have the wide head, but a thin or smaller
diameter. They are used .extensively in box'

1
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Figure 1-1. Comrnen fastenin.

constru tion or any situation, requinng two end
pieces to be joined and where a common nail would
be unsui able.

Casing nails have smaller head size and diameter
than the box nails and are designed ereecially for
blind nailing. Blind nailing is used in thetnishing of
flooring, ceilings, and cabinet work where large
heads are undesirable. Finishing nails have the
smallest diameter and head. These nails are used
mainly for cabinet work and furniture construction
where it is often necessary to sink the nail head
below the material surface. Brads are also finishing

*
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n
nails. these smallest type of finishing nails are sized
by the length in inches and the gage number of the
wire. The higher the gage number, the smaller the
diameter.

Tacks are used mostly for fastening through
materials to wooden or other framing and holding
surfaces. Sizes of tacks and their length Are
indicated by the gage number. When illustrating
nails, brads, and tacks, a note on the drawing-is
indicated such as:

6dFINISHING NAIL
1"NO 18 BRAD
No 4UP LSTERING TACK
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Exercises (400):

I. Name four permanent fasteners and four
fastenervhich permit parts_tiLhe disassembled
and re-assembled whenever necessary.

2. The term refers to the weight per
thousand of nails.

3. A nail designed especially for blind nailing is the

4. Whennail has a large head and shaft, it is often
referred to as a

5. The smallest type of finishing nail is called a

1-2. Screw Threads

A screw thread is a ridge in the form of a helix on
the external or internal surface of a cylinder, tone,
or austrum of a cone. The threads formed on a
cylindei are straight or pgrallei threads, as
distinguished from the taper threadwhich is formed
on a cone or frustrum of a &me.'

Threads have three basic purposes: to fasten, to
adjust, and to transmit power.

401. Match selected defmitions and thiead terms
relating to types of screw thread.

The Helix. There are very few machines or
structures that do not have a helix somewhere in
their makeup, either ai a screw thread or a foil'
spring. The helix is a double-curved line generated
by a point moving around an axis and parallel to
that axis at the same time. If the point remains a
fixed distance from the axis, a cylindrical helix is
generated since the point is traveling around the
surface of a cylinder. If the point "moves on the
surface of a cone so that it revolves around the axis
as it travels toward the vertex of the cone, it
generates a conical helix. An example of a conical
helix is a conicaktpring.

Figure 1-2 shows the top and front view of a
cylindrical helix which is generated by a point
starting from A and traveling gradually up and

3
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around the surface of the cylinder. While the point
travels around the -cylinder once, it moves the
distance L parallal to the axis of the cylinder. The
distance L is called the- lead or-pitch-of-the-helix:To--
draw a cylindrical helix, the top view is divided into
equal parts, and the pitch or lead is divided into the
same number of equal parts. The movement of the
point is uniform. When the point moves from 1 to 2
in the circular top view, it will also move parallel to
the axis in the front view from 1 to 2. The front view
of the helix can,gtherefore, be drawn by projection
as indipted in figure 1-2.

Although helical curves are usually represented
by straight lines, the true projection of a helix may
be used in the construction of thread drawings.
However, true projection is difficult and takes
considerable time. Still, threads May be drawn in
true projection for display drawings or when the
scale of the slrawing is such that large diameter
threads look distorted when drawn with straight
lines. In such cases, one thread is drawn by
projection, and then the remaining helical curves
are drawn by using a templite cut to fit-the projected
curve.

Thread Terms. Basic screw thread terminology is
given in fi gu r e 1-3. The terms given are defined as
follows:

a. Major diameterthe largest diameter of the
screw tfiread.

b. Minor diameterthe smallest diameter of the
screw thread, sometimes called the "root diameter."

c. Pitch diameterthe distance between two
imaginary line% one drawn thrOugh the threads on
one side of the screw and the other line drawn on the
opposite side. These two imaginary lines would
diiiide the threads so that the width of each thread is
equal to the space between threads measured on this
line.

d. Leadthe distance a screw moves along its
axis during one complete turn.

e. Pitchthe distance from any point on a
thread to the corresponding point on an adjacent
thread, measured parallel-to the axis.

f Helix anglethe angle the helix makes with a
plane perpendicular to the axis of the screw.

g. Thread anglethe angle between the sides of
adjacent threads.

h. Rootthe bottom surface joining the sides of
adjacent threads.

i. Crestthe top surface joining the two sides ofe
a thread.

j. External threada thread which is a ridge
of uniform shape in the form of a helix, on the
outside of a part.

k. Internal threada thread on the inside of a

2.30
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Figure 1-2. The helix.

member, such as a nut or a tapped hole: Note in
figure 1-3 that the crest of an internal thread
meshes with the root of an external thread.

1. Depth of threadthe distance between the
root and crest of a thread, measured perpendicular

'to the axis.

Exercises (401):

Match the folloWing terms and definitions by .

placing the letter of the item from thecolumn on the
fight beside the number of the definition on the left
it fits. Each term may be used once, more than once,
or not at all.

I. The distance between the
root and crest of a thread;
measured perpendicular to
the axis.
The distance irons any point
on a Ahread to the
corresponding point on an
adjacent thread, measured
parallel to the axis.

_ 2.

a. crest
b. depth of thread
c helix
d. lead
e. pitch
J. root

_ 3. A double-curved line
generated by a point moving
around an axis and parallel
to that axis at the same time.

4. The dtstance a screw moves
along its axis during one
complete turn.

5. The bottom surface joining
the sides of adjacent threads.

6. The top turface joining the
two sides of a thread.

402. Given particular demands placed upon
threads, identify the type of thread that best meets
each demand.

Multiple Threads. When all threads on a bolt are
built on a single helix, it is called a single thread. A
double thread is formed by two parallel helical
ridges wrapped around a cylindrical body. When
twd or more parallel helices form the thread, it is
called a multiple thread. In figure 1-4, single,
double, and triple threads are compared. The lead

4 234
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of a single thread is equal to the pitch, whereas the
lead of a double thread is twice the pitch. Therefore
a double thread advances twice as far as a single
thread in one complete turn; a triple thread-
advances three times as far as the single thread in
one turn.

Multiple threads are used on parts where quick
action is desired over power. The threads on valve
stems, jar caps, and other devices (where a
minimum of turning will close or lock the parts
together) are multiple threads. Threads on screw-
type jacks are single threads since the jack must raise
heavy loads without the exertion of too much
turning effort. Single threads, especially those in the
fine thread series, give slower advance; but they
have greater holding power and will withstand more
stress.

In drawing single and multiple threads, note that
single and triple threads have a root opposite a crest;
double,and quadruple threads have a crest opposite
a crest. To determine the number of threads on a
bolt, examine the end to see how many separate
threads terminate at the end. Single, double, and

2 32.
triple threads have, respectively:one. two, and three
threads showing at the end of the ,bolt or threaded
hole.

Types of-Threia. The-different-types orthreads
shown in figure 1-5 are standard thread forms which
meet most practical requirements. In some cases
these forms are modified to meet special design
requirements. When a thread ;hat is standard in
form is modified to include some nonstandard
feature, such as a change in minor diameter, the
special feature must be indicated as "Special" and
the special dimensions must be given.

A right-hand thread advances into a threaded
opening when the threaded part is turned clockwise;
a left-hand thread advances when turned
counterclockwise. On a drawing and in the shop, all
threads are considered to be right-hand unless
otherwise specified. When left-hand threads are
used, the words "Left-Hand" must be indluded in
the thread identification notes. A right-hand thread
of a horizontal axis always slants upward to the left,
as shown in the illustrations contained in this
chapter. A left-hand thread on a horizontal shank

117-153
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always slants upward to the right. Where drawing
'threads arezoncerned, the difference in thread slant
is the only difference between right-hand and left-
hand threads.

If a cutting plane passes through the axis of a
thread, the shape or profile of the thread is shown to
a better advantage. Figure 14 illustrates several
thread profiles with dimensions for each type. The
SHARP-V, AMERICAN NATIONAL, and
UNIFIED thread forms are used primarily for
fasteners. The SQUARE, ACME, and BUTTRESS
threads are used to transmit motion. A thread
similar to the acme thread is used to form a, worm
thread on a cylindrical shaft. A worm thread, in
mesh with the teeth onaworm-gear wheel, is used to
transmit motion. KNUCKLE threads are usually
found on lamp bulbs and lamp sockets, and on
other objects where such threads can be easily
formed by rolling or casting. Note that the
dimensions in figure 1-5 are given in terms of pitch
(P) and thread depth (h). No reference is made to
specific major or minor diameters since the pitch
varies with diameter. When it is necessary to draw a

h..6495P

/7, AMERICAN MTL.

isa.5000P P*31000 P

V-129.7
I VA 7A

As.06E4P

ha 11100 01 4,

/SQUARE

tr.$4100P

// KNUCKLE

Figure I-5. Thread profiles.
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standard bolt or threaded part, you should refer to
Tables of Standard Dimensions which give all basic
diameters_ threads per inch, and other size

specifications for standard threads.
The American National thre , which is a

modified version of the V-th ead but with a
flattened root and crest, is the m common form
of screw thread in use for fastening parts together.
The sharp-V form is little used, because the crest of
the thread breaks even under very little stress. The
acme thread, which is a modified version of the
square thread, is used to transmit motion and is

stronger than the square thread. The buttress thread
is- designed to take exceptionally high stress in one

direct n only. It is used in the breechblock
mec ism of guns and on aircraft propeller hubs.
The Unified thread is the thread form agreed upon
by the Standards Associations of the United States,
Great Britain, and Canada. This form, which is a
compromise between United States and British
thread designs, provides for the interchange of parts
and simplification of manufacture.

Exercises (402):

I. What type of threads are used on parts where
quick action is more important than power?

2. What type of thread is designed to take
exceptionally high stress in one direction only?

3. What type of thread is used on objects where the
threads must be formed by rolling or casting?

4. Which thread, used to transmit motion, is

stronger than the square thread?

'
1-3. Drawing Screw Threads

When the proejcted view Of a screw thread has a
diameter over 1 inch, the threads may be drawn by
the method shown in figures 1-3 and 1-4. This
method of drawing screw threads is the
semiconventional method, where helical curves are
represented by straight l&es. This semiconventional
treatment of ihreabs is not used where thread
diameters project less than 1 inch. On.smaller sizes,

the threads a e represented by symbols. Where time
is essential, simplified symbols may be used instead
of regular symbols. These three methods of
representing threads are explained in the followmg
paragraphs and figures.

403. Given various procedural steps for drawing
the three semiconventional threads and the regular
and simplified symbols, identify the particular
thread or symbol to which the, step belongs.

Semiconventional V-Threads. The same
semiconventional symbol is used to represent

V-threadi, American National, and Unified

threads, since the flat roots and crests are
disregarded except on very large drawings. The
exact type of thread must then be designated by a
standard form of note. The manner of placing the
note on the drawing is explained later in this
chapter.

The steps to follow in drawing semiconventional
National threads are illustrated in figure 1-6. Start
by laying out the centerline and two parallel lines to
represent the outside diameter. The length of the
threaded part is set off as required, and the number
of threads per inch for the given diameter is
obtained from standard tables.

The pitch distance is found by dividing 1 inch by
the number of threads per inch. The pitch distance is
then set off along the upper line. On the lower line, a
space equal to one-half pitch is set off before
marking 6ff full pitch spaces. Straight lines
connecting pitch points establish the angle of the
crests of the thread. For right-hand threads, the
lines slope upward to the left. Next, draw 60° lines
from each crest point; these V's are vertical and
should not lean wit li the thread. The intersections of
the V's locate points which are connected to form
foot lines. Note that crest lines are sharp, then lines,
whereas root !Met are heavy lines. Also note that
root lines are not parallel to crest lines. The end of
the screw shaft is usually chamfered at 45°, and the
chamfer extends to the root of the thread. When the
end if chamfered, a new crest line is drawn to join
the crests, formed by the chamfering operation. The
procedure for drawing internal double threads in
section is shown at the bottom of figure 1-6. Again,
root lines are dark and crest lines are thin. However,
in internal threads the major diameter is the depth
or root of the depth or root of the thread. (Refer to

, fig. 1-3.)

Semiconventional Square Threads. The steps for
drawing external and internal square threads by the
semiconventional method are shown in figure 1-7.
In the first step, lay out a centerline and four parallel
lines spaced as. shown and mafk off distances equal

7
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Figure 1-6. V-threads.

to one-half pitch on two outside lines. Add e
indicated inclined lines to establish the slope o the
thread crests. As shown by theslotted lines the
second step, draw the "short inclined lit which
follow the edges of each thread for one crOmplete
revolution. These short lines are the visible portion
of the back edges of the threads. To establish the
slope of the root lines, which are added to the next
step. draw vertical construction lines from the
external corners of the crests. These verticals cross
the minor diameter, forming interior square
corners. Root lines are drawn to join these interior
corners. Only one-half of the root line lies outside

8

STEP 4

45'

1

the crest line; therefore only one-half of the root line
is drawn, as the other half is invisible. In the fourth
step, all construction lines are erased, and the
necessary lines are darkened to bring them to the
same width. The root lines are not accented, as in
the drawing of V-threads.

Semiconventionsil Acme Threads. The layout for
acme threads requires two sets of three parallel
lines, as shown in figure 1-8. The intermediate lines
represent the pitch diameter, and pitch distances are
set off along these lines, as indicated in step I.
Through these points on the pitch lines, draw lines
making 15° with a perpendicular to the axis. For a

236
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1

-iingle thread, draw a crest opposite a root; then

draw lines joining the crests, as completed in step 2.
lel-crest-lines-must be-fine,-black_liors ,

Note that the root lines drawn in step 3_are not

parallel to the crest lines. The drawing is completed

in step 4 by erasing excess lines and making the

outline lines and root lines medium weight to
contrast with the crest lines. Internal acme threads

are drawn by teh same steps; and when shown in
section, the internal thread slopes in an opposite

direction to the external thread.-When drawing
multiple acme threads, be sure to draw that part of
the crest line which is visible on the back of the

thread. None of the back edges will be visible on the
drawing of a single acme thread.

Regular Thread Symbols. Thread symbols are
used to represent all types of threads on drawings
where the projected view of the thread is 1 inch or
less in diameter. Regular thread symbols are shown

.in figure 1-9. The alternate thin and thick lines
represent the crests and roots of the thread. Usually,
the root and crest lines are spaced by eye, and no
attempt is made to show the actual .pitch or root
diameter. However, when several different sizes of
screw threads appear on the same drawing, the
draftsman varies the spacing of the thread symbols

P
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STEP I
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STEP 2
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STEP 3
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Figure 1-7. Square threads.
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Figure 1-8. Acme threads.

to indicate to the reader that there is a difference in
the number of threads on one part as, compared to
the threads on another part,

As indicated in figure 1-9, the spacing of vertical
root and crest lines may'be actual (as obtained from
Tables of Standard Dimensions) or approximate.
The main requirements in drawing these regular
symbols are that the spacing be sufficient to give a
good print fronia tracing and sufficiently-varied to
indicate noticeable differences in thread sizes
appearing on tfie same drawing, As the diameter of
the part decreases, the spacing and depth values
become proportionally greater in order to avoid
crowding root and crest lines together. For
diameters below 1 inch and down to 1 / 2 inch, little
distinction in spacing is made. The same symbol is
used to indicate coarse, fine, and extra-fine threads.
The specific identification of diametee, number of
threads per inch, thread series, and class of fit are
indicated by thread notes. After considerable
experience, you may space the lines by eye and come
very close to the actual thread proportions.

Simplified Thread Symbols. Simplified symbols
, are used when speed in drafting is essential. These

STEP 4

symbols are illustrated in figure1-10. However,
these symbols should be used with discretion,
especially on drawings where there are many
invisible lines. Where there is a chance for
misinterpretation of the drawing,use regular thread
symbols or show the parts in an enlarged detail
view.

In the simplified representation, thread roots are
. shown as invisible lines drawn parallel to theaxis of

the thread. The steps in drawing the simplified
symbols are the same as for the regular symbols, as
shown in figure 1-9. The dash lines are drawn at the
approximate root diameter. The end views and
elevation views for internal threads are the same for
both regular and simplified symbols.

10

Exercises (403):

Identify each of the procedural steps below as
appropriate to the drawing of a V, square, or acme
semiconventional thread; or a regular or simplified
thread symbol by putting one of the preceding
italicized words in the blank following each
procedural statement.

2,10
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1. Draw only ont-half of the root line, as the other
half is invisible. -

from each crest point.
3. In the first step, lay out a centerline and four

parallel lineS.
4. Show thread roots as invisible lines drawn

parallel to the axisaof the thread.
5. Start by laying out the centerline and two

parallel lines to represent the outside diameter.
s

\

t.

6. Use alternate thin and thick lines to represent the
crests and roots of the thread.

7. For the initial layout, draw two sets of three
parallel lines

8. Leave the root lines unaccented.
9. When drawing the single thread, do not leave any

of the back edges visible.
,

1-4. Thread Identification

t
You have seen how the representation of threads

on drawings has been simplified tolhe extent that
notes must be added to provide a complete picture.
Dimensions are placed on the drawing to mark the
location of the 'thread, and thread notes give the
man in the shop the necessary information about
size, type, and the like. -.

238

404. A nsw el: some questions about thread
information; and given the necessary information,
write a standard thread note and indicite any
special quality or use recognizable for the particular
thread.

NOTE:
DRAW PROFILE

1-444NOTH OF THREAD

IN SECTION VIEWS.

t

-

EXTERNAL THREAD

i
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STEP Z

ELEVATION

INTERNAL THREAD
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Figure 1-9. Regular thread symbols.
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SECTION

tyf-/f*_____and--threads-of-both-standards-are-interchangeabie
when they have the_satne_diameterand pitch. The
main difference between these two types of threads
consist of differences in the application of tolerance
and allowance. Threads under these two standards
are classified into six series groups. One thread
series is distinguished from another by the number
of threads per inch applied to a specific diameter.
The series and their recommended use are as
follows.

Course-thread series. The course-thread series is
recommended for general use in work where
conditions do not require the use of a fine thread.
This series is used in soft materials and in designs
where its characteristic of rapid engagement is
desirable. For example, with a 1/4 inch diameter
bolt this series would be specified as 1/4-20
1.41C-2A.

Fine-thread series. The fine-thread series is
recommended for aircraft and engines where special
conditions require greater strength, resistance to
vibration, ease of installation, and less weight per
given strength. It is widely applied in fastenings,
such as bolts, sirews, tie-rod terminals, etc. A I /4-
itich diameter bolt in this fine-thread series is
specified thus: 1/4-28 UNF-2A. In the coarse and
fine-thread series, all sizes below 1/4 ofan inch are
designated NC and NF (National Standard).

Extra-fine-thread series. This series is used
particularly in equipment where thin material is to
be ,threaded and where a maximum number of
threads is required within a given thread length. A
1/4 inch nut in the extra-fine series would be
specified as: 1/ 4-32 NEF-2B. A few specific sizes of
this series are designated UN. For example: 1/2-28
UNEF-2B.

The following thread series, known as the fixed-
pitch series, have the same thread profile as other
American National threads, but the pitch remains
the same for all diameters.

The 8-thread series. This series has eight threads
per inch in all diameters from 1 to 6 inches. It is used
for bolts on high pressure pipe flanges, cylinder
head studs, and similar fasteners against pressure. It
is specified as 21/2-8N-3A. The 8-thread series ser-1:41
as a continuation of the course-thread series for
sizes over 1 inch..

The 12-thread series. This series has 12 threads,
per inch in all diameters from I /2 inch to 6 inches. It
is used in machinery, boiler work, and in
aeronautical construction of the fine-thread series
for sizes over 11/2 inches. A sample specification
would be l3/4-12 UN-2A.

The 16-thread series. This series has 16 threads
per inch for all diameters from 3/4 inch to 4 inches

ELEVATION it4t

EXTERNAL. THREAD

SECTION ELEVATION

INTERNAL T14READ

Figure 1-10. Simplified thread symbols.

Thread Information. The information ontained
in thread notes must be presented in th following
order:

a. Diameter in inches (or number ize).
b. Number of th ads per inc
c Letters to ident o and series.

N = National form.
U = Unified form.
C = Course series.
F = Fine series.

EF = Extra-fine series.

d. Class of fit and tolerance symbol. American
standard classes of fits are indicated by number
only. Under the Unified system, a letter suffix is
added t o indicate that Unified tolerances are to be
applied. The letter A indicates external threads; the
letter B indicates internal threads.

e. Other symbols. If the thread is left-hand, the
symbol LH should appear at the end of the
specification. If the thread is non-standard, the
word "Special" should appear.

In order to make thread notes meaningful, you
must understand the meaning of the terms "thread
series" and "thread classes."

Thread Series. Unified and American National
threads have substantially the same thread form,

12
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and is used for threaded adjusting collais, bearing
retaining nuts, etc. It serves as a continuation of the
extra-fiso series for sizes over IN inches in

attached as shown by B and C in figure 1-11. In these
two examples, the sequence of operations is
expressed in the thread note. The workman selects

diameter. To specify this thread, a note like the
following wotT--.11c--e : 31/4-16N-3B.

When it is necessary to draw screw threads and
specify thread sizes by notes, you must refer to
Tables of Standard Dimensions. A complete list of

tables covering Unified and American National
screw threads is contained in military specification
MIL-S-7742 in the appendix.

Thread Classes. Threads are classified by the
manner in which two maiing parts, such as a bolt
and nut, fit together 4hen assembled. Thread
standards provide for four classes of fits for various
purposes, and these classes are distinguished by
numbers from 1 through 4. Class 1 is the loosest fit
and class 4 is the closest fit. Under National.
Standards, the four classes of fits are described as
follows:

Class I fit. This class is used where clearance
between mating parts is necessary for ease of
assembly and where looseness between the mating
parts is not objectionable.

Class 2 fit. This class gives a free fit between
mating parts but provides for a higher quality screw
thread product than the class I fit. When total class
2 pitch diameter tolerances are applied to both
parts, there is some play between the mating parts.

Class 3 fit. This class is used for exceptionally
high-grade screw threads, and it is usekonly when
the higher production cost is warrted. The
maximum play between parts is about 70percent of
that found in class 2.

Class 4 fit.This class of fit is.used where exacting
requirements dust be met, and the parts are usually
selectively fitted together by hand.

Under Unified StatVards, tolerances for external
threads differ from th4e for internal threads. For
this reason, the letter A is used in the thread symbol
to denote an external thread, and the letter B is used

to denote an internal thread. Unified thread sizes
are identified by the letter U in the thread symbol.
Where the letter U does not appear but the letters A
and B are retained, all thread tolerances conform to
Unified Standards. Where the letters U, A, or B do
not appear in the thread symbol, all thread
tolerances are American National.

IdentfiliatIon Symbols. Figure 1-11 illustrates
correct meads for specifying serail/ threads on a
drawing. For external threads, the thread note is

placed on the profile view of theihread, as shown in

figure 1-I l,A. The note for internal threads is
preferably placed on the circular view of the hole;
but where no circular view appears, the note is

13

the proper tap drill for the given threacrthen drills
Countersinks, or counterbores the hole before
cutting the threads. For other types of threads, such
as square, acme, and worm, the standard note gives
the major diameter and the number of threads per
inch. Unless otherwise specified, all threads are
considered to be right-Sand and single. If left-hand
or multiple threads are needed, the note must clearly
state what is required. To specify a threaded part 11/2

inches in diameter, nine threads per inch (special
pitch), left-hand, double, the proper note would be
11/2-9N-2, LH DOUBLE. Note in figure I-1 LC,
that the drill depth does not include the cone-shaped
bottom of the hole. This shape is formed by the
point of drill, and on drawings an angle of 300 is
used to approximate the angle of the drill caning
edge.

Pipe Threads. The standard pipe thread .
illustrated in figure 1-12, is similar in shape to the
ordinary screw thread and it has the same thread
angle. However, pipe threads are tapered f/ 16 inch
per inch to insure a t ight joint at fittings. The crest of
the thread is flattened slightly, and the root of the
thread is filled in so that the depth of the thread is
approximately 80 percent of the pitch.. The pitch of
pipe threads has been standardized for. the.varibus
size of pipes: The number of threads per inch for any
given diameter can be obtained from standard
tables.

Both internal and external threads are tapered.
Tapering allows the first threads to be engaged by
hand and insures a tight joint when the threads are
wrench tiiktiened. A National straight pipe thread is

used for some parts, such as hose couplings. This
thread has the same shape and pitch as taper pipe
threads, and a common procedure is to use a taper
external thread with a straight internal thread. This
is possible when pipe material§ are soft enough to
allow the threads to adjust to each other by a slight
deformation of the metal. Taper threads are
specified by the letters NPT (National Pipe Taper)

and straight threads hy the letters NPS (National
Pipe Straight).

Pipe threads may be represented on a drawing by
semiconventional, regular, or simplified symbols.
The taper is not usually shown; but if iis shown, it is

exaggerated to 1/ 8 inch per inch. Standard notes for
pipe threads are shown in figure 1-13. On larger

drawings, it may be desirable to use the
semiconventional symboi, especially where the pipe
diameter projects 1 inch or more and when pipe
threads are shown in assembly with other parts in a

2 ,1
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1-NIPT

REGULAR SYMBOLS

I-NPT

2 1/4- NPT

2- NPT

i-NPS

SIMPLIFIED SYMBOLS

Figure 1-13. Repr tat= of pipe threads.

3. Why are pipe threads tapered?

section view. Usually, regular or simplified symbols

are used, The thread note always gives the nominal

diameter, of the pipe, followed by the letters
indicating the type of thread. The insidediameter is

used to identify pipes through the 12-inch size; pipes

more than 12 inches in diameter are sized by their

outside diameters. The "nominal 'diameter" for
pipes 12 inches or under is close to but not the exact

inside diameter. Except where taper is slown, pipe

thread symbols are the same as the symbols used for_-

ordinary screw threads.

Exercises (404):

I. What distinguishes one thread series from

another?

2. Under Unified standards what does A and"B"
denote in Classifying threads?

--knigew

4. You have a nut, 1/4 inch in diameter:threads
coarse, Unified Standard, 20 thleads per inch, fit
class 2. Write the formula and probable use.

15
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1-5. Botts and Screws 1

Bolts and screws are threaded fasteners which

appear frequently in machine drawings, in both
assembly and detail views. In 'making assembly
drawings, you will save time by- using a procedure
which allows you to scale the principal features of
the fastener in proportion to its given diameter.
When precise dimensions are required, you must
then refer to stanOrds which given the actual
dimensions for bolts, nuts, and screws. The Air
Force has established specifications for these

fasteners and for many similar machine parts.
Therefore, a part number may be used on the
drawing to iden tify standard fasteners, and no
dimensions are given. When a fastener is not listed

in the Air Force standards book and not stocked as

a standard part, its size and shape must be described

in a detail drawing.

405. Give the two classification breakouts of bolts

and nuts, the significance of symbols used in
drawing a nut or bolt, and the five items of
information specified for a bolt on a drawing.

Drawing Bolts and Nuts. Bolts and nuts are
classified by series as regular, heavy, and light. The

regular series is for general use, and theteavy series
is used where weight, and load factors require
greater bearing surfaces on the bolt head and nut.
The light-series nut is used where weight saving is

important. Bolts and nuts are further classified by

the typeof machining they have undergone in their
manufacture. Unfinished bolt heads and nuts are
not finished on any surface except the threads.
Semirinished bolt heads and 1111U are machined to
form a smooth bearing surface or a washer face.
Finished heads and nuts are washer-faced, and all
surfaces are finished for accuracy and appearance.
As shown in figure 1-14, B, this washer face has a
diameter equal to the width across flats and is 1/64
inch thick. Since the forming of a fmished surface
requires the removal of metal, the height of a
semifinished bolt head is slightly decreased. Also
the thickness of a semifinished nut is less than that
of an unfinished nut. In the finished series, however,
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the bolt head and nut are originally made slightly
larger to allow for the metal removal in machine
finishing. Thus the head height and nut thickness in
this series are greater than in the semi-finished
series.

In most cases, the conventional representation of
bolts and nuts is used. Figure 1-14 shows three
typical bolts and illustrates the use of proportions
based on their diameters. These proportions are
used to draw regular-series bolts and nuts. To draw
the heavy-series, the following proportions are
used:

Width acrou flats
Height of head
Thickness of nut

11/2D + '4"
)/413

j3olt heads and nuts are drawn with the "across
corners" width showing in all views. Although this is
a violation of true projection, it is done to
distinguish between square head and hex head bolts
and nuts. Therefore, a hexagon head and-nut will
usually be represented as showing three of its sides.

. If it is ever necessary to draw a hex head or hex nut
with only two faces showing (width across flats), a
radius equal to the bolt diameter is used todraw the

, ....... curves produced by the chamfer on the head and
nut. A radius of 2D is used on a square head and nut
when il is drawn across flats. This is illustrated in
figure 1-15.

lSquare and hexago heads and nuts are drawn
iracross corners" in all views showing the faces
unless% there is a sp ial reason for drawing them

ZJI-165

Figure 1-15. Bolt dimensions across flats.

"across flats." Figure 1-16 shows the steps which
you should use in drawing square heads, both across
corners and across flats. Figure 1-17 shows the same
for hexagonal heads. The principles apply equally
to the drawing of nuts.

First, determine the type of heaa and the nominal
diameter. Using this information, additional data
W (width across flats), H (height of head), and T
(thickness of nut) can be obtained from the tables

4 47/
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Figure 1-16. Stages in drawing a square head.
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237-767

Figure 1-17. Stages in drawing a hexagonal head.

(see appendix). Then draw the edges of the faces,
projecting from the end view. Set the compass to a
radius of C/2 and draw the circle arcs locating
centers Pi and P2. In the case of the drawing across
the flats, set the compass to radius of W, and draw
the circle arc locating the center P. Draw the
chamfer arcs, using the radii and centers as shown
and then complete the views. Show a 300 chamfer
on the across-corners view.

A similar procedure is used in drawing hexagonal
bolts using radius W/ 2 to draw the circle arcs
locating centers Pi and P2, as shown in figure 1-17.
In the case of semifinished bolts, the actual
thickness of the washerface is 1/64 inch, but may be
increased up to 1/ 32 inch for the drawing. The
length of the bolt and the length of the thread can be
determined from the footnote to the bolt table in the
appendix.

The drawing may require considerable time
when, for example, clearance conditions require art
accurately drawn bolt, using exact dimensions from
the tables. Often, however, the representation 'of
bolts May be approximate or even symbolic because
the note specifications invariably give the exact
information.

Specifications for Bolts. Specifications for bolts
on drawings or parts lists must include the diameter,
length, thread tre, finish, and head type. The
length of a standard hex-head or square-head bolt is
the distance from the underside of the head to the tip
of the bolt shank. On countersunk heads, the length
is measured to the top of the head. The bolt material
is assumed to be steel unless Another material is
specified; and, if the head and nut are different from

18

the regular hex or square, this must also be
specified. The bolt series is not specified. The bolt
series is not specified unless it is heavy or light series.
If the bolt is to be finished, the type of finish..rnust be
specified. Some types of finishing which must be
specified are cadmium plate, chrome plate, zinc
plate, and milling pr grinding operations which are
essential to the proper functioning of the part.

The term "bolt" is used to identify a through
fastener which has a head on one end and is
threaded to take a Mit' on the shank end. A stud bolt
is threaded on both ends; one end is turned into a
threaded hole, and a nut screwed on the other end
holds two parts together. Detail views of bolts and
studs are dimensioned and specified, as shown in
figure 1-18. In parts lists and bills of material, the
Air Force part number or standard specification is
used to identify fasteners. Examples -of bolt
specifications used on assembly drawings are as
follows:

I/ 2-13UNC-2A x 2 SEMI-FIN. HEX. HD. BOLT
1/ 2-20UNF-2A x 2% STUD.

Exercises (405):

I. How are nuts and bolts classified?

2. What do the letters W, H. and T mean when
giving information on nuts?

2 4.0



3. Specifications for bolts on drawings or parts lists
must include what five items?

406. State particular characteristics cif cap,
machine, and set screws; and write the formula for a
desipated screw.

Screws. Screws are made in so many shapes and
varieties that a clear-cut method of classification is
difficult. However, they are generally classified by
head shape and use.

Cap screws are structural screws designed to serve,
the same function as bolts. They are used without
nuts, and are passed through an unthreaded hole in
one member to engage a threaded hole in another
member. A hex,head cap screw is similar to a
standard fmished hex-head bolt. Other types of cap
screws may be semifinished or finished all over, but
they are usually produced in finished form since
they are used where accuracy and appearance are
important. They are available in body diameters
ranging from 1/4 to 11/4 inches. If the length of a cap
screw is less than 1 inch, the threads extend up to the
head. In lengths greater than 1 inch, the minimum
length of thread is generally 2D + 1/4 inch. Cap
screws are specified by giving diameter, threads per
inch, thread series, fit, length, type of head, and
name, as in the following example:

7

5/8-IIUNC-2A x 2 FIL. Hb. CAP SC.

1/2 -13 UNC- 2A
231-1611

h---1 1/4
2

V2-20 UNC- 2A

7/8 '--"4111

2 3/4

lee-- 7/8

Figure 1-18. Bolt details.
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The proportions for drawing the various heads
for cap screws and machine screws are shown in
figure 1-19. Note that the head slots are drawn at a
450 angle in the circular view so that the slot lines
are not confused with center lines. The points of all
cap screws are flat, with a chamfered edge at 35° to
the flat end surface. The depth of the chamfer is
equal to the thread depth.

Machine screws are similar in use to cap screws
but are usually smaller in diameter, ranging from
.060 to 1 inch. They are available in the head types
shown in figure 1-19 but are rarely made with hex or
socket heads. All machine screws, except hexagon,
may be manufactured with a cross-recessed slot, as
shown in figure 1-20. Unlike cap screws, machine
screws have unchamfered ends; and the symbol is
;hown in figure 1-20.

Set screws are used to prevent rotary motion
between two parts, such as a.pulley mounted on a
shaft. The set screw passes through a threaded hole
in the pulley and is tightened so that its point presses
against the shaft. The friction created prevents
the pulley from slipping when the shaft is turned.
Set screws are also used to adjust the position of
parts in relation to each other. For example, a set
screw is used to lock a lathe tool in its holder for
cutting operations. Set screws are specified by
giving the diameter, thread per inch, thread series,
class of fit, length, type of head, type of point, and
designation, as follows:

I / 4-20UNC-2A x 1/2 HEXAGON SOCKET CONE PT SET

SC.

The forms of set screw heads and points are
shown in figure 1-21. Headless types are preferred
since there is no projecting head to cause injury
personnel working around revolving parts.

Cap screws, machine screws, and set screws are
available in National and Unified thread forms,
either coarse or fine series. Cap screws are usually
produced with a class 3 fit, machine screws with a
class 2 fit, and set screws with a class 2 fit. In order to
make accurate representations of these fasteners,
you must refer to Standard Tables which give the
basic dimensions for each type. The standard which
covers screws is contained in Military Specification
933B. Copies of these specifications may be
obtained by Air Force activities by applying to the
Command General, Air Force Logistics Command,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio.
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Figure 1-19. Proportions for machine and cap screws.
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Figure 1-20. Cross-recessed screw head.
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Exercises' (406):

1. How are screws generally classified?

2. If a screw is designated as 5/8 diameter, 11
threads per inch, Unified National coarse series,
external thread finished hex head cap screw, how
would you write the formula?

3. What are the major differences between a
machine screw and a cap screw?

4. What is the primary purpose of a set screw?

251 177

SLOTTED HEAD HEX SOCKET

FLAT POINT OVAL POINT

SQUARE HEAD

CONE POINT

Figure 1-21. Set screws.
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1-6. Keys, Pins, and Springs

A key is a square, rectangular, or semi-circular
piece of metal which is inserted in a keyway cut in a
shaft and pulley. When installed in this position, the
key prevents relative motion between the two parts.
Metal pins, either cylindrical or round opered, are
used for the same purpose in lighter work where the
load to be transmitted from shaft to pulley is not so
great as to warrant a heavy key. Springs, while not
classed as fasteners, are presented on a drawing in
much the same manner as are screkv threads. The
methods for representing springs are discussed in
this section.

407. State the physical characteristics of keys and
pins and name three types of springs. -

Keys. Figure 1-22 shows several types of standard
keys. Square, flat, taper, and gib-head keys are
American Standard, while Woodruff and Pratt and

SQUARE KEY

GIB KEY

WOODRUFF KEY

Whitney are patented keys. In commercial drafting,
these keys are not drawn in detail unless they are
changed to include a nonstandard dimension. They
are, however, drawn to scale on assembly drawings
and their specifications given in an attached note.
Keyways on shafts and internal parts are
dimensioned as shown in the figure. Patented keys
are specified by a number, the shaft key seat being
specified by the same number. Complete
information on keys and keyways may be found in
engineering handbooks and in military
specifications. Appendix G gives dimensions for
Woodruff keys. All keys are drawn on detail
drawings in Air Force drafting practice. The related
assembly drawing contains a reference to the detail
view which gives all necessary information about
the key, including dimensions.

Pins. Cylindrical dowel pins are used fora variety
of work where twd partj must be kept in alignment
with each other. Taper pins are used where absence

Z31-772

FLAT KEY

PRATT WHITNEY KEY

HTF*7
T
2

KEYWAY DIMENSIONS

Figure 1-22 Keys.
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of play is essential, being driven into mating holes in
a hub and shaft. A threaded taper pin is threaded on
the small end and Is used where disassembly for
maintenance is required. Standard dowel and taper
pins, their diameters, and their maximum and
minimum lengths are listed in vanou\s publications.

Springs. Springs are formed by winding steel wire
into the form. of a conical or cylindrical helix. In
drafting practie, the helical curves are
convention,alized into straight lines. Figure 1-23
illustrates the semiconventional representation of
compression, tension, and torsion springs and
shows the method of dimensioning each type. When
the spring are small in size, a single line
representation is used.

In production work, a spring is largely a matter
of mathematical calculation rather than a matter of
drafting. The spring is usually designed to meet
certain requirements, and these are specified on the
drawings. In laying out a semiconventional
representation, you find that the steps which you
should use are similar to those for drawing screw
threads. Pitch distance is determined by dividing the
spring length by the number of coils in the spring,
and the coils are given a slope of one-half pitch. A
fairly accurate representation usually satisfies all
requirements. Of more-importance are the spring
dimensions and notes which must give the free
length, controlling diameter, number of coils, style
of ends, and size:shape, and kind of material. The
shape of the spring material is .important, since
springs are also made frdm square wire. The
representation of a spring made from square stock is
the same as the representation of a square thread
minus the core of the shaft. Steps in laying out
semiconventional round wire and square wire
springs are shown in figure 1-24. A spring having a
closed and ground end means that the last coil has
its lead reduced to zero, touching the adjacent coil at
the end of-the last loop.

Exercises (407):

I. What are the physical characteristics of a key?

2. What are the physical characteristics of a pin?

3. What are the three types of spring?
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1-7. Basic Gears

The basic types df gears are mechanical devices
which appear frequently on machine drawings. The
elements of gear design are complex, and their
design is usually the task of an engineer. Draftsmen
are rarely concerned with problems of designouch
as strenght, velocity, weight, and type of materials.
However, it will be your job as a draftsman to
translate engineering designs into working
drawings.

On detail drawings of gears, it is customary to
draw onlywor two gear teeth to show their shape.
The draftsman then adds dimensions and
specifications to exphin features which arenot
detailed. In assembly drawings used for display
purposes, it is usually necessary to draw a complete
view of gear mechanisms. On such drawings, the
shape of the g2r teeth may be approximated. These
approximate or "conventional" methods are
presented in this chapter, and enough elements of
design are included to enable you to make proper
drawings of the simpler types of mechanisms.

408. Match terms used when drawing spur gears
with their proper definitions.

Spur Gears. Gears are used in machines to
transmit motion and power from one part of the
machine to another. The parts connected by gears
have a uniform motion but their speed ratios
depend upon their relative size. Basic types of gears
are spur gears and bevel gears. ,A spur gear is
represented in figure 1-25 by two cylinders in
contact. It is a bevel gear, with two cones whose
surfaces contact. They illustrate how motion can be
transmitted by contact alone. You can readily see
that- pegs or teeth attached to one surface to mesh
with recesses on the other surface would give a
constant motion without slippage. Spur gears dnd
bevel gears are pictured first as cylinders and cones
in order to explain pitch diameters. The diameters
of the cylinders are pitch diameters, from which
tooth forms are calculated. In the 'study of bevel
gears, the basic pitch diameters of the gears are the
largest diameters of the imaginary cones. As in the
study of spur gears, the layout of teeth for bevel
gears is based upon data relating to pitch diameters,

Gear Teeth. The proportions and shapes of spur
gear teeth are shown in figure 1-26, and the terms
used in designing and drawing gears are explained
as follows: .

a. Pitch diameter and pitch circlethe diameter
of the imaginary cylinder from which the spur gear
is derived. The*pitch circle has a diameter equal to
the pitch diameter.
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b. Addendumthe portion of the tooth added to
the cylinder. It is the radial distance from the pitch
circle to the top of the tooth. Corrected addendum is
the radial distance from the top of the tooth to the
chord of the pitch circle.

c. Dedendumthe recesses into which the
projecting teeth of a mating gearenter, allowing the
teeth to mesh. It is the radial distance from the pitch
circle to the bottom of the tobth.

d. Outside diameterthe diameter of the
addendum circle. .

,

e. RoOt diameterSthe diameter of the root
circle.

f Depth of tooththe 'total ii.eight of the tuoth;
equal to addendum plus the dédendum.

g. Working depththe distance that a tooth
projects into the space between two teeth on the
mating gear. It is equal to twice the addendum.

h. Clearancethe distance lietween the top of a
tooth and thehottom of the mating space. Since the
dedendum (recess) is slightly greater than the
addendum (projection), thee is a clearance.

i. Circular thicknessthe thickness of a tooth as
measured al6ng:the pitch circle.

j. Chord thicknessthe thickness of a tooth as
obtained along the Chor&of the pitch circle.

I

_

k. Base circlethe circle from. which tooth
curves are formed. This circle is illustrated in the
drawing shown in figure 1-27. .

I. Diametral pitchthe number of gear teeth per
inch of pitch diameter.

m. Circular pitchthe distance between
corresponding points of adjacent teeth, measured
along the pitch circle.

n. Pressure a'nglewhen two gear teeth are in
contact, a line perpendicular to the common
centerline of the gears is draWn through the point of
contact. This line is called the common tangent.
Another line is drawn through the point of contact
at an angle of 141/2° to the common tangent. Th9
angle formed by these lines is the pressure angle.
The point through which these lines pass is the
tangent point of the pitch circles. This angle can be
seen in figure 1-27.

This angle determines the size of the base circle
.and, therefore, determines the shape of involute
gear teeth. Three gear tooth, forms which are
standardized are the 141/2°, 200 full-length form,
and 200 stub form.

Gearthe larger of two mating gears.
Pinionthe smalltr of two mating gears.

Tooth Forms. Two systems of gear tooth profiles
in use are the involute and cycloidal. An involute
curve is the curve generated by a point on a taut
string as the string is unwound from the cylinder. A
cycloid is the curve generated by a point on the
circumference of a circle as the circle rolls on a
straight line. If the circle rolls on the outside of
another fixed circle, an epicycloid is generated; if it
rolls on the inside of the other circle, a hypocycloid
is generated.

The. involute form is used more in making
machine-cut gears. The cycloidal form is used for
making cast gears, since it lends itself to battern-
making techniques. On a working drawing ofa gear
which is to be cast, it is necessary u2 draw the outline

A
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Figure 1-25. Friction jean.
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of one tooth. If the gear is to be made by a machine
cutter a blank gear is drawn showing only the
necessary dimensions of the blank. Information
about cutting is given in the form of notes. The most
common form' of gear is the involute form.

A convenient conventional method of
representing both types of gear teeth is used on
workiag drawings. It does not give the actual profile
of the tooth, but a note indicates the type required.
The task of making the gear then falls to the
machinest or patternmaker who must produce a
gear which meets the design specifications.

Thefaxes of spur gears are parallel to each other;
and in order for a gear and pinion to mesh, they
must have the same circular pitch and teeth f the
same form. They must both have an integral (w fdle)
number of teeth. The shape of the involute curve
which forms the tooth. outline is determined by the
diameter of the base circle for each gear. The
procedure for finding the base circle is contained in
the steps listed in the next paragraph.

I
Rather than develop involute or cycloidal curves

by geometric construction, an approximate curve is
drawn by the method shown in figure 1-27. This
method is suitable for all dimetral pitches and pitch

26
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diameters. Assuming t all necessary dimensions
are furnished, you would proceed as follows:

(14 Locate the cerUers f r the sp and the pinion
on the same centerline, om these cenèrs, draw the
pitch, addendum, and dedendum circles for both
gear and pinion. The pitch circles should be tangent,
as illustrated by point A in figure 1-27.

(2) Through A, draw the common tangent XY.
The common tangent is perpendicular to the
common centerline and is tangent to both pitch
circles. Draw the line of action; this line passes
through point A and makes a 141/20 angle with the
co mon perpendicular. The acute angle formed by
the i tersecting common perpendicular and the line
of ac on is called the pressure angle. The next steps
will shw how the pressure angle determines the size
of the )ase circle and therebydetermines the shape
of th teeth. A large pressure angle would reduce the
dianfeter of the base circle and give the tooth face a
sligljtly sharper slope.

( ) From the center of each gear, draw
pe1pendicu1ars to the line of action. As indicated in
figkire 1-27, lines MC and ND are radii for the base
circles. Draw base circles for the gear and pinion.

(4) Divide the circumferencvf the pitch circle by
the number of teeth to obtain the circular pitch. In

250
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figure 1-27, the gear is to have 24 teeth, and the
pinion is to have 16 teeth.

(5) Divide the pitch circle circumference of the
gear into 24 ecival segments. The circular lengtkof
these segments is the circular pitchoat the gear.
Bisect each segment, making a total of 48 equally
spaced points on the pitch circle. These points will
be used to draw the required teeth.

COMMON TANGENT

UNE OF ACTION

(6) With a radius equal to one-eighth the
diameter of the gear pitch circle, and with centers
on the base circle, draw arcs through each point on
the pitch circle as shown. Start the circular arc at the
addendum circle and extend it through the plotted
points to stop slightly below the base circle. Below
the base circle, draw a radial line from the center of
the gear tangent to the tootVace curve. Stop the

DEDENDUM CIRCLE

SASE CIRCLE
PITCH CIRCLE

ADDENDUM CIRCLE

Z31 -177

RADIAL
LINES

ADDENDUM CIRCLE

PITCH CIRCLE
EASE CIRCLE
DEDENDUM CIRCLE

PRESSURE ANG,LE

Figure 1-27. Spur gear and pinion.
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straight radial line slightly above the bottom of the
tooth. Round the inner corners at the bottotn of
each tooth recess by drawing a small fillet.

(7) The pinion isidrawri by following the same
steps. Divide its pitch circle into 16 equal segments;
then bisect each segment to give 32 points on the
pitch circle. The circular pitch of both gears should
be the same.

(8) Use a radius equal to one-eighth of the pitch
diameter, making sure that you take one-eighth of
the pinion pitch diameternot that of the larger
gear. With this radius, draw arcs to define the face
and part of the flank of each tooth on the pinion.
Draw radial lines to complete the flanks and fillet
the inner corners of each tooth recess. On gears with
16 teeth or fewer, the radius used to draw tooth
curves may be increased to reduce undercutting.
Undercutting produces a tooth whose chordal
thickness is much greater than its thickness
measured along the root circle.

Stub Tooth. When this "conventional method" is
used, the true shape of the gear tooth profile is only
approximated, but the met114;493 sufficiently
accurate for assembly drawings. If the pressure
angle is drawn at 200 and the height of the tooth
decreased, a stub tooth gear is produced. Stub teeth
are.drawn in the same manner as standard teeth, the
only difference being that smaller diameters are
specified for 'the addendum and the dedendum
circles.

Rack. When gear teeth are cut on a straight, flat

7/9 PITCH

20* STUB TOOTH
14 TEETH
CHORDAL THICKNESS .2244-002
CORRECTED AODENOUM .1117
WHOLE DEPTH .250

4.

surface, a rack is formed.jhe teeth on the rack
usually engage with a spur gear, which revolves.to
move the rack in a straight firie. The linear pitch of
the rack must be the same as the circular pitch of the
gear, And the straigtt sides of the rack teeth must be
inclined at an angle equal to the pressure angle of
the gear. The rack teeth must also have the same

. height proporti (addendum and dedendum) as
the ea eth. To draw a4aek#,I+ou must know

-the number of teeth, the linear pitch, and the tooth
depth. Tooth thickness and other dimensions are
calculated in the same manner as for spur gear teeth.
A profile view of a rack resembles a section view of
acme threads.

Detail Drawing of Spur Gear. Detail drawings of
spur gears are very simple to prepare if the gear is to
be machine cut from a blank cylinder. Dimensions
of the gear blank and other necessary information
concerning the teeth are giver in the notes, as
illustrated in figure 1-28.1t is customary to show
only one vidi, this view being in section.
Occasionally, a. circular view is needed to show
keyways, spokes, and other features not evident in
the section view. A partial circular view may be used
if it will supply the needed details. Where a full
circular view is shown; the addendum (outer) circle
is represented by a fine solid line or by a fine line
composed of long dashes separated by two short
dashes. The pitch circle is drawn as a centerline, ands
the dedendum or root circle as a hidden line, or as a
line similar to the addendum line.

2.2222-D05

1)0 2.000-.002
237-178

20° INVOLUTE STUB

Figure 1-28. Spur gear detail drawing.
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Exercises 1408):

I. Match the following terms and definitions.

(One diameter of the 011-

aginary cylinder from
which the spur gear is*

derived. The pitch circle
has a diameter equal to the
pitch diameter.

(2)The portion of the tooth
added to the cylinder. It is
the radial distance from the
pitch circle to the to p of the
tooth. Corn/tied, it is the
_radial distarice from the
top of the tooth to the
chord of the pitch circle.

(3) The recesses into which the
projecting teeth of a mating
gear enter. allowing the
teeth to mesh. It is the
radial distance from the
pitch circle to the bottom
of the tooth,

(4)Thi diameter of the root
circle.

(5)The total height of the
tooth.

(6)The distance that a tooth
,projects into the space

between two teeth on the
mating gear. Equal to twide
the addendum.

(7)The distance between the
top of a tooth and the bot-
tom of the mating space.

(8)The circle frora which
tooth curves are formed.

(9 The number of gear teeth
per inch.

(10)The distance between cor-
responding points of adja-
cent teeth.

(11)The diameter Of ihe adden-
dum circle.

(12)The smaller of two mating
gears.

(13)A curve generated by a
point on the circumference
of a circle as the circle rolls
on a straight line.

(14)A curve generated by a
point on a taut stnng as the
string is unwound from a
cylinder.

(15)Gear teeth drawn on a
straight flat surface.

Clearance
Pressure angle
Circular pitch
Diametral pitch
Base circle
Chord thickness
Working depth
Depth of tooth
Root diameter
Outside diameter
Dedendum
Addendum
Pitch diameter
and pitch circle
Cycloid
Rack
Involute
Pinion

1-8. Bav.1 Gioars

Although the axes of spur gears are parallel, the

29

,iof bevel gears intersect. Generally the axes of
bevel gears are at right angles to each other, but they
may make a greater or smaller angle than 900.
Figure 1-25 illustrates bevel gears as cones whose
surfaces are tangent and whose axes intersect at a
common apex.

409. Define five terms associated with drawing
bevel gears.

Terminology. Figure 1-29 illustrates the
important dimensions and terms associated with
bevel gears. Let's look at a few of these terms:

Pitch diameterthe diameter of the base of th
pitch one.

Pi h cone radiusthe slant height of the pi4ch
cone.

A&iendum and dedendumthe same as for a
spur gear of the same diametral pitch. These
diitances are measured at the large end of the tooth,
as indicated in the illugration.

Pitch cone anglethe angle formed by an
element of the pitch cone and the cone axis.

Edge angleis usually equal to the pitch cone
angle.

Cutting anglethe pitch cone angle minus the
dedendum angle.

Facethe width of the gear tooth. This width
should not be greater than one-third the length of
the pitch cone radius.

Drawing Bevel Gears. A detail drawing of a bevel
gear gives dimensions and necessary data for cutting
the gear. A sectional view usually provides all the
necessary information. Figure 1-30 illustrates the
method commonly used for bevel gear working
drawings. On assembly drawings, it may be
necessary to draw the gear teeth. The following
method does not give exact tooth shape, but it is
sufficiently accurate for assembly drawings. In
figure 1-31, the bevel gear tooth profiles are
developed on a plane surface which is a developed
cone surface. When thus constructed on a plane
surface, the tooth profiles are drawn in the same
manner as for spur gears. The construction is
explained in the following paragraphs.

Side view. For a side view of the gear, draw the
pitch cone, addendum angle, and dedendum angle
to define the whole depth of the gear tooth.

Then draw the outline (element) of another cone,
called a back cone; this element is at right angles to
the pitch cone element. The apex of both cones
should be on the shaft centerline. With the back
cork apex as a center, draw the developed arcs of the
pitch, addendum and dedendum circles. On these
arcs, lay out gear tooth profiles just as you did for
spur gear5. The diameter of the base circle can be
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Figure 1-30. Working drawing of bevel gear.
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Eigure 1-31. Bevel gears in assembly.
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.i.
estimated, -or it can be constructed as shown in
figure 1-27.

You must remember that the actual circular pitch
is found by dividing the circumference of the pitch
circle by the number of teeth. Do not use the
developed pitch circle to compute circular pitch
the width of the large,end of the tooth would be too
great.

Having found the circular pitch, lay out two or
three tooth profiles on the developed back cone.
Pass a center line from the apex of the back cone
through the center of the developed tooth profile.
From this centerline, you will obtain width
measurements as indicated. These measurements
are used to draw tTie front view of the gear.

Front view. The front view of the same gear
would, of course, belong to another view.
Therefore, the location of the center of the view will
depend on the layout of the entire drawing. If the
side view is the only view required, one half of the
front view is drawn as a construction. After a half
view is thus drawn and used to complete the side
view, the front view construction will be erased. If
the front view is used only as a construction, it may
,be drawn on a separate sheet taped in place on the
main drawing sheet. .

To draw the front view of the same gear which is
shown in the side view:

(1) Extend the side view axis to the right, so that
the front view can be properly alinedupon it,. From
a centerpoint on this axis, draw circles to define the
outside diameter, inner and outer pitch circles,
tooth depths, and the diameter of the small end of
the tooth surface.

(2) Divide the outer pitch circle circumference
into the same number of spaces aa the number of
teeth required. In figure 1-31 the gear is to have 12
teeth, so the teeth will be spaced as shown.

(3) Draw radial lines from the center of the
circular view through the 12 points found by
dividing the pitch circle:This provides centerline
axes of symmetry upon which to construct each
tooth.

(4) Transfer width dimensions for the large end
of the tooth. Take. these dimensions from the
developed tooth profile and lay them out on tooth
centerlines as indicated. Draw the outer end tooth
curves in the front view with an irregular curve,

(5) Draw radial lines from the center of the gear
tangent to the curves which were plotted on the
large end of the tot:4h. These radial lines will locate
corresponding points on the small end of the tooth.
Again, use an Irregular curve to draW the tooth face
curves which form the small end of each tooth.

(6) Draw all teeth in the front view; then

complete the side view by projecting points from the
front view of the side view. Points on the tooth face
curves and depthline must be projected for each
tooth. Each tooth in the side view will appear
different from adjacent teeth. ,However,
,symmetrically placed teeth will be alike in the front
view.

Exercises (409):

ow

1. Define the following terms as they relate to the
bevel gear.
a. Pitch diameter.

b. Pitch cone angle.

,

c. Cutting angle.

d. Face. .

e. Circular pitch.

-

1-9. Production Drawings

Now that you have learned how to draw threads,
bolts, nuts, gears, as individual iteins, we will
discuss production drawings. In this type of
drawing, you will be showing a combination of
many of the individual items. These drawings
furnish data which will give the exact size of parts,
the kind of material from which they are to be made,
and the manner in which the parts are to be
assembled in the completed machine. From the
design sketches 'and hyouts already prepared, you
will prepare detail and assembly drawings. These
are the working drawings used.by workmen who are
to produce the product.

410. Given a situation calling for a type of drawing,
name the type of drawing described.

Machine Drawings. Machine working drawings
are generally divided Into two general classes;
assembly drawings and detail drawings. There are,
however, three other types of drawings with which
you should he farbillar: modification drawings,
installation drawings, and wiring diagrams.
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Assembly drawing. An assembly drawing is an
orthographic drawing which shows all the parts of a
machine fitted together in their relative working
positions. These drawings vary greatly in regard to
dimensioning and completeness of detail. The
dimensions arc sometimes shown for installation
purposes only so that another designer who wishes
to use the unit will allow adequate space for it to be
fitted into place. Such drawings show the
appearance of the unit as a whole. When the unit is
small, complete information is given on the
drawing; and it may be used as a working drawing.
On such a drawing, called an assembly working
drawing, each piece is completely dimensioned and
no additional drawings are required.

If the object is complicated, a complete assembly
may not be drawn. A set of subassembly drawings
would be prepared to take the place of a cbmplex
drawing of the entire object. Thus, a subassembly
drawing is an 'assembly 4rawing of a group of
related parts that form a unit in a more complicated
machine. This subunit would be fitted with other
subunits and individual pieces to make up the
complete object. This type of drawing is often called
a group assembly.

Detail drawing. This type of drawing is one which
gives complete information for the manufacture of a
eomponent part of an assembly.. The drawing
includes dimensions, specifications of materials,
shop notes, changes, part number, number of parts
required, and other infdrmation relative to the
manufacture and assembly of the part.

Only parts which are not standardized needl be
detaded. For example, it would not betnecessary to
draw a detail of a ball bearing since this particular
part is purchased as, a complete unit from a
commercial magufact Urer.

-

In machine detailing, each piece may be detailed

on the same sheet. when several details are placed on

the same sheet, the same scale should be used to
draw each part. If different scales are used, the scale

for, each individual detail must be specified in an
appropriate place. The usual practice is to denote
the scale directly under the view.

Modification drawing. When changes are to be
made to existing equipment, a modification
drawing is used. The title of the drawing, illustrated
in figure 1-32, indicates that parts are to be modified
rather than manufactured. Some modification
drawings call out parts that must be added or
changed in making the modification. The drawing

number is usable as a new part number for the
modified part.

Installation drawing. Assembly drawings .are
frequently used to give the information required for
the installation or erection of equipment, and are
then called installation drawings. This type of
drawing (see fig. 1-33) shows the location and means
of attaching one or more selated parts to the
complete article or to one of its major components.
These drawings give complete information for
installing the parts. Unlike .the modification
drawing, installation drawing numbers are not
usable as part numbers.

'Wiring diagrams. A wiring diagram, illustrited in
figure 1-34, shows the wiring necessary to connect
components together electrically. Schematic wiring
diagrams show how electrical or electronic
equipment will operate. With these diagrams, we
can trace circuits and understand their functions.
Reading a schematic diagram consists of tracing
circuits and visualizing what action occurs as the
result of changes in operating controls and receiving
signals.

Wiring diagrams often specify part names and
numbers in addition to those for wires, but the
wiring diagram should not be used as a source of
part numbers or names. These part numbers and
names should be taken from assembly, detail, and
modification drawings only. Title block
information is the same as detail drawings with the
exception of scale and weight which are not
applicable. An application column on the drawing
shows the applicable models of aircraft or other
units for which the drawing is made.

You will find that the proper selection of views
will do much to make drawing easier and at the
same time will give complete descriptions of an
object. Each drawing in a complete set of drawings
must supplement the others by adding to the total
picture; each view must contribute, or it is'notNz.

..
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With more complex structures, more views are
needed. Some of these are auxiliary views, partial
views, and section views. Your first question should
be, "Is this view necessaryT' While making a
drawing, you must keep the reason for making it
clearly in mind and also remember that the final
value of a drawing is its clearness and exactness in
giving information necessary for making the
finished prodet. I'
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Exercises (410): The architect's scale is usually end-divided. The
primary unit at t he end o he scale represents 1 foot
and is divided into parts resenting inches, and in
some cases fra of in s. Figure 1-35 shows
two of the scales which you will find on an
architect's wale.

To compare the two types of scales, take one-
foUrth inch as a primary scale unit. On a mechanical
scale having one-fourth inch as the primary unit, the
scale is labeled "40," and the end unit is subdivided
to represent fractions of an inch. Any object drawn
to this scale appears one-fourth its actual size. On
the other hand, an architect's scale having one-
fourth inch as the primary unit will scale the object
down to 1/48 actual size.

The end unit on the architect's scale represents 1
foot and is divided into 12 parts, each representing 1
inch. You can see by examining your own scale that
the larger scales, such as the number"3",scale shown
in figure 1-35, are subdivided so tliatthe smallest
division represents a fraction of an inch. On the
smaller scales, the subdivisions cannot be carried
out quite so extensively. The smallest scale, 3/32,
has an end unit divided into 6 equal parts, so that
each subdivision represents 2 inches. On these small
scales, it is impossible to measure out fractions of an
inch. The drawing will be slightly inaccurate; but
since true-size dimensions are given, the workman
will have no difficulty.

To use an architect's scale for a machine drawing,
you must always remember that the end units are
subdivided to represent I footnot 1 inch. Listed--
below are various scales for machine drawings; and
with each one listed, there appears a procedure for
using an architect's scale.

Full size. Use the full size scale and let each inch
represent 1 inch.

Half size. If the object is too large to fit on the
paper in full size, it can be reduced to half size. Use
the full-size scale and leVeach half inch represent 1
inch, as shown in figure 1-37. Or you may mentally
divide every given dimension in half and lay it out
accordingly.

I. What type of drawings are orthographic
drawings, and show all parts of the machine

. fitted together in their working positions?

2. What type of drawings contain dimensions,
specifications 9.ft material, shop notes, changes,
part numbers, number of parts required, and
other information related to the manufacture
and assembly of the parts?

3. What type drawing specifies changes when
changes on the original drawings are to be made?

411. Give khree factors,affecting the scale of a
drawing, and the five scale sizes usually used.

Scale. Machine drawings are usually made
double 4çcJtill size, one-half size, one-quarter size,
or one-4ij1th size. The choice of the scale depends
upon the size of paper used, the necessity for
showing small details clearly, and the amount of
dimensioning to be added to the view. Details
should be drawn to full size when possible; but if the
part is very small, it must be drawn to an enlarged
scale, perhaps twice actual size. You must,
therefore, know how to scale a drawing.

Ile problem of scaling a drawing is greatly
simplified if you have a mechanical engineer's scale.
On this type scale, the primary units represent
inches. Divisions of primary units represent the
commonly used decimal fractions of an inch. For
example, on the scale labeled "20" the primary unit
is one-half inch. One-half inch is then marked off
(divided) into fractions in the same manner as the
full-sized scale. When all units are subdivided
throughout the length of the scale, the scale iscalled
full-divided. When only the first primary unit at the
end of the scale is subdivided, the scale is called end-,.
divided. You learned to use the various types of
scales, used by mechanical engineers, civil
engineers, and architects, in an earlier volume of
this course. However, a review of the use pf these
scales at this time in connection with machine
dral,Ving would be helpful to you.
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Quarter size. If further reduction is needed, you
may use the full scale and let 1/4 inch represent 1 inch.
Or you can use the side labeled "3" on the architect's
scale. On this 3" = I') scale, the subdivided portion
representing 1 foot is actually 3 inches long; each
mark representingl inch is actually 1/4 inch long.
Therefore, this scale can be used directly to make
machine drawings to one-fourth actual size (see fig.
1-35).

Eighth size. For this size, '/1-inch equals 1 inch.
Therefore, the "11/2" (11/2" = I') architect's scale can
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Figure 1-35. Useof scale.

be used 'rice its divisions representing inches are
actually Is inch in size.

Eighth size. Use the full scale and double every
dimension. On the end-divided architect's kale, as
you know, only the end units are subdivided. The
inner end of each subdivided unit is marked with a
zero, and two scales appear on one face. There are
two lines of numbers on one faceone line of
numbers applies to one scale and the other line of
numbers applies to the scale at the opposite end of
the same face. The smaller of the two scales
appearing on any one face is always half of the
larger, and the division marks of the smaller scale
coincide with markings which also apply to the
larger scale. You must be sure that you folloyi the
correct line of numbers when you work with such a
scale. When a scale on the right end of the stick is
used, foot measurements are read to the left of the
zero mark and inch measurement are read to the
right. Conversely, with a scale on the left end of the
stick, foot measurements are made to the right of
the zero point and inch measurements are made to
the left. As shown in the lower part of figure 1-37,
measurements involving ioches may be set off from
either end of the subdivided unit. For distances over
1 foot, the zero end of the subdivided unit is easier to
use, because it can be used along with the foot
divisions. For example, to mark off 15 inches, set
the 1-foot mark on one end of the object, read back
toward the zero point to obtain 12 inches, and add

38

three 1-inch divisions to the right of the zero point to
make the total distance of 15 inches.

Very often you will be required to give decimal
dimensions on a drawing, and you must change
common fractions to decimals. You can find liandy
charts, ealled convertion tables, which can be used
to convert common fractions into their decimal
equivalents.

Exercises (411):

1. What are the three factors affecting the scale of a
drawing?

2. List the five scale sizes usually used to scale
drawing.

412. Name the types of information usually found
in title blocks and other types of information
sometimes used on assembly drawings.

Title Blocks. The type, form, 16cation, and
completeness of title blocks vary greatly. Every
commercial drafting room has developed its own
standard titles; and likewise, various military
organizations have developed standard title blocks

f



to suit thcir particular mission. In general, titles
should contain the followmginformation.

a. Name of the part or strikture.
b. Name and location of organization.
c. Scale or, scales used.
ci., Date.
e. Name or initials of draftsman, tracer, checker,

and head engineer.
f Drawing number. (The drawing number

assigned will depend upin the system used. The
number may serve a dual purpose; for filing
drawings and to give information in code form.)

%-

Some of the 'illustrations in this chapter show
drawings which in addition to having title blocks,
have, other blocks for recording information. On
figure 1-33, for example, the Revisions block
contains no entries. When a revision is made, this
block is used to statewhat change was made, when it
was made, by whom it was made, and the approving
agent. In the same figure, another block deals with
Application and Quantity Required. The Quantity
Required section is filled in with the number needed
in, the next assembly and also in the final assembly.
You can see by this block in figure 1-33 that only one
is required for the'completed unit.

The Application section tells where the part is
used. The type number of all equipment using the
part is entered in the correct Mock. The next Ass'y
position of the Application block is filled out with
the drawing number of die assembly in which the
part is found.

This basic system of identification and
information blocks makes for easier filing, and all
drawings which are related to each other can be
easily located for use. This system, with necessary
variations, is used by all Air Force organizations.

'Other types of information blocks which you may -
use on assembly draw iniaç e Bill of Material, List
of Parts, Not Detailed, Bolt ist, and Assembly

IP

Parts List. These lists are technical records which
make\ supplementary oral or written information
unnecessary.

Value of Machine Drawing, The information in
this chapter has been presented from the s4ndpoint
of machine drawing. However, you should realize
that machine drawing is the application of
fundamental principles to one specific branch of
engineering. Assembly and detail views and the use
of notes, titles, and record blocks on drawings are
by no means exclusive to drawings made for the
machine industry. You will find that the ability to
make neat and accurate machine drawings prepares
you for the .study of other specialized types of
drawing, such as architectural, structural, electrical,
and tojtographic, to name only a few.

Sind' section views appear quite frequently on
machine-drawings, there is no better way to become
proficient in this type of drawing than by using
machine parts to illustrate the principles of
sectioning. The study of fasteners was presented in a
like mannerfrom the standpoint of machine
drawing and as knowledge essential to structural
and aircraft drawing. Although the study and
drawing of gears and cams are primarily concerned
with machine elements, they also involve the
neatness, accuracy, and exactness which
characterize all engineering working drawings.

Exercises(412);
1

1: What type qf infbrmation should a title block
contain?

2. What are the two sections required for a title
block in an assembly drawing?'

39
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CHAPTER 2

Intersections and Developments

GEOMETRIC SURFACES are often combined in
the design of machine and structural parts. It is
important to understand how,tobjects are made up
of the intersections of different types of surfaces. In
the first section of this chapter, we will see how the
use of intersections helps produce drawings of
three-dimensional objects. In thesecond section, we
will see how to develop allito-di ensiopal surface
to use for producing a three-dimejisional object, for
example from sheet metal.

2-1. Intrections

When Aobject is made up of two or more
different types of surfaces which intersect, each
surface extends only as far as the line of intersection.
If the two surfaces which intersect are plane
surfaces, the line of intersection is a straight line. If
the intersecting surfaces are a plane and a curved'
surface or two curved surfaces, their line of
intersiction is a curved line.

Frequently, the intersection line between
Atidjoining surfaces is difficult to represent in

fimaltiview drawing. However, i,f the component
parts of a sheet-metal object consisting of a number
of different geometric shapes are to fit accurately
and smoothly; an accurate drawing of the
intersecting surfaces is required. Therefore, you
must know how to represent the intersection lines
between various types of surfaces. Such intersectioft
lines fall into one of two general groups. In The firit
group, straight-line intersections are produced by
intersecting plane surfaces. In the second group,
curved-line intersections are produced when a ,
curved surface intersects.a plane surface of another,
curved surface.

To find the intersection of two surfaces, locateihe '
points where the edges of one plane pierce the other
plane. To find the intersectioirsaihicii Involves a
curved surface': Idsate the points of intersection -of
surface elemow by usino series of cutting planes,
-each of which contains a surface element. These
planes cut .14its on both surfaces. Theintersections
of tliese elements are points on the required line of
intersectiok The Tutting planes must be drawn

through points whidh will accurately locate the
curve oaf intersection.. The procedures for finding
intersections by the "piercing-point" and the
"cutting-plane," methods are explained in this
section.

413. Answer key questions concerning procedures
for determining the point of intersection of various
plane surfaces.

Intersection of Plane Surfaces. Before discussing
the intersection of plane surfaces,.jet's review some
of the important basic facts of multiview projection
as they pertain to intersection. Let's start with the
intersection of lines and planes.

Intersection of Lines and Planes. The position of
both lines and planes affects the intersection. Both
the line and the plane may be in a principal position;
that is, the line may be parallel with two of the three
principal planes of projection (horizontal, frontal,
or profile) and the plane parallel with one plane of
projection and perpendicular to the other two; the
line may be inclined and the plane in a principal

-..s.wasition; the line may be skew (inclined to all
principal planes) and the plane in a principal
position" the line may be skew and the plane
inclined; or both line and plane may be skew.

Line .anci plane in princithal position. Principal
positions of lines occur witien tho lines are not
inclined to ani.principal plane. Therefore, if the line
is parallel with, or lies in, the principal plane, no
single point of intersection is possible; but in other
positions, such as when.tht line is perpendicular to
he plane, a single point of intersection exists.
Figure 2-1 illustrates this fact. It shows a horizontal
profile line AB and the three principal planes of
projection. Since the line is parallel to the horizontal
(top view) and profile (side view) planes, the line and
these planes do not intersect except at infinity.
However, the line is perpendicular to the frontal
plane, and there is a single point of intersection.
Consider the bottom edge of the horizontal plane
and the left edge of the profile plane as edge views of
the frontal plane. Line AB pierces the frontal plane

'-
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Figure 2-1. Intersection f a line and plane.

at point C in each view. This apparent point of
intersection is often called/ the piercing paint; and
when it pierces a plane as seen as an edge, it
establishes the location of the point in the remaining
view. By projecting point C to the front view, you
find the point of intersection to be at point AB.
Thus, you have established that the intersection of a
line and a plane is a point on the line coincident with
the edge view of the plane.

Line inclined, planes in principal positions. When
a line is not parallel to two of the principal planes,
two points of intersection occur. For example,
figure 2-2 shows a frontal line AB which is not
parallel to either the horizontal or profile plane. The
line will not intersect the frontal plane (except at
infinity). The intersection with the profile plane is
established by point C in the top and front views
where the profile plane appears as an edge; the

Figure 2-2. Intersection of an inclined line and plane.
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intersection is then easily projected to point C in the
profile plane. The intersection with the horizontal
plane is established by point D in each of the front
and profile views. Then it is projected to the top
view to locate the point of intersection.

If you use the top and left side of the rectangular
top view as the edge views of frontal and profile
planes, observe that line AB does not intersect these
two planes. However, when you extend the planes,
points of intersection do exist.

Line skewed, planes in principal positions. A
skew line (a line inclined to all principal planes)
intersects all three principal planes. Figure 2-3
shows the skew line AB in all three views. Notice in
the top and front views that line AB intersects the
edge representing the profile plane at point a The
line and the horizontal plane intersect at point E
(shown on the figure with dashed lines for
extensions). -

Note in every case that the intersection is found /
by observing wh9fe the line intersects the surface in /
the edge view of trhestirface. For horizontal, frontal,/
and profile surfaces, two views always show the
surface as an edge. Thus, to determine the point of
intersection, you must (1) consult two views and/(2)
project the apparent point of intersection from/one
view to the surface in the other view. ,

Line skewed, plane.inclined. It is easy to find the
intersection of a line and an inclined plane because
the inclined plane appears as an edge in one of the
views. In figure 2-4, the inclined plane appears as an
edge in the profile view. Project the apparent point
of intersection C to line AB in the front view where
you can see that it falls within the confines of the
front plane. Point C is, therefore, tht real Point of

,

Figure 2-3. Intersection of a skew line and planes.
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s_ line of intersection. SiiIce the edge of a plane is
represented by a line,.the process is a continuation
of the process that hAs just been discussed. Let's
continue our discussion with the planes in a
principal position, Ito_ Use an inclined position,
and finish witk-tfe-planes in a skewed position.

In principal position. Any line of a given plane
intersects a second plane on the line of intersection
between the two planes. Therefore, to establish the
line of intervction between two planes, find either
the.intersection of two lines of one plane with the
other plane or one line of each plane with the
opposite plane. The simplest case is one of tile two
planes in a principal position. ;

Figure 2-6 shows the piane ABCD inclined to a
principal plane in both top and front views. When
you extend lines AB and CD to front view, yolifind
the piercing points E and F that these lines make
with the horizontal plane, which aears in the
front view as in edge. Then projetc these points
until they intersect ihe extensions oitq AB and
CD in ttie top view at points E and F. Sinc points E
and F are in both horizontal and skew planes, a line
rawn through them establishes the line of
intersection between the two planes.

In inclined position. Figure 2-7 shows a similar
situation. Here, the intersection is with an inclined
surface of an object.' Here again, we finds/the
intersection by extending lines AB and DC to the
edge view of the inclined surface and then .by
projecting the piercing points to the top and-side
views.

Ir ikewfd position. As in the intersection of any
two planes, the intersection of two s4ew plaiies is

Figure 2-4. Intersection of a skew line and an inclined plane.

intersection. By the sa" me method, you can establish
point, C in the top view as the real point of
Intersection of line AB and the horizontal plane.

Line and plane skewed. Since a skew surface does
not appear as an edge in any principal view, you
must make an edge view of it if you want to use the
same methodsjust discussed. This is illustratell in
figure 2-5, which shows, the line At intersecting
plane FQH. First make an edge yiew of the skew
plane by looking in the direction of line FG, which is
a. horizontal line of the skew plane. Next, project
line AB into the edge yiew, and, after locating the

' intersection E, project the intersection pointback to
the top view and then to the front -and .side.viev4.

It is not necessary to use an extra (edge) view to
find the interiection of skew lines and planes. If you
pass an edge-view plane through the line the .
ifitersecticln of this plane ,with the skeW plane will

'domain the point of intersection between the line
.and the skew plane. Use figure 2-5 to learn how this
is dont.

The intersectioh o the,eage-view planervd the
skew plane is easily located. Through line AB, pass a
plane that appears as an edge in,the top view. The
plane intersects edge FG at point Cand edge FH at,
point Q.,Then project these tOro ts to the front
view to establish points C and D on ines FG and
FH, of this view. A line ihrough these two points in
the front view establishes' the line of intersection
between the, edge-view plane -and the skew plane
FGH. Thus, the front yiew:shows the intersection of

. line AB with line CD as point t the point common
to line, skew,, plane, and edge-view plane. To
coinplete the tocation process, project point -E to the
top and side views.

Intersections of Planes. The process of findMg the
intersection of two planes is simar to that of
finding the intersection of a line and a plane because
you merely findathe Piercing pclints to establish the

i.

-
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Figure 2-5.Intersection of a skew linkand a skew
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(4) In the top view, extend edges AB and CD
until they intorsect lines MQ and NP, respectively.
The intersection points E a6d F determine the top
view line of intersection of the two skew planes.

(5) Complete the solution by drawing line EF in
the top view and 'by projecting line EF to the front

'and Side views, as shoWn in the illustration:

Exercises (413):

1. What does the term "skew line" mean?

2. What are the two steps used to determine the
point of intersection of a line skewed, planes in
prihcipal position?

Figure 2-6. Intenection of a plane and a plane in the principal'
Art

3. How do you establish the point of intersection
between a line and a-plane?

position.

determined by the points2 where two lines on one
plane intersect yhe other. rllane. Figure 2-8 shows the
skew plane ABCD intersecting the skew plane
GHIJKL. To find the intersection of these two,
planes, use the following procedure: ,

(1) In the front view, pass edge-view planes
through thtedges AB and CD,extended. The edge-
view planes then intersect the sk", plane GHIJKL 9
in lines GH and JK at points M, N, P, and Q.

(2) Project points M,'\ N, P, and Q to the
corresponding lines in thetop view.

(3) Draw lines NP and MQ which rePresent the
intersections of the edge-view planes with the skew
plane in the top view.

4. Which of the three principal planes will be
- 'intersected by a line parallel to the top plane?

,

5. A skew line intersects the six projection planes of
a complaje-view drawing, a total of times (

GP 0 H

Figiue 2-7. Intersection of a plane and an inclined plane.
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Figure Intersection of skew planes.
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414. Describe the procedures for determining
intersecticins of certain planes and curved surfaces,
and draw a sample intersection.

Intersections of Planes and Curved Surfaces.
Finding the intersections of curved surfaces cm a
curved surface and a plane, especially when one or
both of the surfaces ire in a skew position, is a
difficult accomplishment. It requires 'engineering
geometry. Therefore, it is not included in this
course: However, the intersections of cylinders and
cones in simple positions occur more or less
frequently on machine parts. ThereforJ, they are
discussed in the following rigragrap4.

. Intersection of plane and cylinder.lf you shoot a
bullet through a tin can, the bullet makes two holes:6
one where it enters and another where it comes out.
You can consider the two holes as points of
intersection between the path of the bullet and the
sides of the can. In the same way, a straight line
intersects a cylinder at two points. Since a plane
theoretically contains an infinite number of lines,
theintersection of a number of lines on a plane with
a cylinder detennines the intersection of the plane
and cylinder. As shown in the top view of figure 2-9,

4 for example, the horizontal lines on plane ABCD
-- intersect the cylinder at points 1,2, 3,44, and 5. (Four

ofthe line's intersect the cylinder again, yut only the
'five poInts are Shown to keep the drawingas simple
as pdssible.) .

To locate the points of intersection in the front
view, extend the horizontal lines to the side view, and
from there to the front view. Now, by projecting
points 1, 2, 3, 4, and S from the top view to the
appropriate lines in the front view, you establish five

,

k

4,

4
N.

Figure 2-9. Intersection of an inclined plane and a cyl_inder
,

,

?

6

PARABOLA HYPSWOLA

Figure 2-10. Types of intersection of planes-and cones.

,.

points of intersection. Using the same procedure,
you can esta6lish enough points to locate the entire
line of intersection. Since in the illustration
presented the plane is inclined at 450 with the
horizontal, the intersection in the front view
appears as a circle. If you wanted to'show the true
size and shape of the elliptical intersection, you
would need to draw an auxiliary view.

Intersection of plane and cone. As shown in
figure 2-10, the shape of the intersection of a plane
and cone_depends on their relative position. When
the plane cuts through the axis of the cone, the
intersections are straight lines. When the plane cuts
the cone perpendicular to the axit,_the intersection
cis a circle. An elliptical intersection occurs when the
plane is inclined to both the axis and all elements of
the cone. The intersection is parabolic when the
piane is parallel to one of the elements and is
hyperbolic when the plane is parallel with the axis.

To find the inteisection of a plane and cone, use
the same principles that were discussed in the
preceding part of this section. Locate the piercing
points in the view t hat shows one of the surfaces as a
line. Then, project the points to the, same element in
another view. Follow the procedure used to locate
the top-view intersection of the plane and cone
shown in figure 2-11. The _steps of the procedure
follow: ,

(1) Draw equally spaced elements in the view
that shows the cone as a circle and project these
elements to the view which shows the plane as a line.

(2) Draw the elements in this second view to find
where they intersect the edge-view of the plane.

44
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Flgure 2-11. Intersect Ion of a plane and a cone.

(3) From the edge-view plane, project the points

of intersection back to the corresponding elements

on the brst view. This establishes points:on the line
of intersection between the plane and cone.

(4) Complete the intersection by drawing
smooth curve through the points.

Although only a few of the possible combinations
of forms that produce intersections have been
discussed, the ones discussed demonstrate the basic

principles involved. You use these same principles

to find the intersections of three-dimensional
objects.

Intersections of Three-Dimensional Objects. Just
as it was impossible to show all examples of
intersecting planes and curved surfaces, all

examples of intersecting three-dimensional objects

can not be shown. However, enough representative
samples are discussed to show how the principles

you have learnbd about intersections are aPplieo to
three-dimensional objects. The intersections of two
prisms, a prism and a cone, a cylinder and a cone,
and two cylinders are discussed.

Intersection of two prisms. You find the
intersection of two prisms by locating the
intersection lines of the limiting surfaces of the two
solids. To do this, locate the points where the edges
of one prism pierce the surfaces of the other prism.
The example illustrated in figure 2-12 is simplified

by the fact that the top view shows the surfaces of
the triangular prism as edges and the side view
shows the lateral surfaces of the rectangular prism

as edges. By exaMining the \top view, you can see
that line a-b, Which represents an edge of the
rectangular prism, pierces two surfaces of the other

prism at points 5 and 6. Project these points from
the top view to the front view as shown. Other
points are found by a similar process. For example,

locate points 2 and where Idge c-d pierces the
rectangular prism intthe side view. Then, project
these points to the front view.

After finding all of the piercing points which are

common to both surfaces, complete the intersection

by drawing lines between each pair of points. In this
example, points 4, 5, and 6 are located in the front
view. Therefore, you can now draw lines 4-5 and 4-6

of the intersection. Notice that each intersecting
edge stops at the point where itintersects a surface

of the other pritm: You solve drafting problems of

this type as if the intersecting objeCts were a single

unit rather than two individual units. Consequently,

a line connecting points 8 and 9 would be
inappropriate on a view of these intersectingprisms

since it would be inside one Prism and not be
common to surfaCes of both prisms.

When the lateral surfaces of intersecting prisms

do not show as edges in any of the princiiial views, it

is necessary to draw a complete auxiliary view

showing an end view of one of the prisms. Then,
locate the piercing points in the auxiliary view, and

project them to the top, front, and/ or side 'View

where you complete the intersection by drawing
straight lines between the appropriate pairs of
points.

Intersection of prism and cone. The two
intersections of a prism and a cone shown in figure

2-31 frequently occur in drafting work. In the
intersection shown at A, the axis of the square prism

coincides with the axis of the right circular cone.

The following steps are used to draw the
intersection of these two forms:

(1) In the top view, which shows the surfaces of

the prism as edges and the base of the cone as a
circle, draw several cone elements whikh cut the
Wont surface of the prism. These piercing points are

shown as points A, B, C, and D.
(2) Locate the cone elements in the front view by

projecting the numbered points to their proper
positions on the base of the cone.

(3) The top view shows that the piercing points

A, B, C, D, and E lie on surfaces of botli forms.
Locate these points in the front view by drawing a
vertical projection line from each point to its
corresponding element in the front' view.

45
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Figure 2-12. Intersection of a prisrn and a cone.

(4) Since the object is symm 'cal, points A and
E are equidistance from the base ol the cone in the
front view. Locate point -A in one of two ways.
Either resolve it to a frontal position as indicated or
place it at the same height as point E whose position
is found by projecting point E from the top view to
element 1 in the front view.

(5) After locating all piercing points in the front
view, complete the intersection of the front surface
of the prism with the cone by drawing a smooth
curve through the plotted points. Since the entire
object is symmetrical, the intersection of the three
remaining vertical surfaces with the cone are
identical with the curve shown in thc front view of
figure 2-13.

.When the axis of the intersecting prism is At right
angles to the cone as shown at B ilk figure 2-13, start
the drawing proced.s.c iii the vie where the lateral
surfaces of the prism are shown N edges. In both
front and top views, draW cone elements which pass
through the triangular prism at various points.
Project tho. piercing points from the' line of
intersection in the front view to the top view, as,

A.-

i

-

,

illustrated by point t. Now, project points A and B
to the true length element VO in the front view.
Then project these points to the frontal line VO in
the top view and revolve them counterclockwise to
their correct positions (point A on line V-7 and
point B on line V-4). Since the bottom surface of the
prism is horizontal, its intersection with the cone is
an arc of "a circle with the radius VAR.

Intersection of cylinder and cone. To ;find the
intersection of the cone and cylinder shown in figure
2-14, use horizontal cuttingplanes. First, draw these
planes in the side view where the lateral surface of
the cylinder appears as aqf ge. Then project the
elements cut from the cylin rical surface to the top

- and front views. The pictorial view shows that these
planes cut elements on the cylinder and circles on
the cone. For example, cutting plane 2 cuts element
2 of the cylinder and circle 2 of the cone. Obtain the
top view of this circle by direct projection from the
front view to locate point 2 on line OA. Then, using

- point 0 as a center and a radius 0-2, draw an arc
which intersects elemegt 2 of the cylinder. This
intersection point lies on the required line of

46
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Figure 2-13. Intersection Of a prism and a cone.
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7
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Cutting Planes

Figure 2-14. Intersection of a cone and a cylinder.

intersection. After locating all such points in the top
view, project each point to its corresponding'
element in the front view. Complete the intersection
by diawing a line through the established points.

Intersection of two cylinders. Sheet metal ducts
and machine parts often contain two intersecting
cylindrical forms. The intersection may have any
one of several shapesthe shape,in each case being
determined by the sizes and positions of the surfaces
involved. These possible intersectiOns of two

. perpendicular cylinders are illustrated in figure 2-
15. The procedure for drawing the intersection of
the Single loop is representative of all these types,

a. Perpendictrlar cylinders. Figure 2-16
illustrates the use of frontal cutting planes to locate
:he intersecting elerrients of t'vo perpendicular
cylinders. Refer to this illustration as you read the
fol,lowM2 steps of the procedure:

( I) in the side view, draw a series of vertical lines
representing the edge-views of cutting planes and
project these lines to the top view where they also'
appear as edges of cutting 'planes. These cutting

48
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Figure 2-15. Typeof intersvions of two cylinders.



v
planes pass through elementi a both cylinders. For
example. cutting plane 2 passes through pont'a of
the horizontal cylinder as shown in the side view and
through point a of the vertical cylinder as shown in
the top view. ..

(2) From point a ' in the side view to the front
view, project line representing plane 2.

(3) From the top view, project point a to cutting
plane 2 in the front view. This locates point a as a
point common to bdth surfaces. Point a is,

therefore, on the line of intersection.
(4) In the same manner, locate all necessary

points on the line of intersection.
(5) Draw .a line through all established points.

Since the curve of intersection closely approaches a
compass curve, you can draw the intersection 'ine
with a compass when accuracy is not important. Set
the radius equal to that of the large cylinder nnd
place the compass center on the axis of the smaller
cylinder so the arc passes through the critical points
0 and D of the true curve. When accuracy is

important, plot enough points and use an irregular
curve to draw the true curve.

b. Inclined cylinders. The curve of the
intersection of two inclined cylinders is different
from the curve which is formed when two
perpendicular cylinders intersect. However, the
methods used to find the curve are quite similar. As
shown in figure 2-17, draw a revolved cross-
sectional view of the inclined cylinder in the front
view (a semi-sectional view is sufficient). Divide the
circular outline of the sectional view into an equal
number of parts. Then project the points of division
to the top view. Draw horizontal parallel lines
(representing vertical cutting planes) through the
points of projection. The intersection of these lines
with the circular view of the vertical cylinder
represent points which are common to the surfaces
of both cylinders. For example, cutting plane lines
a, b, and d intersect the top view of the vertical
cylinder at points 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Thus,
these three numbered points are on the line of

1

A

,

,.

Figure 2-16. Intersection of two cylinders.
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Figures 2-17. Intersection of two inclined cylinders. 4

-4.

intersection. They can be located on the front view
by means of projection. Locate enough
intermediate points so you can draw an accurate
line of intersection by using an irregular curve as a
guide. Notice' that the line of intersection is not
symmetrical because the axes of the two cylinders
are nOt aHgned.

. (

Exercises (414):

1. How cwn the intersection of a plane and a
cylinder be determined?

2. What is the relationship between a plane and the
axis of a cylinder when the following
intersections between a plane and a cylinder are
produced?

a.' Elliptical.

b. Circular.

,

c. Straight Aines. .........-

i

..

,

at
50

,
3. What determines the shape of the intersection

between a plane and a cone?

4. Draw t he right-side view showing
intersection of the two prisms whose top and
front views are shown in figure 2-18.

2-2. Developrhents

lf you have ever used icissors, paste, and heavy
paper to buid a 3-dimensional object such as a box,
you are familiar with the problems involved in
developing a surface. First, you lay the outline of all
surfaces in their true size and with all possible
common edges joined; then; you bend the material
.along the edges until the rest of the common edges
meet; and finally, you fasten the joined edges
together. The most irnportaRkpart of this process is
the pattern or layout on tKe 2 \-dimensional surface.
This pattern is called the development of the
surface, and is considered as the unrolling or
unfoldiniof the shape so that it lies in a single plane.

On many drawings, a development must be
shown to furnish the necessary information, for
making a pattern to facilitate the cutting of a desired

shape from sheet metal. Such developments of a
surface are drawn with the inside face lip, as it
theoretically would be if the surface were unrolled
or unfolded. This practice is further justified
because sheet-metal workers must make the
necessary punch marks for folding on ths. inside
surface.

Since it is the draftsMan who creates the
developments from which thin-material objects a're
made, yoll must have a broad knowledge of the
methods' of constructing various types of
developments. Before we discuss these methods,
let's take up some findamentals of development.

415. List four types of surfaces theoretically created
by moving lines, the four most common shapes of
developable forms, and the three meth'ods of finding
the true length of a line. '

Most of 'the objects involved in drafting are
bound by simple geometric surfaces or
combinations of them. You should be familiar with
the classifications and properties Of these surfaces.

a
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Figure 2-18:-Finding the intersection of two prisms.

NlassificatIon of Surfaces. First of all, let's define
the term "surface." It is a 2-dimensional pattern
which, theoretically, is generated by the movement
of a geometric line. Surfaces generated by moving a
straight line are called ruled surfacts, and those
generated by moving a curved line are called
double-curved surfaces. Figure 2-19 shows the four
types of surfaces created by these moving lines.

a. Ruled surfaces. A great variety of surfaces can
be formed by moving a straight line along another
line. As shown at the top of figure 2-19, as line AB
(called the generatrix) moves aldng line AA' (called
the directrtx), it forms a plane surface as long as the
elements (intervening positions of the generatrix)
are parallel.

b. Single-curved surface. A single-curved surface
is generated by a straight line moving in contact
with a curx.s., in such a manner that any two
successive positions of the generatrix either,
intersect or are parallel. The cylinder and cone
shown in figure 2-19 are examples of such surfaces.

a. Warped surface. A warped surface is a ruled
'surface in which no two successivf positions of the
straightline generatrix are paralld or inttrsect each
other. The hyperbolic parabolOid shown in figure 2-
19, is an exp pie of such a surface. It is produced
by moving the straight line AC along the two '
nonparallel lines AB and CD.

0

.4 i
%
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d. Double-curved surfaces. A double-curved
surface is a surface tenerated by moving a curved
line in accordance with some mathematical law. The
revolution of any curved generatrix about an axis or
along a curve produces a double-curved surface.

(1) A sphere is a familiar example. As shown at
the bottom of figure 2-19 it is formed by moving a
circle about one of its diameters.

(2) A spheroid and torus are other examples of
double-curved surfaces.. A spheroid is generated by
revolving an ellipse about either its major or minor
axis. A. torus (doughnut shape) is generated by
revolving a circle in a circular path about an axis
which is in the same plane as the circle. Closed
curves which are not true circles may also be used to
geneate tori.

Developable Surfaces. Only objects made up of
planes andfsingle-curved surfaces can be developed
accurately. Figure 2-20 shows the four most
ammon forms that are developable: the prism,
pyramid, cylinder, and cone. As you can see, the
developments shown on the right are obtained by
unfolding or unrolling the forms.

Although warped surfaces and double-curved
surfaces are not developable, they rhay be developed
approximately by substituttg developable surfaces
that closely resemble sections of their
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nondevelopable surfaces. Usually, a
nondevelopable surface is formed bywdistorting the
material from which it is made. For example, a
sphere can be formed (or covered smoothly) only by
using a malerial which can be stretched into the
desired shape. A practical way to determine whether
or not a surface is developable is to wrap the object
with paper or metal foil. If the surface can be
wrapped smoothly without stretching or crimping
the wrapping, the surface is developable. In
industry, flat sheets, of material are pressed.
stamped, spun, or JAIRTwise formed to product
double-curved or warped strfaces.

.9,

ELEMENT DIRECTRIX\
El

GENERATRIX

47

PLANE

SINGLE CURVED

WARPED.

f

Figure 2-20. Deveropable.surfacet.

Revolution of a Line. The development of an
object must show each surface in true size, shape,
and relative position. It is usually constructed from
multiview drawings. Since in drafting we present a
surface by drawing its outline, these lines that
represent edges of the surface must be true length. If
they do not show in the drawing in true length, we
must find their true length by any one of three
methods. We can find the true lengths by drawing

' DOUBLE CURVED an auxiliary view, by revoluting the lines, or by
drawing true-length diagrams.

Figure 2-21 shows the principles of finding the
true length of a line by revolution. The line AB is'
inclined to both the top and front views and,

. therefore, does not appear true length. To find itsFigure 2-19. Claudication of surfaces trjpgb..wc must rotate it until it is parallel to

52
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3. What ate the three methods of finding thvtrue
length of a line?

416. Given the top and front views of selected
developable surfaces, construct half or full

'developments as instructed.

Types of Developments. Developments may be
classified according to the type of surface involved
or according to the method used in drawing them.
Since we are interested in the drawing aspect of
developments, we will use the method of
construction as the basis for claisification.

The three methods used to develop surfaces are
kn94/n as parallel line, radial line, and
triangulation. The parallel-line method is used to

!develop surfaces of pr. ms and cylinders. The
radial-line method is us to develop surfaces of
regular tapering forms, s ch as pyramids and cones.
The triangulation meth4d is used to develop warped
and double-Zurved surfaces which are considered
nondevelopa b le.

The rest of this chapter deals with the principles
on which developments of the foremenuoned types
are based. These principles all have practical
application in solving drafting problems. In
addition to knowing how to draw the developments
discussed here, y'ou must be familiar with the factorS
inherent in the manufacturing process. This means
th-at you must know or be able to find- out the
amoutu of extra material needed to form bends and
seams. The recommendations concerning the
minimum hend radiiwhich should be allowed for
sheet metal vary considerably depending on the

,thIckness of the Metal. For this reason, the
equipment in a drafting room usually includes
standards which serve as practical guides for laying
out developments. These standards list the bend
radii recommended for metals of various
thicknesses. They also carry illustrations of the
types of seams used in fabricating sheet metal parts.
To keep our explanations as simple as possible, we
*ill present our developments without-. the
allowances for bending and seams.

Parallel-line Developments. Since prisms and
cylinders are forms having parallel elements On the
lateral surfaces, the parallel-line method is
Wurally suited to their development. To develop
the surface of a prism or cylikder, you must know
-the following three factors:

r(l) The true shape of a right section
(perpendicular to the axis) and the positions of the
lateral edges in,relation to the right section.

54

(2) The true length of the lateral edges or
elements.

(3) The perimeter or circumference of the base
and the distance on this perimeter between each pair
of edges or elements.

If you can ot determine the above-mentioned
factors fro the given views of the prism or
cylinder. y must draw auxiliary views or use some
other mea.4s to obtain the required true sizes and
lengths bef4ie you can develop the forms.

Right prism. The development of the lateral
surface of the truncated prism shown in figure 2-23
can be drawn without first making auxiliary views.
The true lengths of all lateral edges are shown in the
front view, and the plane of the base is

perpendicular to these edges. Theiefore, the top
view is a right seCtion showing1the.perimeter of the
base and tht true distance between edges. Since the
base is perpendicular to the edges, the development
can be drawn along a straight base line (serving as a
stretchout line) with. parallel lateral edges drawn
perpendicular to the base line. The steps in the
development are as follows: .

( I) On a stretchout line drawn to the right of the
horizontal base line, lay off six diVisions, each equal
in length to the width of one side as measured in the,
top view. This gives the perimeter of the base and
the true distance between, the vertical edges.

(2) At points A, B, C, E, and F, draw vertical
lines eqrl in length to the corresponding edges of
the prism. Since the stretch-out line is-aligned with
the base, these vertical heights can be projected
from the front view.

(3) Complete the development ot the lateral
surfaces by drawing a straight line to connect each
point on the upper surface to,thi paint(s) adjacent
to it. That is, connect 3 to 2, 2 tofr, I to 6, etc.

(4) Attach the bottom, to the base line between
two of the lateral edges, as shOwn in the full
development.

(5) Draw an auxiliary view to find the true size
and *shape of the inclined surface. Attach a
duplication of this upper surface to the upper edge
of one of the lateral facet as shown in the full
development. 4

Oblique prism. Before developing the lateral
surface of the oblique prism shown in figure 2-24,
you must draw an auxiliary view which shows the
true distance between the lateral edges. Ta draw thii
view, pass a cutting plane through the front view so
that it is perpendicular to the axis and to the edges of
the prisin. Notice that this cutting plane,
represented by line WX', must be drawn in the view
where the axis appears true length. To obtain the

z PO,



(me of the two views. Using a vertical axis through
point B in the top vieW; we revolve point A until line

AB is parallel to the front view. The line will now

appear in its true length in the front view. Note that
revolving the. line does not alter the elevation of
point A. As you can see, point C, the new position, is
still on a horizontal line through point A. Line CB

not only indicates the true length but also shows the
true slope of the line. As shown in the lower portion
of figure 2-21, the true length of line AB can also be

found by, revolving it about a horizontal axis. The
same procedure and principles are involved:

Figure 2-421. Finding the true length of a line by revolution.

/

TOP VIEW!

Lengths. shown_b_.1
in top view e=--1
Figure 2-22. Constructing a true length diagram.

True-length diagrams. It is sometimes
impractical to use the revolution method to find the

..true length of the lateral edges of the,object shown.
used in such cases. Figure "2-22 illustrates this
method of finding true lengths of lines. To find the
true lengths of the lateral edge sof the object shown,
draw a series of right triangles by using a,horizontal.
and a vertical reference line for the bases and heights.
of the trangles. First, mark off distances on the baie
line that e equal to the length's of the lines &flown

in ihe top iew. Then taking the measurement from
the frontview, mark off on the vertida I reference line
'the height oftach edge. If you establish the base line

- in line with the base of the front view, you can
project the heights'to the diagram as shown in the

'illustration. The hypoterases of these triangles
'represent theirue leinth of the lateral edges. ythen
using this method, you shduld identify-the ends of
each with nuni4ers or letter's to reduce the
postibility of using thFrwrong line.
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xetcises (415):

I. What four types of surfacei are theoretically
created' by moving lines? ,

2. What. are the four most common shapes of
developable forms?
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Figure 2-23. Developing a 'truncated right prism.

needed view, , assume that the line of gight for the
auxiliary view is parallel to the.axis and, therefore,
is perpendicular to. the plane of the nght section.
This aukihary view, on, which the axis appears as a
point. hows the true distal:ices between the lateral
edges. In thie instance the right seCtioil is a regular
-hexagon. A,s you know; this right section may alio.
be c.a.11ed a cross section. Thy top and front views do
not show the actual cross-sectional shape, but the
top ley, does show the true shape of the horizontal
base of the prism.

Since the ngatction, 1-2-3-4, is perpendicular
to the edges, it will unroll in a straight line.
Therefore, draw a straight line and use it as a
stretchout line. Along this stretchout line, mark off
six equal divisions, using, the distance in the
auxiliary ,iew as the unit of measurement. You use
equal divisions because all sides of the prisms are of
equal width. Through these numbered points, draw
perpendiculars to the' stretchout line. (During
construction, the material will be folded along these
perpendicular "fold lines" to form the edges of the
prism.> Transfer the true length of each lateral edge
fr m the front view Co the appropriate edge of the

A

developthent. Use dividers to obtain these 16gthst
measuring from line WX first to the upper suriace of
the prism and then to the lower surface. Draw,

.straight lines between the successiVe points ktt the
lower surface (points A, 13, C, etc.) and then connect
the points in the-upper surface in the same manner.
If the uppersuliace is part of the developMent, find
its true size NiAtawing a right side view haying the
sight line indicated by the arrow Z.

Right cylinder. When the bases of a cylinder are
parallel to each other and are perpendicular to the

-axis, the development is a rectangle. The width 'of
the rectangle is equal to the height of the cylinder,
and the length is equal tO the circuMference of the
cylinder. The development of a truncated cylinder,
such as that shown in figure 2-25, is made in a
manner similar to that used for developinga prism.

When developing a Cynthia, cohsider the
cylinder to be a many-sided prism so that its surface
can be divided into segments. ,The gist step in
making this derlOpment is to select at least. 12
equally spaced points on the base circle and, then
draw an element from each of these division points.
You can approximate the length of the development

_
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by laying out the chord distances 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, etc.,
along the stretchout line. For a more acturate
development, use the formula C = ird to find the
length of the stretchout line, where C is equal to the
circumference of the circle and is therefore equal to
the length of the stretchout line, d is equal to the
diameter of the base circle, and 1r is equal to 3.1416.
To make an accurate development, mark off the
circumference distance on a stretchout line and then
divide the Inv.-into 12 equal parts. From each of
these points, draw an element perpendicular to the
stretchout line. Next, transfer the true length of each

\ element (1-1', 2-2', 3-3', etc.) from the front view to
The.4evelopment and draw a smooth curve through
the end points of the elements, as shown in the
illustration. Compare this development of the right
cylinder with the development of the right prism in
which the end points of the elements are connected

A

by straight lines. When the inclined surface is
needed for a full development of the cylinder,
project from the front view an auxiliary view using
lines of sight perpendicular to the edge view of the
surface.

Oblique cylinder. The procedure for' making a
develdpment of an oblique cylinder is similar to that
used to develop an oblique prism. First, find the true
length of all elements; second,,find the true size of a
right section by the method explained in the
discussion of the oblique prism. Roll the right

. section but as a straight line equal to the, length of
the circumference, and draw an auxiliary view from
which you can find the true distances between
elements. Draw 13 equally spaced elements
perpendicular to the stretchout line. Transfer the
true length of each element from the front view and
draw a smooth curve thiough the end points.

/Streit:flout
Line

B C

Edge view of plane
of ri ht uttion

Aux. View

Ig

Ref.
PI n

OSe

MP'
Figure 2-24. Developing an oblique prism.
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Half developmdnt

jilill
rid

Figure 2-25. Developinta truncated right cylinder.

Exercises (416):'

I. From the top and front view of a prism shown in
figure 2-26. construct the full development by
using the appropnate met hod.

\

2. Construct a half development of the lateral
surfaces of the right cylinder whose top and front
views arc shown in figure 2-27. Use the divisions

of the surface given for the elements of the
cylinder.

157
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Figure 2-26. Developing a prum.
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Figure 2-27 Developing a truncated cylinder.

417. Describe the basic formation of, and the
appropriateness of the radial-line method for,
certain forms; and given top and. front 'views of a
selected form, draw ,the full development of the
surface.

Radial-Line Developments. The radial-line'
method is appropriate for developing pyramids and
cones because the elements of these forms'intersect
at a common .point.

I. Before we discuss the development of these
forms, let's 'review some of the important
cbar,acteristici (Sf pyramids and cones. The
'descriptive classification of a pyramid is determined

the shape of its base ancl by the position of its axis
elation to the base. When the axis of a pyramid is
pendicular to the base plane, the pyramid is

called a right pyramid. When the axis is mclinod to
the base, the pyramid is called an oblique pyramid.
A truncqted pyramid is formed by cutting off the
upper portion of a pyramid. When the cutting plane
is parallel to the base plane, the portion of the
pyramid remaining between the base pine and the
cutting plane is called a frustum.

,
/

I

Cones arg classified by the p,..itions of their axes ,

and the shapes of their right ,e-tLons. A naht section
is the cut surface resulting trom cutting the cone
with a plane perpendicular to the axis. The altitude
of a cone is the height ot a perpendiculat from the*
ertex to thc bast plane. If the axis and altitude of a
cone coincide. the form Is called a right cone.

Since the lateral faces of a pyramid are triangles,
the de elopment of a pyramid consists of dtawing
these triangular areas in true size and in proper' .
relation to each"other. To make an appropriate
de4opment of a cone. you divide the surface into
segmehts which are triangular in shape and then lay
out these triangles in the proper sequence. .

Right 1i-timid. To deNelop the surface of a
truncated pyramid show.n in figure 2-28. find the
true length of each edge bounding la surfaces. We
can obtain spme of these directly from the top view.
'The' four edges of the ba'st plane appear rn true
length in the top view because the base of the
pyramid is. horizontaL Since this pyramid is

symmetrical about its axis,through the vertex O. we
know that the extended edges OA. OB, OC. and OD
are equal. Likewise. we know that the length of edge
CC' e'quals the length of edge DD' and length AA'

.,
equah BB' becauSe the plane m which these lines lie
shows as a line inAhe front view.

We obtain the true lengths of the lateral edges by
revolving the lines representing these edges in the
top iliew, projecting their end points to the front
view, and drawing the line OAR. We obtain the true
lengths by measuring along this line.

The next step is to draw an auxiliary view
showing the sloping surface in true size. Draw this
by assuming that the line ojf sight is perpendicular to
the inclined surface. Fiistestablish the cente,r line
of the auxiliary view parallel to line A'D":in the front
view. Next", establish the height of the auxiliat)?view
by projecting lines fcom points A' and D'. Find the
four corners of the surface by establishing the
distances between the center line and points A', B',
C. and D'. These distances are obtained from the
top view. We are now ready to ' draw the
development. .

The steps in drawing the development are as
follows:

( I) Lotate point 0 on the drawing paper so t ha.1
there is adequate space' for the layout of the
development.

(2) Use the true length of line OA as a radius and
draw an arc of indefinite length. This arc is the
stretchout line.

.

(3) Set the divider for a span equaling the length
of side BC in the top view and use the divider with
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' Figure 2-28 Developing a truncated right pyramid

this setting4' locate points B and C -on the
stretchout line. In the same manner, locate the
remaining points in the order: D. A. and B.

(4) ,1 arting#t point B. draw lirkes fr,om B to C. C
-to D. to A, ahd A to B. These lines form the base
edges of the lateral surfaces. . .

(5) Connect the end points of each base line to
., point 0 to -form' the "bend lines" along which the

development will be folded to form the edges and
surfaces of the pyramid.

(6) Locate points A', B'. C. and D' on their
respective edges. Locate point A anti B' by setting
the dividers for the true-length distance of line OA
anb by transferring this distance on the respective
!Ines of the development. Locate points C' and D' in
the same manner, using the distance OD' from true-

0 . 59
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length line. Then drai, lines between adjacent
points. '

(7) Connect the base of the pyramid to a base tine °
of one of the lateral surfaces. .

(8) Transfer the irregular top surface to the
devilopment by triangulatiqn.

Notice that the development starts with one of the
shorter edges and that the two end surfaces are
attached along one of their longer bdges. Splitting
the part on a short edge, and connecting the bases
along a long edge, 'reduces the amoUnt of work
required later to rivet or weld the seams-.

Oblique pyramid. The first'step in'cleve loping the
surface of the oblique pyramid shown in figure 2-29,

, ,
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Figure 2-29 Developing an obliqUe pyramid.

is to find the true length of,all lateral edges. Edges
OA and OD are frontal lines and, therefore, appear
irr true length in the front view. Since the pyramid is
symmetrical about a frontal plane through the
vertex, edges OB and OF are( equal and edges OC
and OE are equal. To find tHe_true length of these
four edges, we revolve line 08 and OCinto frontal
positions to4obtain true-length lines OBR and. OCR
in -the froth view. The remaining true lengtht
required for the development can, be obtained
directly from the top view which shows the

e,
horizontal base in true size. .

4 ..,

Notice
.

that thc half develorenent of this
symmetrical surface is.made by dividing the full
development along edge OA'. Draw edge OA and,
with the div ider set for the distance OA, locate point
A. Ijocate point B by a i-awi ng two arcs: one with the
distance AB as the radius and; the other with the
truelength distance OB as the radius. The triangle
formed by draw ing straight-line connectors from

I point B to points 0 and A is the true size and shape
of onrce of the pyramid Add surfaces OBC and

.60
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OCD by using the same procedure. The base plane
is attached a; shown on the small full-development
drawing.
r Circular cone To develop the truncated right
.circutar cone shown in figure.2-30, use the following
information which you can obtain from the top and
front views. The top riew is a normal view of the
base and shows a right section since the base plane is
pernendicular to the axis of the.cone. Alliteements
of the whole cone are te same length. Tpe extreme
right and left elements (A..-- I and G-7) appear in true
length in the front view. (If the upper surface is
req iii red as part of the development, you Must make
an auxiliary view to show the true siie and shape of
the inclined surface.) ,

4

Make. the mam development by dividing thet.
conical surface .into a series of narrow triangles
which when laid out tn true size ahd assembled in
proper sequence form an approximate surface of
the cone. In the development shown, the base circle
has been div ided into 12 equal parts and 12 elements,
hay e been dron on the top and front' views. A Are
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accurate development may be obtained if you use a
greater number of divisions. The steps in the
development are as folloWs:

(1) Establish point 0 and use it as a center, and
ihe slant.height OA as the radius. to draw a circular
base line of indefinite length.

(2) Using a divider 'set for the distxice between
.elements as measured on the base circle of the top
view. establish the positions of the elements along
the base line. Then draw lines from these points to
point 0.

(3) Find the distances from the vertex 0 to the
upper sgface along each element. For example, to
locate ptint 1 on element 0.6 set the divider for the
distaence 0-1 in the front view and transfer this
dMance to the two lines OA in the development.
You can locate points 2 through 12 in. the same
manner except that elements B-2 through F-6 and
H 8 through L-12 do not show in true length in the

Angle eix360°

orthographic views. Therefore, in the fro nyview you
must draw horizontal proj. e ction lines from the
upper ends of these elements to line OA and use line
OA as' a true-length diagram.

(4) Sketch a smooth curve %through the points
you have just established and then use an irregular
cueve as a guide in drawing the finished curve.

You may have noticed already that this
development is smaller than the original cone,
because the straight-line distance between points A
and B on the top view is less than the length of the
arc AB. To make the distance around the base line

'of the development the same as the circumference of
- the circle, you may use one of two methods.

The first method is to rectify the arc distance on a(
tangent line and 16 use this distance to stey off the
base line of the development. We discussed die
rectification of an arc in Volunie I.

Figure 2-30 Deseloping A truncated cone
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Figure 2-31. Veveloping an oblique cone. ,-

If greater accuracy is required than can be
obtained by the rectification method, you can use
the formula shown in figure 2-30 to compute the
angle formed by the intepection of thelimiting or
outer elements of the development. In this formula,
R is the radius of the base circle, S is the slant height
of the cone, the angle 0 (theta) is the angle of the
required arc. The formula is derived from the
formula for finding the area of the sector of a circlek
The ra.tio of the radius to the s lant height determines
the number of degrees in the sector angle. For
Example, an extremely flat cone havinga radius of I
and a slant height of 1 would develop as a complete
360° circle. When the ratio is 1 to 2, the
development is a semicircle and has 180° at angle 0.

When you use the angle method to lay out a base
line in the develqpment of a cone, you locate the
elements by ,dividing the base line into the same
number of equal parts as used in the top view. Use a
protractor or á divider ;and the trial and error
method to obtain the equal divisions.

Oblique egne. Develop an oblique cone as if it
were a many-sided pyramid. Use a large enough

Umber of sides to get close approximation of the
c n ,. Use a construction similar to that for
developing an oblique pyramid.

Let's follow the c,onstruction procedure used te

draw the half development of the oblique cone
shown in fijure 2-31. First, locate equally spaced

* elements on the base circle and draw the elements on
both top and front vim. Since only elements A-.1
and A-7 are parallel with the frontal plane, only
these elements appear true lengili in the front view.
Obtain the true length of the other elements by
revolving them about a vertical axis and by making
a true-lenith diagram. The development is then 'a
inatter of construction by triangulation. Draw the
line representing element A-7 and on this line locate
points A and 7 by using a divider set for the distance
X. Then to locate element A-6, draw an arc by using
point 7 as the center and the distance'Z as the radius;
draw ariother arc to intersect the first by using point
A as the center and the distance Y as radius; and
draw a line from the point of intersection (point 6)
to. point A. Locate and draw elements A-5, A-4,
A-3, A-2, and A-1 in that order by using the same
procedure. Then sketch a smooth curve through the
end points and finish the curve with the aid of an
irregular curve. .

Note that the half development is made by
dividing the cone along the axis of symmetry. You
have probably already noticed the important fact
that half developments can be made only when the
full development is a symmetrical figure.
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Figure 2-32. Developing a simple pyramid.

Exercises (417): 1
.

I. -Why is the radial-line method appropriate for
developing pyramids and

2. How is a truncated pyramid formed?

3. Draw the full development of the surface of the
pyramid whose top and front views are shown in
figure 2-32. Lay out the development so that edge
OA is vertical on the page and so that it also

. ,
sappars4is the seam line.

418., Give the definition and uses of triangulation
development.

Triangulation. Nondevelopable
developed approximately by assaming that they are
made of narrow sections of developable surfaces.

fr The most common and . best method for
approximate development is that of triangulation.
This means that the surface is assumed to be made
up of a large number of triangular strips or plane
triangles with very short bases. This method is used
for all warped surfaces and also for oblique cones.

surfaces are

a

The tridngulation method is extremely simple. It
consists merely of dividing the surface into
triangles, finding the true lengths of the sides of each
triangle, and constructing them one at a time so they,
join ahing their .common sides. JSounds fahnliar,
doesn't it? It should. This is very similar to the
method used to develop the oblique cone in figure 2-
28.

Warped surface development. A transition piece
is a typical warped surface that can be deve1pped by
means of triangulation. A -transition piece is a
connecting piece used to join ducts of different
shapes. It usually consists of plane surfaces and
sections of oblique cones. Let's set how two
transitions.pieces are developed:

a. Transition spiece from sloping square to
Oorizontal circle. The transition piece shown in
figure 2-33 is designed to connect a vertical
cylindrical conductor to an inclined rectangular
duct. Use the following steps to make this
development:.

(I) Draw the horizontal- circle and the
rectangular opening in the top 'and front views
according to the size and position specifications.
These specifications' will indicate the size of the
'circular openini,and its position in relation to the
lower opening. The angle of, inclintion will be
specified cor the rectangular lower opening.

(2) Divide the circle into equal parts about the
axis of symmetry XY. The transition piece contains
conical sections having vertices at points A, B, C,
and D. Draw these conical parts of the traniition
piece so that each has as its base boundary line one
quarter of the circumference of the circle as it
appears in the top vie*. Then divide these conical
sections into three qual parts and add the two
additional elements to each section.

(4) t/sing the true lengths from the true-length
diagram mild the other required true lengths from
the top and front views, construct each triangular
area, of the development in proper sequence: Since
the object. is symmetrical about axis XY, a half
development is stifficient. Make the seam line on the
finished transition piece along line Y-1 at the center
of, the shortest flat side.

b. Transition piece from horizontal circle to
sloping circle. Figure 2-34 shows the development
of a warped reducing section. A reduci ng section is a
sheet metal part use& to join ducts which are shaped
alike but are of different sizes. Here is how we
develop s ch transition pieces:

art the development by dividing the upper
and lower openings into the same number of
divisions. Divide the lower openings in the top yiew

63 .
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?here it appears in true size and shape. D
artillery, view of the upper s
divjsion forythi
nu

raw an
urface -and make the

s surface in this view. Use any
mber of equal divisions. Twelve divisions were-

used in the example kecause this numlier is very
cOnvenient. You can use the ends of- the two
perpendicular diameters as centers and the iadlus of
the, circle to scribe arcs that divide the-circles Into
twelve equal divisidns.

(2) To avoid confusing the points on one circle
with those on that other, mark allpoints in the upper
circle with even 4umbers and all points in the base '

circle with odd numbers.
(3) Divide the surface into trairigular areas by

arawing lines to connect points in the following
sequence: 1-202-3, 3-4, 4-5, etc. In the example,
every other line is broken, and the solid lines and
broken lines are separated in the true-length

diagrams to lessen the likelihood of your confusing
the lines, .

05 Draw two such diagrams to enabla' you to
select the cOrect true-length of each line as you lay
out.the development. Obtain the true length lines
eegresenting the distance between elements on the
two circles in the top and auxiliary views.

(5) Use the true lengths.as, radii to construct the
development by triangulation. Start the

'development by drawing a line for element 1-2.
Then using a divider or a compass, set for the true
length of thiselement, locate:points 1 and 2 on this
line. Next, draw two arcs. Make one arc by using
point 1 as the center and the distance R as the
radius. Dyaw the other arc by using point 2 as the
center and the true length of element 2-3 as the
radius. The intersection of these two arcs locates
point 3 and establishes the apexes of the first.

True length diagrams

Figure 2-33. Developing a traninion piece .
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Figure 2-34. Developing a warped surface.

triangulac.section of the development. Locate the
next triangular section by using the same procedure.
For this section, draw an arc by using point 2 as a
center and the distance r (the.distance between
elements on the upper circle) as the radius. Then
locate point 4 by intersecting this arc with another
arc by using point 3 as the center and the true length
of element 3-4'asi the radius. Continue this process

- until you have located all points. Then draw straight
lines representing the elements. Finish the
development by drawing curved lines through the
established ends of these lines. .

Double-curved surface development (sphere).
The surface of a sphere is a double-curved surface
generated by a curved line and contains no straight-
line elements. Therefore, the development of sphere
is only an approximation. The steps for developing
a sphere are as follows and as illustrated in figure 2-
35: r

,

. 11

..
(1) Draw the top and front views.

fi 2) Consider that the sphere in the front view is
cut by a series of planes passing perpen-dtr*dy to
the axis. There projection in the top view shows
them as circles. Also consider that the sphere is gut
by vertical planes which appear as radiating lines in
the top view. Although we describe pnly a one-
quarter development here, the remaining quarters
are developed in the same way. The development of
one longitudinal section provides the pattern for the
remaining sections.

(3) Draw a horizontal stretchott line
representing the horizontal cutting plane D.

(4) Set your divider for a span equal to the
distance between points 1 and 2 on the top view.
Then use it to step off distances along the stretchout
line, locating points 1 through 5.

(5) Draw a perpendicular bisector to each
segment of the stretchout line:

. 65
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TOP VIEW

P P P

.46) On the perpendicular bisectors, above and
below the stretchout line, mark off four spaces each
equal to the distance between points C and D in the
front view. Then draw. horizontal lines throtigh the .
points of division. These horizontal lines represent
the horizontal cutting planes A, B, and C.

(7) Establish the width of' each section at eachof
STRETCHOUT the horizontal cutting plane lines by transferring t he

LINE corresponding distances from the top view.
(8) Draw a smooth curve through the points

established in step g. Each section is symmetrical
about the line PP and the stretchout line. In this
example, a full development requires 16 sections.

a 7

Exercises (418):.PPPP
QUARTER

DEVELOPMENT

hgure 2-35. Developing the surface of a sphere by the gore

mithod

V

1. What is meant by triangulation development?

2. This method is used for all and

4?
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Sfructural Drafting

) A BRIEF SURVEY of the development of
structural engineering practice indicates that the
term "structural engineering" was first applied to a

;branch of civil engineering concerned with bridge
building. These structures represented a high degree
.of progress in the application of the science of
mechanics and of a knowledge of the strength of
materials to the design of framed structures. Later
on, the term "st ruct ura 1 engineering" was used in
connection, with the devdlopment of large, s.teel-
framed ana reinforced concrete structures, and it is
mainly in this connection that the term is used
today. It is correct to conclude, then, that structural
.drafting is the preparation Of working draWings for
buildings and other construction whose vital
supporting framework is composed of timber,steel,
concrete, or other material and that the technique of
structural drafting, while very similar to
architectural drafting, is influenced by the materials
and methods of construction.

3-1. Tormlnology

Figure 3-1 is a iine diagram of a building. It is
true, the roof truss outlined is not typical of
reinforced concrete structures. However, other
parts shown are frequently encountered structural
members. They are clasidied according to purpose.

419. Define selected terminology used in timber
construction drawings.

Structural Terms. A "member" is a unit part of a
larger structure. The member itself May be
composed of several pieces fastened together, but it
functions as a unit., Any part of a framework, sudh
as a beam or a, column, is always-spoken of as a
member. In order to develop an understanding of
the standard practices and conventions connected
wtth structural drafting, study the discussion of the
more common structural terms given below and see
the members illustrated in figure 3-1.

a. Footings support columns, piers, and
10,
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masonary walls. They receive the weight of the
structure and distribute the load' into the ground.
The increased bearing area prevents the buildidg
from sinking where the natural surface material is
too weak to support the building weight. Footings
are usually made of reinforced concrete, but the
footing for a very light building may be a simple slab
of plain concrete. ,

b. Piers rest on footings and support vertical
columns or horizontal girders. In bridge
construttion, a pier is an intermediate support for
the adjacent ends of two bridge sections.

c. Columns are veilical members which support
loads acting downward; that is, they are members in
compression. Columns are the main load-carrying
vertical members in steel, timber', or concrete
framing.

d. A girder is a heavy member spanningbetween
columns and serving to support beams and joists.
They are the heaviest or strongest members of a
floor system.
4.e. A beam is usually lighter thari a girder, its ends

being supported by a girder or column. A lintel is a
beam which spans a door or window opening to
carry the structure directly above these openings.

f. Joists are lighter than beams and are spaced
closer than beams. The ends of joists are supported
upon beams or girders.

g. A truss is a built-up mem* designed to
support loads over long spans. The principal truss
members are the upper and lower chords (see fig. 3-
1); the members between the two chords are called
web members. Many basic truss designs are used for
wood and steel constructim?, the five niost common
designs being the Pratt, Warren, Fink, scissors, and
bowstring. A typical Pratt truss is illustrated in
figure (f- l. Although most trusses have a triangular
outline, a few truss applications, such as support for
a flat or curved roof, require, a truss whose upper
chord is horizontal or curved. Regardless of the
truss outlines, the web members. are alwayi
arranged to form a series of triangular units between
the two chords. The triangular arrangement givds a
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Figure 3-1. Structural terms.

truss a high degree of rigidity. On long spans, trusses

\,are
psually substituted for girders because their

increased depths provide greater resistance to
deflection, pound foi pound, than the bttilt-up
girders. or rolled shapes that would otherwise be
used.

h. A bent is formed by a truss and the columns
supporting it. Any verecal framework, consisting of

\
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columns and beams, to support sit er members, is
called a bent. I\

I. A bay is the space beten adjacent or
consecutive bents..

j. A purlinis al:seam spannitwhe space between
trusses, girders, or raft6rs, and it ipports the roof
covering.

k. A panel is that protion of a truss between

3 o



adjacent joints in the upper or lower chords. The
space between two purlins on a roof is also called a
panel.

The terms, "span,", "pitch," and "rise" are also
indicated iri figure 3-1. Other terms associated with
steel, wood, and concrete construction will be
introduced and defined as we discuss the drafting
conventions peculiar to these materials.

Exercises (419):

What is 'a "member,"ias related to a strucnal
drawing?

2: What is a girder?

3. What.is a truss designed to dd?

4. How is a pier used?

_5. How does a joist differ from a beam?

Timber constru
used for warehouses, s op
structures where heavy loads and
encountered.

vy wood framing, is
and other

joints stronger. Withthese connectors, the members
of built-up frames are held in place more rigidly
than with spikes or bolts alone, and it is possible to
use a greater percentage of the tensile and sheiring
strength of the wood. Specially shaped cast Aan or
pressed steel blocks are used at joints to conneft
single piece members together. Steel rods are used
to take tensile stresses since it Ls difficult to fasten
wood so-that its tensile strength can be used to the
best advantage. Connectors, used to join' the
members of built-up 'trusses, are set in' .precut
grooves or forced into the wood,by pressure.

Bolts used in timber construction vary in
diameter from 1/4 to4 PA inches. They are usually
squarehead type and they take square or hexagonal ,
nuts. Round waiers or square metal plates are used
under boltheads and nuts to increase the bearing
area on the wood.

Figure 3-2 also illustrates the use of steel plates to
connect and reinforce joints in framing. Plates are
placed on both sides,of the joint and bolted in place.
Depending upon their function, these plates are
given various names, such as tie, splice, batten, or
gusset. Wood plates may be used, but the wood
must be very strong where the joint is subjected t,o
tension or compression stresses. Gusset and batten
plates are used more extensively in steel framing.

Exercises (420):

1. What purpose does a metal connection serve in
timber construction?

2. What particular type of stress are steel rods
designed to take?

420. State the particular function ofselectecketal
fasteners and connections.

Fosteners and Connections. Long, unsuppOrted
areas between walls are spanned by roof trusses
rather thin rafters. Floor systems, either for bridges

, ...sr buildings, consist of thick plank flooring
supported by heayy beams or closely spaccd joists.
The wood members for these structures must be
carefully selected and sized to support their
respective loads. They are then connected with
spikes, bolts, screws, or special timber connectors.
Spikes are used forthe smaller sizes of lumber, while
square or hexagonal hpad bolts are used in larger
timbers. Metal connections (see fig. 3-2) are used in
onjunction with bolts to make wood-to-wood

3 u
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421. Complete son
indicating conditions
for framed structures.

key words or phrases
rafting practices

.2

Working Drawings. In preparing
working drawings for a framed structure, the n
and size of the structure determine the number an
type (44drawings required. Whermone sheet may be
adequate to describe a simple tower, a dozen or
more sheets may be needed to completely describe a
building or bridge. In the case of a building, factors

such as overall size, external appearance,
arrangement of interior space, doors, windows,and
fittings are described in general and detail drawings.
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As we will learn in the study of architectural
drafting, general views consist of small-scale plans
and elevations, and details consist of large-scale
section and detail, drawings. Closely related to the
matter of architectul_desi6 are ths engineering

f

calculations concerne with, the strength of the
supporting framewori of the structure. These,.
,details must be careful liewoiked out by an ardhitect
oi" construction 'engineer., From ,their engineering'
;feign sketches, you will prepare struckural" plans
and details showing tl method of construction.
Separate framing plans may be drawn for floors,
walls,'and .roofs. `Floor framing plans specify the

,size and.location of soltimns, girders, beams, and,
joists. Wall framirig plans are elevation views

, showing the framing Par windows, doors, coluinds;
and bracig. ,Roof framing plans are drawn and
used in the same manner as floor framing plans,
with rafters shoVin th; same manner as floor
joists. Trusses are detailed id farge-scale views, as
indicated in figure ,3-3. Framing plans may .ebi

accompanied by a cytting list giving the size, length,
and details of special Cuts for , timbers. This
information is organized in a schedule or table on
the sheet to which if lifers.

Structural Drafting Practices. The best way to
point mu the drafting practices and conventions
employed in structural drafting is to study them a
they are applied to a typical problem. Figure 3-3 it
the detail for a bu ik-up ro f truss Ha truss or other

out its centerfine,.it
e left half. This left half
direction which shows
connections and other
iew is never stopped

large member is symynet c
is customary to shop only
view is taken looking in t
the most detail ip cegard t
iniportant features. The
exactlyOn tfie centerline, but isextended far enough
to show the construttion through.the center axes. A

wayy, short breaklinelii- a long breakline is used to
terminate broken-off members. Ncite that_tht
breakiines are drawn only through the numbers and
not acrois the space between-members.

The placing of views on structural drawings is
similar to the ,prattices followed in thar,,hine
drawing. That, is, the top view appears above the
front Yieweand an endiView is placed to the right of'
left pf the front view, This it especially true in
detailing iingle small members where the views can'.,
be convenientlyvaligned vertically and hof2ontally
as in 'regular rnultiyiew projtction. As shown in
figure 3-3, inclined parts are presented in auxiliary
projections. Thus, the top chord of .the,truis is
shown as an atixiliary view instead of showing a
regular top view of the truss. This method:is

* convenient since ,it.shows true lengths and provides
for easier placement. of' dimensiOns and notes.

; 0
4

Another practice followed in IructuTal drafting
is the use dr bottom views. However, bottom views

of structural members are made, as horizontal
sections looking downward. The theoutical cutting
ftane is assu'med to be placed' so 'as J,9 show only
essential details of the lowe member. in figure 3-3'
therefore, the'bottm view it in reality Clop yiew" of,

the lower chord. No cutting plane line aplpears in the

front yiew, and flit' bottom view is not classified as a
section. This ar4ngement Places the front face of
the lower chord below tht bottom view cente,rline.

'Similarly, their= face 6f the upper chord is below
Ole centerline of the top view. Since the froht a'nd

itar detaila of the truss itiembers are shoWn on the
same side of corresponding centerlines, in the top '
and bottom yews; parts are ihown in their true
relationship to each othei. The terms "near face"
(I4F) and "far face" (fiF) are frequentI51 used in
notes on structural drawings. When applied to any
view, the term "near face" indicates the surface
nearest the pobserver for that particular direction of
sight.,The far "face is, of cOurse, the opPosip side,
Some draftsmen prefer the 'terms "near side" (NS)
and iar side" '(FS). You may use either set of terms

as Icing as you're consistedt.
In figure 3-3, all members of the truss aredetailed

in the assembled position which they occupy in the

structure. Had each piece been detailed separately,
they would still be shown in the-same position. That
is, horizontal members are detaVeel horizontally,
vertical members .are ah upright or
Vertical position, and inelined members are usually
shown in an inclined position. When vertical
members:such as columns, are too long to be placed
upright on the sheet,They ale drawn in a horizontal
position With.the base at the' left side 6f the sheet.
Also, in Wine drafting rOcims, it is standard practice
to detail inclined members horizontally..

Sections are freddently Shov.in on strpctural
drawings. These views are placed in coniienient
spices on the sheet, and each view is identified with
letters. For examine, section'A-Alis indicated on the,
truss In cuttirii plahe_ line A-A. When several
,sections appear on the same sheet, their cutting
planes nist be located at the particular point at
which t e\yiew is taken. Standard architectural
materia symbols are used as indicated. Filler pieces,
plates; nd blocking need not be crosshatched if
clarity improved by omitting the seen oh symbols.
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preparing a 114t of working drawings for a
ed'strUcture, the and of the
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structure determine the number and type of
drawings required.' .

2. Floor framing plans specify the size and\locatioa
of , , and

3. If a truss or other large member is _about
its , it is customary to show only the left
half.

422. State an important consideration to keep in
mind concerning dhnensioning scale and skeleton
diagrams.

Dimensioning. The technique of dimensioning
wood structures is the same as for architectural
draftings. Light, solid dimension lines are used, and
the fieres are placed above the 1Me near the center
bf the space between the arrows. Indications for
feet, inches, 44 fractions are the same as in
architectural drafting. Dimension lines are placeitih
continuous rows from end to end of the object, with
the outermost dimension giving overall size. The
dimension line nearest the o.pject should not be
closer than 5/2 inch, and succeeding rows should be
no closer togethey than 5/io inch. SpEead the lines
farther apart when space is available, and avoid
dimensioning upon the object. A note or dimension
placed in the clear and connected to the object by a
leader is an effective method of dealing with
crowded conditions.

Dimensions must always be thecked for
accuracy. Be sure that it is not necessary for the
workman to perform mathematical computations
in order to get needed information. Because of
limited space, the views in figure 3-3 are not spaced
far enough apart to permit the inclusion of all
necessary notes and dimensions. In blOcking out
views, be sure to leave adequate space for
dimeasions.

Scale. The architect's scale is the only scale used
in making structural drawings. As we have already
poihted out, the scale most generally used for
general drawirts is 1/4" = 1,0*. However, it is often
necessary to use a smaller scale it-or very large
structures. Detail drawings of large members are
drawn in the middle range of scales, whereas small
members and special construction joints may be
drawn quarter size (3-= 1'0) or half size (6" =

An important feature in structural drafting is the
frequent' use of two scales. In figure 3-3, the
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centerlines of the truss members ttre laid out first to
a kale of I/ 2" = l'0".The truss members themselves
are .drawn to PT = l'0" scale--except for their
length. Thus, the timbers are to scale in only one
direction- in the front, top,..and bottom viewi. The
section view is to scale in both directions*. Likewise,
the end view is to scale in all directions except that
the full vertical length of the column is not thown,
This is done to save space and time.

Skeleton diagrams. One of the first steps in
preparing a truss detail is ktkclraw a small, scaled
diagram often called a skeleton diagram. A skeleton
diagram is constructed of "working lines" which
usually coincide with the front view centerlines of
the truss members. These diagrams have various
purposes. In figure 3-3, the diagram shows
dimensions to the "working points"the
intersections of the working lines are referred to as
working points. The diagram in figure 3-3 also
serves as a reference in laying out and dimensioning
the truss members. When only one inember of a
trtiss is to be detMled, a skeleton diagram is used to
show the position of the detailed member with.
respect to the other members. The member eing
detailed is indicated in the line diagram by a avy
line.

Nominal and actual sizes. You must keep in
mind, especially in drawing details, that commercial
timbers are designated by nominal size and drawn
to actual size. As you learned in architectural
drafting, surfacing lumber and timber reduces its
dimensions. A 3-inch x 10-inch joist has an actual
size of 2% inches x 91/2 inches, and a 1-inch x 6-inch
board is actually 25/ 32 inch x 5% inches.

Note also in figure 3-3 the uUcenterlines and
notes to designate the location of bolts rather than
by drawing all bolts in place. This practice is
acceptable as long as notes fully explain
construction. In some drafting rooms, bolts are-
designated by giving the diameter, length, type of
head witH type of nut, and number and type of
washers. Special bolts are detailed separately and
designated by a code number or letter on
structural views. Prattices differ somewhat in
different drafting shops. However, these are merely
variations to the standard practices 'and
conventions which have been explained and
illustrated in the preceding paragraphs.

Exercises (422):

I. What is an important consideration you.should
keep In mind concerning dimensioni4

. \
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2. An important feature in structural drafting is

3. What does a skeleon diagram show?
1.

3-3. Steel Construction

Structural Aeel may be used to form the
framework for many kinds of structures, such as
bridges, towers, hangars, and office and factory
buildings. To insure that construction is carried out
properly and efficiently, all necessary information
must be furnished to those who are responsible for
the va rious phases of coietruction. 'This

information is contained in drawings,
specifications, orders, and bills of material. The
following drawings are used in the fabrication and
erection of steel structures.

47.3. Define terms and identify drawings related to
the fabrications and erection of steel structures.

Layout Drawings. Layout drawings, which are
sometimes called general plan and profile drawings,
convey necessary information on the location of the
structure in relation to the site. Other items .of
information, such as elevations tor principal points
in the structure, nature of tlje underlying soil, or the

location of other structtnes, roads, and utilities,
may be included on the drawing.

Layouts. Figure 3-4 is an example of. a layout
drawing for a steel railroad bridge. Notice in figures
3-4 that the information for the location of the
bndge abutments and piers is presented by means of
survey stations and ground elevation contour lines.

General drawings consist of plan views,

elevations, and sections of the structure.
Information on size, materials, and the makeup of
all main structural members is given. Depending

upon the size of the structure and the complexity of
the construction, a few or many general dra\vings
may be required. Figure 3-5 is an example of a
general drawing for part of the superstructure of the
bridge shown in figt.i-re

Fabrication drawings, often called shop detail
drawings, are delaii drawings which give all
information on size, shape, material, connections,
and attachments for each member of the structure.
Fabrication is the process of cutting, drilling, and
assembling steel parts into members. An erection
mark which usually consists of capital letters and
numberssee MK4 14, Mk416, MK51, etc., in

figure 3-5--is painted on each member fore it

. leaves the shop. These vection marks are assigned

by the designer and are used on design layouts,

general dralkings, and-framing plans. The erection

marks are used throughout the fabrication process
to identify the members and later to assemble the

members in the structure. Identical members arc

given the same- mark. Notice the repetition of
numbers in figure 3-5. Figure 3-6, a shop detail

drawing shows component parts and dimensions

for fabricating "stringers" for the bridge shown in

figures 3-4 and 3-5. Note that the drawing in-figure

3-6 serves for fabricating two different members
M 1(414 and MK4I5 stringers. The dimensions and

notes explain the differences between the two
beams. This method is frequently used when
members are 'alike in all respects, except for
variances in length or in other minor details. As an

aid in assembling or fitting together the individual

parts of built-up members, each part is assigned an

assembly mark. Assembly marks appear on the

drawing and are assigned in the drafting room
where fabrication drawings are prepared. Although

there is no standard system for assigning assembly

Marks, the usual method is o use a combination of
lowercase letters.and numbers. Usually the letter

indicates the shape of the steel member"a" for
connectiop angles, "p" for splice plates, etc. The

umber differentiates between pieces of the same

shape which are different in size or detail. If more

than one of a specific part is required, the assembly

mark is entered on the drawing after the size of one

partsimitar parts are identified by the same

assembly Mark without repeating the size. Notice in.

figure 3-6 that the coAection angles shown on the
right ercl of the stringer are identified by the
assembly mark "a15" following the designation L4 x

6 x 3/.8 x 2'10. The connection angles on the left end

are identified only as "a15." A word of caution.: be
stire that you are familiar with the marking srtem
used in your shop 'because 'simple errors in the
fabricatiori of steel members can be very costly.

Erection drawings are simplified, small-scale
diagrams whigh show the mark, location, and
position of each member in the structure. These
drawingsare prepared for more complex structures
and serve as guides in fitting structural members
together at the job site. In constructing a building
framework, a floor framing plan uswally serves as
the erection diagram. The larger and more
complicated the structure, the simpler the diagram
symbols must be. On small-scale diagrams, a
straight line may hoped to represent any steel
shape as long' as the proper notation appears
adjacent to the line.
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Falsework plans are prepared to show the
method of constructing temporary 'stiorts,
usually timber, which are needed in the constniction
of large steel structures. Buildings under 40 feet high
do not ordinarily require falsework, but falsework is
especially important in bridge building and in
reinforced concrete . construction. In simple
construction, the suptorting falseworlt may be
designed at the job site by the erector or contractor.

A bill of materials is a listing of the quantities,
lengths, and other necessary descriptions of all
materials needed for construction. Each part of the
StrUcture is listed by its identifying marks and its
total weight. This is necessary for" checking on
shipping weight and for determining the required
capacity of hoisting equipment and falsework
construction. A rivet list may also be included in a
set of plans. It lists the size and number of rivets,
bolts, and pins used in ereeting the steel structure.

Exercises (423):

1. What is meant by "fabrication?"

2. What is an erection drawing?

3. What is falsework and when is it used?

424. Give the sequence for writing the dimensions
of selected steel shapes.

Steel Shapes. Figure 3-7 shows cross sections of
the more common structural steel shapes. Their
general proportions remain the same throughout a
wide range of sizes, and the shapes are standardized.
Although the dimensions of the more commonly
used shapes are easily memorized, a complete listing
of each shape by size and weight should be kept dn
hand. This information is furnished in handbooks
and manuals published by steel manufacturers and
trade associations.

As was previously explained in the study of
architectural draftin3, symbols are used in notes or
dimensions to identify these shapes. ,However, a
more thorough discussion is required because of the
importance of correctly specifying standard shapes
on structural drawings. You should give particular
attention to the sequence used for writing the
dimensions of the various steel shapes. When
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dimensioning steel members, it is permissible 'to
omit the inch (") and pound (#) symbols. In making
notes or bills of materials,structural members
should be specified, as indicated in figure 3-7 and as
explained below.

Angles. Angles, consisting of two legs set at right
angles, may be equal leg, unequal leg, or bulb angle.
Equal leg anglesare specified by giving the symbol
and the size of legs by thickness and by length.''
Unequal angles are billed by giving the length of the
long leg first. Bulb angles are specified by name,
giving the length of the legs in the same manner as
for unequal leg angles. No iiii4kness is given for
bulb angles, as the thickness is standard for specific
shapes. Instead, the weight per linear foot is given
for bulb angles. .

Bars. Round, square, and flat bars are used I:Or
various purposes in steel framing. Round bars are
the most widely used as tie rods between members to
steady them, OPIMES diagonal braces in framed
structures. Square and round bars are specified by
giving their size, symbol, and length. Flat bars are
specified by giving wiiith by thickness by length.

Standard beams. nese ate generally called I-
beams. Their notational sequence is nominal depth
by weight per foot by length. Junior beams are
lightweight I-beams. Plates are specified as width by
thickness by. length. In addition to the special
symbol used to indicate plate material, descriptive
words are commonly employed in the notation.

Standard channels. Standard channels are
specified-in depth by weight per foot by length. Like
I-beams, standard channels have sloping flanges,
rounded-off too at flanges, and fillets between web
and flanges. The symbol for a channel is usually
drawn lying on its back to prevent its being confused
with the symbol for an angle or an I-beam. Special
channels are specified by giving depth by flange
width by length.

Tees. Rolled tees are specified by flange width by
stem height by weight per foot by length. Structural
tees are 'made by cutting standard I-beams, wide-
flange beams, or junior beams lengthwise through
the center Of their web: The notation sequence for
structural tees is different from that for standard
rolled teei, as shoji' on figure 3-7.

Wide-flange beams. Wide4lange i beams are
sometimes called B, CB-, or Ikhapes. The riotitliotr7
.givbs the standard depth in inches, by weight per
foot by length. These sections have straight flanges
and filleted interior angles between wehand flanges.

Rdils. Rails are designed by giving the standard
type (American Society' of Civil Engineers or
American Railway Association), weight per yard,
and length in feet and inches.

31 3
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Pipe columns. Pipe columns are 'dentitied by
giving the nominal diameter and name. A "lally"
column is pipe column filled with conc te.

Zees. Zees are designated by giving web d th by
flange width by weight per linear foot by le h.
Zees, like channels, are used primarily in
construction of built-up members..

Exercises (424):

I. How are flat bars specified?

2. How are rolled tees specified?

3. What is the notational sequence for writing the
dimensions of standard beams?

425. List the two major types of framing, a use for
each, and drawing practices for selected aspects of
framing plans. 6

Framing Plans. Steel structures involving
triangular framework, such as bridges and roof
trusses, represent one major type of steel framing.
The other type is known as rectangular framing, and
it includes buildings and other structures, whose
skeleton frame is composed mainly of vertical and
horizontal members connected at right angles to
each other. Rectangular framing may be further
subdivided into wall-bearing, beam-and-column,
and long-span framing. In wall-bearing
construction, both interior and exterior walls are
used to support steel framing members. The walls
must be strong enough to carry loads transmitted by
the supported members. In ,..heam-and-column
framing, steel columns are used to support floor and
wall systems. Long-span framing is used where it is
desired to span distances greater than,those which
can be safely spanned by single members. 'Built-up
trusses Or girders are used to span between widely
spaced columns or walls. Girders are usually built
up using a plate for the web and angles at .the top
and bottom flanges. On longer spans, trusses are
used because they have a greater strength, pound for
pound, than built-up girders.

As a graphic specialist, you must be able to draw
framing plans for buildings. These pfans are also
known as design layouts, because they show the
arrangemenr of columns, girders, and beams for
each floor of the building. A framing plan also

serves as an erection plan. The first step in drawing_a
framing plan such as the one illustrated in figure 3-8,
is to lay out light working lines to mark the
centerlines of the columns. These lines are laid out
in both directions and may later serve as extension
lines for dimensions. The columns may be
numbered, or the rows may be given letters and
numbers. A common practicethe one used
fighre 3-8Sis to assign numbers to the lines

nning at right angles. Each column can then be
tified by its coordinates, such as A-I, B-1, and

so n. Each column will have the same
identi ation throughout its entire height. Columns
built in ctions will bear an additional mark such as
A-1 tier Tier I would be the first section erected
on the col n footing, and the first section usually
extends thro h two stories. The mark A-1 (0-2)
is another met od of marking which would convey
this same inform tion. That is, the designation (0-2)
means the column xtends from the footing through
the second story. designation (3-4) identifies a
'column that extends rough the third and fourth
stories.

A column schedule is p pared in addition to the
framing plans. It is organ in tabular f6rm and
gives the sizes of each column ction throughout its
height. It also indicates the nts at which the
splices occur, the elevation of ntrolling points,
'and the sizes of column base plateS Base plates are
heavy plates which rest upon the concrete
foundation to provide a bearing su lace and an
anchorage for the column ends.

A heavy line is used as the symbol for ders and
beams, and it is drawn up to the column s bol. A
small space is left between th line in the co mn to
indicate that the members do not touch. This
represents the "clearance" which is always left
between adjoining members to allow for errors in
fabrication and thanges in temperature and to
facilitate erection. Clearance varies depend ing upon
the size of the member, and clearance values can bek
established by consulting steel handbooks. Sizes of
girders and beams in framing plans are noted, as
shown in figure 3-8. The notations are placed \

directly above horizontal line symbols and to the
left of vertical line symbols. When a beam (or series

,of beams) duplicates the size noted directly above or
to the left, the abbreviation "DO," meaning ditto,
may be used instead 9Lrepeating the notation. Do
not use the usual dittfa symbol (*) because it is easily
confused with the standard inch symbol.

Dimensions are given to the centerlines of beams
and girders and they are placed outside the plan.
Extension lines are drawn in accordance with the
usual dimensioning practice. Each horizontal ,
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member is assigned an identification mark, usually
a capital jte, which serves also as an erection

letter may be followed by a number
may be used to refer to a detail drawing for

that ember, or it may be the floor numbeeof a
multistory building. In figure 34, we notice that
each identification letter (A, H, J, etc.) is followed
by the number.2, indicating second floor members.
When two members are identical, they may be given
the same mark, and only one detail view is
necessary.

Exercises (425):

1. What are the two major types of framing?

2. What is the practice for assigning numbers and
letters to lines in a drawing?

3. How are these framing plans used?

4. y...9iat symbol is used for girders and beams?

426. Define how structural members are connected
and detailed.

Connections. The usual method of connecting
one structural member to another is by means of
small connection angles which are bolte' riveted,
or welded in position. Although maybasic
connections are in use, the seated and framed
connections (see fig. 3-8) are the principal

i . connections ,used to join I-beams, wide-flange
beams, and channels. The identifyingteature of the
seated connection is the seat angle which fornu.a
ledge to support the load. The dimensions of the
seat angle and the number and size of the fasteners
must provide sufficient strength to safely carsy the
entire vertical load transmitted to the coluMn from
the beam. When very large loads are involved,
stiffener angles and a filler plate are added to
increase the load-carrying capacity of the seat. The
'main purpose of the top angleshown connected to
the top flange of the beam and web of the column

,

is to prevent the beam from moving sidewise. Smile
designers eliminate the 'need for a toP angle by using

t

a small angle, dr clip angle, connected between the
webs of the two members. Although the seated
connection illustrated in figure 3-8 shows a flahge-
to-web connection, this connection is also used to
fasten the webs of two members.

Examination of the framed connection illustrated
in figure 3-8 shows the webs of two members
fastened together by two standard angles. The
length of the connection angle is determined by the 1
web depth of the member they support. The leg
dimensions of the angle and the number, size, and
arrangement of the bolts or rivets are varied
accciding to beam loads.

To obtain some degree of standardization in steel
construction, the American' Institute of Steel
Construction (AISC) has recommended six major
series (A, 13, H, H H, K. and KK) of standard framed
connections. Each connection within a series is
identified by a number; for instance, there are 10

. connections within the A series ranging from A 1 to
A10. According to the A1SC Steel Construction
Manual, there are 52 standard framed connections
used for beams ranging in depth from 5 to 36 inches.
The structural engineer or designer has the
responsibility to determine the type connection
required for a given set of conditions. Your primary
task is to dravethe details of the connections. Since
complete information for detailing these
connections is found in # goOd trade manual, it is
impractical for you to memorize the information.

Notice in figure 3-8 that in both connections a
clearance is left between the two members. This
clearance simplifies erection. If a beam,is to be fitted
between two other members, the beam is normally
cut 1/2 inch short, and the connection angles are
allowed to extend 1/4 inch beyond the ends of the
beam. "

Detail Drawings. Detail drawings include all the
inforniation for fabrication of various parts of the
structure, and they are prepared in the fabrication
shop rather than by the architectural or
construction draftsman. In preparing details for
steel framing, you will follow the same general rules
explained previously. Briefly, all parts are detailed
in the position which they occupy in the structure.
Beams and girders are detailed horizontally, And
columns 'are detailed vertically. Also', two scales
may be used in detailing a structure such as a truss.
In detailing a single menther such as a beam, the
overall length of the member need not be drawn to
scale. These practices will be illustrated and
explained in the following paragraphs. First,
however, certain details of steel construction should
be studied.
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Exercises (426):

1. What is the usual method for connecting one
structural member to another?

2. How are beams, girders, and columns detailed in
a drawing?

427. State selected congtruction and drafting
practices relating to rivets.

Riveting. Structural members are assembled as
much as possible in the fabrication shop. Rivets
driven in the shop are called shop rivets, and those
driven during actual erection are called field rivets.
All holes, whethei for shop or field rivets, are
punched or drilled in the fabrication shop. Two
different sYmbols are used on detail drawings to
distinguish between these two types of rivets. The
conventional symbols used to show shop rivets and
field rivets on detail drawings are illustrated in
figure 3-9. Examine the symbols to be sure you
understand the significance of' the diagonal
(sloping) lines. Notice, for instance, that a circle
with no lines indicates that 'the rivet is to be driven so
as ,to have a full head on both sides of the
connection. On the other hand, a circle with two
parallel lines passing through and extending beyond
the circle means that the rivets will be 1/2 inch or
5/8 inch in diameter and both ends will be flittened
to within 1/4 inch of the sides. The black portion of
the field rivet symbol indicates a drilled or punched
hole in which rivets are placed for erection.

When rivet symbols are shown on detail
drawings, the diameter of the rivet shank is usecifor
field rivets. Shop rivets are detailed by shoWing the
diameter of the rivet had. Note in figure 3-9 that for
all rivets except the countersunk and coneRead the
head diameter is equal to. 1.75 times the shank
diameter. thus, the head diameter of a 3/4-inch
rivet is equal to 1.75 times 0.75, or approximately
1.3 inches.

On small-scale drawings, centerlines may be used
to indicate rivet positions. The centerlines represent
pitch and gagelines. As shown in figure 3-9,
gagelines extend longitudinally along the steel
shape to indicate the line along which rivets should
be placed. The gagelines for each structural shape
have betn standardized. The gageline of sn angle is
measured from the back of the angle. The gageline
*on the flange of a channel is measured from theback
of the channel. In I-beams, gages are referenced to
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the centerline of the web. bistances from the back
or centerline of A str'uctural shape will keep the
gagelines in the proper licsition. Distances from the
edge of the flanges are ilot used because of the
variety of sizes and weightVor each "type of iteel
shape. When more than one gageline is required in a
riveted connection, the rivets can be placed along
theoageline in either of two arrangements. The
riveti may be staggered (see fig. 3-9) so that the
rivets on brie gageline are laced halfway between
the rivets on the adjacent' :Igelines. In the second
arrangeme ,vcalled chain iveting, the rivets are
placed opp - other n adjacent gagelines.

Pjtc r. which are drawnare center
perpendicur to gagelines. When only one gageline
is used or chain riveting is employed, the terrn
"pitch" riiers to the distance betwetn the centers of
consecutive rivets in a line of rivets. In staggered
riveting, pitch is the distance from the center of a
rivet on one gageline on the center* of the nearest
rivet on the adjacent gageline.

The primary reason for riveting two members is
to transfer a load from one memberto the other
member. One of the critical factors which determine
the s'irength of a riveted connection is the spacing
between rivets. When the rivets are too closely
spaced the distance between gagelines and
pitchlines is too smalla fracture may develop in
the.rnaterial between rivet holes. Conveksely, when
the spacing is too great, 'the strength of the
connection will be impaired. As a rule of thumb, the
ce consecutive rivets should not be, closer

an three times the diameter of the rivets. For
example, in a connection which uses 3/ 4-inch rivets,
he minimum spacing is 3 x 3/4= 21/4 , inches.

Normally, the preferred spacing is greater than
three times the diameter-2I4 inches for 3/4-inch
rivets, 3 inches for 7/8-inch rivets, etc.

Other factors which must be considered when
spacing rivets are tdge distance and headClearance.
Edge distance is defined as the perpendicular
distance from the edge of a shaped Rember to the
center of the nearest rivet. If a rivet is placed too
close to the edge of a riveted member, the material
may fracture, allowing the rivet to pull out. The
minimurn recommehded edge distance for the
various steel shapes will be found in most trade
manuals. The maximum edge distance should not
be greater than 12 times the thickness of the thinnest
riveted member or 6 inches, whichever is less. For
example, when I /4-inch and 5/16-inch members
areriveted, the maximum edge distance should not
exceed 12 times 1/4 inch, or 3 inches. On the other
hand, if 5/8-inch and 3/4-inch members are riveted

_
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together, the maximum edge distance will be 6
inches because 12 times 5/8 exceeds 6 inches.

Head clearance refers to the clearance between

the head of any rivet to be drivenand any other part

of the structural member. Since most rivets used in

steel construction are driven by riveting machines,

the head clearance mniu be sufficient to permit
proper positioning of the riveting machine. The
minimum head clearance is specified in manuals
according to the diameter of the rivettypical
clearances are l'/4 inches for 34-inch rivets and 13/8

inches for 7/ 8-inch rivets.
Generally, all information about the size, weight,

and spacing of rivets will be located in the same
section of steel construction handbooks as the
standard connections. Where possible, most

structural designers will use standardized
cbnnections. Thus, when you are assigned to detail
riveted connections, you will be able to obtain most
of the information from the reference manuals. If
the designer indicates that a special connection is
necessary, you will get the detailed information
from the designer.

Exercises (427): ,
.-

i1. How s the distinction between shop and field

rivets shown on a detailed drawing?

2. What is the primary reason for riveting two

members?

3. How are rivet positions indicated on small-scale
drawings?

428. State the difference between a weld symbol
and a welding symbol and give the standard
locations of certain elements of welding symbols.

Welded Structels. Welding is another method of.,
making permanent fastenings in steel structures.
One advantage of welding is that parts can be joined
at almost any position in relation to each other and
the joint is equal in strength to a riveted connection.

'Construction rnfthods for welding follow closely to
the methods of riveting. Beams and columns are not
welded directly to each other, but are framed by the
use of plates, angles, and connecting pieces. The
parts to be welded together may be held in position

' 4 3 /.2.

by temporary fastenings, bolts or pins, until the
welding process is completed.

There are many different types of welded joints

and several welding processes; and a system 'of

symbols, listed in JAN-STD-19Welding
Symbols, has been developed to indicate the type of

weld desired. As shown in figure 3-10, this symbol is

in the form of an arrow upon which other symboli,
marks, ankl letters are placed. A complete symbol

consists of eight elements which have a standard
arrangement with respect to the reference line and

arrow.. The location of the arrow has a special
significance, as indicated in figures 3-10 and3-11. A

distinction should be noted between a weld symbol,

which is an element to indicate the type of weld, and

the welding symbol, which consists of ,as many
elements as are needed 'to state the required
information.

Figure 3-11 shows symbols for arc (electric) and

gas (oxygenacetylene) welding and illustrates
several types of joints. A square groove, or plain

butt joint, is used for thin metal, but thicker plates

must be grooved so that weld metal can be deposited

in successive layers. The basic directions for using
welding symbols on drawings are as follows:

a. The welding symbol may be drawn either

freehand or mechanically, with elements of the
symbol in standard location in reference to the

arrow.
b. The side of the joint to which the arrow points

is called the arrow side; the opposite side is called

the other side. Formirly, the terms "near side" and

"far side" were used with welding symbols. Since the

terms "near side" and "far side" are meaningless
when joints are shown in section, the terms are no
longer used. Welds to be made on the arrow side of

the joint are indicated by placing- the basic weld

symbol on the side of the reference line toward the
1

reader. For example, the symbol 16 (symbol A in

fig. 3-11) is placed on the bottom side of the
reference line. Welds to be made on t he other side of
the joint are indicated by placing the weld symbol

on the side of , the reference line away from the
reader (symbols B and E in fig. 3-11). When welds

are to be made on both sides of the joint, weld
symbols are placed on both sides of the reference
line (symbol C in figure 3-11).

c. The perpendicular leg of fillet, bevel, and J-
groove weld symbols is always placed on the left in
accordance with standard drafting conventions.
The size dimension of a weld is ghown to the left of
the symbol. and weld spacing is shown to the right
(fig. 3-1 l).
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d. When a bevel or J-groove weld is indicated,
the arrow (connecting the reference line to the joint)i.
has a definite break toward the member which is to
be beveled or grooved (symbol F in fig. 3-11).

e. The contour and finish of a weld are indicated
as shmin in figure 3-11,D. The letters "C,""G,".and

are used to indicate chip, grind, or machine.
Groove welds which are to be welded
approximately flush (without using mechanical
grinding, chipping, or machining) are indicated by
adding _only the flush contour symbol to the weld,
symbol.f A legend shmild be placed with the drawings to
guide in interpreting welding syttbols. Sample
joints and their significant symbols should be
included i the legend to give the standards for the
job. These symbols govern the forming and welding
of similar joints appearing on the drawings. This
simplifies the symbols which appear on the drawing
by making it possible to omit dimensions on
symbols for standard joints. For example, the
legend states that "all bevels are 450 unless
otherwise shOwn." Therefore, you may omit the
angle dimension on all otandard joints of this type
and dimension only bevels which are exceptions to
the rule establiQed by the legend.

g. When a tail is used on an arrow, it refers to a
weld listed in specifications for individual welds. If
it is desired, the tail and reference may be omitted
when the welding procedures to be used is described
elsewhere. All dimernions given on a welding
symbol are understood to be in inches and in
degrees of angle, and inch and degree marks are
omitted from the symbols in most drawings.

Exercises (428):

1. Whe is the difference between a weld symbol
and a welt* symbol?-

"

2. Where are the size dimension of a weld and weld
spacing shown in reference to the welding
symbol?

3-4. FleInforced Concrete Construction

Reinforced concrete buildings may be
constructed by the skeleton frame method or with
load-bearing walls. According to the firstmethod,
the floors and roof rest upon columns, or they are
carried by beams and girders which rest upon

columns. Exterior walls and interior partitions
inclose the spaces between columns, and the walls
must be supported by the beams and girders. The
majority of modern concrete buildings are designed
according to the skeleton frame method.

In the usual types of concrete construction,
wooden for s are prepared in advance of the
mixing of th concrete and are made so that their
inside surfaces rm an exact outline of floors,
beams, girders, and olumns. The concrete for these

" members can be poured at the same time, thus
forming istrong, integral connections between
members. Concrete structures having such
continuity between parts are called monolithic,
which means one stone. All reinforcing steel must be
placed within the forms before the concrete is
poured.

88

429. Give the reason for certain practices used in
reinforced concrete construction.

Flo& Systems. Figure 3-12 illustrates tile
prevalent types of floor construction. Each of these
types may be cast monolithically, so that it is

possible to construct one floor of a building with
one continuous pour. First, columns are poured up
to the underside of the floor girders and the concrete
is allowed to set. This allows shrinkage to take place
in the columns before the floor system is poured.
After the floor concrete has set sufficiently, the floor
forms may be removed and reused to construct
another story of the building. Although it is

preferred that slab, beams, and girders be poured in
one continuous operation, it is impossible to do so
on large jobs. Therefore, divisions between work
done at different periods require the use of
construction joints. Permissible ?cations for
construction joints must be determined by the
engineer, since such joints affect the strength of the
structure. Their location is indicated on a drawing
by a heavy line, and it is standard procedure to have
structural joints for horizontal members lie in a
vertical plane. For vertical members, such as
columns, the joints would lie in a horizontal plane.
These joints provide a convenient stopping place in
the work.

Expansion joints are provided in large concrete
structures to allow the mass to expand and contract
with temperature changes. Various joint designs
are used, and in all vases they form a clean break
between two adjoining sections of a building, no
reinforcing extends across the break. Joint
construction is shown in detail drawings.

Beam and girder system. In this system, coficrete
beams span between heavier girders whit!: rest upon

3 2
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columns. When floor loads are light, long span floor
slabs may be run between girders without the use of
intermediate supporting beams. In some beam and
girder systems, the inain slab reinforcement runs at
right angles to the beam reinforcing. Secondary slab
rods, called temperature reinforcement, are placed
at right angles to the main slab bars. In a monolithic
structure of this type the slab is often Considered to
act as the upper part of a beam, formipg what is
known ara T-beam.

Joist system. In this system of construction, the
concrete slab is supported by closely spaced joists
running betvlen 'girders. The joists, or ribs, are
lighter in weight than the beams described above. In
one-way joist construction, the ribs run in one
direction only; in agwo-way system, the ribs form a
waffle pattern. At one time, these ribs were formed
by placing hollow structural tile in the wooden
forms. Concrete wa1s then poured over and between
the tile to form the ribbed slab.. However, joist
construction with ausable metal pans offers many
advantages. The metal pans are 6 to 14 inches deep
and from 15 to 30 inches wide. Straight pans laid
end to ,end are used as forms for one-way joists;
.metal domes are used to make two-way joists. The
pans are spaced to form joists about 5 inches wide at
the bottom and slightly wider at the top because of
the sloping sides of the pans. The center-to-center
spacing of joists is 25 inches when 20-inch pans are
used. A straight pair with -one closed end is used as
an end pan for one-way systsms, illustrated in figure
3-1L Narrow width pans are sometimes used to fill
out spaces next to girders and beams or to align
joists in adjacent slab areas. Spaces under 10 inches
wide are made as solid slabs the full depth of the
j oist.

The reinforcement in one-way ribbed slabs is
usually one way; that is, the main reinforciment is
contained inthe joists. Small diameter"temperature
reinforcement" wire mesh is used in the floor slab,
which ranges in thickness from 2 to 3 inches for light
floor loads.

Flat slab system. This system consists oell slab
supported b. columns without beams and girders.
The columns ave wide capitids, and the floor slab is
thickened ardund the column capital by a drop
panel, usually square in outline. Reinforcing bars
are placed as shown in figure 3-12. Additional bars
are placed over the column heads to increase the
shear resistance in these areas. This system provides
a greater load-carrying capacity for a given amount
of concrete and steel.

The mpst difficult part of making drawings for
reinforced concrete construction is giving accurate
information concerning the size, amount, shape,

and placement of reinforcing steel. We have seen
how this information can be combined in a single
detail view when the structure is simple. For a large
structure, however, every member must be
considered individually. General plans and
elevations are prepared to show the arrangement of
footings, columns, beams, and other parts. Details
and sections give more accurate descriptions of
these members and also give the location of
reinforcing steel. Howevek, these drawings do not
provide enough information for the fabrication and
placement of reinforcement. Bar bending diagrams
and placement schedules must also be prepared.
Together with general and detail drawings, these
bar diagrams and s4hedules provide a complete

_picture of the desired construction. Typical
examples of plans, sections, and schedules ari.
shown in figure 3-13 and explained in the followini
paragraphs.

Exercises (429):

1. Why are columns poured and allowed to set?

90

Why are expansion joints used in concrete
construction?

3. What feature does the flat slab system provide
that other systems do not?

430. Explain briefly the reason a floor framing plan
is classed as a structural drawing and the marking
system for showing the location of columns, beams,
and joists.

Floor Framing Plans. A floor framing plan,
classes as a structural (Hawing, shows the location
of columns, beams, and joists and identifies each by
S mark. The marking system established in these
first drawings is used throughout all related
drawings and schedules, the same mark being used
to designate a part in any view in which it appears or
is listed. TI,.fit step in drawing a floor framing
plan is to establish the outside lines of the floor,
exterior wall thickness, and columri centerlines.
Then, from sketches provided by the designer, diaw
in columns, beams, and interior walls. The next step
is the spacing of concrete joists. In figure 3-13, the
joists are spaced so that joists in adjoining slabs will

3 /7
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-be-in-lineNarrow pans-are -used-next to exteiior---througlra-girdei;beam, and joist. The draWingt
show how reinforcing must be placed if the
members are to withstand the loads they must carry.
The bars are supported in place by using accessories
such as "beam bolsters" and "high chairs" which are
illustrated in figare 3114:These supports rest upon
the bottom of forms for beams, and slabs to hold
parallel bars the proper distance apart and to give
the proper concrete covering oveisteel. Reinforcing
rods and stirrups are held in position by the use of
wire ties; in some cases, the bars may be "tacked"
together by welding. Bolsters and chairs are not
shown on drawings; but their use is indicated
in specifications or in beam and slab schedule&

The thickness of the concrete covering over
reinforcing bars depends upon the position and
function of the member. Footings and other
principal structural members situated against the
ground should have at least 3 inches of concrete
between steel and ground.,If the concrete surface is
exposed to the weather, suai as the exterior face of a
beam, the steel should have 2 inches of concrete
cover. This may be reduced toll/4 inches for interior
beams and columns, and to 3/4 inch f6r interior
slabs and interior wall surfaces.

The bar bending 'diagrams in figure 3\13 show
that bent reinforcing bars are overlapped from one
slab into the adjoining slab. However, the amount
of overlap is usually determined by using tht
re1atipnhip shown in the bending diagram (fig. 3-

ote forinstance that the reinforcing steel for
te beam extends beyond the column by one-fourth
'the total length of the reinfo rcing member. A similar
proportion is used for the overlap id joist. This
overlapping is done to provide enough bond surface
at the beam support to transmit tension stresses.

walls and double joists. The next step is to'assign
Auks to beams and joists, and indicate the span
'YEW the area covered breach type of joist. Vertical
and horizontal fines (originating from the circled
letters) terminated by arrowheads may be used to
show the floor areas which incorporate a certain
type of joist. The same letter can be used to
designate all floor areas which are the same type of
joist. For exarpple, notice in figure 3-13 that many
sections of theiirst floor are designated by the letter
"P." Where joists are outlined tis, dashed, lines, the
direction 'of span is apparent to the Teader.
However, in areas where joists are not outlined, it is
important that joist direction be indicated by
arrows.

Stairs are indicated on plan views by showing
about one-half4e flight td the floors above and
below the floor being shown. The succeeding floor
plan would show the other portion of the stairway;
two consecutive floor plans would show the
complete stairway connecting them. The direction
arid number of stair risers are indicated on the
stairway by an arrow and the letter "R." In the plan
shown on figure 3-13, there are 24 risers leading to
the second floor. Stairs are usually proportioned so
that the ,sum of one riser plus one tread is

approximately 17 to 18 inches. Large-scale details
of stairway constructfon are required in the
majority of cases. Stair ditailt for figure 3-13 are
described in objective segment 432.

Another important item which should be shown
on floor plans for reinforced concrete is the location
of passageways for piping and electrical conduit.
These must be located before cOncrete is poured,
since cutting through floors and beams is costly ald
also damaging to the structure.

fxereises (430):

1. Why is a floor framing plan classed as a.
structural drawing?

2. How are beams, columns, and joists indicated?

431. State the reason why section views are
necessary for -.7:1:10.1 concrete plans and
schedules, and bite the4ractices for specific
requirements in a section view.

Sections. Section views are necessary to show the
shape of members and the typical arrangement of
reinforcing steel. Figure 3-13 shows sections taken

1 3)
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This arrangement is practical 'at interior support,
but at end supports the bar must be hooked as
shown_Thchook usually has aninside radius of at
least 3 bar diameters (the radius depending upon
bar size), and it should hook 'over a crossbar to
distribute the pull on the concrete. Bars, when
spliced, alitigined by lapping the bars at least 30 bar
diameters.. The bars are tied (wired) together at

. then laps and supported by slab bolsters.
, The beam and joist reinforcing shown infigure 3-
13 is typical of standard practice. Beam reinforcing
coniists of straight bars, bent bars;and stirrups. The
main reinibrcing, consisting of the straight and bent
bars, is placed near the bottom of the beam to resist
wnsile stresses. Compressive stresses, which con-
aete is able lo withstand, occur at the top of the
beam and also at the bottom of the supported ends.
Straight bars in the bottom of the beam take care of
this compressive stress. It is not necessary t6
reinforce for compressive loads at the top of a beam
or slab except where the concrete is thin. Bent-up
bars resist tensile stress at the top or the beam over
columns. They are bent up to fit the tension
patternusually at one-fifth points of the length of
the beam.

Stirrups are used to resist shear stress, which is
maximum at the supported ends of a beam and
decreases toward the center of the span. The stirrups
are passed under longitudinal teilsion bars and are
hooked over top stirrup support bars: All bars,
stirrups, and supports are wired together at
frequent intervals io that they will hold their
position , during concrete pouring operations.
Stirrups are not usually employed in joists because
of the narrow joist width. In extra wide beams, a
double stirrup or a W-shaped stirrup may be used.
The size, amount, and placing of all reinforcing
must be determined by a structural engineer.

The schedules shown in figure 3-13 give
information for bending steel. However, the steel

i fabrication would be required to prepare a bending
diagram complete with dimensions for each type of
bar. The height of bent-up bars is calculated by
subtracting the top and bottom concrete covers
from the beam depth. The length of the sloping
portion is fOund by trigonometric calculations, or it
may be taken from a table of lengths. Extra length
for hooked ends must be added, and the direction of
hooks must be determined. The lenght of straight
bars is usually the same as the center-to-center
distance between interior columns. At an exterior
column, the end of a straight bar is hooked and
embedded in the wall. The dimensions for stirrups
are obtained by subtracting the concrete cover from
the size of the beam. In this case, 3 inches is

.
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subtracted from thebeam width and depth. Thus,
for a 14 x 24-inch beam, the stirrup inside
dimensions become_l_Lx...2j inches. The covering
over stirrups and other secondary reinforcing is,
therefore, reduced by the diameter of the stirrup
rod. The direction in which stirrup hooks arc to
extend must be determined during detailing. Hooks
are usually turned outward unless it results in
insufficient protective cover over this bar. Note in
figure 3-13 that exterior beam stirrups have one
hook turned inward.

Slab reinforcement for the building shown in
figure 3-13 consists of main reinforcing and
temperature reinforcing. The mairbks run parallel
to floor joints, and the temperatureVars run parallel
to the long dimension of the slab. Because of
differences in reinforcing, each slab tified by
the letter "S" and a number. A partial a edule
for the building being discussed is shown in fi
15. For lighter floor loads, the slab may be thinner,--,
and wire mesh may be substituted for bar
reinforcement. In this instance, all slab reinforcing
bars are straight and continuous, with bars
terminating in exterior beams hooked into the
beam.

Exercises (431):

1. Why are section views necessary?

2. How do you indicate usage of bolsters and chairs
when making drawings of a concrete structUre?

3. If you are preparing a bar bending diagram and
the bar to be used is 11/4-inch in diameter, what
dimension should you show for the inside radius
of the hook?

432. Identify certain terms and details related to
drawing columns and staircases.

Stair and Column Details. Typical column details
are shown in figure 3-16. The columns illustrated
are "tied columns," consisting of vertical reinforcing
rods held together at intervals by horizontal bars or
ties. The horizontal ties usually have a minimum
diameter of 1/4 inch and vertical spacing of about
12 inches or the least column diameter. In some
cases the lateral reinforcement for a round column

3 3 ü
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Figure 3-15. Slab schedule.

is made of coiled wire which forms a long spiral
from the column base to the top. Another type of
column is the composite column consisting of a
structural steel column encased in reinforced
concrete. Pipe columns consist of a steel pipe filled
with concrete. Interior columns are usually round in
section, while wall columns may be square,
rectangular, or angular as required by the wall
arrangement.

As indicated in figure 3-16, the vertical steel bars
are spliced by lapping. The amount of lap is

determined by the grade and size of steel and by the
strength of concrete used. Due to the change in
column size at the second story, the veriical bars are
sloped within the area where beams and slab furnish
lateral support to the column. The columns for the
building shown in figure 3-13 are set on round
concrete piers having enlarged lower ends tc;

distribute the load. No reinforcing is needed in the
piers since 'they are large enough in diameter to
withstand compressive stress and the surrounding
earth provides lateral support. Dowels, which are
vertical reinforcing bars, are placed at the top of the
pier to anchor the column base.

Figure 3-16 also shows footing details. The
reinforcement consists of round rods laid in two
directions on the lower or tension side of the
footing, with both ends of all rods hooked to
provide enchorkr. This type footing is 4isually
made square or rectangular with a flat top surface.
In some instances, the top surface may be sloped or
stepped down, leaving the thickest concrete
adjacent to the column base. While this saves
concrete, the expense of special form work and
additional labor must be considered.

/2.0.G **seaeoc rop

The dimensions and reinforcing for columns,
piers, and footings are usually shown in schedules.
Separate sehedules for each may be prepared, but
where sizes and other factors are fairly uniform,
a single,ochedule will be sufficient. The schedule
shown iz figure 3-16 gives the size of each column
and lists the amount of steel to be used in each. The
top dimension in each block gives the column or
pier size. The second number is the number of
vertical bars; for example, 4#10. The last entry at
the bottom of the block gives the number, size,
spacing, and outside dimensions for lateral ties.
Details and sections should always clearly illustrate
the arrangement of reinforcing so that schedules
may be easily interpreted.

In stair construction, a riser is the vertical face of
a step, and the tread is the horizontal face. The rise
of a stairway is the total height from floor to floor or
the height fronf a floor to an intermediate platform.
The run is the horizontal length of the stairway. The

- stairway shown in figure 3-17, is divided into two
short runs by a platfo,rm.,Thus, two stairways are
used to accomplish the total rise between floors, and
a long straight-run stairway is avoided. The stair
tower is inclosed by fireproof walls and doors to
'ptiide a fairly safe exit.

Stairs of the type illustrated are called standard
stairs, an% they are intended for constant and
everyday use. Hence, a practical tread to riser ratio
is chosen for ease in climbing. A good ratio is
provided by using the formula:

94

Tread + (riser x 2) 24 or 25
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Treads for standard stairs are rarely made less than 2. Where are the dimensions and reinforcing for
9 inches or more than 12 inches wide, and risers columns usually shown?

/between 6 1/2 and 7 1/2 inches are most suitable. To
deterriiiiie riser height-, diVide the total stairway -rise
by a riser height which is within the desirable range.
If the quotient is uneven, divide the rise.by the next
nearest even number above or below the quotient.
In figure 3-17, the total rise from first to second,
floor is 13 feet 6 inches. A riser of 7 inohes is selected
as a trial riser.

13'6' divided by r I 62. 23 '17 (risers)

Then divide 162 inches by the next nearest even
number, which is 24.

162. in 6.75 (riser height)
24

By the formula above, a 10 1/ 2-inch tread is
selected. A tread of 111/2 inches could have been
used, but a narrower tread is chosen in 'order to
have' shorter runs and to provide room for the
intermediate platform.

Main reinforcing rods for the stair slab are placed
near the bottom of the slab and run longitudinally.
The bars are bent into adjacent floor shtbs and
beams in order to get good support. Cross
reinforcement consisting of short bars is placed
under each riser. The stairs and platform are usually
poured monolithically. A welded pipe railing
installed on the open side of each stairway has its
vertical supports anchored in the concrete. A pipe
handrail is attached to the wall side of each stairway
by means of brackets and anchor bolts.

After the stair slab has hardened and the forms
are removed, a bonded cement finish is applied, as
indicated in figure 3-17. The finished cement surface
is trowekd smooth to provide a neat, good-wearing
surface. Safety nosing, consisting of formed metal
strips with abrasive chips imbedded in the exposed
surfaCe, is installed on each tread. The nosing is
fastened by screws which fit into anchors set in the
stair-slab.

Exercises (432):

1. .Define the term "tied columns."

97

3. In stair construction, what is the rise? A riser?

32, 't

3-5. Architectural Drawings

Architectural drawings may be divided into two
general classes: preliminary drawings, which consist
of design sketches and drawings for display
purposes, and workiing drawings, which consist of
orthographic views giving detailed information
necessary for actual construction of the building.

In architectural practice, design is the
responsibility, of the trained professional. In large
firms, all drawings qvith the exception of original
design sketches) are prepared by a staff of expert
draftsmen, some of whom specialize in display
drawings; others specialize in preparing working
drawings. In a ,sinall firm where only one or two
draftsmen are employed, the draftsmen must be
able to prepare all types of drawings and in many
instances do a portion of the design work.

For planning and construction in the Air Force,
Headquarters USAF has published a guide (AF
Manual 88-2, Air Force Design Manual, Definitive
Designs of Air Force Structures) which contains
"definitive designs" for specific types of buildings.
These standard designs, prepared by professional
°architects according to established construction
criteria, may be classed as preliminary drawings.
They contain very little information which could be
used by the construction workman. However, with
these designs as a guide, the engineer and draftsman
can prepare working drawings for Air Force
buildings such as mess halls, dormitories, office,
and shops. These basic designs may be changed
when necessary to meet local conditions, the
designers thus being allowed to produce a plan
which is appiopriate to the site, climate, available
building materials, and other conditions.

From the foregoing paragraphs, we can see that
the construction of a building is described by a set of
drawings which give a thorough graphic description
of each part of the operation. Usually, a set of plans
begins by showing the boundaries, contours, mod
outstanding features of the construction site.
Succeeding drawings give instructions for erecting
the foundation and superstructure; installation of
lighting, heating, and plumbing; and details of
construction required to complete the building.



Although these drawings are prepa,md_iis a location plan, it must-haveanarraw_mdt-catipa
accordance with the general principles of
orthographic projection, "they differ from machine
drawings in, certain practices. Therefore, as an
approach to the study of architectural drawing, let
us first take a generalview of, the various types of
drawings, and then learn some "architectural
techniques" before attempting to prepare working
drawings.

433. Give the bask distinctions and important
drafting considerations for selected plans needed
for a working drawing.

Types of Drawings. The working drawings of a
structure are presented in general and detail

,drawings. General drawings consist of plans and
, elevations; detail drawings are made up of sectional
and detail views. Since it is the purpose of working
drawings to be exact about shape and size, all
working drawings are third angle orthographic
projections. In some instances, an isometric detail
drawing may be included to show how parts look
when they are assembled.

In architectural drawing, "plan" views are
obtained looking down on the object-with a vertical
line of sight. Plan views correspond to top views and
involve only horizontal dimensions of width and
depth. Any, view involving vertical dimensions is an
"elevation." This could be a front view, side view, or
any other elevation view. Different elevations are
indicated as front, right, etc., or according to the
direction from which the view is taken; e.g., north
elevation.

Because of the size of the object being
represented, different scales areused for general and
detail drawings. In genertial, plan views and elevation
views are drawn on separate sheets in order to make
the view large enough for practical use. Detail
views, drawn to a larger scale, furnish information
nbt provided on general views. They are
strategically placed on main views and on
additional sheets as needed to give the mechanic on
the job a complete picture.

Plot plan. A plot plan (fig. 3-18) or site plan
shows the boundaries of the construction site and
the location of the building in relation to the
boundaries. It also shows roads and walks and
locates utility lines, such as sewer, water, gas, etc. A
plot plan may also show the ground contour. These
plans are drawn to scale from sketches and notes
based on a survey of the area. By locating the
corners of the building at specific distances from
established referenie points, the plot plan gives the
builder a definite starting point. Since the plot plan
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the north direction. This plan, like all others in the
set, contains a standard title block in the lower
righthand corner. (See figure 3-19 and table 1 for the
proper way to fill out the title block and the
continuation sheet.) You will note that the
information to be placed on the continuation sheet
is the same as the information contained in blocks
F; G, H, J, K, and L of the title block.

Foundation plan. The foundation is the starting
point in the actual construction, and a completely
dimensioned plan is furnished except for very
simple buildings. Figure 3-20 shows a concrete slab
foundation which has warm air ducts imbedded in
the slab. When a "post and wall" type foundation is
used, the foundation plan may be combined with a
floor framing plan, as shown in figure 3-21.

Framing plans. Framing plans show the size,
number, and location of structural members which
form the building framework. Separate framing
plans may be drawn for floors, walls, and roof. As
shown in figure 3-21, a floor framing plan specifies
the size and spacing of joists, girders, and columns
used to support the floor. Detail views are usuallY
added to show the methods of anchoring joists and
girders to the foundation. Wall framing plans show

TABLE 3-1

INFORMATION CONTAINED IN EACH BLOCK OF

Block

A

THE TITLE BLOCK

.Inlormation in Eoch,Blocl,

Preparation, checking, apprQyal, and date of
the drawing

Title of the drawing

Name and address of the design activity

Approval of the design activity

Approval by an activity other than the de-
sign activity

Code identification number of the design ac-
tivity

Letter size of the drawing

Drawing number

Scale used for the drawing

Optional. May be used to record the actual
or calculated weight of the object, reference
to specificatkons, etc.

Sheet nutriber of bookform and multisheet
drawings
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ihe size and lition of wall openings, ceiling-
height, and other details. Roof framing plans (set
fig. 3-22) show the construction of the rafters or
trusses used to span the building and support the
roof.

Floor plan. A floor plan is a cross-sectional view
of the building. This view is obtained by assuming
that a horizontal cutting plane is passed through the
building in such a manner that it cuts through all
walls, doors, and windows. If the building has more
than one floor, a floor plan for each floor is drawn.
As you can see by studying figure 3-23, the floor
plan shows the outside shape of the house; the
arrangement and size of rooms; the type of material;
and the type, lize, and location of doors and
windows. In addition it shows heating, lighting, and
plumbing fixtures.

Floor plans are usually drawn to a small scale
such as 1/4" = 17 or 'be = 1 '0". For this reason,
conventional symbols are used to indicate fixtures
and materials. For corn/1)1ex structures, it may be

3

necessary to draw separate utilities plans to show
electrical, heating, and plumbing layouts. In regard
to this, figure 3-23 is not a complete plan since it
does not show all features which are usually shown
.on the floor plan for a house of similar size. These
items were omitted to simplify the illustration.

A floor plan sheet may also contain details of
construction although these are generally presented
on a separate sheet. An examination of figure 3-23
shows the need for detail drawings which point out
how to construct cabinets, closets, lavatories,
shelves, walls, ceilings, and other parts of the house.
When a detail drawing is furnished to show a
particular construction, a reference is noted on the
floor plan. Also shown on figure 3-2.3 are
"schedules" for doors and windows. A schedule is a
method of presenting notes and other construction
data in the form of a table. Adoor schedule spepifles
the type, size, description, and location of each
door; a window schedule gives the same
information for windows. Since all information
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cannot be presented graphically, we must make
extensive use of notes. These notes are a vital part Of

every construction drawing, and it is important that
you word all notes carefully. There will be general
notes pertaining to the entire set of plans and also
local notes that are important only to certain sheets

or to certain parts of the drawing.
ElevationsElevations are exterior views of a

structure, and they may be taken from the front,

rear, right, or left side. Being projections on a
vertical plane, they show
structure as it actually is
to the eye. Exterior mate
windows, and rooms, a

picturelike view of the
not as it would apPear

the height of doors,
the surrounding ground

level can be shown in elevation views. On the
elevation view for a single-story-building, the floor
level is located in reference to the surrounding
ground level or "grade." Additional floors above the

first floor are located by dimensioning between
finished floor surfaces. If the sides of a building are
not identical, an elevation for each side plan be
drawn. Note that the dimensions given in figure 3-24

are practically limited to vertical measurements.
Horizontal dimensions may be placed on an
elevation view if it is not possible to show them to
better advantage on a plan view.

Since plan and elevation views cannot be drawn
as related views on one sheet (except for small-
structures), the architectural draftsman mustmake
scaled measurements to draw each view. Hower, a
completed planview may be taped in the proper
position o, ihe drawing table, and the main
dimensi s and door and Window locations may be

projectid to an elevation sheet.
Elevation views can be made more liJjke by,

accenting certain lines and adding straight lines to

represent the type of material used on the exterior.
Lines which may beaccented are window, door,
roof, and building outline lines. In accenting these
lines, you must assume that light is coming from a
certain direction and that accented lines represent
areas which are shaded. The use of straight lines to
suggest the texture of the exterior materials is a
form of architectural "rendering." Rendering, as
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applied to architectural drawing, is the use of pencil,
ink, water color, or a combination of theSe to depict
a structure and bring out its form and'shape. Since

\ elevation views are primarily working drawings,
you can see why straight line rendering and line
accenting should be held to a minimumsubdue it;
don't overdo it! Figure 3-24 has what is considered
the "usual treatment" for elevation working
drawings. A foreground in parallel perspective isau
"extra" to give a fealistic touch, but in using this
technique you should avoid covering up important
details.

Exercises (433):

1. How does the builder locate a starting point by
looking at a plot plan?

2. What is the starting point for actual
construction?

3. What is a floor plan?

4. What is an ?elevatio
is

434. List the distinctive features of detail drawings,
four detail sections usually shown, two possible
projection& for exterior detail views, and the usual
source for details of prefabricated units.

Sections and Details. In architectural drawing,
the words "section" and "detail" are practically
synonymous. However, no view should be called a ,

detail unless it is drawn to an enlarged scale to show
construction :features more clearly. Figure 3-25
illustrates the difference between a "section" view
and a "detail section." The detail sections show
. parts of the structure with greater exactness than the
small-scale section taken thro`ugh the house. When
the cutting plane cuts across the narrow part of a
building, the view is called h transverse section.
Section views taken lengthwise of the bui)ding are
called lcongitudinal sections. Detail sectio s which
lireusually shown ire-foundation, wall, do and
window sections, and any other section whI h is
considered necessary to explain the construction.
All cut parts shown in section are crosshatched to
indicate the type of material used. Visible lines
behind the cutting plane are shown, and hidden

106

lines are used,sparingly if atall. Standard forms of
symbolic crosshatching are generally recognized by
those who are familiar with building plans and
construction. These conventional symbols will be
further explain& as we. study the materials and
methods of construction.

Exterior detail views, like detail sections, are
large-scale drawings designed to show features
which are too small or too complex to be shown in
other v.iews. They are usually developed in
orthographic projection,'but a pictorial projection
may be used if it shows the construction to a better
advantage. If you study figure 3-23, you can see that
there are many pans of the construction which need.
additional explanation and that a set of plans would
not be complete without a few large-scale detail
drawings to show how these parts are to be built.
Several detail drawings appear on figure 3-26.
However, several more detail sheets would be
required to complete this set of plans. Important
parts of detail and section views are the notes and
dimensions to show the size of materials and the'
placement of parts in relation to each other.

The task of detailing certain parts of a structure is
made easier by the fact thai1 prefabricated or
preconstructed units are inte ted in the design.
For example, the architect o tains "Scaled detail
drawings and technical data for doors, windows,
heating and cooling units, cabinets, plumbing
equipment, and many other products. This
information is furnished by the manufacturer, and a
progressive architectural office maintiins an up-to-
date reference file of manufacturers' catalogs and
manuals. When these ,"stock" units are used in a
building, the working -detail drawings show how to
"frame" the structure so that the windows, doors,
and other shop-made assemblies can be installed.
Schedules and written specifications complete the
information and permit the contractor and
workman to build the structure to the satisfaction of
both designer and owner.

Exercises (434):

1. When should a drawing be labeled "detail"?

2. What are the four detail sections usually shown?

3. What are the two possible projections used for `
e rior detail views?
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4. What is the usual source for details of

prefabricated units?

435. Give the techniques, or factors determining
certain iechniques pertaining to particular lettering

and dimensioning situations.

Drawing Technique. The views used to illustrate
the types of architectural drawingl may seem
complex for the beginner. However, they show how

the architectural draftsman's technique gives a
distinctive character to the drawinE This is due to

varying the line weights, overrunning lines at
corner, and using freehand lines and dimensioning
techniques. Even though there is greater freedom in
architectural expression, there is no sacrifice of
accuracy. As the next step is our study, let us
examine the figures from the stindpoint of the
architectural drawing techniques used.

Lettering. Lettering style ,shall be single,stroke
uppercase, commercial Gothic, except when
typewritten characters are used. Either inclined

lettering or vertical lettering maiBrused; however,
only one style should appear in a single drawing.

Normally, lowercase letters are used on
construction drawings. The exception to using
lowercase lettering is for titles, where uppercase
lettering is normally used. If typewritten chatacters
can be used, this method is perhaps the most
acceptable because it is normally faster. Where
available, typing should be done in Varitype Gothic;
second choice for type style would be Bodoni or
book types.

The method of lettering on drawings may be

freeh$nd or by means of template, typewriter, or a

lettering machine (typewriter is quite oftsn the most

acceptable, as previously indicated). Regardless of

the particular method used, all lines of the lettering

must be s iently opaque e legible in full size
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or reduced size copy by any generally accepted
method of reproduction. Lettering may be
underlined, but thif is normally done only when
particular emphasis is desired.

The division sign of a common fraction is
drawn parallel to the direction in which, the
dimension reads. However, when such fractions are
included in typewritten notes, tables, lists, etc., a,
diagonal line may be used.

The size of lettering and the line spacingused on a
drawing are controlled by the size of the object to be
shown in relation to the size of the drawing Paper,
the amount of 4etail to be shown, whether the
drawing will be reduced when reproduced, and on
the amount of reduction which will be used. The
modern procedure of reducing drawings to small
size (to save storage space) and then reproducing the
drawings in their original size limits the minimum
size of lettering and the line spacing which may be

used and still maintain legibility. It is rtcommended
that the minimum size of lettering after reduction be
not less than 3/ 64. In the absence of factors making
larger lettering desirable, the recorninendations for
size of lettering for drawings up to 17" x 22" are as
follows: title-31 16", subtitle-5/ 32, letters and
figures for body of drawingI /8", and fractions or
tolerances-3/ 32". For larger drawings, the sizes of
lettering should also be governed by the
considerations set forth in the first part of this
paragraph. When commercial lettering guides are
wed, appropriate sizes should be used. The regular
line spacing of typewriters and other lettering
machines is acceptable, provided that nothing
smaller than standard pica type should be used..

Diminsioning. Dimension lines on architectural
drawings are unbroken between extension lines,
and dimensions are given in feet and inches. Since
there are numerous "in-line" dimensions on
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architectural drawings, a cOntinuous line is easier
and faster to make and.leaves less chance for
mistakes in reading_ The numerals are placed
slightly above the dimension line. All horizontal
dimensions and all dimension notes are placed on
the drawing so that they are read from the bottom of
the sheet. Vertical and angular dimensions may be
placed so that they can be read from either the
bottom or righthand side of the drawing. Where
there is plenty of space on the sheet, the first
dimension line (nearest the building outline) should
be about an inch away from the wall line. Spacing
between dimension lines varies, depending upon the
scale, lettering height, and available space. The
main requirement is that dimensions mutt be clear,
definite, and unmistakable. For example, when
lettering size is 1/8", the space between successive
dimension lines should not be less than 1/2". When
you are forced to place dimension lines closer
together, you should stagger dimension figures to
avoid crowding. Be sure to place the numerals close
to the line to which they referabout one-half the
numeral height above the line.

Sgure 3-27 shows correct methods for specifying
fractions, inches, feet, and combinations of these on
drawings. In dimensioning views, the following
points are important:

a. Keep outside dimension lines a good distance
from building lines. The outermost dimension line
should give the overall size.

b. Dimension td the centerline of window and
door openings and partition walls. Place interior
dimension in a "string" to span the width of the
building.

c. Locate columns by coordinate dimensions to
the column centerlines.

d. When required by the materials or methods of
construction, locate wall openings by dimensioning
up the side of the opening; then give the distance
across the opening.

The above practices are general. You must
realize, however, that your dimensioning of any
drawing is governed by knowledge of construction
procedure. It is only by experience that you can
learn what to dimension and how to place the
dimensions on the drawing. Ili machine drawings,
dimensions express accuracy within thousandths of
an inch. Dimensioning for construction does not
involve such fine measurements, but dimensions
must be sufficiently accurate for the type work
involved. Dimensions must always check and add
up correctly with one another from place to place
and from one view to the next.

Generally, the sizes of common building
materials are ,not uniformly accurate enough to

c

allow dimensioning to the edge of the material. This
difficulty is overcome by giving center-to7center
dimensions for doors, windows, interior walls, etc.
This type dimensioning allows for variation in size,
and it also allows the designer or builder to make
necessary adjustments without redrawing the plans.
For example, if the specifications call for 4" x 4"
wood columns for the building shown in figure 3-27,
these could be changed to 6" x 6" size or another
material could be used without altering the location
dimensions. Window and door sizes may also be
changed, but any change must be made with careful
consideration of other factors such as cost,
appearance, usefulness, and structural
practicability.

Dimensions in section and detail views are given
to working points and are not repeated. A great
many sizes and locations are dimensioned by means
of notes which also name the part. Dimensions for
ceiling height above the finished floor are
determined by the design. Diimensions for doors
and windows are obtained from design sketches or
by reference to a manufacturer's catalog. The best
way to dimension detail views is to make a list of
questions which the workman might ask.
Dimensions are then selected to. furnish answers
which give necessary information for construction.

Exercises (435):

1. What factor mainly determines the size of
lettering to be used on a drawing?

2. Why is a continuous' dimension line used on
architectural drawings?

3. To what point on a partition wall should you
usually dimension?

436. Identify the drawing scales used in
architectural drawing and list three general
considerations and, for designated situations, the
specific practices for drawing scales.

Drawing Scales.The architect scale is an
"equation" scale. The relationship of the drawn
figure to the true size of the structure is expressed as
an equation; for example, 3" = VO", 1/4" = 1107", etc.
This type of scale is generally used for drawings
where dimensions are expressed in feet and inches.
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There is a full-size scale and 10 redusing Scales on
the triangular architect scale. To determine which
scale to use for a drawing, you must consider the
following: the size of the object, the size of the
drawing paper, and the desire to show, details
clearly. The size of the paper is important because
working drawings must be convenient to handle on
the job. There must also be space for dimensions
and notes. The clearness of the drawing is perhaps
the most important considerationi since a sinitt
scale will not show details clearly. For exampl
suppose that the size of the paper is 11"x 1l7" and
overall length of the building is 120'. Rather than

0

use a scale smaller. than 1/4; a larger size sheet
should be used. This would provide space for the
view which would span 30" of space when drawn to
the 1/41' scale. The fmished sheet sizes for
construction drawings are shown in figure 3-28.
This figure is reproduced from MilStd-2B,
Format for Construction Drawings, and these sizes
correspond to standard sizes in commercial use.

After a view is draWn, dimensioned, and given a
title, the scale to which it is drawn must be noted in
the proper place. Until you do this, the drawing is
not complete. As a rule, the scale indication is
placed directly under the title of the view, whether it
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is a main view or a detail view. If the reader knows
the scale, he may Use the same scale to find missing
dimensions. The missing dimensions can also be
found by measuring thedistance with a full scale
and dividing by the given scale. However, these
methods apply only to drawings which are
reproduced ,to the same size as the original drawing.

If a drawing ,is to be reduced or enlarged, a
graphic *ale should be placed on the sheet. Graphic
scales, as shown on figure 3-23 and 3-24, are actual
measuring scales which can be used to determine
approximate sizes of objects shown on reduced or
enlargedsrints. The greatest advantage with this
kind of scale is that the drawing and its scale are
proportionally enlarged or reduced together.
Approximate dimensions can then be determined
by using dividers to scale the drawing. These scales
are not intended to be used as a means of obtaining
accurate dimensioris.

Graphic soles are generally placed on drawings
where complete dimensions are not required, such
as display drawings and preliminary drawings.
Equation scales are usually placed directly under
the views to which they apply, and the

,corresponding graphic scale .is placed below the
equation scale.

When no scale is used on a drawing, the notation
"NO SCALE" is placed under the view. When a
dimension is nol to scale, the abbreviation "NTS" is
placed above or below the dimepsion affected.

To construct a graphic scale for construction
drawings, you must first understand how the scale
functions. The sale is Usually divided iht0 two parts
(see fig. 3-29). The part to the right of the zero mark
is marked off in units representing one or more feet,
or fractions of 1 foot. This part of the scale is called
the primary scale. The part to the left of the zero
mark, called the extension scale, is marked off in
fractions of one primary unit: The number of small
divisions to place in the extension is determined by
the size of the scale.

When you make a drawing to a very small scale,
you will fmd it difficult to represent fractions of an
inch, and tlle general rule is to disregard fractions
when laying out,a distance on one of the smaller
scales. The drawing may be a fraction of an inch
inaccurate, but since the written dimensions are
always followed by the worker, no damage is done.
For example, a arawing made to 14"= 17 scale can
be accurate only within 2". Each small division on
the 'le scale represents 21, and since the lines are so
close together, it is impossible to show fractions of
an inch. On larger scales, such as 3"= 17, fractions
of an inch can be shown more accurately. You
should practice using all of the equation scales until

you become skilled in their use. The same principle
is involved in using each one, and the amount of
drawing accuracy is determined by your skill arid
the habit of checking all work carefully.

33 7

,
Exercises (436):

1. What type of scale is an architect scale, and how
are dimensions usually expressed?

, %

2. What are the two parts of a graphic scale?

3. What are three things you should consider to
determine the scale for a drawing?

4. Where, in relation to a view, are equation scales
and graphic scales placed on a drawing?

3=6. Detail Views .

The best way for the beginner to acquire skill in
architectural drawing Is to trace or copy corppleted
plans. By following this practice you soon learn the
correct use of symbols, dimensions, and notes, and
you develop skill in lettering and line work. A
completed drawing may look very complicated, but
if it is broken down and analyzed according to the
steps of construction, it becomes much clearer. The
step-by-step procedures suggested in this section are
designed to simplify or speed up the task of laying

--out and completing working drawings. You may
find it necessary to modify these basic steps to suita
specific job. The important thing is that you develop
a systematic procedure for making working
drawings. Systematic procedure, like skill in
lettering and line work, is part of your individual
drafting technique. When you have developed these
abilities by copying existing drawings, you are ready
to create working drawings from rough sketches
and other,sources of information.

The following sections discuss the methods used
for drawing plan, elevation, and detail views. We
will take you step by step through the procedure
used in constructing each of the three types of
working drawings. After you have studied each
procedure, you should make reproductions of each
drawing to increase your proficiency in this area.
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The steps in each Orocedure are, as nearly as
possible, laid out and built up much the same as
actual construction is carried out on the job.
..-.

437. Give certain procedures, or purposes Of
certain procedures, used in the preparation of floor
plans.

Drawing a Floor Plan.To illustrate the
procedure for drawing a floor plan, you must follow
the steps described here and shown in figures 3-30
and 3-31. Note that the overall size of the house is
25' x 30'. When drawn to the scale 1/4" = IV, the
plan will measure 6 1/4" x 7 1/2" on the drawing sheet.
However, you must also have space for dimensions,
general notes, schedules, and title block. Therefore,
you will need an 11" x 17" sheet for the job. In
following the steps below, be sure to draw the entire
plan in light lines. When it is completed and
checked, you can go over the lines to darken them
and bring them to the correct weight as indicated
below:

Heavy: Border lines, title block lines, cutting
plane lines.
yedium Heavy: Main outline lines of the
house, such as wall and roof outlines', and
outlines of parts shown in section.
Light: Dimension lines, extension lines,
symbol section lining, shade lines, long break
lines, invisible lines, and centerlines.
Equipment symbols for doors, windows,
plumbing fixtures, etc., are also shown with
light lines.

1

The use of different weights of lines will
emphasize the important parts of the plan and make
it easier to read the drawing. If all lines on a
blueprint were the same weight, it would be very
confusing and difficult to read. It is important that
the main outlines of the building stand out clearly.
All lines should be black in order to make a good
copy by blueprinting or otherTrocesses.

(I) Step 1 (see fig.-3-30)
(a) Take the total length and width of the

building and draw a rectangle representing the
outsidePwall lines. Place the rectangle in the drawingi
space so as to have the necelsary room fort
diinensitx....A yt.,:... 'e the rectangle nearer the tap
border line. This provides room atthe bottom of the
sheet for titles and title block. The front of the
building is always faced toward the bottom edge of
the sheet. ,

(b) The thickness of the exterior wall is

1

determined by the materials to be used. A wood
frame wall with 2 x 4 sAds is usually drawn 6" thick;
this includes outside boarding and interior wall
finish. Locate the centerlines of interior walls and
draw them in lightly. The thickness of a a x 4
partition wall, covered on both sides with 1/2"
wallboard, is 4%". Draw the wall about 5" thick
when using a small scale. ,Draw all interior and
exterior walls in' full with light linesdisregard the
locition of the wall openings at this time.

(c) Note that partition walls on one side of
the house are often a continuation of walls on the
other side. Also, several short walls must be located
by making individual measu*ents for each one)
Always work to the centerlines of interior walls andf
be sure to make the wall the correct thickness on
either side of its centerline. Io some cases, it may be
necessary to increase the thickness of a partition
wall to accommodate plunibing lines and vent
stacks. The wall between the kitchen and bath may
be framed with 2 x 6 studs for this purpose. This
information would be furnished by the designer.

(2) Step 2 (see fig. 3-30)
(a) Locate and draw the centerlines for all

exterior doors and windows.
(b) Draw the symbols for windows and doors

according to the following dimensions. Show the
window and door swings by drawing compass arcs
and then drawing lines at 45° for windows and 90°
for doors (if interference occurs with a 90° swing,
use 45°).

Kitchen window: 1'4" x 3'0" casement sash,
hinged on left side.

Dining area window: .50" x 37 casement Center
section is fixed sash; vent ashes are 1

Living room glass wall: 6'0" wide; m two
equal sections 6'8" high. The bottom part of each
section has a 16" bottom hinged vent, opening in.

Bathroom window: 3'0" x 3'0" double casement.
Bedroom windows: 3'0" x 4'0" double casement.
Living room window: 3'0" x 4'0" double

casement.
Exterior doors: 2'8" x 6'8" flush doors, glazed.

The height dimensions for the windows and doors
will be needed when you draw elevation views. The
dimensions *given for windows are the overall
dimensions for metal sash.

(3) Step 3 (sec fig. 3-31)
(a) Locate and draw interior dodr openings

to the correct door width. In cases where the
centerline of a door is not located, the door is
centered between the available wall space. Erase
partition lines before drawing the door symbols.
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The dimensions and types of interior doo\ilk are as
follows:

Bathroom: 2'4" x 61" (flush door)
Beclooms: 2'6",x 61" (flush door)
Bedroom closets: 2'6" x 61" (sliding, flush door)
Storage closet: 2'6" x 6'8' (flush door)
Guest closet: 2'6" x 6'8' (folding door)
Linen closet: 2'4" x 6'6" (flush door)
Heate; space: 2'0" x 6'6" (louvered),
Dining area: 610" x 7'6" (folding door)

(b) Loute and draw kitchen equipment,
such as counters, wall cabinets, and sink. Designate
spaces for range, refrigerator, and washer by
drawing symbols as shown. Wall cabinets are
indicated by dashed lines about lir from wall lines.
The following approximate dimensions are given
for kitchen and plumbing equipment. The first
diemnsion given is the depth dimension from the
wall to thy outer face of the object. The second
dimension is the width across the object.

Range: 24" x 36"
Referigerator: 26" x 30"
Wuher. 24" x 28"
Sink (built-in) 16" x 24"
Lavatory (built-in) 14 x 16"
Bathtub: 21" x 5'0"
Water closet: 8" x 18" for tank; 16" x 14"for bowl
Heater: 24" x 24"
Water heater. 18" diameter

. 'Closet shelves: 10' to 12" deep

(4) Step 4 (see fig. 3-31)
(a) Locate electric light outlets, switches, and

convenience outlets as shown. Draw dashed lines as
shown to indicate the light controlled by each
stvitch. Note that the hall light can be controlled
from two positions by using two three-way switches.

(b) Draw exterior dimension lines, locating
subordinate dimensions next to the wall lines. The
outermost d irnensions should be overall dimension.
Exterior windows and doors are located by
dimensions to the centerline of the opening.

(c) Location interior partitions of the house
by dimensions _to their centaDhes, When
dimensioning to; an exterior wall, the dimension is
given to the outside face as shown. It is customary to
run a dimension line across the plan in each
direction if it is convenient to do so. However, this
should not be done if it repeats too many

, dimensions dr causes crowding and reduces clarity.
Be sure to put arrowheads at the ends of each
dimension line.

(d) Letter in dirnensic% numerals, titles, and
any notes required. Mark door and window sizes, or
use a" co& symbol as shown on figure 3-2,3. These

, .__J '.

...
A, ..34f1

symbols were omitted from figure 3-31 in order to
simplify the drawing. Make sure that intermediate
dimensions along the same line add up to the correct
overall size of the building.

(e) Place the title and scale on the lower part
of the drawing, using the format shown in figure 3-
31. From the size dimensions given and from other,
information given on the completed plan and
elevation views, make a windów and door schedule
using the format shown in figure 3-23. All windows
are aluminum sash. When drawing the elevation
view, you may design the glassed openings for the
two exterior doork or pattern them after doors that
you think are good examples. '

After you have completed the layout, you should
spend considerable time checking every detail of the
drawing. Make sure that every part is correctly
drawn and placed. See if improvements can be made
in lettering, in placement ' of dimensions, and in
notes. Be sure that switches and outlets are
conveniently placed. For example, it would be an
improvement to add one more convenience outlet to
the right wall of the living room. This would allow
the occupant a wider choice in the arrangement of
interior furnishings.

Exercises (437):

I. On a floor plan drawing, which- way should a
building face?

2. Why should a plan view be drawn in light lines,
first? .

3. What is the difference between dimensions to an
interior wall and an exterior wall on a floor plan?

,

43$. Give certain procedures, or purpbses of
certain procedures, wed in the preparation of
elevation drawings.

(
Drawing an Elevation. The method of

constructing an elevation drawing follows the samd
principles used in drawing a floor plan. The drawing
of the elevation will also be explained in four steps.

First, We must assume that all necessary design
information has been Worked out. Many details of
construction, such as floor. and ceiling heights, sill
construction, wall and cornice construction, roof
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pitch snd type of roofmg, types of doors and
windows, and exterior finishing materials, must be
consideied. The more complicated the building, the
more details there are to consider. Details mayvary
with design and materials, but the method of
constructing this or any other working drawing
must follow logical steps to get the best results.

On an 11" x 17" drawing sheet, draw an elevation
at 1/4' = scale following the suggested sheik
layout shown on figure 3-32. Place the front
elevation view at the lower part of the sheet as
indicated. The space required by the elevation view
will bea little wider than that for the plan because of
the roof overhang which projects beyo&cthe gable
ends of the house. The height of the house is
approximately 1 this will be roughly 3" on the
drawing sheet. Therefore, the space required by the
front elevation view is about rdeep by 814" wide. If
a tide block is placed on the drawing, the elevation
view-inust be moved over to the left. Extra space on
the sheet can be used for schedules, notes, and detail
views. Ordinarily, there are no schedines shown on
elevation views, but it is good practice to show one
or two enlarged details, ass cornice detail, to help
clarify exterior construction features. Follow the
procedure described here and shown in figures 3-32

\S and 3-33.
(1) Step I (see fig. 3-32)

(a) Draw ihe floor and ceiling lines as shown;
then establish a finish grade line at least 8" below the
floor line. The grade is plsced so that the surface of
the porch will be at least 3" above the grade line.

(b) Tape a floor plan above the elevation
view and project down the main zorner lines of the
building. Use this plan view to locate as many points
as possible by projection. Howeyer, you should
check your work and see that dimensions add up to
correct distances on the elevation view.

C(c) With light lines, construct a section view
which is to serve only as an aid in completing the
front view. Place the section view opposite the front
elevation view as shown. A partial view is used here
because space is limited. Hower, you should
extend the roof rafters to determinethe height of the
roof ridge. The total roof rise from the top of the
plate to the underside,of the ridge is 25". Then add
the depth of the 2 x 6 rafter and roofin

13

. Roofing
thickness can be approximated: /

< .
(d) Project the roof ridge, cave lines, and

porch lines oyer to the front view. The porch is
formed,by continuing the roof raters 511)" past the
exterior wall line, running them at the same slope as
the, Main roof The porch slab and porch roof were
not shown on the floor plan because of the lack of
space. Only the Main lines of the roof are drawn at

3 ti r

this time. Details will be worked (int in subsequent
Apt. After theentire drawing is completed, the
paitial section view will be erased.

(2) Step 2 (see fig. 3-32)
(a) By projecting from the floor plan and by

taking location dimensions from the plan, locate the
centerline of the chimney, which is the same as the
centerline of the heater. The chimney is rectangular,
measuring 16' x 24", and it is positioned as
indicated. Draw the chimney outlineeiccording to
the given dimensions. These dimensions are placed
on the illustration for information onlythey
should not appear on the final clrawing. The sectio
view .shows where the chimney comes throu
(intersects) the roof.

(b) Locate the centerlines of the ex rior
door and windows. Draw in the outside outliz4es of
door and windows by using the dimensions gi n in
the previous section.- First, the height of the door is
measured upward from the floor line. The heads of
the Windows are next lined up with the top of the
door. Measure downward from the window sash
head to locate the window sill line. Draw a sill under
the door and extend it across under the large
windows.

(c) Draw the front porch and kitchen door
entrance step. Usellite detail shown to find the porch
level in relation to the floor level.

-(d) Draw the horizontal line which
rppresents the bottom edge of the siding. In the
process of actual construction, the horizontal
courses of siding may be shifted upward or
downward in order to give the best exterior
appearance.
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(3) Step 3 (see fig. 3-33)
(a) Draw the trim around the door and

windows as shown. The trim is approximately 3"
wide; window rails and stiles are shown about 2"
wide.

(b) Draw thc roof, trini**Ines as shown,
referring to the roof detail developed in the
preceding steps. The small 'projection shown at the
lower roof corners is slightly larger than actual size
for the sake of clarity and 'appearance.

(c) Scale the 6". divisions for the vertical \
boarding, including the spaces between door and
windows, and the space above the door and front
windows. Also, mark off the 9" spaces for the
shingle siding, beginning at the lower edge and
working Up the wall.

(d) Draw brick symbol on the chimney.
Leave a space about 4" high at the base of the
chimney to represent metal flashing.
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(4) Step 4 (see fig. '3-33)
(a) Add stipple marks to represent the gravel

roof.. It is not necessary to make an exact
reproduction of the stipple marks shown. Shading
and stippling serve only to give a pleasing
appearance to the viewthey are not necessary for
accuracy. Add the necessary notes.

(b) Draw vertical and horizontal lines to
symbolize the type of siding used. Since this
building is small, the entire wall may be drawn with
shingle symbol, as shown on figure 3-33. For large
exterior wall areas, a few lines drawn to scale in the
lower left corner of the building would be sufficient
to indicate the type of wall material. Add the
necessary notes.

(c) Dimension the floor to ceiling height,
floor to grille, and ridge to top of chimney. Add
identifying notes, placing the notes where they will
look well on the drawing. Lettering on notes should
be at least 11 8.

(d) Erase construction lines and Other lines
which are not required on the final drawing. Darken
the main outlines of building. Darken and accent
door, window, and trim lines. The lines representing
shingles and siding should be the lightest in weight,
the main outlines of the house the heaviest. Add
diagonal straight lines to symbolize glass, and use
light, vertical shade lines on the shingles. Draw
dashed lines to indicate the hinge points on
windows. The concrete symbOl should consist only
of scattered dots.

Check your drawing thornughly o see that it is
complete and accurate. On the 1/4" scale, it is
necessary to approximate the size of small parts.
However, you should strive for a high degree of
accuracy on those parts of the view which are larger
in size and can, therefore, be more accurately laid
out. Be sure to letter the drawing title and drawing
scale below The completed view. After the pencil
drawing is complete in every detail, it can be traced
on tracing paper so that it can be reproduced by

bluepnnt on other processes. If the pencil drawing is
well done, the tracing will be easier to make, and it
will be accurate as well as artistic.

To complete
elevation view
front elevation

e draWing sheet, draw a left side
the house in the space above the
ew. The left side of the house is

covered with cedar s ingles up to t he ceiling line. A
rhorizontal trim is run from cornice to cornice to
separate the rectangular wall from the triangular
gable end. The gable is covered with plywood to'
present a smooth surface for painting. Window and
door sizes are as previotisly listed. RepOsition the
same plan view to use in projecting walnines and
centerlines for wall openings. The front porch roof

121

is supported 'by two 4" x 4" wood posts. The front
porch floor slab is 4'6" deep from the foundation to
the porch outer edge. The concrete step at the
kitchen door is 4'0" by 3D" deep. The upper half
(approximate) of the kitchen entrance door should
be glass to provide light and visibility.

Exercises (438):

I. What use is made of a floor plan when drawing
an elevation view?

2. How is the centerline of the chi ey located on
an elevation view?

439. Give certain procedures, or purposes of
certain procedures, used in the preparation of detail
drawings.

Drawing a Detail. Every set of plans must include
construction detail , drawings. These large-scale
drawings show clearly those parts of the structure
which cannot te^' shown accurately in small-scale
plan and elevation views. Generally, some details
are placed in available spaces on plan and elevation
views. However, it is not possible to place all details
on the main drawings to which they apply. When
the available space has been used, detail drawings 7
are put on sheets containing nothing but details. It is
necessary, then, 0 use a reference on the main
drawing to tell where the required detail may be
found.

Thus, if we consider it necessary tc; show the
details for the kitchen cabinetsIsee fig. 3-31, step 4)
on another sheet, we would put a note on the floor
plan sheet "Cabinet details on Sheet 5." If
-typical" wall construction is to be shown in a
detail section, there is, no need to show the position
of the cutting plane on the plan. However, if the
section is intended to show a wall detail at a definite
place, we must draw a cutting' plane line through
that speCific part of the plan view which the detail
section is to picture. The cutting plane line must be
identified by letters, and the corresponding detail
view must be identified by the same letters. Without
a proper reference and title, the detail may be
meaningless. Details should be arranged in the
order of their need-s-that is, the work sequence of
actual construction.

Details are drawn as large as possible, the scales
ranging from 1/2" = 1.0" on up to full size. Some
small parts, sucti as special moldings, may be drawn
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71 twice size if necesury. Usually, the smaller the part,
the larger the scale used. Always letter the scale used
under the title .of the view. Detail drawings must
also be thoroughly dimensioned or they will not
serve their purpose. The dimension may be given by
using notes and leaders, or they may be given by
using regular dimensioning methods. Distances are
always dimensioned, while parCs such as concrete,
brick, and framing materials are identified by notes
and symbols.

Cornice detail. The cornice detail shown in figure
3-34 is for the simple frame h . use shown in the
preceding figures. A how.. I, is a simple
construction, the same rocedure should be
followed in drawing any type of cornice, whether it
be for wood or masonry walls. All framing and
other materials must be scaled to actual size. Refer
to illustrations available to you to obtain the finish
sizes of lumber, molding, and other malerials.

To draw the cornice detail shown in step 3 of
figure 3-34, use an 81/4"x 11-sheet, spacing the views
as shown by the suggested layout. Draw tht detail in
light outlines at first. .

(1) Step 1
(a) Draw a 2 x 4 wallstud with a double 2 x 4

top plate as shown.
(b) From the inside corner of the top plate,

draw a pitch diagram to establish the underside of
the roof rafter. Scale the widthof the 2 x 6 rafter and
draw the top line of the rafter.

(c) Draw lines to indicate 5/ 8' roof decking
and exterior wall sheathing. Nt-

.(2) Step 2
. (a) Project the roof rafter out to the full

length of the cornice and add the cornice trim as
shown. The 1 x6 facia should project about 3/4"
below the plywood soffit. .

(b) Locate the double 2 x 4 window header
by mentally measuring up from the finished

' flooring. Since the 'window head casing trim is in
.. line with the door head wing (see figs. 3-32 and 3-

33), the height of the door is used .as a means of
locating the headers for ,.3.4ndow openings. In this
construction, the underside of the door header is
6'10W' above the finished floor surface. This is
found by adding thefollowing dimensions:

..

Heiyht of door threshold 7/8"
Height ot door 61'
Spate allowed above door 2'

TOTAL 6.'10%"

#

The space allowed above the door 'is for the
thickness of the doorframe. plus space for fitting the
ftam6 in place.

i

41.

(c) After adding the 1/2' ceiling and interior
wall covering, draw in the window frame, trim, and
cap as indicated in the finished view. Add the
plywood soffit and shingle siding. Complete the
cornice by adding the quarter-round mold.

(d) Indicate the position of the 2 x 6 ceiling
joist by dashed lines.

(3) Step 3
(a) Draw the roof material, gravel stop, and

pitch diagram.
(b) Darken outlines and draw material

symbols to indicate wood parts in section.
, (c) Show vent hole in cornice, and insulation

in ceiling space.
(d) Add necessary notes, titles, and

dimensions.

Sill section. The sill of a frame building is the
wood strip, fastened to thefoundation, on which the
vertical wall studs rest. The procedure for drawing
the sill section shown in figure 3-34 is the same as the
procedure just described for the cornice detail.
These two details should be developed together in
order to space the view properly on the drawing
sheet. Note that the bottom sill plate of tht 2 x 4 stud
wall is set back from the edge of the foundation wall'
to accommodate ,t,he plywood sheating. Indicate
materials by using the pro p r symbols and notes.

'All dimensioning and letterin qbould be put in last.
Standard and special parts #tail views. It has

been explained that it is necessary to detail all parts
of a structure that are not fully( explained in the
main views. However, there are exceptions to this
rule. Many items such as windows, doors, trim,
stairs, flooring, cabinets, and walls can be obtained
ready to incorporate into a building. These standard
parts need not bodetailed. They are indicated on the
main views and in written specifications by name,
catalog number, and size. In some instances it may
be desirable to detail the framing required for the
installation of a standard part, such as a window,

ut the window itself neell not be shown in the view.
ould give the designer control over the

installation and assure the desired construction. If
some special style or shape of construction is
wanted, such as a door, window, stair, etc.,
complete details must be drawn to supply necessary
information to the estimator, contractor, and
builder, and to the mill or factory where the special
parts are to be fabricated.

Standard practices in construction can also save
detailing. Writteh specifications will state fully how
the work is to beaccomplished and also state where

*to make changes from the usual procedure. It would
' not be practical to discuss and illustrate all stan rd
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and special items in relation to alchitectural
detailing. Through experience in con\truction
work, we can determine whether or not certain parts
of the design need detailing. Assuming that it is
desired to show the exact relationship between
design and construction, there are a number bf
items which can best be explained in detail views
(see fig. 3-35). Features which are usually detailed
are- as follows:

Foundations and footings.
Sills for doors and windows.
Main wall framing.
Cornice construction and roof trim.
Special molding and trim.
Special doors and windows.
Fireplaces and chimneys.
Stairways.
Special roof framing.
Special partitions.
Built-in cabinets, closets, etc.
Arches and special openings.
Porch and entrance construction.
Exposed panels and beams.

You should study books on ,building constrtiction
and become acquainted with manufac rs
catalogs. Catalogs on lighting equipment, plywood
construction, roofing materials, flooring, heating,
air conditioning, doors, windows, walls, kitchen
appliances, and many other products are furnished
free upon request. These catalogs give detailed
descriptions and construction data which are
invaluable in designing and detailing. Bulletins and
pamphlets dealing with many practical aspects of
building construction may be obtained from trade
associations; college and university departments of
architecture; and from Federal agencies, such as the
Federal Housing Administration, National Bureau
of Standards, and thaGovernment Printing Office.

Specifications. The detail drawings and the
written specifications for a proposed building are
very closely related. The specification is a written
document-which supplements the building plans by
explaining those points which are not readily
explained by drawings. Although it is not a
draftsman's job to prepare specifications, he should
be familiar With them since they not only control
design and materials but are also an important
source of information for drawing plans.

Specifications usually begin with a statement of
the general conditions of the contract and then
proceed to consider the various phases of
construction. Each phase of construction is related
to a particular operation or material. A separate
specification is written for each phase of

construction, and these are compiled to parallel the
job sequence of the phases. The specifications cover
type and quality of material, kind and quality of
labor to be used, methods of construction,
standards of workmanship, kinds of equipment,
delivery and storage of materials, inspection of
work, protection of finished work, and many other
points which could not be covered if drawings alone
were used. S.ome specifications may be placed on
the drawings in the form of notes. Care should be
taken that 'details and drawing notes agree with
written specifications.

Exercises (439):

I. If there is not room on the main drawing to place
the detail dra 'ng, where is the detail drawing
placed?

2. To what scale are details drawn?

3. In etail drawings, is the actual or nominal size
of nstruction materials shown?

4: What is the purpose of written specifications?

440. List the four main types of electrical and
electronic drawings and given various symbols used
in these drawings, state their meanings.

Electrical and Electronic Graphic Symbols.
Electrical and electronic diagrams are generally
drawn in the form of freehand sketches by the
electrical design engineer. It is the draftsman's job to
transform the engineer's sketch into a well-balanced
and neatly constructed drawing, making no errors
in connections. Electrical and electronic drawings
can be classified into four main types:

Pictorial drawings.
Wirindiagrams.
Block iagraras.
Schematic diagrams.

Graphic symbols play a major part in electrical
and electronic drawing. In floor plans of buildings,
factories, etc., a simplified set of symbols is used by
the architect to show the location of electrical units.
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Figure 36. Common electrical pymbols.
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The electrical contractor uses another set of
symbols since circuit components and wiring must
be broken down to show precise connection details.
You have previously seen some of the symbols used
by the architect. The symbols used in the following
pages apply strictly to electrical and electronic
diagrams. Schematic diagrams are comprised
entirely of graphic symbols.- Wiring diagrams may
or may not contain graphic symbols.

Mi1Std-15-1A contains a complete list of
electrical and electronic symbols. The title of this
publication is Military Standard. Graphic Symbols
for Ekarical and Electronics Diagrams. There are
other symbol lists such as the one approved by the
American Standards Association (ASA). In some
cases, a particular symbol in one list may not be
exactly the same as in another list. However, many
of them are nearly the same in any list. A study
figure 3-36 will familiarize you with a few of the
more common grapliic symbols.

NOTE: MilStd 15-1A contains
approximately 51 pages of electrical and electronic
symbols. Other symbol lists are about the same
length. Your drafting activitpwill, no doubt, furnish
you with some list. But, no matter what list you are
furnished, variations in symbols may be
encountered in actual practice. For instance,
sometimes a particular part is drawn similar to its
configuration for clarification.

Symbols may be drawn by construction methods.
However, various templates to aid the draftsman in
drawing symbols are commonly used. These
templates are usually either the stencil or the.
guiding type. Figure 3-37 shows the actual
arrangement of symbols on a typical guiding type
electrical-symbol template. With this type of
template, and symbol, or part of a symbol, may be
combined with another regardless of locations on
the template. Thus, it is possible to draw a symbol
which does not appear on the template in its

complete configuration. For example, a variable
resistor may be.shown first by drawing the zi
symbol and then inserting the arrow. General', this
method applies to other types of templates,
although the symbol may differ on some of them.

The actual drawing of graphic symWeither by
construction or use of a template, is not covered in
this chapter. Your drafting activity will,no doubt,
advise you of their methodthere is nothing
difficult.

Pkwrial drawing. A pictorial drawing may be
used to show a component, series of components, or
a complete device. Also, a pictorial outline may be
used to provide a background fora wiring circuit. A
pictorial drawing shows the locations and
configurations of mponents and the positions of
the connecting w . A definition of the work
pictorial is "in the fon of a picture." An actual
photograph is sometime used, and the parts may be
identified by the draftsman by inserting "callouts."

Figure 3-38 shows the pictorial drawing of a
simple service meter box. Notice that the lines
representing wires are drawn as heavy as, or heavier
than, the weight of visible outlines. This heavy line
weight is commonly used in pictorial drawings and
wiring diagrams and may be used in schematic
diagrams to emphasize particular wires. The
components and wires may be identified by callouts
as shown in the illustration.

Figure 3-39 shows a pictorial, drawn in
perspective, which shows the positions of some of
the. electrical components and wiring of an
automobile. Isometric and oblique drawings also
may be used to provide backgrounds for wiring
circuits. WV

Notice that the exact connections of each wire are
shown in figure 3-38, but not in figure 3-39. It is
Obvious that a pictorial drawing, such as in figure 3-
39, must be supplemented by either a wiring or
schematic diagram to show7fhe connection details.

0\10=-srifir'
.

111

t g 0.".0 0 AA A...

231-230

Lp /70,41@3±
IN

Figure 3-37. Arrangement of symbols.
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SERVICE CAEC-
TIONS,2-WIRE SYSTEM,

SOLIO (UNFUSED)

NEUTRAL.

DEAD
TERMINAL

ONE FUSE

SLACK
TO

UNE

WH LTE

SWITCH
BLADt

WHITE WIRE
GROUNDING CONDUIT

WHITE
WIRES

TO FUSE BOX

TO GROUN 0

Figure 3-38. Pictorial drawing of a simple service meter7

IGNITION SWITCH

NEUTRAL SWITCH
(AUTOMATIC TRANS. ONLY)

A wiring diagram of one of the automobile circuits,
is shown in figure 3-40 and discussed in a following
paragraph.

Several factors should be consi ered when you
aredetermining the necessity for a pthal drawing.
The use which will be made ot the drawing must be
recognized, and the technical backyound of the
interpreter must be considered. It 44 usually the
obligation of the engineer or draftsman to make the
decision.

Wiring diagrams. The term "wiring diagram"
pertains to several types of drawing. Actually, a
pictorial drawing such as shown in figure 3-38 could
be considered a wiring diagram, since it clearly
shows the wiring connections to the circuit
components. However, the exact location of the
components, as shown in figure 3-38, is not required
in a wiring diagain. The following three
illustrations show the general concepts of this type
of drawing.

a. Wiring diagram of automobile electrical
circuit. Figure 3-40 shows a tptca wiring diagram

4
231-232

CHARGE INDICATOR
,

STARTER MOTOR

STARTER MOTOR
RELAY

BATTERY

GENERATOR -*

figure 3-39. Auto electrical circuit.
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CHARGE INDICATOR
LAMP

251-211

GENERATOR REGULATOR

STARTING
MOTOR

RELAY

Figure 3-40. Wiring diagram for auto electrical circuit.

of the power circuit of the automobile (fig. 3:39). In
this type of wiring diagram, the circuit components
are represented by several methods. Notice, for
instance, that the battery actually is pictorial; thct
starting motor relay is represented by a symbol; and
the generator regulator can be classed as schematic
(covered later in this chapter). Thus, you can see
that there is no definite set of rules for drawing the

components in a wiring diagram. However,',in all

cases, the wiring must be clearly shown, aid the
drawing constructed in a well-balanced ma er.

Because of the various circuits lised in nany
electrical devices, wire color coding is often
This is shown in figure 3-40 by R, B, G-W, and -R.
The color code may, be placed on the drawing
note, such as:

G-W
B-R

Wirmg Color Code

RED
BLACK
GREEN-WH1TE BAND
BLACK-RED BAND

Other notations which are necessary to explain the
circuitry may be placed on the drawing. Always
allow adequate space for notes when planning a
drawing.

b. Symmetrical layout of a wiring diagram.
Figure 3-41 shows the wiring 'diagram of an
'electronic power sum:4 circuit as extracted from a
technical . order. The drawing is laid out in a
symmetrical manner. Notice -that the circuit
components, tube socket contacts, and terminal
connections are identified. When additional
information, such as notes, callouts, and electrical
values, is required sufficient space must be allotted

129

for this informtion when laying out the drawing. If
the original drawing must be made to exact overall
dimensions, the draftsman first should lay out the
pencil drawing to approximate proportions and
then make necessary revisions (increasing or
decreasing sScale) until the required overall
dimensions are obtained. But, as often is the case,
the drawing may be made to any convenient size

when it is to be either enlarged or reduced by a
Rhotographic method:.

In any type of electrical drawing, the draftsman
should plan the layout so- 'that the number of
"bends" and V'ossaers". of the wires are held at a
minimum. F*re 3-42 shows how some bends and
crossovers could be eliminated in figure 3-41. This
jevision is shown in figure 3-42 by the heavy and the
dashed lines. The heavy lines represent the change in
the position of a connection, whereas the dashed
lines represent the original positions (fig. 3-41) to be
erased. For instance, notice1that two bends are
eliminated in the wire from contact 4 of tube socket
XV 101.

c. Interconnection type of wiring diagram.
Figure 3-43 shows a portion of an interconnection
diagram as extracted from a technical order. This
type of drawing, sometimes called a highway
diagram, is commonly used in showing the wiring of
switchboards, panels, and the cabling 'between
electrical units. The heavy-lines represent the so-
called highways. Notice that the ciires or feed lines
(light lines) merge into the heavy lints, thereby.
eliminating the terminal-to-terminal connections of
the wires in a point-to-point drawing. The direction
which a feed line takes when it enters a highway is
indicated by the slanted part of theline.

36;
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NOTES. S31-834
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED. WIRE IS AWG 620
INSULATED HOOKUP WIRE TYPE SRIR-I (7)-20

<1 04 020 TINNED COPPER wIRE COVERED NITH
020 AWG NATURAL VARGLAS SILICONE
TURING

41 -SEN-HAR. GRADE *A" SPECIAL, TREATED
FIBREGLAS 115LACK
TURING.

- - -

0

F DI
2 AMP

IIIFrM1114IFFew'i 0

XV101
6x 4

DECK

HORIZONTAL DECK

P

Figure 3-41. Wiring diagram of electronic power supply.
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Exercises (440):

4al lh111:511

posasumossaulusess ..,
ISO

5

..--.111111::::=11511
mil11111.11111111111

Figure 3-42. Rearrange:neat

1. What are the four main types of electrical and
electronic drawings?

2. What is indicated by polarity (+ and -) in a
capcitor symbol? (See fig. 3-36.)

3. The end of three arrows which cut three
capacitor symbols respectively are connected by
dashed lines. What does this represent? (See fig.

3-36.) .

441. Identify particular characteristies u belonging
to either a block or a schematic diagram;

Block Diagram. A block diagram is a drawing
which shows the function of a unit or k complete
system in simplified form. The major cnmponents
(or stages) are indicated .by blocks, and the path
which, the electrical energy travels from input to
output is shown by arroViheads on the Connecting
lines. The path and direction of electrical energy are
commonly called data flow. Block diagrams are.
used in conjunction widi both wiring and schematic
diagrims.. The diagram shown in "figure 3-44
(extracted-. from a technic) order) shows the
ceceiverecirfuitry of a typical radar system.

4,1

231-23$

xv 102

.4. 3 sr

In figure 3-44, each individual stage is shown in
block form. There is no set rule for the size or shape
of a block; sometimes blocks are drawn in circular
or triangular forms. Notice that the arrowheads
show the direction of data flow from input to
output, each stage ists,beled, and the vacuum tubes
are identified. The information inserted inside a
block depends entirely on the particular
requirement. Usually, line weights fox the blocks are
about the same as for visible outlines. However,
different line weights may be used in a diagram for
purposes of emphasis.

Schematic Diagrams. A schematic diagram is a
drawing which traces the signal or signals through
an electrical circuit and shows the functional
relationship (technical details) of the circuit
elements. The elements- (parts or components) are
shown by symbols such as are prescribed in the
military standard. All the required technical
circuitry details are included. Since the, engineer is
particularly. . interested in the relationship of
electrical (or electronic) components, the schematic

-diagram is .the one most often seen on engineering
drafting boards.

-The layout of a schematic diagram should be
considered as a creative design. The drawing must
be constructed with regard to symmetry and
balance. That is, it must be drawn uniformly bythe
precise' alignment and regularity in spacing of
symbols; and;of Course, it must bidiawn accurately
and neatly. Following atesome important facts for
preparing a schematic-diagram:

a. A symbol may be drawn to any proporttai
size that fits a particular drawing, considering e
possibility of reduction or enlargement.
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Figure 3-44. Block diagram of radar resiewer.

b. The weight of a: line has no bearing on the
meaning of a symbol. Occasionally, extra heavy
lines are used for emphasis.

c. The angle at which a lead is ,connected to a
symbol has no significance unless othenVise noted
on the 'drawing

d. The orientation of a symbol in a diagranrkoes
not change its meaning. That is, a symbol may be
rotated 90° or 180° from the position in which it
appears in a symbols list.

e. Lines which represent the connections are
usually drawn horizontally and vertically, but they
may be drawn-, at any angle when particular
circumstances require it.

f. Symbols should be uniformly spaced
throughout the drawing sq that no congested areas

APPear.
-

g. Details of typef rating, etc., may be placed
adjacent to ani symbol. Wherkthis is required, care
must be exercised in planning the draiving to allow'
space for the letters and figures.'

h: Lettering mint be faultless. Poor lettering on a
schematic or any electrical drawing .cannot be
condoned in either a design office or in a drgting
Mom.

I. Usually the siguatpath ii from left to right.
That is, the soUrCe.of energy,. such as the antenna of

WOW
AMPLIFIER

A NO
CA114001

FOLLOWER

""A I car,vsou I

TO
RANGE

CONPuTER
- ONT.

Jr:
MAN.A, inout,C,
C.C40,01. voLYAGE
FROM 1115011

a radio receiver, is at the left; and the output which
may be a loudspeaker is at the right. In large
drawings (two or more horizontal alignments of
itages), the input usually appears at the upper left
and the Output at the lower right.

SchemaAic diagrains of a radar unit and a stage.
Since schematic diagrams are,designed to show the
technical details of a circuit, these diagrams ale
usually required in conjunction with other pipe
drawinfe. Often a small portion of a cbinplete
schematic, such as a stage, is shown separately in
schematic form for technical purposes. Examples of
these practices follow. As you study, the
illustrations, notiee how the general principles of
schematic drawings are applied in eifch case

a. Schematic diagram of a unit. Figure 3-45
shows the schematic diagram of the automatic
frequency control unit which is represented in block
form M figure 3-44. Notice trim the syMbols are laid
out in a manner which points toward uniformity.
Each synibol is id ntified hy the part nueber; and
the rating of eac part is shown, exeept for the
tubes. The "V" n bers identify the tubes in
accordance with the techaicil order; the numbers
shown in ConjunctiOn with the -y- numbers are the
coMmercial nomenclatures. , Since ground is a
commoirconnection, it is represented by the heavy

1 i3
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Figure 3-46. Schenntic diagramdiscriminator detector stage.
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horizontal lines; However, use of heavy lines for a
commoh connection is optional. Further, note that
the filaments of the tubes are shown separately at
the bottom of the drawing to avoid congestion. For
instance, the filament of tube V401 is labeled
"V401 ".

b. Sehematic diagram of a stage. Figure 3-46 is
the diagram of the discriminator-detector stage
shown in both figures 3-44 and 3-45. In a technical
publication, a stage is often showaindividually for
analysis purposes. Notice how well this diagram is
drawn in regard to symmetry and balance.

As you can see, the circuitry is identical to the
detector-discriminator stage in figure 3-45.
However, the drawing is a little different. Since tube
V402 is a dual-purpose tube (two tubes in one glass
enveloPe), it is drain in two sections, A and B,
resulting in aWell-balanced drawing. Notice that the

se symbol representing the variable inductance, IA05,
is drawn in the alternate method to that in figure 3-
45this is a matter of choice.

Schematic diagram drawing. You may be called
upon to make a finished schematic drawing from an
engineer's rough sketch. Even though the sketch will
show the elements correctly connected, some of the
principles just listed may be neglected. It is the job of
the schematic draftsman to prepare a fmished
drawing which is based on these principles and

. which reflects symmetry and balance. .
Figure 3-48 shows the finislfedschematic diagram

%laid out by the draftsman from the rough sketch in
figure 3-47. The draftsman, who laid out the

- finished schematic diagram, had to use visualization

:41

and initiative, keeping in mind the following
practices for good schematic drawing:

a. Determine scale or size of drawing. .

b. Divide drawing area into uniform sections.
c. Confine symbols within their respective

sections.
d. Insure equal proportioning of symbols.
e. Avoid crowding in any area.

Allow sufficient space for lettering.
g. Correct any drawing error made on the rough

drawing.

If you haye trouble interpreting the symbols and
wiring connections, check with the originator of the
sketch.

You probably realize by this time that there is no
"cut-and-dried" procedure for drawing a schematic
diagram. You must study the rougH sketch to
.deterrnine how to lay - out the drawing. The
following steps which are offered as suggestions
pertain to figure 3-48.

(1) Draw the horizontal center construction line
(dashed lines in the illustration) for tubes VI and V2
which are in the main part of the citcuit. When a
series of tubes progress horizontallythey should be
aligned on the horizontal axis.

(2) Draw tube V.1.
(3) Lay out the components on the left of tube VI

in a symmetrically spaced' manner-botji
horizontally and verticallyzas shown in the
illustration.

(4) Draw horizontal construction lines as guides
for alignment of the components to be drawn

Z .11 Z4 V

Cn.
ITD GRID
oF Wo

I a.

V 3

ear

Miura 3-47. Rough schemauc diagram.
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FOR
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Figure 3-48:Schematic chagram prepared from rough sketch.

between tubes V1 and V2. Draw these components
in an evenly spaced inanner.

(5) Draw tube V2, centering it on thehorizontal
tube center construction line.

(6) Continue in the same manner until the,
drawing is completed.

NOTE: Of course, in the finished drawing all
construction lines are erased, as in the-other types of
drawing.

Notice the drawing errors (oversights) in figure 3-
47 which the draftsman "caught" and corrected in
figure 3-48. Here are several of them:

Corrected symbols for CI, C11, and C13.
Inserted missing connection dots in the

finished drawing. For instance, notice that the
connection from V3 to the ground wire is missing a
connection dot in figure 3-47.

Improved the configuration of tulie symbols.
(Cathodes should not touch envelope.)

In overall dimensions to which a schematic
diagram is drawn depend upon the way it is to be
reproduced. The dimensioning of a drawing was
discussed under "Wiring Diagrams."

Exercises (441):

1. What type of diagram is used to show the
function of an electronic system in simplified
form?

2. All the elements are shown by symbols in a- diagram.
.4
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ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

CHAPTER I

Reference:

400 I. Four permanent fasteners are nails, rivets, wood

screws, and welding. Four nonpermanent futeners are

pins, keys, screws, and bolts..

400 - 2. Penny

400 1. Casing nail.

400 - 4. Common nail.

400 5. Brad.

401.- 1. b.

401 2. e.

401 3. C.

401 4. d.

401 J.

401 - 6. a.

,+ 402 - 1. Multiple threads.

402 2. The buttress thread.

402 - 3. Knuckle threads,

402 - 4. The acme thread.

t,

403 - 1.

403 - 2.

403 - 3

403 - 4.

403-5.
403 - 6.

403 7.

403 - 8.

403 - 9.

Square.

V.

Square.

Sunplified.r _
V.

Regular.

Acme.

Square.

Acme.

404 - I. One thread senes IS distinguished from another by the

number of threads per inch!

464 - 2. "A" symbolizes external thread; "B" symbolizes
internal thread.

404 - 3. Tapering allows the fast threads to be engaged by ha,nd

and insures a tight joint when wrench tightened.

404 - 4. 1/4-20 UNC-2B. Probably for general use in soft

materials where rapid enpgement is desirable.

405 - I. Nuts and bolts are classifiedAy weight ,and by finish.

405 - 2. W (Width acmes flats), H (Height of head), and T

(Talckness of nut).

405 - 3. Diameter, length,hread type, finish, and head type.

406 - I. By the head shape and use. ,

406 - 2. 5/8-11 UNC-2A x 2 FIL HD CAP SC.
4a-

(4:

406 - 3. A machine screw is usually smaller, ranging from .060

to I inch in length and rarely made with hex or socket

heads, and has undtainfered ends.

406 - 4. A set screw is used' to prevent rotary motion between

two machined parts.

407 - 1. A key is a square, rectarigular, or semicircular piece of -
metal which is inserted in a key way cut in a shaft and

pulley.

407 - 2. A pin is either' cylindrical or round tapered and
performs the same purpose as a key, but for lighter

loads.

407 - 3. Compression, tensfon, and torsion.

408 - 1. (I) m, (2)1. (3)k. (4) i, (5) h. (6)g, (7) a, (&) e, (9) d. (10)

c. (I1) j..(12) .q, (13) n, (14) "2. (15) o.

409 - I. a. The diameter of the base of the pitch cone.

b. The angle formed by an elemeint of the pitch cone

and the cone axis.

c. The pitch cone angle minus thetedendum angle.

d. The width of the gear tooth.
e: The circumference of the pitch circle divided by the

number of teeth.

410 - I. Assembly drawings.

410 - 2. A detail drawing.

410 - 3.. Modification drawing.

411 - I. (I) The size of paper used, (2) the necessfty for
showingsmall details clearly, S(3) and the amount of
dimensioning to be added to the view.

411 - 2. Double size, full size, one-half size, one-quarter size, or

one-eighth size.

412 - I. (a) Name of the part or structure.
(b) Name and location of the organization.
(c) Scale or scales used.
(d) Date.
(e) Name or initials of draftsman, tracer, checker, and

head engineer.
(1) Drawing number.

412 - 2.2- Application uguantity Required section.

413 - I.

CHAPTER 2

A skew line is a line which is inclined to all pnncipal
planes.

413 - 2. (I) Consult two views.
(2) Project the point of intersection from one view to

the other.
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413 3. To establish tbe point of intersection between a line
and a plane, draw the line to the plane in the view
which shows ilk plane as an edge, then project the
apparent point of intersodion to the desired iriew.

413 - 4. The frontal and profile planes are intersected.
413 - 5. 6.

,414 I. The intersection of a plane and a cylinder is detennined
by finding the intersection that a number of lines on the
plane make w uh the surface of the cylinder. The line of
intenection Qin then be drawn through these points.

1

414 -1 a. The plane is angular to the axis and all elemenu of
,} the cylinder. 0

b. The plane is perpendicular to .the axis of the
cylinder.

c. The plane is parallel to the axis of the cylinder.

414 - 3. The shape of the intersection between a plant-skid a
cone is determined by the relationship between the
plane and the axis, or to the elements of the cone.

414 - 4, See figure I. The side view is shown there. The
illustration al:Al/tows the lines of construction used to
determine the view and the intersection.

Figure I. Objective 414, answer for exercise 4.

7ldIt)
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415 - 1. Plane, single-curved, warped, and double-curved.
415 - 2. The pm+ pyramidc cylinder, and cone.
40 :3. The true length of a line can be found by revolvnig the

-line parallel to one of the princiPle panel 'and by
measuring its projection in that plane, by drawing rin
auxiliaryew or by drawing a true-length diagram

416 - 1. See figure 2.

Figure 2. Objective 416, answer for exercise I.

dOs.
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416 - 2. See figure 3.

HALF DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 3. Objective 416, for exercise 2.
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417 - 1. Because the elements of these forms intersect at a.
common point.

-

417 - 2. A truncated pyramid is formed by cutting off the upper
portion of a pyramid.

417 - 3. See figure 4.

Figure 4. Objective 417, answer for exercise 3.

418 - I. This means that the surface is assumed to be made up
of a large number of thangular strips.

418 2. Warped surface; oblique cones.

CHAPTER 3

419 - I. A member is a unit pan of a larger structure.
419 - 2. A girder is a heavy member spanning between

-columns.
419 3. A truss is a built-up member designed to support loads

over long spans.
419 - 4. A per rests on the footings and supports vertical

. columns or horizontal girderx also it is an
intermediate support for the adjacent ends of two
bndge section.

419 - 5. A joist is lighter and is spaced closes together. The ends
of joists are supported by beams.

..

420 - I. Metal connections are used in conjunction with bolts
to make wood-to-woodjoints stronger.

420 2. Tensile.

421 1.

421 2.

421 3

Nature and size.
Columns, girders, beams, and joists.
Symmetrical, centerline.

423

423

423

424
424

424

425
425

425

425

422 I. Dimensions must always be checked for accuracy 426
422 - 2. The frequent use of two scales.
422 3. A skeleton diagram usually coincides with the front

view centerlines of the truss member:and shows detail 426
member with respect to the other niembers.

141

,

- I. Fabrication is the process of cutting, drilling, and
asseMbling steel parts into. members.

1 2. Erection drawings are simplified, small-scile diagrams
which show the mark, location, and position of each
member in the structure.

- 3. Falsework is a term used for the construction of a
temporary support for large steel srructures.
Falsework is rarely used on structures under 40'high.

- I. Width by thickness by length.
- 2. Range width by stem height by weight per foot by

length. ,

- 3. Nominal depth by weight peri3)ot by length.

- I. Triangillar framing and rectangular framing.
- 2. Numbers are assigned to lines ninning in one direction

and letters to lines running at right angles.
3. Triangular framing is used to construct bridges, roof

trusses, etc., while rectangular framing is used in
buildings or other structures mainly composed of

eft. vertical and horizontal members.
I 4. A heavy line.

I. Structural members are usually connected by small
connectiqn angles which are bolted, riveted, or welded
in position.

2. Beams and girders are'iletailed horizontally; columns
are detailed vertically.

0
)

,
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427 - I. Shop rivets are detailed by showing the diameter of the
nvet head, while field rivets are detailed by showing the
diameter of the rivet shank.

427 - 2. The primary reason for riveting two members is to
transfer a load from one to the other.

427 - 3. On smallicale drawings, centerlines may be used to
indicate rivet positions.

42 a - I. A weld symbol indicates the type of weld. A welding
symbol indicates the information required...,

42 a - 2. Size dimension of a weld is shown to the left of the
symbol and weld spacing is shown to the right.

429 I...aolumns are poured and allowed to set, so shrinkage
can take place before the floor system is pourpd.

429 2. Expansion joints are provided in large concrete
structures to allow the mess to expand and contract
with temperature changes.

429 - 3. This system provides a greater load-carrying capacity
for a given amount of concrete and steel.

430 - I. Because it shows the location of columns, beams, and
joists.

430 - 2. By a marking system that is used throughout.

431 - I. Section views are necessary to show the shape or
members and the typical arrangement of reinforced
steel.

.431 - 2. The use of bolsters or chairs is indicated
specifictions or in beam and slab schedules.

431 3. The inside radius of the hook should be 33/4 inches.

432 - I. The term "tied columns" refers to verticarreinforcing
rods held together at specified intervals by horizontal
bars or ties.

4 432 - 2. In the schedules.
432 - 3. The rise of a stairway is the vertical distance betwee

floors or between/ a floor and an intermediate
platform. A riser is' the vertical face of a step.

433 - I. By locating the enrners of the building at specific
distances from established reference points.

433 - 2. The foundation,
433 - 3. A floor plan isja cross-section view of the budding.
433 - 4. An elevation ii the exterior view of any structure.

434 - I. No view should be called detail unless it is drawn
enlarged and shows construction features clearly.

in

WIMM1).

434 - 2. Foundations, walls, doors, and window sections..
434 - 3. Orthographic and pictorial.
434 - 4. The manufacturer.

,435 - I. The size of the lettering is controlled by the size of the
object in relation to the size of the drawing paper 'and
the amount of detail.

435 - 2. Since there are numerous "inline" dimensions, a
continuous line is easier and faster to make and leaves
less chance for mistakes in reading.

435 3. Dimension to the centerline of partition walls.

436 - I. The architect scale is an equation scale and the
dimensions are usually expressed in feet and inches.

436 - 2. The part to the left of the zero is called the extension
scale, the part to the right the primary scale.

436 - 3. Size of the object, size of the drawing paper and the
desire o show details clearly.

436 - 4. p ic scales are generally placed on drawings where
complete dimensions are not required. Equation scales
are usually placed directly under te,..v.iews.tnwhich
they apply*

437 - I. The front of the building is always faced toward the
bottom edge of the sheet

.437 - 2. It is easier to correct if an error should occur.
4437 - 3. Exterior walls are dimensioned from corner to comer .

interior walls from centerline to centerline.

438 - I. The floor plan is used to4project as many main points
of the building as possible.

438 - 2. By projecting from the floor plan.

439 - I Detail drawings are then placed on a sheet containing
nothing but detail drawings.

439 - 2. Details are scalal as large 23 possible ra nging 1/2' =
to full scale.

439 - 3 Actual size.
439 - 4. To explain those points which are not readily

explained by drawings.

440 - I Pictorial, wiring, block, and schematic diagrams.
440 - 2. A polarity sign Indicates a polarized capacitor.
440 - 3. The dashed lines indicate mechanical linkage; that is,

the three capacitors rotate together.
-

Block diagrarris.,441 - 1.
4.41 2. Schematic.

*U.1. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 1975-640-064, 554
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Multiple Choice

1. 400) Which of the following fasteners are not classified as permanent?

a. Sails. c., Rivets.

b. Set screws. d. Wood screws.

2. (400) Which of the following nails has the smallest diameter?

a. Box.

b.., Casing.

c. Common.

d. Finishing.

3. (401) An example of a helix is a
..,

a. nail. c. 'spring.

b. brad. d:

(401) Ih basic screw'thread terminology, pitch means the

a: distance from any point on a thread to the corresponding point on an

adjacent thread, measured parallel to the axis. -

b. angle the he ix makes with a plane perpendicular to the axis of the screw.

c. distance a crew moves along its-axis during one complete turn.

d. distance be ween the root and crest of a thread, measured perpendicular

, to.the axis.
1

5. (402) T41 lead of a.single 1.irlead is equal to the pitch, the lead pf a

triple thread is equal,to

a. ope and one-half times'the pitch.

b. three times the pitch.

C. .six times the pitch,

d. the same pitch as a single thread:

6. (402) What type of thread is aesigned to take exceptionally hiogh stress in

one direction only?

a. Buttress. c. ,Sharp V.

b. Square. . .
d. American National.

q. (409). Where drawing threads Is concerned, what is the only difference,between

.
r,igh -hand and left-hand threads?

Ate.

a: he differeace in heads.

b. he difference in'thread slant.

c. e use of thicker lines for right-hand threads.

d. he letters "RE" and "LH" marking the respective threads.

B. (40 ) What type of semiconventional thread requires two sets of three

par llel lines?

a. ,V-threads. c.' Acme threads.

b. quare threads. d. Regular threads.

9. (40 ) Simplified thread symbols-are used on drawings when speed is essential

and line projected view of the thread is

kp
a. 2 Amches in diameter. c. 1 1/2 inches in diamet4r,

b. 'over 1 inch iNdiam ter. d. 1 inCh oraess in diameter.

) Which thread ies is used for soft materials and in designs where

rap d engagement is desirable?

al Fine series. c. Extra-fine series.

b. Coarse series.- 2 d. 16-thread serieS..
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11. (404) Wnich thread series serves as a continuation of the extra-fine series
for sizes over 1 3/4 inches in.diameter?

a. 8-thread series. c. 14-thread series.
b. 12-tnread series. ,d. 16-thread series.

12. (404) Which of the four classes of threads has the loosest fit?

a. :,Class 3. fit. c. Class 3 fit.
b. Class 2 fit. d. Class 4 fit.

;

13. (40u) Both internal and external threads are tapered on a standard pipe
thread to

a. mak4 assembly easy. c. make nuts unnecessary.
b. insure a tight joint. d. prevent damage to the pipes.

14, (405) Nuts and bolts are classified by series as light, regular, and heavy.
They are further classified by

a. color.

b. length.,
c. finish.
d. head shape.

15. (405) SpecificationS for bolts on drawings tr parts lists must include
'all of the following exceptthe

a. series. c. diameter.
b. length. d. head type.

do16. (406) Cap screws are designed to serve the same function as

a. set screw. c. nails.
b. brads. d. bolts.0

(406) Which of the foflowing screws are used to prevent rotary mDtion.between
,two parts, such as a pulley mounted on a shaft?

a. Cap icrews. c. Machine ,screws.
b. Set screwd. d. Screws with class 3 fit.

18. 007) Which of the following keys are not American Standard?
. 4

a. 'Flat keys. c. Patented keys.
b. Taper keys. d. Gib-head keys.

#ko

. 19. (407J Which' of the following terms does aot refer to a type of_*riglg?
_

i. 'Taper. c.. Tensfon.
b. Torsion. d. Compression.

e). c408) In order ?or a. spur gear and pinion to mesh, they must have

a. teeth of the same form.
b. the same circular pitch.
c. an integrar(whole) number of teeth for each.
d. all of the above characteristics.

21. (408) The size of a spur gear base circle is determined by the

a. pitch circle diameter .
b. common perpendicdlarr.

,

c. Pressure angle.
d. tooth curve. ,

3
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22. (408) To draw a rack, you must know

a. the number of teeth. c. the tOoth depth.

. b. the linear pitch. d. 'all bf the above.

23. (409) In the terminology associated with bevel gears, what does the term

"cutting angle" mean?'

a. The pitch cone angle minus the dedendilm angle:

b. The angle formed by an element of the pitch cone and the cone axis.

c. The pitch cone angle minus the addendum angle.
d. The angle formed by an element of the edge angle and the cone axis.

24. (409) When,drawing a bevel gear, ydu obtain a tooth curve

a. from a plane surface. c. from the developed pitch cone.

b. by drawing with radial lines. d. from the front view of the gear.

25. (409) When drawing a bevel gear, you,divide the circumference of the pitch
circle by the number of teeth in th'e gear'. This gives you the,value of the

a. pitch diameter. c. pitch cone radiu.'

b. pitch cone angle. a. circular pitch..

26. (410) What type of drawing giVes complete informet.ionvfor the manufacture of
a component part of an assembly?

a. Detail drawing. c. Modification drawing.

b. Assembly drawing. d. Aisembly workingdrawing.

27. (410) On an assembly working,drawing, each piece is

a. detailed. .
c. sectidnal.,

. full size. . d.- completely dimensioned.

.

28. (410) Part nunbers and nembs shouid not be taken from which of the following

production draw.i.ngs?.

a.., Wiring.diagrams. c. Detail dramings.

b. Assembly drawings. , d...:Modification draWings.

..
.

, . , .

. .

29:.- (411). The ehoice of'th, scale for.a machine drawing depends upon all of the

follpwing excePt,the

a. size of paper ased.

b. amount of lettering to be added to the View.

C. necessity for .showing small detailsiclearly.
d., anothr dimensioning to be added to the view,

(

30. (411) Alich of the font:wing sizes i's not usualW\used for machine dZawings?
'

a. Full size. c. One-eikth size. .

b. One-half size. d. One-sixteenth size.

- . , , ',

o '

31. (412) The ReVisions block on a drawing is used to show ail of the following
,

..---

except

a. who made ttie changes.
. b. what changes were made.

c.. why the changes were made.
d. when the changes were made.,

32. (412) On a machine drawing, the name of the part of structure, the scale or
-scales üsed, and the name or initialsJof the dra'ftsman are shown in the

a. tit4e block. c. application section.,..
b. Revision block. d. Quantity Required section.

4
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33. (413) The principal planes of projection include ,

a. frontal.
b. profile.

34. (413) A skew line is inclined to

a. all principal planes.
b. the horizontal plane only.

c. horizontal.
d. all of the above.

c. tne froatal plane only
d. the profile plane Only

35. (41?) The intersection of two skew.planes is determined by the

angle.of one of the planes. \

b. edge of the inclined surface that is projecting.
c. points where two lines on one plane intersect the other plane.
d. Intersection of the plane in the Principal position.

.

VRE digure 1

36. (414) The illustration shown in VRE figure 1 represents the interseciyh of

a. two prisms. c. two ,cylinders.
b. a'prism and cone. d. a square aid cone.

37. (415) All of the following are examples of a double-curved surface except the

a. spheroid. c. sphere.
b. pyramid. d. torus.

38. (415) Which of the following is not one of the,four most common developable
forms?

a. Cone.
b. Prism.

39. (415) A single-curved swface is

41.

c. Sphere.
d. Pyramid.

a. generatpd by a straight line moving in contact with a curve in such a
manner that any two successive positions of, the generatrix'either intersect
or are parallel.

b. a ruled surface in which no two successive positions of-the straightline
generatrix are parallel or intersect each other.

c. generated by revolving a circle in a circular path abOut an axis which is
in the same plane as the- circle.

d. generated by moving a curved line in accordance with some mathematical law. )

O. (415) If the lines'that represent edges of the surface do not show in the
drawing in true length, we can find their true lngth by

a. revolving the lines. c. drawing true'-length diagrams.
b. drawing an auxiliary view. d. any of the above methods.

41. (4k16) The three methods' used -(:) develop surfaces are knakwn as

a.

1)%

c.

d.

curved line, parallel line, and

radial line, triangulation, and
parallel line, radial line, and
triangulation, curved line, and

5

radial line.
curved line.
triangulation.
parallel line.
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42. ,(4).p) The radial-line method is

a. prisms and,curves.

b. cones and pYramids.

appropriate for developing

c. prisms and cylinders.

d. pyramids and cylinders

43. (416) To develop the suriface of a prism or cylinder, you must know

- -

a. the true length of tne lateral edges or elements.

b. the'perimeter or circumference of the base and the distance on this

perimeter between each pair of edges or elements.

c. the true shape of a right section (perpendicular to the axis) and the

positiong of the lateral edges in relation to the right section.

d. all of the above factors.

44. (417) When the axis of a pyramid'is perpendicular to the base plane, the

, pyramid is called

a. a frustum.

b. a right pyramid.

c. an oblique pyramid.
d. a truncated pyramid.

45. ("417) When the cutting plane is parallel '0(o the base plane of a pyramid,

the portion of the pyramid remaining between the base plaie and t'he cu;tini

plane is called a

a. frustum. c. le'ff section.

b. right section. d. right cone.

.'46. (418) The most common and best method 'for approximate.development of

nondevelopable surfaces is called

a. radial line development.
b. parallel'line development.

0

4

'c. triangulation development.
d. double-curved surface development.

47. (418) TriangulatiOn develoPment is used for all of the following',sui,faces

except

a. spheres. c. warped surfaces.

b. oblique cones. d. q.ique pyramids.

1

48. (419) In structural drawing, a memberl is

a. a unit part of a larger.structurd-.

b. never a part of the framework.

c. always composed of one part.

d. never part of a truss.

49. (419) The stronges-tmember of'd,floor system ikthe

.a. beam.

b. truss.

c., girder%
d. joist.'0 0

I of

50. (420) SpecAlly shaped cast iron or pressed steel blocki are used with heavy"

wood framing to

a. take tensile stresses'.

'b. connect single piece members toether at joints.

'c. increase the bearing arta on the wood.

d...) *connect double piece members .together at joints.
11

51. (420) Steel plates used to connect and reinforce framing joints are called

a. piers.

b. joists.

c. itrussess.
d. battens or gussets.
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52: (421) In tructuzal draftin);, it a ttus--; or 'oth,r Idrr,

/

about its centerline, it is.cut.tomary to show

a. only the rignt nalf.
D. all of tne important dotail.;.
C. only tne left half.
d. a partial view stopped exac4ly on th,-,

53. (421) When vertical members, such as columno, are too long to be placed
upright on tne sneet, they are draAm in

a. a-smaller scale.
b, two,vertical sections.

c. a horizontal position with the oase at the rignt side.
d. a horizontal,position w4th the base at the left side.

54. (422) Which of the following statements is true concerning diMensioning of
wood structurez?

a. Dimensions can be'appoximations.
b. Dimensions must always.be cHecked for accAracy,
c. Workman must perform simple mathematical computations..
d. Notes and dimensions are not necessary for the wor'Kman to get the needed

information.

. (-22) In ma:cing structural drawirzs, you shoul: use

a. an arcnitect's scalp.
b. a civil engineer's scale.

c. a full-diviod scale.
d% a mechanical engineer's scale.

56. (423) Fabrication drawings are often called

a. plan views. profile drawings.
b. framing plans. d. sncp detail drawings.

57. .(423) Small-scale drawings which show tne mark, location, and position of
eachqmember in the structure are called

a. plan diagrams. c. falsewcrk diagrams.
b. erection drawings. d. location drawings.

58. (423) Falsework plans are prepared to show the metnod Jf constructing temporary
supports needed in the construction of all of the fsllowirg exceot

a. bridges. c. buildings under 40 feet
b. large steel structures. d. reinforced concrete structures,

59. (424) *When tne dimensions for anglesAre written,"bulb angles are specified by

a., name. c. thickness. . I

b. symbol., d. weight per linear inch.

60. (424) Square and round bars are specified by giving art of the following exceot

a. size. c. symbol.,

.

b. weight. . d. length.

61. (-424) Flat bars are specified by giving all of the following exce t

a. width.
.b. thickness.

7

c. length.

d. symbol.
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62. (424) Standard beams are generally called

a. angles. c.

b. channels. d. ;.xide-flange beams.

63. '(424) Cihich of the following are made by cutiing standard I-beams thztugh the

center of their web?

.1. Bars. c. Structura tees.

b. Rails. d. Wisie 'flan beams,

64. (425) What are the two major types of framing?

a. Square and oval. ectangular and square..

b: Triangular and square. d. Triangular aftd rectangular.

65. (425) Wall-bearing framing, beam-and-column fraping, and long-span framing

are subdivisions of

a. square framing.

b. rectangular framing.

$

falsework framing. :
triangular framing.

66. (426) Stiffener angles and filler plates are added to members.to

,

a. increase the load-carrying capacity of the seat.

o. ' prevent movement of the beams.

c. .increase the load-parrying capacity of$t e beams.

d. prevent'movement of the seat.

iq. (426) The usual method of connecting one structural membg'r to another is by

means of ,

1

a. lap joints. c. wood icrews..

b. set screws. d. small conffection angles.

68. (427) When rivet symbols are shown'on detail drawings, the diameter of the

shank is Used for
1

a. shop rivets.. c. rivet heads.

b. field rivets. d. all rivets.

69. (427) _The primary reaton for riveting two structural members together is to

a. make them stronger.

b. allow them to expand and contract.

c. ansfer a load from one member to the other.

d. qualize the load.

1

70. (42 ) Edge distance is the
YR

a. perpendicular distance from the edge of a shaped meMber to the center of

the nearest rivet.

b. clearance between the head.of any rivet to be driven and any other part

of the structural-member.

c. distance between the centers of conseckitive rivets in a line of rivets.

d. pe:pendicular distance ftom the center of a rivet to the flange edge.

71. (427) The factors which must be considered in the spacing of rivets include

.a. edge distance.

b. head clearance.

c. distance between gagelines and pitchlines:

d. all of the above:
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72. (428) One advantage of using.welding to make permanent fastenings in steel

structures is that

a. no framing is ever needed. ,

b. parts can be joined in almost any position in relation to each other and

.
the joint will be equal in.strength to a riveted connection. .

c. beams and columns can be Welded directly tb'each other.

' d. parts can be joined in any position in relation to each other and the'

42.i.5.10 will be stronger than a riveted connection.

, 73. (428) If the legend on a )drawing includes sample joints and their significant

symbols to give the standards for the job,

...
a. dimensions on symbols for nonstandard joints,are omitted.

b. the tail on an arrow should not be Omitted.

c. dlreensions on symbo/s for standard joints may be omitted.

d. inch and degree marl& are included in the symbpls in mdst drawings.

74. (429) Why are columns poured and% allowed to set before the floofsystem is

poured?

a. To allow shrinkage.to take place the columnd.

b. So that the column form can-be removed and used elsewhere.
c. To prevent.the floor from cracking at the joints.

d. So that the flOor can be constructed with one continuou§ppour.,

75. (429) In the plans for a concrete structure, possible locations of construction

joints ar

a. drawn in 'a vertical plane. c. indicated by heavy,lines.

d. indicated by symbolS.
' b. determined by the builder.

76. (429) Which system of reinforced concrete floor construction provides the
greatest load-carrying capacity for a given amount of concrete and steel?

a: Flat slab system. c. team and girder system.

b. One-way joist system. d. Two-way joist system.

77. (429), The first step in drawing a floor framing plan is to

a. draw in columns, beams, and interior walls.

b. show the location of passageways for piping and electrical conduit.

c. establish the outside lines of the floor, exterior wall thickness, and

column centerlines.
d. assign marks to beams and joists and indicate the Span and area covered by

each type of joist.

78: (190) In a floor framing plan for concrete construction, if the joists are

not outlined, their
,

a. location maype coded. ?.

b. direction should be indicated by arrows.

,c. spacing and size may be shown with dashed lines and irrows.

d. location, span, and area covered may be shown with solidelines and aivows.

79. (431) When vaking a drawing of a conceete structure, you must show how

reinforcing Should be placed so that the members will withstand the load they

must carry. This information is given in

a. framing plans. c. cutaway views.

b. general views. d. section v,iews.

38J
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80. (431) The inain s-teel reinforcing of a concrete beam istlaied near the cottom
of tne zeam to resist

a. shear ztresses.
, c. tensile stresses.

o. torsion stresses. d. compressive stresses.

81. (432) In stairway congtr.uctio, the'total'height from floor o

hef'ght from.a floor to an inteivediate.platform is called tne,

a. run. ;, c. riser.
b. rise. ---. d: tread.

82. (432X frNoncrete column construction, the amount of lap of vertical
reinforcing steel bars rs,sletermined'by

a: the grade of the steel.

,b. the size of thesteeJ.
c. the strength of the concrete.
d. all of the above factors.

83. (433). architectural drawing involving only horizontal dimensions of width
and depth is.

. -i
. .

a. a plan view. c. an elevation view.
b. a fi-ont view. d. 'a perspective view.

.i,

. .
.

(433) Elevations are exterior views of a structure, and they may be taken from

a. 'the front. c. the rignt or left side.
b. -the rear, d. any of the above.

85. ,(434) To be called a detail, a,view must be

a. drawn to an enlarged scale to show construction features more clearly.
b.. developed in orthographic projection.
c. drawn to a smali.er scale to show more details,.

d. iirawn to show all hidden linei.

86. (43.5r Which'metho'd of lettering on architectural drawings is usually fastest?

a. Preehand. c.. Typewriter.
b. Tpmplate. d. Lettering machine.

87. (43S) Aich of.the following is a correct'stAement concerning architectural
,drawings?

. -

a. Dimension lines are broken between extension lines.
Dkmension lines are always given in feet and inches.

c. Dimensions of sections and detail views are repeated on other views.
4, Dimensions of alldoors and windows are standard.

88. (435) Why are center-to-center location dimensions used on architectural
drawings?

a. They are more accurate.
b: Construction plans are usuallyChanged.
c. To allow for variations .0 size of building material's. ,

d.- ,To prevent mistakes in constructing wall,openings.and in locating columns.

89. (435) In general, your dimensioning of any work drawing is governed by

a. window and door sizes. t,

b. cylnstruction procedures.

10

c. allowlanges.for diSign changes.
d. the location of wall openings.
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90. (436) If a detail view is drawn to the 3/4" = 1'0" scale, what ip the size

of the detail in relation to the actual size of the object?

a. 3/4 actual size. c. 41/8 actual size.

b. 1/4 actual siie. d. 1/16 actual,size. ,

,

91. (436) The relationship of the drawn figure to the true size of the stliucture

is expressed as

a. an equation.
b.

A
a general scale.

c. a half-size sdale of the drawing.
d. a full-site scale of the -drawing.'

92. (436) After a view is drawn: dimensioneland given a title, you should
always complete the drawing by

a. placing a graphic scale on the sheet.

b. initialing the drawing in the bottom left corner.

c. indicating the scale to which the view is drawm..

d. initialing the drawing in the bottom right corner.

93 (437) What is the overall size of a building if the flo
and the scale used is 5/8"

a. 27' x 33'. c. 40' x 50'.

b. 32' x 40'. . d. 53' x 66'.

_4

plan is 20" x 25"

,

94. (t:37) When you draw a floor plan, which of the following lines should be

heaviest after the linesNare brought to the correct weight?

a. Cutting plane lines.
b. Roof outlines.

c. CenTertines.
d. Wall outlines.

95. (438) On an elevation view, the lightest

a. doors.

b. wcndows.'

lines should be those represenTing

c, trim lines.
d. shingle§ and siding.

96. (43) On an elevation drawing, glass symbolized by

a. light, vertical shade lines.

b, diagonal straight lines.

c. scattered dots.

d. dashed lines.

97. (439) It is necessary to use a reference on the main,drawing to tell where

the required detail may be.found when the

a.

b.

c.

d.

4

.
, .

8. (439) In a drawing which shows a cornice detail and a sill section, you should

_1
develop the

'

scale is small.
elevation view overlaps the floor plan. -.now

detail drawings are placed on a separate sheet.
detail drawings are omitted from the first set of plans. '

a. sill section first.
b.- cornice detail first.

c. cornice detail and the sill section detail together.

d. details after all dimensioaing has been put in.

,99. (439) Bulletins and Pamphleis dealing with many practic:al aspeits of building

construction may be qbtained from

a. the Federal Housing Administration.

b. the National Bureau of Standards.
c. the Government Printing Office.
d. all of.the above:

11
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(439) Written specifications for a proposed building cover all di the following

exceot,the

a. type and quality of material. c. methods of construction.
b. cost of material and labor.. d. inspection of work.

101, (440) Which of the following is not a main type of electrical and electronic
drawings?

a. Highway diagram.
' b. Block diagram.

c. IchematiC'diagram.

d. Wiring diagram.

102. (440) Which of the following statements concernillg pictorial drawings is not
correct?

10
a. The locations-lof comppnents are shown.
b. The lines representin wires are drawn slightly lieter than visible

outlines.
The positions of connecting wifres are shown.
A pictorial outline may be us00 tb,provide a background for a wiring
circuit. 1

103. (441) What type of diagram shows the function of a unit or complete system'
in simplified fdrm? .

c.

d.

a. Block diagram:
b. Pictorial drawing.

c. Wiring diagram.
d. Schematic diagram.

104. (441) Which type of electrical or elfctronic diagram is most often seen on-
engineering drafting boards?

A

a. Block.
b. Wiring%

c. Schematic.

d. Interconnection.

105. (441) Which of the following statements concerning the preparation of a
schematic diagram is not correct?

a. The weigStof.a line has ncrbearing on the meaning of a sydbol.
b. Symools shou/d be unifordly spaced throughout the drawing.
cs The signal path is usually from left to right.

d. The orientation of a symbol changes its meaning.

:NO

12
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Preface

IN THIS VOLUCE, the study of basic form, layout and composition, human
form, cartoons and caricatures, and landscapes, all deal with the drawing of
form and how to construct a basic layout.

- Most of the drawings in this volume are plate on basic construction.
\Foldouts 1 thrOugh 12 are oversized figures and are therefore printed and

bound as a separate inclosure to this volume. Whenever you are referred to
one of these foldouts, please turn to,the separate inclosure andildocate it.

Th is CDC also contains Behavioral Objectives designed to help you
understand what the subjects are all about. Studying the text and achieving
the objectives will give you the fundamental knowledge you need to perform
as a graphic specialist Guided by the Behavioral Objectives, answer the
exercises for eFh chapter. Then, refer to the answer section in the back of
the voltune anNheck your answers.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency otthe subject matter of
the text,,or recommendations for its improvement, send thecr to Tech TNG
Cen TTOC, Lowry AFB CO 80230.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or on any
of ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Behavioral
Objective Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and Course Examination),
consult your education officer, training officer; or NCO as appropriate. If he
can't answer your questions, send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118,
preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Aissistance.

This,volume is valued at 6 hours points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate, adequate, and current as of

May 1974.

UI
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a"LCHAPT.ER 1

NOTE:. in this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of Learning Objectives.
Each of these carries ail-digit number and is in boldface type. Each sets a.leearning goal for

you. The text that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that
goal. The exercises following the information give you a check on your achievement. When
yfiti complete them, see if your answers match those in the back of this volume. If your
response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objectivertnd its text,

41

.Basic Form

FORM 'IS THE SHAPE and structure of
anything and everything that exists in this
world. When we talk about form, we generally
think of a three-dimensional shapewith
height, width, and depth. When starting an
illustration, all form should be thought of as
solid and basic.

1-1. Form
Form exists because all things have mass, they
occupy space, and have an appearance that
youscan "feel" without touching.

600. Defme and charaCterize basic form.
Form. Every object that exists

anywherefrom aardvarks to zebrashas
form. Any picture you draw inust be drawn
so that the illustration is a convincing illusion
of real form. For this reason, we teach the
basic principle of 411 drawn form as being
solid form. When you understand this
principle and that everything has a top,
bottom, and sidesa small step in
understanding all basic .form will have been
accomplished. Most drawings that lack these
fundamentals seem flat and lifeless.

Starting with thi§ section we are going to
show you and teach you the principles of
drawing objects sb that they look solid, as if
they really existed. You will be shown how to
make each object look near -or far, and to

-aCcentuate its form by the proper use of light
and. shade. When you understand these
principles of form drawing and are able to
apply them to any illustrationthe art world
is your oyster.

Exercises (600):
1. All form is drawn as form.

2. How should all objects be drawn?

601. Descritte and draw the four basic forms.

Four-Basic Forms. The four basic forms are
the4sphere, the cylinder, the cone, and the
cube as shown in figure 1-1. Gifted artists
perceived long ago that all things can be
reduced to one of the four basic formsort
modifications or combinations of one or mord
of these basic shapes. They found that all
objects, no matter how complicated or
sophisticated they may appear at first glance,
are basically made up of the sphere, the cone,
the cylinder, the cube, or some 'combination
of these shapes. When you learn to draw these
forms and combine them where necessary you
can draw anything you see or can iniagine.

The principle of drawing form is the
backbone or foundation of your training. You
will be rerpinded of form at every
opportunity. Naturally, you are not expected
to master the drawing of basic form in one or
two sessions, but as time goes on, and with a
minimum amount of practice, you are
expected to get the idea. When you first
realize how to see basic forms in everything
you come in contact with daily, you then will
realize how profoundly form influendes your
thinking and improves your drawing.

When thtosense of using fornpas a base, and
the feel of solid form becomes second nature
to you, you will be thinking like an artist. All
the things your draw will be convincing and
you will receive great satisfaction in your
accomplishments. See foldout 1 (printed as a
separate supplement to this volume).

1
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SPHERE

CYLINDER

. CONE

Figure 1-1. Buie f

Exercises (601):
1. What are the four basic forms?

'

2. What is the foundation of all art?

-ft

2

1-2. Form in Depth
In showing you how tb draw form, it

would help if you also,viewed the object in
your picture withl a sense of reality. All
pictures should have the feeling of being
three-dimensional, particularly the dimension
of depth.

¢02.. Define form in depth and explain
"drawing through"

The Dimension of pepth. Depth is the
dimension that create!. the illusion of a
thret-dimensional object drawn at a
two-blimensional surface. Since your drawing
paper is a flat two-dimensional surface, the
one dimension that you strive for is depth.

To draw depth, ',you must sense the mass
and substance of the object being drawn. To
draw a convincing illusion of any object, the
basic form of the object must be seen to
extend back into the space you have created
for your pictute. All sifles of the object mud
be thwn, not just the flat Outlinethis is
called dwing through.

Dawiig through is the one principle that
makes your picture look real and convincing
even if the actual drawing is not the greatest.
In figure 1-2 are examples of what is meant
by the "draw through" method. Let's assume,
for example, that you wanted to draw a book.
From where you are sitting, only the top and
two sides -can be seen. There are two other
sides and a bottom to this book. The draw
through method, all sides, top and bottom,
should be sketched in just as though you
could see all the other parts.

No matter what you draw, make it a rule to
first sketch in the basic form as if you could
see through the object and see all sides. If you
disregard this rule, objects may appear to be
lopsided, or seem to occupy the same space in
your drawing. Beneath the shading and
texture nf-all good illustrations lies a forma
form in' depth. Beginners tend to concentrate
on the obvious when drawing. Everyone
wants to be another Michelangelo and start
drawing pretty pictures right now. In other
words, they respond too quickly to the
surface appearances. All shading and texture
seen in a drawing are part of the final stages.
A great deal of preparation must be worked
out with the basic forms to create that feeling
of depth. Then and only then can gie final
stages be drawn so that you get the feeling of
being.

Exercises (602):
-1. What is depth?

9 "
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Figure 1-2. Drawing through.
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2%.-Vhat do we mean by driwing through? I

603. Use light annhade in combination with
basic forms.

Light and Shade. After you have drawn the
form using the draw through method; the
basic thawing must be able to stand by itself
as a sound form structure. Light and shade are
essential to em`phasize form in the drawing.
They will help to make a good basic drawing
more convincing, but will not save a poor one.

Begin now to train your eyes to see the
basic 'form in all things. Remember too, that
most objects are combinations of two or more
basic forms. In manmade structures the basic
forms are easy to see, but nature can
complicate matters somewhat with forms like

clouds, mountains, animals, and man. So
don't get bogged down with light and shade
hefore you have the basic form. Light and
shade can help you once the basic form has
been drawn. .

, Complex form. Complex form can be a
problem in that you must create the illusion
of space with combinations of form.
Furthermore, this sense of space must extend
around these objects and beyond them in
'every direction. Space, forms and perspective
contribute a strong dramatic impact to every
picture drawn. Work out.the size, plaeement,
and proportion of the big forms in your
picture, then proceed to carefully draw in the
details. See foldout 2 (printed as a separate
supplement to this volume).

Exercise (603):
1. When should you shade pn a drawing?

1

)
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Layoe and Composition

41.

LAYOUT .AND Composition denote the
selection and, arrangement of appropriate
elements within a picture ao at to express the
illustrator's idea clearly and effectively. The
success of a picture dipeilds on how well
These elements are put together.

2-1. Composition
Conitiosition, in a sense, is combining basic

form and. spacearranging the elements of the
picture to produce a harmonious, whale. In
zomposing a picture, we are chielly interested
in what the- finished product has to say.
Regardless of the subject of your picture, the
questions that you shou1d aik yourself are,
"What is pr what 't mportant, to the
picture, and what is 'Me b a that you
vent to get across?"

,G3od illusteatiwidon't ji.i.Atkt pen. They
are the result orta*1 lanning and the
sketching of many,basig ide on a small scale.

604. State the p
thumbnail. . t. -

ThuMbnail Sltetches. Thumbnail sketches
are small, quickly dyawn illuitrations used to
formulate and work out .the..design of ideas
(fig. 2-1). They are Called thumbnails because
of their site, and ,are usually 1 to 3 inches
square.* Thumbnails are -used primarily to
work Out, general liiyout details, suck-as .
arrangement or coniposition, balance,
movement, cOntinuify, and. other 'factors of

. design:
The first thumbnail shown in figure 2-2 is

very much the primary or preliminary
sketch shown in figure 2:1. The results' are not
satisfactory .because the composition is tod
static and uninteresting. Therefore, We try
another. The composition or design of the
second thumbnail is much lesi static than the
first. Your. eyed mOve throughout the design,
first across the dark 'area representingJettering

inuction of a

,

C.iiAIATE,R 2

.at, the top of the thumbnail, down across the
airplane and across the dark area representing
lettering across the bottom of the sketch,
Still, the laS/out is rather old, fashioned.- The
remaining fdur thumbnails show more
interesting designs for our layott. Any one of
these ideas iDight be used as our model.
Notice that the last three sketches are quite

Oti

Figure 2-1. Preliminary sketch.

231-455
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Figure 2-3. Roughs.

similar and show how we can change the
design slightly in searching for the best means
of presenting our idea. This brings us to the
next . step in layout and composition
developmentthe rough sketch.

Exercises (604):
1. What is a thumbnail?

2. How.is a.thumbnail used?

details, and to show in a general way just how
the finished illustration will look.

The rough should be drawn the same size-ELS
fmal product. Of course, in the case of a

oster where the size might be quite large, it
would be impractical io make the rough the
same size. However, if the poster 'is to be
i:laced in some publications, then its size
might be relatively small. Usually the finished
art work for such a reproduction is drawn
larger and ,reduced to the correct size by the
printer. By drawing the rough the same size as
the poster that will appear in print, we can see
exactly how well the design of the poster
works in the given space. Any faults in the
design that are unnoticeable in the thumbnail
usually become quite apparent in the rough
and can be easily eliminated.

The illustration and lettering in the rough
made from the thumbnails in figures 2-1 and
2-2 are made with a bold, simplified
technique and a soft pencil (see fig. 2-3.) This
is the usual practice, although hard pastel,
colored pencil, or tempera is often used.
Notice that the rendering of the rough has a
quick and incisive character that is easily
distinguished from the painstaking, detailed
rendering of the fmished work of art. Colored

605. Compare a thumbnail and a rough. -

Roughs. After selecting one or two of the
most promising thumbnail sketclits, the usual
procedure. is to draw a more detailed sketch
called a rough. Although good thumbnail
can sometimes be used as a satisfactory model
from which you can t\lpw the finished art
work; usually you need a more detailed
drawing. The rough permits you to refine.the
design of a thumbnail sketch, to work out any

4 U 2

Figure 2-4. Comprehensives.

231-458
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2-5. Balance.

papers are a great help when colored
backgrounds or panels are,necessary. Tempera
is useful. when indicating colored or reverse
lettering, on a pastel background. Smooth
white hand paper, either opaque
semitransparent, and ,tracing paper. . are
satisfactory for rough layouts. Refer to
foldout 3 (printed as a separate supplement to
this volume).

Exercises (605):
1. What ig the difference between a thumbnail ,

and a rough?

fy.

2. Why is a rough necessary?

606. Define a comprehensive, according to
purpose and function.

Comprehensives. If you have done a good
job on your rough, it will probably be
adequate to use4as a guide for the finished art
work. However, there are times when the
person for whom the art work is being done
would :Ike to know exactly what the finished
product will look like before getting the same.
To satirdy him, you must draw a
comprehensive layout.

A comprehensive is a detailed layout that is
a step closer to the finished product than a
rough. Comprehensives are used to show
exactly what the finished product will look

like. The tones, color, and details are all
carefully drawn. In fact, sometimes a
comprehensive is rendered with such precision
that it could,almost be used as the finished art
work. If a more detailed drawing is needed for
some complicated parts, you can make
comprehensives of the parts. For example, in
o.ur sketch the.drawing of the airplane is very
general. In the finished art work, the drawing
of the airplane is quite precise. Therefore, we
can draw an accurate comprehensive of the
airplane on tracing paper and use this drawing
to trace the airplane on the final art work:

Comprehensives can also be used for other
purposes (fig. 2-4). For,' example,
comprehensives are used in connection with
this course and the prepaxatfon of the SKT
(Specialty Knowledge Tes0 Since die test
items of an SKT are based on the information
presented ih the CDC, the people preparing
the test 'items must have a complete CDC
manuscript (*eluding illustrations.) The test
must. be ready at the same time or very
shortly after the CDC becomes available. We
think of these knowledges as fundamentals,
because you will use them in nearly all phases
of illustration.

Exercises (606):
1. What is a comprehensive layout?

2. Why use a comprehensive layout?

.618

8

4 U

Figure 2-6. Proportion
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"-2 Elements of composition. ComPosition is

..livided into four basic elementsarea, depth,.1 line, and value.
Area. Picture area is simply the borders in

w4ich you draw or kaint your picture. To use
this, area most effectively, you must weigh
carefully where you place the objects within
the picture area and what size to make them.
This is one of- the primary reasons for a
thumbnail sketch. It enables you`to move a
crude drawing around within the borders of a
confined area for better planning. After each
of these sketches is completed, ask yourself:
"Does this create the effect I had in mind?"
(Study foldouts 4, 5, 6, and 7 in your
supplement.)

The size we give to the objects of a
composition and where they are placed
control their importance in the illustration.
Size should never be chosen without regard to
the effect it will have on the final producl. It
is just as important as the action or the pose.

Depth. Depth, the second-dimension of a
drawing, is the creation of an illtsion on a
two-dimensional surface. The illusion created
is distance. Overlapping, cropping, and
making objects appear smaller with less detail
are useful devices in creating a Convincing
sense of reality. The.illusion of distance is not
enough to give an illustration the sense qf
realityit, must be done in an interesting way.
Don't ever be satisfied, with the same basic
arrangements; there are . always new
possibilities worth considering.
Thinkexperimentand try to make different
and interesting uses of the varied shapes and
objedts in your picture.

Line. The term- line,'as it is generally, used
\ in the preparation of art work, is the outline

of a shape. As it.applies to composition, line
means the direction in which the eye moves
to focus on a point of interest when looking
at an illustration. Direction lines are created
by the -a4Tangement of the objects in the
illustration so that the shape or the main lines
lead the eye unconsciotisly to the center of
interest. Controlling the movement of the

I viewer's eye within the picture is a very
important function in picture construction.
Line can be a strong or a subtle ford'e in
picture construction, but it should always
lead the viewer to the center of interest.

Value. The foUrth element of composition
is value, qie lightness or darkness of a picture.
Value creates the mood or gives the overall
key to a picture. In fact light shades are
frequently called high hey values and dark

607. Name and define the main elements of
composition.

9

CZ=:,

Figure 2-7. Rhythm.

231.463

shades low hey values. For example, a picture
of chilrlren playing at a picnic is a gay and
happy scene and should be fairly high keyed,
whereas, when portraying a fisherman on a
lonely stretch of beach in the rain, the
weather has set the mood. Line value is used
.to lead the viewer's eye to the point of
greatest contrast. We can and do use this
principle to 'focus attention.

Exercises (607): k.
1. What are the four elements of

composition?

2. Which.of the four creates a sense of reality?

2-2. PrindiOles of Composition
Tht- limitation of our nervous system

defines not only the number and eitension of
the individual optical units which can be
perceived as a whole but also defines the
lifespan of the visual experience. We cannot
look at a static pigiftre long without losing

4 U 4
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Figure 2.8'. Progression.

interest. However, an illustration based on
sound principle.; will hold the observer's
interest for a longer period of time. These are
the principles of balance, proportion, rhythm,
movement, unity, clarity, and simplicity. Let
us study these principles.

a

608. Name "and describe the seven principles
of composition.

Balance. One of the most importapt
principles of composition is known as
balance. We are not used to seeing objects
which appear to be toppling over. The leanin
Tower of Pisa attracts our attention and
interests us because it is precariously
balanced. However,.if or when the tower loses
this balance, its attraction will cease to exist.
An alyc.;ut must also be
balanced if it is to attract attention and
maintain interest. This balance can take two
forms, symmetric and asymmetric; or as they
are more commonly called formal and
informal.

Formal balance. Formal balance is obtained
by placing each visual element squarely on an

imaginary vertical centerline, oe by
duplicating each mass, shape, or line that
appears on one side, of this vertical in a

rrcoesponding position on the other side. The
result is considered perfect symmetry. An
example of formal balance is shown on the
left side of figure 2-5.

Formal balance is commonly used in
layouts, illustrations, and posters where the
subject matter calls for reserve and dignity.
However, since this type of balance produces
a static composition..without movement, it
cannot hold the interest of the observer for
very long. Therefbre, an illustration, layout,

, or poster with formal balance must be simple
so that the observer can understand it before
he loses interest.

Informal balance. Notice how much more
interesting the area of the rectangle which is
shown in the right side of figure 2-5 is
divided. This is an example of informal
balance. As you can see, a much greater
variety of shapes and design can be used with
this type of balance. However, the problem of
balance is much more complex. The left side
of the rectangular area must balance the nght

10
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side, and the top half must balance the
bottom half.

A large heavy mass placed on one side of
the center may be balanced bly a small one
placed farther from the center on the
opposite ,side. In the example shown, the
heavier lines on the left are balanced by the
large light emits on the right. This type of
balance is dynamic, the composition is alive,
and there is movement cauied by the
interactions of the various shapes and lines.

When using informal balance, you must.
depend 'to a great extent on Osrown sense
of balance, since no mathematical rules apply.
The more elements you use, the more
involved balance becomes.

Proportion. Another principle used to
maintain interest and- make a composition
attractive is proportion. This adds variety to
your picture. When a speaker talks in a
monotone, ydu soon lose- interest in his
speech. When someone strikes the same note
on a piano over and over again, you soon lose
interest in its tone. This same effect can be
found in drawings and illustrations. To
prevent th4s from happening in.your art work,
you must divide the elements and the area of

es,

yur illustration into varying sizes, ratios, or
proportions. For example, look at the lines
shown in the top portion of figure 2-6.

If we divide a line as shown on the top,
right, we do not actually get division. Instead,
we merely chop off part of the line, and :lie
small portion becomes insignificant and is
lost. If we divide the line in half, we have a
static division and a conflict of interest. We
do not know which half to look at and
therefore cannot become interested in either.

If we divide the line into thirds, we get a
better division because the parts are repeated.
This creates 'rhythm which is definitely more
interesting.

When we divide the line between the
one-half division and one-third division, we
get another division of equality. Hovilever, it is
an equality of proportion. That is, the ratio of
the smaller part to the larger part is equal to
the ratio of the larger part to the whole line.
This is known as the Golden Division of a line
and is very important in composition.

As you can see in the lower half of figure
2-6, if the Golden Division rule is appli xi to
an area such as a picture surface, inten sting
and related areas are created. The intersection

Figure 2-9. Movement.
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of the two dividing lines locate an extremely
strong point (:n the picture surface. For this
reason the center of interest in an illustration
or other form of art work should be lotated
at or near this point on the picture surface.

,. If we divide the area of the picture plane
by the Golden DivisiOn-rule from both sides,

. . top and bottom, e divide the area as shown
in the diagram on the right side of figure 2-6.
We now have four strong points at which we

..can plate our center of interest.
If we draw hnes between any of the points

of the Golden Division, these lines form
strong lines of construction for any
composition. For example, if you are drawing
a mountain, you should place the edge of the
mountainen one of these strong lines of
division.

Illythm. We have mentioned before that
interitst can be maintained by rhythm. As you
know, in music the beat or rhythm is an
essential part of the tune. Rhythm in
illustrating is just ks important. We can obtain
rhythm in two ways; by repetition and by
progression.

epetition. Rhythm can be obtained
regularly alternating or orderly

hapes, positions, lengths, angles,
n, and intervals. A simple

is sh at the top half

th
repeat
curves, dir
example of repe
of figure 2-7..

ProgressiOn. Rhythm may also be obtained
by slightly varying the shape, value, size, and
other factors. For example, in the bottom
half of figure, ,2-7, a progression of lines is
achieved by lengthening a line each time it is
repeated. RevolYing a circle also creates
progression. In one position the circle appears
as a line, ne0 as a thin ellipse, then a thicker
ellipse, and finally,.a circle. Progression can be
obtained in value AS well as size and shape, as
shown by the bottom elements. These
elements also show fprogression of shape from
A square into rectangles of different shapes.

Movement. Figure 28 shows the use of all
of the principles of composition that we have

'Idiscussed thus.far. It uses balance, proportiem,
-and rhythm. There is also present another
important factor of compositionmovemAnt.
This factor is perhaps the.most important. As
long as you can keep the eyes of the observer
moving about the picture, you will hold his

interest. These movements about our
illustration are pointed out by figive 29.
Notice that the movement is generally
clockwise in direction. The eyes of the
observer should be guided up the left side of a
picture across thel top; then down the right
side and across the bottom. There may be
intermediate paths of movement throughout
the picture.ekll movement, however, should
lead to the center of interest. You want to
keep The observer interested until you can
lead him to the pøi you want to show him
most.

Unity, Clarity, d Simplicity. These three
ciples of illustrating are claely related.

ining elements into a unified whole is an
impo _nt principle of composition. A
composition without unity appears to fall
apart and produces a disturbing effect.

Clarity is another principle you should
follow in illustrating. Guard against blending
elements to the extent of making them
confusing to the observer. Clarity can be
achieved by using legible lettering, tones
which are not too close in value, and sharp
clear lines.

The object of a layout or illustration is to
command attention. Usually, the siinpler a
production is, the easier it is to get the

..observer to stop and look at it.
Since many elements have a tendency to

divide the observer's attention, it stands to
teison that th fewer elements you use, the
easier it will b to ma1e him concentrate on
the few things you want him to notice.
Therefore, omit all items that can be
eliminated without impairing the purpose of

\--your Art work.

Co

12

Exercises (608):
1. What are the principles of composition?

2. Why is the principle of .balance important
in the composition af an illustration?

3. he principle of unity is closely related to
e principles of ard
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Human Form

DRAWING TH'E HUMAN figure is probably
the mostnewarding achievement that an artist
can experiencewhen it is done right-On the
other hand, it can be one of the most
exasperating chores ever undertaken by a
human being. You may have concluded from
these frist two statements that drawing the
human figure is extremely difficultwell, it is.
Now, we are going to show , you in this
chapt4 that it can be made easier than you
think by following a few simple procedures.

-

CHAPTER 3

I

i

3-1. Drawing the Human Form
,

In drawing any form, one must be willing
tf proceed one step at a time, mastering each
step as you go. Each portion of the drawing
must be given some special consideration as it
compares with the rest of .the figure. If you
wish to achieve even moderate success in the
art field, the drawing of the human figure is a
must, because 87 percent of all illuqrations,
posters, and drawings contain the human
figure or some portion of the figure in them.

MIDDLE LINE HAIR LINE

r ,

.41

Figure 3-1. Human head.
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Figure 3-2A. Proportions of the male figure.
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Figure 3-2B. Proportion ol the fenAle figure.
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609. Describe the method otzraeasurnig the
human figure and compare male and female
chafacteristics.\.

Figure Proportions. The human head is
used as the basic, unit of measurement, for
proportioning the entire human body. The
vertical height of the head from the chin to
the top of the skull is used for all vertical
measurements (fig. 3-1). The width of the
head is used to make all horizontal
measurements. For txample, the average
human figure is 61/2 to 7 heads high, but the
ideal height for any illustrated figure is 8 head
units high, and 3 head widths wide.

After the height of the figure has been
decided, it should be divided into eight equal
parts. This makes the figure slightly taller and
slimmer than the average person. The rest of
the body is then proportional as the figures in
3-2A and 3-2B.

In figure 3-2A, the other seven heads -are
divided as follows: ..

One-third of a head for the neck.
Two and two-thirds heads for the torso
(from the, bottop of the neck to the
crotch).
Two heads to the knee.
Two heads to the soles of the feet.

The male figure is Usually taller than the
female with the .arrie proportions. The
aVerage.length of the male head proportion is
about *9 inches. The female head proportions
are between 8 and 81/2 inches from the chin to
the.top of the skull.

These are average proportions for the figure
standing in an upright position. Most of the
time, yo%a will find that the figure, or some
parts of itare foreshortened as in figure 3-3.
For the best result, when proportioning the
figure, you must rely on your visual
perception. Only the human eye can

. determine the amount of foreshortening
necessary, because it is a relativejudgment.

Foreshortening is a principle Of perspective
in which an object seems to change its size
and shape, because it changes its plane of
projection.

The Adult Figure. The structural
differemes between the male and female are
more in the bones and muscle tissue than
anywhere else. (See foldout 8, printed as a
separate supplement to this volume.) The
bones of the female are smaller and smoother

4 than the bones of the male. The female body
appears much smoother and less muscular,
although the female has th'e sanie muscle

18

k

structure as the male. This appearance is
caused by a heavier covering of fatty tissue
over the entire bOdy.

1

The narrower rib cage, shorter and more
curved breastbone and a small straighter collar
bone, the female's shoulders arenot as 'broad
as her male counterpart. The female also has a
longer torso, shorter legs with a broader,
shallow pelvis. Note the greater distance
between the pelvis and rib cage of the female
in figure 3-4. Also notice that the male's
pelvis and rib cage are about the same width,
whereas, the female's pelvis and shoulders are
about the same width. These differences are
subtle in most cases, but to an
illustratorthese are differences that count.

Proportion changes. Proportion changes as
the body grows from birth to adulthood. At
birth, a baby's head is quite large compared to
the rest of his body. At the age of about 1
year, the body from the neck to the fekt is
about three and one-half times the length\ of
the head. The center of the body at 1 year is
across the stomach.

At the age of 8 years, the overall height of
the body is approximately 6% heads. The
arms and legs are somewhat longer and the
head is a little larder and the center of the
body has moved to he hipS.

At age 12, the overall figure is 7 heads high,
and the centerline is now at the crotch (see
fig. 3-5). From this age on, the body broadens
out, becomes taller, and assumes most of th9
characterittics of an adult.

Exercises (609):
1. What is the average ideal height of the

human figure?

2. Why does the female body appear
smoother than the male?

)
L

3-2: Constructing the Human Figure
For the purpose of construction, the

human figure may be divided into five
component parts: torso, arm, leg, hand and
foot, and head and neck. Each of the
components, in turn, may be considered to
consist of the basic forms or combination of
the basic forms.

41.3
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Figure 3-5. Body, age 8, age 12.

610. Name and describe the components of
the torso.

* Ni,
The Torso. You must,study he torso from

u many Ingles to fully inderstaid its function.
The torso is made up of three masses: the
chest, the abdomen, and the pelvis (fig. 3-6).

f'

,

. ,

-
The chest is made up of the rib cage,
shoulder, and collar bones. The rib cage is a
modified cone-shaped mass with the base 4

below. The upper portion of the rib cage
appears broader than it actually is, due to the
shoulders and collar bones. This causes the
shape of the rib cage to be lost from view.
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Figure 3-6. Torso.
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Figure 3-7. Arms.
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Figure 3-8. Leg.
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The pelvis is the lower part of the torso that
serves as a base for the other parts of the
body. The chest and pelvis are fairly stable
masses. The epigastrium or the upper portion
of the abdomen is a soft, fleshy and quite
movable part of the torso.

These three central masses are connected
by the spinal column. The only reason for the
study of bones and muscles is that the artist
has to understand the framework if he intends
to build. (See Foldout 9.)

Exercises (610):
1. What are the three masses of the torso?

2. What is the shape of the rib cage?

611. List the bones in the arms and legs and
.state how bones affect arm and leg shapes.

The Arms. The arm is based in thd shoulder
girdle. It has one bone in the upper arm (the
humerus) and two in the lower arm (the ulna
and the radius). The upper and lower arms are
modified cylinders of approximately equal
lengths as in figure 3-7. The mass of the
shoulder descends as a viedge, sinking into the
flattened outer arm halfway down. From thq
front, the arm wedges downward and enteri
the forearm just below the elbows. When the
thumb is turned away from the body, the
mass of the forearm is oval in shape,
becoming round when the thumb is toward
the body because the bones of the forearm
cross. From the back, the mass of the
shoulder enters-the arm on the side, and at
the elbow, the arm and forearm-arc as a hinge
joint. (See Foldout 10.)

The Leg. The lower limbs, the thigh and
the leg, correspond to the harm and the
forearm of the upper limb. The thigh extends
from the pelvis to the knee, and the leg from
the knee to the WiVot. The longest and
strongest bone of the body is the femur or
thigh bone (fig. 3%8). The column of the thigh
and leg diminish in thickness as it descends to
the ankle. From any view it also has a reverse
curve that extends its entire length. From
either side a wedge shape overlaps the
rounded form of the thigh and this, again
overlaps the square form above and below the
knee jomt. The leg and the calf a,re triangular
in shape and the ankle a square. The femur

23

Figure 3-9. Eyes.

231481

(thigh bone) is the most perfect of all levers.
It is balanced by the muscles that pass up the
shaft Of the thigh bone to the pelvis. The
human body is provided with a system of
levers and pulleys that cannot be matched by
any machine for mobility and response. (See
Foldout 11.)

Exercises (611):
1. When the thumb is turned away from the

body, what is the shape of the forearm?

2. What bone in the body is considered to be
a perfect lever?

612. Describe the parts of the huinan head
and characterize ea.ch from the standpoint of
drawing it.

/
The .Head. The head, like other parts of the

body, is considered along with the neck as a
unit. The division of the body is somewhat
arbitrary because the neck is also considered
part of the trunk or torso. Making arbitrary
divisions is useless because no one part can
logically be considered independent of itS
adjacent parts.

When drawing the head, a step-by-step
demonstration gives you the fundamental
method for blocking in and locating the
features. Th0 egg-like shape with some simple
measurements to find the location of the
features of the head will give you the basic
foundation of knowledge for drawing heads in
any position. (Foldout 12.)
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Figure 3-10. Nose.
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Figure 311. Mouth.
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Figur,* 312. Ear.
(

The Eye. The eyes re the most expressiite
and the most delicate features of the face and
are well protected by nature. The eye is set
deep in a bony recess in the facethe eye
socket (fig. 3-9). The eye is protected by the
frontal bone of the forehead from above and
the cheekbone below. The inner side of the
nose affords a great deal of protection to the
eye, because of the protrusion of the, nose
itself. The eyeball is round in shape, with
three parts exposed when the eye is operl,
One is a small dark center called the pupir
through which we seeSurrounding the pupil
is a colored area called the iris, and around all
of this is the white of the eye.

The two lids that are the outer covering for
the eye are fringed with lashes that serve as
shades and sensitive feelers to protect the eye.
Notice that the irver and outer corners of the
eye are different. The upper lid overlaps the
lower lid at the outer corners. The exposed
part of the eye is always moist. The moisture
reflects light and causes a distinct highlight.
The location of this highlight depends on the
direction of The light. It is a very important
factor in making your drawing appear lifelike.

The Nose. As shown in figure 340, the
nose is narrow at the upper end and wider at
its base. ,The upper part consists of bone and
reaches halfway down. The lower part is
cartilage. The wide, lower end of the nose is
composed of two sides, the front and under
surface. The front plane leaves the root of the
nose in a well-rounded form and widens as it
forms the flattened bridge. The plane narrows
as it descends, and again becomes 'round as it'
wedges between the bulbs forming the tip.
This finn.t slrface continues down and under,
and forms the small separation between the
nostils. The nostrils are inclosed by the
wings, which form the lower sides of the nose.
The wings also form the triangular shape that
you can see when the head isvtilted back.
These wings and the end of the nose curl up
into the nostrils in a rounded surface.

The Mouth. The mouth, like the eyes, is
capable of much expression and movement.
Of course, its shape depends to a large extent
on the shape of the teeth; the rounder the
teeth, the rounder thd mouth. As you can see
in figure 3-11, the upper lip is thickest in the
,center and thins with a downward curve to
corners which are depressed. The forms in the
upper lip are comparatively flat and angular;
those of the lower lip are convex and
rounded.

When the lips are seen in profile, their
thickness, projection, and connection with
the face are apparent. The upper lip projects
beyond the lower lip which, in,turn, projects
beyond the chin. Consider the convex shape
of the lips at the outer ends with extreme care
when you draw the lips.

The Ears. The ears are formed of cartilage
and have complex shapes, as shown in figure
3-12. Therefore, a good drawing of the ears
can be made only after careful study. The
length of the ears is the same as the nose and
is about twice as much as the width. Notice
that they slant downward and inward when
viewed from the front, thus paralleling the
sloping planes of the sides of the htad. Notice
how the contour of the inside edge of the ear
spirals down into the depression above tie
canal. Other distinguishing features are the
triangular form directly in front of the canal
and the U-shaped space leading to the canal.

Exercises (612):
1. What part of the body is considered to be

the most expressive?

2. Which feature of the face is located in the
vertical center of the head!

3. Which two parts of the head are about the
same length?

26

613. Describe the structure and action of the
hands and feet as related to drawing them.

The Hands. Other than the face, the hands
are the most expressive parts of the human
body. Therefore, give them careful attention
when you draw them. You should be able to
make excellent drawings of hands, using your
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Figure 3-13. Hands.
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Figure 3-14. Hands.
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Figure 315. Hands.
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Figure 346kB. Back.
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Figure 3-17. Back.

own as models. Since there is very little flesh
on the hand except on the palm side, you
need to have a good knowledge of the bone
structure to draw it well. Figure 3-13 shows
the bone structure. Notice the proportions
between the length of the individual bones.
Notice also how bones of the fingers and of

31
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the thumb connect together, how the bones
of the fingers connect to the bones of the
hand, and how these bones and the bone of
the thumb connect to bones in the wrist.

Observe in figure 3-13 that the palm
without the fingers is nearly square, and that
the fingers are about as long as the palm.

-
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When the fmgers are extended, the hand' is
about three-quarters as long as the forearm, or
is equal to the distance from the chin to the
hair line. In drawing hands, be sure to draw
them large enough.

Figures 3-13 and 3-14 show another
important detail of hands. Notice in figure
3-13 that when the fingers are held close
together, as they are when lifting a heavy
desk, the force is exerted in a straight line
through the hand to thetwrist. Thus, there is
no tendency for the bOnes to twist as the
fingers exert force. Notice in figure 3-13 that
the lines of action shift toward the base of the
thumb when the fingers and thumb are
formed into a fist or used in any gripping
action.

One of the important details in drawing
hancls is the placement of the folds (see fig.
3-15). Observe that the two folds of the finger
come directly at the joints, and that there are
two folds when the finger joins the hand. The
first of these folds comes between the fleshy
part of the finger and the palm; the other is
created as the palm bends.

Figure 3-16 shows the back and palm side
of the hand. Notice that the form of the back
of the hand is basically convex, and that the
form of the palm side of the hand is concave.

The Feet. The feet have about the same
number of bones as the hands. However, the
proportions are different, as you can see in
figure 3-17. The feet are as long as one-half
the distance from the knees to the bottom of

the feet. Notice that the outside anklebone is
slightly lower than the inside anklebone. The
high part of the foot is at the inside between
the ankle and the big toe. As you can see, the
foot slopes toward the toes and also toward
the outside edge.

The foot has very little movement. Mbst of
its action is accomplished through the
movement of the anklebones and between the
joints of the toes,and the foot.

Exercises (613):
1. Other than the face, what is the most

expressive part of the body?

2. The importint details that you should
remember about the hands are:
a. The basic shape of the palm is
b. The length of the fingers is

approximately the same as the
c. The jength of the outstretched hand is

equal to about three-quarters of the
or the distance between the chin

and the
d. The action of the fingers when

outstretched is in line with the
e. phen the fingers are in a gripping action,

the line of action shifti from the wrist to
the base of the

f. The form of the palm side of the hand is
basically and the back of the hand
is basically

/7



Cartoons and Caricatures

THE ABILITY TO cartoon and draw
caricatures is a specialized field for most
commercial artists. To become a good
cartoonist, eYery student should begin his
studies with a reasonable amount of
self-confidence. Since the same knowledges
that apply to figure drawing apply as well to
cartooning and caricatures, a good artist may
find that all he lacks to become a cartoonist is
self-confidence.

4-1. Cartoon Definition
.The popular definition of a cartoon is a

humorous drawing but there are no formal
boundaries to the style of drawing called
cartoons. Cartoons range from realistic
illustrations to totally abstxact design. All of
the basic aspects of cartooning and caricatures
can be summed up . in one basic
principlebehavability. , Cartoons are
simplified exaggerated forms that show
expressions.

614. Define expressions and exaggerations.

Expressions and Exaggerations. Expression
is action. For example, all jumping figures
have both feet off the gound, but all walking
figures have both- feet touching the ground.
You make visuarstudies of real people and
convert their movement and expressions into
humorous drawings. A cartoon differs from
the more serious-type drawing in that it is
usually drawn with a much looser treatment.
That is, you concentrate on the action and
attitude of the figure more than you do on
the fine detail. Then, too, cartoons are usually
simple line drawings, requiring substantially
less variation in mediums than used in other
types of art work.

Facial Expressions. In cartooning, the
features of the .face are usually cirtivh:
simple geometric shapes. As you car :;ee
figure 4-1, the eyes can be drawn as .;ircies,
ellipses, dots, or lines. Humorous effects in

C'HAPTER 4

the face are produced by exaggerating or
distorting the average measurements and
relative proportions within facial features.
When the caricature of a person's face is being
drawn, all the irregtilar characteristics should
be observed and exaggerated.

. The one set of rules generally accepted by
all cartoonists is that facial expressions are
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Figure 4-1. Cartoon eyes.
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Figure 4-2. Facial expressions.

produced by the movement or lack of
movement of the eyes, mouth, nose, and
forehead. Figure 4-2 shows some examples of
emotional expressions produced simply by.
changing the shape or position of those facial
parts.

When the face assumes a happy expression,
the parts of the face are lifted: The corners of
the mouth are pulled up an& out. The cheek
muscles are bunched by this action so that the
lower lid of the eye is pushed up and almost
closed.

An unhappy face is just the opposite, the
corners of the mouth are dropped, the eye,
and eyebrows are lowered, and the forehead
wrinkled, whereas, determination is expressed
by the lowering of the brow and the jutting
out of the lower lip and chin. Other emotions
such as anger, surprise, horror, smugness, and
scorn can be expressed by similar facial
movements. Along with the facial expressions,
body movements should fit the emotional
appearance of the face.

Exaggeration. Exaggeration is the one
,Jxceptiz is in oi4r where the cartoonist
must use a little discretion. 'Although the rules'
of expression and exaggeration are generally
acceptAd; exaggeration can be cruel. So let it
be reemphasized that as a cartoonist, you are
bound by mo rule except that of GOOD
TASTE.

Exercises (614):
1. What is a cartoon?

231491

2. Expression is created by both the
and the

4-2. Captions
Ordinarily, there are two types of cartOons.

Those that are pantomimeall adtion and tell
the story in picture, and the captions or
punch-line type. In many instances, it is the,
punch-line, gag, or joke that inspires the
cartoonist to draw. Keep punch-lines as short
as possible and let the action of the drawing
dp the work.

615. Name the two types of cartoons and
state the procedures for creating cartoon
characters.

Character Creation, The number of
different 0)aracters a cartoonist can draw is
limited only by his imaginatiOn. Because the
face controls the mood and emotional
expression, it is the important part of a
cartoon character. The head can be any basic

, shape, and this shape can be used to create
many other characters. Characters are created

34
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Figure 4-3. Facial structure.

by adding or making changes in the facial
structure as shown in figure 4-3. As shown in
figure 4-4, one character can be many
different characters by making very minor
changes. When a cartoon character is required,
one should consider the end use.

When cartooning, you may not always be
called upon to cartoon or caricaturize the
human being. Some jobs maY call for the
animation of animal with human
characteristics, or ships, planes, Wand other
pieces of machinery with animal
characteristics. Figures 4-5 through 4-7 are
good examples of this type of animation.

35

When creating a cartoon character, it is best
to use the physical features and_dress_tho
have become popularly identified with certain
types of people and with people from certain
areas. These symbolic featur4a have been
associated with certain types of people for so
long that the public instinctively relates a
certain appearance to a particular-type
person; for example, the hillbilly right out of
the hills. His symbolic attire is a torn
checkered flannel shirt; bib-type overall with
patches, a rumpled wide brim hat; he is also

Figure 4.4.-Changes in facial structure.
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s Figure 4-5. Animation animal with human
characteristics.

usually in need of a haircut and shave. He is
often shdeless and carries a long barreled
squirrel gun. ,

Although this may not be factual in
relation to backwoods people, this type is
usually pictured as rather ugly and has a warm
relationship with his jug of corn, whiskey.

The female from this area is usually
illustrated in two styles. One, the beautiful,
well proportioned lass, and the other one,
whose appearance more closely parallels the

4

Figure 4-7. Animation animal with human
characteristics

man's appearance. These three characters are
shown in figure 4-8. As you can see, one look
at the characters will place them in your mind
as hillbillies, and you will have no troubl
getting them mixed up with the charac
from a more affluent society in figure -9.

Figure 4-6. Animation animal with human
4 characteristics.

I
.1
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Figure 4.8. Hillbilly female.
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Figure 09. Affluent society.

You should, when possible, use the
established public impression that is readily
accepted for a particular type of person.
There is:a symbolic type for nearly every type
and for every geographical area in existence,
including foreign nations. The list is unending;
and the following illustrations show but a few
of the long, long.list of possibilities.

You will see in these examples that some of
the characters are draivn as having large noses
while others are drawn having short noses.
You must experimentin cartooning just as in
all phases ofpilluseating in order to find just
the right design, the right nose or mouth, type

Figure 4-10. Cowboys.
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Figure 411. Hipswinging performer.

of eyes or hairstyle, to fit the character so
that he will blend into the situation properly.
You will fmd that cartooning is more than
mere d oodling; it takes practice,
experimentation, more practice, and a firm
determination to become a good cartoonist.
The cartoons shown in this chapter are the
writer's creationshis style of drawing.
Although it is proper for you to copy them
for practice, it is essential for you to develop
your own style of cartooning before you can
consider yourself a cartoonist of any caliber.
Remember, it is your style; develop it to fit
your abilities and needs.

Just as there is an almost unending list of
different types of people, many of these can
be seen as two distinct characters, the good
guy and the bad guy. Fo,r example, there are
both good cowboys and bad cowboys (fig.
4-10). In cartooning, it is not necessary for
the good guy to always win. It often adds to
the humor of the situation when the bad guy
wins.

)

Figure 4-12. De-humans performer.
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Figure 4-13. German cartoon.

n the world of rnifsic there are many
different types of pPaonalities. There is the
classical musiciar and the modern day, no
talent, . hip sl'nging howling type of
performer (fig. 4E11). Of the latter, some have
almost lost their identities as humans (fig.

4-12).

Some of the people of foreign countries
offer themselves as exCellent specimens for
cartooning. The people of Germany (fig.
4-13) have always been well known for their
aristocratic, military leaders and the
Bavariari-type costumes and beer steins.
Typical Russian cartoon characters are shown
in figure 4-14.

Remember, it has already been said that
-not everybody will like your cartoons. What
will fracture one group's funny bone may
bring screams of protest from another.
Solution: always know your audience.

The different people of the world have
many -different characteristics and costumes
and it is most interesting to work up several
different interpretations of each of them, as
you have 4een shown by a few examples. -

When you are drawing a cartoon depicting
a certain nationality, race, or period of
history, it is extremely important to use the
corrEc. eLstika..; O&1 ti :haracter. T aid, in
his identification and correctness, and when
done well, adds to the humor of the
character. You may be able to see this in the
drawing of the Roman toll collector (fig.
4-15), and the drawjng of the Viking and
Italian explorers. (fig. 4-16). In any cartoon,
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not only must the costume be correct for the
char_acter, but any supporting-characters, the
stage or background if tlwre is one, all must
be in place with the main theme. The pattern
must be consistent with all particulars related.
In cartoons, the backgxound is usually greatly
simplified and reduced to just those elements
essential to clarify the picture. In some
cartoons there is no background at all; other
times, the background may be highly detailed.
This again is usually a choice of the
cartoonist. The use of background is usually
determined by the style of the cartoonist.
Most frequently, alcartoonist will use no more
background than is needed to identify his
character to a specific area or location.

You can also use cartoons effectively to
make good-natured fun of someone or some
group. This points out again that taking any
situation, person, -or group, you can create an
effective cartoon out of it. For example,
figure 4-17 is a cartoon prepared by a DM

who is not an ex-Seabee for the benefit of the
many DMs who Ire ex-Seabees.

Caricatures. Drawing caricatures is veg
much like having the subject stand in
front of the bent mirror found in carnivals
and penny arcades. The mirror distorts and
exaggerates the features, but does not add or
subtract anything not already existing about
the subject. The cartoonist does the same
thing. The predominant features are
exaggerated or distorted; but you must be
careful not to get away from the character.

Don't offend exaggerate, but be

reasonable. When possible, incorporate a
hobby or anything identified with the subject.

SoAci

231.503

Figure 4-14. Ruuian cartoon.
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Figure 4-15. Roman.

,

231-505

I'm TELL)No Ivo, 71-lis is VINLAND, NOT INDIA/

.

Figure 4-16. Viking and Italian explorers.
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Figure 4-17. Bee of Se; bees.

"Local coi..d" always helps for a truer Exercises (615): ,
characteristic. 1. What are the two types of cartoons?

Capture at least one outstanding featurea
typical expression or mannerism. Put that
down (slightly distorted) and draw around it.
Once the head is drawn, the body can be 2. How many different characters can be
drawn in. A good proportion 'for caricature is drawn from one head shape?
two-thirds head, one-third body. The only
possible way to learn to do caricatures is to
practice. Strive for a likeness, then add small
distortions to add humor.

,
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CHAPTER 5

Landscapes

NATURE HAS ALWAYS been a Oaluable aid
to the artist, with her dappled birches, somber
pines', and rolling meadows. No matter how
creative you may be or how original your
landscapes are, in time your ideas will wear
thin. The same trees, rocks, and skies, no
matter how you recombine them in different
pictures, are still' the same skies, rocks, and
trees. Nature has others ,in infinite supply.
Take them from her and use them to refresh
your mind and your pictures.

5-1. Landscapes
Landscapes are all around you. Careful

observation wherever you go makes nature
the most valuable and inspiring teacher an
artist can have. No matter how creative you
think you* are, nature with her strong
stonefaced cliffs, majestic mountains, and
turbulent waterfalls has an endless reservoir of
scenes to offer you.

The imaginative artist never takes nature
just as he finds* her. He must create. He must
rearrange and redesign a scene to Ant the
particular situation he has in mind.,,

616. State how the elements of a landscape
impart cogent information and create mood
and feeling.

Mood and Feeling. Every region has a
character and a mood. Often the picture
situation calls for a landscape to set the scene,
to tell the viewer exactly where the action is
taking place. An artist can plan the landscape
so that the viewer knows where the scene is as
if the name was painted on a sign.

North, South, East, or Westevery part of
the country has its own characteristics by
which it can be recognized. You know it by
its trees, bushes, flowers, buildings, and
especially by the terrain. If your picture is of
a coastline, sandy beach, and a warm easy
lazy feeling prevails, a western cowboy in a
park would seem out of place. Every place has
something that is typical of the region and
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something that will gi4 the viewer a feeling
of being there. Photographs, books, movies,
television are all good sources of information
for creating the mood and feeling for a
particular area. No one can be in, or have
been to, every location that could be used to
establish the scene of an illustration. So keep
these sources,in mind and use them.

Controlling the Mood. A landscape never
exists apart from mood and feeling, whether
in nature or in a picture. When a man stands
on the edge overlooking the Grand Canyon,
he feels the grandeur of nature and his own
insignificance. By contrast, a bubbling brook,
a shade tree, and lazy white clouds create a
mood and feeling of a warm summer
afternoon with not a care in the world.

You can control the response of your
audience if you are able to capture this
illusion in your drawing. Experience the wide
open space of the plains or the cramped
hemmed-in feeling of the city. The scenes that
are deeply felt, closely opserved will
communicate your impressions clearly and
forcefully,if thoughtfully recreated.

Background. Rarely will a landscape be the
chief subject of an illustration. The main
purpose of a landscape is to set the scene for
the center of interest. The landscape, even as
a background, is usually secondary but it
must look genuine because it is important to
the story. As an illustrator, you are expected
to show a convincing scene at any time of
day, under any kind of weather conditions,
anywhere in the world. You may use
photographs and other means to identify your
background scene, but try to be original.
Symbols are very helpful in placing a scene,
but some symbols are Overdone. The Eiffel
Tower is in a. great many scenes of Paris.
Overdoing symbols mil bore your audience,
and it also says that your imagination is
running dry. Always remember, a landscape
background is never something hastily
brushed in to fill up the white space.

Time and Weather. Time and weather are
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valuable tools for any artist. By using them to
Ihdir best adtage-, thelandscapes you draw
will have more meaning. A storm in the
background can underline the stormy
temperararnent of the figures in the
foreground or strenthen the drama and
excitement, of the action taking place with the
principal figures. Sunlight can do many things
to an illustration. It can be bright and gay or
eerie and mysterious, depending on the time
of day, just as darkness can shroud your scene
in gloom.

Nature is always changingespecially th
clouds, and water. In almost every landscap
there is a sky. Skies usually have clouds o
some kind. They may be huge threatening
thunderheads or light, fleecy forms that drift
slowly. Carefully selected,, the right cloud
formayon can add conviction to the scene
and help the composition. Water, like clouds,
depends on the whims of nature as to the
conditions you will find. A body of water
may be flat end smooth on a calm day,
choppy with whitecaps &there is a brisk wind
or have a storm-swept surface with waves
rising to mountainous heights.

14irsehand observation is the best teaeher
you can have if you are willing4o observe and
not take what is happening for granted.
Weather is all around you and time goes on
forever. We have a saying for 'those people
who are unfamiliar with the continuous
weather changes that are experienced by the
locals that live around:the foothills of the
Rockies. "If you don't like the weatherwait
a few minutes, it will change."

Weather and time are importantthere will
e some in every landscape you,draw.

ercises (616):
1. How does a landscape create mood?

2. Why is a landscaped backpound
important?

7
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ANSWERS FOR EXERC1SiS

CHAPTER 1

Reference,: .-
600 - 1. Solid.
600 - 2. To show that they have a top, bottom, and

sides.

601 - 1. The sphere, the cylinder, the cone, and till)
cube.

601 2. Form.

.602 - 1. The illusion *that gives an object a third
di mension.

602 2. The process of drawing all sides of an
object, even those that are unseen.

603 - 1. Shading aids in seeing the planes of a form.

CHAPTER 2
604 - 1. A small, quickly drawn illustration.
604 - 2. To work out designideas.

605 - '1. Instead of being small and quickly drawn,
the rough is a drawing of actual size and is
a more detailed sketch.

605 2. Any faults in tite design that are unnotice-
able in the thumbnail are quite apparent in
the rough.

606 1. A detailed layout that is a step closer to the
finished product.

606 2. Comprehen.sives show exactly what the
finished product will look like.

607 1. Area, depth, line, and value.
607 - 2. Depth.

608 - I. Balance, proportion, rhythm, movement,
unity, clarity, and simplicity.

tt2-7

608 - 2. Because balance is used to hold the interest
of the observer.

608 3. Clariry; simplicity.

CHAPTER 3
609 1. 8 heads.
609 - 2. Less muscle 'development and a heavier

layer of fatty tissue.

610 - 1. The chest, the abdomen, and the pelvis.
610 - 2. A modified cone.

611 1. Oval.
611 2. The femur.

612 -
612
612 -

1. The eyes.
2. The eyes.
3. The nose and ears.

613 - 1. The hands.
613 - 2. a. Square.

b. Palm.
c. Forearm; hair line.
d. Wrist.
e. Thumb.
f. Concave; convex.

CHAPTER 4
614 - 1. Simplified, exaggerated form that shows

expressions.
614 - 2. Face; eyes.

615 - 1. Pantomime and captions.
615 - 2. /As many es the mind can imagine.

CHAPTER 5
616 - 1. By setting the scene to tell the viewer

-. exactly where the action is taking place.
616 - 2. Because the background tells the viewer

where, what time of day,. and the weather.
ar
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CUBE
First, draw the base of the cube, then the
lines to represent the walls. Next, add the
roof part, which is a section of a cube turned
at an angle. Light and shade to emphasise the

form after the basic construction.
-

,.

0

\

SPHICE
The sphere suggests any form that

illi round, or oval. Add shading and it
will give realism to any form.

1

t

\

444

Foldout 1. Drawing basic) form
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DRAWING THE BASIC FORM

tn drawing the basic forms, each form
is drawrrthrough first as a basic form
then the details.

CYLINDER
The can is essentially a cylinder, so when
you start the drawing' - - draw a cylinder.
To help the basic shape of the can, light
and shade should be established. Shading
gives the form a needed emphisis.

CONE

The basic shape of the pine tree is a
cone. The use of shading and the
drawing of irregular branches to
make t e form look solid,' add
realism.
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Foldout 1. Drawing basic form.
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Foldout 2. Depth, drawing through, light, and
shade.
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23151 04 21 .

EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE
VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE

'BASIC DRAWING

Carefully read the folloting:

DO:S:

1-. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the

righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to mug' the answer sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with ,a
hi5te orexplanation.

2. Note that numerical sequenceen answer sheet alternates across from column
to column.

3: Use a medaqm sharp #.1 or #2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.

4. Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers, transfer-them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an inswer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean erase
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all-possible.
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/. If mandatorily enrolled stlidenl, process questions or comments throfigh your
unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send qUestions or comments to Ed on ECI
Form 17.'

DON'TS:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one- furnished specifically for each review
exercise.

2. Don't mark On the answer sheet except to fill in marking blocks. Dduble
marks or 'excessive markings which overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.
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3. Don't fold. spindle, staple, tape, or mutilate-the answer sheet.

4 Don't use ink or any marking other than a #1 or #2 black lead pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJECTIVE REFERENCEg ARE USED
ON THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE: In parenthesis after cach
item number on the VRE is the !seaming Objective Number where the
answer to that item can be located. When answering the itcms on the

/ VRE, refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The
VRE results will bc sent to you on a postcard which will list the actubl
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Objectite Numberv for thc items missed. Go to thc lext and carefully
review the areas cot:ered bv these references. Review the entire VRE again
before you take thc e)osed-book'Course Examination,
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Note to Student! This Volume Review Exercise contains 47 four-option items and

3 three-5.7i1TolT-items.

Multiple Choice

1. (600) An illustration that is flat and lifeless
fn the basic principle known as

a. solid form.

, b. background application.

is most likely to be deficient

-c. foreground application.
d. formal presentation. -

2. (601) Which of the following is not considered as

of drawing?

a. Cylinder.''

b. oCircle.
c. Cones
d. CUbe.

one,of the four basic forms

3. (601) The foundation of the training of a graphic specialist id the principle
,

of

a. combining colors.
b. using light and shade.

c.

d.

drawing,form:,
drawing'depth

14:
4. (602) The term "drawing through" means ,that you

4
a.' adding a background/to your drawing.
b. making an original drawing through the use
c. attemptine,the three-dimensional effect of
d. .merely putting the finishing touOes son an

S. .'f602) The proper application of the principle
your pibtUre,the affect of looking

a, flat.

b. two-dimehsional:

6. (603) You have just completed
.principfe. What, if anything,
basic form?

a.

b.

d.

are

of an optical drawing ard.
depth.

otherwise completed draillg.

of drawing through will give

c. lopsided.
d. real.

drawing a basic foi.ml using the draw through

should you do to enhance tne appearance of this

Add lighting or shadlng to empnasize tne form.
Do nothing ae the "form will stand by itself.

Add 'a dark background.
Adda light foreground to the drawing.

7. (603) To create the illusion of space in conjuriction
forms, the space must be extended

with a series of Complex

a. only to the largest form in the drawing.

b. around all the forms and in all'directions.
c. around a single form and,in one direction.
4. to encompass all the forms, but in no specific direction.

8. (604) Thumbnail sketches are usually

a. 6'to 8 inches square.
- t) .4uare.

9. (604) Thumbnail sketches are

C. 1 to'3 inches square.

a. 'always 'drawn to a ;pecific lcale.

5. comple'x drafting illustrati n.

c. accomplished in real.stic
1. used as ln aid for 7,ler3.



10. (,05) The term "rouphs" means

a. thetrefinement of deg-ign of a thumbnail sketch,

b. that your drawing must be made on a rough textured paper.

c. that a complek form has been poorly dran.

d. the first drawing in a series of scale drawings of a new prototype aircraft.

11. (605) The "rough" should be drawn to

a. one-half the size of the original.
b. the same size as the final drawing.
c. any scale that the illustrator wishes to use.
d. show only the important parts of the design.

12. (605) As an illustrator, it wol.Ad be impractical of you to produce a "rough"
,

on a sheet of

a. white bond paper.
b. tracing paper.

J 13. (606) A comprehensive drawing is

C.- semi-transpai,ent material.

d. pebble-grained textUred display board.

a. usually accomplished after a thumbnail 'sketch has been mode.
. b. always made to the same.size as a ttumbnail sketd11.

c. normally finished in pastel colors.
d. used to show what the final product Will look like.

14. (606) A comprehensive drawing is

a. made prior to.the fin'al product.
' b. never used for,a detailed layout.
.c. alWays used in place of the final product.
- 4. 'not necessary.id the production of the final product.

,

.. 15. 007) Composition is divided into how many basic elements?
. 4

,
4.

,

a. 4 c. 2.

D. 3. d.

16. (607) What are e e basic elements of composition?t
4. )

.,.a. Depth."value, and color. c. Line, value, and color.

D. Area; depth, line, and value. d. Area, depth, value, and pose.

11 (607) The treation of an gllusion of distance on a two-dimensional surface

;' is called

.. , a. depth.
,

....X . o. value.

A. area. . , composition.

; .

1,8. 6071 "The teri "line" When used in conjunction with ,:omposition means'

, .,,,:. , .
,

a. the number of lines used in the construction of the

s
wing.

th ib. e,d,irecion'iri Which the eya moves to fetus on.a p t of interest
id an illustration.

c. the nuAber of cbmplex vertical lines which lead tos.the main point of

interest°.

d: all of the hori,zontal ahd vertical lines used in the composition of
,

the drawing., '

/

13. (607) The ellkent of composition wh mich creates the ood or gives the bverall
.

key to.a drawing is called

a. color. c. focus.

4- b. line,,f, '''' d. value.
f 3
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.2). (607) An illustration of a downed airorart in the Dismal Swamps c,:f North
Carolina would be best portrayed using s'nades having

a. high key vaMes.
normal key values.

m. low key values.
d. very thin !key value:.

0

21. (60sa) 4-,ich of the following is not nor-ally considered a principle .f
composition?

. .

a. Style. c.
b. Rhythm. d. Proportion.

22. (808) The act of placing two identical forms on either s'Ae of =n inaglnar
verti,cal centerline is an illustracion of which kind of balance?

Ar-
a . InfOrmal. c. Asymmetric.
D. Geometric. d. Formal.

p23. (508) A large mass balanced by a smaller mass in an illustration is known as

a. informal balance.
5. nonetric balance.

24. (5,)8) Since
drawing,.the

c. formal balance.
d. symmetric balance.

rio mathematiCal rules apply to achieving,informal baIance I.:. a
artist-nust depend largely on

c. the number of elements used.
d. the kind of paper used.

into equal thirds, you nave applied

a. textbook materials.
b, his own sense of balance.

25. (608) By dividing an illustration
principle known as

a. informal balance.
b. *quartering the illustration.

c. the Golden Division.
d, analytical balance.

the

26. (508). An.illustration.that has, the .appearance of "falling apart" is lackin:
the compositional eleMent known as

a. clarity.
o. unity.

C. simplicity.
d. rhytnm.

27. (809) The preferred heignt of an illustrated

a.

b.

2 head units high.
1.1. head units high.

c. 6 head
1. 8 head

28. (809) ihe chief structural difference oetween
found in

a. the bone and muscle areas. c: tne facial
b. the size and shape of the.head. d. the tone a,

human figure is

units hign.
units nigh. -

the male ard female

22. (509) An illustration of'a twelve-year-old

a. 8 head units high.
5. 7 head units high.

s.

,ure of the skin.

figure is

boy shou d oe

c. 5 head units high.
d. 5 head un'its,hign.

30. (61)) The torso of tile human figure is composed'of how many masses?

a. 1.

5. 2.

k

c. 3.

4.

4
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11. (bln) rhe pIrt or tqw tor,:o-whioh :prvo. bIrm for II )t hpr

,1 , i, the

a. abdomen.

b. rib cage.

` C.

d. epigastrium.

32. (610) In an ilnstrated figure of the buman body, the-chest, ab.down, and the
pelvil -hould bo onnected b/, 'he

A. hit. ca.Te.

5. anouller girdle.

c. collar bone.

d. spinal column.

33. i5.J.) How many bones are contained in the upper and lower arm?

a. 3. c. 5.

b. 4. d. 6.

34. (611) What l.'s the relationship between the lengths of the upper and lower
erns of zhe human-body?

a. The upper arm is about 3 inches longer.
b. The lower arr is about.5 inches longer.
:. The; are approximately the same.

35. (6'11) What is the shape oT the leg and calf of the human form?

a. Square.
J. Triangular.

, a.

c. C;rcular.
d. Conic.

36. (611') Which bone of the human body is considered to be the most perfect of
all levers?

a. '..ana. c. Humerus.
b. ,kadius. d. Femur.

37. (611) In a drawing of te human leg, the ankle is represented as a

a. square. c. reverse curve.

b. triangle. d. inverte4 wedge..

38. (612) The lashes on the upper and lower lEds of the eye aerve

a. only as shades for the pupil.
b. as =;hades aria sensitive feelers to protect the eye.

c. as body aecoration oniy.
d. no purpose at all.

39. (612) What part of the face is capable of much-expression and movement, aside
from the eyes?

a. Nose.

b. Chin.

c. Forehead.
d. Mouth.

40 (12) The normal lg..flgth of the ear in comparison to that of the no2e is

a. shorrer.
h. longer.

Ane same.

41. 1,13) ihat part of the body is capable of great expression, other than the face?

c. Hands.
d. Torpo.

4 72'



42. (613) One of the significant details'in drawing hands is the

a. form of the,back of the hand. c. form of the palm.
b. placement of the folds. d. length of the fingers. t

43. (613) The feng of the feet is approximate1y414..

a. twice that jthe thumbs.
b. one-half the distance from the elbows to the wrists.
c. twice the distance from the pelvis to the knees.
d., oneitialf the distance from the'knees to the bottom of the feet.

44, (614) 'The main'difference between cartooning and figurPArawing L, in

a. simplification of features. c. movement.
b. foreshortening. d. balance.

45, (614) 'CartoOn facial expressions,are produced by the movement or lack of
movement,of the

-
. a. eyes, ears, mouth, and nose.

b. forehead, eyes, ears, and mouth.
c. nose, forehead, eyes, and rnolitn.

d. ears, noS', forehead, and mouth.

46. (615) Cartoon cifaracter and emotional expressions are controlled hy

a. the body only. c. the tody.and the hands.
b. the hands only. d. the face.

47 (615) What does the term "animation" mean?

a. Drawing animals.
b. Drawing animals with human characteristics.
c. The process of drawing.cartoons.
d. Making figures Appear to move.

46. (6161 The main purpose of the landscape is to

a. serve usually as the chief subject of an illustration.
o. set thd scene for the center of interest.
o. Serve only as a fill-in for the total picture%

4

Li t

u9. '(616) You have just compleed a series of )?.gs of the Air Force .-1.1..a,lemv.
In each drawing ybu have included the chapel as a means of identificatn.
This means that all of your drawings will

a. have a goo4 background.
b. tend to be boring,
c. hav,e good audience appeal.

d. create a mood of joy and splendor:

50. (616) An artisti.c painting of the Paseo el Rio in :ar Anno, proper1;4
akecuted, should be able to reveai to a viewer

a. the style used by the artist.
b. v.tle type of materials used by the artist.

a. the geographkal location of the subject.
d. when thepainting was accomplished%

.4
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THE INFORMATION in this volume is not intended to be a complete text
on any of the subjects contained. Instead, it is intended to cover the subject
only well enough that you will have the necessary background knowledge to
carry out your job related assignments.

The first chapter in this volume contains information on perspective and

its uses. The second chapter is on visual communication (what the
illustration field is all about). Chapter 3 is on graphic reproduction method*
and processes. Almost all 'art work ends up as a reproduction item in some
form or another. Your job in the Air Fokg,ieto produce visual aids so that
other people can comprehend complicated subjects simply.

We suggest that you study each chapter carefully before proceeding to the-
next. You can check your understanding of the text by completing the
review exercises at the end of each objective.

If you have questions on the accuracy or currency of the subject matter of
this text, or recommendations for its improvement, send them to Tech Tng
Cen/TTOC, Lowry AFB CO 8030. NOTE: Do not use the suggestion
prograin to submit corrections for typographical or other errors.

If you have questions on course enrollment or administration, or any of
ECI's instructional aids (Your Key to Career Development, Behavioral
Objective Exercises, Volume Review Exercise, and 'Course Examination),
consult'your education officer, training officer, or,NCO, as appropriate. If he
can't answer your questrons, [send them to ECI, Gunter AFS AL 36118,
preferably on ECI Form 17, Student Request for Assistance.

This volume is valued at 18 hours (6 points).
Material in this volume is technically accurate,adequate, and current as of

April 1975.

*VP
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CHAPTER 1

, NOTE: 4n this volume, the subject matter is developed by a series of,Learning Objectives.
Each of these carrier 3-digit number and is in boldface One. Each sets a learning goal for
you. The text that follows the objective gives you the information you need to reach that
goal. The exercises following the information give you a check on your achievement. When
you complete them, see if your answers match those in the back of this volume. If your
response to an exercise is incorrect, review the objective and its.text.

Perspective

DRAWING A three-dimensional object on a,

two-dimensional surface, is problematical.
Children ignore such problems by drawing the
objects as they know then' to be, not as they
appear. For example, when a child draws a
house, he draws4 as a rectangle (a square or
oblong box for) and draws all the furniture
in it. From hi4 drawing, it would be very
difficult to inlagine how the actual house
appears to a viewer. Unfortunately perhaps,
an illustAtor is not often allowed a child's
freedom. -When he draws a hotise,.te wants
the observer to get an accurate image.
Therefore, he cannot overlook the problems;
instead, he uses a technique called perspective
to 'make a two-diniensional drawing appear
three-dimensional.

Like any grOhics specialist, you need to
know the besic principles involved in
perspective drawing. We discuss these
principles in this 'chapter. If you learn
thoroughly the fundamentals of perspective,
you will be able to .apply. . them in your
drawing; these principles willbecpme
automatic. Let us begin our stud with the
fundamentals of perspective.

1-1. Ftmdamentals of Perspective

lookingIf ou were out the observation
wind w at the rear of a train, you might see a
- ()l'
scene something like the one in figure 1-1.
Why do some people have difficulty drawing
such a scene? It is probably because they do
not tinderstand the principles of perspective
on which such a drawing is based. If they
draw 'a line- slightly out of persrfeCtive, they
do nOt know how to make it look right. By
discuising how to make the illustration
accurately reproduog what you might see, we
can introduce you to the principles, terms,

and definitions of perspective drawing. Before
you can use the language of perspective, jou
must learn these fundamentals.,

800: Given an illustration (fig.1-3) that shows
- fundamental elements of perspective, identify

each element and defme it; explain why the
station point so greatly influences the
perspective, and explain the relationship
between the picture plane and the object.

Perspective Principles and Nomenclature.
One of the most important lines of
perspective drawing is the horizon. It may be
a visible line (as shown in fig. 1-1) that
represents the actual horizon and the eye level
of the observer, or it may be irnaginary and
,not shOw at all. When the-horizon does not
show in the final picture, an imaginary
horizon is used to establish both the eye level
of the observer and the vanishing point (VP):
The vanishing point-. is that point on the
horizon toward which all lines representing
parallel horizontal edise- converge. Thus,. in
figure 1-1 the lines reprefienting -the rails and
fences, which are parallel horizontal edges of'
the objecta shown in the picture, converge to
the single point, VP. Notice in the scene that
only the horizontal lines that are not parallel
to the picture plane (represented by the
.rctangular outline) vanish at VP. The lines

tipresenting the fence that runs parallel to the
picture plane do not converge and are
therefore drawn as parallel horizontal lines.

The ground line, which represents the
intersection of the ground plane (surface of
the ground) and the gieture plane (rectangular
outline), is another iinportant line used in
perspective drawing. Although we know the

1
.
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Figure 1-1. Vanishing point and horizon.

lines in the picture are all drawn on the same
two-dimensional surface, only the points of
these lines that touch the ground line appear
to be in this plane. For example, only the
parts of the two rails that touch the outline of
the picture appear. to be in the picture. plane.
The remainder of all of the lines appear:to
rece4e behind this surface. This is what gives
the two-dimensional*drawing the appearance"
of having three-dimensions. Thus, the parts
of the picture that touch the picture plane are
the only parts shown true-size. All other parts'
ipp;A smaller and smaller as we look back to
the riZon. Since the ground line IS in the
pict-ure plane, we can use it as a measuring
line for establishing the relationship between
parts of the pictUre. For example, if we know
that the two rails of the:railroad track are 4
feet 8% inches apart, we can use the distance
between the rails at the ground line as a unit
of measurement to establish the lines of the
fences on each side of the tracks. Of course,
we will have to extend the ground line on
each side so that we can measure the actual
distance between the tracks and the fences. If
we estimate that the fences are 30 feet from
the tracks, then the measurement along the
ground line from the tracks to the fence -will

2

be approximately, six times the:- distance
between the two rail's.

Now let's study some of the principles Of
perspective -drawing. As shown in figure,
1-2,A, when a person look.4 at an tbject, light
rays reflected by the object are focusedby
the lens of the eye so that they pass through a
focal point arid strike the spherical rear
surface of the eye, forming ait inverted image.
this is a perspective image; sinCesit has only
two dimensions; yet it appears to have three.
The'closest we, can coMe to duplicating this
process by pictorial means is by drawing the
object in perspective.

The simplest method- of snaking a
perspective drawing that looks like the object
is to make a tracing on a piece of glass. Thaf
is, you place a Pane of glass between you and
the objeCt and use a suitable marking' tool
such as a grease pencil to trace all visible edges
of .the object. But this method works only if
you have some means of holding the:glass,
and you don't move your head while making
the drawing. However, even though this
method is rather impractical, it does illustrate
some of the principles of perspective.

Note the similarity between the illustrations

4 ?0
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in figure and figure 1-2,B. In both,
light rays that converge at a single point
determine the prominent, /*inta of the
perspective image. If we moved the pane of
glass to the other side of the station points,
which represents the eye of the observer and
the point through which the rays are not
passing, and blocked out all other light rays,
an inverted image would be produced just as
the one, in figure 1-2,A, so you can see the
same principles are used in both illustrations.
Now, let us go over the'illustration in figure
1-2,B, to learn other terms and their
definitions.

One of the most important ternTS of
perspective drawing is station point. It is the
point through which all converging light rays
(called visual rays in perspec)ve drawing)
pass. Actually, the station point represents
the position of the observer's eyes in relation
to the object. The position's:if the station
point greatly influences the perspective; if it
changes, so does the perspective change
accordingly.

In figure 1-2,B, the station point is located
directly in front of the object. If the observer
nidves some distance to his left, his line of
sight is at an angle to the object plane (one of
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Figure 1-2. Perspective principlea'and nomenclature.
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the object's surfaces), and naturally, the
object appears different. He is able to see the
left side of the object as well as its .front
sarface. Moving to 'the right, upward or
downward, has a similar effect. Moiring
nearer or farther away makes the object
appear larger or smaller. Since the position of

. the station point is so important, it is one of
, the first things to establish when you make a

perspective drawing. You will. see how this is
done after we discuss other important terms
shown in figure 1-2,B, and 1-2,C.

The picture plane is another important ele-
ment inperspective drawing. As we said before,
the picture plane can be real or imaginary. In
figure 1-2,B, it is the surface of the pane of
glass on which the perspective is drawn. Since
we seldom draw a perspective this way, we
sometimes imagine the picture plane in this
position, but use the drawing paper as the
picture plane. We always consitler the surface
of the picture plane to be perpendicular to
the observer's line of sight and to the
horizontal gound plane. .

In the - language of perspective, the
observer's line of sight (centerline of vision) is
known as the axis of vision. Since the axis of
vision and the ground plane are both
perpendicular to the picture plane, the axis of

, vision is parallel with the ground plane. The
axis of vision is represented in figure by
a horizontal line drawn from the statio'n point
to the object and, as you can see, it is drawn
parallel to the ground plane and perpendicular
to the picture piane. The point at which this
line intersects tth'e picture plane is called the
center ofvision.

Now look at figure 1-2,C. This figure shows
the four planes involved in perspective
drawing. l'wo of these are vertical. planes and
two are horizontal planes. We havr already
discussed the picture plane and the object
plane in figure 1-2,B. Let us add some
information about the object plane before we
discuss the two horizontal planes.

The object plane represents any vertical,
surface of the object. In the case of the
illustration shown, it represents a wall on
which a cross is attached. An object plane can
be perpendicular or oblique to the axis of
vision, dertending on its Tosition in relation to
the station point.

Since the ground plane and horizon plane
are both horizontal planes, they are always
parallel to each other. The ground plane
represents the surface of the earth, while the
horizon plane represents an invisible plane
passing through the station point and the
earth's horizon. The important fact aboat
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these planes is their intersection with the
picture plane. The intersection of the ground
plane and the picture plane forms the ground
line, which we have already discussed. The
intersection of the horizon, plane and the
picture plane forms a line called the horizon.

If we were to place our drawin$ paper in
the same position as we placed the pane of
glass in figure 12,B, and 1-2,C, we could not
see the object; we Must therefore use some
other method of , drawing an, object in
perspective. The principles of various methods
of drawing perspective are illustrated in figure
1-2,D, 1.2E, and,1-2,F.

To draw a three-dimensional object on a
two-dimensional surface, you must know the
shape and dimensions of the object. The best
ways of using this information is to make
two-dimensional draylings of the plane and
elevation views of the object. D, E, and F of
figure 1-2 show the principles involved in
using these views to locate the prominent
points on the picture plane. After establishing
these points on the picture plane, you can
draw the perspective.

We establish the prominent points on the
picture plane by drawing visual rays b een
the station point and all prominent poi on
the object and finding where these visual rays
pierce the picture plane. Notice how clearly D
and E of figure 1-2 show the points at which
the visual rays intersect the picture plane. The
reason for this is that our line of sight is
perpendicular to the edge of the picture plane
in both top and side views. For this reason,
we can also take direct measurements
between-the points of intersection, which we
call the piercing points, to establish the width
and height of our perspectiVe as well as all
other prominent points. (Piercing points, to
say it another way, are the points where line
of vision interiects with the picture plane.)

A much easiei method of establishing the
preominent points of the perspective on the
picture plane is to position the top and side
views as they are shown in figure 1-2,F. The
top view is placed above the drawing paper so
that the picture plane, P-P, is parallekvith the
top edge pf the paper. The side view is placed
to the side of the\paper so that its picture
plane, P-P, is parallel with the vertical edge of
the paper. After drawing visual rays to the
station point in each view, you draw vertical
projection lines from the piercing points in
the top view and horizontal projection lines
from the piercing points in the side view. The
intersections of the projection lines from the
corresponding piercing points in both views
establish the prominent points of the

4 u



pempective on the drawing paper. To draw
the perspective, you draw lines between the
appropria te points.

Beifore we leave figure 1-2, let us use it to
shoW how important the position of the
picture plane really is. Actually, there are two
aspects of its Position to consider. The
distance between the picture plane and the
object affects the perspective: The perspective
is also affected by the angle between the
picture plane and-the object. In our examples,
we used the simplest angular position. In fact,
to qiimplify our explanations, we eliminated
apy =guar position altogether by placing the
picture plane parallel to the object plane,.

The distance between, the picture' plane and
the object affects the size of the perspective.
Use figure 1-2,1) and E, to visualize what
would happen if we were to move the picture
plane further from the object (closer to
station point). You can see that this 'would
reduce the perspective even more. As we
move the picture plane closer .to the object,
the perspective becomes larger since the
picture plane intersects the visual rays at
points nearer the object. If we wanted the
perSpective of the front surface of the object
to be true size, we would place the picture
Plane ri4ht on the object plane. If the object
was small and_ we wanted our perspective
drawing to be an enlargement, we would place
the picture plane beyond the object. You can
visualize ,the arrange,ment if you imagine that
the object and picture planes in figure 1-2,B,
are reversed in position.

Positioning the picturb plane at an angle
with the object complicates the perspective
drawing. Since we must keepPthe axis of
vision perpendicular to the picture plane, we
mast also change the position of the station
point. When we do this, we see one side and

l'assibly the top or the bottom surfaces of the
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object as well as the front surface. This will
make it necessary to use a different type of
perspective drawing.

Since theposition of the station point has a
great: effect on perspective, let us find out
where the station point should, be placed.. Of
course, its position depends on the effect you
desire. If you place thestation point close to
the object, the corners of the perspective will
be sharp, and your perspective will appear
'distorted. Actually,, the farther you place the
station point from the object, the more
lifelike your perspective will appear. However,
if you place the station point,so, far from the
object that it is nof on your dra4wing paper,
you will find it more convenient to locate'the
station point somewhere on your drawing
paper or at least on your drawing table.

In figure 1-2,E, the station Point is placed
so that the largest angle between any two
visual rays is equal to 30°. This is a good rule
to use in placing the statdon point, since it

-eves an intereiting perspective .without too
much distortion. A simple, 'practical way to
establish the station point Using this 30° rule
is to first draw the line repreienting the axis
of vision (which you know is perpendicular to
the picture _plane and is level with the
horizon). -Then, using the view with the
widest span, slide the 30° cdrner of a *30°.to
60° triangle along this line until the edges of
the triangle just touch the outermost points
of the top or side view. The tip of the triangle
establishes the position ot the station point.
Since the side view of tfie object had the
widest span, we used it . to establish the
position of the station point, SP, in figure
1-2,E. Then, we placed the SP in nitre 1-2,D,
at the same distance from the picture plane. If
you haye a triangle handy, try this method on
the station point shown in figure 1-2,E, and
see how it works. :



Figure 1-3. Perspective nomenclature.

Exercises (8001:
1. Using exercise figure 1:3 that shows various

unnamed elements of parspective, write in
the appropriate term for each (from the
following list).
a. Horizon.,
b. Vanishing point (VP).
c. Ground line (GL).
d. Picture plane (PP).
e. Station point (SP).
f. Visual rays (projectors).
g. Centerline of vision 4CV).
h. Object plane.
1. Horizem plane.
j. Measuring linOML). .

2. Define each of the above terms.

3. Why doei the station point critically affect
perspective?

4. How does the distance between the object
and the picture plane affect perspective?

6

801. Name and briefly describe' the three
types of perspective, and given figure 1-12,
specifveach of the respective types.

Types of Perspective. Perspective drawings
are one-view drawings in that one view, shows
a three-dimensional object in a definite
proportional relationship. While perspective
drawings do not show an object in its true
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Figure 1-4. One-point perspective drawing.
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Figure 1-5. Position of station point.

shape and dimension, thejr do show how the
object looks from that point'of view.

Parallel perspective. Parallel (one-point)
perspective occurs when two dimensions are
parallel . to an iinaginary plane of reference
called the picture plane.
, Figure 14 is a one-point perspective

projection of a cubi from a top and side vie*
in- orthographic projection. . The technical
terms used in discussing perspective
projection are appropriately displayed in the
figUre.

Notice that the picture plane becomes a
line in the top and side orthographic views.
Projectors from the corners of the top view
are drawn converging toward the station point
but, from the points where the projectors, or
visual rays, pierce the, picture plane, parallel
projectors are drawn down to the 'perspective
view.

.The staton point for the .side view is
actually the same station point as that shown

A

,
for the top view. It is, therefore, the same
horizontal distance from 'the cube, but its
elevation shows the height of the station_
point above the level of the cube. Thepicture
plane in the side view is also the same distance
from .the cube 'as in the tori view, and the
grbund line in this View, on which the picture.
plane rests, defines the Round line of the
picture plane in the perspective drawing.

In the side view, projectors are drawn
converging to the station point, and at their
piercing poirits on the picture plane, parallel
horizontal projectors are drawn to the
perspective drawing. The intersection point of
a projector from a corner of the cube in the
top view with' the projector from the same
corner in .the sidq view locates the corner in
the perspective driWing.

Notice that the center of vision in this
drawing is ,located directly above the station
point in 'the perspective drawing and on the
same line with the station point for the side
view of the cube.

The center ot vision defines the point at
which all lines perpendicular to the picture
plane in the perspective drawing converge. It
is also called parallel perspective because the
front face of the object is parallel to the
picture plane.

In parallel perspective !drawings, the Center
of Vision is not necessarily centered on the
object. It ma/ fall to one side or the other as
shown in figure 1-5. However, when the front
face is parallel to the picture plane. and the
center of vision is at one side of ihe drawing,

ss, ". 1`.% % 1. I s.
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Figure 1-8. Tre-point (angular) perspective.
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Figure 1-7. Locating vanishing kint.

there will necessarily be some distortion.
Actually, the drawing becomes an oblique
projection and not a true peopective drawing:
Notice that in, order to make such a drawing,

.the object midst be considered. as resting with
its front face against the picture plane. If this
were not so, converging projection lines from
the corners of the front face would alter its
appearance so that it would no longer appear

;

- to be parallel Viith the picture plane. In fact,
as you will see, it would then become a
two-point, rather than a one-point,
perspective &awing.

Two-point perspective. The second type of
,perspectivetwo-pointis the most
commonly used for making perspective
drawings. In twolpoint, or angular
perspective, the object is considered as sitting

It ,..4)
....1 1-- I
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....

1

....,. -- .... -.... ,,..,-
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Figure 18. Two-point (without elevation oeobject).
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at an angle to the picttre plane. In the'
perspective drawing of such an object, there
are two sets of horizontal edges converging
toward two 'different vanishing Points on the
eye level or horizon line. The parallel lines
that slope to the right will vanish at a point In
the distance called the right vanishing point
(VPR), and those that slope to the left at a
point called the left vanishing point (VPL
(See fig. 1-6.)

In the figure, the top orthographic view of
the block was drawn first. The position of tne
picture plane was then determined.

When the t omer of the object rests against
the picture plane, the vertical line
representing the cornei in the perspective
drawing will be full size (just ai in one-point
perspective, where the front face is full size if
it rests against the picture plane). Ih any
perspective drawing, ttre, comparative sizes
will be reduced prodionately 8 the
distance is increased between the picture
plane and the object.

Once ^the picture plane was establiShed, the
station point for the top view in figure 1-6
was located approximately opposite the
-center of the block. The distance from the
station point to the object should not be less
than twice the width of the object. ,

When this, rule is neglected, a distorted*
appearance, may result in the perspective
drawing. There is a cone of ahouipo 30° in
which the human eye sees clearly. For this
reason, the angle formed by the lines of sight
from the sides of the object tcrthe station
point should not exceed 300. In no case, even
when the persvective drawing cicepicts`ka
panoran4ic scene, should it exceed 45 .

Next, the picture plane fbr the side view
was established. Then the side view was
drawn. (Points may be projected from the top
view if necessary.) Remember that the picture
plane. in the side view (elevation) is the same
picture plane shown in the top view and, thus,
it is the same horiiontal distance from the,
object. -

The station point for the side view was
located next. This station point is the same
point seen in the top view and, therefore, it is
the same horizontal distance from the object.
However,.its angle to the object can vary. This
variation of the station point in the side view
determines the heigl& of the eye .level or
horizon line. Note that the station pOint for,
the side view always falls on the horizon line.

This horizon 1ine1is a very important one. If
it is high, objeCts in the perspective view will
appear as if they were viewed from a height.
If it is low, objects will appear as if they were

viewed from directly in front or below.
Generally, it is best to select a statiorf point
approximating that from which a --real
observer might view the object.

This m'ethod is usually used when
architectural drawings are made-in two-point
perspective. However, o-puint perspective
may be drawn (as in fig. 1-6) froth a plan View
of the object alone, ,without the elevation. i
Whfn this is done, the vanishing points 4e
first projected on the PictUre plane and then
located ori the 'horizon line. In order to do
this, a line parallel -to one set of horizontal
lines in the top view is drawn from the station
point to ffi,e) line of the picture plane. The
point at which, this line intersects the picture
plane is then projected to the horizon line to
locate a nev1( point, either VPL 'or VPR. (See
fig. 1-7.)

When this method is carefully used, it will
prciduce as much accuracy as the method
illustrated in figure 1-6. For . example, in
figure 1-8, the honzon line has been placed at

"the same level as the horizon line in figure
1-6, and the cube is the swie 'size so that the
two methods-can be compared. In figure 16,-
the vanishing points were found after the
drawing was completed, and it was not
necessary. that they be fOund at all. In figure
1-9, the vanishing points were found at the
start, because tthey control the drawing.

,In figure 1-9 lines are drawn converging
toward the station point from the corners of
the block in the top view. From the points
wliere these lines pierce the picture plane,

-. verticals are dropned /to give the parent
t width of the block in the perspectiv view.

Since an elevation is not used, the arious
heights cannot be found, directly. However,
the bottom of the block (B) may be located,
as shown inAgure 1-9, by drawing lines to the
vanishing point's from the point selected as
the near corner.

Now if the perspective height of any one
verfical line can be determined, the height of
the other verticals can . be found
automatically. This is easy to do when one
edge of the object rests against the picture
plane. This edge will then appear in its true
height in the Perspective view. If you have the
dimension for this height in the orthographic
projection (A), yo can transfer that
dimension directly t the 'perspective view
(B). Lines drawn to the vanishing points from
this top corner will locate the top of the two
sides (3-1, 4-2 B), lines drawn to the vanishing
points from the far corners on these sides will
complete the drawing of the block. ,

Still discussing figure 1-9,B, when the front
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Figure 140. Perspective distortion.

edge oi the subject does not rest againgt the
pictFe plane, it is necessary. to use some
other dimension. Because the end of the
block is square, it is possible to find the
perspective length of a horizontal line and use
this dimension\ for the edge of 1-5. This is
done by drawing a line parallel to the picture

plane from point 1, measuring a length of this
line equal to 1-3, and drawing, a line
cOnverging on the itation point to the picture
plane from the end of this line-,

This length can then Ile transfered tO the
front edge of the perspective view (B) and the
view completed as shown in figure 1-8. To

Figure 1-11. Cross.
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a, check the accuracy of this method, comrare
. figure 1-8, with figure 1-7. You will find that,

since the station point, horizon level, and the
bottom of the cube correspond, the. two
erspective views are similar. It is possible to

make them correspond exactly.
In figure 1-8 the bottom of- the front edge

of the block (B),has been placed arbitrarily at a
certain point. Actually it 'could have been
placed on the yertical projection from the
cube -at any desired point. Thus, the
perspective \view may be drawn below the eye
level, or, ai shown in figure 1-9, it may be
drawn at eye level (top) or above it (bottom).

However, if the object is' placed too high
above the eye level 'Or too low below it, the
'effect will be one of distortion. A block
drawn in these positions will cease to lool
right' as shown in figure 1-10. When the
station point.is too close to the object, there
will be ." a similar distottion. The angle
indioated in the figure should never be less

. than 900 and preferably not more than 100°.
To overcome 'distortion such as that

illustrated in figure 1-10, the station point
may be moved further from the object, or the
picture plane ^may be tilted so that a third
vanishink point is needed for the third set of
parallel lines in the drawing.e.

, Three-point perspective. Oblique, or
three-point, perspective occurs when none of
the object's surfaces are parallel to the picture
plane.. Threepoint perspective is usually
needed when the station is close to the object
and the picture plane is at an angle to the
horizon line as shown in figure 1-11. Looking
up at a tall building, large trees, or the crols
pictured here can produce such a situation.
The horizon in this case is usually very iow, or
entirely below the object 13eing viewed (fig.
1-11,A). If you were looking down from
above (fig. 1-11,B) the thorizon may or may
not appear in the view at all. .

A general rule to follow in a case like this
is: small objects look better if the three

. vanishing points are well separated. The
perspective angle should not be acute. To
emphasize the bigness of an object, sharp
diagonal lines are important. Here the
closeness of the vanishing points strengthens

)yee bigness effect.
Be sure that the Horizontal lines end at the

level line, cause one cannot be higher or

11,

be
lower than the other. Regardless of their

- distance apart, they must be established on
the sanie eye level. In any perspective drawing
it is a good idea019) use the sketching method
and lightly sketch the object before'finding
the horizon line and vanishing points.

A

Figure 1-12. One-, two-, and three-point persPective
(objective 801, exercise 2).

Exercises (801):
1. Name and describe each of the three types

. of perspective.

2. Using figure 1-12, specify which types of
perspective A, B, and C are?

1-2. Measurement and Form
in Perspective

In drawing .any form, the proportions
should be correct. This is especially true when
drawing form in perspective': At the beginning
of this chapter, we introduced into our
discussion the cubethe basis for all good
drawing. In order to solve many practical
problems in art, you must become accainted
with methods of measurement as they apply
to this geometric solid, here are a few of those
methods.

802. Using two-pbint perspective and
receding plane given in exercise figure 1-16,`
divide a rectangular area into uniform
patterns; then state the two steps necessary
before measuring.

Measurement. Before making
measurements of any kind, establish the
needed vanishing points and station point.
Next, correctly sketch in the overall shape of
the object. If you do not, you may wind up
making endless corrections, and the drawing
will never be quite right artistically. To divide
a rectangle or a square,.draw a diagonal line
from corner to corner as shown in figure
13,A. The point where the 'diagonals cross is
the center .of the rectangle or square. This

12
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Figure 1.15. Vertical.divtsion.

isim le rule is nvaluableit enables you to
çy'e problems that are seemingly unsolvable.

At other times it is necessary to divide .an
area, or a diagonal, into a number of parts,
here a ruler alone will not suffice. As with
most division of space, the vertical. (lig.
1-13,C) or horizontal line (not shown) parallel
to the picture plane is the key. Aspect B of
figure 1-13 shows the subdiVision of a cube,
portions removed. For example, to divide a
receding plane into any number of units,
divide the left vertical height into the desired
number of parts with a ruler as shown in
figure 1-13,C. Draw lines from the points of
division on the vertical line out, to the 4?
vanishing point. Then draw a line from corner
to corner as shown, and the intersections of
the diagonal and the horizontal lines drawn to
the vanishing point are the correct points to
add the other vertical_lines.

Figure 1-14 shows the correct methbd of
"dividing a rectangular area into uniform
rectangular patterns, such as floor tiles. The
width of the squares are first.rneasured on a
horizontal line (A). Two vanishing points are
established and lines are drawn from the

14

divided horizontal line to the left vanishing
point, then the depth is established by
drawing lines to the right vanishing point. A
diagonal line is drawn from corner to corner,
points 1 and 2. Where the diagonal intersect's
the lines drawn to the left vanishing point are
the correct points for the recedfng hnes to be
drawn to the, right vanishing point. Notice
that the lower drawing is a one-point
perspec tive.

Figure 1-15 shows ihe method for drawing
vertical divisions of posts, telephone poles, or
any object with evenly spaced units. First
draw two posts any distance apart. Locating
the vanishing point is accomplished by
drawing lines (A) and (B) from the two
original posts. At no time should any posts
extend above or below the receding lines.
Locate the center of the first post, then draw
a line through the center point of the first
post to the vanishing point on the horizon.
Fr,bm the (top of the first post draw a line
through the center of the second post. The
third post will be located where the diagonal
line touches line (B). Repeat this procedure as
many times as you desire doing one at a time.

15'1



Figure 1-16. Rxercise rectangle (objective 802, exercise 1).

Exercises (802):
,.,

1. Using figure 146, divide the area into 25
uniform shapes (like floor tiles).

2. What are the two steps necessary before
'making measurements?

803. Given the 'requirements, draw two
circles in perspectiveone in freehand, the
other in instrument layout. .

The Cube and Circle. The cube is in many
ways the most important single shape you will
study. in your art career. Both simple and
complex structural development can be
illustrated by this one geometric 'form. Its
importance will become increasingly evident
as you work with three-dimensional forms
and measurement, especially when you draw
objecis in perspectiye. As the preceding text
segment pointed out, in order to solve many
practical problems in perspective, you will use
the cube Or some portion of it as a medium of
measurement. This may be a tedious business,
because you may make several sketches
before you get an acceptable drawing. But it
is time and effort well spent. Some artists
who make cubes too wide or too narrow, have
never really learned what squarehence a
cubelooks like in perspecthre.

*

Although the cube is perhaps the most
important shape, the circle is the guide for
drawing all two-dimensional curves, ellipses
and ovals in peispective. Even so, its basis is
the square, or one stirface of the cube. The
sqUare is used because there are no direct
measurement§ on a curve in perspeckive..
Vanishing points are determined from the
square, and proportions of the curve
easily be seen within the square. Figure 1- 7
shows the proper layout of a circle in
perspective. The first step in the instrument
layout is to draw a circle 'with the desired
dimensions. Second, draw the §quare around
the circle and add the diagonal and centerlines
as shown in step 2. This will give you eight
checkpoints for drawing the circle in
perspective. Next, draw the persPective lines
back to the desired vanishing point, to
establish the square in perspective.

The back line of the new square is
determined by the method presented in figure
1-17. Now diagonal lines are drawn from
corner to corner in the perspective square.
Within the original square, short vertictil lines

li are drawn downward toe the picttue plane
from the points where the circle line and the
diagonal .lines intersect. From these two
points, draw lines back to the vanishing point.
The points at which these lines cross the
diagonal lines in the perspective square are the
points throuFrWich the curve is drawn.

The center of the circle shifts from the
center of the square when the circle is in
perspective. The intersection of the diagonals .
is the perspective center; the intersections of
the horizontal centerline with the lines drawn
back to the vanishing point does not indicate
the widest part of the circle in perspective.
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STEP I

StEP 2

MAJOR AXIS

PERSPECTIVE CENTER

VP

FREEHAND LIYOUT METHOD

Figure 1-17. Mechanical tool and freehand layout methods.

When drawing circles in perspective, it is
often best to rough them in freehand and get
the general shape desired. When the square is
proportionally correct, cross the center with
two diagunal lines and cross these with a
vertical line through the intersection of the
diagonal lines. Draw ahorizontal line through
the center to determine the perspective center.
Use the vanishing point to have the direction
of the receding lines correc

Exercise (803):
1. Using yourown paper:

a. Draw a circle (in one-point perspective)
using the freehand method.

b. Construct a circle (in one-pointr perspective) using the T-square and
triangle (instrument method),

,804.. Name the three major things to

remeMber ip perspective drawing.

Compound Form. Most objects consist of
compound forms that can be reduced to a
basic formas you've just seen. You can solve
most of your perspective problems if you
understand the cube did its relationship to
perspective. The three most important things
to remember are: the horizon, the station
point, and the vanishing points. These are the
only elements that affect the appearance of
your drawings. If these elements are poorly
selected but definitely established, your
drawing is correct although it may be
unattractive.

Remember, keep the vanishing points as far
apart as possible; this gives the final picture a

-.more pleasant appearance. Also keep all
vertical rines truely vertical, excepi for special
effects. If special effects are necessary, a third
vanishing point may be needed.

Drawing a cube or a rectangle in
perspective is a simple operation if you
understand measurement. A rectangle in
perspective can be thought o f as two cubes
placed end to end. If you can draw a cube and
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measure it, ,you can divide it into halves,
thirds, or any nunilicr of divisions found iii
compound form. Compound forms need nut
be complex, if they are thought of as
cube-upon-cube in perspective.I

Aercise (804):
1. What are the three most important tFiihgs

tO remember in perspective?

, 2....\

805. List the first two steps in drawing a plan
and elevation view, and explain why line A,
figure 148, is most important.

Making a Plan and Elevation View.. Plan

sLfii*7

and elevatipil views Can become very
complex compound forms am to bo

k expected. When making such a plan and
elevation view in perspective, the first step is
to draw a line to represent the picture Wane.
The plan view is arranged behind the p1ture
plane with the nearest comer of the building
just touching the picture plane (A) as shown
in figure 1-18. Next, select the station point.
Make the station point approximately the
=ter of the plan view at a 30°. Overall angle.

Draw lines from the station point to the
coMers of the imPortant parts of the building
that you want to locate in ,your perspective
drawing. Where the lines intersect the picture
planc, draw, vertical lines to establish
accurately the Width of the different parts of '4
the structure. The most important of these
lines is the line that is actually touching the
picture plane (line A). It is the only line that
is not foreshortened, therefore, the only line

Figure 1-18. Plan and elevation view..

17
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Figure 1-19. Foreshortening.

that can be used for vertical measurement
from the elevation view.

Now you must decide on die location of
the horizon line. After you have located the
horizon line, draw lines (B) and (C) parallel to

(D) and (E) in the plan view. From the
points at which lines (B) and (C) intersect the
picture plane', drop vertical lines to the
horizon line to establish the right and left
vanishing points.,

The next step is to carry across vertical
measurement from the elevation view to line
(A) .and draw construction lines from the
points on line (A) to the vanishing points
using the same procedure already discussed.
The vertical lines dropped from the picture
plane will automatically establish the width of,
doors, windows, walls, etc., in the perspective
drawing. Reinimber, you can make direct
vertical measurement only on line (A); it is
the only true length line in the whole
drawing.

Exercises (805):
1. What are the first two steps in drawing a

plan and elevation view in perspective?

-

2. Why is line (A), figure 1-18, the most
importlint line?

1.
806. Define foreshortening; and state the
main consideration (in each case) when
placing figures, drawing reflections, and
drawing shadows:

Foreshortening. When working with
compound forms, a graphics specialist must
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Figure, 1-20. Backyound figure'placement.

be conscious of In illusory effect called
foreshortening. When an irregular (tree) form
appears to go toward or recede from the
viewer, it is foreshortened. If in the irregular
or "free" forms I.,bere are many curves, such
as in the human figure, foreshortening is very

.5 difficult to create. A great deitl of practice in
drawing thhuman. figure in a variet, of
different positions will.give you experience in
foreshortening. Also, the principles of
measurement that apply to geometric forms
can be used to great advantage in'
foreshortening the ,human figure. In figure
1-19, these principles haeen applied in
determining how much how little is seen of
'the human f1guresitf4g on the floor with
parts of the body towrd the viewer. Notice
particularly the,lettere areas; the lowercase
letters szlesignate, foie ortening. In some

s °

unusual views, it is kelpful toad ray/ the figure
in a cube 6r rectangular form that will quickly
determine if and where a part of the human
anatomy can be seen and in what
agtoximate shape Perspective can be the
cure, for many problems you may run into
while drawing- all types of forms. Remember

- to give careful, consideratiOn to the lbcation
of the station _paint "so- that dis,tortion is
mifrimized.

Placement of human figure. As with
foreshortening, the correct placement of the

-Eguie in a perspective drawing is difficult but
. important. The viewer., of any picture

, atitomatically relates the proportions, scale,
7, and size of all forms to the figure in the '

picture. Too, the viewer asstimes that p.11 adult
persqns are approkimately the same
heightteomewhere between 5 feet and 7 feet.

Proper use of the vanishing point is the
main consideration in corritctly placing the
figure. Use the vertiCal distance between the
receding guidelines to the vanishing point to
establish the height of any figure anywhere in
the picture (as in fig. 1-20). To place the
figure to the left or, the right of these
guidelines, extend horiiontal lines from' the
head and feet off the vanishing point lines as
shown in figure 1-20. Once the height is
determined for one figure, the others are
automatically taken from the interseCtion of
the two horizontal lines'and t4.e rece4ing lines
going to the vanistiing point. r

Reflections-. Another aspect related to
compound forms is reflection.° An object
reflects as_far below a reflecting surfaceline
it projects' above the reflecting surface. The
reflection kis not a mefe reversal of the scene

,

re 171. Reflections.

.19.
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being rlflected. Although thp eye level
remains Eonstant, the view is a reflected one.
When the eye is above an object, you are
looking down at the object; and, since the
object is reversed in a reflection, the

thproportions remain e same; but you are
now .looki up at the object. See figure
1-21. When e object being reflected is close
to the eye level, the reflection is nearly a
duplicate in. reverse, but not so when the
object is well beloW, the level of the eye. Eye
level is the main consideration.

Shadows. Light travels only in straight
lines. From an established light source, lines
are drawn to tdUch the corners of the form
and are continued until these lines touch the
surface of the plane on which the objebt rests.,

, All shadows 'recede to the same vanishing
point when there is a single source of light.
The shadow's vanishing point will fall on the
horizon line directly below the source of

f.

'14 S..
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light. Shadows follow,, the contour of the
plane upon which they fall, as shown in figure
1-22. The main , consideration when drawing
shadows is light source:

Exercises (805):
1. What is foreshortening?

2. What is the main consideration when:
a. Placing figures?

b. Drawing reflections?

c. Drawing shadows?
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CHAPTER 2

Visual Communication

AIR FORCE commanders at 'all levels of
Gommand normally have to deal with a great
variety of cold, hard facts. For example, the
Air Force Chief of Staff must have data that
shows ;the combat readiness of the entire Air
Force, and the squadron commander must
know which ascraft are ready to ily And how
many qualifi ci mechanics and pilots are
available to lteep them flying. In both cases,
the commanders need data (statistics) readily
available and so presented that they don't
have to spend time reading lengthy, abstract,
dry statistical reports. They are not interested
in the flood of details that can be put on the
printed page. They want facts in a form they
can grasp quickly; one that gives them a clear
picture of tbeir,operation or mission without
requiring them to waste their time studying
statistics. As an plustrator, you must be able
to give them this information in well-prepared
graphics that communicate visually and that
may stand atue or be supplemented with
written or spol(en words.

Urifortunately, many people are not gifted
with the ability to draw rapid and accurate
conclusions from a mass of numerical data.
Since people usually learn more quicklyyhen
facts are illustrated by a picture or seffes of
sketches, a set of good tables, charts, or
graphs ,will -make any analysis clearer.
Regardless of how the data is presented
(table, chart, or graph), the specific medium
must be such that it can be easily understood
by those fon which, it is intended; in other
words, what best determines whether a table,
chart, or graph is use51/ are the people for
whom it is desi:.. ormally, we consider
three basio,waY in which statistical data and
analysis may be resentednarrative, tabular,

. and eaphic presen tion. A presentation may
be limited to one of these methods, or it may
be any combination of them. The data to be
presented must be examined carefully, and a
method of presentation chosen to highlight
the essential elements.

432

The actual presentation of a chah, table, or
graph requires a certain amount of
imagination as well as the manual deftness.
Since the people (commanders, supervisors,
etc.) are usually not artists, they have to turn
to someone to help them with the conception
of, as well as the preparation of, the proper
chart, table, etc. Therefore, as an illustrator,
you will be expected to take the figures or
data and tzanslate them into simple and
understandable graphics. Creating this type of
material requires that you understand the
possibilities and limitations of the various
types of graphics and learn to select- the
proper type for each particular presentation.
Before we go into the actual work of
preparing graphics, let's first discuss briefly
the methods of presentation (narrative,
tabular, and graphic) which may be used.

2-1. Methods of Data Presentation
We previously indicated that there are three

basic ways in which data may be presentect.
these are narrative, tabular, and graphic. The
method of presentation selected is normally
determined by the type of data and the
intended 'use of the data. In this respect, there
are times when a combination of the styles of
presentation may be used to good advantage.
For example, material may be presented
orally in narrative form; it may be presented
orally using charts or other graphics as visual
aids; or in the case of this CDC, graphics may
be combined with the written word. Let's
review some of the advantages and
disadvantages of each type of presentation.

807. Given a list of characterizing statements
Concerning data presentation, match the
appropriate term or classificatiofi .with the
definition.

Narrative Presentation. A narrative

22
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presentation may be either written or oral.
Tlie information is normally presented in
story form, and the text is frequently
supplemented by tables, graphs, and charts.
There is usually a discussion of the data being
considered, and usually there is justification
for the conclusions reached. In addition, the
narrative presentation may trace the steps of a
situation and explain the reasoning behind
certain conclusions. From the foregoing you
can see that th% narrative presentation
take on just about any style necessary
accomplish its intended purpose.

Written Presentation. A written narrative
presentation is often used when it is expected
that the user will sit down and study the
report in detail. In this respect, a narrative
report can show a great amount of detail.
Studies that are submitted to a higher
headquarters or to agencies outside the
military serviceorganizations such ail
congressional committees, scientific research
bodies, or educational, institutionsare
examples where the written narrative form of
data presentation is quite frequently used.

Although the written-type narrative
presentation takes advantage of the additional
data we can get through seeing, when used
alone, this method too has a big disadvantage.
A written narrative report containing many
numbers or types of data throughout the
report is very 'difficult to use because
comparing the data and arriving at- a
conclusion may be an involved process. Unless
you memorize the facts, you must turn first
to one page and then to another until a firm
picture of the comparative characteriStics of
these facts forms in your mind. In this
particular instance a table could be included
along with the narrative, thus making it
possible to see all the significant data in one
group and to afford an opportunity to make
an analysis.

Oral Presentation. Probably the easiest
method of delivering a report is by oral
presentation. However, it is the least effective
and the one most easily forgottan by the
audience. Two advantages of the oral
presentation are that it gives the preparer the
opportunity to present an enormous amount
of detail and it gives him the chance to answer
questions on any point of possible
misunderstanding. rAs a result, he can bring
out details that might be overlooked in other
forms of presentation.

The advantages of the oral presentation are
'overshadowed by one big drawback; in an oral
presentation the speaker has to rely on one of
the least effective learning senses of the

23

human bodyhearing. According tbo some
authorities, only 13 percent of what we learn
is acquired through gthe sense of hearing.
Contrast this with tht fact that we learn 75
percent of what we know through the sense
of seeing. That is why the oral presentation is
considered to be a poor method of presenting
statistical data. Consideling the amount of
work that goes into a statistical study, why
waste it by making a report that is only 13
percent effective?

Tabular Presentation. A mass of data
sorted, counted, and arranged in a systematic
order in the form of a table is called a tabular
presentation. The particular arrangement of
the data into rows and columns depen,6 upon
what purpose the table is to serie. All data
appearing in a table druid be clearly
identified, thus eliminating supplementary
explanations. It is well to remember that all
the user may know is what he sees before
him:

'there are normally two types of tables
used in statistical presentationsthe
kineral-purpose table and the special-purpose
table. Each type is particularly useftd in
certain tituations. A general-purpq,se table is
designed to present a broad range Of data on a
specific subject, whereas a special-purpose
table is a Method for highlighting a particular
part of a study. The special-purpose table, in
this respect, furnishes specific information
about a specific subject. The data for a
special-purpose table may be taken from a
general-purpose table or from an original
source.

While the general-purpose table may be
lengthy (and possibly, cumbersome), the
special-purpose table is usually brief and to
the point: Special-purpose tables are usefuL
for presenting comparisons. Either type of
table may, be used in conjunction with a chart
or graph to show detail that is loit or difficult
to observe on the chart alone. Before we go
into a few basic rules and concepts of table
construction, let's briefly analyze the last
method of data presentation to be discussed
heregraphic presentiation.

Graphic Presentation. Even though 'tables
normally present data in a well-arranged
order, the reader or user must still make his
own comparisons many times between one bit
of information shown and some other
information (shown or not shown). Since it is
much easier to make comprisons,
evaluations, etc., based upon Itata clearly
shown and graphically illustrated, the graphic
presentation, either alOne or used in
conjunction with tabular presentation, is a
very effective meanof presenting data. .

'19:1
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Graphic presentations may bNe made in
many forms and styles. They may be simple
ot complex in form, as you determine
necessary to accomplish the job for which
they are intended. The choice of form or style
of presentation could well be your

, responsibility, since the persons who require
the data .normall3"r states the informatiOn
needed and expect you, the graphias
specialist, to come up with the type of
presentation that will best do the job. In this
respect, you not only have an'obligation, but
also an excellent opportunity to demonstrate
yOur effectiveness in your job,. Remember,
you share an important part in helping the
requester make an effecere report.

,The type of graphic representation used in
data presentations depends upon many
'factorssuch as these factors aXe listed below:

General purpose of the graph or chart.
Occasion for its use.
Type of reader (audience) to be reached.
Nature or amount of data to be

presented.
The significant relationships to be

obtained from the graphic.

,The list as shown above could no doubt be
expanded significantly; however, the f ac tors
portrayed should giVe yololome idea of sshat
you must consider, to select the type of
graphic representation that Will do the best
job.

Exercises (807):

1. Match the items in the left column with the
most appropriate descriptive statement in
the right column.

A.-Hearing.
B. Narrative coritaiw

ing many num-
bers or types of
data.

C. Graphic.
D. Seeing.
E. General-purpose

table.
F. Tabular presenta-

tion.
G. Special-purpose

table.
H. Oral presentation..
I. Written presenta-

tion.

1. User will sit down and
study details ... presen-
tation can shown great
amount of detail°... is
submitted to higher
headquarters or agencies
outside military service

_2. Disadvantageous because
arriVing at a conclusion
may be an involved pro-
cess.

_3. Easiest method of de-
livering report . . . poor
method of presenting
statistical data . .. pre-
senter can give large
amount of- detail and at
sarne time answer ques-
tions that arise de-
pends .on sense of hear-
ing.

_4. 13 percent of what we
learn.
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75 perc'ent of what we
know.

5. A mass of data sorted,
- counted, and arranged in

systematic order.
_7. Presents a broad range

of data on specific sub-
ject.

_8. Highlights a specific part
of study, usually brief
and to the point,, and
useful for presenting
comparisons.

_9. Helps ma* cornpari;
sons, evaluations, etc.,
easier ... used alone or
in conjunction with tab-
ular presentations . a
very effective means of
data presentation.

2-2. Produotion of
Technical Illustrations

The Air Force requires many illustrations
of a technical nature; they usually supplement
written technical text material. These
illustrations are needed whenever the text
alone is difficult to understand. In some
instances, illustrations alone arg used in lieu
of text material.

The two basic types of technical
illustrations are. symbolic and pictorial. The
pictorial illustration can be either line or
halftone, but thesymbolic illustration is
presented primarily with lines. Though a line
illustration can be a detailed pictorial, it is
more frequently used as a simple outline
drawing that suggests rather than mirrors the
illustrated subject. Exploded views are best
presented in line form. Diagrams, charts,
graphs, or any symbolic representations use
line most.,affectively. When the purpose of an
illustration is orientation or identification, the
halftone pictorial is generally the preferred
type because it shows the object as it actually
appears. The halftone is also preferred when it
is necessary to use part of the hutnan figure in
an operational view.

Although the actual techniques used in
technical illustrating do not differ from those
of any other type of illustrating, there are a
few basic standards that you need to know
about drawing mechanical devices and
electronic diagrams. Before we go into these
fundamental drawing techniques, we discuss
the procedures used to produce technical

'illustrations.
The writer, in several respect, usuallyis the

motivating f Orce behind each technical
illustration. It is his responsibility to perceive
the need for, conceive, and then discuss with
the illustrator (you) those requirements for

U u
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the proposed illusttation. If he conceives
poorly his illustration, you will possibly be
unable to improve it because most likely you
have little or no knowledge of the text. Since

-. you are not set up to research extensively the
background of the illustration, you must
follow the writer's instructions in preparing
the illustration. You are concerned with
taking the infcinnation supplied to you by the
writer and presenting it in the clearest, most
interesting manner in accordance with the
writer's instructions. This often requires a
good .deal of coordination between you and.

,-----\---the writer.

808. Renumerate the general intermediate
steps involved in converting a request into the
comprehensive layout; and distinguish the
incorrect procedures from those steps that
properly belong to rendering.

Illustration Requests. Requests for
illustrations may be verbal or written. The
method is satisfactory if it supplies you vvith
everythinryou need to knoW to do your job.
The use of a standard written form is more
likely to.give you the information you need
(verbal instructions sometimes become hazy
recollections a day or two later when finally
you get time to 'work on the request). You
usually need to know for what publication
you are preparing the illustration, who made
the request, and what the request is. If you
are not sure about any part of the request,
talk it over with the writer, find out vactly
what he wants, work out an idea that will fill
his needs, and after you have the illustration
pretty well worked up, check with him to
make sure it will do the job before you make
the finished . illustrition. Although this
coordination between you and the writer may
seem time consuming at the time, it is time
well spent. You usually have..just time enough
to prepare an illustration. That being the case,
if you don't do it right the first time, where
are you going to find time to do it over?

Layout procedures. The general procedures
you use in composing and laying 'out any
illustration are basically similar. Although the
specific operations you use in the major steps
may vary considerably, the overall procedures
are based on the same goal. You may combine
the layout and rendering in almost
simultaneous operation, or you may overlap
or combine 'many of the steps in either layout
or finished work. The steps are there and you
consider them, nevertheless. As you become

/
inbre expert, you may not stop- and think out
each step, but you still use the basic steps.

Your first step in laying out an illustration
is to understand and familiarize yourself with
the request for, the illustration. You must'
fully understand both the purpose and the
scope of the requested illustration. The writer*
usually provides you with the necessary
re ference material (technical orders,
blueprints, models, microfilm, sketches, etc.).
Your responsibility then is to utilize that
reference material and the already-developed
information so- that you can, produce a
technically correct ilustpt1n. This detailed

.research raay nol,,,,he single disconnected
step. Throtighout the preparation of the
layout you may have to dig out new
information.

Visualization and # rough layout. The
procedures or steps involved in visualizing and
making a rough sketch of the illustration are
difficult to describe-since this is a creative or
imaginative step. While what to illustrate and
what to show may be firmly established, you
must decide how it is to be presented, how it
should look, and in what medium it is to bee
done. Based on the illustration request, the
information, resulting from research and, if
possible, the text that the illustration is to
support, you develop in your imagination
and/or roukhly on paper your plan for the
illustration. You must visualize the
arrangement and position of parts or objects
and decide what basic illustration type is
needed. During this visualization and rough
layout step, you usually establish whether
you use perspective, orthographic, or some
other type of presentation. You also decide
on the angle of view th the position of the
parts. You determine whether you User e or
halftone, and whether or not color is ne
Your rot* layout may be nothing more an
a simple sketch of the major shapes and
cpbjects involved, or it may be a carefully
drawn freehand sketch showing the general
appearance of the subject(s), the placement of
all the important parts, and special details or
considerations.

Comprehensive layout. This procedure
contains all the steps that the illustration
takes to make a basic, nonreproducible
presentation. You not only make a
technically accurate drawing but also indiCate
what is required in rendering or fmishing the
illustration. To become a technical
illustration, the complete comprehensive
lay,tout lacks only rendering in a reproducible
medium. The steps that you usually use are
these:

' 495
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Vfranslate the basic composition of the
rough layout into an accurate, well-drawn, or
projected outline drawing.

Based upon the data secured from the
request and research, show the complete
detail in proper 'position, perspective, and
proportion. 4

Indicate form, texture, and phy sical
characteristics such as transparency;
flexibility, moisture; etc.

Make Andications (notes, colored areas,
etc.) of the rendering required to shoW tones,
highlights, shadows, to-subordinate by tone or
line-weight, or other rendering.

Make flaps that will be translated into
overlays showing .callouts, leaderlines, keys,
olor plates, etc.; then-register and affix them

tq the comprehensive. If.. the ,callouts,
itaderlines, etc., should be drawn on the art,
&raw them on the layout rather than on a
flip.

, Mark the borders, crop marks, or trim
lines on the layout and indicate the reduction
required.

You seldom perforrn in a rigid order these
stepsfahd the variations that you make on
theai . Instead, you generally follow a single
continuous process wherein the individual
steps arkrarely evident.

Revieit) of layout. Before proceedini to the
rendering stage, the review of the
comprehensive layout is a most practical and
helpful prOcedure. This review may be a
formalized inspection procedure by-
established *checkers or a satisfaction review
by the writer to insure that the illustration
does what he intended it to do. The review
should insure ',that the layout has technical
accuracy, presentation effectiveness, proper
style, illustration type, and forniat. The
obvious advantage in such a review lies in the
fact that changes resulting from this check
can be made with relative ease and economy.
Errors caught or changes required after the
rendering stage is begun may be minimized or
avoided altogether by an effective layout
review.

Rendering procedure. The variltion of
rendering techniques and media makes the
rendering phase a multistep process that leads
to the desired final presentation. While here
again you use basic steps common to most
techniques and media, each medium
technique diverges at one stage or another on
ita own path.

There are five or six somewhat broad and
interlocking steps that can be Suggested for
rendering in sny medium. Here are the steps
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you usually use in the most logical order to
the task at hand.

e Choose the medium and technique based
upon publication type, effectiveneseirr-the
type' -of presentation planned, the factors
relating to ease )of reproduction, ari3O the time
required to accomplish the rendering.

Trace or transfer, the comprehensive
layout to.,ta surface suitable for rendering in \
tha;..chosen medium, if you have not'already
made the layout on such a surface.

. Bender lustration in the medium
chosen.' Pla particular emphasis on
obtaining reproducibility, use, of Correct line+
weights, and/or tonal values. This step and the
substeps withal are the basis for converting a
good layout into an effective technical
illustration.

Apply'paiteups, lettering,.,index es, keys,
legends, etc., on the artwor*.
, Prepare and attach overlays, establishe
and affix registratioh points and maiiks-.

Mount 'the illustration as needed. Add a
cover flap for protection and add the proper
red uc tio n and other regroduction in structlio ns

along with proper identification and
classification . ,*

Keep ,4the quality of the rendering process
high. Just as a good layout is viteto a good
finished illustration, te ,best layout will be
ineffective unless prope'tly rendered.

Final review of illustration. YoUr final
responsibility is to carefully inspect the
finished illustraiion.. As YOu make this
inspection, you areeprimarily concerned with
reproducibility, accuracy, effectiveness of the
rendering, and completeness of 'the artwork.
While the -technical: accuracy of the layout
was checked and accepted before rendering
began, you may not assume the accuracy of
t1;e final artwork oh that basis. Because
changes and corrections an be very time
consuming at this stage, you should make
every effort to avoid errors. Make this final
check an exhaustive and thnrough one, since
changes to negatives or photolithographic
plates are extremely difficult and expensive.

Exercises (808):

I. What are the general steps in converting the
request into a comprehensive layout?' ''"'

2. Put a checkmark beside the procedures that
properly belong to the actual rendering.",
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a. Mount the illustration (as needed).
b. ,Review comprehensive lay mit.
c. Render the illustration in the medium

chosen. :

, d. Indicate form, texture, and physical
, characteristics. -

e. Research for technical information.
f. Establish and affix registration.
g. Visualize.

-h. Choose the medium and technique.
lettering, indexes, legends,

pasteups, etc. a

2-3. Types of Technical
Illustratimis

Just as we stated earlier in this volume,
technical illustrations used by the Air Force
fall into two basic categories. The pictorial
category, which 'is the largest in scope, covers
all illustrating types that represent objects as
they actually appear. The symbolic category
includes those illustrations that represent
objects, quantities, values, and function with
lines, symbols, patterns, tones, and color.
Many of the illustrations used for Air Force .

publications combine parts of the pictorial
and the symbolic.

s.

809. Given illustrations and drawings (fig.
2-8), name correctly the pictorial views or line
types.

Pictorial Illustrations. Pictorial illustrations
may be exact representations of natural
objects or may be merelly images Showing
only parts of an outline of the actual 'form of
the object. The type discussed here may be
more or less exact, depending upon its
purpose.

Comprehensive views. Illustrations, that fall
under the comprehensive type are those that
represent a complete object in its normal
state. Such illustrations are views of objecth or
groups of objects that are not altered
physically through cutting or modificatiGn;
Avhose appearance is not changed by making
portions transparent; and who contain no
symbolic representation of function, motion,
or purpose. The compreliensive pictorial is
most commonly used in orientation views,
operational views, and part or area
identification.

Orientation views must portray an object
or area in proper relation to its normal
sUrroundings. This lends itself to the use of
halftone rendering, photographs, or carefully

1
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Figure 2.2. Phantom view.

and realistically rendered line work. Such a
view must be in perspective since a persoh
sees only in three dimension.

The operational illustration, one that shows
an actual operation or mechanical function in
progress, has a wider range of realism. An
operation that involves part of the human
figure is more effective when precise realism is
used. Often a retouched photograph is
preferred for such an illustration. Simple
operations on objects or areas to which the
reader is presumed to be well oriented can be
simple line drawings of the basic function.
One point is most important in all operational
viewsparts of the body, tools, or
surrounding objects should never obscure the
object of the opeilation.

Exploded biews. Pictorial illustrations that
depict a Pi Zee of equipment disassembled, and
'that show the parts in their correct
relationship regarding their assembly, are
known as exploded views., These illustrations
convey the impression that the parts of the
assembly are suspended in the motion of
simultaneous disassembly. This type of
illustration is used primarily for part
identification. Almost as important as its role
in part identification is its place in showing
assembled and disassembled relationships:
Exploded views made as line drawings
generally use connecting center lines to help
indicate the assembled position. It is difficult
to insure that the assembled position is
evident in halftone exploded views,, especially. ,
if none of the exploded components overlay.
An assembly stack, as a group of exploded
components is called, can effectively show the
assembly relationship of the, components by
allowing portions of each p,art to overlap

.slightly. Since .exploded views are almost
always shown in perspective, this overlappins
seldom obscures much of any part.

4,9B
Cutaway views. Cutaway views are pictorial

illustrations that show internaly parts of an
object through a cut or break in the surface
and/or a cut or break in portions of the
interior. The cuts or breaks may be irreguler
oles in one surface, smooth cuts from, the

sur1äe through the, axis or centerline of the
objects, or any type of cut or break necessary
to show a portion of the interior. Figure 2-1
shows typical cutaways used in technical
illustrations. The depth of the cut, whether it
is a single clean Slice, a wedge-shaped section,
or irregular hole depends upon the purpose of
the illustration. If the illustration lesigned
to show a cross section of anhe internal
parts, a full section, such as the one shown in
the lower left portion of figure 24, is required,
As you can set, the cut is made through the
object's center line. If you want an
illustration to show the outside of the internal,
parts, you can use an irregular, three-side
cutaway.

Since the cutaway view is a pictorial
illustration, your drawing should be realistic
and accurate. When the focal point(s) of the
illustration is in the interior portions df the
object, you should emphasize these parts and
subordinate the interior. Many illustrations
show both external and internal parts, with
both bearing equal importance. In suFh
.illustrations, you mus{ still show a definite
break in the appearance of the surface and
interior parts. In line work you may use
different rendering treAment on interior parts
and- show the cut portions by means of
crosshatching. When you make halfttine
cutaways, you can separate the interior and
exterior portions by using contrasting light
values.

Phantom views. The illustration tyke
known as the phantom view is used to show
portions of the subject as if it were
transparent or semitransparent. This Lype Of
presentation allows internal parts and
mechanisms and 9nderlying surfaces to be
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viewed through the outer surface. The
phantom view is used-also to show structures
and objects in reference to the seloject of the
illusthition. Phantom represintation is
usually used in combination with other types
of pictorial illustrations. The phantom view in
halftone media usually shows a portion of the
object as if it were semitransparent, thereby
giving the realistic effect of *seeing the
phantom portion and still seeing the object
beyond. Figure 2-2 Mows this effect that
enables the viewer to realize the appearance
of the whole object and yet see interior
details as if the surface were removed.

Orthographic views. Sometimes it is not
necessary to show an object in a purely
pictorial manner. A two-dimensional
representation may be quite satisfactory. In
this case, an orthographic view is used. This
type. Of view gives the effect of looking
directly at one face of the object. If one view
is not enough to give a full description of the
object, two or more views ere used in the
same illustration. This type of illustration is
particularly valuable in showing the exact size
and shape of an object. Since this type of
illustration is used to actually build the
object, accurate drawing is essential. Equally
important is till' relative weight or thickness

-' VISIBLE FORM
LINE

DIMENSION LINE

LEADER LINE

SECTIONING
EXTENSION LINE

PHANTOM LINE

HIDDEN LINE

CENTER LINE

I I

101EAK LINES

METAL BAR

WOOD OR PLASTIC

CYLINDRICAL OBJECTS

LONG BREAK

SHORT BREAK

Figure 2-4. Line types.

'7

Figuri2-5. Rectangular dimensioning.

of the different lines used to represent the
-various aspects of the object, such as outlines,
centerlines, hiddeh lines, etc.

If we draw all of the lines or an
orthographic view with the same weight or
thickness, . we would have difficulty
distinguishing between lines representing the
features of the object and those afed for
determinin ize and location of the various
features As hown in figure 2-3, by making
the outine d holes in the object portrayed
heavier than the other lines, it is easier to
make out the shape of the object. (Actuallyo
we could improve this drawing by making
these lines even heavier than they are.) In
addition, different types of lines are used to
help make this distinction. -Both the weight
and type of line are more or less standard.

Since we usually make our drawings larger
than they are reproduced, the actual weight.
of the lines cannot be prescribed, but the
relative weights can be. The following are the
characteristics of line types (see fig. 2-4):

Visible forni line: An unbroken line of
medium to heavy weight used to represent a
visible or apparent line on an object.

Dimension line: An unbroken line,
except tto allow space for the dimenSion,

iwhich s terminated at each end by 'an
, arrowhead. Line weight is generally less than

that of the visible form line.
Leader line: A line used to indicate the/

part of an object or piece of equipmedno

29
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Figure 2-6. Angular dimensioning.

which a number, note, or other callout
applies. The leader line is terminated with an
arrowhead that appears to touch the outline
of the point of reference. Leader lines
originate at the beginning or end of an index
number, line of lettering, or another type of
callout as applicable. Any line that is crossed
by a leader line is voided (broken) on one side
of the leader.line and intersected by theother
sidedf the leader line.

Sectioning 4nd -extension lines: Lines
that are used to indicate the exposed cut
surface of an, object in .a sectional view are
sectioning lines. Extension lines are used too
indicate the extent of a dimension but do not
touch the outline. Both are thin lines.

Phantom line: A thin weight line of
consecutive series of one long and two short
das es. This line indicates the alternate
p Rion of a moving part, a part shown for

ference, or a part which appears transparent
for the purpose of exposing parts beneath.

Hidden, line: A line that consists of a
series of short, evenly spaced dashes. It is used
to show the hidden features of a part. When a
hidden line changes its direction, the dashes
must touch at the corners on a sharp turn or
extend to the tangelit points of an arc.

Center line: These lines generally consist
of a series of one long line and one short dash.
Center lines that are very short may be
unbroken. They are used to denote the axis of
an object. Center lines are commonly found
indicating the assembly axis of an object in an
exploded view.

50 o

Figure 2-7. Incline dimensioning.

19,reak These lines\ indicate an
inteiruptioT on a surface. Short breaks are
shown by an irregular solid freehand lirie.
Long breaks use full ruled lines with zigzagged
lines. Shafts, rods, and tubes should show the
ends of the break as drawn in figure 2-4.

Dimensioning circular objects may be done-
by either rectangular dimensioning or by
angular dimensioning. Figure 2-5 shows the
rectangular method. Horizontal and 'vertical
dimension lines are used to locate the holes of
the circular piece on a circular center line.
Also shown in figure 2-5 are the two methods
of- 'presenting dimensions when the distance
between two points is too short to permit us
to place the dimension in the open spade of a
dimension line. One of these methods is
shown at the top of the illustration; the other
is shown at the right.

The angular method of dimensioning is
shown in figure 2-6. Notice that the holes are
located by the intersection of radial
dimension lines and a circular center line.

When dimensioning is given on a
perspective drawing, the dimension lines are
drawn parallel to the outline of the object, as
shown in figure 2-7. The dimeAsion
thexiselvejare usually, placed in a horizontal
posit n, as shown.

30

Exercise (809):

1. Name the views and line types shown in
figure 2-8.
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SELF TEST

SIMULATOR
_SIGNALS

SIMULATOR
CIRCUITS

OUTPUT
SIGNALS

I

MD 7
SYST M

MEASURING
CIRCUITS

OUTPUT
SIGNALS

SWITCHING
CONTROL

CONTROL
CIRCUITS

EVALUATION
CIRCUITS

TAPE ADVANCE

.."

Figure 29. Poorly designed block diagram.

810. Differentiate ,between the three main
types of symbolk fflustxations; given an
illustration showing the types of story lines,
name each type (use fig. 2-10).

Symbolic Illustrations. Symbol'
illustrations use lines, colors, graphic symbols,
and words to represent actual objects,
motions, quantities, and values. An
illustration that is purely symbolic is not a
picture of anything. The symbols used in
these illustrations either have an obvious
meaning, are following a specification stating
the meaning of the symbols, or are explained
in a legend that is part of the illustration. The
most popular symbolic illustrations are the
block diagram, schematic diagram, and wiring
diagram.

Sfl, TEST

si imaxr sce temma MO-1

CIRCUITS INPUTS SYSTEM

7- /
SWITCHING

. CONTROL
1

OUTPUT...........
SIGNALS

MEASURING

CIRCUITS

OUTPUT

CONTROL 4TAPE ADVANCE

cuRcurrs SIGNAL

EVALLATON

CIRCUITS

SIGNALS

. .
Figure 210. Well-desigariod block diagram.

A

Block diagro
generally use
arran gem ent
interconnecti

SIGNAL

. This Ipe
to show

components
They make

word symbols to identify interconnections
and items. Block diagrams actually do not
show motion or function. They may show the
source, twig, and destination of a Motion,
impulse, or flow; but they do not indichte
kinetic energy.

The most important consideration in
designing a block diagram is organization.
Let's use figures 2-9 and 2-10 to compare a
poorly organized diagram with a
well-organized block diagram. Notice how
much .improvement is accomplished by
merely, arranging the blocks in vertical
c olumns and horizontal rows whenver
possible. The diagram in figure 2-10 appears
more stable and less confusing than the one in
figure 2-9. Aligning the paths of data flow
also Miproves the design and makes it much
easier to follow. This is, quite apParent in the
lines representing the switching control data.
In figure 2-10, you can tell at a glance that
these paths go from the control circuits tO

four other circuit groups; whereas in figure
2-9, you must follow each branch to tell
where it goes. Now, to you this may not seem
too important, but it, certainly is to the
person using the diagram. It may make the
difference between a quick, easy .

understanding or a slow, tedious study of the
diagram to -;3131th-bgarne-anderstending___

of diagram is
a theoretical
and symbolic
broad use of
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LEAD OR CIRCUIT;
LINES AND
GRAPHIC SYMBOLS

VACUUM TUBES
PLATE

ENVELopt
FILAMENT
GRIDS
CATHODE

SIGNAL PATH
OR BASE LINES

pHassIs OUTLINE,

INCLOSURES
MECHANICAL
EQUIPMENT

SHIELD ,

COMPONENT

EQUIPMENT
( CONSISTS OF
TWO OR MORE
COMPONENTS )

1,,

Figure 2.11. Lines and symbols.
'

Schematic diagrams. This type of diagram
uses symbols to show theOretical arrangement
td static appearance of functional devices,
mechanismst, or systeml. Schematics , use
symbols in the forth of color, line, line
patterns, tones, and the like to show function
or motion. The type of motion or function
represented may be any form of mechanical
or electrical energy, fluid, or gaseous pressure.

The types of lines (called stozy lines) used
in circuit diagrams have special characteristics.
Consistent use of these standardized types
and weights aid in making the diagram more
effettive and easier to use. Fisure 2-11 shows
the appearance and relative feights of these
types, as follows:

Lead or circuit lines and graphic
symbols: Lead or circuit linei are thin lines
that represent wires and physical connections
through Which signal flow or electrical
impulses are conducted. Graphic symbols,
with the exception of vacuum tubes, have the
same line weight as circuit lines.

Valium tube lines: The plate of a
uum tube symbol is drawn with a thick Figure 2-12. bjective 810, exertise 2.

line. The envelope, filament, gtids, and
'cathode are drawn with a medium weight line.

Signal path and base lines: Signal path
lines are the leads of circuit lines that have
been increased in, weight to designate the ,

specific path of a certain, signal or electrical
,,imrsillse. Base lines may represent the cording
harness within a unit. Base lines are also used
to terminate 'all leads in the airline type of
wiring diagram.

Chassis otitlipe: A, solid line used in ,

wiring and voltage-resistance diagrams, for
orientation lamp oses.

Inclosures: Varying combinations of
long and short dashes or solid lines used to

.-represent physical objects in a circuit diagram.
Four major subtypes are used:

(1) Mechanical equipment: Medium-weight
solid lines used to 'designate mechanical
-apparatus that appears within a circuit
diagram.

(2) Shield: A series of short dashes
designating inclosure of Components within

-an electrical shield.
(3) Component: Lines used to represent a

circuit or circuits that may appear on one or
'more chassis that form a component of an
equinment.
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(4) Equipment: Lines used to designate
the overall equipment tikat is comprised
usually of two or more major components.

..

Line types and weights play an important
role in effective illustrating. The _proper
balance of line weights makes the
presentation pleasing to the eye; proper
relation of line weights to the forms they
represent makes the presentation

cy'''
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I

I

I

-----iiNND
1

a,

understandable. Consistent use of specific line
types for specific representation }Alps to
insure proper interpretation of pne drawings.

Exercises (810):
1. Differentiate between the three main types

oftymbolic illustrations.

______3A-..,Lo

s)

-,

Figure 213. Improving circuit layouts.
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2. Using figure 2-12, properly name the types
of story lines.

811. Given a poorly designed schematic,
redesign and draw a better illustration.

,

As in designing block diagram, a little
careful planning and organizing help produce
a schematic diagram that is much more
effective. Let's study, a few simple examples.
First, let's take the two circuits shown in
parts. A and 8 of figure 2-13. Notice that by

.simply inverting one component (T901C), we
can draw the circuit without crossing lines.
Although this particular change only makes
this circuit slightly simplier, you can see that
if-the diairam were a complex circuit many of
these slight changes would make quite a
difference in the simplicity and effectiveness

1 ,

of the overall diagram.
Parts C and D of. figure 2-13 alsaAhow

what a little more planning can do to improve
the effectiveness of a schematic diagram. The
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ST1404P0S
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103

OEP
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components in these circuits represent
contacts or' relays. The dashed line of each
relay indicates that all, of the contacts move
together when the relay is energized. The
open contacts close and the closed contacts
open. In the circuit shown in part C of figure
2-1,3, the movable contact must mbve down
to close the open contacts or up to open the
closed contacts. While this opposite
movement may seem like a minorfibint, it
still adds confusion to the operation and
makes it just that much More difficult for the
person who is using the diagram to
understand it.

Let's see how the overall design of the
circuit shown in part C of figure 2-13 can be
improved by a few simple changes. Notice in
part D of figure 2-13 that the closed contact
of' the relay shown on the left has been
invertedvNow, when the relay energizes, all of
the movable contacts move in the same
direction. As a result, the operation is much
easier to underitand. By `simply moving the
contacts of the relay shown on the right to a
slightly different position in the circuits, we

,
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Figure 2-14. Poor layout of circuit diagram.
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Figure 2-15. Improved layout of circuit diagram.

get the same result. In addition, the contacts
now all pivot from the same side, which
makes the circuit 'much easier to understand.

Let's make one more comparison between
poorly designed and well-designed diagrams
by using figures 2-14 and 2-15. Let's pick out
the most distxacting characteristics of the
circuit shown in figure 2-13 and show how
they have been improved in figure 2-15.

The most evident defect of the diagram
shown in figure ,2-14 is the crowding of
circuits in the center of the lower portion of

areas are al/lost
otice in figure 2-15 that

s,are so spaced that each is'
clearly shown as a separate unit. It is very
difficult 'to distinguish one circuit from.
another in the lower half of figure 2-15.

Another characterishc of the poorly
designed diagram is the excessive use of dog
legs (zigzag lines). These are extremely

the figure, while
completely bare.
the various circui

, 36

disturbing to the person using the diagram.
For example, let's tke the three circuits from
the upper synchro on the left 4etile--upper
synchro on the right. Althouen these circuits
make only a small zigzag near the Oft side of
the diagram, the user must make three
separate eye movements to follow the circuits
across the diagram. In figure 2-15, he needs
only one swepmg eye movement to follow
the circuits.

The crossed lines and dog legs were also
eliminated in the cirduit directly below.
Notice how much simplier the circuit appears
in figure 245.

The lower three-wire synchro circuit is a
classic example -of poor designing. It would
almost take an electronic magician to trace
this circuit in figure 2-14. When you see how
simple it appears in figure 2-14, you might
wonder what the designer of the circuit in
figure 2-14 was thinking. Obviously he wasn't.
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Figure 2-16. Wiring diagram.

But don't let this happen to you. It is just as*
easy, or perhaps even easier, to do the job
right as it is to do a sloppy one.

Even though the diagram in figure 2-15 is
so much better e one in figure 2-14,
there is still roortg

th
r improVement. Can you

see where? You probably noticed that the
circuit at the bottom is quite close to the
outline of the component and since there is
plenty of room at the top, the whole diagram
could easily have been shifted up to achieve
better distribution and balance. In fact, if the
whole lower portion of the diagram were
completely flipped over so that the lower tach
generator circuit were directly, under the top
tach generator circuit and the three-wire

37

synchro circuit were at the bottom, the whole
group of circuits could be drawn much
simplier and without any dog legs.

Wiring diagrams. This type of symbolic
illustration shows only theoretical lOcations
and connections. Signal or impulse flow is not
directly indicated on the diagram. Whie not
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directly shown, the impulse path can be
traced by an experienced man.

A typical wiring diagram of a system
component is shown in figure 2-15. Notice
that the primary purpose of this ditgram is to
show the wiring connections between the
various component items. In this particular
diagram the locations of the p4ts are also
shown. You can see the differene between a
wiring diagram and., a schematic by comparing
the wiring diaeram of figure 2-16, with the
schematic of the.. same piece of equipment

ANTENNA

10.1

shown in figure 2-17. Notice that the wiring
diagram is primarily concerned with showing
the interconnection of the various
components with the lines representing the
path that the actual wires take in the actual
system component. In the schematic the
principal ccncern is with showing signal flow.
Therefore, the whole diagram is designed for
that purpose.

Exercise (811):
1. Redesign figure 2-18 to improve its quality.
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Figure,2-18. Objective 811, exercise 1.
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2-4. Principles of Illustrating C
for Television

Television is a medium appealing to two of
the human sensessight and hearing.
Therefore, this audiovisual medium is ideally
suited for truction by showing while
telling. Of co , the success of this medium
as a teaching evice depends greatly on the
preparation that is made before the TV.
camera starts shooting. One' of the area of
preparation is graphic aidsthe visudi aids
that form a large part of the props necessary
to put on a program. Here is where you, as an
illustzator, get into the act.

Graphic materials are used effectively .in
the presentation of concrete and abstzact
ideas in educational and informational
television. Graphics include all the visualiy
materials used to reinforce, speed, and clarify
the communication of ideas, concepts, and
theories.

Visual materials for television should be
simple and direct so that new ideas to be
presented are not lost in unnecessary detail.
This last factor, closely related to legibility, is
of prime importance since, without legibility,
communication is lost.

In many respects, visual aids prepared for
use on television require different standards
of preparation than do visual aids for use in
the confentional briefing room, classroom, or
auditorium. Therefore, a knowledge and an
appreciation of the peculiarities of television
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A. WRONG ASPECT RATIO

509
visual aids are essential for an illustrator and
must be included in your training.

Since the standards of preparing artwork
used to produce-slides and transparencies for
overhead projection are similar to those for
television artwork, we have included the
preparation of slides and transparencies in this
chapter.

Before *constructing any graphic aid, you
must copider certain factors that will
influence yZadinigir-ote aid. Regardless of
the technical excellence or informational
value of the aid, if you do not adhere to
certain standards of design, the aid may not
be of any value, or at least its potential value
may be greatly limited. This is due to the
peculiarities of presentation by television. The
factors you must consider are:

Aspect ratio.
Edge lou and safety field.
Lettering size and styles.
Size of graphic aids.
The method of checking for clarity.
Use of black and white.
Use of grays.
Use of color. 2

812. Solve two given problems, one using the
aspect ratio, t4e other using the one-sixth
rule.

Aspect tb. Artwork for television must

1941
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Figure 219. Aspect ratio."
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conform to the shape of the screen area of the
television picture tube. The relationshiO of
heiglit to width, which approximates the
proportion of the Tl' monitor (receiver), is
called the aspect rati6. This ratio is 3 by 4 (3
units high by 4 units wide) and includes all
components of a TV visual presentation, such
as the graphic, the camera viewfinder, and all
monitors. All visuals constructed for TV
should have this aspect ratio to insure that all
of the necessary visual material is seen on
monitor. PagLA of firswe 2-19 shows a visual
aid with the wrong aspect ratio. Notice that in
framing the, aid from top to bottom,
considerable blank space is left on each side.
Framipg the aid from side to side cuts off
material at the top and bottom. Part B of
figure 2-19 shows the same aid revised to the
proper 3 by 4 aspect ratio. Notice that now
the entire aid is on the monitor screen 'with
no blank spaces on any of the sides and that
no material is cut off.

The 3 by 4 aspect ratio has a number of
merits. Probably the..most important reason
for using this ratio is that it is 'the same as
employed by the motion picture industry.
Thus, a televised motion picture is usually not
appreciably cropped (cut off at the top,
bottom, or sides). Many years ago this aspect
rad:, was determined to be artistically sound

since it approximates the dimensions of the
rilormal range of vision, our hofizontal range

of vision being about one-third greater than
our vertical range.

In view of the fact that still photographs
are often printed in a vertical format, one
/night think that much will be lost when such
photographs are confined to the horizontal.
There is, however, very little loss in
compositional effects. In general, there is

usually more interest in the horizontal
direction and most motion is horizontal
rather than vertical. Any graphic artwork is
designed to fit within this 3 by 4 shape for
maximum utilization of the picture area and
correct framing by the cameraman.

Edge loss and safety field. A problem
closely related to the TV aspect ratio is thc
edge loss and safety field. The televiiion
system tends to crop the edges of all picture
material. With slides, film, and artwork
prepared for opaque projection, the first
cropping is done by the projector. The film
pickup camera and the studio camera crop
more area, and finally the receiver or monitor
itself make an additional croppihg. Artwork
material must be prepared to keep the
important subject matter within a safety field
so that all of the information will appear on
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Figure 2-20. Safety field (one-sixth rule).

the receiver. Artwork prepared for dio
coverage is not quite so critical sin e the
cameraman can allow for an additional fety

, margin. .

The one-sixth rule for determining the safe
area is useful and easy to understand. As
shown in figure 2-20, you divide the camera
field, which is sthe total area of the picture,
into six equal subdivisions bctt,h vertically and
horizontally. The area .covered by the 16
central rectangles is the safe area. A mask,
corresponding to the overall size of the visual
with the safe area cut out, is useful in making
visual aids. You just place the mask, which
can be made from paper or cardboard, on the
card you plan to use to make your visual and
print or draw within the cutout area.

As you can see in figure02-20, the safety
margin is quite large. This safety margin is
particularly important when the camera is
equipped with an image orthicon tube. The
image orthicon is equipped with a safety
device called an electronic orbiter that causes
the picture to slowly and imperceptibly
rotate. The rotation prevents the
semipermanent impression of the picture pn
the tube, especially when bright subjects are
encountered. While the rotation (1 'to 2
rotations per minute) is imperceptible to the
average viewer, it actually shifts the framing
of a graphic when the graphic is on camera for
20 or 30 seconds. The result, in the case of an
inadequate margin, is that the shot could be
initially framed when it first appears and be
misframed after the orbiter shifts it.

Commercial television illustrators have to
make an additional allowance for monitor
misalignment as to size, zentering, focus, etc.
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4
jn coMmercial television, the monitor (that is,
the viewing equipment) is not under the
coriffeirof station personnel since it belongs

, to the,4 Viewer. Howevr, - in raost
nencommercial TV stations the monitor is
owped and controlled by the same personnel
that are producing the television production.
1.J der these eircumstancep there is no reason

test patterns &mot be periqdically and
frequently transmitted, pool-tors aligned, and
gaghics checked.out for adequacy. Thus, An
extra amount of safety' field need fPot be

vt

illustration if tlit 3 to 4 ,ratio
IMaintained?

2. If the illustrating surface is 9 by'13 inches,
using the.one-Sixth rule,,whit is the size of
the drawing?

provided, as inVmmerciaPTV. ,fk

) It is deirable that, some framing
arrangement be worked out between the
griphic section;', the' same-raglan, andethe

. producers.. Sometimes âgraphic dJ confmed
apd entiiely visible withithe transmitted
picture. On other occagoti, it is desirable to
have the graphic bleed' off and out of the
picture area../Not necessarily knoWing the
intent ol the particular gaphici the
cameraman and often- the director are not
sure whethe the entire eiphic display is
displayed to fhe Viewer -or .3irlicther "it is,
intended that part of the graphic becropped
by camera framing. For this:relson, a format
can be established by means of sample.misks
to be placed over graphics, ayheiy the mask
indicatel-(1) the total area. lb be seen and (2)
the important content area. This mask is
helpful to both the cameraman and to You.
The cameraman sets up this mask on a stand
and frames his camera so that he sees the
entire display area. From this point 9n, if he
does not move his camera either toward or
away, from the graphic, he win have the
correct framing through an entire series of
graphics. Since you prepare your graphics to
the same mask you can rely upon the
cameraman showing the entire display area as
indicateil on the mask. It is common for the
display arekto represent the total scan of the
'monitor, while the graphic content area is
confined to the areas of good resolution. In
other words, the difference between the outer
limits of the mask and the inner area of the
mask excludes that area of poor edge and
corner resolution. When you use this system,
there is no mistmderstanding between the
cameraman and the illustrator as to how
much of the picture to 'show, and there is a
virtual guarantee that important and crucial
graphic information will not fall into the areas
of poor pittorial resolution.

Exercises (812):
1. What is the size of a full page (regular)

813. Stat% the criterion that *deterining*the
adeqdcy of lettetag 'size and .ktyles, and

*apply the formula'for selecting 'Maximum
letter heigh,

Lettering qize a Styles. Lettering sizq
tyles, and genera graphic4echniques best

developed as a resultoof experience in Y'our
own installation,, The criterion is: "if the

, graphic can -be seen on the monitor with
sufficient clarity to illustrate ifs point, your
tizes and styles Are appwriate." If 'the
graphic is not Clear, the letter style, size,
and/nr the niedium must be changed. No hard
and fast rUles, can be' stated. Each graphic

Norganization wilt. have ai work out its Own
standards based upon tbe pictorial resolution'
ability 0.4 its transmission system, t. the basic

work size chaen a$ a standard, etc. FrOnt
ese considerations, certain letter ties' and .

style will develop. .4

It is important that minimunMetter sizes be
used only when necessary MN order to portfay
a maximum of information.in aclimited space,
The minimum should be jtist
Do ,not use tlie 'minimum 4as. a standard.
Whenever possible, use a larger arta more
clearly perceivable size of letter.

For maximunt visibility, lttering for
television should be simple ino style. The
individual type charatters should be °
consistent and clear. Complicated lettr styles 4"
such as,ornate Aid Old English should nofbe
used because they are difficult to read at a
glance. Extremely thin letters should not be
used because of the possibility of olo8ing0
portions of the lettering in transmission.

A rule to determine letter height has been
established based upon legibility ak 20 feet
from a Winch receiver. *The Ifule for
maximum visibility at this distance is this;
"The height of the lettering should be a
minimum of 1/15 of the graphia height." For
example, a graphic having a-Vertical copy
layout area of 15 inches should have letters at

gas
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......:Letters not less thon.7111.

1
I

Figure 2-21. Minimum littering height.

k

least 1 inch high. This minimum height rule is
illustrated in figuie 2-21:

AdditiOnal rules of good spacing must also
be considered in television graphics. For
television, the distance between individual
letters should never be less than the thickness
of the letter itself. Television scanning tends
to cause the lettering to appear to be closer

, together; thus wider-than-usual spacing is
necessary.

The thickness of a line; or line weight, is
another important factor' to consider when
designing TV graphics. Based upOn the above
legibility standard, line, weight should be a
minimum of 1/75 the width of the coPY
layout area. The nature of the illustration and
the importance of each line of copy govern
the weight of the lines.

Size of Graphic Aids. We previously
discussed the aspect ratio of graphic aids.
However, no mention was made of the actual
size.\Conaidering an aspect ratio of 3 to 4, the
graphic can be made in any size as long as this
ratio is maintained. Thus, the graphic can be 3
by 4 inches, or such dimension af3() by 40
inches, or even 9 by 12 feet. Notice that the
ratio in all of the above sizes is the same. Even
though the ratio is correct, you must use an
appropriate size. Your problem is to provide a
graphic in the 3 by 4 ratio that when
displayed at monitor size (whether this
invblves enlargement or reduction) is clearly

' visible to the viewer at the mean viewing
distance.

Most TV installations select the actual size
of their graphics based on such considerations
as* the standar( stock size of illustration
board, the need to file and to store, the size
of the storage area, and complexity of the
graphic. Naturally, you want to use a size that
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is comfortable to work with. Let's see why
these other considerations are important.

Television gray board comes in the
standard size of 30 by 40 inches. This is, in
our 3 by 4 ratio. Therefore, the board can be
used as it is, if the illustration requires this
much material and you have adequate storage
room. If you use this large size, do not be
misled into thinking yoUr work is more legible
than it actually is. A 30- by_ 40-inch
illustration that is perfectly clear to you when
you hold it at arm length will not necessarily
be as clear to the TV viewer when he is
looking at a 21-inch monitor at a mean
viewing distance of 9 feet.

Suppose we cut the 30- by 40-inch sheet.
into smaller pieces for purposes of economy.
By cutting the stock sheet 10 times on each
edge, we olitain 100 pieces which are 3 by 4
inches, still in a 3 by 4 ratio. Obviously, this is
impractical for illustrating, since much of
your work would have to be almost
microscopic. When the small graphic is
enlarged enough to fill a TV screen, minor
mistakes, bobbles, and trembles are also
enlarged and are quite disconcerting to the
viewer. The appropriate size, then, lies
somewhere in between our two extremes.

A good comfortable size is- obtained>b9
cutting the stock material into 9 pieces, each'
approximately 10 by 13'/3 inches. This size is
a convenient one for you to work on; it is a
convenient size for storing in standard file
cabinets, and it is a convenient size for
handling by personnel during the presentation
of the TV production. Remember, however,
that this is the size of the card stock and that
the viewing area is somewhat smaller !when
the one-sixth rule is,kplied. When possible,
all graphics should be made in a single size
sin mera framing and focusing need to be
done 3nly once for an entire series of
graphics.

Graphic art techniques, as used in television
illustration, are limited by television
transmission and visibility. In general, we can
say that poster techniques are best suited for
television illustrations. As with poster design,
details and tones are so accomplished as to 6e
understandable at a distance. Simplification
of line, tone,\ and lettering is essential for
maximum legibility.

Method of checking clarity. Now, let's find
out how we can tell if your artwork has
adequate clarity from the standpoint of the
TV viewer. Assume that the size of the basic
graphic is 10 by 13% inches. You are working
on this graphic with your eyes about 20
inches from your work. However, this
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distance tells you little about how the graphic
looks from the distance at which a TV viewer.
seer it. At what distance then should you
examine your work to get the same
impression as the viewer': The graphic is 10
inches high but after taking off a 11/2-inch
border at the top and at the bottoth, the
space left for the actual artwork is 7 inches. If
you assume that the monitor screen is 14
inches high and that it will be viewed at a
mean distance of 9 feet, you can find the
distance from which ysik must look at your
illustration by the following calculations.
Since 7 inches (the height of yisur illustration)
is 1/2 of 14 inches (the height of the TV
screen), you must view your illustration from
a distance of 1/2 the mean viewing distance.
Therefore, you should view your work from a
distance of 1/2 of 9 feet which is 41/2 feet.

The principle discussed in the previous
parateraph pertains to all graphics and
monitors; however, our example pertains only
to the specific sizes and ,dimentions men-
tioned. It is important that you remember
at all times that your working distance is not
the proper viewing distance. No matter what
size stctck material you use, no matter what
monitor size is used, you should continually
check your work by standing back at the
viewen relative viewpoint. In this -way you
can make sure that the information imparted
by the graphic will be c'early visible.

Exercises (813):
1. If a TV graphic is 10 inches high and 131/3

inches wide, what is the smallest possible
height that lettering can be? How thin can
the line*weight of the letters be?

2. If you have a strip of prepared lettering
that is 1/3 inch high that you want to sue
in a graphic illustration for TV, what is the
maximuni height that you can draw the
illustration? 104

3. State the general criterion for testing style
and size of letters.

der

814. Specify the advantages and
disadvantages of using black and white as
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Figure 2-22. Graphic with three shades:

compared to color; explain the general rule
you apply to decide whether or not the
illustration has . adequate resolution; and
explain restrictions concerning gray tones.

Use of Black and White. At first thought, it
would seem that the use of black and white
would be very appropriate for many graphics.
For example; the presentation of a
mathematical formula in black and white
seems to be a good idea since an extreme
contrast range is.desirable in most illustrative
work. This is not so when presented on TV.
Too much contrast can cause halo and
horizontal streaking when the two extremes
are used adjacent to each other. Rather than
black letters on a white background, a graphic
having three tones such as shown in figure
2-22 mould be prefeigAs e.

In general, the use of black and white in
each illustration is essential. Although using
black and white in every' illustration may not
always be approprjate from your view point
as an illustrator, the video e'ngineer finds it
most desirable. The video engineer sets his
video levels on a black-white basis. He must
have black and white present in the
illustration in . order to establish his basic
video setup. Generally speaking, the
difference in black and white to the video
engineer is a 1-volt peak-to-peak signal. He
does not consider the intermediate grayshe
sets the black and white levels correctly, and
the grays automatiCally fall into their proper
place. If he is ppyided with an illustration
that lacks eitheick or white or both, he
has no basis for adequate video setup, and the
result I likely be a Po& or marginal
transmiss on. There are cases where the



deliberate inclusion of black and white, even
though inappropriate to the pictorial content

A,of the graphic, is a strained but necessary
echnique foe illustrator. However, this is
one of the 6und rules of television with
which the TV illustrator must,learn to live.

Use of grays. Presuming that the television
system is properly adjusted, a maximum of
about eight distinct shades of gay plus black,
and white are discernible in black and white
TV , reproduction. Because of transmission
restrictions, you must be careful how you use
your gray tones. If you place 'two only
slightly different gray tones side by side, they
will probably look alike when they are
reproduced on the screen. You should
compensate for this by spreading your grays
when maldng tonal illustrations. Graphics
should be vagtricted to about three or four
shades of gray (if this many are necessary)
plus black and white. If you limit yourself to
three shades of gray, you can use every other
shade in the gray scale.

Using color. You can use color in preparing
graphics for black and white TV but you must
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use them with caution and only in,terins of
their gray scale equivalents. Two colors in_ a
graphic show considerable contrast to the eye,
but on television they may actually appear as
identical shades of gay. A similar situation
could develop on live TV where red chalk is
used on a blackboard. If you are in doubt
about any color contrast, check the colors out
on camera before you go into production. Do
not be misled by thinking that color somehow
coritributes to the graphic. It may not do so.

If you must use colors for some reason,
prepare a gray response chart such as the one
we discussed in the chapter on color. Relate
the various colors to their gray scale values.
Place the various colors and hues in colunms
or rows corresponding to the shade of gray in
which the hue will appear on TV. Not all hues
will have the same exact gray value as the
steps in the gray scale, but you can construct
the columns to accommodate slightly lighter
and darker readings To construct a gray
r ponse chart, first lay out the gray scale and
thè make on-camera comparisons of the
sam es of color. Remember that the gay.
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Figure 2.23 RETMA reAolution target.
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,iresponses are not absolure and will vary With content and concept f the illustration, you
factors such as lighting and camera tube life, will often have to develop spmfie TV

Fins cieaJL__and r methods.esolution. To an_
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eXperienced photographer, photogaphing the
R,ETMA resolution target (test pattern),
which is shown in figure, 2-23, would _be a
fairly fiLkightforward job. He could make an
exacti production that would show every
line and every shade of gray on the target.
Television reproduction does not permit a
level of resolution comparable to
photography. Resolution is the ability of the
system to reproduce fine detail. A resolution
number may be assigned by noting the
maxim-um ability of the system to distinguish
between lines of the illustrated target.

For example, using figure 2-23, note that
the central portion shows a number of lines
that taper in to a closer spacing as they
approach the center of the target. One band
goes from 200 to 400, and the band next to it
goes from 400 to 800. By watching the
monitor, you may readily distinguish a point
where the lines are just barely separated. Let
us suppose that the lines just barely appear
separated at the point marked "350." This
then, is the resolution of the system at this
point on the screen. This resolution would be
quite acceptable in broadcast television. At
the same time, you can check out the
resolution at any point oti the monitor by
viewing the appropriate parallel bars, tapered
lines, or circles. You can also check out the
system with thit same target by viewing the
gray scale rendition.

Although closed circuit television systems
have a considerably greater capability than
broadcast systems because they employ a
greater number of vertically spiced scanning
lines and many more video pulses per scan
line, much of any fine detail in an illustration
will be lost. Therefore, when you prepare an
illustration for television, you should visualize
it as though it were being presented on- a
monitor. We have, already discussed the
practice of stepping back to get the same
viewing ratio as the viewer. Now, here is how
you can tell what your illustration will look
like aftek loss due to the TV system!s poor
resolution factor. Lay a sheet of wax paper
over your illustration and step back to the
appropriite viewing distance. The net result is
very similar to what the TV system does to
your illustration. You can save a great deal of
time and effort by not including those details
which cannot penetrate the TV system. A
good rule to, follow in designing your
illustration for television is BIG, BOLD, and
SIMPLE. Where details are important to the

.,,
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Exercises (814):
1. What are the advantages and disadvantages

of using black an hite (as opposed to
color) in rations that are to be
reproduced on television?

,
2. Why should you restrict your use of gray

tones when designing a graphic for
television reproduction?

3. If you use color in preparing your graphics
for black and white television, to what
factor must you pay particular attention?

4. State the general rule that determines
adequacy of resolution.

2-5. Television Techniques
Since the type of illustration will depend

on the particular television technique used to
present it, you must learn something about
these different techniques. Therefore, let's
discuss several, of the most important
techniquesstudio cards; rear projection,
slides, the phantom, animation, and
illustrating for color TV.

815. Given a list of descriptive statements
concerning TV production, select, then match
the, appropriate terms.

Studio Cards. Considering the total number
of visual aids used on television, most graphics
are in the category of studio cards; that is,
small cards placed on an easel, mounted on a
pegboard, or stuck on the wall with tape, and
shot by a studio camera. Since the cards are
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used for static presentations, they permit
careful framing, lighting, and camera
portrayal. In addition, they allow the narrator
to point to and Oiscuss various aspects of the
graphic.

Media used in constructing studio cards are
tempera, retouch grayi, airbrush, geese
pencil, pencil, pen and ink, felt point pens,
and pastels. Matte finish texture sheets and
matte finish tapes are also very effective for
making studio cards. Photogaphs that are not
glossy make excellent studio cards when
mounted on a cardboard backing.

It is possible to subdue a portion of the
graphic, where three or more ideas are
presented at the. same moment, by using a
tracing paper overlay with a cutout revealing
the area in , which you are interested. The
areas under tracing paper are subdued, but
visible. The most clearly visible area and the
one that the viewer will focus on is the area
not obscured .by the tracing paper. As the
concepts develop, the original tracing paper
can be modified or removed entirely. Studio
cards have the main advantage (as compared
with slides) of being in the studio with the
narrator and under the direct and immediate
control of the cameraman, the floor,manager,
etc.

Rear projection. In studio production,
transparencies are often projected on the
backside of a translucent screen and picked
up by the atudio camera. The transparencies
normally used are the 2- by 2-inch slide and by
the 4- by 5-inch cell.

There are three important advantages t6
rear projection. First, a ,-projector with its
associated cables does not clutter up the
studio set and inhibit camera movement.
Second, the studio light falling on the screen
does not deteriorate or wash out the
projected picture from the rear projection as
it does with front projection. Third, the
performer may work close to the projected
picture with no worry about blocking the
light from projector to screen.

The artwork for rear view transparencies
can be produced in a number of ways. For TV
use, the photographic negative or positive is
satisfactory. Tlie original artwork is
constructed keeping the standards of legibility
in mind; then the artwork is photographed
and reduced to a 2- by 2-inch or 4- by 5-inch
trantarency. Next the filth is mounted in a
frame and made ready for rear projection.

Another type of rear projection uses no
screen. A large acetate transparency such as
the ones used in overhead projectors is placed
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on a transparency box and is lightedfrom
behind. The camera actuly shoots the
rear-lighted transparency.

Slides. One of the most versatile ways of
displaying visual material on television is by
the film-camera chain. This piece of

equipment projects transparent visuals, slides,
and movie film directly into a camera. By use
of the multiplexer most studios can handle
several sizes of slides as well as 16-mm'sound
films. The most important display feature of
the film chain multiplexer arrangement is the
ability to switch quickly from slide to slide
regardless of size.

The slide is presented in either f)ositrile-ar----
negative form. In the positive form it
functions as a studio card; however, the
narrator cannot point since he would interfere
with the projection of the image. The slide
used in the negative form can be used as a
superimposition (super). The information on
the slide is superimposed over a live scene.
The lettering plus the live scene appear
together. Supers usually are presented on the
lower one-third of the TV screen; however,
they may be planned to be inserted in any

'area of the picture.
The original graphic can be used directly on

camera just as easily as a slide; however, using
a slide has certain advantages and permits
certain specific applications. One advantage
(for the director) is that the use of the gaphic
in slick form involves a film chain and does
not tie up one of his studio cameras.
However, to use a slide when a studio camera
is readily available introduces an unnecessar
photographic step into the process and a
correspondingly unnecessary expense. The use
of slides rather than the graphic itself on the
studio camera is justified if the graphic is
repeatedly used during the program. In live
programming, 6ards suffer studio damage and
loss, and they are a filing and storage
problem. The use of slides in these cases will
protect the graphic through repeated use and
simplify storage and filing procedures. In a
single instance of recorded programming, the
principal justification for the use of slides is

free a studio camera for other use.

The Phantom. The principle of the
phantom is based on color values. To use this
technique, you draw the illustration on a
mediuw gray background in colored media,
prefernly pencil. You must use a color- that.
has the same value on the gray scale as the
background material. As a result, while your
basic drawing is visible to the narrator or
instructor, it is, in effect, invisible to the TV
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camera:- The narrator or instructor, using a
felt-tippet pe-ti -o-r-grease pencil,-trac-es-over-

the colored drawing visible.to him. To the TV
'camera,, he appears to be making a completely
new drawing on a blank background. This
apprdach has several uses and advantages. For. .
example, when it becomes necessary or
desirable to develop a complex graphic on
camera, the drawing problems involved are
vasttly simplified for the "on-camera artist."
He merely has to trace. This technique gives
the impression that the on-camera performer
is not only a competent instructor but that.he
is also a good illustrator. This phantom .
technique can also be used in the
development of mathematical problems as a
convenient means of preventing innocent
errors that sometimes occur regardless of the
on-camera performer's competence..

The phantom can also be used as a
deliberate slow4own device. That is, it
provides "on-air" development of a graphic
that would otherwise have to be shown
instantly in total form. A slowdown is
desirable since it is entirely possible to present-
so much material at one time that the viewer
can neither absorb nor comprehend. -

Since the phantom is used in the studio on'
the set and is frequently shown along with the
narrator, it shguld be fairly large. A
convenient size is 15 by 20 inches, but it can
be larger than this. For studio utilization, the
phantom is placed in a frame. For live, single
instance programming, the phantom can be:
used directly; but in repeated or recorded
programming, it is best to place it behind a
sheet of nonglare glass. This procedure is wise
in any event because it is possible to make an
error in rehearsal.

Animation. Special techniques of .

:presentation have been developed to create
interest on ths part of the viewer. One of
these, is animation. Since moving objects
attract, hold, and lead the eye, movement or
animation can be a very useful tool in aiding
the learning process. Animation techniques
range from the simplest movement, such as
exposing a line of lettering to the most,
complex animation used by the television and
motion picture industry. Full animation
techniques are complex and require a great
deal of time and expense. Since it is
expensive, it is usually 'confined to instances-
of absolute need for ideal portrayal.

In 16-mrkmotion pictures every second of
animation requires 24 separate drawings since
this is the frame rate of 16-mm film. In
television the frame rate is 30 per second.

Since it is difficult and expensive to match
the-quality- of-animation -produced by the
motion picture industry, in television the
term "aniniation" is generally understood to
mean' a limited form of animation with jerky
motiim and adrupt movements.

Slide card. For limited budgets, animation
techniques have been devised that can be
COM 1,1 M quickly and inexpensively. The

: don teChnique is the slide card.
_ to develop such things as a line

on a gral-M, expose a waveshape, or
progressively show lines of lettering. The slide
card is basically composed of three layers.
The top and bottom layers are stationary, and
the center layer is movable. Information to be
exposed is placed on the bottom layer and is
covered by the center movable layer. The top
layer has mitouts through which the
information on the bottom layer is expoked
when the center layer is removed.

Pop in. From a practical viewpoint,
animation in television is probably best
limited to the step-by-step development of
specific graphics by means of the "pop-in"
technique. Using this system, an illustration
will be shot in an incomplete form, up to a
selected point. From this point on; the
illustration with an addition will be edited to
the previous segment. The use of either
physical or electronic editing gives the viewer
the impresaion that the additional item has
just "popped in" to the basic ophic. This
system can be used sugfully and
repeatedly-that is, a 5- or 6-segment graphic
can be built up M steps by pdp-ins.

Technamation. This is a technical method
of limited animation that uses polarized
graphic materials in conjunction with
polarized light. The graphic materials for
technamation have a pressure sensitive
adhesive backing and are available in various
forms and shapes that produte a variety of
effects. A typical use of a technamation
graphic can be seen on Some news and
weather shows on TV. By using the
appropriate technamation material in an area
where movement is desired, the illusion of
directional, circular, or concentric motion is
obtained. In addition, a blinking effect is alsd
obtainable.

When polarized light from some source
strikes "a graphic, the light is reflected as
unpolarized light from all areas except where
the technarnation material is placed. Here, it
is reflected as polarized light. If thia reflected
light, both Polarized 'and unpolarized, enters
the camera lens, there is no effect. However,
if a transparent disk is slowly rotated, the
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reflected (or transmitted as the case may be)
light from the technamation material
selectively goes from matched polarization to
cross polarization. At the cross polarization
position, no light enters the 'camera. Then
gradually as the disk approaches the position
where polarization matches, more light enters
the lens. The net effect is a blinking area
where the technamation material is located.
There is no blinking from the rest of the
graphic because it did not reflect polarized
light.

The namation process can be used with
consi ble effectiveness in many instances
,Tliere action is purely repetitive. There is no
long-range effect. Whether the motion is band
motion, circle expansion, flashing, etc., it is
cyclic according to the rate at which the
polarizing disk is turned.

Technamation material may be lighted
from either the front or the rear. In the case
of rear lighting, the graphic must be cut in the
areas of the technamation material.
Depending .on the application, the polarizing
disk may be placed over the light source if a
single source is used or it may be placed in
front of the television camera lens. The
technamation principle may also be applied to
fade-ins, fade-outs, color changes, or other
effects, usually through manual operation of
the disk.

Crawls. Anot.her animation technique is
accomplished by the use of crawl devices. A
crawl device can show a great deal of
information progressively without losing
continuity. Information is made to 'crawl or
to move either in the horizontal or vertical
direction across the screen. Vertical crawls are

, used far more often than horizontal ones.
There are a number of devices used to

achieve crawl movement. One such device is
the drum crawl, which is composed of a large
cylinder approximately 48 inches in

circumference and mounted on 'a rod.
Information is attached to the circumference
of the drum. As the device is turned, the
information moves. On the TV screen the
information comes intb view on the bottom
and disappears at the top. Because of the
curvature of the drum the copy represented
has the illusion of rolling in and out. The
center line of copy is distinct while the lines
9f copy above and below the distinct line are
foreshortened and slightly out of focus.

Another crawl device is the roller crawl. It
is Composed of two rollers separated by a
distance of approximately 36 inches. One end
of a roll of paper is attached to the top roller
and the other end is attached to the bottom

roller. In the upright position, the information
on the paper moves from the bottom of the_
screen to the top of the screen and is often
presented as a _superimposition at the
beginning or end of a-program. When the
device is laid on its side, the information can
be moved from the right side to the left side
of the screen or from the left to the right,
creating some interesting effects.

Gobo. A "gobo" is a graphic used 'in
conjunction with the crawl device. The gobo
is a two-dimensional cutout that is part of a
complete graphic. It is mounted in front of
the crawl device, and the cutout area of the
gobo is registered with the information on the
crawl. As the crawl information moves, it
appears in the cutout window. A cartoon
character holding a picture frame and
information moving within the frame is an
example of a crawl and gobo combination.

Illustrating for Color TV. As color TV
becomes more prominent and, monochrome
TV gives way to some extent, your job will be
lightened considerably. One of the greatest
burdens for monochrome TV graphics is the

4 limitation of an absolute range of 10 shades
of gray and a practical range of 4 or 5 shades
of gay. Many of the most challenging
problems can be easily solved when you-are
permitted to use color. With color, however,
the use of the phantom becomes impractical
as a graphic form.
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Exercise (815):
1. Match the itemi in the left column with the

most appropriate descriptive statement in
right column.

2_1. Slide card._2. Animation.
_3. Studio cards.
_4. Pop in.

5. T ec h namation.
Rear projec-
tion.

_7. Phantom.
_8. Slides.

5

a. Most used form of graph-
ics media used are tem-
pera, retouch grays, air-
brush, grease pencil, pencil,
pen and ink, felt point
pens, and paitels
advantage of being in the
studio with the narrator
and, under the direct and
immediate control of the
cameraman, the floor man-
ager, etc.

b. Transparencies normally
used are 2. by 2-inch slide
and by the 4- by 5-inch
cell .. does not clutter up
the studio set and inhibit
camera movement ... light
falling on the screen does
not deteriorate or wash out
the picture . performer
may work close to pro-
jected picture with no
worry about blocking the
light .. one type uses no
screen.
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c. Most versatilie of visual dis-
play methods . .. presents
in either positive or nega-
tive form . . . original
graphic can be used di-
rectly on camera.

d. Principle is based on color
values .. . narrator traces
over the colored drawing

-s--dsliberate
slow-down device ... used
on set, frequently shown
along with narrator, should
be fairly large ... 15 to 20
inches.

e. One technique developed
to create interest on part of
viewer . requires great
deal of time and expense.

f. Simpleit animation tech-
nique .. basically com-
posed of three layers.

g. Use of either physical or
electronic editing gives the
viewer the impression that
additional item has sud-
denly just been added to
the buic graphic.

h. MethOd of limited anima-
tion that uses polarized
graphic materials in con-
junction with polarized
light ... seen on some
news and weather shows
on TV . . . in the cross po-
larization position, no light
enters the camera .. . may
be lighted from either
front or rear .. . may be
applied to fade-ins, f de-
outs, color chang or
other effects throu man-
ual operation of thØ disk.

2-6. Illustrating for Overhead
Projection Dvic es

Illustrating for trangparencies and slides is
governed by the same, or similar, standards
that govern the preparation of illustrations for
television. Here are some additional facts to
rem em ber.

If your slide is to be truly effective, it must
be visually fluent. It must convey your ideas
clearly and simply. Simplicity should be your
watchword in making Slides. 0

Reitrict your slide to one idea, avoid
clutter, and don't try to put too much on one
slide for it will only tend to confuse the
viewers. Make sure that the artwork is
functional and not ornate. Reinember that
the purpose of a slide is to inform and not to
dazzle or impress the audience.

Don't attack the task of preparing slides in
a helterskelter fashion. Plan for the job. Do
your layout on a piece of paper first; this will
save you time and material. Check it fdr
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balance, clarity, and simplicity. Ask yoursetf,
"Will it achieve my objective?"

816. Name the materials useokto make slides;
explain why photographic slides are the most
popular.

Glass Slides. Some of the many types of
glass slides, the materials used, and the
methods of preparing them are discusied
briefly in the following paragraphs.

Clear glass slidesi The foilowhig procedure
is recommended for preparing a clear glass
slide. First, determine exactly what you want
on the slide. Gather all the materials you will
need. Then work out your design or lettering
on a piece of paper. Make sure that the
dimensions of your basic layout will fit the
glass slide. Your next step is to tape the slide
to the paper and trace your design or lettering
on the glass. The' specific type of writing
implement that you use for the tracking job
will vary with the type of slide being made.

Enamel spray slides. Only lapdia and
transparent colored inks may be used on
enamel spray slides. Line definition is
excellent, and it is easy to prepare. This slide
is made ready for use by spraying a light film
of clear enamel on the glass. Make sure that
the coating of enamel is light and even or
there may be distortion when the slide is
projected. The enamel comes packaged in an
aerosol-type container and can be obtained
through normal supply channels or purchases
locally at almost any paint store. Letter or
draw the desired information on the glass and
your slide is ready to use.

Etched glass slides. These slides are also
known as frosted glass slides. The glass is
treated with acid that gives it a frosted
appearance, In addition, the surfaCe of the
glass becomes somewhat roughened, which
permits a wide latitude in the choice of
drawing implements. You can use lead
pencils, colored inks, and colored pencils on
these slides. Take particular care when tracing
your design on the etchedglass. Erasures and
corrections should be avoided because they
will show up as smudges when projected.
When you have finished your slide, apply a
light coat of plastic spray to it. This will
prevent smudging. In addition, the slide will
become clear and the frosted effect will be
removed, resulting in better projection
qualities.

Sandwich slides. As the name implies, this
type of slide is a sandwich, consisting of two
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%pieces of glass with some kind of transparent
material between them. Any transparent
material can be used, such as acetate, diazo
foil, or positive film.

Cut your transparent material to ,fit the
--glass:- Now you can-draw-on the-material or
even type on it, but you must use a carbon
sheet with it. When typing, place the
transparent material between two pieces of
carbon paper with the carbon sides facing the
material. Insert the material and carbons into
the typewriter and set the machine for stencil
work. Type through the carbon. This will
produce lettering on both sides of the
transparent material, resulting in a better
projected image. Remove the transparency
from the typewriter and bind it between two
pieces of glass. TO bind the slide, you place
the transparency between two pieces of glass,
making sure that the message is properly
centered. Then unroll sufficient transparent
tape to go around the perimeter of the slide,
and starr at the point farthest from the, roll
of tape, lace the edge of your sandwich in
the center of the tape. Press the overlapping
tape down onto the sides of the glass. Then
roll the slide on its corner, along the tape, and
press down the overlapping tape once again.
Repeat the process until the four sides of the
slide nee taped. Cut the tape and press the
remaining tape into place. If Polaroid frames
are available, they are easier and faster to
mount, more economical, and may be used
over and over. However, for permanent slides,
glass mounting is better, since Polaroid frames
provide no surface protection.

Photographic Slides. There are several good
reasons that make photographic slides the
most popular type of slide. They can be made
in any size to fit any projector. They provide
excellent definition of detail. You don't have
to worry about smudging the picture as you,
do with enamel spray slides. You do,
howbver, have to plan your production well in
advance. It often takes considerable time to
get your slides back from the photo lab. The
period involved will usually vary according to
your priority and the workload of the lab.

Acetate Slides. There are several types of
acetate slides. These include the clear acetate
slide, carbon slide, and etched acetate slide.

Clear acetate slide& This is the simplest
form of the acetate family. It is a clear,
transparent piece of plastic. You can write on
it with a grease pencil, India ink, or a
felt-tipped pen. Grease pencil, regardless of
color, shows black on your projected image
because the mark is opaque.

In constructing the clear acetate slide, you
follow the same procedures as those outlined

under glass slides. Plan your layout, put it on
paper and then trace it on the acetate. You
can also type on the clear acetate if you use
pencil carbon or ditto carbon in the same wily
as previously discussed.

When making slides,. be sure you keep the
acetate clean. If oil from your hands or any
kind of grease gets on the acetate, the grease
pencil will skip when you write. Inks will not
stick to the acetate if the acetate is greasy.
You can remove the oil and grease with
lighter fluid or other cleaning fluid. Mistakes
can be erased with a clean cloth. The grease
pencil and ink will rub off quite easily. To
make permanent slides when using grease
pencil and ink, protect them by placing
another piece of clear acetate on top of your
slide and taping it firmly in place.

Carbon slides. A carbon slide consists of a
light sheet of acetate coated with a black
carbon baking. It is a commercially prepared
product to be used with the overhead
projector. It provides the same flexibility as
the clear acetate slide. You can type on a
carbon slide or use an ordinary lead pencil to
write on a carbon slide. The projected image
appears as a white line on a black background.
This occurs because the carbon is scraped
away from the acetate as you write. The
result is a very vivid and dramatic effect.

Etched acetate slides. This type of slide
possess all the .properties of etched glass
slides. The only difference, as compared to
glass, is that you can type on the frosted
acetate.

Exercises (816):
,1. Nalne the three materials used in making

slides.

2. Why are photographic slides most popular?

817. List two advantages of diazo
transparencies, reatate the steps for preparing
multicolored projectual, and tell what
resource to use 'when calculating minimum
letter height.

Diazo Transparencies. The diazo process is
a method of reproducing copy material on
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acetate foil. To make a projeaual
tranbparency using this process, jou must first
put your basic drawing on translucent paper,
such as tracing paper. Drawings should be
prepared with black drawirig ink or a dark,
soft pencil. You can also type on the paper,
using carbon paper so that the type will

-register orrbotirsides_ofthe tracing paper7---
Since the size of your basic artwork is quite

large, 71A inches by 10 inches, it is easier to
work with than smaller slide drawings. You
can get more detail on the drawing and you
can work with bolder stroke. Another
advantage in making diazo transparencies is
that you can literally cut out mistakes. If you
make a mistake on the tracing paper, you can
simply cut out the incorrect path and tape a
new section in its place.

After yofir basic artwork is finished, your
job is practically done. You merely have to
place your master on top of it piece of
sensitized foil and run it through the diazo
dry developer machine. The diazo machine
exposes the master and foil to ultraviolet light'

52.1
'and then bathes the foil in ammonia fumes.
The developing process is all done
automatically. Lacking a machine, you can
Achieve the same result with a sunlamp and an
ammonia iapor bath, using a gallon jar with a'
sponge saturated with ammonia in the bottom
and covered with a grid to keep the foil from

-contacting-the ammonia.
The same diazo process is adaptable to the

production of color slides. By producing
separate slides of appropriate colors and
assembling them in an overlay, you can create
a full color transparency.

To keep the diazo trahsParencies from
warping, you should mount them in frames.
Commercially prepared frames are available or
you can make them very easily out of manila
folders or heavier cardboard. If your
transparencies are on .8- by 10-inch foil, you
should cut a 71/4- by 91/4-inch opening in the
cardboard. This will permit the foil to extend
beyond the edges of the frame opening. Then
use masking tape to secure the foil to the
flaanie. Do not use staples as they can cause

Figure 2724. Static projectual.
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damage to the projectual transparency during tracing paper, Diazochromes, Texray, and
handling and filing. Trim the frame so that other diazo materials employed in projectual
the slides will fit in a standard filing cabinet making
but leave at least a 1-inch margin all the way Two basic pieces of equipment are used in
around the projectual to provide a desired the Slidemaster System: an exposure unit
rigiclity This--ine--01,-1310.iectual is hown at AProto-Prinkr) and a_cleyejoping unit (Pickle

Jar Developer or Proto-Coupler). You use the
system in the following manner:

a. Punch the original, or master.
b. Punch as many sheets of tracing paper,

or Texray (a translucent diazo paper that
yields a rionreproducible blue image of the
original, which serves as a guide for opaquing
and tracing) as are required for
color-separation masters. If Texray is used,
several prints are reproduced from the
original, using the exposure unit and the
developing unit.

c. For each section of the original to be
reproduced in any given color, superimpose a
piece of tracing paper over the original by
placing it over the pins of the Tecniboard (a
component of the Proto-Printer). The pins
hold the original and tracing in perfect
registration. You can use a Texray print in
place of the trailing paper.

d. Punch each sheet of Diazochrome.

the upper portion of figure 2-2 , and is
sometimes called a static projectual.

-When a single graphic unit is too
complicated to be represented by a single
projectual, it can be broken down into
simplier components by means of the overlay
technique. You process each overlay sheet
separately, starting with the basic
transparency. Then tape the mount-of the
first overlay to the basic mount to that it is
hinged on one side and can be folded back
away from the basic or will lay directly on
top of the basic. Continue the process until all
overlays are in place. If the sequence with
which the total graphic unit is built up is

. always the same, the overlays should be
hinged on the same side of the basic mount. If
the sequence varies, then you must hinge
them at different sides, top or bottom of the
basic projectual ps shown in the lower portion
of figure 2-24P This type of projectual is
sometimes called a dynamic projectual.

One of the most'NOportant factors to
consider 'when combining two or more
transparencies to form 'a single projectual is
registration. All of the transparencies must be
perfectly aligned. This alignment must be
obtained in t.he artwork as well as in the
finished-product-Forthis reason you will find
that using a commercial process such as the
Technifax Slidemaster System will give better
results. Let's see how this system works.

The Technifax Slidemaster System is an
integrated process for the production of
Diazochrome (a product of the Technifax
Corporation) multicolored projectuals. It is
based on a mechanical registration system,
adapted from the pin registration technique
used in the animated 'motion-picture cartoon
industry. This system utilizes three pins,
machined and aligned to a tolerance of .001
inch. All inasters and sensitized materials are
punched as follows: the center hole is round

inch); the end holes are elongated ( 1/4

inch by 3/16 inch), and are equidistant from
the center hole (1 74 inch).

When the punched material is mounted on
the pins, the elongated shape of the holes
permits distortions to be distributed toward
the edges of the projectual where they areless
critical. You may punch your own materials
with the echnipunch (another Technifax
product), or you. may purchase prepunched
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e. _Mount a sheet of Diazochrome on the
pins of the Tecniboard, superimpose the
appropriate color-separation master (opaqued
Texray or tracing), and place the assembly in
the exposure unit. After the exposure;
develop the Diazochrome in the developing
unit. Repeat this procedure until you have the
required number of_Diazochromapnats..

f. Register and assemble each projectual
Diazochrome over a Tecnifax projectual
mount by placing both mount and
Diazochrome over the pirks of the Tecniboard.
Registration is automatic. Affix the elements
of a projectual to the mount with
pressure-sensitive tape. If the projectual
consists of hinged overlays, attach three
Techinges to each riip overlay, and then
staple each series (f Techinges to the
projectual mount.

Determining Minimum Lettering Height for
Overhead Projectuals. The minimum height
that you can use for lettering on overhead
projectuals depends on the distance of
projection and the distance between the
screen and farthest viewer. Calculating this
minimum height is a complex mathematical
operation. You have to consider such factors
as 20/20 vision and how much the projected-
image will be enlarged. Therefore, the
operating instructions of most projectors

' include charts suchas the one shown in figure
2-25 that does the calculating for you. All
you heed to use the chart 'is is a straightedge.
Let's see how the chart works.

To design the lettering on a projectual you
must know the distance betweeri the

projector and the screen and the distance
between the screen and the farthest viewer.
Let us suppose that these distances are 14-feet
and 50 feet respectively. Tx> find the correct
height, you align your straightedge on point
14 on the left scale and on point 50 on the
center scale. The straightedge will then
intersect the scale on the right between the
point .12 and point .14, and as you can see it
intersects the scale Closer to point .12 than
.14. Notice that the right scale is also marked
off in fractions of an inch and that our point
of intersection is marked I/8 . This 14 inch
is the minimum height that lettering on the
projectual should be. Now, you try one, using
30 feet for the projection distance and 60 feet
for the distance of the farthest viewer. If you
got 1/16, inch for the minimum lettering
height, you've got the idea. If you didn't, try
it again.

Exercises 917):

1. What are two advantages of diazo
transparencies?
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hat are the basic steps used in making a
diazo multicolored, single-unit projectual?

3. To what do you refer to calculate the
minimum height of lettering to be used on
overhead projectual?
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Reproduction Methods and Processes

-
WHEN THE ORIGINAL illustration is to aid
communication, the illustration may be
produced in any medium and with any
technique that is effective for the
presentation. For example, if a chart is to be
used by a commander to present information
to his staff, it can be produced in the most
suitable medium and by the techniques that
effect the desired results. Since there are few
restrictions on the media and techniques that
may be used, there is a large selection from
which to choose the appropriate media and
techniques for the occadion.

When more than one copy of the
illustration is required, the method of
reproducing the needed copies must also be
considered in selecting the media and
technique used to produce the original
illustration. The method and process of
reproduction may limit the number,of media
and techniques that can be used tb produce
the original illustration. Therefore, you must
know something about the various methods
and processes of reproduction to be able to
select the most appropriate medium and
technique for any illustration that must be
reproduced. The information on printing
processes and on the most important methods
of reproduction presented in this chapter
should give you this basic knowledge.

3-1. Printing Processes

The art of printing is based on a very
simple principle. If you ink the tip of your
fmger, and then press it on a piece of white
paper, you will make a fmgerprinta printed
image of the pattern of lines on your finger.
Printing elk be that simple or it can be as
complex as producing hundreds of copies of a
multipage technical order; of course, printing
is usually somewhere between these extremes.

But/ simple or complex, there must always
be something to print from, something to
serve as a pattern of the thing to be printed.

You cannot make a fingerprint without a
fingertip, nor can anything else be printed
with printer's ink on paper unless there are
forms of type, engraved plates, blocks,
cylinders, or something to print from.

Typesetting, engraving, and platerpaking
are not mechanical in the same sense that
printing is. They are processes and methods
for creating printing patterns that can be used
by the printing presses to reproduce words,
designs, or pictures in small or large
quantities. They are extremely flexible and
versatile, for they make it possible to put in
print any combination of words, characters,
and figures in any language; or to reproduce
any design, picture, or other graphic form in
either black and white or in color.

There are three basic methods of printing,
and each -has its own peculiar requirements as
to the way its printing plates are made. These
three printing methods are letterpress,
gravure, and lithography.

818. Given a list of printing methods, match
the type4, and calculate the average word
countgiven necessary requirements.

Letterpress Process. Letterpress printing is
accomplished from relief printing surfaces. A
relief printing surface is like the lines on the
fingertip, like a rubber stamp, or like type as
shown in figure 3-1.

When a printing surface is in relief, the
spaces between the printing elements are
lower and consequently do not print (even
though they may have ink in them) because
they do not come in contact with the paper.

There are numerous methods for lowering
the nonprinting areas of relief printing plates.
The principles mosegenerally used are either
to cut or engrave them by hand or machine or
to etch them with acid. Each method is a
form of engraving.

When photography is employed to affix the
image to the surface of a sheet or metal
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RELIEF OR
RAISED PLATE

Figure 34. Relief panting.

preparatory to etching, the\ process of
platemaking is called photoengraving. This is
the process that makes reproduction possible.
Photography copies the subjects to be
reproduced with accuracy to any desired size.

A specia) photographic printing method
applies the image to the surface of the metal
plate to be etched. When this print is
complete, it is an acidproof protective
covering on all printing areas of the image. All
of the nonprinting areas, such as the spaces
between lines, dots, or other elpnents of the
image, are left with no proteaive covering.
Consequently, the etching acid bites into the
unprotected areas and gives them enough
depth to prevent contact with the paper when
the higher areas are inked and printed.

Type.' One of the important aspects of
letterpress printing is its use of type. Printers'
type is an assortment of pieces of metal of
various *sizes on which separate letters or
characters are cast. These pieces of type are
arranged by the compositor to make np the
words and sentences he wislies toprint.

Originally, each piece of type had to be
picked up and set into place by hand. Now
machines do most of this work. The old hand
method of setting type is employed largely in
advertising where a great deal of detail and
large type sizes are Used.

Early -printers found it difficult to apply
the common measuring devices to type and
spacing material and developed their own
system of linear measurements known as the
point system. Since this system is still used,
you should know a little bit about it so that
you can when necessary request the
appropriate type size.

In the point system of measuring type, the
unit of measurement is the point, which is
0.013837 inch or slightly less than 1/72 inch.
Thus, in 6-point type, the body of the type is
6/72 inch or 1/12 inch in height.
Twelve-point type is 12/72 inch and can be
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set 6 lines to the inch. The actual printing
face of the type is always slightly lesa than the

-surface-of-the-body, which-allows
clearance between lines.

The em and en are common terms in
measuring type. It so happens that the type
letter "in" is used as a unit of surface
measurement in type. It is a square of the
body of type. For example, an em in 72-point
type is 1 inch square. An em in 12-point type
is 12 points in width and 12 points in height.
An en is half as wide as an em.

One of the principle type calculations that
an- illustrator is called upon to make is to
determine how Much copy, set in a given size
type, will go into. a given space. Or stated in
reverse, what size of type can be used to set a
given amount of copy in a given space. The
following table gives the approximate number
of words that can be set in a square inch
according to type size:
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7Ype Size Set Solid 1-Point Leaded

61/2 57 42
6 47 34
8 32 23

10 21 18
12 14 11
14 10 8
18 7 6

Line cut. In early printing, the plate used,
for printing in the letterpress was made by
hand. In this process, the illustration to be
printed is redrawn in reverse or traced onto a
block of wood and the surface* of the block
not to be printed is cut away; this operation
leaves the printing surface in relief. Today,
this process is done by photoengraving.

Line cuts are the simplest and least
expensive method of making plates by
photoengraving. The subject to be reproduced
by line etching must consist of black and
white only. Pen and ink sketches, printed
words, or any subject made up of solid lines
or masses can be reproduced by this process.
Shadows and shades will not show up in a line
etching; therefore, portraits, photographs, or
any illuatzation that contains grays cannot be
reproduced by this method.

The subject or drawing is first
photographed. Then a negative is developed,
fixed, and dried. The printing plate is eZposed
to light through the negative, developed,
fixed, and washed in the same manner al the
photographic print. The plate is then brushed' ,

with dragon's blood, a resinous powder that
adheres only to the printed parts of the plate.
The image is burnt in by heating the plate.
Next the plate is placed in a bath of weak
nitric acid that acts on the unprotected
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portion of the plate, biting into itandleaving_
only the black portion of the original in relief.

Halftone. Making halftones is the same as
making line cuts, with the exception that the
negative is made through a screen. The
halftone reproduces shades of gray as well as
the white . and black portions of an
illustration. Therefore, photographs,
paintings, and most drawings and designs can
be reproduced ,by this process.

Thehalftone screen is the key to the entire
process. It is made of two pieces of plate glass
bearing engraved parallel lines. These lines are
filled with black pigment, and the plates are
cemented together with the sets of lines at
right angles so that they form a pattern of
squaxes. Screens are made in various degrees
of fineness. A 60-line screen has 60 parallel
lines to the inch in each direction.

The negative for halftone vXork is produced
in the same manner as the negative for a line
cut, except that the image is photographed
through the screen that is placed in the
camera just in front of the plate. The light
fram the image passes through the squares in
the screen to the sensitized plate, resulting in
the, image on the finished negative being
broken up into many graduations of fine and
heavy dots.

The negative must be stripped before
malting the print. After coating the Mm to
give it strength, the film is stripped off the
celluloid or glass base and is placed on a piece
of clear plate glass. The Mm is laid over a
highly polished plate of copper that is covered
with a sensitized solution. When the plate is
exposed to a strong light, the sensitive
chemical solution under the spaces,between
the dots becomes hard, while the area under
the dots washes off, exposing the' bare metal.

The process of etching the half ne plate is
somewhat different from that ot. hing a
line cut. The image is first burned to the
plate. Then the border, edges, back of the
plate, and the parts that' are to print solid
black are covered with a protecpye acid
resistant. The plate s then placed in a
chloride or iron bath. During the bath, the
acid dissolves out the metai between the dots
and lines of the print on the plate. The first
'bite etches only slightly to bring out the
shadows. The plate is then taken from the
bath, the acid washed off, and the etching
contipued by applying. acid with a bruSh on
different parts of the Plate to bring out the
contiast. Each etch serves to,lighten the part
where it is aPpliect The .plate is again placed
in the acid bath for final etching to the
desired, depth. The plate is then removefl,

_washed, d trihimed. After the plate has
been mowed, cleaned, and tousibed up, it is
ready-for piiting.

Gravure ocess. The second printing
method is iuentified by the general term
"gravure." Te hnically, gravure is an intaglio
process. The p ting elements are 'all below
the plate surf e, as ihóyvn in fkure 3-2,
having been t, scratched, engraNed, or
etched into th metal. Thus, they form
ink-retaining gm eves oi cups. Surplus ink on
the surface must wiped or scraped off after
each inking an before each printing
impression. Wipin or scraping to remove
surface ink to stablish the necessary
nonprinting areas le ves a proper amount of
ink in the grooves an cups of the low areas.
Printing is done wit considerable pressure
that forces the paper to the recesses of the
plate. When the pape comes out of these
recesses, it brings the rinted ink impression
along with it.

Lithographic Process. 'Lithography" is the
term most generally u d to designate -the
third method of printin . The term is an
inheritance from the e ly days when all
liogaphy was done fro flat stone slabs.
The ord "lithos" means stone. In motlem
practic thin metal sheets re nearly always
used.
e' The' . lithographic proce utilizes, the
principle that grease and water have no,
affinity for each other. n lithogaphic *
platemaking, the image eve tually to be
printed is affixed to the surf ce of the thin
metal plate in the form of thin film ot
greasy ink. In. other s words, all printing
elements hee a greasy surfac . The spaces
between are dampened with w ter. The ink
used in this process is also sop what greasy.
When ...the ink is .applied to he finished
printing form, it sticks to the gre e image but
is rejected by the water.

The nOnprinting areas of a ithographic
plate have no ink qn them (becau they have
been dampened with water and c nsequently
refuse -txi accept ink). The water o the plate,
as well as the ink, must be replefi hed after t---

each,- impression. Lithographic presses
therefore have two sets of rollers, ne for the
ink and the other for water.

The grease 'image on the printing lates can
be hand 'drawn, applied photograp
made by, transfers from a master plate or'
stone.

When lithographic stones are u d, the
process is trite lithography. if metal lates are.
used, the process technically ecomes
p lan o gr aptly . Hozwever, , the original
descriptive, "lithography," still persis
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ENGRAVED OR
ETCHED PLATE

Figure 3-2. Intaglio printing.

Most modem lithography is done by the
offset process. A. simple illustration of the
process is shoWn in figure 3-3. The original
thin metal plate is wrapped around a plate
cylinder on the press, and the printed
impression from this plate is transferred onto
a rubber blanket wrapped around another
cylinder (offset roller). This blanket, _in turn,
makes contact with the paper, and the ink
image on the rubber offsets onto the paper.

Exercises (818):
1. Match the methods of printing with the

basic type of printing.

1. Letterpreu.
2. Gravure. .

Lithography.

a. Relief.
b. Gothic.
C. Intaglio.
d. Roman.
e. Planovaphy.

2. Using 8- int type set solid, the average
-number of rds that can be printed in a
space 2 by 3 inches is

3-2. Silk Screen Printing
There are many useful printing processes

that incorporate certain features of .

letterpress, gravure, and lithography, yg .

differ from these three basic processes. One of
these you are likely to use in your job as an
illustrator is the silk screen process. This
pro can lie used for printing on surfaces
that ir difficult to print on by any other

method. Ptinting can be applied to fabrics;
posters, glass, china, wood, cork, felt, metals,
and cellophane, as well as many other

5 2.7

-The silk-screen-process _is a stencil process. _
Three types of stencils are usedhand-cut
stencils made from special film or lacquered
paper, stencils prepared with brush and
shellac called tusche, and stencils prepared by
the photographic process on a sensitized silk
screen.

819. Given a list of terms and procedures
relating to silk screening, match the terms
With the appropriate statement.

Materials. The materials needed to
reproduce a design by the silk screen process
are listed below:

Medium mesh silk (48 meshes per lineal
inch).

Adhering liquid.
Stencil material (Profilm, Nu-film).
Stencil knife.
Screen process paint.
Reducing varnish.
Squeegee.
Paper masking tape.
WoodePfram e.
Liquid tusche.
Lithograph pencils.
Removing' liquid.

Figure 3-3. Planogroilic printing.
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Figure 34. sinc screen.

drinting Procedure. The first step in
printing by the silk screen methoci is to
construct the frame if one is not already
available to hold the screen. The frame should
be built of lightweight, well-seasoned lumber,
with strong joints at the corners. The frame
should_ be fastened to a table or board with
hinges, as shown in figure 3-4. The silk should
be so laid that the threads are parallel to the
sides of the frIe. The silk is held in place by
a strip of t'v'isted fibrous material which
pluses the silk tightly into a groove in the
frame. It can also be stretched and tacked to
the frame in a manner similar to stretching
wateKeolor paper. .

Master copy. The Master Copy is made by
making a layout of the design or illustration
on drawing paper or bristol board the same
size u the desired prints.

Cutting the film. The film is a thin
transparent material attached to a layer of
translucent,paper. A piece of film just large
enough to cover the actual drawing is fastened

. over the master copy with the film side up.
Thumbtacks or adhesive tape are used to
fasten the film to the board over the muter
copy. Apsharp stencil knife is used to cut the
design in the film, cutting through only the
film and not the backing paper. As an area is
outlined with the knife, the filni covering the
design to be printed is lifted carefully and
stepped from the backing paper.

Attaching the stencil to .the screen. The
stencil, backing paper and ail, is placed film
side up under the screen in a positionthat will
permit the correct application of the ink oil
the material to be printed. Newspaper or

other scrap paper is placed under the film to
force it into contact with the silk. A small
soft cloth saturated with adhering liquid is
rubbed quickly over a small area of die silk
covering tke film. A large soft cloth is wiped
over this portion at once to absorb any excess
liquid since too much liquid will spoil the
film. A darkening of the film usually indicates
that the film has adhered.

When the entire surface has been attached,
allow it to dry for about 15 minutes, then
raise a corner of the paper backing to detach
the backing from the film. If the film is raised
from the silk at any 'point, it must be
replaced, the screen turned over, and adhering
liquid used until it is firmly fastened.

The open spaces around the stencil are
blocked out with adhesive paper or masking
tape to prevent any unnecessary parts from
printing. Tape is also applied on the inside of
the screen around the edges of the 'silk to
prevent ink from working under the fraipe.
The squeegee, which is a blade of rub er
about 1/4 inch thick and which fits
lengthwise into a slot of wooden handle,
should be nearly as 'wide as the inside of the
frame. The squeegee is placed at the top of
the frame.

Printing. A special paint is used. It is mixed
to the consistency of thick cream. The paper
or cloth to be printed is fed against register
guides (see the top illustration of fig. 3-4) on
the board under the silk, and the screen is
lowered over it. The paint is then poured
upon the screen at one end and pulled across
the screen,.with-an even pressure stroke of the
squeegee. This action forces the paint through
the open portion of the stencil. This
operation is repeated in the opposite direction
for the next print. The entire procedure is
repeated until the required number of copies

.are printed.
Cleaning the silk. The film or paper stencil

should be removed from the screen after the
run has been completed. This is done by
brushing a small amount"of the filiti remover
on the silk. After it stands for a few minutes,
the paper stencil niay be peeled off. If film is
used, it must be rubbed with cloth and
removing liquid. The silk should be finally
cleaned with the same liquid, by scrubbing it
between two wads of cloth dampened with
tile removing liquid.

Methods of Producing Stencils. Besides the
film method, there are several other ways of
producing ritencils. Some of the important
other types of stencils are shellac, lacquer,
tusche, and direct photography.

08
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Shellac stencils.\Thd paper cut stencil is a

simple and easy way to prepare the image for
dre silk. A sheet of thin tracing paper is first
coated with two coats of orange shellac. The
.original drawing, made on drawing paper or
bristol stock,s then covered with rubber
cement. The ihellac-c,oated paper is placed
over the original drawing, shellac side up.
When it is smoothed out, the cement will hold
the tracing paper in place. The design is then
cut through the tracing paper, and the parts
that are to show up in the print are re oved,
while the centers remain in place. Thej screen
is placed over the shellac-coated pap , and
the paper is adhered to the silk by moving a
warm iron over the silk on the inside of the
screen. The iron should be just warm enough
to heat the shellac and cause the stencil to
adhere to the silk. A cloth with a few drops of
alcohol on it may *o be used to dissolve the
shellac and make it adhere to the silk. The
original drawing is stripped off after the
stencil has been attached to the screen; then
the rubber cement is removed by rubbing.
The mesh of the silk must be cleaned with
benzine or naphtha in order that a clear print
will result. The screen is then ready for
mounting and printing.

Lacquer stencils. A stencil similar to the
shellac stencil can be made with lacquer. The
paper is first coated with lacquer, the design
cut out and placed lacquer side up apinst the
silk. It is attached by wiping over the silk with
a cloth moratened with lacquer thinner,
softening the lacquer and causing the stencil
to adhere to the silk. The silk should be wiped
with a dry cloth after it has been wiped with
the thinner to take up the excess thinner and
allow the lacquer to stick. r

.Glue may also be used as an adhesi e to
mount the stencil onto the silk. It is a plied
in the same manner as the lacquer or s ellac,
using a damp cloth and a warm iron.

Tusche method. Lettering and drawi g may
be applied to the screen by the use o liquid
tusche. The silk screen is placed o er the
preliminary drawing, and the tusche is ainted
on the silk over the elements of the drawing.

Althoueh the tusche can be thinned out
with distilled water, it is insoluble after it
dries. Fish glue, thinned with water, is
brushed over the entire screen on the inside,
allowed to dry, and brushed on a second time.
When this dries, the tusche is washed out by
.rubbing both sides of the silk with soft cloths
soaked in turpentine.- The dissolving tusche
carries away the glue over it, leaving the clean
screen open at all points where the tusche is
applied.
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Masking paper is attached to the undersidt

of the screen over all areas not opened, and
scotch tape is fastened around the frame on
the inside.

Direct photographic method. Another
method of preparing the screen is by
photography. Designs that are too intricate to
produce on paper or film stencils are done by
this method. Pictorial designs, pen and ink
sketches, halftones, and other types of
complicated subjects can be produced orithe
sensitized screen.

The screen for the direct photographic
method is coated with a bichromated solution
of glue or gelatin. The coating is allowed to
dry and the plate is placed with the film or
ink side against the sensitized silk. It is locked
in a contact frame and exposed to a strong
light. The amount of exposure depends on the
solution used and the intensity of the light.
The screen is etched out in warm water after
it has been removed from the contact. frame.
It must be kept under subdued light until it
has been dampened on both sides. Enlarged or
reduced prints may also be made.

Exercises (819):
1. Pair the characterizing statements in the

right column with the mostappropriate
item listed in the left column.

1.Direct
photographic
metho d.

2. Film.
3. Medium mesh.
4. Printing.
5.Lacquered

stencil.
6. Cleaning silk.

- 7. Muter copy.
8.Attaching

stencil to
screen.

9. Shellac sten-
cil.10.Tusche
method.
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f.

a.

48 per Lineal inch.
Made by making layout of
design on drawing paper or
bristol board.
Attached to layer of trans-
lucent paper .. . thumb-
tacks (or adhesive tape)
used to fasten to the board
over muter copy.
Cloth saturated with adher-
ing liquid 'rubbed over
small area ... large cloth
wiped over portion to ab-
sorb excess liquid.. .open
spaces are blocked out
with adhesive . . . squeegee
is placed at top of frantr.
Special solution as thick u
ice cream is used. ..poured
upon screen at one end

.operation is repeated in
other direction.
Uses film remover. . .let
stand few minutes, peel off
paper stencil. ..between
wads dampened with
liquid.
Original drawing covered
wit h ru bber cement

.coated paper placed
over drpwiii. .paper is ad-

to silk by moving-
warm iron over silk on
insi de of screen.



h. Attach by wiping over the
silk with a cloth moistened
with thinner...or. glue may
be used.

L 56 per lineal inch.
j. Can be thinned with dis-

t illed water. . :insoluble
after dry... masking paper
attached to underside of
screen over areas not open-
ed. . acotch tape fastened
around frame on the in.
side.

k. Used for intricitte designs
. pictorial designs, pen
and ink sketches, half-
tones, and other types of
complicated subjects
..screen is coated with

bichromated solution of
glue or gelatin. ..screen is
etched out in warm water.

3-3. Photo Composing Machine

Most Air Force graphic sections are
equipped with a photo composing machine
capable of producing black-type copy ready
to be pasted down on layouts or finished
artwork that is to be reproduced. Although
you should learn to operate the particular
machine in your section by using the
operating instructions that come with the
machine, we should discuss the operating
principles that are basic to all photo
composing machines.

The typed copy from photo composing
machines is printed on photo-sensitized paper
or on film. Paper comes in rolls of 100 and 75
feet, film in rolls of 50 and 35 feet. The 75
feet paper rolls and the 35feet film rolls both
have adhesive backs. The film copy is a
positive transparencyblack letters on a

......
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Figure 3-5. Inserting film.
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transparent backgound. Such copy is ideally
suited for silk screen, gravure, and visual aid
processes.

820. Sort out correct from incorrect
procedures for preparing the photo
composing machine and for composing.

Preparation for Operation. The folloiving
acceptable steps are used to prepare a typical
photo composing machine for operation:

Mix the developer and fixer sblutions.
Fill and insert the development tank.
Loadthe machine with paper or film.
Insert the typemaster.
Set the lighthouse opening.
Set wordspacing dial.
Set letterspacing dial.
Set line position selector knob.
Set front switch. .

Set exposurminder.
Set line length dial.

The chemical for the solutions used with
the photo composing machine comes in
powder form to be dissolved in water
according to the instructions printed on the
packages. These powders form liquid
concentrates that are mixed 1 to 3 parts water
to form the solutions used in the developing
tank. A mark on the tank indicates the level
to which you fill the separate compartment
with developer, fixer, and water.

To prepare a box of paper-for insertion
into the machine, loosen the outer bond and
pull out the lead strip until the inner bond is
broken. Then insert the rounded end of the
backup strip, bent tip pointing down, into the-
paper box slot between the top of the box
and the paper, feeding the entire length of the
strip into the box until the opposite end
hooks over the top edge of the paper box slot.

To insert the paper in the machine, raise
the front cover and the lighthouse. Pull out
the paper feed clutch knob. Insert the paper
into the paper well. Raise the paper roller, as
shown in figure 3-5, and feed the paper
underneath the first guide, along the paper
channel, underneath the second guide, and
into the machine. Lower the lighthouse and
front cover, leaving the bottom half of the
front cover raised.

TR insert a typemaster, raise the lighthouse
and the front -cover slightly. Insert the
typemaster as shown in figure 3-6, positioning
it so that the drive plate's center locating pin
enters the large locating hole in the center of
the typemaster.
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Figure 3-6. Inserting typemaiter.

To set the lighthouse opening, move -the
lighthouse opening control lever to the setting
indicated on the typemaster. Make sure that
the lever snaps into, position.

The wordspacing dial should be set, using
the large numbers on the right side of the dial
and turning the wordspacing knob until the
number on the dial that dorresponds to the
point size of the typemaster being used is
aligned with the indicator mark. To obtain
correct letter spacing, turn the letterspacing
knob until zero on the letterspicing dial is
aligned with the indicator mark.

The line position selector knob has six
setting positions: N, A, B, C, D, and E. The N
setting is used for all 1-line typemasters and
for the composition of repetitive copy wiih
multilinelypemasters. The A and B settings
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are for top and bottom lines, respectively, on
2-line typemasters. The C, D, and E settings
are for top, middle, and bottom lines,
respectively, on 3-line typemasters. Correct
settings are indicated on all multiline
typemasters.

The exposurminder is set by pressing the
read button and turning the adjust knob until
the meter needle is at 5 on the dial. This
setting is normal for all composition.

In multiline composition, all lines must
start from the same starting point. To assure
accuracy of left margins, indentions, and
centered lines, zero (starting point) must be
brought to the indicator from the left. To
make the setting manually, turn the dial to 6;
then turn the paper feed knob clockwise until
zero is aligned with the indicator hairline.

5 3 ?
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Figure 3-7. Operating photo composing machine.

Composing copy. The following steps are
used to compose copy:

Turn the print-space lever to the PRINT
position and release it immediately.

Repeat the same procedure for each
letter in the word.

Move the print-space lever to the SPACE
position for spacing between words.

After composition has been completed,
turn the paper feed knob until 7 inches of
paper is fed into the machine to advance the
last character printed 'beyond the cutting
knife mechanism.

Raise the cutoff and feed lever and hold
it up until the red develop light goes on; then
release the lever. The developing process will
start and is completely automatic.

Figure 3-7 shows an operator at the photo
composing machine. Notice that she has the
printing copy directly front,of her where it
is easy to read as she operates the machine.
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Exercises (820):
1. Sort out the incorrect from the correct

preparatory procedures for operating a
typical photo composing machine, then
correct the faulty procedures. (Note that
these steps are not intended to be put into
a sequential order.) List (by letter) the
incorrect, then make the corrections.

a. Mix the developer and fixer solutions
using a 1 to 4 ratio of powder to water.

b. Set the exposurminder by turning the
read knob until the meter needle is at 5
on the dial (for normal composition).

c. Fi31 and insert the development tank.
d. To insert paper, loosen outer bond, but

dp not pull out the lead strip until the
inner bond is broken. .,;

e. To insert the typemastei, raise the
lighthouse and front cover as much as
possible.

f. Set the lighthPuse operating control



lever to the setting indicated on the
letterspacing dial.

g. Set wordspacing dial.
h. Set the wordspacing knob until "1" on

the letterspacing dial is aligned with the
indicator mark.

i. Set front switch.
j. Set line length dial.

2. Do the same for steps used to compose
copy.
a. Turn the print-space lever to the PRINT

po'sition and release it immediately.
b. Repeat the same procedure for each

letter in the word.
c. Move the print-space lever to the SPACE

,position for spacing between words.
d. After composition has been completed,

(turn the paper feed knob unfil 7 inches
of paper is fed into the machine to
advance the last character printed
beyond the cutting knife mechanism.

e. Raise the cutoff and feed lever and hold
it up until the red deyelop light goes on;
then rele,ase the lever. The developing
process will noW start when you
manually initiate it.

3-4. Methods of Reproduction
Copies of illustrations or drawings are often

needed for work copies, samples, information5
and file copies. In many cases you will be the
one who makes these reproductions, using
available reproducing machines. The two most
common reproduction methods are diazotype
and dry electrostatic transfer.

821. Name the two common Methods,
compare these methods of reproduction, and
state the advantage(s) of the dry process over
the moist process.

Diazotipe. Diazotype reproduction is
pouibly the most versatile and effective
nonphotographic reproduction process. The
process is simply a contact exposure of a
light-sensitive paper to ultraviolet light
through a translucent original (master).
Development is a one-step alkalizing process
that takes place in a single automatic
machine; it exposes the light-sensitive paper,

ejects the original or master, and develops and
dries the reproduction copy. The resulting
print (reproduction copy) is positive; that is,
light and dark areas correspond to the master.
(In a negative print, light areas become dark
and the dark areas becom,e light.)

When you make a drawing that is to be
reproduced by diazotype reproduction, the
paper you use (the master) must be
translucent or transparent. Generally, the
drawing is not inked; howeier, inking may be
.done if a particular situation requires it.

Basic techniques of producing diazotype
images. There are two basic techniques of
producing diazotype images, each requiring
specialized processing equipment and
noninterchangeable>sensitized materials. The
systems are called dry-developing, or
ammonia developing, process and semidry, or
moist developing process. The ingredients or
chemical makeup of both processes are
basically the same. They consist of a
diazonium -salt and a coupler. The diazonium
salt, commonly' called diazo, and the coupler
are coal tar or, petroleum derivatives that
combine to form a dye. The formula of the
coupler determines the cdOi of the dye
image. The diazo is the light-sensitive
component of ,the formula. The large variety
of compotinds that fall into the diazonium
salt and coupler groups allows a wide span of
exposure and reaction times and variety of
dye images.

Depeloping processes. The process is simple
for developing both dry and moist diazotype
reproductions. The reproduction cycles for
both processes are shown in ffgure 3-8. When
ultraviolet light strikes the diazo through the
translucent portiqp -of the master, the
normally yellowish diazonium salt undergoes
a chemical change and becomes a new,
colorless, inactive compound. In the ammonia
(dry) developing process, both the diazo and
the coupler are included in the sensitizing
formula that is stabilized by a mild acid to
prevent premature coupling. In the moist
developing process the diazo is on the paper,
and the coupler is in the developing solution.

After exposure through the translucent
master to ultraviolet light, the master is
ejected from the machine and the exposed
paper conveyed to the developing portion. In
the anunonia (dry) process the exposed
materittl (diazo and coupler on the paper) is
passed through an aqua ammonia vapor where
the stabilizer is counteracted by the alkalinity
of the ammonia. The diazo that has not been
exposed then combines with the coupler to
form a dye image. In the moist developing
process, -the exposed paper is moistened by
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Figure 3-8. Diazo reproduction process.

the alkaline developer solution that contains
the coupler. Where the diazo was unaffected
by the light, a dye image is formed.

At this time, the dry (ammonia) process is
used more extensively. The ammonia process
has a larger variety of compounds and is

somewhat more versatile than the moist
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process. Ho'wever, the moist developing
process has the advantage of not emitting
ammonia odors. Both processes are capable of
producing high-quality prints.

Second originals. Since the translucent
paper on which the original (master) drawing
is drawn wears out after 'a few reproduction

5 .1
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copies are made, a "second original" is often
made. This seco'nd copy is made on sPeal
foils or acetate (both translucent) coated with
the same substance as that used on the
light-sensitive reproduction copy paper.
Because the material used for the second
original is much more durable than the paper
of the original, many more reproductions can
be ffiade by using the second original as the
master.

fiDiazotype reproduction In gene 1.

Diazotype reproduction produces a posi 've
print that is quite stable on hard-finish papers,
plastic-coated papers, and acetate sheets.
There is a tendency for the print on the
cheaper, softer papers to oxidize slowly. Long
storage or exposure to heat or sunlight can
cause these cheaper papers to discolor, and to
become brittle; and also cause the image to
fade slightly.

The speed at which the ammonia -process
diazo runs is generally faster than the moist
developing process. There is wide variation in
the running speeds depending upon the
sensitizing compound on the paper.
Diazotype reproduction paper is available in
either sheets or rolls of various dimensions.
Generally, the color of the image is blue,
sepia, or red.

Dry Electrostatic Transfer. This Xerox
method of reproduction 'is a fast, dry,
electrostatic copying process that uses
ordinary paper. It has inherent advantages
that make it a flexible, versatile, and
economic means of reproduction.

While the -preparation of paper cigset
masters is the most popular use of the dry
electrostatic transfer process, it is equally easy
to prepare transparencies, single or multiple
copies on ordinary paper, chemical resist
images, and others.

Here' is how the dry electrostatic transfer
process works: .0

The surface of the selehium-coated plate
is electrically charged as it passes under wires.

The original document is projected
through a camera lens. The charge on the
plate is drained away in areas that are exposed
to light.
( Negatively charged powder is cascaded

over the plate and it adheres to the positive
image. The latent image now becomes vidiblef

A sheet of paper (or paper offset master)
is placed over the plate, and the paper is given
a positive charge.

The positively charged paper attracts the
powder from the plate, forming, a direct
positive image.

The print or offset master is fused by
heat for permanency.
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The Xerox process has limitations in that
the equipment is rather delicate (the plates
are quite easily damaged). The copy produced
is generally good but considerable loss is
experienced in all but the sharpest line copy.

The Xerox process is of considerable value
in intermediate publication work, especially
in preparing masters for other duplicating
processes. The process is fast, usually
requiring less than 5 minutes for the entire
process. Although the reproduction is

permanent and is comparatively economical,
copy for copy, the plates, powders, and
equipment are somewhat expensive.

Exercises (821):
1. What are the two most common

repro,duction methods?

2. What are the two basic techniques used in
producing images by the diazotype
process?

3. What advantage does the dry electrostatic
method have over the moist diazotype?

4. Given statements that descriptively relate
to graphics reproduction, specify which
statements appropriately refer to diazotype

. and which to electrostatic.

Diazotype (use D).
Electrostatic (use E).

5 4 i

a. Most versatile and effective
nonphoto6aphic process.

b. After exposure through
translucent muter to ultra-
violet light, muter is
ejected from machine and
exposed paper is conveyed
to the developing portion.

c. Equipment is rather deli-
cate and expensive (plates
are sully damaged). .

d. Print or offse muter is
fused by heat r perma-
nency.

e. A contact exposure o a
light-sensitive paper
ultraviolet light through
translucent original.

f. Surface of the seleni
coated plate is electrically
charged u it panem unpler
wires.

g, Second copy is made on
special foils with the ulna
substance as that used on
the light-sensitive repro-
duction copy paper.
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Figure 3-9. Photo before retouching.

h. Preparation of paper offset
masters is most popular
use.

I. Method is fast, dry, and
- uses ordinary paper.

So far in this vOlume, we have been
interested mainly , in the techniques of
producing original artwork. We have discussed
the techniques 'of black and white media,.
color media, and various types of illustrations.
Ve also have discussed various types of
reproduction processes. It is obvious that an
illustration to be reproduced by sane
reproduction process must be developed With
the end product in mind. It is also obvious
that, if the reproduction is to satisfy the need,
there inust be som9 type of communication
between the illustrator and the printer. In
other Words, you must use some means of
telling the printer how you want your
illustration reproduced, what size it should
be, and any other information required to
reproduceit satisfactorily.
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4;I .2-;

The purpose of this chapter is to familiarize
you with some of the intercommunication
techniques used between illustrator and
printer. As typical exaniples, we have
presented the techniques of preparing
photographs and colored illustrations for
reproduction.

3-5. Photo Techniques
The use of photographic illustrations in

technical, publications is widespread, and for
good reason. The photograph is often the best
representation of the illustrated stlbject, and
the reader is inclined to trust thf accuracy of
a photo more than he does drawing. In
order to be worthy of this trus , photographs
must conform to and be prepared according
to certain standards. The photo must present
its subject free from distortion, well lighted,
properly composed, and in its natural or most
effective position.

Every effort made by the photographer to
decrease the amount of work you must do on

5,1,2
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the photograph results in a time saving and,
generally, in a better product. The
photograph should give its subject good
contrast, separate the planes in the subject,
and avoid distracting and extraneous
background; such a photo requires little
further work frojA you. A skillful
photographer can btain a great deal of
expression in a photograph. He can create
impressions of action, balance, and emphasis.
If the photograph is to be effective, the
photographer,' must know, before he shoots,
what he expicts from the finished print. His
main considerations must be quality,
accuracy, and a print suitable for illustration
with minimum retouching:

4,14

822. State the purpose of photo retouching,
cropping, scaling, and the way phantom
effects are produced.

Retouching. If the photographer fails to get
all of the qualities that are necessary to make
a photograph suitable for reproduction, you,
as an illustrator, must add the missing
qualities by retouching the photograph.

For example, let's look at figure 3-9. At the
first glance, it appears that the photographer
did his job exceptionally well; and he did,
except for some things that were unavoidable
or unintentionally.overloaked. If the purpose
of this photograph is to show how the
machine pictured in the photo 4 operated,
the reader wbuld have to overme some
distracting influences to focus his, full
attention on the subject of the photograph.
For instance, he might be distracted by the
conglomeration of waste paper and excess
film strips in the lower right corner of the

t photo. The background too might prove
disjracting. It certainly doesn't add anything

rid the subject of the picturethe operation of
the machine. Let's see how we can improve
the photo by retouchling it.

Look back at figure 3-7. This figure shows
how the photo appears after retouching.
Notice that the distracting influences have
been removedthe waste paper and film are
gone, and the background has been subdued
by placing a piece of translucent material over
it. Now, let's see how this phantom effect was
accomplished)

The technique that was used to subdue the
background in figure 3-7 is shown in figure
3-10. The process involves the use of Bourges
Solotone sheets. These sheets are specially
prepared acetate sheets covered with
transparent, uniformly light or dark tones

...-----,

that are removable. The photograph shown in
figure 3-10 is covered with a white Solotone
sheet. The Mustration shows the covering
material ing scraped from the area over the
part of tHe photograph which is to stand out
clearly in the final print.a The uSe of Solotone is a simple process.
Here are.the steps you use:

4Select the sheet that will provide the
desired opacity by placing test sheets over the
artwork or photo; Yeu may want to lighten
or darken a particular area.

Place the selected sheet (dull side up)
over the artwork or photo and attach it to
one side of the copy, using either Scotch tape
or masking tape.

Reinove the tone where it is not wanted.
This is done either by scraping with either a
plastic stylus or by applying liquid color
remover.

Slip a sheet of black paper (or white
paper if you are using dark Solotone) under
the Solotone sheet to check for any areas that
may not have been removed completely from
the sheet.

After t ou have completed the scraping,
place a protective cover sheet over the entire
copy.
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Cropping. When the photographer takes a
picture, he usually includes More than just the
subject.. He purposely includes some of the
area around the subject because he knows
that it is almost impossible to get perfect
picture balance and arrangement at the time
he takes the picture. He knows that the added
area will allow him to select the part of the
total picture best showing the subject in a
well balanced and interestingly arranged print.

.

z

e.4.,... .
.. uf `..' V

. 0 V

`;?..-..

- 14,
';'..q,' ...

s.,

\
Figure 310. Bourges Solotone.
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This technique also allows illustrators to
select the part of a photograph that will best
portray a particular subject. This technique is
called cropping. Let's make a typical example
of how this technique is used.

Figure 3-11 shows how a pkotopaph was
cropped by the illustrator ,of this CDC
volume. Notice that in cropping the copy to
be reproduced he retouched the background
around the subject, outlined the desired area
with white opaque paint, and made crop mark
and dimension line notations in the margin of
the copy. If the print is to be the same size as
the original copy, the term "1 to 1" is written
in the open space of the dimension line. If the
print is to be reduced (or enlarged), the
instructions and the desired dimensions in
inches are placed, accordingly, in the open
space of the.dimension line.

Figure 3-12 shows the result achieved by
the cropping process. Notice that die crop
marks and other instructions have been
eliminated and that the print now appears in
the desired size.

Scaling method. Since thIP"-' p of
photographs used for illustrations ar seldom
the same size as the final print d since
illustrations are usually drawn /3 or 1/2
larger than the final print, kno simple
method for scaling down or scaling up the
original is desirable. Such a method is shown
in figure 3-13. The steps in the procedure are
also given in the illustration.

Overlay. When lettering or line work is
done on any kind of tone drawing, the final
product must be produced in a combination
copy. Theline work of a combination copy
can be applied either directly on the surface
bf the tone drawing or on a transparent
acetate overlay placed over the tone drawing.
Forexample, suppose that callouts were used
in the illustration shown in figure 3-13 to
identify the important parts of the airplane.
The . lettering and line work can be drawn,
pasted, or applied on the tone copy or on an
acetate sheet placed over the tone copy.

Applying the line work directon the tone
copy and reproducing the entirinstration as
a halftone is' the more economical method.
However, the line work of an illustration
reproduced in this manner is likely to be
fuziy or indistinct, and the shadow around
pasteup areas is likely to be reproduced in the
finished print.

If clear cut line work is desired in the print,
the line woik .must be drawn on a t ent
overlay. When the illuspation proce ,
the two parts are photographed ireparately to
produce the two negative films needed in

69

Figure 312. Results of cropping.

making the printing plate. ylie two negatives
are used-together to prodike a combination
line and halftone plate.

It is obvious that the two parts of the
illustration must register perfectly if they are
to combine properly. Therefore, register
marks must be placed on both the tone copy
and the transparent overlay. The registration
Jnarks usually consist of three small circles
with crossed lines through the centers or they
may consist of the crosses only. In either- case,
they are widely spaced in the border of the
copy.

Exercises (822):
1. What is the purpose of photo retouching?

2. How can the background of a photograph
be given a faded out or phantom effect?

3. What does cropping affect?

4. What is the reason for scaling?

ss,
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3-6. Color Separation Processes
When an illustration is to be reprOduced in

full color, four separate printing plates are
requirek-a plate for ach basic color. The
four basic colors are red, yellow, blue, and
black. This process of separating the
colorsthe final topic in this CDCmay be
done by the illustrator, photoengraver, or
lithographer.

823. Explain whY black is used in color
reproduction; then given, a list of qualifying
statements concerning - photoengraving

processes, match the appropriate terms.

toengraving Processes. The
photoengraver uses filters rand sensitized
emulsions to eliminate the three colors not
desired on tlje negative being made. For
instance, if there is green in the subject being
reproduced, the photoengraver uses a filter
that allows the desired amount of yellow and
blue through to those negatives and holds to a
minimum the red and black ip the green arem.

Indirect method. There are two basic
methods that the photoengraver, uses to make
separation negatives, One is the indirett
method of , color separation, wherein

ous tone separation negatives are
, then contact positives are made from

these negatives, retouched, and
rephotographed as halftones. This 'method is
of partiehlar advantage with difficult c6py
having very dense areas that would be almost
impoisible for the finisher to open up when
furnished with an ordinary set of prints.

Direct method. The second method of
-color separation is the direct method. This
method is used` when, in the opinion of the
photographer, it is possible to make halftone
color separation negatives directly from the
copy; The direct method operates as follows:
The Photoengraver makes screen negatives
direct from the artwork by using filteir The
screen negatives are. then printed on metal,
and the color etcher not only etches the
picture!: into the metal but also color corrects
by etching as he sees fit to obtain as near a
reasonable facsimile of the artwork' as
possible.

Filter principle. Color separating is
-subtractive and utilizes filters that are

complementary to the color eventually to be
used for printing. Thus,' a blue-violet filter
transmits blue-violet but pps yellow:(This is
the filter that is used toroduce the yellow,
printer. It works as follow's.

The colors transmitted by this filter are red
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and blue (note that these are two of the three
colors that ultimately will be Used in the
printing), and these are the only colors that
will affect the photographic plate. 'When
developed, these areas in the negadve w111.4e
the most dense. When a print is made froni
this negative, the values will be reversed, the
result being that the dense neeribive values of
red and blue willybe the ,lighlues in the
print. This is the reason that it is liost
*appropriate to refer to this as,the subtractive
process.

While all this is going on, the yellow of the
original is being absorbed by the filter; so all
yellow areas will be moet transparent in the
negative (consequently, most dense in the
'print). By subtracting th red and blue,
image of all the yellow. omes
separated. When such a prin is in the proper
yellow, complementary to the filter color, it
will represent all of the yellow in the original
no matter whethekit be a yellow alone or a 1
yellow that is part of another color, such as

541.

green. -

The red printer ade by following the
same proceduref except that a green
(yellow-blue) filt is used; the blue printer is
made by using the orange (yellow-red) filter.

The f urth color.,,It is impossible to match
or du 'c te a brilliant color approximating
the p ink itielf, since in each case the
ink absorbi'such a large percentage of its own
color, instead of reflecting it completely. The
superimposition of all the inks full strength
will not generally give a dense neutral black,
but rather a greenish of reddish black,
depending on whether the red or blue-green
ink has the greater absorption deficiency.
Hence the need for the fourth impression to
give a neutral black rendering.

Illustrator considerations. The copy, for
process plates should be prepared with the
limitations of the color process in mind. If
your copy features metallic objects that are
painted with metallic colors instead of
ordinary pigments, you cannot expect the
engraver to inatqh this effect with process
color alone. If so e parts of your copy are
prepared with a b c yellow and
other areas with a pale lemon yellow, the
engraver will have to try to approximate these
with process colors.

Bear in mind the difference between the
texture of, the drawing surface and the pages
on which the print is made. Do not expect
color printed on glossy stock to have the same
soft feeling of watercolor painted on
watercolor paper. Also, the whites of a copy
cannot be reproduced faithfully when
printing is done on cream-colored stock.

.00
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When you reduce a color by adding white
, t to it, you must bear in mind that the resulting

coloi becomes a false color photographically
and cannot . be reproduced faithfully. The
only way that the engraver can approximate a
wMted out or reduced color is to lighten the
dot tbne value on the inking surface of the
printing plate; allowing more white paper .,to
come through.

Color Separation Drawings. An illustrator is
often called on to make color separation
drawings that the engraver or lithographer
uses to make the printing plates. These
drawings may be simple instructions the
lithographer uses in separating the colors, or
they may be the work of a skilled artist who
does the job of color separation that coIot
filters do automatically.

Tissue overlay. Perhaps the easiest method
for the artist to use to indicate color
separation is the tissue overlay. In its simplest
form this method consists of a sheet of tissue
(tracing paper) laid over the artwork, with the
color areas blocked in with crayon or pencil.
This overlay is used by the lithographer who

a does the actual registering of the separate
pieces by adding the lap on his film with
opaque paint. This tissue method can also be
,used to indicate a perfect register.

Key line. This method is often used for
color work with large masses. First, an outline
of the color lap is drawn with a ruling pen.
Then the,arel on the inside add the outside of
this line is filled in with black, up to within
1/16 inch from the line. This leaves a thin
white area on both sides of the design line. A
tiuue overlay is used to indicate the are& of
color.

The lithographer makes a negative and a
positive of this drawing. On -one, he finishes
filling in the center alid takes out the
background; on the other hp finishes filling in
the background and takes out the center.
Since the line is common to each, it forms the
width of the overlap. The weight of the line
depends upon the colors to be used. A set of
light and dark colors can have more overlap
than a set of two light colors or a set of two,
dark colors.

Acetate overlay. In this methoil the artist
'draws separate artwork for each coldr,
judging, for instance, the value that must be
provided on the red artwork and on the blue
artwork to give the correct shade of violet
when the job is printed. A typical example of
the work that must be done is shown in figure
3-14.

The plate at the upper left in figure 3-14
represents the colored illustation that is to be
,reproduced. This plate is sent along with the

ref'
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others to be used by the lithographer as a
guide for the finished print. Notice that it also
includes three register marks, crop marks, and
dimension instructions.

An acetate sheet is placed over the original
drawing, frosted side up. Then the crop marks
and register marks are made exactly over the
original marki. Next, the arels containing the'
color which this plate will be used to produce
are outlined 'and filled in with black India ink.
This proCedure is used for the plates of all
three primary colorl and for the black plate.
In this particular eximpleo 30-percent black,
halftone screen plate is also made, which will
be used tosray some of the areas of color.
This plate'ivill be combined with the black
plate in the process of making the black
printing plate.

To achieye lap reister, the design in each
plate is made a little larger than its
background to insure a slight overlap. The
element to appear in the lighter color should
overlap into the darker color.

Exercises (823):
1. Explain why black is used in color

reproduction.

2. Match the inost appropriate term with the
descriptive sta inent(s) (right Column) that
characterize( it.

Indirect method.
Direct method.
Blue-violet filter.
Lap register.
Green filter.
'Red printer.
Blue printer.

, Yellow-red filter. .

Neutral black rendethig.
Tissue overlay.
Key line.
Acetate overlay,
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a. Conpinuous tone sepa-
ration negatives are
made.

b. Used f9r color work
with large areas.

c. Stops yellow.
d. Color areu are blocked

in with crayon or pen-
cll.

. Plaied over original
drawing, frosted side
up.

f. Green filter used.
g. Screen negativu made

from artwork by using
filters.

h. Advantageous with dif- '

ficult copy (that having
dense aress that would
be almost impouible
for finisher to open up
with ordinary set of
prints).

i.. Artist draws separate
artwork for each color,
judging the values to be
produced.
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J. Design in each plate is
mad. a little larger than
its background.

k. Used when it is possible
to make halftone color
sop &ration negatives
from copy.

I. Screen negatives are"
printed on metal, the
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color etcher etches the
picture and color cor-
rects.

m. Yellow-blue.
n. Orange filter.
o. Fourth impression.
p. Easiest method for

artist to indicate color
separation.

.
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References:
800 - 1.

ANSWERS FOR EXERCISES

CHAPTER 1

PICTURE PLANE

PROJECTORS
OR

VISUAL RAYS

VP

OBJECT

SP

GROUND PLANE

Figure' 1. Nomenclature applied (answer for objective 800, exercise 1).

800 - 2. Definitions:
a. Horizon -is a visible or invisible line that

represents the actual horizon and eye
level of the observer.

b. Vanishing point (VP) is the +POint km the
horizon where all -lines representing par-
allel horizontal edges converge.

c. Ground line represents the intersection of
the ground plane and the picture plane.

d. Picture Mine represents thcrectangular
outlin (real or Imaginary).

e. Station point is the point through which
all converging light rays go; position of
obit. .er's eyes in relation to object.

f. Visual rays are converging light rays.
g. Center (line) of vision (CV) (aids of

vision) is the observer's line of sight. It is
the point at which this line intersects the
picture plane.,

h. Object plane is any vertical surface of the
object.

i. Horizon plane is an invisible plane passing
through the station point and the Earth's
horizon.

j. Measuring line (ML) is the part of 4ae
object that touches the picture plane.

800 - 3. Due to the fact that the SP is in relation to

751

551
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the object, if the point shifts, the perspective
also shifts accordingly.

800 4. By changing (augmenting or decreasing) the
perspective; if the picture plane moves closer
to the object, the perspective becomes
larger. The converse is true, as well..

801 - 1. Three types of perspective are:
a. One-point (parallel) 'exists when two di-

mensions are parallel to an imaginary
plane of reference (picture plane).

b. Two-point (angular): object is considered

802 - 1.

Ilk
I I I I 111111L I I I 111\ I I I III

iiiitting at an angle to the picture plane.
iThere are two sets of horizontal edges
converging toward two different vanish-
ing points on the eye level or horizon

c. With three-pint (oblique) perspective
none of the object's surfaces are parallel
to the'picture plane.

801 2. A is one-point.
B is twopoint.
C is three-point.

\

\
\1111111111161"

\

46"

Figure 2. Division of ri-ctiirgular area raniwer for objective 802, exercise 1 ).

802 - 2. To establish the needed station pojnt and
vanishing point(s).

7
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.803 1.

a.

b.

FREEHAND LIYOUT METHOD-

STEP

STEP 2

MAJOR AXIS

PERSPECTIVE CENTER

STEP 3

VP

Figure 3. Freehand and mechanical tool layout methods (answer for
objective 803, exercise 1).

804 -.1. The horizon the station point, and the
vanishing poiiit(s).

806 - 1. a. Step one is to draw a line to rePresent the
picture plane.

b. Step two is to ielect the station
(approximately the center of th
view at a 80' overall angle).

806 -2. Line (A)actucily touches; the picture plane;
. . it, thus, la not fOrishortened Ito be diacuseed

further in the next inclement). In fact, line
(A) is important because it can be used for
manuring.

806 1. FOreshortening is the illusion created that
Anakes an irregular (free) formappear to go

77,
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toward or recede from the viewer.
806 2. Main consideration:

a. Proper use of vanishing point.
b. Eye level of observer.
c. Light source.

CHAPTER 2

807 1, 1, I; 2, B; 3, H; 4, A; 5, D; 6, F; 7, E; 8, G; 9,
C.

808 1. General steps:
a. Understand purpose and scope of illustra-

tion then familiarize yourself with the
request.

b. Research if neceasary to be sure illustra-
tion is technically correct.

c. Visualize to produce a rough layout
(decide how it Is to be presented, what it
is to look Hie, and the medium to be
used).

d. Produce the comprehensive layoutan
accurate drawing and instructions for
rendering or finishing the illustration.

808 - 2. a, c, e, h, and i.

809 - 1. As shown from top to bottom of left
column, then from top to bottom of right
column.

Orthographic quarter Short break.
section. Long break.

Perapective full section. Cylindrical objects.
Phantom view. Mood or plastic.
Irregular cutaway. Metal bar.
Three-quarter cutaway.

Centerline.
Hidden line.
Phantom line.
Sectioning extension line.
Loader line.
Dimension line.
Visible form line.

810 - 1. Block diagrams, which do not actually show
motion or function, display a theoretical
arrangement of components and symbolic
interconnection. Whereas, schematic dia-
grams use symbols in the form ofcolor (not
words), line, line patterns, tones and the like
to show motion (function). Wiring diagrams,
the last main type of symbolic illustration, is
concerned with the lines representing the
path that actual' Wires take in a specific, real
system component, (Schematic is most con-
cerned with signal flow.)

810 - 2. (From top) Equipment, component, shield,
inclosures (mechanical equipment), chassis
outline, signal path (or base lines), envelope
filament grids cathode, vacuum tubes plate,
and lead or circuit lines (and graphic sym-
bols).

811 1. Check your work againit figure 2-16.

811- 1. 6% 'by 81/2 inckes.
812 2. 6 by 12 inches.
813 - 2. Thl lettering must be 1/15 of the height of

the graphic. In this came it must be 2/3
(10:15 2/3). The lin: weight must be at
lust 1/15 of 13% inches. Therefore, it must
be at leut 1/6 inch thick.

818 - 2. Since the minimum height for lettering is
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1/15 of the graphic height, the largest that
the graphic can be is 15 times the height of
the lettering which is 5 inches (15 x 10
5). ,

813 3. If the graphic can be seen on die monitor
with sufficient clarity to illustrate its point,
your sizes and styles are appropriate.

814 1. The advantage of using black and white in all
TV illustrations is that it gives the video
engineer a reference on which ,he can set up
his basic video levels. Besides the fact that
black and white may not fit well into the
design of an illustration, usint black and
white next to each other may cause a halo or
horizontal streaking.

814 2. The TV system is not as effective in distin-
guishing tone as is the human eye. If you did
not restrict your use of gray to 3 or 4
separated tones, some of the different tones
might appear to be the same tone.

814 - 3. Value. You should compare the value of
colors with the values of gray.

814 4. Lay a sheet of wax paper over your illustra-
tion and step back to the appropriate view-
ing distance. Tlie net result is very similar to
what the TV system does to your illustra-
tion. BIG, BOLD, and SIMPLE is the cri-
terion to apply.

815 - 1. 1, f; 2, e; 3, a; 4, g; 5, h; 6, b; 7, d ; and 8, c.

816 - 1. Glass, photographic film, and acetate.
816 - 2. Because they can be made in any size to fit

. any projector, provide excellent definition
of detail, and they do not es.sily smudge.

817 - 1. Dino transparencies are larger than most
slides, thus (in terms of drawing) more
detailed and easier to cut out mistakes.

817 - 2. The steps for a diazo multicolored projectual
are:
a. Draw the original artwork and punch for

pin registration.
b. Punch as many sheets of tracing paper

and Diazochrome as colors to be used.
'Also punch the number of mounting
frames needed.

c. Place a sheet of tracing paper over the
original and registration pins, and opaque
areas to be printed in one color. Repeat
for each color.

d. Place appropriate biazochrome and/rac-
ing paper over registration pins and ex-
pose in expoeure unit. Repeat for each
color.

e. Develop each Diazochrome in the devel-
,oping unit.

f. Assemble the projectual by placing a
mounting frame and tlfie Diazochrome
films over the registration pins.

g. Tape the assembled projectual to the
mount.

817" 3. Refer to A monograph chart such as shown
in figure 2-25.

CHAPTER 3

818 - 1. 1, a; 2, c; and 3, e.
818 - 2. 6 lines.

819 - 1. 1, k; 2, c; 3, a; 4, e; 5, h; 6, f; 7, b; 8, d; 9, g;
and 10, j.
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820 - a (ratio is 1 to 3), la (turn adjust dial), d (pull
lead strip to break inner bond), e (nise only
slightly), f (indicated on the typernaster), h
(zero on dial).

820 - 2. e (developing process will start automati-
cally).

821 - 1. Diazotype and by electrostatic.
821 2. Dry-developing and semi-dry developing.
821 - 3. No special paper is needed.
821 4. D (a), D (b), E (c), E (d), D (e), (f), D (g),

E(h), E (i).

822 1. Retouching adds the qualities to a photo-
graph that the photographer failed or could
notobtain. '

822 - 2. The phantom effect is obtained by laying a
aheet of Solotone over the photograph and
scraping away the surface over the subiect.

822 - 3. Cropping indicates the exact part of a photo
that should be reproduced (also indicates
what part of the photo is not needed).

*U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1275-640-005 / $57

ALIGAFS, ALA (75334) 5500

79

822 - 4. Since photos used for illustrations are sel-
dom the sane size as the final print,AnlIng
up or down (depending on the task aMand)
is a necessary process.

823 - 1. Black is used In -color reproduction because
the mixture of the three primaries does not
produce a neutral black. It is also used to
give tone and body to other colors.

823 2. Indirect method: a, h.
Direct method: k, g, 1.
Blue-violet filter: c.
Lap register: j.
Green filter: m.
Red printer: f.
Blue printer: n.
Yellow-red filter: n.
Neutral black rendering: o.
Tissue oveday: p, d.
Key line: b.
Acetate overlay; I, e.
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LMATCH ANSWER 2. USE NUMBER 1 cit,

SHEET TO THIS NUMBE'R 2 PENCIL.s T 0 P - EXERCISE NUM-
BER.

23151 05 21
EXTENSION COURSE INSTITUTE

VOLUME REVIEW 'EXERCISE
DRAWING AND PRODUCTION

Carefully read the following:

DO'S:

ati

4

I. Check the "course," "volume," and "form" numbers from the answer sheet
address tab against the "VRE answer sheet identification number" in the
righthand column of the shipping list. If numbers do not match, take action
to return the answer,sheet and the shipping list to ECI immediately with a
note of explanation.

2. Note that numerical sequence on answer sheet alternates across from column
to column.

3. Use a medium sharp *1 or *2 black lead pencil for marking answer sheet.'

4. Circle the correct answer in this test booklet. After you are sure of your
answers, transfer them to the answer sheet. If you have to change an answer
on the answer sheet, be sure that the erasure is complete. Use a clean eraser.
But try to avoid any erasure on the answer sheet if at all possible.

5. Take action to return entire answer sheet to ECL
N

'6. Keep Volume Reivew Exercise booklet for review and reference.

7. If-mand&orily enrolled student, process questions or comments through your <7 .1.

unit trainer or OJT supervisor.
If voluntarily enrolled student, send questions or comments to ECI on ECI
Form 17. '

a.
DON'TS:

1. Don't use answer sheets other than one furnished specifically for each review
exercise:

2. Don't 'mark on the answer., ,heet except to fill in marking blocks. Double
marks or excessive markings which' overflow marking blocks will register as
errors.

3. Don't fold, spindle, staple,-tape, or mutilite the answer sheet.

4. Don't use ink or any marking other than a *1 or *2 black lead pencil.

NOTE: NUMBERED LEARNING OBJEcTIVE REFERENCES ARE USED
ON THE VOLUME REVIEW EXERCISE. In parenthesis after. each.
Rai number on the VRE is the Learning Objective Number where the
answer to that item can be located. When answedng the items on the
VRE, refer to the Learning Objectives indicated by these Numbers. The
VRE results will be sent to you on a postcard which will list the actual
VRE items you missed. Go to the VRE booklet and locate the Learning
Objective Numbers for the items missed. Go to the text and carefully
review the areas covered by these references. Review the entire VRE again
before you take the closed-book Course Examination.
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Multiple Choice

(800) What is the point on the horizon where all horizontal, parallel receding
lines converge?

a. Vanishing point. c. Ground line.
IC. Station point. d. Picture plane. 4

2. (800) Which of the following Pan be used as a measuring line for.establishing
the relationship between parts of a picture?

a. Horizon.-
b. Ground line.

c. Vanishing point.
d. Vertical plane point.

3. (800) The point through which all converging,light rays pass is called the

a. picture plane.
b. vanishing point.

c. station point.
d. axis of vision.

4. (800) What does the object plane represent?

a. Any vertical surfaceof the object.
b. Any horizontal surface of the object.
c. Any line parallel with the axis of vision.
d. Any vertical or horizontal surface of the object.

S. (800) To drat:: a three-dimensional object on a two-dimensional surface, you
must know the

a.

b.

C.

d.

shape and dimensions of the object.
purpose for which the drawing is to be used.
number of lines requirecrto.complete the drawing.
number of thumbnail sketches required tp complete the project.

6. (800) Select the correct statement.

a. Moving the picture plane closer io the
perspective.

b. Positioning the picture plane at an angle
perspective drawing.

c. The closer you place the station point to
the perspective will appear.

d.. A good rule is to place the station point
any two visual rays is 30°.

station point increases the

with the object simplifies the

the object, the more lifelike

so that the largest angle between

7. (801) When does parallel or one-point perspective occur?

a. When the height and width are oblique to the picture plane.,
b. When the height and width are parallel to the picture plane.
c. When the horizon line is above the object.
d. When the horizon line is below the object.

8. (801) What is another name for angular perspective?

a. Four-point perspective.
b. Three-point perspective,

9.. (801) What is the only dimension
perspective?

a. "Station Point.

b. Width.

2

c.

d.

parallel

4

Two-point perspective.
One-poinf perspective. ,

to the picture plane in an

c. Height.
d. Depth.

angular
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ko. (802) What should be established before any measurements are made?

a. The horizon line.
b. *The size of the object.
c. The needeftlanishing Ohoints and horizon line.

d. The needed vanishing points and station point.
1

11. (802) Where is the ruler used in perspective drawing to divide an area into a

number of parts?

a. On a line parallel to the picture plane, either horizontal or yCticai.

b. On a line parallel to the station point, either horizontal or krtical.

C. On a line parallel to the vanishing point lines.

d. A ruler is not necessary in perspective drawing.

12. (803) What is the function of a circle in relation to perspective in a two-
4.-

dimensional drawing?

a: It serves the same function as that of the cube.

b, The circle is the guide for drawing all three-dimensional illustrations.

c. The circle is most often used to control verlical and horizontal format.

d. The circle is the guide for drawing all two-dimensional curves, ellipses

and ovals in perspective.
eo,

13. (804) What are the major things/to remember in perspective drawing?

a. The horizon, measurements, and the station 'point.

b. Visual rays, the centerline of vision, and the horizon.

c. The picture plane, the ground line, and the object plane.

d. The horizon, the station point, and the vahishing points.

14. (805) What is the purpose o a plan and elevation viewain perspective?

a. To permit drawimg*an obj ct approximately as it would be seen by the human

eye.

b. To show that all lines i perspective are foreshortened.

c. To show that perspective 1 a very limited method.

d. To show that a picture plate is not necessary.

15. (806) An irregular form appearing to recede from or come toward the viewer

causes a phenomenon known as

a. free form. c. refraction.

b. foreshortening. d. perspective.

16. (806) From an established ligkt source, shadows

a. are not shown in perspective.

b. never follow any contour plane.

c. recede to different vanishing points.

d. follow the contour of the plane upon which they fall.

17. (807) A narrative presentation may be either written or oral and is normally

presented in

a. slide-form. c. data form. ,

b. story form. d. graphic form.

18. (808) Translating the basiccomposition of the rough layout into an accurate,
well-drawn, or projected outline drawing is a step for

a. a=roligh layout. c. the finished layout.

b. a thumbnail layout. d. a comprehensive,layout.

3
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19. (808) Which of the following is a step in the rendering procedure?

a. Familiarite yourself with the request for the illustration.
.b. Make a rough sketch of the illustration.
c. Mount the illustration as needed.
*d. Establish firmly what to show.

20. (809) Which choice is correct concerning the comprehensive ;i.:torial?

a.. May be a phantom view.
b. May be an explOded view.
c. Kay be an 4rientation view.
d. May not be an operational illustration.

21. .1809) A phantom view is drawn to show portions of a subject Er if it were

a. transparent.
.4( c. solid.

b. translucent.
Of opaque.

22. (809) When you want to show internal parts and external surface, you should use

a. a side view.

b. a plan view.
c. a phantom view.
d. an exploded view.

23. (809) "A line that consists of a series of short, evenly spaced dashes" defines a

a.

b.
hidden line.

centerl'ne .

c.

ci..

leader line.

phantom line.

24. (810) An llustration that uses lines, colors, graphic symbols, and words is

a. A pdtorl illustration. c. a finished illustration.
)

b. a bolic illustration. d. an orthographic illustration.
, ,

25. (810) Whet kind of diagrams are primarily concerned with data flow?

a. Schematic diagrams.
b. Wiring diagrams.

c. Block diagrams. P

d. Mechanical diagrams.

26. (810) In a circuit diagram, which of the following is used to indicate ah
electrical shield?

a. Solid lines. c. A series of short dashes.
b. A series of long dashes. d. Alternate long and short dashes.

27. (811) What does the dashed line o an electrical relay indicate?

a. That all relay contacts open at ,he same time..
b. That all relay contacts close at the same time.
c. That relay contacts are closed only when the.relay is energized.
d. That all relay contacts move simultaneously when the relay is energized.

28. (811) What are dog legs?

a.' Zigzag lines. ,

b. Callout lines.
c. Dimension lines.
d. Break lines.

79. (811) The primary purpose of a wiring diagram is to

a. show signal flow.
b. illustrate theory.
c.: show Wiring connections between components.
d. show the location of auxiliary powf:r .ourc4s.
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30. (812) Concerning visual materials for television, aspect ratio refers to the

a. width of,he TVcreen.
b. height o the TV screen.

c. number o4 lines on a TV screen.

d. relation between the height znd width of the TV screen.

31. (812) Th rule that allows for edge loss and establishes a safety field is

called the

a. one-eighth rule.,
b. one-sixth rule.

32. (813) The minimum line weighti-

a. 1/75 the width of the copy layout
b. 1/50 the width of the copy layout
c. 1/25 the width of the copy layout

d. 1/15 the width of the copy layout

,c. one-fourth rule.

d. one-half rule..

TV graphic is

33. (813) You must make nine graphic TV illustrations having a basic size of 10 by

13 1/3 inches. How many sheets of 30- by 40-inch television gray board will be

required?

a. 4. c. 2.

3. d. 1.

. (814) For television, using black and white next to each other may.cause

a. a fade out.

b. a grayed blending.

c. an all-black p esentation.

d. halo and horizontal streaking.

35. (814) To allow the TV video engineer to set up the video levels, wnat must you4

include in each TV graphic?

a. Both black and white.

b. Either blaOk or white.

c. Three or four tones of gray.*

d. Black, white, and a medium gray,

36. (814) On black and white TV, when an object's color has the same gray scale

value as the background, the

a. background is grayed.
b. object appears invisible to the TV camera.

c. object's color is visible only.to the TV 'camera.

d, object will appearmore clearly on the monitor screen.

37, (814) The resolution of a TV systeM tells the illustrator how

a. to apply ink by hand.

b. to use registration marks.
c. a mistake can be corrected. .

d. much detail he can put into an illustration.

38. (815) The original artwork for rear view projection is photographed and normally

reduced to a .

a. 2- by 4-inch transparerfcy.1

- 5- by 7...inch transparenC:f."

c. 8- by 10-inch transpdrency.
d. 2- by *2-inch or 4- by t-inch transparency.

5
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39. (81'5) The principle of'the phantom is based on '

a. color values.
b. line construction.
c. drawing an illustration on a gray background using charcoal sticks.

d. drawing an 4.1ustration on a white background using a number 31 pencil.

40. (G15) The simplest method oflwesenting animation on television is by

a. technamatlon. c. slide cards.

b. crawl. d. pop-ins.
-

41. (815) Information appearing in a cutout windo r picture frame type setting

is an example of a

a. gobo.

b. crawl.

c. pop-in.' °

d. slide card.

42. (816) India ink and transparent color inks can only be used on

a. enamel sp ay slides. c. clear glass slides.

b. etc ass slides. d. sandwich slides.

43. 16) What type of glass slide must you use if lettering produced on a

ypewriterpi4\to be shown?

\--era. En l spraYslide.
b. Etched glass 'slide.

c. Sandp slide.
d. Clea glass slide.

44. (816) Which of the f llowing types of acetate slides is capable of producing

the most unusual effec ?

a. Etched.
b. Frosted.

c. Carbon.

d. Clear.

45. (816; 817) The basic artwork used to produce diazo ti,ansparencies is easier

to work on than artwork used to produce glass slides because

a. it is larger.

b. it can be more detailed.

c. you can use bolder strokes.
d. mistakes can be more easily corrected.

46. (817) A multicolored diazo projectual is made by

a. offset printing. c. coloring a single transparency.

b. four-color printing. d. assembling separate Diazochromes.

47. (817) What is the single most important factor when combining two or more

transparencies to form one projectual?

a. Color. '
c. Tape mounts.

_b. Registration. d. The first overlay.

48, (117) What is the minimum height for lettering on an overhead projectual if the

projection.distance is 15 feet and the farthest viewer is 43 feet?

o

a. .05 inch. c. .15 inch.

b. .10 inch. d.. .20 inch.

49. (818) The printing process that uses type is

a. letterpress. c. gravure.

b. lithography. d. silk screen.

6
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50. (848) Type is measured in points, and a point is 0.013837 inch. Which of the

following corresponds approximately te, this measurement?

a. 1412 inch. c. 1/32 inch.

b. 11,4 inch. d. 1/16 inch.

51. (818) How many lines of 18-..point type can be printed in a space 3 inches high?

c.

b. 6. d. 12.

a. 3.

52. (818) What size type set.solid must be used to print copy of 192 words in a
space 2 by 3 inches?

A -

6. c. 10.

b. 8. d. 12.

53. (818) What principle applies to the lithograph process?

*a. That like electrical charges repel.
b. That unlike electrical charges attract.
ce That grease and water have no affinity for-each other.
d. That printing ink is retained in grooves and wiped from the surface.

54. (819) The, process of printing which allows the greatest selection of printing
surfaces is the

a. silk screen. c: letterpress.

b. lithography.% d. gravure.

- 55. (819) What is the most important precaution to observe when cutting a film

stencil for:the sills screen process?

a. Do not cult the sil.'
b. Do not cut the backing paper.
c. Do not remove any of the film.
d. Do not apply tqo much lacquer thinner.

56. (619) When preparing the.silncreep for printing, the film stencil is attached
to the silk by applSing.

a. an adhering liquid.
b. a wart iron.

c. paper tape.

d. 'turpentine.

57. Ana) What type of stencil can be adhered to the silk by heating it with a-

warm iilon?

a. Lacquer. c.. Tilm.

b. Shellac. d. Tusche.,

-' 58. (819) In makin stencil for the silk screen using the tusche method, what
is used .o.block out the areas of the desigil which are not pri..,nted?

a. RUbber cement. ç. rish glue.

b. Masking tape. d. Mucilage..

59. (820), 'What office machine is capable of producing tylp lettering?

a. Xerox. c. Photo'composing.
,

b. Thermofax. d. Lithbgraph.

60. (A20) What is the normal setting for the exposurminder?

a. 2. c. 4.

,b.- 3. d. 5.

7 A*
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61. ,(820) How much paper should be fed into the photo composing. machine after
composition has been completed?

a. 3 inches. c. 10 inches.
b. 7 inches. d. 15 inches.

454wto.(821) Concerning diazotype reproduction, the ammonia civeloping process is a
a

a. wet process. c. semimoist process.
b. drOrocess.

\t

d. semidry process.

63. (821) I ,you are allergic to ammonia,,the type of diazotype process whicb
you shoufbk avoid using is the

a. , moist process., c... dry process.
. b. semidry process. d.° ultraviolet process.

64. (821) The Xerox process is based,on the princjike of

a. repellency of water and oil. ' c. lithographic printing.

b. electrostatic transfer. d. diazotype printing. .

65. (822) What6ig the simplest technique for subduing the background of a
(

ph,tfograph:?

a. Apply a light transparent wash wily the background.
b. .Use an airbrush and opaque paint'tsi getouch the area.

c. Stipple'the area using a large bristie brush, and retouch gyays.
d. Use a Solotone sheet over the photograph and scrape away the surface over

the subject.
,. ' t

66. 11822) When lettering or line wori, is done,.on 'any kind Of tone drawing,, the

final prOduct must be produce"d

557

a. phOtographically.
b. in a combination copy.
c. using the silk screen method.
d. using the double overlay meihod.

67. '(823) How is color achieved in.halftone color separation negatives made'
directly from the original color illustration?

a. By photographing the orTginal artwork in full c or.

b. By using,a subtractive color'separation,proces an monochrome filters.

c., By making screen negatives directly from the artwork by using filters.
d. By using an additive color'separation process and complementary filters.,

68. (823) A red printer uses

a. a yellow-red filter. c. a green (yellow-blue) filter.
b. an orange filker. d. a blue-violet filter.

0, 69*7 (823) What simple method can an illustratOr use to indicateto the lithographer
the desired color separai;on of a finished produc!?

a.. Key line method. c. ACetate overlay method.

b.. Tissue overray)method. d. Color'strip method.
-

70. (823) With the acetate overlay m thOd',

a. color work with large masses may be treated.
b. the sheet is placed on the original drawimi, frgated side up.
c. the theet is placed on the original drawing, frolieceside down. A

d. the areas containing color are outlined and eilled'in with pencil.
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